TRAGICOMIC SOAP OPERA 2005 A.D.
THE HEAVENLY BLUES OF GEORGE W.BUSH
IN A PARALLEL UNIVERSE

“A map of the world without utopia on it is not worth a second glance”

Oscar Wylde
“…It was in the theater that the Greek citizen saw himself and obeyed the Delphic maxim: Know
Thyself. Best of all, in the comedies…he learned to see himself, wryly , as others saw him,
chastened by their painful laughter. And in the tragedies he beheld , in the larger figures of
heroes and gods, beckoning potential selves whose imitation in moments of crisis would help him
overpass the mediocrity of the safe and the habitual”
Lewis Mumford (“The City in History”)
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MOUNT BUSHMORE
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)
(Episode 1:Dick Cheney,Richard Perle,Donald Rumsfeld,Paul Wolfowitz are
having refreshments in a country club:)

R: -It’s good that you could all do it earlier enough than George shows up, one of the two things I
want to brief you all also needs some comments that I wanted to hear from you when he’s not
around. So let me start with that part. I’m kind of worried after his re-election, he shows so
much overconfidence that sooner or later he’ll put his foot in his mouth; you know what he asked
me to fix for him the other day? A debate with Noam Chomsky on Larry King’s hour,
broadcasted live and nationwide. At first I thought he was joking. But I thought to myself that he
is too dumb to be that smart to play that stupid and…
W:-Oh, no, not again! Come on Rummy, cut the film lines, this was from a Jerry Lewis film. Just
tell us what you told him.
R: -I just told him “Now I see why Laura feels like a desperate housewife”. But before telling
him something more definite I wanted to see you all first.
C:-Why not go ahead and fix it?
R:-Don’t be that obvious Dick. You want so much to see him ruined by making that much of an
ass of himself and become president yourself.
C: -Aaah, I don’t bother to answer that.
R:-You’ve got no answer each time I figure you out on the spot, that’s why.
P:-Don, are we sure you did graduate from Princeton? I can’t believe we two went to the same
school. Can’t you see that Dick is happily creative being in second place? Don’t we all know
George’s stupidity is the way he becomes elected and re-elected and has polls always rising up
finally? Dick or me or Paul are too clever to have the mediocre majority identify with us and vote
for somebody with our body language. With George any idiot can identify and feel flattered that
an idiot too can become rich and famous and a success and even become the president of the
United States.
R:-Two questions:
P:-Your one question is sure why I skipped you in the list of smart guys I just mentioned. Well,
you’re at least smart enough to know that your appeal is to make tough shit fans of Al Capone
identify and think they partake of power by voting for somebody who would make you a
secretary of defense. That’s compliment enough for boxers like you, more brains would enter you
in a debate society and you don’t want that, do you? After all, the smartest thing you had said
was how to use your incompetence and not your competence as an asset, right? I mean it was an
ingenious use of your stupidity when , unable to give any good intelligence to Colby you
flabbergasted him by saying that we don’t need to find out what the Russians are up to but only
to convince the American people that the Russians are up to what we say they are. Dick too
jumped into the idea, Colby and all then called you “the crazies’ but they did gladly undertake
the expense for the office of special plans. Your other question is why Dick wants to let George
go ahead and face Chomsky. Maybe you don’t see the obvious answer because your boxer’s
ethics doesn’t let your block-skull think clearly, so you think Dick wants them to fight it out on
the ring and that as long as somebody is on the floor he has two choices , either lie down until the
count makes him a loser or stand up and start being hit again , or hit back if he’s up to it. Nothing
of the sort applies here. What percentage of the voters has an attention span on which
Chomsky’s arguments and data will not bounce ? They are so difficult for the majority to follow
that his words won’t look as a boxer’s blows on George. They will just infuriate the idiots who
identify with George and then Chomsky and the people who do follow him will become even
more hated by the people who will take George’s knockout as their own, so his popularity will
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rise and people whose skull is not thick enough for Chomsky’s words to bounce off will be
despised even more by the ones who hate them already. As Mark Twain said “If you want to rule,
address yourself to the idiots. They are the majority”.
R:-OK, I got the picture but George must be coming any minute, so explain some other time to
me, not now, what’s so difficult for an idiot to grasp in the argument that free economy is a
put-on since when we developed and got ahead we had many protective policies and not free
economy, and after we’re ahead then free economy helps us only and hinders others from
following our past steps and develop, and it’s only a joke when we say the reason they are
underdeveloped is that they don’t try hard to compete us.
W:- Why make life difficult for you when you can get away with it , in front of the idiots I mean,
by just starting to shout at all tough points the line we told you the other day, just like George
does. When you start shouting “I believe in free speech” instead of an answer to all difficult
questions , then idiots think you won, do you really want to go into anything deeper as an answer?
Remember when George was shaking hands with Joseph Stiglitz and his girlfriend, when he got
the Nobel Prize in economics and Joseph’s girlfriend told George that Joseph was very
concerned about his economic policy? George just told her “Then help him to overcome it”. It
was a good enough initiative to improvise, and he didn’t have to have attended a seminar to say
it, OK, if you really want to be as snappy as that, let’s talk about it some time, but in your case
just answering “I believe in free speech” would be snappy enough. Are you sure you want to talk
numbers with us? Besides, you always get away with your way of being snappy. You say “I
don’t remember”. So just lay on us second piece of news, you said you had, the one you said you
could just report to George straight without any previous advising with us.
R:-All I wanted to ask you was if I should let him encounter publicly and live a new challenge
that sounds Chomsky-like enough to me, I guess your answers cover that too.
W:-Oh, here he comes, since you are being the host, go ahead and tell him “hi” and that you
wanted to tell him some thing or other without us hearing you, and take your time walking to our
direction.
(Rumsfeld goes to Bush who’s coming out of a car that is being escorted
from both behind and from the front by security, they chat in the
background and Rumsfeld takes some papers out of his pocket to show and
read to him while the other guys are laughing their hearts out
chatting as follows:)

W:- Great minds think alike, better say grin alike in this case , since these two never think
without us. Both of them had the same idiotic grin when, to protesters disrupting their speech,
they were shouting “I believe in free speech”. Of course all they prove by this is that they believe
in free hearing, since this answer of theirs is not even speech, let alone free. Hahaha!
P:-Do we or companies, as the usual extremist crap goes, prevent them from speaking freely
themselves? Well, even if nothing like that prevented them, they have enough speech
impediment from their IQ and so they wouldn’t afford free speech anyway, so let’s not feel bad
about it. Hahaha!
C:-Hahaha! I do appreciate the Princetonian sense of humor but here they are…
(From a distance as they approach slowly, while Rumsfeld puts the
papers he was showing to Bush back in his pocket:)

Hi George, how’s life? Oh, I was happy to hear you repeat that you have one of them to live. At
last. Overwork is a great killer nowadays, watch out!
(Bush, from a distance too as they approach slowly:)

G:-Hi guys, nice seein’ ya , even nicer seein’ no alcohol on the table; Rummy’s got a couple of
real interestin’ things to tell us today, make it one, Don drop that Chomsky thing, the other
encounter intrigues me more, I guess the boys are briefed already so just break the story to me
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without boring them by repeating it in front of them. OK, boys, we’ll proceed to Don’s
audiovisual intelligence in a minute. By the way , don’t forget to tell me yer comments on
something. What d’ya think about my proposal to give as much of a chance to creationist biology
to be taught in schools as toDarwinian? And what d’ya think about that idea of whachisname
about superpowers that are earth leaders not having to do too reality based analyses since they can
afford to create their own realities? I have reasons to believe proposals like mine are better , his
proposal reminds me Groucho Marx : “You should call our uncle , he’s a lice exterminator” “We
don’t have lice in the house” “He’ll bring his own” . Oh, tell me also if you think such neocon
articles made Mick Jagger call me a crock of shit and whether I should also debate Mick Jagger
live on the Larry King hour. Sorry Don, what were we saying?
The other three are seen laughing heartily and we hear their chat but
the other two don’t hear it :

W:-Now I, too, see like Rummy why Laura feels like a desperate housewife. Debating Mick
Jagger on the Larry King hour ! It’s not even funny , it verges from the pathetic to the
lamentable. Do you have anything real funny as an antidepressant here and now?
C: -Sure, just imagine a fan of Al Capone and Nietzsche as ardent as Rummy propagandizing
ideals of Christianized biology in schools. He’ll hate himself for that so much that he’ll punch
himself unconscious as soon as he gets back home and sees the mirror, I mean if he punches
himself and not the mirror to save himself the expense of buying a new one.
P:-Can you imagine either of them looking at a mirror and thinking that in any optimization
program helping evolution along , somebody might save them and their DNA to posterity?
Would you choose them if you were Darwin? Nietzsche? Would Noah save specimens like them
in his Ark?
W:- Hey, come off that trip or I’ll start to believe some rumors that your favorite pastime is to
prepare lists of who deserves to buy valid tickets to predestined salvation for him or his great
grandchildren in space arks to survive the earth’s decline. I prefer to think of more mundane
matters
C:-Is earth that close to obsolescence? I thought only fundamentalists like George are likely to
fall for PatRobertson-like crap about the second coming really coming anyday to save all the
righteous on a platform-like new Jerusalem and let the sinful rot with AIDS and cancer on earth
full of pollution and radioactivity produced by some scores of mushrooms.
W:-I was just joking. The only Perle rumor among neocon intellectuals is that he knows very
well how some bigger-than-life predestination feeling and doomsday expectation , whether
religious or spacetravel-like, can make one live like early-to-bed-early-to-rise and catch the
worm before even the early bird. I didn’t say he does believe himself all this, but I don’t think
that whatever it is that he believes in is less crazy either. I don’t care to know it anyway, I find
that mundane projects are less necrophiliac.
P:-Name one such project; just one.
W:-For instance that you don’t have to remove citizenship from a human shield and then bomb
him without fear of killing a fellow citizen. You can just fetch him by saying he bought some
falafel, or whatever, when he was in Iraq, so he broke the embargo, and then give him a fine he
can’t afford and send him to jail for not paying it.
Rumsfeld and Bush have approached:

R:-I think I must copyright my ideas; Paul, and Richard should report this plagiarism to our old
Princeton dean he was dining with in this very country club just a week ago when I dropped by.
W:-Come on Don, everyone knows it was your idea, OK. And anyway, same good old recipe has
been around and working ever since the first demonstrator who went to jail not because of what
he was saying through his loudspeaker but because he was stepping on the square’s lawn as he
was saying it. All know how to respect free speech as much as you do.
R:-OK, but still why were you talking about how I solved the American human shields problem?
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P:-We were trying to find an antidepressant for Paul, he got depressed over Mick Jagger’s calling
George “a crock of shit”. But why give a damn? Mick Jagger is enough of a joke even by the
liberals’ standards because he is enough of a mega-buck profit organization even by our
standards. I’m sure the only liberals who don’t call him himself a crock of shit are the ones whose
subsistence depends on the selling of his records. And even they must be of two minds. They sure
want him to provoke enough to sell many records but not so much as to have the records
boycotted. He is a responsible employer to them, he wouldn’t let them starve by really provoking
us; he would only be real damage to our image if he really meant the top-tens to really be a poll
of antiwar feeling in US and a poll of anti-US feeling outside US. If he challenged us seriously
enough to leave us no choice but to have to answer him ourselves, then all our attempts to
damage him legally or financially would be advertisement to his record. And he can afford as
many lawyers and security guards to protect him from arguments and from hot headed Texans as
we can afford. And he does have as much credibility as George has through fulfilling the
millionaire and fame quotas of the American dream. So we would indeed have a problem. But
how serious a challenge is a clown who announces on TV the day his record comes out and it is
after his rock concert so he finally won’t sing that song there but just manages through the ad to
sell out the concert tickets. As far as our concerns are concerned I was not concerned at all when
I saw how he had timed it all, because I thought he sufficiently boycotted his own song on our
behalf and overall he was an advertisement to us because his way of not supporting his song
made us look as having the support of people against it. If he advertised us even more he would
become suspect, but now everything sounds right.
G:-I think you guys focus too much on small talk and small fish. For my part I’ve just dropped
both the Chomsky and the Jagger project . Don has brought for us some goodies that must be
quite intriguing , they must be some good intelligence about some new form of ideological war
which might be more dangerous than the usual lie war or bacterial war because it doesn’t kill you
or wound you, nor does it brainwash you, not does it try to get your money by selling you a
product, it doesn’t need you at all actually; and without killing or brainwashing or needing the
people it speaks to, you can’t warn too much against it, I don’t know if Don caught all the
implications I can see but let’s see his stuff and then tell me your opinions and I’ll tell you a plan
that’s already forming my mind. Does everybody know Bill Windows? Nobody? I mean the
fella who revolutionized PC’s by introducing Gates.
P:- George, I think you got it a little backwards, you mean Bill Gates who introduced Windows.
G:- I do enjoy working with people that are able of listening to what I mean and not to what I say.
In the meantime all go to a dark room of this special country club and
Rumsfeld with an assistant set up a projector and a rolled screen and
start playing a DVD with selections from the mass of evidence about
the dangerous activities of the new terrorist. Some murmurs and
whispers are heard in the dark interfering with the voice of Rumsfeld
who with a pointing stick starts explaining, suddenly shouting over
whispers too:

R:-OK folks, can we start? We have a new terrorist here. CAN WE START NOW? WE HAVE A
CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL BIN LADEN HERE.
G:-OK, why don’t you guys shut up until we see the white of his eye?
R:-The guy we’ll talk about has as much money as Bill Gates; and as Bin Laden, he could well
budget a small country the size of Yosemite park, his name is Bill Rights, but nobody knows
what exactly came over him about five years ago, and he remembered his Irish origins and even
put back an O’ in the middle of his name and made it Bill O’ Rights. Unlike Bill Gates he doesn’t
talk about how to fight or compete google on court or in sales but seeks how to outgoogle google
in extending free services and borrowing from all texts written to all melodies and records
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and to all films, so as to make people playing on their PC’s able to concoct books or cassettes or
DVD’s of their own as easily as we were putting together cassettes with our own selections for
the chicks we were dating when we were teenagers. And, that’s for you Richard, read my lips
…please turn on the lights, thank you…
the guy is no Scrooge Jagger trying to sell tickets to anything and just being innocuous to us,
and deep down harmful and boycotting to the other side, he doesn’t make a secret of how much
he will have enjoyed himself if he loses his last penny on his project and if he is pushed out of
business by others, he says that if even a single digit number of tycoons like himself engaged in
creative financial self destruction or self deconstruction, or whatever, then in the race between
education and global destruction guys like you and me would join the ranks of the unemployed
because the voters’ taste would improve and would give the pitch and feathers’ cheer to any
president who would make an ass of himself presenting us as his staff and advisors, so I guess he
doesn’t consider voters as idiots but a simple illiterates grace to our efforts and he wants to help
them educate each other by free googling on books, records and films.
P:-Don, you make me sound repetitious saying I wonder if we really went to the same school. Is
any of that reason enough to disrupt my nap to have me read your lips? For idiots to be intelligent
enough to even receive that much from him they have to have some initial intelligence to start
with. They’re way past that point, the majority is a Disneyland whose first degree is Disney
cartoons mirroring them closely, and their graduate school is Hollywoodianized Jungian
archetypes like Rocky, Rambo and the Delta force. Should we coin a name like “Hollyjung” for
all those hillbillies who wrote term papers on Jung in city colleges and were later employed as
advisors to script writers? Don, go on to something more upsetting or something more intriguing
to really show us what intrigued George so much.
…Turn out the lights please, I’m sure Don has something interesting to show …
R:-No, leave the lights on until I tell you. Now: The guy really bought a piece of land in East
Germany, by the way the nature there is very much like in the village in Germany I myself come
from, originally; then he had five towns each of about thirty thousand people be shaped into
what’s called “green belt towns” , that is being surrounded by fields with actual agricultural
production feeding them, each one walkable from end to end, and also connected by frequent
buses to each other, all being decentralized and self sufficient in their very basic services but
sharing , through those buses, the services needing bigger funds, like colleges and theaters. If all
this doesn’t ring a bell to you , as it didn’t to me, when you hear it was proposed here too,
decades ago, by some Mumford , or in England much earlier by some Howard, then maybe it
will keep you from dozing when you hear it was an improvement on a proposal by Kropotkin.
Did I hear you say “Ahaaa”! Sounds almost like Bakunin, doesn’t it?…
P:-George, will you please tell us, what you think Don told you and got you intrigued; or just ring
a bell for class dismissed? We have more much serious business to attend to than all this nursery
school stuff. Are we supposed to get terrified by five times thirty thousand people dropping out?
Why? Isn’t our policy not to worry if they don’t say they wouldn’t pay tax or at least war tax?
And anyway, all that their existence goes to prove is that European, or at least German, car
industry does a lousy job in financing election campaigns and thus parliaments tolerate ways of
city planning that don’t need a single car. Didn’t you say the whole town is walkable and self
sufficient in all basics and that very frequent buses take care of the communication among the
five nearby towns?
W:-Don, I frankly don’t recognize you. Is this something to go ahaaa and crap about ? I did
congratulate you on your inspiring humor, like everybody, when you said that the way to present
to our target majority the pacifist’s way of implementing permanent war economy and the
permanent warrior’s way to implement pacifism was to first borrow heavily, then declare wars in
the name of peace and democracy, then call our lenders to be our allies, then whether they joined
us or not, send them a bill for the bombs we dropped on their behalf and remove it from our debt,
then bomb a couple of countries who would not help with a loan a friend in need passing the hat
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around during a cyclone , and continue like this. You had said: “What percentage of voters
would notice the bull?. Even the voters we lost from New Orleans didn’t notice we weren’t in
Iraq to help Iraqis. The complaint of most of them was why we had as priority to help foreigners
and not fellow Americans”. This did capture the essence both of pacifists like us and of warriors
like us , but can you explain to me how a guy who can be as clearheaded as you in that, can be as
muddleheaded as to be worried by those groups,of thirty thousand autistic rainmen each, and the
kid-stuff? Bill O’Rights to remind Bill of Rights, my ass! And you give us an “ahaa!” about it? Is
that Aha-imer syndrome of yours part of displaying a precocious senility? The only remaining
explanation is that you are fascinated by all that for a reason I cannot spot, possibly having to do
with homesickness for your village, but maybe not . Anyway I had the impression that your
fellow villagers were not exactly proud of your being a secretary of defense here but maybe I was
wrong , I also had the impression, from the speeches you yourself have given, that you wanted
to show to old European nations how to become as robust as our nation which is young.
G:-Don, why don’t you start with the papers you showed to me? Turn out the lights for Don
please, thank you.
R:-Bill O’Rights’ towns are populated by people who lived there and from people who worked in
his firms in the states. Families have exchanged places after correspondence. They made
contracts they renew every three years, concerning whether they both wish to continue, each, to
experience the other’ s way of life. They thought they were missing something by not living in
big US cities , US people thought the other way around. They have rules for what to do in case
both want to stay there or both here e.g. by finding others to exchange places.
(Shouts: Hey come to the point….Cut it out…George, is this what he was showing to you?)
G:-Don, just show them the pages you showed to me exactly in the order you showed then to me.
R:- They’re in the epilogue of the CD. I’ll mess the presentation if I start quickly passing from
everything else first .
G:-Just take them out of your pocket, and pass them around nobody will mind the wrinkles.
R: -Oh, my God , those ones I have as slides too. They’re in my briefcase. I’ll project them:
After some fumbling he projects them after explaining the following:

Rights kept for himself the job of DJ , he’s quite popular too and, Paul don’t jump into what you
think is the obvious conclusion, that supposedly he’s popular only because people
subconsciously like not his DJ-ing but his having fulfilled the American dream since he’s a
billionaire etc, it was a very well kept secret for a long time that he and the DJ were the same
person, and only after having been established as a DJ it leaked he was Rights himself. And he’s
widely listened to, not only within those five cities but all over Europe, although usual stations
never play anything of his anywhere he of course can afford to finance his own hour. OK, let’s
see the first photo I showed to George:
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Glamorous farts with fireless eyes

Richardson: - How many roads must a man walk down, before you call him a man?
Rumsfeld:-Take a good look at me and try to become as robust .

Tolkiens
Elfish Spirit

versus
versus

Mistolkiens*
Selfish Spirit

*Mistolkiens are gnomes who instead of trying like Tolkiens to say with tales even to kids not to use rings
of power, try to tell tales to make even adults believe in “axes of evil” as if they were kids.
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Rumsfeld:-Lights please!

W:-I can’t believe my eyes Don! That’s too much! You make an issue for us out of a personal
issue of yours which can’t be used as a pretext for anything like an invasion etc At least if you
were as beautiful as the Helen of Troy and if Germany had anything we wanted to get or to
destroy for competing something American, we could use the insult against you to attack. You’re
definitely senile.
P:-Keep your cool Paul, would George have told us Don had goodies if he only had seen that?
G:-Don only showed this to me as first picture, I guess, because he had the grace to prepare me
that it was him too , not only me , that was being attacked. Dick, we didn’t hear your voice, you
have a question so far?
C:-I have two. Who’s the Gandalf like character, Don?
R:-He’s Raymond Smullyan whom Rights admires a lot, he’s a mathematical logician, a
humorist, a puzzler, a pianist, a magician, an expositor of Zen and maybe more , the only thing I
could get from the many times Rights quoted him was a joke which supposedly explained
Wittgenstein’s saying about the fact that when the many talk the few remain silent or something.
P:-That’s not a saying but a tautology, if the talkers are many then the remaining, the non talkers,
are few. The saying goes like…Forget it, tell us the joke and then Dick will ask you the second
question he had.
R:-Somebody sells fish-heads which, supposedly, make you clever. He buys a couple and eats
them on the spot, then asks the fisherman why he sells them at such a high price next to another
fish-shop which has on display same sort of fish , whole not only head, at a price lower he bought
the fish-heads. The fisherman answers: “See how quickly they act on your IQ?” Hahaha! OK,
Dick what would be your second question?
C:-When he called you and Richardson “glamorous farts with fireless eyes” was it outside any
context or was it in the middle of something, e.g. what was the immediately previous and the
immediately next page? If searching this postpones what George wants you to tell us I can wait.
R:- These two pages in particular are what I know how to find, and they’re in the beginning
anyway, here they are. The glamorous farts thing was between a song about the insurance
companies and a painting about Che Guevara. OK, insurance companies want to have access to
DNA records of people when available so as to know who will exploit them through expensive
cures that will exterminate the companies and so it’s only natural they want to hit back by
exterminating DNAs with bad prognosis by refusing to insure their carriers , sparing them too, I
guess, the exploitation of paying much futile insurance for some of their expected expensive
diseases. So let’s see context. I’ll first read it then I’ll play for you the song. Lights out please:
US my mom, for you my songs and all my artworks,
for all your blues that have no lawns where they can lie,
US my mom, where out of mud can blossom flowers
who knit their verses into top tens before they die.
Your arms have raised great guys unknown
who lived and fought and loved and groaned,
men with crystal hearts you could see through,
their eyes sunbeams, their laugh wild streams
that always gave your young girls dreams,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too.
US my mom, just tell me why I feel forsaken,
some of your children are unemployed in paradise,
our DNA says who will be exterminated,
to leave survivors glamorous farts with fireless eyes.
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Glamorous farts with fireless eyes

Richardson: - How many roads must a man walk down, before you call him a man?
Rumsfeld:-Take a good look at me and try to become as robust .
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Richardson: -But before I call him robust how many roads must he walk down?
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C:-OK, Don, thank you, go back to what you would show, it’s about George I guess.
R:-Here you are:

Mount Rushmore
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Mount Bushmore
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Gotcha!
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Mom, why kids call me “the…

…armchair cowboy’?
Right here and now you’re really surfing, you’re really riding space and time,
I stay behind and your exhaust pipe grins at my tumbled peace of mind.
You’re flying over trees and houses, you’re flying over TV wires,
over terraces and antennas, over my orchestra’s guitars.
You’re flying on roads of death and passion, you dive in our life’s clearest lakes,
you turn me upside down and look back, laughing, but just to snub my brakes.
Your boots have spurs that keep on stinging the whole world’s people on their ribs,
your blood keeps running like a river under your ever spinning wheels.
Your faults you’re wearing like a necklace, your threats run smooth like verse in rhyme,
you spring up forth just like a fountain and change the color of the sky.
You visit every open window as bright as sun at noon and lunch,
and your right hand keeps on displaying a sword of fire and an olive branch.
Well, will you lead me to the meadows or down deep wells and pitch dark caves?
Are you a star guide for my heavens or want my heart shut, mourn and rage?
With all that speed you have been gaining how can we meet on any road?
Are you a cricket in the attic or are you a weasel in a pond?
Your hair stands up electrifying ready to charge small walkman sets,
your every look turns on the stations of teenage radio amateurs.
With all that speed you are in danger whether you agree or disagree,
Death nods to you around the corner and blinks through moon for you to see.
A wind blows through your proud nice hairlocks, a wind that blows strong and blows tough,
your army service is in business, stop short your words you talked enough.
Training and service, MP, pushups, bootcamp, guns, rifles and one-two
and then a highway paved and open will bring the orders to you, too.
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P:-Lights please. George, it’s unfair, you told us you would go there to confront opposition while
it’s quite a fan you have there, this guy might as well be a cheerleader of yours. I don’t know if
he really believes he’s being ironic but all this could become hymn to you. How many would
notice the irony? The guy will smash top tens more than “We’re going to kick some ass the
American way”, and he’ll make a huge service to you. If you have such enemies what need you
have of friends? Meet this guy on TV live and nationwide by all means. He’s your alter ego,
you’ll even win the debate, and if he wins, he and me will be the only persons on earth to notice.
By the way does he write all this by himself or he just present it?
R:- He mainly paraphrases to fit present facts of life.
P:- We have a great friend there Don , so sleep calmly. And I must admit you have a great taste.
What else fascinated you in him?
R: -Here’s another one. It’s not even paraphrase , just word for word translation from a German
song , I can well tell. It’s called “bugsters’ blues” dedicated to Eschelon communication services:
My feelings are real brotherly and best
for all poor hounds who all the time surround my nest,
who, with snow or even rain,
my keepers all around the clock have been ordained,
who have to use their bugs and mikes to hear
whatever passes through my mouth or even near,
songs, swears, and jokes stupid or clever
within the kitchen or the toilet or wherever.
My brother cops and hounds you do remain
listeners and knowers of my every human pain,
you are and will remain the main witness
that my passion for my cause and that my sweetness
are as constantly with me as I with them.
Words that otherwise would be forgotten,
all in your tapes have been recorded and safeguarded
and when at home in bed at least you’re free to sleep
through whispers from your lips my songs can find some leaks.
My gratitude to you for this is really deep.
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues.
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues.
P:-Don you disappointed me so much, why did you not also dance the last two verses? Didn’t
you notice they were dedicated to you? Your only excuse was that you did mock the mocking
bird, after all. What he does makes him as good and most dear colleague of yours and of us as
Mick Jagger. Neither you nor he ate enough of those IQ enhancing fish-heads that Gandalf-like
logician wrote about in his joke. Before going through more addresses to George let me
recapitulate some rules of thumb we have reached for our policies through experience and
somebody please tell me if I’m failing to catch something new here needing new thinking and
new steps to try out: Step 1: We play deaf, not answering , either saying “we believe in free
speech” or that “we’re not supposed to answer every weirdo who proves two plus two makes five
and that lack of opposition proves his point”. Step 2: If the guy starts to attract a following among
our own idiots too and not his type of idiots only, we point out how bad he makes the world think
of Americans and we publicize it enough to have some Texans visit him and give him the good
old pitch and feathers treatment to let him know we aren’t joking either. If he continues we
publicize how bad an image he makes our opposition have in the world by having either so
extreme tactics or so mellow as to be ludicrous and then some of the opposition’s hotheads give
him their own analogue of the Texan cheer and then we tell Rummy to send the marines to free
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the guy from those fanatics and show the free world how superior Americans are. If we managed
to make the marines appear as the heroes who free detainees from Iraqi torturers the same month
that George was saying that we learn everything we need because we don’t need torture because
Condi was calling torture by a different name and Dick was pushing the law that made even
torture with its usual name legal , why should we doubt George can handle such a simple case.
OK, I can imagine objections concerning whether what I’m saying makes the most of it, that is
whether it gives us any opportunity to use this guy for others goals we desire, but should we go
into that before exhausting the issue of whether George should prepare his luggage and some TV
crew to pay our DJ-ing tycoon a visit?
W:-I’m not sure I agree it’s a situation that simple to weigh for its implications on our image to
voters. A tycoon would be smart enough not to be that stupid as to play that even stupider
without having a reason so we should also think of an alternative procedure in case it’s a
Bushtrap, ..er, I mean a trap for any world leader in general…and for us too.
G:-No problem Paul, I can handle it. Ah! Say, Rich , you said it’s unfair because his opposition is
too friendly and my job is easy. OK, but there’s one more song.
R:-Make it two George, you were too hasty to come back to the boys and announce your
decisions; you haven’t heard everything.
P:-So let’s hear the hard opposition part. Lights out please.
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Armchair Cowboy
versus
Armchair Cowboy
Body language of conscientious contemptor
versus
Body language of the (non obscure) object of his satire
ENDURING CONTEMPT
VERSUS
“ENDURING FREEDOM”
(Sung in the melody of “If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”)

If your president’s an idiot show contempt
If your president’s an asshole show contempt
If you meet his present voters
or non-voters but supporters
and they still cheer and respect him
show contempt.
If you don’t think God buys bullshit show contempt
If you don’t think God blessed smart bombs show contempt
Wheth’r you think you’ll live forever
or you play Godless and clever
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crap is crap and gangs are gangs
and show contempt.
If you don’t think Halliburton and its man
vicious Cheney vice’s roy and president
have some power in the absence
of your votes then to this nonsense
show as real citizens
your real contempt.
If you see that zero, Rumsfeld, show contempt
If you hear his senseless blabber show contempt
Although he’s a real danger
and he plays no Stewart Granger
you just give him no importance
just contempt.
If you honor values that they represent
If you want to see non-liars in their stead
then just give your folks some teaching
to your children give some preaching
by just laughing out loud
your just true contempt.
If you think contempt is powerless in this fight
and you think more drastic measures should be tried
keep in mind that in democracy
it’s too hard for the plutocracy
to show contempt for all your votes
if not yet mad.
We all want our leaders to be our ideals
with some cards as ours unlucky in their deals
let them have bad luck in property
not in their mind’s mediocrity
and to be ideal
in how they think and feel.
If you really do admire these farts with glam
If you know that in their place you’d be like them
If you like that hay for horses
If you’re jealous of your bosses
show yourselves both your own and
our full contempt.
If you think that only fascists may despise
and contempt is not for men loving and wise
if you think it’s for inferiors
powerless against superiors
bring to mind the face of
Rumsfeld, Bush and Rice.
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Now you see what even wise men do despise
you see power in inferior hearts and minds
Fascists want to impose their own ways
we just speak our mind and always
you can love us or ignore us
or speak back.
So democracy has room for free contempt
Streams of consciousness are free to bring contempt
You’re imposing on nobody
if your mind and your whole body
feels and speaks out loud your
just true full contempt.
If from idiots you buy no bullshit and crap
then you’re powerful and they’ll know if you don’t clap
and it’s worth to see how funny
attacks like Elmer’s on Bugs Bunny
a powerless ass
will try when contempt spreads to more of us.
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G:-Dick, just in case you didn’t get it vice-roy and president was just a way to enter into the
rhyming the wordplay between vice president and president of vice. Don why don’t you hit us
with the news of next one too, before we turn on the lights again, I think you said there was
something else against me coming.
R:-Sure, but if you don’t mind can I take a minute to ask if anybody understood which film he
meant when he said I play no Stewart Granger?
G:-I’m sure he meant Scarabush.
P:-A bull’s eye often lies midway between a close miss and a close hit Georgie boy.
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Brave New US
Soldiers Without a Cause in the days of Clinton
East of Eden in the days of Bush
Old French NATO General in 1999:
“I don’t understand
how soldiers agree to kill
for a cause in which they don’t believe enough
to risk getting themselves killed.
In my days that used to be what made
the difference between a soldier and a criminal.
“War with no losses” stinks to high heavens.
I wish its smell and not anti-air force reached our pilots”
Anti-war Demonstrators in 2003:
“Next week your children will be murdered
Next week your children will be murderers”

Brave Old Mother US
Civil Wars in brand new format will be fought on foreign soil
With a new kind of Alliance, rivals sharing foreign oil.
Hold your brain US our Μother to understand your thugs and slain
Lynch’s rope with pitch and feathers, nothing worse, will be your pain.
You’ll be lynched but our Brave Old World will be burned as Human Shields
Brave New Soldiers don’t object to bomb their flesh in Killing Fields.
Brave New Bush, your humble servant, will be hangman, priest and law
Joker’s triumph over Batman, sickest film you ever saw.
Parents pray for Her, or better, risk becoming lynched yourselves
Find a way to block both brave kids from just meeting somewhere else.
It is not their Sin, it’s Bush’s, that your Human Shields atone
Αnd a soldier is a killer if he serves a stupid clown.
Don’t be harsh on Bush, don’t lynch him, he deserves a second chance
He deserves a granite statue in the pitch and feathers stance.
(Well, the French general did not say “War with no losses” stinks to high heavens. I wish its smell and not
anti-air force reached our pilots” this I added myself Also I added the shout “Next week your children will
be murdered. Next week your children will be murderers” which the demonstrators were not going to
shout. But senator Byrd did shout that America’s children will return murderers from Iraq. By the way:
The melody of the above was borrowed from that old song about oriental Braveheart Wallaces (not
Saddams!), men and women, the combatant preparing to fight in the “life or death” way, the non
combatants preparing to help each other to live or to die together. By a coincidence, that song , although
about a mythical land, is also about Iraq. But maybe this is no surprise, even many mythical lands of
Hollywood are in Iraq (see e.g. “the Thief of Baghdad” with Tony Curtis. Also Sinbad’s adventures) )
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P:-Lights on please. So what do you say George?
G:-I’ve seen both films.
P:-Don’t you have any question for Don?
G:-Don, do you also have the song which he paraphrased to write that?
R:-As a matter of fact I did save that too, he reminded it to his audience right after the paraphrase.
G:-Lights out please.

MILK AND HONEY, HEAVENLY AND EARTHLY
In Oriental times and places, they say, once upon a time
people hardly filled their hunger and to drink they stood in line.
And a young man of some lineage, true descendant of Sindbad,
doesn’t think that what they suffer is a punishment from God.
Bedouins look at him with sorrow but their hopes begin to flare
and he takes an oath before God that to help change times he’ll dare.
In Mossul, Baghdad and Basra all built ’round an old palm tree
people pray and are preparing to fight, to die, and to live free.
When the nerve of the young fellow reached the ears of sheikh and lord
wolf-toothed thugs and lion-skin bullies left to pass him chain and ball.
Overwhelmed by dogs in fury with no leash and pitch-dark look
to the caliph he’s now brought to have him fixed upon the hook.
It was black milk and black honey that he swallowed and he drank
till his last breath on the gallows left him when he rested hanged.
Hand in hand they now are walking and the sky is dark with clouds
but the company of their prophet as a star they feel around.
In a month or in a year they reach Allah their true God
at the side of whom the brainless sees his kin captain Sindbad.
My defeated mocking smart-bird what is changed is not the times,
the world was, is and always will be lifted through such flames and knives.
P:-Lights on please.
G:-Did you notice how the one sounded like country and the other like oriental although both
were in English and in the same melody?
P:-George, leave that alone and go back to the previous song. Didn’t you feel something strong
when you heard it?
G:-Now that you mention it, yeah, I did. A very strong…
P:-A very strong what?
G:-A very strong desire to drink.
P:-What do you plan to do?
G:-To ask if any of you carries alcohol with him. This is a tee-total country club.
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All produce a back pocket bottle equally fast and in gun draw style and
stretch it to him:

G:-That was quick! Wyatt. Earp would envy you draw. Gee!
He gulps down enough

P:-Don, is the worst part over yet, or we’ll be reaching new lows further down?
G:-Lights out please. Shoot , Don.
A voice not accompanied by

music is heard singing:

You keep complaining I’m real stuck with that PC
but it’s your fault if I have turned to screens and hackings,
I used to be an outdoors kid who did real hikes,
I started all that just when sex got off your likings.
I will quit sticking to those screens
but, please, remind me what love means,
I will quit sticking to PC’s for your eyes only,
since your nice body warm and sweet
which bytes and bits cannot compete
is the only screen I’ve ever found so really lovely.
Voices are heard in the dark:

W:-What was thaaat?
P:-Was that you singing by any chance, Don. I knew you liked ladies, I didn’t know you liked
hikes and screens though.
C:-Is it Bill Rights publicly apologizing , half jokingly half seriously to his wife for his long
hours of DJ-ing?
R:-Bull’s eye , Dick. Sorry, I got it mixed up.
C:-Lights on please.
Lights on

G:-Don, do you also have the song which he paraphrased to write that?
R:-As a matter of fact I did save that too, Bill reminded it right after. It was called “I’ll quit the
bottle”.
G:-Lights out please.
Lights out, a voice sings with accompaniment of music:

You keep complaining that I’ve turned to booze and wine
but it’s your fault if I got hold of drinking glasses,
I’d never touched whisky or wine or even beer,
I started all that when you said love is for youngsters.
I will quit drinking booze or wine
but, please, just say you’re really mine,
I will quit drinking booze and wine for your eyes only,
since from your two so hot wet lips
I can drink all my thirsty sips
and find the drink which makes me young and makes life lovely.
Rumsfeld tries the next page and immediately says “There we go”

R:-At last. See this. By the way, some of the stuff has small fonts which I can do nothing about
right now, so I’ll have to read it loud to you myself:
(He reads the first two and the last two pages of the following
transparencies. The rest have big fonts and are readable on the screen:
)
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1
Body language

2
You(!) call me (!)
“American Taliban”?

3
Drumbo’s Johnny
speaking, in person.
(Also Picasso’s Guernica
during Powell’s talk
at the Security Council,
also Iraq war news
after the e-bomb)

1
2
3
Would Fleischer and Thomas Friedman sign the following piece of crap as
as a way out of the impasse in Middle East?
(Answer: Of course not!)
“If a Palestinian human bomb can arrange it with a spiritual advisor, or whatever, who can arrange it with their God to
give him a fatwa saying that he will go to Paradise if he explodes himself so as to kill Saddam rather than some
innocent people in Israel, we can promise him that we can convince President Bush to fix a Palestinian State for his
compatriots”

Would Bush or Thomas Friedman’s Bush sign the following piece of crap as
a substitute of good old Wyatt Earp and Doc Holiday days?
(Answer: Of course not!)
“I want his house burnt, I want his wife raped, I want his children shot, I want him dead-dead-dead”
(Robert De Niro about Kevin Kostner in “The Untouchables”)
NOW:
“Stay with this moment for a while. Feel your victory. Taste it. Savor it. Think also which virtues and which
sacrifices of yours and of those who will not savor it with you, you were based on to win this victory. Later this feeling
will fade in you and you will, at most, remember only the words that describe what you now feel. But, as much as you
can, try to remember it, because only if your guide is this feeling you will know for what to live and to die or what to
make wars for”
Merlin of the “Excalibur”

Would Merlin of the “Excalibur”dedicate the above piece of gold to any of US’s recent victories?
(Answer: The piece of gold below,again by the mouth of Merlin of the “Excalibur”):
“Lie is murder. For truth is a living body and every lie deadens another member of it”
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The protagonist of Kundera’s “The Unbearable Lightness of Being”, a brain surgeon in
Chechoslovakia, after the Prague Spring , is released by Russians from his duties and becomes a
window cleaner, because he refuses to retract on an article he had written where he had contrasted
Stalin and Oedipus through the following phrase: “Oedipus is a symbol of that man who, to see
his truth, would even accept to be blinded for what he would see. Stalin is the symbol of that man
that to hide from himself his truth would gouge out the eyes of whoever he thought might have
seen it”.. (continuing, the book makes the point that the heaviness of non-being resulting from
such a conscientious act of dissidence is quite bearable, the title of the book alluding to , among
other things , this ironic inversion)…American leadership now is the symbol of that kind of
leader where to hide truth from his voters he wears a head-bag over the eyes and mouth of every
foreigner his voters see on their TV (or even wears it over pictures on the walls of the rooms seen
on TV, e.g.during Powell’s talk at the Security Council they had covered Picasso’s painting
“Guernica”. Let’s remember the rather well known follow-up on that: The Nazi commander
called Picasso and asked him: “Was it you who made that?” “No, it was you” answered Picassso.
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Comparative literature 21st century

The 120 days of Sodoma, American softer remake
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Beckett’s Lucky American style

-Are you really sure you don’t want to wear your nice shitty head-bag?
-Are you really sure you don’t want to wear your nice warm straightjacket?

Lucky/Lackey and Pozzo/Joker...

…waiting for Godot
(to show up on Eschelon’s screens and phone bugs)
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Henry Miller’s “Rosy Crucifixion” 50 years later

Heart in ice 2004

Eyes wide shut in 2004 release

Eyes wide half open

Armchair cowboy
35

Winning players of the game “Who is the Batman who is the Joker?”*

*A variant of the game “Who is the Eichmann who is the Jew?”
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Winning players of the game….

…Who is the Joker? Who is the Joke?
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Mission accomplished May 2003 Mission accomplished May 2004
Geneva/Iraq as in Paris/Texas
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The Geneva–Iraq seminar

Specialists discussing the chapter on the minute difference
between abuse and torture
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“See what these animals are doing when we are not looking”
(second best American witticism of the year after the first which was:
“What have WE(?!) got into in Iraq?” (This one may have been meant
seriously though, as had the killerjoke-like “What kind of people are those
who don’t prefer the American way of life? Why do we want to liberate
them?”))
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Note: To idiots who think that the propagation of such pictures contributes to, what a modern
American idiom calls, “loss of American life” the present “course in comparative literature”
assigns as homework the following tasks: If you can’t censor your president’s and your
Rumsfeld’s speeches whose way of informing your public opinion incites attitudes and acts
leading to “loss of non-American life” then at least try to censor scenes like the following piece
of crap out of the Indiana Jones saga* (which , along with Rambo crap, Delta Force crap etc
helped to create idiots who go unquestioningly to do implement those criminal incitements): In
the (2nd?) Indiana Jones film we see the adventurous professor who, after having prevailed over a
bunch of villains through just his well known masterful use of that very lengthy lash, finds
himself in a market place of an Islamic country and meets a rogue who seems to be a local hero
and a master in the art of handling a sword. The rogue is approaching laughing and showing off
in his specialty playing with his sword like a Ninja and everybody in the market is holding his
breath like us to see what form of a duel can be fought between sword and lash. Indiana Jones’
face assumes an expression like “Oh, not again, come on, don’t give me that shit, I ain’t got all
day”and with a bored and blasé movements he reaches for the back part of his belt which was
invisible up to now to all of them and to all of us, takes out a pistol and just shoots him down. A
Human Shield after return to US had said “It just didn’t make sense. An Iraqi comes back home
from work, has lunch and some rest, gets up and just in case he doesn’t return kisses goodbye
his wife and kids like he also did yesterday but returned, takes a rifle and some bullets and goes to
the roof of some tall building to defend his country. An American soldier sees the sniper, calls an
airplane on a cell phone, gives some coordinates for the building, in thirty seconds they bring the
building down along with everybody in it”. So? Does technology make the worst weakling or
scum or hillbilly chicken from US more decent or more fit for survival on Darwin’s (or on
Nietzsche’s or on whoever’s) scale, than the best meaning sniper or the best swordsman of
Middle East? And more worthy of taking on the so very enviable or admirable Indiana Jones
stance “OK, it’s been nice knowin’ya and havin’ martial games with ya’ but if you break my balls
or waste my time when I have more serious jobs to take care of than debating with you in word
duels or ring duels or if you just become more dangerous than picturesque for me or if I have to
take chances of having my health, or even merely my image, impaired then good old
troubleshooting never hurt anybody, especially the one who holds the newer and more perfected
weapon, therefore so long sucker.(Boom!)Idiot, look at your face now!”. It’s not that much of a
coincidence that the word “chickenhawk” was so much used in this war , nor was it only due to
the farcicomedy of having poultry walk in front of soldiers to make both them and the public
believe that Saddam would kill them by poisonous gases which the poultry would detect through
dying and thus would warn the soldiers to put on their masks. It was also because if both a hawk
and a chicken are stripped of their plumage they don’t differ much, and since this plumage is
offered by myths and since myths are offered by Hollywood and since only such Indiana Jones
type of Hollywood could be used because all great Hollywood films that would indeed clothe
this war with meaning as deep and archetypal as all the ancient myths of all peoples and as all
ancient Greek or Shakespearean or Kurosawan etc tragedies could not be used because they
would for sure boomerang by exposing the nakedness of both the war and the emperor and the
hawks, therefore…….(What films could they use? Kirk Douglas as Spartacus? (!!!) Or Kirk
Douglas as the head of the caravan in the epic “The Conquest of the West”? In that film he had to
have on trial and then to have hanged (or have the caravan face extinction by an alliance of
*OK, you’re a society with free speech, don’t censor it, just put a sign on it like the ones you have for
cigarette packets, going like e.g. “This stupid scene might seriously impair your and your children’s good
taste, IQ score, mental health, moral judgment, humanness, and touch with reality. Also it will sure lead to
the lowering of shoulder level, shortening of forehead width and growth of hair on the fingers of Harrison
Ford. As a (possibly) undesired side effect it might have the facilitation of future loss of non American
life”.
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Indians) one newlywed young man who had raped and killed the kid son of the chief of one
Indian tribe. Later, after their happy arrival at their destination and Promise Land in the Far
West, he himself gets killed by the, crazed by pain, widow of that aberrant young man. In
another western (as genuinely reminding ancient tragedies as the above tragic hero reminds
Agamemnon who, to be a convincing leader to people who are going to sacrifice so much to
follow him on a war, has to sacrifice his daughter (and then get slaughtered by his wife for that))
the father of a good-for-nothing raper or killer of an Indian woman has to duel for his son
although he despises him for his act and for the fact that he is no position to duel or something.
Can Americans ever play these films again in their country (let alone to other countries!) as
representing anything more than plastic decoration for them, when every year they bribe or twist
the arm of weak little countries to vote for the exemption of US from International Courts? No,
they have given up, at state level , stepping towards the direction of the values with which the
best and finest of Hollywood films raised all of us and made Wim Wenders say, in an
appreciative sense too, that America is our subconscious. Can we imagine an American seeing
those films, even out of pure nostalgia for the “days of Di Maggio”, as Simon and Garfunkel call
them, and in the best sense of popcorn TV munching without thinking things like “It seems the
past is really rewritten through our deeds in the present , this “good news ” that we did get
exemption from International Court again just took all the magic out of that film that we had
really enjoyed as kids”. Men having been stripped from meaningful myths are left to the clothing
with more basic, and often more healthy, meanings that women can provide them with: Since
valor is out of question in wars that are backed only by Indiana Jones types of body language,
what such basics can women provide? Maybe there could be something like such basics, but we
will not know it because the false alarms given by the President and the reflexes picked for airing
by TV showed some poor Dorothies in sob-ful hysteria saying lamentable things (but who could
charge them and not their alarmer for that?!) like “Why does our president have to be so patient
and wait for the UN etc? Why does he not start bombing so that we get back to how we were
before 9/11?” while on the other end wives of Iraqis were saying about the non-false alarm on
coming bombs “We can’t change all our lives because of this expectation. What else can we do
besides trying if possible to gather, all relatives, and live in the same house so that we can help
each other or at least die together”. Less hysterical Dorothies , but equally CNN-briefed , would
say when bombing stopped and Americans landed and started having casualties “What kind of
people are they? They don’t even prefer the American way of life to theirs! Why did we want to
liberate them in the first place?”To that at least the answer has been given by Gandhi, in a quite
similar context: They asked him, in effect, why this stubborn India just won’t industrialize like
Britain and he said “Britain , in order to industrialize had to enslave a whole India. If India
industrializes how many whole planets like earth will it have to enslave?” Well, in Iraq there are
not as many people as in India or even as in US, but who is to play the role of Iraqis if Iraqis play
the role of US? When Saddam tried to put Kuwait in something like that role we all know what
Americans did to Iraq. Also we know what they did for Iraq in their effort to put Iran in the place
of that kind of Kuwait or in the place of the present kind of Iraq.
P:-George, I haven’t heard from you for quite a while. In Kyoto you said you wouldn’t sign in
because you wanted the American citizen to have his nice warmth in the winter. Doesn’t the
same American deserve a nice self image? Will you let anyone inspire in him a poor self image?
Lights on.
Lights on. They all see that Bush is sleeping

R:-I wonder at which point he went off. How much he missed, how much he did see. The next
one he should really see.
W:-I wonder if this is the best chance for a quick decision on our part on whether Don should go
ahead and fix that meeting between him and Rights.
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C:-I wonder if a live coverage can or cannot help us keep all the options for new images that can
result from such a meeting. Including the image of not controlling everything which always helps
when coupled with the image of having everything controlled. OK, let me not sound that trivial
and redundant, I guess you all think what I think and that I think what you all think.
P:-Oh, my dear Watson! Don’t feel bad if you sound elementary. And anyway, I can assure you
the coverage you mean is quite doable. With a little help from our friends of course. I mean some
non-live discussions in the media after the event. Both he and Rights will look so unpredictable
to everybody that very few will notice how possible it is to manipulate even the effects of
unpredictability. And most , if not all, will not notice, as even you don’t seem to have noticed ,
how similar they are; if they are not identical to each other they are dual to each other. If they
don’t , both self-pompous nuts I mean , suffer from left temporal lobe epilepsy characterized by
sense of destiny and by attention to minute ethical detail, then the one suffers it with his right
temporal lobe and the other with the left.
W:-Come off the medical trip too.
C:-Richard , what I notice is that you’re the only one of us who doesn’t wonder about anything.
P:-But I do wonder about something.
C:-About what?
P:-About what George will say when he opens his mouth after we wake him up. Will he tell us a
dream maybe? And I also wonder about whether his dreams are predictable or unpredictable.
Maybe we can use them as game theory uses random number cards. Haven’t you read that
ancient peoples used dreams and oracles in the same way? Jules Caesar dreamt he was making
love to his mother and took it as a sign to cross Rubicon and march against mother Rome.
Opponents can’t guess your dreams more than they can guess random numbers no matter how
well they have studied your strategies.
R:-Well, that’s easy to find out. George are you with us yet? GEORGE ARE YOU WITH US?
G:-You won’t believe what dream I’ve just seen.
P:-You won’t believe how full of ears we all are but give a minute to Don. For one more page.
Lights out.
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What, for my part, I want to say about this fight
about George Bush and shock and awe and Donald Rumsfeld
they don’t exactly cause that anger, hate and man’s respect
that used to rise in front of enemies like Hitler.
That’s why I don’t and I will never condescend
to fight them with something beyond contempt, with something stronger.
You’ll counter: “But they have much more lethal guns
that would raise fear, shock and awe even in Hitler”
Well, I give no shit, I give no fuck, I give no damn
who of them is more of shit, of dirt, of scum, of nothing.
For me the only riddance that can come
is if the average yank despises them and kicks them.
So help Americans just build some true and healthy self-contempt
creative self-contempt will help them know they’re helpless.
Do all you must to have the rights for that
and then despise them freely and deep and just enjoy it.
Do all you must to feel real incontemptible
and you will find it’s just great if you can afford it.

Body language of conscientious
contemptor

Body language of leaders of people who can’t despise them
and don’t feel enough self contempt for that

(Perle asks and Bush answers in the dark)

P:-Any questions George?
G:-Don, do you also have the lyrics he paraphrased to write that?
P:-George, are you fascinated or something with paraphrase? Discovering a new vocation in
you?
G:-You won’t believe what I dreamt.
P:-You bet I won’t. Shoot Don.
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What now, I have to say and let you know,
somewhere in Indies within the city of Calcutta
they put in chains a man, a man like you and me
they put in chains a man like us as he was walking
That’s why I don’t and I will never condescend
to raise my eyes to see what shines in starlit spaces
You’ll counter: Our earth is just a teeny weeny moon
and there are stars that shine so bright your mind spins dizzy
Well, whatever all those stars may be
I stick my tongue out to their brightness
For me, the most amazing thing , the most imposing ,
the most grand, and most uncanny
is man obstructed in his walk, a man when put in chains
any man in flesh and blood who now is being arrested.

P:-Lights on. Tell us your dream George.
G:-I dreamt three bearded Gods, one dressed like Christian God, one like Jewish, one like
Muslim, singing in unison a song to me. Let me sing it to you , I do remember the lyrics. And the
melody was the one of “I’ll quit the bottle” that we all heard just a while ago.
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You keep on saying two of us have talked to you
and we have given you a full scale killing license
but frankly all of us think that your ears are blocked
that was a side effect due to your liquor’s absence
You, George Bush, don’t quit whisky or wine
without your booze people are dying
All three we’ll issue a drinking license for you only
and you will enter Paradise
and to our esteem you’ll really rise
if in your town’s bars of yourself you make a donkey.
Isn’t all this unbelievable? What d’you guys think? Rich?
P:-What I find more unbelievable is that you didn’t consider it an epiphany of more divine origin.
You had considered less definite signs as messages from God. Here you could even say a miracle
happened. You wrote lyrics in your sleep for instance.
G:-And if I don’t consider this as divine intervention then I shouldn’t consider those epiphanies
that weren’t half as lucid as having a divine origin either. Clear as daylight.
P:-And what you think caused this enlightenment of yours? You didn’t eat any of those IQ
promoting fish-heads in our presence. Not even in your dream.
G:-I guess it was the booze I gulped down. Maybe my delusions were indeed a liquor deprivation
syndrome, after all.
P:-You wouldn’t object to our coming with you in your debate with Rights, would you? We’ll
just watch.
G:-Of course not, I’d love it, but if you do it just because you worry that some sips will make me
lose my words, don’t feel you have to come, I feel even more confident than before.
P:-All I mean is that, personally, I wouldn’t miss such an even for anything in the world. And
something tells me I’m speaking for our other pals too at this point.
G:-Shall we go home to fix suitcases or we have something more to see Don? I feel we have all
seen the white of Bill’s eye, haven’t we? Am I speaking only for myself here?
P:-We sure have, George, but let’s leave it to Don who has checked all the intelligence to decide
if he wants us to see some more stuff. What do you say Don?
R:-Lights out please.
An alarm

beeper

suddenly makes Rumsfeld fumble feverishly for
cell phone of his:

a red

R:-What’s up?Whaaaat?...Then I must have this very building searched for bugs. Hang up.
I can’t believe the quality of intelligence this guy has. My assistants saw an ad of Bill saying
we’re going there. Right now they’re e-mailing it to my cell phone screen. By the time of its
reception I’ll be back, I must go out to give instructions to my men here to search for bugs.
All, except Bush and Perle are on hot coals. Rumsfeld takes longer than
he thought.

W:-I can’t stand this, I’ll look into his screen, it’s been received by now. Oh, here it is. Let me
see if I can connect it to our screen to show you the ad. There we go:
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Laughs! Laughs! Laughs!
GGG* Circus is Coming
Don’t Miss the Show
Entertainment Guaranteed or the US Constitution Will Be Violated

*GGG for Global Gaucho Gang. Also for “three of the G-8”
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Wild (laugh) Bunch (of lunatics) on their way back to the mental asylum after having been
allowed an evening out to participate to the Wyatt Earp etc. look alike contest.
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P:-Something tells me an idiot that must be fired by Don rang a false alarm to him and all. We’ve
been through this before, and it must be a photo downloaded and forwarded by Rights long ago.
It’s just that Don didn’t want to bother us or to bother himself with that hypothetical title page
plus caption and then some idiot thought it was factual and also thought it was new since we
haven’t been there. I bet this is the scenario.
W:-You say that Rights is the alter ego of George but if your guess is right then my guess is that
he is your alter ego. Here comes Don. Don, sorry I pried a little, but I was on hot coals.
R:-End of alarm. Rights forwards this all the time. The title page and the subtitle too. I just didn’t
want to bore you with the same picture twice. That assistant of mine was a new one, he hasn’t
seen all past photos yet and thought he was on the track of something. Just coals to Newcastle.
Bill usually extols the body language of Wyatt Earp and Doc Holiday relating it to a scene from
Homer’s Iliad where two Trojans approach the battle field in quite an everyday and routine and
matter of factly way , just as if they were going to their office downtown, and before spotting a
compatible opponent, not too hard in order to have a chance, and not too easy in order not to
appear ridiculous and not robust enough, shutting the face of their helmets and joining the
body to body fight with spears and swords they have the following discussion “Now each of us
either kills somebody and gets a piece glory or is killed by somebody and is taken back to his
kin in the evening and is washed of dust and blood and is lamented and buried” “That’s correct,
but let’s now shut our faces and go to see if we bring some glory to ourselves or we bring
some glory to someone else”. You see “shut up” comes from “shut your face”. Anyway, a very
gene-improving way of war, both in the Darwinian and Nietzschean sense. Also he also points
out that Homer thought that only cowards belittle their opponent before a fight, if only not to feel
belittled themselves too for attacking an easy target, and also points out that Homer was a
Greek who chose a Trojan’s valor to extol, Hector’s, not a Greek’s, since Achilles is not
exactly something of a model he sets for others. Anyway, we don’t know if Homer would be able
to afford that much independence from Patriot Act if he had lived during the war and not two
centuries later. He also pointed out that even an idiot as Hanson can attest to what he says if one
leafs through his book “Who killed Homer” for the death of Sarpidonas .Oh, by the way that
Trojan did bring glory to someone else that day, not to himself.
P:-Don, you surprise me, I thought your hero was Al Capone in “The Untouchable”. Wasn’t he
shouting “I want his house burnt, I want his wife raped, I want his children killed, I want him
dead-dead-dead ”?.
R:-OK, but my favorite line in that film was a cop’s, Sean Connery’s, when, spurring his horse to
attack the gang’s car he said. “we’ll all die of something anyway”. Do you know who the hell is
Hanson, by any chance? I googled for him and all I found was that it all is Greek to him, but the
reason for that is Greek to me.
G:-Isn’t Hanson the guy who proved that the war in Afghanistan showed I had all the good
qualities of Alexander the Great but none of his whims, I mean he was a homosexual or a
bisexual or something.
C:-Hanson is not that much of an idiot. Do you remember what else Rights says of him?
R:-He says a lot but I only remember he says that Hanson himself would be the killer of Homer
himself if Homer lived now and was hot TV news and not past history solidified into library
shelves , and that a central spine issuing from his skull is missing in him as much as in a lawyer
of the type of lawyers who could equally well choose appropriate passages from law books for
their client as for the other side, if they were hired by the other side. If the passages don’t
connect to anything between his two ears, or balls should I add, they can prove anything , thus
prove nothing, sorry George for weakening the endorsement you heard, or you thought you heard,
from Hanson. Oh, he also says the only thing Hanson would be able to understand from him is
that his towns and his DJ-ing are inspired from Aristopanes’ “Birds in Overcloudcuckooland” or
something , and from his Aharnians, or just about, who must have been something like
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Texanians for those days and from their protagonist called “Town O’ Rights” or “Rights
O’Town” whom the Aharnians set out to lynch.
G:-Is Rights a communist?
R:-I doublechecked it: He admires Neruda and also…
G:-Neruda was a communist awright, I too saw “Il Postino”. What’s the second piece of
intelligence?
R:-He likes singing “waving black hair like feathers of a raven”, a famous Bolshevik balalaika.
You’ll remember it right away if I sing its first verse:
“Waving black hair like feathers of a raven ”
G:-I remembered it. It is communist. Does he sing it straight or paraphrased?”
W:-I can’t believe I’m living through this, you call that a presentation of intelligence Don? Rights
must have a brain eating virus introduced to you through your bugs, to eat what little had been
left there unshaken by boxing for the Princeton team. George, are you really fascinated with
Rights like Don seems to be? With Neruda too?
G:-As a matter of fact when I saw “Il Postino” I liked him so much that it was with sadness that
I remembered something I had written in a term paper on the contradictions of Marxism when I
was in Yale. But I did have to remember it.
W:-Thank God.
P:-What was the point of your term paper in a nutshell George? Do you remember?
G:-Your interest honors me, Rich. Thank you. My point was: If Marxists believe that change
will come through laws of history impossible to circumvent then why do they conspire?
W:-Sorry I ever interrupted your discussion about Neruda or Rights or intelligence. I really am.
Rich, that was illuminating, on intelligence I mean, but it was not antidepressant at all.
P:-There’s one antidepressant coming . When I smell a fish there is a fish.
G:-So does he sing “waving black hair” straight or paraphrased?
R:- He paraphrases it into “Glasses pitch dark, like feathers of a raven”. Listen to how it fits he
melody:
“Glasses pitch dark, like feathers of a raven”.
G:- By the way, Don, I didn’t know you would make such a good baritone. Do I remember
hearing you say you were in the Princeton Glee Club? It seems you have cultivated it.
(Rumsfeld answers moved and blushing:)

R:-Thank you George, that was sweet.. No, I haven’t cultivated it. It’s just natural We only had a
boxing team in Princeton.
G:-Can you also tell us in what context? I mean Bill’s context for singing that tune, not
Princeton’s context for boxing.
R:-Oh, I was saving it for last, so I know where it is, last page. Here we are:
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Marxists humming “Justice on my shoulder makes me happy….”

R:-Oh, that was another tune, where did I have it? Oh, it was last but one:
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The Marxists are coming!
Plotting (while pretending to confer on marinating lamb) under the sounds of the song
“Glasses pitch dark, like feathers of a raven”
C:-Don, are the subtitles written by you or by Rights?
R:-By Rights. Does it make a difference?
C:-By you they would be stupid, by him they would be smart.
R:-Thanks Dick. First time you ever complimented my brains. I don’t know if I deserve it though,
you really think Rights at his smartest isn’t as smart as me at my stupidest?
Cheney turns to Perle:

C:-My good Holmes! How did you know it? This time don’t give me the line “elementary
Watson, elementary”. You did smell a fish where there was a fish, it’s even better that it was
lamb. How do you do it? It really was antidepressant. I thought we were in a checkmate because
we wouldn’t be able to smear a tycoon by trying to spot a bad check in his youth nor a married
man with trying to spot a minor among the stuff he downloads from pink sites, married people
usually don’t download to their usual PC, it’s hard to have a hard disk secret from one’s wife.
P:-Well, Paul thinks that I’m too similar to Rights or Rights is too similar with me, I don’t
remember exactly which. Ask him. Oh, Don, do you see why Dick says this is antidepressant?
R:-Oh, he knew I sometimes get depressed over his comments on the quality of my intelligence.
C:-Which of the two? By the way, I only meant that the majority of the voting would do buy an
argument that a pacifist skewering lamb so openly is a contradiction in terms. War may well
stem from our gulping down the meat of animals poisoned by the adrenalin secreted through
anxiety as they’re getting slaughtered.
R:-But we’re no vegetarians ourselves. Hold it. Lemme think! Oh, we can always leak the
picture to a pacifist who is a vegetarian. So nobody will call him inconsistent when he yells at
Rights. Great! We’ll also hand him to the vegetarian among the pacifists. It’s gonna create a civil
war in the antiwar movement.
G:-Who is the other lamb marinator? Is he a local or an exchange Marxist from here?
R:-A local but he is actually our man right in Rights’ backyard. He was an immigrant here long
ago . He had worked as carpet cleaner in Queens New York. 42nd street I think it was.
G:-Quite a Kojac type of guy you got there! Brilliant! You’re doing the heck of a job, Don.
R:-That too was sweet , George. Thank you.
W:-Don before your beeper alarmed us you were going to show us something more. Can you go
on with it before we’re dismissed to go pack for the flight? Lights out.
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R:-Here’s what Rights read once on his hour:
(He reads it instead of letting them read it or hear it from Rights
whom he has taped)

“Bush or his speech writers once wrote the following paragraph which he read to the nation:

"Because we have acted in the great liberating tradition of this nation, tens of millions
have achieved their freedom. And as hope kindles hope, millions more will find it. By our
efforts we have lit a fire as well, a fire in the minds of men. It warms those who feel its
power; it burns those who fight its progress. And one day this untamed fire of freedom
will reach the darkest corners of our world”.
Admittedly it doesn’t sound that different, in content I mean, from the following verses written
by a European Poet, which of course are much more artful ,as Bush’s speech would have been if
his speech writer had been, let’s say, Walt Whitman, if of course he did believe in Bush’s cause
so as to lend him his pen and voice :
“Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our Country;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over the whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on its own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get it out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get it out of blood.
We lean now on it, we lean on its wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by its fire, its fire’s now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!
… This is not light of my cremating fire.“A torch of your history I am” this I cry out,
and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, and with this firebrand now,
still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour,
shed light to all the farthest corners where men are living
and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Country!”
We all feel that whatever similarities exist between the above two fiery texts are misleading. To
clarify why we have that feeling and also to form an opinion on the extent to which it is speeches
and Poems that inspire action and on the extent to which it is action that inspires speeches and
Poems , it would help to follow the similar content of things which, before solidifying for good,
or for bad, into history later, are contemporary TV news on our everyday events that are still
fluid and forming: Let’s see the following account by a doctor in the town of Fallujah after its
being given the standard Rummy treatment (shock, awe and the usual Rumsfeld bullshit):
“Somebody badly burned in his abdomen came to have some treatment, after a while he returned
burned in his arms, after a while he came burned in the face . I asked him “But what’s going on
with you?” He said “A helicopter fell and I found a weapon that can hit heavily armored tanks
but it’s for use from a helicopter, it burns you if you hold it yourself, but I want to use it and tanks
are passing today , so I get burned every time that I use it. Finally he did get a tank that day”
Would he also need to sing things like?: “Push the sun with chest and knee…we now lean on his
wheel, his flame’s on our flesh, go on, let’s go on we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!”
Of course there are resistance songs written in Iraq too but we don’t have them. They were
played from loudspeakers during these street fights and bombings, but owning the cassette
became in Fallujah a reason for being arrested as a terrorist. This was commented by the Fallujah
doctor like: “If we managed to get Americans terrorized even by cassettes then it means that we
did accomplish something”. Of course these “come brothers…” and “let’s go on brothers…”
remind us the famous photo of Allende and his guards coming out of the Presidential Residence,
armed, facing the planes which they heard and which will bombard them in a while. Let’s hear
him say it , on September 11 1973, first to his brother guards then to all his brother Chileans:
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“Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by sun’s fire, its fire’s now closing upon us…

…go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!”
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“This certainly is the last opportunity I will have to talk to you. The air forces have bombarded the antennas
of Radio Portales and of Radio-Corporacion. I am speaking to you without bitterness yet with
disappointment: my words will be the moral punishment of those who betrayed their oath , of soldiers of
Chile, of officers of the Army, of self declared Admiral Merino, and let me not forget Mr Medosa , general
and reptile who, even until yesterday, was declaring his allegiance and loyalty to the government ; and
declared himself leader of the carabinieri.
In the face of this there’s only one thing I have to say to the working people: I will not resign. In this
extreme position where history is now placing me , I shall pay with my life my loyalty in the face of my
people. And I assure you of this: I am confident that the seed we have sown in the consciousness of
thousands and thousands of Chileans, will not be possible to definitively eradicate. They hold the power.
They will be able to subjugate us. But neither crime nor force could arrest the social evolutionary
processes. History is the work of peoples and belongs to us.
Working people of my country: I want to thank you for your continued loyalty, for the trust you laid on a
man who was but the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, who gave his word to respect the constitution
and the law and kept it.

Of course, Radio-Magallanes will be forced to silence, and the quiet message of my voice will stop
reaching you. It does not matter. Tomorrow, even dead I will always be with you. You will have for history
my name which was honest.
The people has to defend itself but not to sacrifice too. The people must not let be mown nor pierced by
bullets , but not let be humiliated either.
Working people of my country, I believe in Chile and its destiny. Other people will overcome this black
and bitter moment in which treason demands to impose itself. Go on and just know that the day for the
reopening of the wide avenues from which the free man passes to build a better society, is closer rather
than more remote.
Long live Chile! Long live the people! Long live the working! Here are my last words: I am certain that
my sacrifice will not be futile. I am certain that it will be, at the least, a moral lesson to punish treachery,
cowardice and treason.
Sandiago, la Moneda, September 11 1973”
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“…go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!...

…all the way to You I was calling , companions”
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“…for my bare foot , my Country, was treading on splashes of Your blood, and was stumbling
on Your dead. Because my face and my body and all my spirit, was mirrored as in red lake,
mirrored in Your blood, my Country! There in scarlet mirror glass , in such a bottomless mirror,
of the abyss of Your Liberty and Freedom and of Your abysmal thirst for life, my Country,
I saw myself firm solid made of red soil molded into clay, brand new Adam
of the brand new creation of our world that we’re going to create for You, my Country”

“…They hold the power. They will be able to subjugate us. But neither crime nor force could
arrest the social evolutionary processes. History is the work of peoples and belongs to us.
Working people of my country: I want to thank you for your continued loyalty, for the trust you
laid on a man who was but the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, who gave his word to
respect the constitution and the law and kept it…And I assure you of this: I am confident that the
seed we have sown in the consciousness of thousands and thousands of Chileans, will not be
possible to definitively eradicate..”.
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OK, let’s also listen both to Allende’s words and to Poetry’s without interrupting them by our DJ habits:

“This certainly is the last opportunity I will have to talk to you. The air forces have bombarded
the antennas of Radio Portales and of Radio-Corporacion. I am speaking to you without bitterness
yet with disappointment: my words will be the moral punishment of those who betrayed their
oath , of soldiers of Chile, of officers of the Army, of self declared Admiral Merino, and let me
not forget Mr Medosa , general and reptile who, even until yesterday, was declaring his allegiance
and loyalty to the government; and declared himself leader of the carabinieri.
In the face of this there’s only one thing I have to say to the working people: I will not resign.
In this extreme position where history is now placing me , I shall pay with my life my loyalty in
the face of my people. And I assure you of this: I am confident that the seed we have sown in the
consciousness of thousands and thousands of Chileans, will not be possible to definitively
eradicate. They hold the power. They will be able to subjugate us. But neither crime nor force
could arrest the social evolutionary processes. History is the work of peoples and belongs to us.
Working people of my country: I want to thank you for your continued loyalty, for the trust
you laid on a man who was but the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, who gave his word to
respect the constitution and the law and kept it.
At this ultimate moment, the last at which I can speak to you , I hope you will profit from the
lesson. Foreign capital, imperialism united with the reaction, created the climate which allowed
the armed forces to break their bonds with their tradition, which was honored by Schneider and
reconfirmed by major Araya, victims of this same social stratum which, today, waits in its
warmth a foreign hand to offer it income and privilege.
I address, first of all, the humble woman of our land, the peasant woman who believed in us,
the worker woman who volunteered extra work, the mother who did know our heart’s pain for
the fate of her children. I address the patriots of all the trades who have, since long, been fighting
revolt stirred by professional organizations, the class associations which, too, want to defend the
advantages granted to them by capitalist society. I address the young, those who sang and offered
their joy and their fighting spirit. I address the man of Chile, the worker, the peasant, the
intellectual, the ones who will be persecuted, because in our country fascism has been present
since long in the terrorist acts of those who blow up the bridges, cut the rails, destroy the oil
pipelines and air ducts, based on the silence of those who had the obligation to defend them. They
will be judged by history.
Of course, Radio-Magallanes will be forced to silence, and the quiet message of my voice will
stop reaching you. This is of no consequence. Tomorrow, even dead I will always be with you.
You will have for history my name which was honest.
The people has to defend itself but not to sacrifice too. The people must not let be mown nor
pierced by bullets , but not let be humiliated either.
Working people of my country, I believe in Chile and in its destiny. Other people will
overcome this black and bitter moment in which treason demands to impose itself. Go on and just
know that the day for the reopening of the broad avenues from which the free man passes to
build a better society, is closer rather than more remote.
Long live Chile! Long live the people! Long live the working! Here are my last words: I am
certain that my sacrifice will not be futile. I am certain that it will be, at the least, a moral lesson
to punish treachery, cowardice and treason.
Sandiago, la Moneda, September 11 1973”
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Gigantic thoughts passing, like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, sunset of myth
and tale, were flaring up in my mind, for my whole life was flared up burning at once, at the thought of
your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country! That’s why I didn’t say: This now is the light of my cremating
fire. A torch of your History I am, this I cried out, and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn
cadaver, and with this firebrand now still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour light
the farthest corners where men are living and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my
Country!
So said I and kept walking holding in my two hands my lighted liver in Your Caucasus and my every step
was the first, first but I also felt as if it was the last, for my bare foot, my Country, was treading on
splashes of Your blood, and was stumbling on Your dead. Because my face and my body and all my spirit,
was mirrored as in red lake, mirrored in Your blood, my Country! There in scarlet mirror glass , in such a
bottomless mirror, of the abyss of Your Liberty and Freedom and of Your abysmal thirst for life, my
Country, I saw myself firm solid made of red soil moulded into clay, brand new Adam
of the brand new creation of our world that we’re going to create for You, my Country!
And I said: I know, yes I know, that even Your Gods of Olympus have now become a chthonic foundation,
because we buried them deep, very deep where strangers cannot find them. And all the foundation became
stronger and more solid and stronger and more solid with all the bones our enemies have heaped and kept
heaping upon it… I also know that for the libations and the vows of the new Temple we have dreamt for
You, my Country for nights and days, so many brothers were slaughtered among them as lamb had never
been slaughtered for Easter!…
Fate; and Your Own Fate also mine to my entrails! And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great
creative Love, behold , my soul became real hard, and is entering now whole in mud and in Your blood, to
mould the new heart ,the new heart needed in Your new fight, my Country! The new heart that I have
already closed in my breast, and with that heart I’m calling out today to all companions:
“Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood.
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers!
Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power, support it with your heads and legs, to keep the
sun from sinking! Also help me, brothers, from sinking along! For now the sun is over me and inside me
and around me, for now in holy dizziness I’m following him in whirling. A thousand backs of bulls support
from below; two headed eagle, and flaps his wings on me, his battle din is groaning next to my head and
inside my soul, for me now near and far are one! I’m encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on,
companions, help the sun to rise to become Spirit!
The new Word is coming closer, the Word ready to paint all things in its new flame, mind and body will
now be pure steel. Our earth was fertilized enough with flesh of man! Rich soil, to bear rich fruit, let’s not
let this soil dry of this deep moisture brought down by this bloodshed no rain in any fall would make it as
rich or as deep! Tomorrow let each of us go outside with twelve pairs of oxen and plough this land, land
watered with blood… Make laurel blossom on it and be the tree of our life and make our Vine spread to
every place on earth where men are living…
Come boys, come on, the sun just can’t, the sun can’t rise without us.
Push strong with knee and push with chest now, let’s now all get him out of mud;
push strong with chest and push with knee now, let’s now all get him out of blood;
push strong with arms and push with heads now, for the sun to shine forth Spirit!”
Thus, when my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside (the brand of my
whole life bound and enclosed in span and pass of time), into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and
Freedom, my Country, shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, of
sounding copper or as if I had the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where, for long years, for the Eternity
he hammered his iron heavy thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos,
all the way to You I was calling, companions!
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However, no matter how much one’s anger at brave new US , like mine, tempts him, at least mine tempts
me, to be sarcastic towards a people who re-elected the gang after so many of the contemptible US deeds
had come to light, no matter, for instance, how much I am tempted right now to pick Allende’s helmet
wearing head out of the picture we saw , magnify it to the size of Bush’s helmet wearing head under the
“mission accomplished” sign, and put both under this same sign and subtitle both with “It’s not helmets
that count, it’s what’s under them” like those old posters showing Einstein with disheveled hair and
writing “It’s not hair that counts but what’s under it”, besides it will be an insult to Allende to compare him
to Bush even if only to show the difference between man and monkey, so I will resist the temptation and I
won’t do it, OK, I already did it (with a thousand words instead of with a picture) and OK it would be not
out of condescending generosity if one did not do it because despite the enduring contempt we display
here we do not mean to imply for a minute that only the Iraqis in our day are representatives of the Western
ideals in the name of which Westerners are butchering them and that Americans never fought as bravely as
all the firemen we described in the previous pages. Everybody knows that , for example, films like “The
Battle of the Ardennes ” were not Hollywood fiction but were based on real events. And the ultimate and
utmost, and even literal, example of firemen like all the above may even come from exceptions that existed
within the times of “Brave New US” which had in store the so many bad, or rather contemptible, surprises
we know. Let’s see those exceptions : The exceptions who saved the brave old honor of these “brave new”
times were the firemen of the Twin Towers, who honored their job’s contract by choosing to enter and reenter the collapsing buildings to save more lives not just until the collapse seemed coming any minute but
until they would no more be able to get out (and if the firemen of the first tower didn’t know that it would
collapse the ones of the second did know it. Yet nothing changed for them as it would not change if they
were entering the other) .With very few changes the lyrics of the Poem apply as much to those firemen as
also Bruce Springsteen’ lyrics for them in his “Into the Fire” apply to Allende and his guard brothers who
were crucified with him:
…here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver, and with this firebrand now still standing up and
walking on until my last breath and hour, light the farthest corners of the building where men are still
living and clear a way for their souls, their bodies and their life, my human-ness! This I said and kept
walking holding in my two hands my lighted liver in the Caucasus and Golgotha of the profession that a
superhuman human-ness had so bravely chosen for me, and my every step was the first, first but I also
felt as if it was the last, for my burning feet, my human-ness , was treading on splashes of my country’s
blood, and was stumbling on my country’s dead. Because my face and body and all my spirit, was
mirrored as in red lake, mirrored in Her blood, my Country’s! There in scarlet mirror glass , in such a
bottomless mirror, of the abyss of Your Liberty and Freedom and of Your abysmal thirst for life, my
human-ness , I saw myself firm solid made of red soil molded into clay, brand new Adam of the brand new
creation of our world that we’re going to create for You and for my Country, my human-ness!...Gigantic
thoughts passing, like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset, sunset of myth and tale,
are flaring up in my mind, for my whole life is flared up burning at once, at the thought of your new
Liberty and Freedom, my human-ness! That’s why I don’t say: This now is the light of my cremating fire. A
torch of your History I am, this I cry out...
The sky was falling and streaked with blood. I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into dust.
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire. I need your kiss, but love and duty called you
someplace higher, somewhere up the stairs, into the fire.
May your strength give us strength, may your faith give us faith,
may your hope give us hope, may your love give us love.
You gave your love to see, in fields of red and autumn brown. You gave your love to me and lay your young
body down. Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire. I need you near, but love and duty called
you someplace higher, somewhere up the stairs, into the fire.
May your strength give us strength, may your faith give us faith,
may your hope give us hope, may your love give us love.
It was dark to see, you held me in the light you gave. You lay your hand on me, then walked into the
darkness of your smoky grave. Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire. I need your kiss, but
love and duty called you someplace higher, somewhere up the stairs ,into the fire.
May your strength give us strength, may your faith give us faith,
may your hope give us hope, may your love give us love. May your love bring us love…
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Without asking for lights Perle asks Rumsfeld:

P:-Don, do you know if that “let’s go brothers” part has been put to music?
R:-At this same point I had asked myself the same question, I even tried the Wagner music for the
witch night to see if it fitted, not because of my German origin , I meant it like Robert Duval
meant it in “Apocalypse now” as they were napalming that beach territory to do some surfing in
peace but it just wasn’t singable in that tune…
P:-That Wagner piece fits some other situations too. Once I had seen a cartoon with Elmer Phudd
dressed as Viking singing for Bugs Bunny: (he sings it)
I will kill the wabbit, I will kill the wabbit..
R:-When Rights finally did play the music I tried again to fit the music..
P:-Which lyrics? Weren’t the lyrics “let’s go brothers etc”?
R:-I mean I had become confused by Coppola and I was going like: (he sings it)
“Come on we all spread some agent orange over their earth , and over their country.
Come on we all spread some western freedom and free market over the whole world”
but something was missing, though I couldn’t pinpoint it.
P:-Don, are you sure it was Coppola who mixed up things for you?
R:-Well, it was Mumford too and Rights who cited him. He said that what we did in Vietnam was
biocide like the one of ancient psychotic barbarian leaders like e.g. Assurbanipal, the leader of
Assyrians, who had his soldiers salt the fields of the peoples they defeated so as not to let
anything grow again and starve any survivors left.
“Push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get crops dead with salt,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to dry life out of blood”
Still something is missing to make that melody sound like true man o’war’s paean.
P:-How come you didn’t use the melody of “We’re going to kick some ass the American way”?
R:-Rich, are you driving at anything funny? Wouldn’t I have to pay royalties? It’s too recent a
song to borrow freely from.
P:-Thank you: I’ve just made the point I was driving at: If you , or whoever, does a song out of
any of this hocus-pocus songs, , either with bullshit lyrics on its original music, or with bullshit
music on its original lyrics , while the initial context is too old to have a valid patent and while
nobody had thought of patenting it anew, then we can patent our versions of it and anybody who
sings it or recites it has to pay royalties to us, so we can sue or charge money on all people using
them, even demonstrators, and make governments pay, through taxation, huge fines for allowing
this music in demonstrations, and all this coercion will be in accordance with international laws
so all nations who don’t acknowledge that will be considered as ignoring international law as
much as we do in war, torture business etc. so either with an extra buck too or without it we
sound legal or only as illegal as others too.
R:-Rich, I see why Dick and Paul think you’re a genius. What do you say George?
P:-Thanks for the endorsement, Don, but the credit for that free association belongs to our
pharmaceutical companies. Isn’t this what they have been doing for the past few years? A
company takes some of those medicinal plants from India which the locals have been using for
millenia and once it has just checked out its DNA, even the company is not responsible for the
discovery of its therapeutic potential , it patents its use as its own and then even the Indian
gran’pas who had learned the recipe form their gran’pas would have to pay a fine if they used it
again instead of buying it from the company.
R:-But why don’t the gran’pas patent their own knowledge?
P:-Hush, Don, do you really mean to sell IQ enhancing fish-heads to your rivals? It’s even
inconsistent of you to say things like that. Who’s criminal in your judgment? The Abu Ghraib
torturers and killers or the media who showed the pictures and contributed to increased loss of
American life? But I’m not yet through with analyzing how this idiot DJ-idol of yours that you
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almost quote by heart is our best friend and agent in Europe. For the rest we need the help of
George. George you heard that about those helmets?...George, are you with us?
G:- Zzzz, helmets? What helmets? Mmmm
P:-So you were not with us already since those helmets?
G:-There were two helmets? Three? Oh, yes, one with the mission accomplished photo, and one
in the photo with the 9-11 firemen. Were there two helmets having something to with 9-11? zz…
P:-Now if we have George’s speech writers write him some speeches using some keywords from
the excerpts that Rights is educating his audiences with, and in such a way that anyone
borrowing them from Rights cannot prove that he didn’t borrow them from George, then we can
sue Rights for plagiarism etc and even if we don’t win in the court, the ambiguity that even
made a trial possible, will be completely demoralizing to the people who take heart from these
tunes. They’ll get disgusted with these songs since they will not be clear- cut revolutionary.
Wouldn’t they feel their wings bathed in hot water and wouldn’t they have cold feet at the
similarity of the two fiery passages pointed by Rights? You see what a friend we have?
R:-Shall we wake George and tell him the idea?
P:-You are in a position to know that better. Do you think he’ll have his brain cells burned out by
such overloads and overdoses of input and stimulation? LIGHTS ON PLEASE. HEY GEORGE!
G:-Is that you Rich?
P:-Whom did you expect? Walt Whitman? Which bus stop you got off? Did you hear Don
singing?
G:-That nice so simple melody one could even play it on a bugle? Was is a paean for battle or for
football tiers?
P:-You keep surprising me with how alert you are; musically I mean. Seriously.
G:-I had a dream…
P:-Is that a quote or a fact?
G:-…You guys won’t believe who I was singing with on a rock stage.
P:-Were you singing “Sweet neocon” next to Mick Jagger? Or to Mick Jagger? And people were
supposed to guess who is who when you guys said “You’re a crock of shit”?
G:-You almost got it. I was singing next to John Lennon, he was singing “Working class hero”
and after each stanza I would sing a paraphrase of it to make it sound like “Ruling class hero”.
P:-I’ve heard that when Lennon wrote that he and Yoko were having primal scream therapy
with Art Janov. I’ll ask Laura who made you two scream lately: Were you discussing again
organizing an American poetry night in the White House to help the American image because
antiwar demonstrations have hurt it again? That had not proved such a good idea if you
remember. Anyway, I think that those dreams of yours are either hypnagogic hallucinations, if
you see them half asleep, or something like those hypnopedia lessons, that were once
fashionable, where you do learn a foreign language as you hear lessons of it while you sleep.
Maybe they’re both , and also both are helped by the combination of alcohol and alcohol
deprivation. Don, can you perform “Working class hero” while George performs “Ruling class
hero”?
R:-Why not? There’s a first time to everything.
Bush rises and they perform side by side:
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R:
As soon as you’re born they make you feel small
by giving you no time instead of it all
till the pain is so big you feel nothing at all.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be

G:

As soon as you’re born they make you feel small
by giving you no time instead of it all
till the pain is so big you feel nothing at all.
A ruling class hero is something to be
A ruling class hero is something to be
They hit you at home and they hit you at school
they hate you if you’re clever and they despise a fool
till you’re so fucking crazy you can’t follow their rules.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be
They praise you at home and they praise you at school
but correct you when clever and approve when you’re a fool
till you’re so fucking mixed up you even follow their rules.
A ruling class hero is something to be
A ruling class hero is something to be
When they’ve tortured and scared you for twenty odd years
then they expect you to pick up a career
when you can’t really function and you’re so full of fear.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be
When they’ve confused you and twisted you for thirty odd years
then they expect you to just follow your well started career
and your friends are like mirrors full of shit or full of fear.
A ruling class hero is something to be
A ruling class hero is something to be
Keep you doped with religion and sex and TV
and you think you’re so clever and classless and free
but you’re still fucking peasants as far as I can see.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be
They keep you Barbie-like with toy religion and assholes’ lives on TV
and you think you are righteous and classy and free
but you’re a barbarian hillbilly for all who can see.
A ruling class hero is something to be
A ruling class hero is something to be
There’s room at the top they’re telling you still
but first you must learn how to smile as you kill
if you want to be like the folks on the hill.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be
There’s room at the top they’re telling you still
but first you must believe your own crap when you kill
if you don’t want to be kicked out by the folks on the hill.
A ruling class hero is something to be
A ruling class hero is something to be
If you want to be a hero, well, just follow me
If you want to be a hero, well, just follow me.
If you want to become a hero , well, just don’t follow me
If you want to be a hero , yeah, just don’t follow me.
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Applause, both bow to their audience but Bush also remains bowed and
almost collapses and is helped by Rumsfeld to go collapse in his
chair.

R:-Doctor, I mean Rich, I think he’s half drunk, half overworked and in a half trance half sleep
state. Is that what the diagnosis you gave meant?
P:-It half is and half isn’t.
W:-His end lines were “If you want to become a hero , well, just don’t follow me. If you want to
be a hero , yeah, just don’t follow me” and this half sounds like an admonition and a prompting
to others not to be like him and half sounds like a threat to the ones who won’t follow. Which of
the two you think is the case?
P:-What kind of a think tank are we if our key words aren’t mutiple alternative planning? We’ll
just prepare for both possibilities. It’s not more complicated than preparing for the case he makes
an ass of himself and not of Bill Rights. Don’t we all make plans for this alternative too? Even
physicists have started to catch up with the notion of many parallel universes, Borges had done
that much earlier in his “garden of forking paths” and physicists even quote him.
R:-I didn’t know you were that much of a homo universalis, Rich. What ever made you that?
P:-Necessity, Don, necessity. Globalization just necessitates that man become a homo universalis
or …
C:-You’re such a master of understatement, Rich. You are a homo multiversalis, not universalis.
W:-Why don’t we all come off the physics trip, too? And the erudition show off trip as well. And
the self complacency trip. And the mutual blowjob trip.
R:-You come off that modesty trip Paul. Nobody’s blowing you anyway. Maybe that’s why you
keep on breaking our balls with nagging. It pisses you off.
Bush starts to come to again:

P:-George, your biorhythms are too taxing on us, we, or at least I, can’t quite cope with the
overdose we receive from this cyclopean and supernova-like output produced in this fit of
sizzling inspiration created by your crisis of over-intelligence. Yours will be solitary flight pretty
soon, so why don’t you go home and continue your nap and your lucid dreaming there and give
us a break to let off some steam, by playing golf or, at any rate, something as mundane as that.
Sorry for the clichés but we aren’t all, like you, latent Shakespeares embarked on their overdue
self discovery trip, also making at the side collateral discoveries like “we re made of the stuff our
dreams are made of”.
G:-Happy to hear this Rich. Thank you for excusing me, I myself, too, wanted to propose class
dismissal , since all this was equally taxing on me. Bye folks. Have a nice time and don’t do
anything I wouldn’t do.
P:-That rules out a lot of things , doesn’t it?
G:-Don , will you do me a favor before I go off? I like sleeping in the car, so will you please
show some more of Bill’s DJ-ing? My sleepiness is going away but if you just start all that lights
on lights out business it’ll come back to me and I’ll do sleep in the car. Also make it song-like or
at least poem-like , choose some pages where you’ll have to sing or at least recite with rhythm ,
it’s like Latin Mass to me or even like mantras, or whatever they’re called.
R:-I think I have some right stuff, let me spot it though…Lights out:
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R:-“…OK, the image of all those Tolkien gnomes working in earth’s bowels to prepare the
weapons of the axis of evil that it headed by that Arkuman, or whatever , figure, anyway I just
mean the Ariman/BinLaden-like figure played by as bad a guy in Hollywood’s Jungianism as
Christopher Lee, OK, the image of all those gnomes is proved, more and more conspicuously ,
to be as applicable to the think tanks and assembly lines of American Arms Industry as to Al
Qaeda. Is Bush himself evil? Not exactly: How evil can be somebody who fires his speech writer
because he prided himself to his wife that it was he and not the president who invented that so
successful bullcrap term “axis of evil” and his wife leaked that to her friends as she was just
priding herself on her husband and her friends mentioned that to their husbands and the secret
of the priority of that bullshit leaked to the press….” Well, where had I seen that good songconducive paragraph? …Oh this should be it, I see a poet’s name : “ …When we said that it’s
unfair to compare the writing of Bush’s speech writers to the writing in that Poem unless Bush
had hired Walt Whitman and if, of course, Walt Whitman agreed with Bush’s policies we
should keep in mind all data that can possibly fall to our attention and say something about what
Walt Whitman would say on such issues. Personally, I have only two clues: The Poet who wrote
that Poem which we saw and which we also applied both to Allende, and to the firemen in the
Towers and in Iraq , and which had the title “March of the Spirit”, not only admired both Blake
and Whitman, but also was admired as a European Whitman by the Eva Palmer, the daughter of
an American tycoon, who shared both her father’s love for Whitman and his vision of helping the
realization the universal brotherhood of men and their unification under deeper aspects of their
races and religions which would unite them rather than separate them. And she married that Poet
whom she met in the house of Isadora Duncan whose brother had married his sister, and applied
all her human and monetary resources to help him toward that dream, which Henry Miller who
saw his Poetry described as “The Gigantic Sunrise” and which, in the 2nd World War years, took
the form of the March that we saw. The other clue about what Whitman or at least lovers of him,
even his American lovers, would say to Bush if he wanted to hire them comes from the quite well
known, at least in Europe, story of Laura Bush, an expert in something about libraries I think
I’ve heard, who at the time of the huge antiwar demonstrations before the attack on Iraq had the
not so brilliant idea of inviting Americans poets for a literary night at the White House. Of
course she invited people who belonged to university staffs but this was no foolproof way to
keep track of whom not to invite , people even wondered at how non professional in that were
the people she consulted in making the guests’ list, anyway Sam Hamill among the invited got so
pissed at having been invited that he decided to show what poets say about the coming attack
and, through newspapers around the world and a web site and many-many poet and non poet
volunteers , gathered 15,000 antiwar poems for that night , left them permanently on the site, put
them in a huge book and went , along with a big crowd to the White House , at the hour
suggested by the invitation, to deliver it. The night had been cancelled , but he delivered it and
although gave it with receipt to the Congress. These were the poets against war, and there were
poets for war too , headed by a “professional poet’ , meaning that he composed poems “upon
request and for money, for wedding anniversaries etc” who gathered seventy poems on a site
and invited the antiwar on live contest on TV, that head beat the antiwar poet in who would
compose the best new poem in half an hour and proudly he showed he had even composed two
poems in that time…” Well , what I’m looking for was not here finally…sorry George if I say
things that may be redundant to you since you and Laura lived them first hand, they’re not
redundant maybe to the rest, they sure weren’t redundant to me , maybe I skipped them or went
very hastily over them on fist reading….Aaah! Bingo! I got it: What we’ve all been waiting for!
Neruda! Here, there will be sung poetry for you George, you’re going to get happily sleepy and
hopefully dreaming lucidly and creatively too, maybe you’ll have composed a new poem by the
time your driver starts your car…And I have a surprise for you with which I even surprised
myself with at the beginning, like you , too, George surprised yourself today: To get us better in
the climate of the music to which a Neruda’s poem was put, Rights did the following , which I
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guess is a standard DJ audiovisual trick, although I’m no expert , but again although I’m no
expert I beat him to it in his field , maybe because I had taken introductory French in Princeton
which, it seems , he hadn’t, anyway even if he had , what is introductory for us the Princetonians
is advanced studies for others. Just wait and see. In the next two columns he chose some verses
of that song and put in boldface to see some similarities with English so that we get a direct
impression already from the Spanish version without looking at the translation.
Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
nutrido por muertos desnudos,
empalados sobre una lanza,
decapitados por el hacha,
descuartizados a caballo,
crucificados en la iglesia.

Here comes the tree , the tree
nourished by nude corpses
impaled on lances
decapitated by ax
quartered by horses
crucified in church.

I said to myself that he hadn’t noticed that ax is also called hatchet , if it’s small I mean,
otherwise he would have made bold even hacha too which he hadn’t, I even conjectured that
“sobre” may have something to do with “over” so it would be better to write impaled over a
lance and not impaled on a lance and make over bold too. If he had taken French he would also
have made bold the words viene and arbol. OK, muertos maybe he included even if its sound is
not like corpses because anybody knows it does mean that. OK, quartered, just in case you
don’t know it is what happened to Braveheart Wallace and Mel Gibson didn’t show, probably
because he hadn’t yet gotten that flair for gory sightseeing through the film on Christ which only
came later, anyway four horses stretched him apart in four directions. I did appreciate, however,
that he was able to get the relation between iglesia and church , so he did know the meaning of
the English word ecclesiastic. I tried that on the whole of the stanza he had used:
Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
nutrido por muertos desnudos,
muertos azotados y heridos,
muertos de rostros imposibles,
empalados sobre una lanza,
desmenuzados en la hoguera,
decapitados por el hacha,
descuartizados a caballo,
crucificados en la iglesia.

Here comes the tree , the tree
nourished by nude corpses
corpses scourged and wounded
corpses with impossible faces
impaled over a lance
pulverized in the bonfire
decapitated by ax (hatchet)
quartered by horses
crucified in church.

Desmenuzados compared to pulverized gave me some hard time , but I soon remembered the
word demean . At some other point it intrigued me to see tormenta meaning not torture , i.e.
torment. but storm , and it was tormenta, no mispelling of something like torrenta, I did check.
Muchedumbre in the sequel also gave me trouble but I remembered hombre and love of my
youth calling me “mucho macho” and I got the idea. All this I liked so much, especially the fact
that I was beating him in his field, that I did the same job to the whole poem and did it in no time
at all. So just to get an idea of why I say I did beat him in his field let’s see all the verses , in two
columns and with my bolds, before he hear the poem sung: Oh, I’ll also sing a paraphrase he
wrote in English for one stanza in order to relate it to a story he had read in Chomsky’s book
“Year 500 , the Conquest Continues” which Chomsky had written on our 500th Colombus day.
After a point I don’t put bolds anymore, not even separate the stanzas , because they are not sung
at all anyway, I just include them to show what Rights showed on the TV screen of his DJ-ing
hour, picking it from the lyrics leaflet of the CD although not sung.
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LOS LIBERTADORES

THE LIBERATORS

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
de la tormenta, el arbol del pueblo.
De la tierra subes sus heroes
como las hojas por la savia,
y el viento estrella los follajes
de muchedumbre rumorosa,
hasta que cae la semilla
del pan otra vezla tierra.

Here comes the tree , the tree
of storm, the tree of the people.
Its heroes rise up from the earth
as leaves from the sap,
and the wind spangles the foliage
of the multitudes making it whisper
until the seed falls
again from the bread to the earth.

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
nutrido por muertos desnudos,
muertos azotados y heridos,
muertos de rostros imposibles,
empalados sobre una lanza,
desmenuzados en la hoguera,
decapitados por el hacha,
descuartizados a caballo,
crucificados en la iglesia.

Here comes the tree , the tree
nourished by nude corpses
corpses scourged and wounded
corpses with impossible faces
impaled on lances
pulverized in the bonfire
decapitated by ax
quartered by horses
crucified in church.

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
cuyas raices estan vivas,
saco salitre del martirio,
sus raices comieron sangre,
y extrajo lagrimas del suelo:
las elevo por dus ramajes,
las repartio en su arquitectura.
Fueron flores invisibles,
a veces, flores enterradas,
otras veces iluminaron
sus petalos como planetas.

Here comes the tree , the tree
whose roots are alive
it fed in martyrdom’s nitrate
its roots consumed blood
and it extracted tears from the soil:
raised them through its branches
dispersed them on its architecture.
They were invisible flowers,
sometimes buried flowers
other times they illuminated
its petals like planets

And in the branches mankind harvested the hard corollas , passed them from hand to hand
like magnolias or pomegranates, and suddenly they opened the earth, and grew up to the stars.
This is the tree of the emancipated, the earth tree, the cloud tree, the bread tree, the arrow tree,
the first tree , the fire tree. The stormy water of our nocturnal epoch floods it, but its mast
balances the arena of its might. At times , the branches broken by wrath fall again, and a
foreboding ash covers its ancient majesty: just as it survived times past, so too it rose from
agony until a secret hand, countless arms, the people, preserved the fragments, hid invariable
trunks, and their lips were the leaves of the immense divided tree, disseminated everywhere .
walking with its roots. This is the tree of the people, of all the peoples struggling for freedom.
Look at its hair to touch its renewed rays, plunge your hands into the factories where its pulsing
fruit propagates its light everyday. Raise this earth in your hands, partake of this splendor
take your bread and you apple, your heart and your horse and mount guard on the frontier,
at the limit of its leaves. Defend the destiny of its corollas, share the hostile nights, guard the
cycle of the dawn, breathe in the starry heights , sustaining this tree that grows in the middle of
the earth.
Now let me show you the music of it, I’ll start with Rights’ English Chomsky-inspired
paraphrase in order for you not to have to look at the written thing all the time, although Rights
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says he wrote it to just show that something is missing to have the effect that the original has.
OK, I’ll have to sing that myself, however:
COLUMBUS DAY
What’s the ripe fruit method? It’s a way of mass of murder
it’s a genocide method
it’s a genocide method , it’s both cheap and quite effective
you just make some Indians noose their necks,
climb a tall tree and tie their ropes on branches
and then jump and hang around for vultures
when they’re ripe you replace them ,
by others who only have to unhang them
without even providing some new rope.
Now we’re ready to listen to the whole thing following both the Spanish version with the ear
and the English version with out eye and our mind. Oh, the lyrics pamphlet of course has all the
stanzas separated as in Neruda’s book I guess and after some point you only hear me recite since
music ends :
(Play CD song number 6)
LOS LIBERTADORES
THE LIBERATORS
Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
Here comes the tree , the tree
de la tormenta, el arbol del pueblo.
of storm, the tree of the people.
De la tierra subes sus heroes
Its heroes rise up from the earth
como las hojas por la savia,
as leaves from the sap,
y el viento estrella los follajes
and the wind spangles the whispering
de muchedumbre rumorosa,
multitude’s foliage,
hasta que cae la semilla
until the seed falls
del pan otra vezla tierra.
again from the bread to the earth.
Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
nutrido por muertos desnudos,
muertos azotados y heridos,
muertos de rostros imposibles,
empalados sobre una lanza,
desmenuzados en la hoguera,
decapitados por el hacha,
descuartizados a caballo,
crucificados en la iglesia.

Here comes the tree , the tree
nourished by naked corpses
corpses scourged and wounded
corpses with impossible faces
impaled on spears
reduced to dust in the bonfire
decapitated by ax
quartered by horses
crucified in church.

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
cuyas raices estan vivas,
saco salitre del martirio,
sus raices comieron sangre,
y extrajo lagrimas del suelo:
las elevo por dus ramajes,
las repartio en su arquitectura.
Fueron flores invisibles,
a veces, flores enterradas,
otras veces iluminaron
sus petalos como planetas.

Here comes the tree , the tree
whose roots are alive
it fed in martyrdom’s nitrate
its roots consumed blood
and it extracted tears form the soil:
raised them through its branches
dispersed them on its architecture.
They were invisible flowers,
sometimes buried flowers
other times they illuminated
its petals like planets

Y el hombre recogio en las ramas
las corollas endurecidas,

And in the branches mankind
harvested the hard corollas
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las entrego de mano en mano
como magnolias o granadas
y de pronto, abrieron la tierra,
crecieron hast alas estrellas.

passed them from hand to hand
like magnolias or pomegranates,
and suddenly they opened the earth,
grew up to the stars.

Este es el arbol de los libres.
El arbol tierra , el arbol nube.
El arbol pan, el arbol flecha,
el arbol puno, el arbol fuego.
Lo ahoga el agua tormentosa
de nuestra epoca nocturna,
pero su masil balancea
el ruedo de su poderio.

This is the tree of the emancipated.
The earth tree, the cloud tree.
The bread tree , the arrow tree,
the fist tree , the fire tree.
The stormy water
of our nocturnal epoch floods it,
but its mast balances
the arena of its might

Otras veces, de nuevo caen
las ramas rotas por la colera,
y una ceniza amaneazante
cubre su Antigua majestad
asi paso desde otros tiempos,
asi salio de la agonia,
hasta que una mano secreta,
unos brazos innumerables,
el pueblo, guardo los fragmentos,
escondio troncos invariables,
y sus labios eran las hojas
del inmenso arbol repartido,
diseminado en todas partes
caminando con sus raices.
Este es el arbol , el arbol
del pueblo, el arbol de todos pueblos
de la libertad, de la lucha.

At times , the branches broken
by wrath fall again
and a foreboding ash
covers its ancient majesty:
just as it survived times past,
so too it rose from agony
until a secret hand,
countless arms, the people,
preserved the fragments
hid invariable trunks,
and their lips were the leaves
of the immense divided tree,
disseminated everywhere
walking with its roots.
This is the tree , the tree
of the people, of all the peoples
struggling for freedom.

Asomate a su cabellera:
toca sus rayos renovados:
bunde la mano en las usinas
donde su fruto palpitante
propaga su luz cada dia.
Levanta esta tierra en tus manos,
participa de este splendor,
toma tu pan y tu manzana,
tu corazon y tu caballo
y monta guardia en la frontera,
en el limite de sus hojas.

Look at its hair:
touch its renewed rays:
plunge your hands into the factories
where its pulsing fruit
propagates its light everyday.
Raise this earth in your hands
partake of this splendor
take your bread and you apple,
your heart and your horse
and mount guard on the on the frontier,
at the limit of its leaves.

Defiende el fin de sus corollas,
comparte las noches hostiles,
vigila el ciclo de la aurora,
respire la altura estrellada ,
sosteniendo el arbol,
el arbol que crece en medio de la tierra.

Defend the destiny of its corollas,
share the hostile nights
guard the cycle of the dawn
breathe in the starry heights
sustaining the tree , the tree
that grows in the middle of the earth.
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When the singing

and reciting is over they all applaud.

P:-Don, next to that Chomsky-like paraphrase of which you did give an excellent rendition,
didn’t Rights mention something else? Like, for instance, that’s why in South America tree is a
symbol of Redemption as much as a cross is such a symbol here?
R:-Now that you mention it…Yeah! He even mentioned some cults or something that celebrate
Easter symbol only up to Good Friday because for them Resurrection is still to come, I guess
these guys must have been bought that idea from Jews that think that Christ is still to come,
period; not just his resurrection. They also consider the tree as a symbol of freedom, oh, you see
the title of the song after all, los libertadores, the liberators, I don’t t think that a communist like
Neruda would call by that name the conquistadores who delivered them from paganism, nobody
really believed he was not an atheist in Postino, he only knelt and prayed to convince the priest to
let him be the best man to the postman’s wedding. Anyway, some of these guys combine religion
and communism by thinking that Christ himself was some kind of an insurgent.
G:-That’s not a new idea, they must have been influenced by Scorcese’s Christ, didn’t
Francis…er I mean Martin.. make a similar point? Like for instance Christ had as a last
temptation to forgive the zealots who were insurgents . He thought that since they were crucified
like Him they had bought off their sins but at the last minute he realized that this similarity was
only illusory.
R:-You guys are goo-ood! Yeah, now that you mention it! Rights even said that although that
paraphrase does, of course, sound ridiculous when sung, still it doesn’t mean that it’s only the
sound of Spanish versus English that can make a guy look proud and dignified and defiant even if
impaled on a lance, I mean over, a lance. He mentioned the example of our “Give me death but
give me freedom” , so South America might well have bought that idea from North America,
although I still haven’t checked the dates to mete out royalties…er I mean priorities.
G:-Don, whose music is that? Did Neruda write that at the heyday of Henry Mancini? Spanish
language does sound a little influenced by Italian. It also reminds the music of spaghetti westerns.
R:-I’ll surprise you George, but I think that composer is a Jap.
G:-A Jap! Then he’s doubly admirable. He got so much into a different culture’s tunes for valor. I
think Samurais had a different kind of instruments, if I judge from the music in a scene of
Oshima’s “realm of the senses”.
P:-That was a brothel entertainer , in that scene, not a Samurai, George. By the way, does Laura
let you see such films or I should tell on you? Haha! Just joking. Don, do you have a picture of
that Japanese composer?
R:-You bet I have. Right next to Neruda:
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P:-Doesn’t look that Japanese to me!
G:-Yeah, he’s way too tall for a Jap! Why didn’t they choose somebody more appropriate for the
role of a Japanese? For instance they made a fine job in the selection for Neruda. The chap looks
just like the Neruda of Il Postino. The lady is great too, maybe they picked her for her eyes, which
do look like Mathilde’s in the film, though her hair isn’t black like hers, I’d rather they chose a
real Latina.
P:-Don what’s the evidence of your intelligence about his being a Japanese?
G:-I don’t have that long a memory for names but I do remember his first name starts with a Misound and his last name end with a –aki sound.
P:-So that makes him a cousin of Miyaki the kung fu master or of Pat Morita who played him?
And who is the Latino young man right behind Neruda? Ralph Machio five years after he played
the karate kid? Or five years before he was born?
G:-C’mon Rich, don’t be such a kill joy, I still believe Don is making the heck of a good job!
Any other piece of good intelligence Don? Have you checked if that guy is a communist too? I
mean , have you cross checked it? His photo with Neruda is already one clue.
R:-After making the music of a film that made a killing with tickets he was offered a chance to
realize the American dream and he kicked it because , as he said, he had other priorities to attend
to, actually he said “would I go pruning hollies on a day with a wedding party?”Very shrewd guy!
I had never noticed Hollywood is written with a double l. But he kicked off the whole American
dream pack: Villa with a swimming pool in Beverly Hills, limo with a chauffeur, parties with
cocaine and chicks and orgies, and meeting with people with exciting life stories, conducive to
scenarios bound for Oscars if you’re a creative person. Whole bunches of unique characters, you
can meet there I’ve been told, hanging around ready to sell you a meaty-juicy life story. He
preferred a life of misery, exiles, imprisonment and torture. Never had courage enough to break
out of all that, never had the balls, so it’s not only Europeans that are not robust enough to keep
up with a young nation. It’s Japs too. So let him live like typical Jap, leading a life that feels
like eating harakiri everyday.
P:-What was that film , Don?
R:-Zorba the Greek.
P:-So your agents’ intelligence insists he’s a Japanese? If that guy is a Jap then I am Dreyfus and
you are Clouseau. And who is George? The pink panther? Or the blue toreador?
G:-I’d rather be Chancey Gardner.
P:-I bet you do. How come I forgot!
R:-Well, I checked that the national anthem of Japan was written by a guy who was born in
Greece, on an island right next the island where Nick Cage played that Italian, maybe they had an
exchange program writing national songs for each other’s country. Or maybe he got so pissed at
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his Japanese Communist background that he wanted some sunny side up dancing in taverns to
attract tourists for some fucking on beaches. Communists snub all this as gigolo stuff.
G:-Don, did you check out whose wedding he wanted to attend when he dropped that job
interview for Hollywood?
R:-He was just being metaphorical. He meant he preferred to be heading a sector of communist
youth with whom he was organizing a so called “cultural revolution”.
G:-You mean like when some teenagers have very cultured parents but they prefer to drink in
pubs and not wear neckties? Does all this check with what you were just saying or with what
Rich was saying?.
R:-No that’s the surrealists’ revolution. OK, they too have manifestos like the communists, but
they have a rightist sector too. Anyway the organization was named after that guy we had seen in
the film Z. Oh, that guy also wrote the music for “State of siege” which was about terrorists in
Latin America. And for the film Z of course.
G:-So Z doesn’t stand for Zorba , it stands for some Zuperman, or something, I mean some
latino analog of what Zorro is doing in Mexico, I mean smoking out terrorists like Batman was
after the Joker.
P:-When the going gets tough the tough get going , so why don’t t you get going to sleep George,
and let us let off some steam after all overwork, we’ll burn our brains cells, you go home and we
play golf, fair enough?
G:-Quite a mouthful, you said there. Say, Don, don’t you think it would be unfair and not very
chivalrous of me if I didn’t give my opponent time to prepare? What would people think of me if
I got Bill Rights by storm? We Americans have a tradition of always giving a warning to
opponents to arm for fight and after their time is up we go forward and God help the best.
P:- Don’t forget to arrange that , Don. We all know George knows what fair play is and just loves
risking. That’s what I most like about you George. You play for keeps.
G:-That was sweet from a guy like you, Rich. Thank you. Bye folks, see you around. I’m off.
Bush leaves

W:-Bores me stiffer than a stiff, us wasting our lives here like that! But OK, I do agree that
George must not know everything so that he really believes the crap he says to be able to say it
with more convincing body language. I doubt if without this we would really send those
Dorothies to hysterics pleading to forget chivalry and to bypass UN and bomb Iraq as soon as
possible so as to go back to the way we were before etc. But so much unreality is a real downer.
Let’s discuss something real to get back in shape…
(He autocatalyzes

into energetic postures and movements)

… Step1: Embargo them for ten years. Also tell them that this is what they will be getting for
being cowards not toppling their dictator and tell them that this is the Churchill method. It seems
that the only North American who could know that the Churchill method here would be to send
our own commandos and ammunition , and not make a film with Stallone playing that in
Afghanistan, is Chomsky. Also he seems to be the only one to notice that the Iraqis could have
answered “If you North American , well nourished and non embargoed even on medication for
children, cannot chase out a supposedly non cruel non dictator in a democracy why should we,
undernourished and sick and unarmed should be able to topple a cruel dictator? What’s you next
step ? Kick Afghan women to their feet to rise up against the Taliban who cut their clits off?”
R:- Did Chomsky have the balls to ask that thing about clits? Is that a fact?
W:-No that’s a joke that I contributed. Say cheese. Step 2: We say to them “Either you disarm or
we attack” . Step 3: They do disarm. Step 4: We then do attack; by bombs. Step 5: We ask the
British who have experience from IRA to take over in the street fights after we land. Of course
they may not accept, but we do have alternative planning for that, don’t we all? Step 6: If
somebody does mention any of these truths we say his talk leads to loss of American life. If he
insists that we are liars we even agree to take a truth serum in front of the public arranging of
course for the question to be “Do you really believe that speaking the truth about US leads to loss
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of American life?”. That’s the contribution of Bill Clinton to truth investigation but applied to a
more serious context than Monica-gate. “Your honor, if the real issue is whether I did believe
what I was saying when I had said I had not looked up Webster’s big unabridged edition on
whether sexual relation includes touching human genitals with human lips and human genitals’
lips with cigars , then I am willing to be addressed that question after being administered a truth
serum in public” Step 7: If he is of so bad faith that he insists on saying we’re putting him on,
and that we’re putting justice on, then we call him an anti-Semite and if he wonders why, we ask
him to leave aside trivial questions and take a stance on whether Israel does have nuclear
weapons and must disarm or Israel doesn’t have nuclear weapons and commits fraud by
terrorizing neighbors spreading the rumor it does have. Step 8: We leak as rumor that it leaked
from Israel that they also have antigravity weapons and can sink whole continents like they
sank Atlantis . We also leak into the stream of consciousness of both the brainscape of US and of
the brainscape of Muslim countries some raving unrealities like, for instance, “if Muslims really
believe they enter paradise if they become suicide bombers then let them arrange for a priest of
theirs to arrange it with his God to accept such a guy to Paradise and at the same time to arrange
it with us to take an oath in front of our God that if he makes a suicide attack against Saddam
we’ll make with Israel a deal favorable for Palestine”, or for instance, “Lot asked God why He
would destroy the righteous along with the wicked in Sodoma and Gomorra and He said “Show
Me ten righteous among them and I’ll spare the whole” but Lot could not spot ten righteous. We
don’t ask for ten righteous but for just one, but when he shows up we’ll ask him where Saddam
hides the WMD”, or we even spread shit not only raving unreal but also incredibly base, for
instance “Christian religion is superior to Muslim because in it the God sacrifices his own son
who thus buys off the sins of people who do believe he is a savior so that these people don’t have
to sacrifice themselves whereas the Muslim God saves to his Paradise sons of fathers who do
allow their kids to sacrifice the sons of other fathers with their bombs” as base and despicable as
good old realistic thinking of the Shah versus Khomeini times going like “They blame CIA for
torture as if the locals themselves didn’t have a torture tradition, both sides of locals we mean.
All we do is to choose to help the traditions of those of the locals who would help us make an
extra buck, big extra buck, so we do have a reason, and thus an excuse. What do the locals have
as an excuse? They’re the barbarians. Not us. It’s them that are despicable traitors since they
collaborate with us who want to exploit their country. It’s not us who are traitors , we do help
our own country by exploiting them. And of course we are not going to collaborate with the
purest among them for our interests”. Of course this is despicable enough too, but it had the
grace of remaining implicit and shying itself away from being publicly pronounced. Now one
adds the despicability of attempting public self assertion and the despicability of trying to be
“polite and bold at the same time in one’s cynicism” , i.e. one tries to check the idiocy levels of
the voters seeing how polls run after each of these pieces of crap is stated or at least dispersed.
It at least helps similar statements that are a bit more shy to sound not only familiar but also
more moral than something that could be even baser if it was thinkable, it helps for instance
Powell appear a Nestor of politics , a pacifist, and a master Miyaki of militant tranquility when
he says things that would make Miyaki devise harakiri with a stork posture for a self kick if he
had said them, for instance things like “ “European governments should not be play shocked at
CIA torture flights. They have known about them since a long time”. OK, everybody in Europe
knows what criminal servile assholes their leaders are but without propagating despicable ways
of thinking one would first ask Powell “Collin , what a way to admit we participated in crime!
Even the Mafiosi would call you a rat squealing on his fellow fellahs for acting like being caught
red-handed and then haggling over some fewer years in prison, OK, make it a some fewer points
lost in the polls and votes for the case in hand; by the way Collin, you never refuses to present the
base argument that would help out of the hot coals the clowns , you always are obliging by
publicly making the points that would do appeal to the stupid and to the base but would shame, in
front of the intelligent and of the decent, anybody, even the gang members , if they publicly
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made them themselves. If you want to be real decent, dare to expose your master’s voice whom
you’re scared shitless of, and then give to Europeans both the hell and shit they deserve” To
prevent Larry King from speaking like that to Collin we disperse in the brainscape all that
education in baseness and then Collin is both a Homeric and a Zen sage in comparison. Also we
disperse bullshit like the following: “If we don’t find Saddam’s WMD now nothing can prove
that they cannot be found after two hundred years. In fact Godel proved that some truths are
improvable. Also Hume noticed that there are quite everyday facts that are unprovable, for
instance that the Sun will rise tomorrow is not at all proved by the fact it has risen everyday so
far”. Also we can say that it’s all a fault of Saddam’s cruelty , since he sure has terrorized his
scientists to make WMD for him quickly and they sure wrote him false reports of good progress
to postpone their being tortured and our spies must have hit on these particular misleading
reports”. By the way, concerning something which might be good evidence that what we do is
real enough in the sense that we do manage to spread things that are unreal enough, OK unreal
enough and at the same time it is good evidence that it is not real enough , which differs from
being unreal enough, do you follow me? You see I’m not one of the persons for whom one
invented the saying “Not having common sense does not mean you have uncommon sense” since
after all I do have common sense in how to bomb Iraq say, I also am not one of the persons who
forget to close the parentheses they opened in the middle of a long sentence, and I can even
remember them mentally without writing them down to put visible brackets around them so let
me open a new one before closing the previous, did you know that Godel who had spent so many
years at the Institute of Advanced Studies and about whom his colleague there, Einstein himself,
is quoted to have said “the only reason for which I don’t retire to pension is to have the privilege
of conversing with Goedel on our way to the Institute and back home from the Institute every
day”, OK, Godel is said to have been led to his famous undecidability theorems starting from the
liar paradox ; consider, for the sake of argument and for the sake of civilized pure intellectual
pleasure, that a complete liar who is known to only say lies admits that he is liar, is he lying or
speaking the truth in that? If he speaks the truth then he is lying because he says so and he says
the truth by assumption, , if he lies then he is sincere in that and so he doesn’t lie, so he is lying if
and only if he says the truth and says the truth if and only if he lies, got it? the redundancy in the
end I only inserted for pedagogic purposes to drive the point home to you more easily, think of
it , you’ll realize that it will haunt you , at the beginning the scientific community was shocked
and just ignored Godel’s result thinking it was either wrong or irrelevant or negative, gradually he
was vindicated because they all realized that his proof was unshakeable, and also relevant,
undecidability was woven into the fabric of reality inherently or became so; in what time? I
conjecture this is what made Goedel believe that time is an illusion but I won’t speak publicly
about it before I copyright it, now let me close the last parenthesis I have left unclosed, it is both
good and bad evidence for our points and for our purposes that all those unrealities and crappy
ideas we produce , there are people who would cut their right arm to have thought of them
themselves or to plagiarize them , even by telepathy if it does exist finally, and not consider it
pollution but jewelry. Well, I’m prolific enough not to be stingy with my ideas, I like to see them
spread even through plagiarism, especially if they’re of the unreal shit type although I do
copyright them too, because the idea to spread a particular piece of shit is not itself shit, but you
see some of the ideas I mentioned above have found their way to publication in newspapers, so,
as unperturbed as Gauss who only published jewels and left his lesser ideas “be hatched in other
nests” as the saying of very creative persons goes, I watched them under names like for instance
Ashcroft’s , who made a public statement about fathers of suicide bombers and superiority of
our God to Muslim’s quite like that base idea of mine that I advocated above but he was forced
to retract and play misunderstood by the press because many foreign embassies protested
strongly, I also saw Fukuyama’s name , I mean that idea of his idea that Saddam’s cruelty to his
scientists was the reason of our bad intelligence and thus of war, but this idea didn’t attract much
attention, I mean nobody cared to force Fukuyama to retract it, who would give a shit about a
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Harvard Professor’s leaving his shit unretracted, also some quite ElmerPhudd-like nerd type of
guy, let me explicitly pinpoint Arie Fleischer who do like to emulate the JoePesci-like type of
good fellah, did mention an idea almost like one of my ideas above, when as a representative of
the White house he said “We don’t care if the bullet that will pass through Saddam’s head will be
an Iraqi’s. Actually this will spare both countries of the expenses of war”. Also in this vein, I can
mention that very good idea of yours in the Office of Special Plans, Don, to give some financial
incentive to fiction writers who would give us scenarios with ways terrorists might hit, even if it
was finally dropped because it might give additional incentives to terrorists, or additional hitmoney if they sell us one idea and attack us with another which they don’t sell, or may give
them many-many additional ideas on what not to do if they infiltrate the scenario-reading group
hired by us, it still was a great contribution of the office of special plans, I mean in the vein of
filling up the place to oversaturation with unreal bullshit that will confuse everybody leaving as
survivors only people who , like us, have learned how to float like corks over water or, better,
people who like us have learned how to swim and nor drown in their own shit-stream of
consciousness. Even people like that idiot Thomas Friedman who every now and then tries to
interpolate himself into that torrent through suggesting policies to the government, is helpful in
that vein, I mean both in the vein of hatching my eggs and in the vein of creating random bullshit
noise to help us in our operation shit-hit-fan, some of his ideas are like mine, some he also even
signs with his name only at the beginning but at the end he signs them with the name of Bush,
among other reasons in order for George to get the message he is sending him a message , OK
that was a later aggravation , at the beginning he only started with “If I were Bush I would…”.
The trouble is that although he does say pure bullshit he makes it look as if making enough
sense, about which I wouldn’t give a shit but he makes George too, not only himself, vulnerable
to bullshit answers which do make non bullshit sense to the bullshit readers whom he had as a
target group anyway, whether he is a bullshit writer or not, by the way he got two Pulitzers I
heard, anyway if I heard wrong, he sure does have one of them. Actually let me not overwhelm
you so much with the specific details and you miss the forest for the trees, the overall pattern and
crux of all this has been very aptly and concisely formulated both by Rich and by me,
independently as anyone allowed to, can verify by checking the appropriate dates, in the “annals
of pure and implemented free associations classified upon being publicized”; and this upshot
reads: Persons with either enough brains or enough morals or both will sure get either disgusted
or fed up or both and will feel they’re wasting their time and lives if they keep up with all the
advances in bullshit that we think up and leak through, or against, our will and will soon will feel
the same with even following the news on the results we create with all that . So the only ones
who will bother to bother us with their keeping up with us will be weirdoes, halfwits, pensioners
and other idlers , whom we don’t bother bothering with since they are not serious enough to
harm us or harm our policies and decisions. This all depends of course on us being so smart that
people have to spend a whole month at a time to figure out what some random free association,
dream, or random number card will bring next morning to his news screen about the
implementation of creative chaos policy. In even more concise terms this would be both my, and I
guess Rich’s answer to Mick Jagger, “I’m full of shit you idiot, but it’s you eating my shit, not the
other way around” I do like, though, Rich’s final statement more than mine just stated. I quote
him: “They’ll even be afraid that they are going to get unethical or insane or that all too simply
they’ll waste their time and energy and self respect and their very essence if they occupy
themselves with us as much as it is necessary to bother us , so they will let us alone . We have
outwitted them Paul. In a nutshell, they’re either too selfish to spend their days wondering about
another guy’s shit or they are too cowardly to enter it lest they become as shitty as we are, but
we’re so bold we even swim in it”. Don, thank you for your attention all the way to the simple
and well rounded conclusion, some people do speak with their ears, as the saying goes, I mean
with their pauses and silences, you can almost touch the palpitating meaning of the silence in
their eyes. You did manage to open me up and to unfold me. I must tell you I do appreciate what
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you did with the Office of Special plans, I mean for the Office of Special Plans, I mean both
with and for , or rather for and with , Don, I do know I do remind a great joke about a narcissistic
writer who , upon meeting a friend of his on the street, first bored him stiff with both the overall
plot of his coming book and with every single scene which he mentioned with every detail and
then asked him “Well, let me not gorge you with my news. Tell me yours: What do you think of
what I’ve just told you?” Step 9: You see ? I keep track of all steps when we speak of something
real, when George is around for too long I feel I’m becoming a ghost. So: Step 9:…
R:-OK, I’ll tell you what I think of what you’ve just told me since you ask me: A brilliant
analysis Paul. Very sensitive too; sensitive towards concerns of robust Americans, I mean,
who mainly get depressed of wasting their lives in unreality. It also expounds very effectively , at
least it did that for me, the meaning of a phrase I hadn’t quite understood about us, I mean
“Superpowers don’t have to make analyses that are too reality based. They create their own
realities” A meaty, juicy and quite informative talk too, you gave us. At least for me it was news
to hear, among your talk about something real, that there is an antigravity weapon. Up to now I
thought it was bogus that we disperse so that some get scared and shut up and some speak up
and give us a handle to expose antiZionists as weirdoes who believe in antigravity. Was there an
antigravity seminar too in Princeton? Which building was it in? Institute of Advances Studies? Or
next to the lecture hall of the gravity seminar in our university as such?
W:-No, it was in the seminar on Freud’s “Studies on Hysteria and on Advanced Juvenile
Senility”. Don, why do I get again the feeling I keep wasting my life , actually not my life only
but also my endorsements and compliments on you. When I said I’d like to discuss something
real, the real thing I meant was how to really spread unrealities, not to see the head of the office
spreading them taking the unrealities themselves as real intelligence. So you do insist the office
of special plans was your idea and not your lack of ideas on how to get some real intelligence on
the Soviets. Rich, do I see in the double meaning of intelligence some parallel with the debate
between Hofstadter and Penrose on whether all intelligence is or isn’t like the artificial one, at
least considering that in the double meaning case too one can apply that line of that professor of
ours going like “To study artificial intelligence you have to have some natural intelligence to
begin with”?. No pun intended Don, you’re no rightist analog of those anarchists who happen to
think that antimatter and antigravity are done by physicists who go to anti-culture theaters and
read old dada and also read present counterpunch.
P:-Paul, a new argument, or new implication of an argument, worth keeping from your analysis,
of the beginning of your talk I mean, was well beyond just answering Mick Jagger. It was that
European peoples, not just their governments, just can’t say anymore that they’re better than
Americans in tolerating a gang’s decisions. Why can’t they topple their governments if they have
so much more political awareness and if their governments are that more sensitive to public
opinion? So, Americans can be as proud of themselves as Europeans. They don’t have to feel as
castrated as we wanted Iraqis to feel for not toppling Saddam. They should even be prouder even
with a gang over their necks, since through the intermediary of their consenting governments
the peoples are as obedient to the gang as Americans but without even obeying their own
argument but a foreign one, and being unable to overthrow even what they call the poodles of a
gang , a fortiori they wouldn’t be able to overthrow a real gang , so what are castrated
Americans worse in? So our people should feel, at last, some pride; they’re not more castrated
than the Europeans as they were traditionally misled into thinking. Is that thought shitty and
unreal enough to come under the heading “let’s discuss something real” that you like? Feel free to
quote me without acknowledgments. Oh, speaking of Jagger and of my theory in a nutshell, I did
appreciate your reformulation but my version was that smart and serious people who do what we
do overcome opposition by their equals because no serious and smart person on earth would go
around holding a shit bucket and running after them to collect any piece of shit spilling out of, I
mean dropped out of their …I mean out of their mouth. What would he do with that? Put it on
display in an art gallery? Analyze it in a lab? Sell it, plagiarize it, clone it? Give it to black magic
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woman to damage us through voodoo? Jagger hardly added anything to my thinking , just change
shit bucket to chamber pot, a crock is a clay chamber spot, check it out with Webster if you need
to. On all this feel free to quote me by name… Say, Don, isn’t there something about Rights you
wanted to play to us but waited for George to leave?
R:-No, not really, well there is something but it’s personal between me and Rights, I don’t want
you guys to think again I bore or even bother you with my personal duels or to think again I’m
growing soft in the head, didn’t Paul say all that? I can handle my own business myself…I mean
Rights said some things that to some may sound non flattering or even outright embarrassing.
P:-How do they sound to you?
R:-Well, he called me too, a batman’s joker, I don’t take that as only insulting , the joker was
not a joke, he was a dangerous person to deal with, it’s even flattering to be called that, yet some
people might take it as insult only. It’s unfair. He didn’t give me a chance to say to those third
parties that what’s an insult to their ears is praise to mine. He had paraphrased the first few
verses of a happy jumpy tarantella like song a and to explain how come verses that are not
exactly happy can fit with happy music he mentioned not only irony and parody but also the visit
of batman’s joker and his thugs to Gotham city’s museum and how happily dancing to jumpy
tunes they were destroying rare paintings with scissors and then he also said to his audience to
bring to their mind my happy grin when we won Saddam and I was mentioning creative chaos
as I as was explaining on TV the ransacking of Baghdad’s museum by saying that things like that
do happen in democracy and it only proved how happy people were that democracy had at last
come. He even said I was ranting and raving. Raving I don’t mind that much, shock and awe is
raving, OK, but ranting it would be if I just raved and didn’t made my raving a robust reality but
left it impotent like just a fantasy. But didn’t I make it real? If I hadn’t then I would admit I’m
ranting even now. Well, more or less I spilled the beans, I might as well show you the full
paragraph now….Actually I like so much its melody that I even rewrote the lyrics as they are
sung, with all the refrains and repetitions by the chorus etc. I also had a translation of the Neruda
original of it digitalized but I have not yet read it, we can read it now, together. It’s still from the
CD’s pamphlet with lyrics . Rights was still introductory , he hasn’t given the full translation yet,
he will, any day now, he said, he still hasn’t figured it out all, he does improvise but also does
some thinking away from the mike.
P:-I propose a rave party…er I mean a karaoke party, forget about the translation of the original ,
just show to a screen the lyrics in Spanish and we all sing and dance the happy tune, it will be
even more antidepressant than the golf we said as an excuse to George but this time I think that
not only Paul but even you do need something like that; hey, will you join us Dick? You don’t
have to be a Latin dancer, just remember joker in the museum, all we need is some self assertion
in the face of the defiance of poordevils who think that if they are empalados sobre una lanza they
look in better shape than if they are impaled on a lance, I mean over a lance, I mean Don means
over a lance, let’s show them we too are decided and can afford to show defiance against the
miserable sight they present, so let’s play them ball, I mean golf , in their own golf course, let’s
sing our own defiance in their own so very defiant language…Will you join?
C:-The way you put it…like hell I will
P:-Then avanti! We really can resist everything but temptation.
Rumsfeld has prepared already the lyrics as to roll on the screen and
the music is starting, their dance starts like Jack Nicholson’s in the
museum and both burlesque and tarantella-like, it soon includes grand
operatic gestures, at some almost prose-like lyrics that are (almost)
shouted instead of sung they put, each in turn, their hand on chest and
bow as if presenting or introducing themselves (this is in the boldface
verses below). The last triumphant and dithyrambic musical theme they
sing standing without dancing with one hand on heart and one hand
raised some time appearing as waving goodbye and promise or even oath
of return, sometimes
saluting and cheering, sometimes as responding
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of some persons very loved and by very many to cheering by crowds. In
the meantime a moving ribbon at the base of the spectacle shows the
viewer subtitles with the meaning of the verses that they chose to
bypass in their karaoke performance. Usphot: On the next page the
Spanish on the left is supposed to be written on a screen on the side
of the viewer which the actors read as newsmen on TV and the English on
the right is supposed to be passing as subtitles along with the verses
they’re singing. (play CD song number 1)

Cuando sono la trompeta,
esturvo todo preparado en la tierra,
y Jehova repartio el mundo
a Coca-Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors, y otras entidades,
y otras entidades.
Cuando sono la trompeta,
esturvo todo preparado en la tierra,
y Jehova repartio el mundo
a Coca-Cola Inc. Anaconda,
Ford Motors, y otras entidades,
y otras entidades.

When the trumpet blared
everything one earth was prepared
and Jehova distributed the world
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors and the other entities
and the other entities:
When the trumpet blared
everything one earth was prepared
and Jehova distributed the world
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors and the other entities
and the other entities:

La compania Frutera Inc.
se reservo la mas jugoso
la costa central de mi tierra,
la dulce cintura de America.
se reservo la mas jugoso
la costa central de mi tierra,
la dulce cintura de America.
Bautizo de nuevo sus tierras
como “Republicas Bananas”,
y sobre los muertos dormidos
sobre los heroes inquietos
que conquistaran la grandeza,
la libertad y las banderas,
establecio la opera bufa:
la opera bufa, la opera bufa,
establecio la opera bufa
la opera bufa:
enajeno los albedrios
regalo coronas de Cesar,
desenvaino la envidia,
atrajo la dictadura de las moscas,
moscas Trujillos, moscas Tachos,
moscas Garias , moscas Martinez,
moscas Ubico
moscas humedas de sangre humilde y mermelada,
moscas borrachas que zumban
sobre las tumbas populares,
moscas de circo, sabias moscas
entendidas en tirania.
moscas de circo, sabias moscas

United Fruit Inc.,
reserved for itself the juiciest,
the central seaboard of my country
America’s sweet waist.
reserved for itself the juiciest,
the central seaboard of my country,
America’s sweet waist.
It rebaptized its lands
the “Banana Republics”,
and upon the slumbering corpses,
upon the restless heroes
who conquered renown,
freedom and flags
it established the buffoon’s opera
the buffoon’s opera, the buffoon’s opera
it established the buffoon’s opera
the buffoon’s opera:
it alienated self-destiny,
gave as gifts Caesar’s crowns,
unsheathed envy,
attracted the dictatorship of shit-flies
shit-fly Truhillo, shit-fly Tahos
shit-fly Garias, shit-fly Martinez
shit-fly Ubico
shit-flies soaked in humble blood and jam,
drunk shit-flies that drone
over the common graves,
circus shit-flies, clever shit-flies
versed in tyranny.
circus shit-flies, clever shit-flies
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entendidas en tirania.
entendidas en tirania.

versed in tyranny.
versed in tyranny.

Entre las moscas sanguinarias
la Frutera desembarca,
arassando el café y las frutas,
en sus barcos que deslizaron como bandejas
el tesoro
de nuestras tierras, de nuestras tierras
sumergidas.

Among the blood thirsty shit-flies
the Fruit Co. disembarks,
ravaging coffee and fruits
for its ships that make disappear like ghosts on serving trays
the treasures
of our lands, of our lands
that are submerged

Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda,
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada en el pudrilero.
Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda,
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada en el pudrilero.
Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda,
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada
en el pudrilero.

Meanwhile in the sugary
abysses of the seaports
collapsed Indians , buried
in the mist of the morning:
a body rolls down
a thing without name,
a fallen number,
a bunch of lifeless fruit
dumped in the rubbish heap.
Meanwhile in the sugary
abysses of the seaports
collapsed Indians , buried
in the mist of the morning:
a body rolls down
a thing without name,
a fallen number,
a bunch of lifeless fruit
dumped in the rubbish heap.
Meanwhile in the sugary
abysses of the seaports
collapsed Indians , buried
in the mist of the morning:
a body rolls down
a thing without name,
a fallen number,
a bunch of lifeless fruit
dumped
in the rubbish heap.

(Of course when they sing the verse “the opera bufa” and the subtitles
translate “the buffoon’s opera” they should have the silliest and the
merriest grin and eye-look of all their singing-dancing moments to
make it amply clear that the buffoon’s are them).

End of episode 1 which, in retrospect, could be titled
“The (in)discreet charm of the neoconnerie”*
Off the record
(in the sense of only being written, as comment and not as part of the plot we saw up to here. The plot stops
at “…neoconnerie” right before the asterisk “*”)
*For people who never had the unique educational opportunity of going all the way to Princeton to attend
a course in introductory French, like Don had, we say that “con” in French means a “jerk off ”. We also
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say to George, who went to Yale which has no analog of Princeton’s “Institute of Advanced Studies” (for
guys, besides Rumsfeld, like Einstein, Oppenheimer, von Neumann, T.S. Eliot and Godel) that this
footnote does not imply (let alone insinuate) that James Bond used to commit the sin of masturbation more
often than other people, since Sean Connery who “was chosen to play him in real life” is not spelled “Sin
Connerie”. Upshot: “Neocon” also means a believer in the revival of those old campaigns (if any ever
existed) of the advantages of masturbation. Of course now that science has made it clear that no hunch
grows on a masturbator’s back or nose , nor any hair grows on his knuckles or forehead, we don’t feel the
obligation to warn any actual and factual masturbator against this practice, all the evils attributed to him in
the past , but none of his benefits and graces, can just remain with the neocons, whose form of
masturbation, as widely known, is such that if suddenly a nuclear war extinguished all non-TV-screen life
they would not notice before going out to buy new TV dinners and toilet paper. In short, since all the war
they need to create is only seen by them on TV why don’t they also run it on PC screens only , we the rest
do need the planet for so many purposes, they don’t , they don’t even need to live to feel living. So why?
With all these neotechnical equipment some contemporary analog of the good old pithy maxim
“masturbation is its own reward” should suffice them for a quite rewarding life, so why? The reason the
above comments were off the preceding plot is that they belong to the second episode of the plot from
which they were borrowed as preview that was rather necessary if one didn’t happen to know what
“neoconnerie” means in French
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MOUNT BUSHMORE
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)
(Episode 2a: We see a plane in the sky, and hear the song without
subtitles. Then we go to the inside of the plane. Bush, Cheney, Perle,
Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz (George, Dick, Rich, Don and Paul)are traveling to
Bill Rights:)

G:- Don , you made sure we won’t get him by storm. Did you tell him the time?
R:-Of course I did. He said , I quote, “OK, we won’t be sleeping yet. Maybe my daughter will,
but she’s used to me talking with visitors next room. Actually I’ll be DJ-ing at the time. Don’t
even knock, the door will be half open. Enter and sit down and at my first free association for
music not needing comments constantly, I’ll leave the mike and come and sit next to you guys
and we can talk”. What does that tell you?
G:-That you have a good memory for even long quotes.
The plane lands. Marines and security men (of Chuck Norris type of
looks) wait with cars and the quintet and the security men (of same
looks)
who were with them in the plane join them. As they start
traveling we see some of the very beautiful green scenery (it’s still
before twilight, they’ll first discuss some things with their local
army and will go to Rights later) and the camera goes to the inside of
Rights’ house who, as they are approaching, at night, is by
coincidence, DJ-ing the same song :

B: OK, we heard it without me interrupting for translation. Let’s hear it again, along with
translation, I know that to break lyrics is also to break balls but take my word you’ll love it,
especially after the third hearing where we’ll have recognized the words and they’ll make sense
even to non speakers of Spanish like me, don’t mind me if sometimes I get carried away and
start to sing the Spanish I see written in front of me, aha! Idea! Why the hell haven’t I ever done
this so far on our TV night like tonight, let’s all imagine that we’re in karaoke party , the third
hearing will have the Spanish text rolling down karaoke-like, we’ll all sing it together from
wherever we are, right now think of me as a subtitle band rolling sideways. OFF we go :
(Boldface are sung by the CD singer only , regular fonts are read prose
by Rights. Silently he sings by lips and tongue but without sounds the
Spanish too but the gestures with hands, body and face, are during
both singing and translating)

Cuando sono la trompeta, esturvo todo preparado en la tierra,
When the trumpet blared everything one earth was prepared
y Jehova repartio el mundo a Coca-Cola Inc., Anaconda,
and Jehova distributed the world to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors, y otras entidades, y otras entidades:
Ford Motors and the other entities
Cuando sono la trompeta,
esturvo todo preparado en la tierra,
y Jehova repartio el mundo
a Coca-Cola Inc. Anaconda,
Ford Motors, y otras entidades,
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y otras entidades:
La compania Frutera Inc. se reservo la mas jugoso
United Fruit Inc., reserved for itself the juiciest,
la costa central de mi tierra, la dulce cintura de America.
the central seaboard of my country, America’s sweet waist.
se reservo la mas jugoso
la costa central de mi tierra, la dulce cintura de America.
(The travelers reach a very simple small house on a
hill , surrounded with armed people making to them thumbs-ups and
other “OK” and “Roger” signs about having checked everything inside)as
the travelers get down from the cars and walk to the house)

Bautizo de nuevo sus tierras como “Republicas Bananas”,
It rebaptized its lands the “Banana Republics”,
y sobre los muertos dormidos sobre los heroes inquietos
and upon the slumbering corpses, upon the restless heroes
que conquistaran la grandeza, la libertad y las banderas,
who conquered renown, freedom and flags
establecio la opera bufa, la opera bufa
it established the buffoon’s opera, the buffoon’s opera
establecio la opera bufa, la opera bufa:
The four travelers enter, Bush is talking to some guards outside) by
coincidence Rights is showing the newcomers at the time “la opera
bufa” is heard. He nods to them in the “come on over, right here!”

enajeno los albedrios, regalo coronas de Cesar,
it alienated self-destiny, gave as gifts Caesar’s crowns,
desenvaino la envidia atrajo la dictadura de las moscas,
,
unsheathed envy attracted the dictatorship of shit-flies
Rights says as they have approached:“Oh, my God, what a Jungian synchronicity,
moscas means shit-fly , just stick it to five dictators’ names now, I’ll be right back.”To himself
he mumbles:“And they even showed up when I had just said “the buffoon’s opera”

moscas Trujillos, moscas Tachos, moscas Garias , moscas Martinez,
Rights rises goes in front of his table and shakes hands with all of
them, in the order Perle, Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, Cheney, happening to be
exactly the order in which they had bowed when they were singing it.
He gestures to them like “just a second, I’m coming back” and he turns
to the mike and says:

So this just meant :
“shit-fly Truhillo, shit-fly Tahos, shit-fly Garias, shit-fly Martinez”
All except Perle

look at each other

and then they all look at Perle

Bush enters and the song goes:

moscas Ubico
B:-So this was “shit-fly Ubico”
He gesture to George to come on over to the others and points to all
of them chairs to grab and be seated (there are enough chairs around
since they had notified and he was expecting them)
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moscas humedas de sangre humilde y mermelada,
shit-flies soaked in humble blood and jam,
moscas borrachas que zumban sobre las tumbas populares,
drunk shit-flies that drone over the common graves,
moscas de circo, sabias moscas entendidas en tirania.
circus shit-flies, clever shit-flies versed in tyranny.
Moscas de circo, sabias moscas
entendidas en tirania.
Entendidas en tirania.
Rights goes over to Bush and shakes hands with him very warmly, he
whispers to him he will not need more than five to ten minutes and asks
everybody if they want anything to drink immediately and shows them a
freezer and glasses nearby. He goes and sits near the mike again.
George tells then something we don’t hear and they all do go to the
refrigerator.

Entre las mochas sanguinarias la Frutera desembarca,
Among the blood thirsty shit-flies the Fruit Co. disembarks,
arassando el café y las frutas, en sus barcos que deslizaron como bandejas
el tesoro
ravaging coffee and fruits for its ships that make disappear like ghosts on serving trays
the treasures
de nuestras tierras de nuestras tierras sumergidas.
of our lands, of our lands that are submerged
He then rises and goes to another TV connected to his equipment and
situated on a high shelf and pushes a button to start something like
a scene he had selected and prepared. It’s a scene like those in the
sequel to Koyaniskatsi or in “the salt of earth”, for which, it seems,
the next stanza of Neruda, as put to the music we’ve heard , is better
soundtrack than Philip Glass’ music. He remains standing up to keep
watching the scene from a close distance and one hand of his remains in
the air like in salutation (non-waving or waving only like an
orchestra conductor waves a hand or a baguette, not like waving at
crowds like the gang members were doing it in the first episode) or in
oath like the four also had raised their hand when they were singing it
and in his other hand he holds the mike, a real mike, not a
hypothetical one like they were holding , it’s his usual mike that only
now he removed from its base to carry around (so, it seems all people
get the vibe to stand and salute from the music even without
translation, as if they were starting a trip or as if somebody they
were looking at started a trip, actually just as they hear the music,
before translation, not necessarily a death trip (as we know it is from
the translation we have already seen , but they don’t)) they sit up
(Bush sits up too, although he hears it for the first time) and go
around him as if ready to salute again but they don’t , they wait for
the translation, except Bush who does salute and does hold a
hypothetical mike in his other hand. Realizing he doesn’t have a mike
he just rests this hand on his heart) Rights’ voice translating the
rest of the verses is sometimes like ready to break in sob but also as
if this was just a wrong impression due to technical problems of the
mike, nothing in his face betrays any of it. Generally, all emotional
intensities of everybody in this (all except the body language
expressed through gesturing) are left to be expressed by the words ,
not by facial expressions during silences, because the Hollywood
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language of silences had become by now worn out by so much wearing and
has also become so trivial and commonplace and so obvious and
stereotype as just one more alphabet , while the even more obvious
content of words expressing clearly and loudly what they mean has
become obscure by being left unused , or rather by being left unread
and unheard by the readers’ and viewers’ lack of use of their minds
since what they read and see does not at all put minds it in use)

Mientras tanto, por los abismos azucarados de los puertos,
Meanwhile in the sugary abysses of the seaports
caian indios sepultados en el vapor de la manana:
collapsed Indians, buried in the mist of the morning:
un cuerpo rueda,
a body rolls down
una cosa sin nombre, un numero caido,
a thing without name, a fallen number,
un racimo de fruta muerta derramada en el pudrilero.
a bunch of lifeless fruit dumped in the rubbish heap.
Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada en el pudrilero.
Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada
en el pudrilero.
OK, here we usually end out hour, but after our goodnights I feel a lot of you would like to hear
again this song as a last word tonight, even if it’s going beyond the scheduled hour. So let’s hear
it again and let it be without interruptions , I promise. See the rolling karaoke lyrics if you want
to sing it in Spanish, I’ll turn the subtitle bands with the translation too just in case, but pay no
more attention to it , just enjoy it singing , we’ll have plenty of times to revisit it. What a nice
language, abismos for abysses like in abysmal , azucarados , sugary , a-zucar-ados like in
be-sugar-ed so-to-speak. Mientras tano, in the meantime. Good night, tomorrow night same time,
good night, but on radio, not on TV. Oh! What a fantastic image, wasn’t it? Coffee and fruit
arrested and made to disappear like ghosts but on serving trays in the form of ships. At its day it
was fantastic for simulating companies to pickpockets perfected to levels of magicians who make
objects disappear through their fingers’ speed , now to its grace has been added the catatonic
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grace of also being applicable to the disgrace of making people disappear like ghosts on CIA
rendition planes looking not like big serving trays but like small concentration camps.
Then, after singing some verses from the karaoke verses for his own
satisfaction the way the listeners would do it, but standing up so as
to show his guests he was coming to them he turned to them, asked
about their trip, asked what they would drink, asked their guards
outside the door, about the same, etc etc. then he said to Bush, at the
same time taking one more chair near the mike on the table and
politely, even tenderly, taking Bush by the elbow and leading him
there. While still walking Bush says:

G:-Quite inspired that composer. At the moment I stepped in I thought you were playing the
marriage of Figaro and by the time I sat down it had become like Latin Mass choir and then it
changed again.
B:-Very noticing of you , George, I hadn’t noticed it at all until my wife pointed it to me.
After sitting they go like:

B:-George, if , as Don said, you do want live broadcasting , it’s OK with me, but we should wait
until tomorrow, but if you want , and if you’re not exhausted by your trip, we can start right now,
and make a tape of it, and tomorrow you see if you want it played as it is or you want to remove
pieces of it. Do you have something specific in mind you want to talk about, or anything is good
as a start and we see what is brought up as we go along? If you don’t have anything specific , at
least for the moment , then I start and we continue from it or from anything else that you might
remember that you wanted to start from.
G:-Start with anything, Bill, but if possible make it be about North America where we all know
where we stand, and them move South rather than the other way around, you do want to be an
obliging host , don’t you? And you are a North American , aren’t you? OK, I believe in free
speech , so start anywhere but due to the jet lag I might need the help of my vice president here if
we start tonight by anything that runs into numbers and facts and dates in South America. Maybe
even the two of us will need the help of our Princeton geniuses here. Oh, I have a question
alright, but shoot first, I don’t take my word back.
B:-Can you tell me more on your proposal to include creationist biology in the curriculum?
Before I go head over heels into that myself I want to know a couple of things. OK, ask your
question and we see which one we start with.
G:-You want to know about my proposal? You liked it?
B:-Yeah! It needs some completions, but overall it can function great. But tell me the question
you said occurred to you before you heard mine.
G:-Oh, what was the South American song playing when I got in, the one playing again now I
mean. Can you give me the lyrics translated and not running like hell, I would be able to follow
them if you rerun them and I concentrated , but not if I have to be answering about creationist
biology at the same time, I guess to do both is more difficult than walking and chewing gum at
the same time, as the proverbial expression about us Presidents of the United States goes, after
my fellow president Ford’s service in the White House was described by my fellow Texan’s and
my future fellow ex-President Johnson..
B:-I appreciate your self overawareness and your overfrankness , George, you’re not half as dumb
as they say you are.
G:-Thank you Bill. That was very sweet, quite overfrank itself too. And I think you yourself are
quite self aware on my behalf.
B:-Who ever said Bushisms are stupid?. This idea of being self aware on another’s behalf is
ingenious, I mean it, I’m not putting you on, I’ll be using it all the time from now on, I’ll charge it
to your account though, don’t worry, we DJ’s borrow all the time, it’s in the nature of our jobs.
Our motto is “We should all try to live within our means even if we have to borrow to do so”.
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G:-So you believe that we all have inside us so many more means than meet the eye that only by
borrowing expressions from others we can live all the life we’re capable of living.
B:-George, I usually say hints upon hints to point that the content , and even the humor of that
phrase, lies even more in this dimension than it lies in the craziness of the oxymoronic part, and
you even went straight to that with no hint.
G:-Come again with what was the obvious part? The moronic you said it’s called?
B:-Who gives a shit. Any non idiot can catch that. It’s what you’ve just caught that is important.
G:- So what was that song. Let’s not get lost in the parentheses we open.
B:-Oh, sorry, I forgot, it’s must be me suffering a jet lag on your behalf, the song is “United fruit
company” from the album “Canto Heneral” by Neruda and Mikis Theodorakis, the Greek
composer you may have heard in the soundtracks of “Z”. “State of Siege”, “Zorba the Greek”.
You said you wanted to see the lyrics. Here they are.
Bush goes through them quickly

G:-So the word “shit-flies” has shit as your own addition, Neruda was writing just “flies” I do
believe in Neruda’s free speech and in the concept of poetic license of his expositors like you, but
I just wanted to make sure, something didn’t check with something. I guess you wanted to say
that the poet doesn’t just see some dwarf-like people’s size in history as insect size, but his
disgust with them is as big as with shit, no matter how small he sees them. You of course
didn’t want to consider the treasures of his country, coffee and fruit as shit that attract shit flies,
all flies are attracted both to shit and to sugar. But OK, you found no way to say all that in one
word and you just hoped that the listener would think by himself what I’ve just thought.
B:-You’re a DJ’s dream , George, his ideal listener.
G:-I just like your job a lot, and want to know the details.
B:-George, don’t feel obliged to answer me the question about your proposal to biologists tonight,
we’re having the hell of a chat, life is what goes on when you were planning something else , as
John Lennon said.
G:-Right, I was planning to be answering somebody quoting Lenin, not Lennon.
B:-George! You are the something else itself that beats the something else Lennon was talking
about! Imagine us too performing together?
G:-In the circus? Or as DJ’s?
B:-I meant you’re the listener’s dream for an ideal DJ, but your circus idea is even greater, you’re
the heck of an inspiration George! Listen to that: And now ladies and gentlemen, what you’ve all
been waiting for so long is finally here: After the most archetypical odd couples of History,
Othello and Iago, Ibsen and Strindberg, Nietzsche and Wagner, Ivan and Smerdyakov, Laurel and
Hardy, Vladimir and Estragon, Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, Fester Bestertester and
Karbuncle, the Blues Brothers, Jack Lemon and Walter Mathau look who are here! Let me lay on
you George and Bill, Bill and George, George W. Bush and Bill O. Rights, not Dush nor Tush,
not Dill nor Till , Bush and Bill , how do you spell’em , B not D nor T, not D as in David or as in
dick, nor T as in Tom or as in tit , not D as Bob Dylan nor T as in a cup of tea, B-B-B as in
Mount Bushmore and as in Bill of Rights, R as in Human Rights. OK, George, how does that
sound as our introduction?
G:-It was an introduction? I thought it was the main show and I was getting ready to leave. OK,
its main problem is that we don’t have anything to say after that.
B:-You think we won’t make up anything as we go along?
G:-That’s what I thought you just did. I didn’t realize you were only making it up as you were
going across. Listen , seriously Bill, I do have a problem with all that, I’m no genius like you are,
if you want this kind of game play ball with my Princeton friends, I mean play golf, that’s what
they play they tell me, all those name you dropped belong to courses I had dropped , in another
sense, in Yale, Ibsen and Stringbird you said? Gosh, for me life then was “too much wine and too
much song wonder how I got along” Well, I’m still on therapy, no wonder about that.
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B:-But George, to people who have taken the course the joke is that we have nothing to do with
all that. To people who haven’t they sound just as names form other films they just haven’t seen.
They’re no prerequisites for anything, as a matter of fact I myself have no idea what Strindberg
did, I only have heard that some of his and Ibsen’s plays were questions and answers to each
other, one made a play the other answered with another and so on.
G:-Whether or not they passed anything across to each other, what they were writing did make a
difference to their audiences, I guess, right?
B:-I haven’t heard about the follow up but the only sure thing is what you say. Now we went too
far afield. Let’s return to our own case in hand, you and me, and to our own size, leaving aside
the bigger-than-life geniuses and heroes. I chose as my natural function to be a DJ replaying
geniuses’ music, lyrics and excerpts , you were elected for your natural function to be a
soundboard communicating the American majority’s concerns and feedback to your think-tank
and also you were chosen to be a soundboard communicating through your body language your
think-tank’s decision to the majority of the American people whom you do express through your
being no tankthinker like they aren’t either and like your tankthinkers are and also through being
no genius or thought-tanker like both the majority and your thinktank aren’t either. OK, so we
have a lot in common. Upshot so far: You were chosen by the thinktank and elected by the
people for two parallel but not exactly identical functions. Upshot of the reason you were elected:
People can identify with you because you’re no genius. Yet people can look up to you because
you’re a millionaire and you’re famous and through you they can aspire to something they do
want, or at least , if not aspire, to at least feel flattered enough, in the most human sense, by the
fact that a no genius-and-no-hero guy like them, a mere “it’s only me baby, but I’m all I got” type
of guy became president of the United States. What’s the nice little devilish expression I see in
your eyes? It comes from disagreement or from agreement so far? Is it because you see anything
wrong? Is it because you see something right?
G:-Bill , you think what I think?
B:-Gimme a hint
G:-I mean I’m guessing what a DJ who plays records, not CD’s, records, would think upon
hearing us.
B:-I got it. You wonder what would happen if people, for a change, chose to hear , or elected to
hear, the flipside that old records used to have but CD’s don’t. If they tried out not identifying
with presidents being no geniuses and no heroes nor aspiring to or admiring or being flattered
by their being millionaires although they are like them; what if, instead, they tried out
identifying with their presidents having as mediocre an income as the majority and aspiring to or
admiring or being flattered by, their presidents being geniuses and heroes although they are half
poor like them.
A door is heard opening in the upper floor communicating through a
staircase with the living room where the mike and CD player and PC and
Bill and the visitors are and a small girl in pajamas, Suzy, comes
down the stairs and goes straight to Bill and kisses him:

S:-So you didn’t think I would go to bed without kissing you?
B:-Would I even think of thinking something like that?
S:-OK, I believe you so I forgive you. Smooooch.
B:-Phew! I really thought you would never forgive me for your not kissing me goodnight. What
kept you up Suzy?
S:-There was good film on the TV.
G:-What film was it Suzy?
Bill’s wife, Helen, enters and watches the following scene:

B:-Rocky 2. I have seen you on the TV. Dad says all you say is bullshit. But I knew it was
bullshit even before dad said so. What do you have to say?
G:- I believe in free speech, what else? .
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S:-Dad says you only believe in free hearing. You only hear others speaking. You never speak.
Bullshit is not speech. You believe in free bullshit.
G:-Dad said that too?
S:-No, this I added myself. I can tell bullshit from speech. You want to try me? Say some bullshit
and some speech and I’ll tell you which is which. I am testing you.
G:-So you write poems like your dad?
S:-I’ll learn how to write next year, in kindergarten we only learn drawing and singing. But I
already know how to read.
G:-Am I now speaking or bullshitting?
S:-You still haven’t started bullshit but not speaking either. You only ask questions like babies.
After you speak enough questions you will learn normal speech. Why did you come to dad to
speak? Don’t you have friends to practice speech? Oh, I see, all your friends are mute, you are
the speaker among them. So they are not waiting for their turn to learn speaking from dad after
you, they only came with you too keep you company. Hi mute! Oh, they’re deaf too. Poor guys!
Can one also bullshit in sign language? Are you shitting them? Are they shitting you? Will you
teach me sign language if dad teaches you everyday speech?
Helen intervenes:

H:-Time for bed Suzy, the gentlemen and your dad are busy. Sorry George, you know how clever
kids become these days, it must be the TV, although her dad says it makes people stupid. You
can’t imagine how much your visit can help our family, Bill starts shouting answering back to
you and Donald…hi Don…and Perle…hi Rich…whenever he sees you on the screen and he’s
becoming a real pain in the ears and we, or even the neighbors sometimes, have to tell him “Why
do you give hell to our ear drums? Go find them and tell them . Belabor their eardrums”. He even
sees dreams about you all. I hope you stay long enough for him to flush down all his load and not
find any new arguments to shout to you for a month.
G:-Glad to see that Suzy takes some genes from mom too. I almost thought she only had dad’s.
S:-Mom! Dad! He made speech! It seems I practiced him better than dad. He didn’t use a
question mark. What he said is funny too. He is as clever as all people! Mom, why haven’t you
invited them for dinner like all visitors who stay this late?
H:-By the way, George, what did Bill tell you and convinced you that there is no anthrax in the
refreshments in the refrigerator? I’m glad to see you’re all drinking something.
G:-He didn’t tell me, he told the guards outside to tell us that they themselves brought them from
our base and they were guarding it to the last minute before we entered.
H:-CNN said you were bringing along your own toilets too. “For fear of having your excrement
DNA abducted and analyzed and used by terrorists in surgically focused hits of biological
warfare, or something” ?
S:-What’s excrement mom? Is it in the shit? Will I have excrement in my shit too when I grow
up? Do you and dad have excrement in your shit or that’s what you get if you have said a lot of
bullshit? What’s abduc? Was there also Bugs Bunny speaking on the CNN? Why didn’t you call
me to see him? What’s up doc? Oh! I got it finally. What’s up doc with the excrement in
George’s shit? Is there a therapy for bullshit?
H:-Don’t answer, George, I mean to my question, not Bugs Bunny’s , I mean Suzy’s, if you
think it’s too personal a question or if it’s classified, I only asked to make polite small talk and
only after CNN said so many details that I thought it was declassified.
S:-How much more personal can you get , Mom? Asking George about what’s in his shit? You
call that polite? Of course it’s personal! Would you tell anyone that you play with your shit when
you’re alone, if you did? I wouldn’t. Don’t tell her George. Mom, would you like it if the first
non bullshit answer after your speech lessons was to the question “What do you do in the toilet
Helen? Do you play with your shit?”? Oh, you want to test if George quit bullshit after therapy
with dad. If you want a non bullshit answer you should ask him a non bullshit question. This is
not fair.
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G:-What did you like most in Rocky 2 Suzie?
S:-The song “The eye of the tiger”. Dad likes it a lot too. We dance it together all the time. He
also dances it with Mom a lot.
G:-Helen, how do you explain that a guy like Bill lets his daughter see Rocky 2?
H:-I guess he thinks it’s less time consuming for him not to describe the film himself before
pointing out where its bullshit is. To grownups he would describe it in a one breath’s sentence
then he would shoot it down in a five minute sermon not to waste their time by telling them to go
see it..
G:-Would that breath last for ten minutes? I noticed Bill can go without breathing as those divers
for pearls when he opens some sentences. He reminds me of Wolfowitz over there.
S:-You are a bullshitter OK, you do know how to speak non bullshit, and Wolfowitz over there is
not deaf -mute either , nobody is. You all were bullshitting me because I’m still in the
kindergarten. So even when you don’t say bullshit you’re bullshitting me. I leave you , and with
no bye-bye too.
She leaves...She comes back in a very short while

S:-OK, bye, but only to you, George. Nice to know you. With all the others it was not nice.
She leaves for good

H:-Bye everybody, I’m leaving too, have fun.
G:-Helen, don’t you want to hear Bill’s analysis of Rocky 2? I plan to ask him.
H:-That in particular would be very self defeating, didn’t I tell you we were praying he found
your ears available instead of ours? And on the night our prayers were answered we would give
him our ears again? What were we praying for then?
G:-Besides, you’ve heard it before, I guess.
H:-No, but once you’ve seen a couple of those the recipe is always the same, it’s no geniuses that
write these movies , I guess. Even Bill can’t afford to be unpredictable when he analyzes them.
Like everybody who sits down to analyze them he does it purely for the kids, who after all were
the target group of this movie and of Rambo and of Delta force, if, at least, we judge from the
level of their logic and from the ages the bombardiers of the Brave New US’s and NATO’s
planes had when those film were played. Well let me not get attracted back to this, don’t stay
with it too much either, George, there are other things to discuss much more important and
equally easy to understand but much less frequently discussed in US.
G:-Helen, what did you mean by “kids”, I thought you and Bill only had Suzy. Are they in bed
with no goodnight kiss?
H:-Bill is a high school teacher in this village.
G:-But…Isn’t he..I thought…
B:-Don’t feel bad, it happens all the time. I was sure you too came to us by mistake. Besides, it’s
not the first mistake your intelligence does in Germany due to a coincidence of names, just the
other day, on TV, Condie was mumbling something and Merkel mumbled something else about
an abduction or rendition of a German having a terrorist sounding name. The confusion is also
helped by the fact the tycoon Bill once paraphrased some songs and asked my Bill to DJ them,
my Bill gave him his whole radio hour to DJ them himself and some people even thought that it
was my Bill who had paraphrased them in the first place. There’s at least one common thing that,
besides their name and their interest in DJ-ing, both Bills , and also me and the other Bill’s wife
too, share . It’s the admiration and love we all have for your great compatriot, Lewis Mumford,
so when my Bill heard that your Bill came here to establish a group of green belt towns we
packed and came right in the middle of one of the five green belts surrounding the five towns and
it also reminded us the green of the village of an island in the Aegean where we lived before the
town we were living before we came here. Suzy was born on that island. And it also felt right
that he had first heard of Mumford on that island from his editor and translator who had chosen to
live there. Oh! Concerning whether tycoon Bill offered to build us a greater broadcasting station,
just in case you’re wondering about it, yes he did, but we wanted to have a station anybody can
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imitate at home, so as to spread what we’re doing through example, not through technologically
amplifying the original , OK, we did accept being connected to tycoon Bill’s news stronger
antenna and also have one TV hour like tonight and not just radio hours as we had but only after
we arranged that imitators of our example could send us anthologies of their own local DJ-ings to
air through the stronger antenna and to have some TV time too. In that too both Bills think
similarly…
She turns her eyes from Bush to the to the Princetonians
and keeps them there as she talks to them :

Don, don’t; feel bad, don’t fire anybody either, for giving you unintelligent intelligence, and
don’t start analyzing it in terms of sting operations etc. Think of the last scene of Paul Newman’s
and Robert Redford’s “the sting” but just because it really was such an excellent film, OK, there
was a fake booker’s office and fake cops there and here you did meet only a living room instead
of an expensive broadcasting station but you’ll soon have realized for good that between a
broadcasting station and this mike , the fake thing is the expensive station. Of course the reason
I’m calling your stations fake is not in order to apologize on behalf of Bill who started the
practical joke we’re in by not telling you on the phone he was not the tycoon Bill, he did very
well but let me leave for later the reason I believe he did well to start that joke; nor to apologize
for my using you to give my eardrums a break by having you listen to him in my place for a
couple of days and possibly for a month if he does get you out of his system for that long with the
chat you’ve already started. My using you in this way would be selfish if this chat was a private
pleasure of Bill only whereas he is a representative of a similar chat millions of people here and
in your country would like to have with you. More on this later, now I was just telling you why
calling our trick a sting and our mike a fake station is to see reality upside down. You are the
sting operation on US citizens , not Bill, and also you’re not an excellent put on nor a put on for
a very good reason, like in the plot of the Newman-Redford film. You’re exactly the opposite of
that film both in the way you conduct the operation and in your reason for that, if you doubt it
for a minute just let CNN news, I mean the abridged American version of its news, play for one
night nationwide the discussion Bill will have with George tonight and his tomorrow night’s DJing hour, and if you do it I promise I’ll make this a booking office and you place a bet among all
European citizens that next day in US you’ll have elections , you’ll have George voluntarily
resigning and reapplying for president if your constitution allows it after a voluntary termination
of one’s second presidential office, and you’ll have hundreds of new type of candidates who
won’t recycle either of your too obvious put on screen-like party options, that is you’ll have a
bloodless revolution, OK, I realize that this is almost impossible to be allowed to happen, but
what is absolutely impossible to happen is that you, Donald Rumsfeld, will bet that this change
doesn’t happen, I don’t say it because your German origin makes you a European but because
of your well known love for an extra buck, and I bet that if as secretary of defense you bet it
won’t happen, at the same time you’ll find a way to bet a multiple amount of money to bet for
the opposite, because even an ignorant person like you can follow the arguments of a true
megathinker and thought tanker like Mumford that Bill will be presenting , these arguments are
not like the bogus and hocus pocus pseudoarguments..
(At the hearing of this wording and tone Bill picks up a remote
control and switches on “Canto General” on the song called “Lautaro”
whose melody , sung by a woman, fits both the body language and
staccato tones , and the sweetness too (there’s no spite or hate in
Helen’s body language, just contempt; spite and hate are only addressed
to equals with whom one disagrees , contempt is addressed to
inferiors who do not deserve pity, sympathy or even love, because e.g.
they want to harm others) (play CD song number 7)

..of your thinktank’s geniuses that cannot be followed because they are exactly made to be and to
feel unfollowable in order to disrupt any ability to follow anything at all , so let’s rather not call
you a thinktank but a shit-tank of pseudothinkers who, as disgraces in flesh and blood and as
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walking defamations of Princeton have dragged through the slime and the mud, as the
expression goes, the name and the fame and the authority and the prestige and the spirit of
Princeton, to the point that it should find a way to publicly recall and remove the degrees it has
awarded you, otherwise it will become a symbol not of any torch of knowledge or ethics but of
the real-life form of some symbolic theatrical characters of the previous generation, I mean
characters like Beckett’s Lucky who was a catatonic servant dragged around by his master Pozzo
by neck-leash and ordered by jerks of the rope to start or to stop delivering some erudite lectures
on anything from theology to science, just for the entertainment or show off of his master whose
culture appreciation was, already, not at level of at least enjoying the be it alienated content of the
lecture but of enjoying what a monkey he made of the servant through his rope orders, just like,
that is, rock which was the English language’s way of being defiant and of being accompanied
by genuinely defiant body language, has become on the lips of Michael Jacksons and Madonnas
and in their body language, a way of entertainment like the one by the proverbial and widely sung
monkeys on chain that gypsies show around sidewalk circuses. Maybe it was even a Princetonian
who had pointed out in such analyses of “Waiting for Godot” that “Lucky” also stood for
“lackey”, not just for the privileges the intellectuals had the luck to enjoy. Oh!, of course when I
say that Princeton should find a way to publicly recall and remove the degrees it has awarded
you I don’t mean some ritual burning of papers in public, I mean, for instance some staff or
alumni of it opening a discourse condemning some policies that alumni like you have started or,
better, challenging these policies and you by asking you for public defense of them, or for public
condemnation of them, so that at least you cannot be as respected as you are now among circles
who see you pride yourselves both for being cynics and for being able to hide, so all your fans
left after this stripping should be just the organically stupid and the people who are so base as to
admire only the efficiency that this despicable contradiction allows. In that way Princeton would
let be seen if the so base and the thus idiotic are such a majority as to be able to elect presidents
or to fight the wars you decide for them, instead of letting you go fight them yourselves. I
believe the risk is not yet as high, and that if you ever tried to write something in answer to a
decent non-MichaelMonkeyJackson-like dean there, you would have to make everybody laugh
by saying that your gang didn’t borrow, or rather steal, authority and prestige from Einstein and
Godel but instead offered them the same or at least offered them protection, from Hitler, and in
exchange you could use and did use or rather usurped, some of the things they did have to pay
you back with, a name etc, to help your image towards also usurping public consent. You
wouldn’t be able to answer a decent non Lucky/Lackey dean there, as I see you’re not even able
to answer my own raving ranting right here and right now…OK, go on answer…Rich, why are
they all looking at you? So you were a better student than Paul? I didn’t know, I didn’t bother to
read your theses, I mean I didn’t bother to check if you were so full of shit already that that time
and if Princeton tolerated you already at that early time. So? I’m still waiting…Let’s see what can
be the problem with the Princetonians that are given shit: Rumsfeld didn’t give a standard Don
and George “I believe in free speech” answer either because he did realize it doesn’t work now
that no media are here to register it and then show it in the news or because he wants to give
another answer which he is still downloading. Same thing for George plus he may be thinking he
is not a Princetonian or is downloading a different answer but not of the same kind as Don. The
next step is : If we answer her “we don’t have to answer every weirdo who says “2+2 =5 and
lack of debating me proves I’m right” now that the media aren’t here to present it to someone
who takes it for an answer , we’ll be redundant, she knows, we know, so why should we bother
to speak and why should she bother to listen, similarly “I believe in free speech” will be like all
of us playing on stage in front of empty seats. The only cynicism we can pose with some poise is
to say that we are perfectly aware that in our days the truths and the reasons that could overturn
the system are not at all unknown or sought but quite found and well known and very easily
understandable and the only thing that is not known is how all these would be communicated to
all so that the disseminated idiocy and apathy recedes and western societies are transformed
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almost overnight; and since we do know that the only thing for us to do is to just keep the media
blocked, therefore we don’t care for personal opinions of any number of people she represents
but only for media projected ones. This does prove her point for our basenesss but we don’t care
for that either when the media don’t project it . So all this time that we take non answering is not
to download anything but just to go over the several possibilities we see for all that entering the
media from somewhere and if it doesn’t then answering is optional”
R:-I don’t answer impolitely to women.
H:-Bill, do you share my opinions just stated?
B:-I do
H:-So answer impolitely to Bill, Don. If you think it would still hurt me to hear my arguments
shredded I’ll step out of the room.
R:-Sorry, I didn’t know you were that invulnerable to my attack.
H:-I beg your pardon?
R:-Listen to what I say, not to what I mean.
H:-Slip upon slip? It must be the jet lag. OK, I’ve heard things like “Sorry, I didn’t know you
were that vulnerable” before , this is the first time I’ve heard “Sorry, I didn’t know you were that
invulnerable”. So if I were vulnerable you would attack me? So what did you mean you didn’t
want to be impolite?
R:-I don’t remember.
H:-Oh, sorry I forgot you don’t remember every now and then. You start with this answer, it’s
George that starts straight with “I believe in free speech”. Oh! If We take the two slips you made
together then you do make sense.
P:-The reason we don’t bother to answer your baseness charges is the same with why bother
answer your raving ranting about Princeton. If you compliment yourself so much as to think you
deserve an answer I’ll even honor you with the compliment of comparing you with Pinter on
his Nobel acceptance speech, I mean compare you with respect to the shredding his ranting
against George and Tony Blair received in so many papers the week after, from quite a few
brilliant and well known accomplished and respected intellectuals. I’m sure you have read them
but let me remind you the common point you have with Pinter, a defect of his of course, which is
all that makes you eligible for the honor of being sent to the same dustbin with his speech. You
are both over-ripened raving ranting adolescents , you only are better for not having rotten as
much by being younger but if you really prove worthy of your principles and strong enough to
stick to them you’ll sure reach his ludicrous rock bottoms, I trust; if that makes you any prouder
and any more self confident and if you trust in my trust in you. What you say , obviously does not
make proud your husband, I don’t mean he doesn’t share it, he declared he does just a while ago,
and he does want this stuff to be heard , too, but he doesn’t consider it up to the standards he
would like to see quoted with his name although he does want to see these stances propagated,
hatched in foreign nests as cuckoos and prolific thinkers put it. And who would hatch these eggs
better than his wife who also hatched a biological egg for him?
H:-You just describe your relation with Wolfowitz, I didn’t know who between you was the
cuckoo and who the hatcher but I realized it a while ago and doublechecked it just now. With
respect of being just cuckoo and not being a cuckoo, don’t worry Paul, you are both cuckoo.
With respect to how much the Paul-Rich and the Helen-Bill couples have something similar, yes
they do have , but we are the healthy version of what you two are the sick version. Bill has a lot to
say and if we were publishing this discussion a reader might take him as a monopolizer and a
monologist if he was also saying on the same sitting what I now say . On other occasions he does
say and write much of that under his own name, for most of these ideas we flip a coin of who says
them in the DJ-ing nights. Now the only thing remaining from this remark of yours is why the
giving you shit part we’re now doing was necessary at all ,and if it was then why didn’t we also
flip a coin tonight, me speaking about Mumford to George and Bill, helping me not to appear a
monologist, by taking on you four as I am taking on you four right now. The reason why the shit-
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giving part was necessary is that it has not been sufficiently realized by your opponents or by
even you and even less sufficiently has the realization been applied, that the TV route through
which you enter everyday life to stay is not any deep analyses or presentations of some facts but
through appealing to little childish thoughts and emotions, usually analysts would be ashamed to
report or to even notice this fact for fear of being open to charges of triviality and childishness,
charges coming even from their own selves. They think that they have to find deep reasons that a
housewife and mother like just me can’t afford. There are things that I can’t afford to think or say
and that Bill can, like some aspects of the work of a great American, Lewis Mumford, that we
want to present so we didn’t flip a coin to day but decided that I will present the shit giving to you
that everybody can afford plus the aspects of that great American that everybody can understand;
and Bill will present his aspects that need specially hard.Take it as if it just means I do what’s
natural to a Taurus, he does what’s natural to a Pisces. That’s all and it’s healthy. So the
unhealthy vibes of the cuckoo and hen business I return to you as untouched by me as I am
untouched by it . Now let’s go to the charges for adolescent immaturity you transferred on me
from the idiots who bestowed that on Pinter. About this I do share the opinion that trying always
to keep up with adolescence might impair one’s maturity, not allowing one’s growing into
parenthood and grandparenthood for one thing, but let’s examine if the afore-non-mentioned
really had arguments. So: suppose it’s bad to be a raving ranting adolescent either because one or
two, or because all three of these words mean something bad. I have read raving, ranting and
adolescent talk , very base too, unlike usual adolescent idealism, from Ashcroft, from
Fukuyama, from Arie Fleischer, from Thomas Friedman and from Don here, remember Don?
You were saying “That’s the good thing about democracy! You do get this thing in democracy!
These people are not stealing things from the museum, they’re just expressing their joy at being
liberated. Lemme clarify a thing here. The TV played this scene many time sand some people
thought it was a different vase each time so they thought many vases were stolen. It was the same
one vase. How many vases can Iraq have?”. Let me not subject myself to recounting more
bullshit from the other names I mentioned and which you have all read if you haven’t also
inspired them. Pinter’s critics either did not realize Don’s talk was raving ranting adolescence,
in which case we doubt the criteria with which they evaluated Pinter, or they did not dare to
publish their opinion or they dared to send it for publication but it was not published in which
case their point which was not against political developments but against immature adolescence
as such , they only found a paper to publish only through Pinter’s being not only a Nobel
laureate but an object of attack by mainstream media for his having the stance we know he has,
in which case the critics at heart are also grateful to him for being given by him a chance to make
a point about adolescence which might otherwise be lost. OK, let me admit that right here I made
a mere smartass’s argument so let me make up by fixing it: To accuse Pinter of adolescent-like
immaturity these idiots should prove that they themselves can afford to play ball in the
grownups’ playing field; merely waiting for a mixed up kid like Pinter to open his mouth before
they open theirs and join the discourse is as pathetic a spectacle as seeing some small talk
specialists waiting for the conversation to turn to weather to have a chance to insert a word or
two, but it’s never too late to obtain that king of certificate of maturity, for instance they might
answer the non adolescent version of Pinter’s arguments in the law specialist’s format that Andre
Gunder Frank gives to similar concerns them in his quite google-able “Coup d’etat in
Washington” Oh! Wait a minute, mentioning that idiot Thomas Friedman, Tommy Adolescent
Friedman …Bill, can you fetch that bullshit versus bullshit thing I had somewhere and print it
out?…how come Norman Solomon found a place to ridicule publicly as much as needed
Tommy’s juvenile delinquency tone , OK,who gives a shit if it was juvenile or senile
delinquency?, belated or deprived adolescence, or plain nerd’s need to emulate gangsters,
possibly because as a nerd kid he admired the bully kid who twisted his arm in the school yard
and he couldn’t do anything about it. He was writing to the Yugoslavians before their
bombardment by NATO: “Our bombs can arrest your economic development by whole years. We
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can even take you decades back. How many decades you want? One decade? Two decades? How
about three decades? You want centuries? We can do centuries too. How about ending in the 14th
century?” Of course the idiot is imitating de Niro threatening Nick Nolte in “Cape Fear”: “How
much you want to lose? Two thousand dollars? Three thousand dollars? How about four
thousand?” . The asshole is so elementary that to address him a line like “elementary Watson
elementary” insults Watson a thousand times more than your comparing my vibes with Pinter’s
flatters me, one can answer Thomas Friedman type of bullshit by mere rearranging his own
articles with some copy and cut and paste not taking more than thirty seconds, and I’m not
implying am a genius, on the contrary I am a completely average person and all I am implying is
that he is no average idiot but a much stupider idiot than an average idiot, oh I haven’t shown
you my bullshit answer to his bullshit to judge for yourself if I am really giving him a complete
answer , thank you Bill:
Bill hands her what she had asked him to print out and she reads aloud
Friedman’s paragraph and then hers:

ANSWERING THOMAS L FRIEDMAN SIGNING AS GEORGE W. BUSH (!)
Subject: NYTimes.com Article:
Defusing the Holy Bomb
November 27, 2002
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN
To: Leaders of the Muslim world
From: President George W. Bush
The decent, but passive, Muslim center must go to war against this harsh fundamentalism. Yes,
we have our intolerant bigots too. I just publicly distanced myself from those Christians who
smear Islam with a broad brush. But our moderate majority and press regularly denounce them
too. They are not dominating our society. We've had our civil war against intolerance. Now I'm
urging you to have yours. Don't tell me you can't. Look at those courageous Iranian students who
are now taking on the extreme fundamentalists within their own society - risking their lives to
fight those who want to take Islam, and Iran, back to the Dark Ages. God bless them. Friends,
unless you have a war within your civilization, there is going to be a war between our
civilizations. We're just one more 9/11 away from that. So let's dedicate this next year to fighting
intolerance within so we can preserve our relations between.
Sincerely, G.W.B.
Defusing the Unholy Bomb.
Time of the big antiwar demonstrations all over the world just before the attack on Iraq.
By BILL O.RIGHTS
To: The led of the American World.
From: Thomas L. Friedman.
The decent, but passive, American center must go to war against this harsh fundamentalism.
Yes, we have our intolerant bigots too. I will publicly distance myself from those Europeans
who smear America with a broad brush. But our moderate majority and press regularly denounce
them too. They are not dominating our society. We've had our civil war against intolerance. Now
I'm urging you to have yours. Don't tell me you can't. Look at those courageous Antiwar
students and professors who are now taking on the extreme fundamentalists within their own
society - risking their entering suspects’ lists or their getting jeered, beaten or fired to fight
those who want to take America, for the first time in the open, to the Dark Ages. God bless
them. Friends, unless you have a war within your civilization, there is going to be a divergence
between our civilizations. We're just one more obliterated country away from that. So let's
dedicate this next year to fighting intolerance within so we can preserve our relations between.
Sincerely,T.L.F
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This I wrote to put in better context a poem with the title “Brave New US versus Brave Old
Mother US ” that Bill had sent to antiwar poets when Laura had invited some American poets for
an American poetry night to the White House and one of them got so pissed for being invited to
such an assholes’ event to support make belief intellectual consent for the war, OK so pissed
that he asked poets all around the world to contribute antiwar poems and 15, 000 such poems
were collected in record time. Laura cancelled the gathering, the poets made public and open
antiwar poetry readings that night all around US . I wrote it to explain how Bill, a foreigner,
took license to intervene in US’s internal affairs, just in case one still considered it internal with
all that foreign blood waiting to be spilled. But we signed it with only Bill’s name, it sounded
better this way, if any of the four, or even five of you, think it was not very robust of me to hide
behind my husband’s apron etc etc he should think why would I be more timid to yell as one of
15,000 persons rather like alone to five of you right here, and then also you should think why you
cannot yell back at me right now……Should I wait longer….Thanks for shutting up so that more
meaningful things than your usual bullshit can continue to be heard without wasting any
listener’s or reader’s time with crap if these things are ever recounted, I don’t mean we’re taping
you, I mean that if you think of any answer at anytime just send it to me and I’ll read it or publish
it for you anywhere I do the same with mine, orally or in writing, so that you don’t feel wronged
by my silencing you and asphyxiating your ideas with my one-sided availability of my media.
Of course, to feel entitled to give shit to US leaders we both felt as a prerequisite that we had to
write the due analogs to European leaders, or rather to just have it available in principle because
practically it had no priority, it was not exactly the kind of thing that would overnight untie the
European leaders from their hesitations or would alleviate the complaint against Europeans that
American leaders had and them make them heed the European. The smallness of the amount of
shit given to Europeans leaders is now obsolete, we need much more shit given to them and to
our intellectuals too, we’ll see later what we can do about it. Let’s see now that time’s shit to
them:
Mirror’s backface blues*
(Europe’s New Anthem** sung to a (relatively) well known tune)
What you try just playing you are
You really should be
You must become it
Should really try it.
Eating humiliation with every congress
Drinking humiliation with every smile
Humiliation: No other word for it.
You must try harder and ask
You must try harder and ask
what sacrifices your men and women would choose
and then become their own true voice or just leave.
Your master’s voice is not also theirs
Your master’s voice is not also theirs
They’re not like him, they are not yet just machines.
*Sung to each European Leader by Civilization Herself through the mouth of his night and morning
bathroom mirror. What else could the new Anthem be? And where else could it be performed? The above
title etc is a tribute to Martin Buber’s “Eclipse of God” Jean Cocteau’s version of “Orpheus and Eurydice”
and Konrad Lorenz’s “The Back Face of the Mirror ” and “The Eight Mortal Sins of Civilization”.
**The old one was Schiller and Beethoven’s “Hymn to Joy” in Beethoven’s “Ninth Symphony”.

As bottom line let’s just review what happened with Pinter’s speech. Its title was “Truth , art and
politics”, its point was that although in some forms of theater , for example in his, it is often the
case that neither the characters, not their author, nor the spectators know what is finally true in
certain human issues, it would be a ridiculous, misleading and guilty lie to say that the subtlety of
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the notion of truth suggests that the politician’s lies are of that sort and that this implies that they
should not be tried for crimes of war and crimes against humanity. The only reason they could not
be tried is that Bush has avoided signing some agreement for the violation of which he could be
sued right now. But Blair has signed and the only reason he could not be tried was that whoever
wanted to sue him might not know Blair’s address, which is just 10 Downing Str. etc. The point
of his critics’ answer was that since his Nobel is well deserved and since they too like his theater
one shouldn’t question the non adolescent part of his speech but rather take it for granted. The
adolescent part should not be discussed either since it did not deserve an answer anyway and was
just part of an idiosyncratic thing about Pinter, his wanting to play adolescent a whole lifetime. In
short nothing about Pinter’s speech should be discussed, one should just give him his Nobel and
not hear him nor answer him in anything except his characters.
G:-Helen , what what’s the music Bill plays and replays as background to our debate? I mean I
do realize it must be Neruda again but to what effect? I ask you and not Bill because our chat
makes me feel this as the more natural thing to do, if you don’t know the answer or if you want
to let it to Bill , I’ll ask him, later. Is it possibly to point out that your staccato tones like your
body language is in no contradiction with your sweetness like your love for man and for life is
in no contradiction with your contempt for shit? Or rather with your contempt for excrement in
shit, as Suzy would put it, you like Suzy and like all kids would have love even for shit if it was
just plain, natural, living shit and not rotting, filthy, sanitized , recycled excrement. Right? I don’t
know what the woman who sings says but if I could make the sermon you gave us into lyrics
singable in that melody I would sing it to myself every time I would prepare to debate someone
in the Congress. Maybe I would even sing him my arguments in this melody if I brought to my
mind your Passionaria-like image debating us. What does the songs say?
H:-I had only leafed the lyrics pamphlet once about this song but I think it speaks about what
virtues and capabilities and aptitudes, as warrior, as peace man, as human, as orator etc
revolutionary had to conquer before he finally judged himself worthy of becoming a leader of his
compatriots. I wish I had half as shrewd an ear as you to catch the undertones of the song through
the barrier of both language and shit talk about stupidities that you were subjected to as you
were listening to it. I think you have a talented ear, maybe you really can write verses too, I
think you’re really wasting all that by sticking to president-ship; seriously, I’m not being ironic. I
mean that although no Passionaria has any relation with it or me , she does have a relation with
the subject of this song, since the song concerns a leader. Your sense of hearing does remind me
of Bill, I don’t know if the friends of both of you hardly take this as a compliment, but I feel a
common vibe and a common vein. You pick the environment’s vibes through a similar antenna.
G:-Helen, why you confront my pals differently from how you treat me? OK, I do realize you
like me more and that you also understand that I like you more than they like you , but I feel
there is something else too. I do know it’s not that you want to divide us, let alone any reason like
being more impressed by me because I am their president, I have an clue but let’s see if we think
the same thing.
H:-To insult you feels like insulting the American people for electing you a second time. I’m not
yet sure I want to do that. I don’t mean it in the sense of political correctness, I don’t think it’s
fascist behavior to be strongly, or even insultingly, expressive of ones views, or trying to
influence anybody . On the contrary, part of democracy is to discuss publicly and openly in order
to influence the guy you’re talking to or your listeners, I don’t mean of course the four listeners
around us in this room; to be influenced by anything real you have to be in some touch with
reality to begin with . Fascist practice is to influence not by arguments and body language but by
force, like physically preventing from voting or forcing one to vote for a definite party, or by
threatening with killing , wounding , beating or firing from a job etc. So I have every democratic
right to have and express a low opinion if I choose to but I’m not yet sure I want to do that.
Now let me answer you question, read my lips, as you say in your country and don’t think I say
what I won’t say and don’t miss what I do say: In the discussion which I feel will be possible
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tonight and tomorrow between you and Bill , neither me nor Bill will face you as George only but
also as the collective American people and also it won’t be a discussion where each will try to get
over the other but, as the saying goes, to get over oneself, each. At least all must try to. I don’t say
that the height of the American people will be determined by you, maybe you’ll be much shorter
than that, maybe you’ll be even taller and maybe either of those possibilities will get you in
trouble or in its opposite. Same for us of course. So the difference in tenderness on my part to you
and your pals you are asking about is also due to the American friends we have and to the aspects
Americans have in common with all other peoples anyway. We’re no madmen here to believe
that different continents or races have different DNA except in skin color. Possibly if any other
nation now criticizing yours was placed where yours is and was planet leader now, it would act
the same as USA and if you were here you would be the same as me , and all that changed in this
table would be corrected by just rotating it. So nobody says you have something more honorable
or more contemptible through your transatlantic DNA. We’re all just trying to improve the
earth’s future , not exchange places. Let me also say it in one more upshot: The reason I don’t
take your re-election as a bad thing or, anyway, the way I try to make the best of a bad job
now that it happened, is to consider you are a representative of the American people, after all,
both with your virtues, but don’t tell me to name any of them, and your defects, but don’t make
my day telling me to name some of them, it would take a week not a day anyway, you don’t have
so much time, you have your life to live as you say or, word for word, you got a life to lead as
you had put it …oh, I already started again. So you are a representative of the American people,
your brain and your body language do make you a good soundboard of the average American
with all his many aspects, the bad and the worst, I mean the best and the worst, , that’s why your
pals chose you and that’s why the people elected you, discuss it with Bill too, he believes the
same. When one realizes that one feels a greater responsibility and tries to be more serious in his
fantasies of improving you. Your pals don’t inspire the same because they’re each fossilized in
only one aspect of the American soul and this doesn’t allow even a fantasy of change. Only
fantasies of sarcasm, because they do represent the part of the spectrum that extends from bad to
worst only. An even shorter upshot is: US taught what it had to teach through all those big heads
in mount Rushmore, now it can’t even be taught by them , let alone teach anything, it has to learn
for a very long time, and your pals are not heads they are mostly thick fossilized skulls on which
every living input bounces, to put it politely and not call them death skulls. You, like the
American people, are not yet that , you still can learn. If you learn the American people learns, if
you flunk then the American people doesn’t flunk necessarily but there is no shortcut to its
education as there is if you yourself learn. Of course I don’t mean learn from me or from Bill, I
mean from Mumford whose head should have been on than mount with your giants and also in
the place of the statue of liberty to illuminate other nations too, but for a long while you should
have her or him , turning their torch of liberty and of knowledge towards the interior of your
country. Just until the skulls of your pals in this room drop from that mount . I mean such mounts
are ways to take a glance at something tangible and see both the collective unconscious and the
collective consciousness of a people, its collective soul. Ask an American about mount
Rushmore and you’ll see that what he sees in the back of his head today if he closes his eyes is
not the four heads you admire but the four skulls sitting next to us. Whether the American likes
them or hates them it is them that he sees. Not through anything they openly did or wrote or said
but through the brainscape your media shape through spreading without concurrent antilog the
ideas of your pseudogangster nerdy Friedmans and ElmerPhuddy Fleischers and of your idiots
like Ashcrofts and brainless erudites like Fukuyamas. Those skulls will speak and write openly
only after some mutation of USA’s cultural DNA has completely changed your collective taste
enough in order for you to feel the oceanic feeling when you swim in a sea of shit as these
shitheads do. You see for yourself what shitheads they are. In their place the least I would have
done is that I would have walked out on a person who told me what I tell them. And I bet that not
tonight, nor tomorrow night are they going to step out; and that only Rumsfeld will open his
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mouth from now on, even if he promises and swears not to. They will, all four, sit there as
magnetized by this bet as one would be by a Tarot card dealer or palm reader who would venture
such a short term and non vague prediction that its listener and its pronouncer would sit around
to see just how it would be come true or false. By the way I don’t do any of that voodoo, I just
use my mind, I’m a fan of pure deduction like Sherlock Holmes I won’t t bother nor will I
bother you with the details of how I reach that conclusion. We have more serious things to go to.
OK, let me do say the easy part though, about the three and skip the somewhat longer part about
Rumsfeld. They will not talk because if they were thus unable to answer me seriously on small
bullshit issues they will not be able to answer Bill at all on small bullshit issues that will
definitely come up too, and of course they will be absolutely incapable of uttering a word even to
themselves about Mumford himself, who is a real genius. , not a fake falsely brilliant arrogant
prick like them. And the reason they will not leave and go home and read Mumford there is that
what they do care to know about is not the product of Mumford’s or any Mumford’s genius but
what Bill or any Bill will be presenting to the ears of some people so as to know what they will
have to try to obfuscate, distort, pseudoargue against etc. , smear, undermine, block etc etc . just
in case these people become a majority or just in case they can influence the majority whose
consent they’re interested in stealing until consent too becomes not needed. They will step out
only if something is or appears to them not intelligible to the public or non dangerous to them for
either its unintelligibility or for any other reason .
G:-Helen, I also have the question what will you do if I just say “who do you think you are and
what ever makes you think I care about your good opinion and what would you do anyway if I
just walk out of the room but I save it for last before I return to Bill, and probably ask him the
same question or even just walk out. OK, Suzy might tell me “Only my dad can teach you how to
speak, not your friends, so you can’t walk out, I challenge you, walk out. You see? You don’t
walk out because you can’t”. OK, but only Suzy would say that, and if I just shake my head this
reason just evaporates and I leave”
H:-And on your way out you’ll shake your head once more and you’ll come back because more
of the shit that’s still in there will evaporate. So just shake it twice, right where you’re sitting , so
that we don’t have melodramatic scenes of going away and at the last minute returning,
sentimentalism is not the worse defect in films but stereotypes are.
G:-Is there anything you can do for me to make me miss the train in order to stay more with you
as a song goes? Or as a song would go if I wrote one?
H:-Yes there is. I’ll tell you what stereotype analysis Bill would make of the stereotypes in
Rocky 2.
G:-OK. You win. That’s an offer I can’t refuse and you knew it.
H:- I also knew , but you didn’t know and won’t know until I tell you to ask me in order for me to
answer you that even if you leave this very moment nothing changes in Bill’s plan , so it’s just
optional for you stay until you see why even if you leave nothing will change. But I do
appreciate, and actually also share the reason you almost left, George. And you’re very smart, at
least in finding ways to be discreet. And it was also very discreet, to us, when you had us
notified of your visit. It also helped because I had time to put together some stuff from both me
and Bill for your bedtime reading either before or after sleep.
G:-If it had anything audiovisual it would also help me during sleep. Say cheese. But I mean it
seriously. I’ll tell you some other time what I mean, now I want you to please tell me about
Rocky. If Bill himself has to add anything to what you guess he would say, which I doubt, I will
ask him to please do it:
H:-A black American boxer is killed by a Russian ring supermachine and supermonkey who
could have just won but did want to also kill his opponent and Rocky after mourning for his fiend
wants to revenge on ring and goes to a tournament in Russia. He practices without coaches ,
outdoors , in the pure Russian nature while the synthetic supermonkey is coached indoors with
technological equipment. So far it could all have been shot in mirror image. An American ring
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supermachine and King Kong killing a friend of a Russian looking boxer , if need be a friend
from any Russian minority which is analog to Blacks, the Russian looking friend mourns and
goes to a tournament in US and practices up in Yosemite by himself while the Arnie monkey
looking beast is coached in high tech closed gyms. Let’s go on: On the day of the fight Rocky
wearing pants with the American flag goes to the ring all alone facing both the coached monkey
and the jeering of the people cheering his opponent with no crowd supporting him. In the mirror
scenario the Russian wearing pants with scythe and hammer would go to the ring all alone facing
both the trained gorilla and the cheer leaders and jeering Americans wearing either cowboy hats
or baseball caps. The fight will take place under huge posters with Marx, Lenin and Stalin, in
your case it would be Frank Sinatra and Presley and Clint Eastwood in the “make my day”
posture, it wouldn’t of course be the people figuring on Mount Rushmore. The soundtrack’s
confrontation music , heartening Rocky as he hears it , with the inner side of his eardrums of
course not from Russian loudspeakers, is “the eye of the tiger” carrying into a man to man duel
all the vibes of the legendary and archetypical encounter where the loser would lose his , inner
at least, freedom to the winner or at any rate lose all, even in very dignified way, like Steve Mc
Queen in “The Cincinnati Kid” saw that aspect of the eye of the tiger when the big card master
whom he challenged finally didn’t lose and told him. “You’re good, very good, but not good
enough”. The Russians would have for instance some Prokoviev music from Eisenstein’s
Alexander Nevsky carrying the same vibes in a collective man to collective man, duel, a battle
between two peoples or cultures or religions etc. Anyway, you got the idea. The whole thing is
completely symmetric, whatever either of US or USSR could have done to insult the other
side’s hotheads or pigheadeds and its own side’s IQ and decency , the other side could have
equally made. The only thing which did break that symmetry and equilibrium by making the
above insult was that the one side did go ahead and made the movie. And that side was yours.
But it all sounded, for idiots identifying and confusing reality and screen , as if the Russians had
shed the “first blood” etc. etc. The only thing which absolved that first shit you gave was that
after all it was just shit, there were much more serious things coming , now, the blood we all hear
everyday. The thing that doesn’t absolve the shit is that it was timed and calculated to enter the
heads of US kids about 15 years before your brave new NATO pilots bombarded Yugoslavia and
then…we all know the sequel.
G:-But you don’t think it’s even the question about whether art guides or just reflects life and
activism, I mean action, but something very cheap, you don’t think that the art of our Hollyjungs
is inspired and driven by our actions, you think it drives and inspires them after it itself is driven
and inspired, I mean , I mean after it is given commissions, by , for instance , our Pentagon or
White House, to make people’s minds and moral judgment numb.
H:-You asking me that to draw your conclusions? By the way, Bill should be mumbling “great
minds think alike”, with his friends he uses a lot that expression “Hollyjungs”, meaning hillbillies
with a term paper in psychology on their CV doing consulting for the effect and impact such
films can be made to have.
G:-I’ve been bombarded so much these two days that I don’t remember anymore where I’ve
heard anything , I don’t know if I heard it from Bill , from Rich, from Don, or from you a while
ago. Do you remember saying that by any chance? I don’t even remember if I heard it awake or in
my dream , sober or drunk.
H:-I thought you had kicked the bottle.
G:-Well, I had a dream…
H:-Is that a quote or a fact?
G:-Rich, you’d better check for bugs the places you frequent. These guys are quoting a question I
do remember as coming from you. Say cheese. Helen, another instance where great minds think
alike. You and Rich.
H:-I’ll ask Suzy to put red pepper on my tongue for saying something a foul mind’s tongue said. I
gift Perle with all the royalties and copyrights he wants, I’ll never ever use that smartassy line
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again, cross my heart hope to bite my tongue, Martin Luther King must have rolled in his grave
for Perle even thinking of his line, and even for someone else.
G:-Helen, if I get the picture right , you are setting me up for Bill’s setting me up for Mumford.
Of course you agree it’s reasonable for me to want to ask you why according to you, we haven’t
heard of my great compatriot Lewis Mumford in Yale or on Princeton?
H:-It’s only natural: If I hadn’t heard of him in UCLA or in the New School of Social Research,
and if Bill hadn’t heard of him in Berkeley then why should you have heard of him in Yale, them
in Princeton and Bill in Caltech? The only thing from him he had met there was a phrase of his
that was written as graffiti on the wall of a dorm aisle with dope smoking students and read like
“Opium is the religion of the people” through which , as we saw decades later, Mumford was
parodying the psychedelic way of reaching illumination , enlightenment , self awareness , self
actualization etc. etc.
G:-Besides sending me to google him up, is there any other thing you want to tell me about how
his remaining a great unknown is not just a result of his possibly being one more weirdo in the
crap sea flooding the net or a guru of such weirdoes? At least he does not sound like one of those
“tune in , turn on, drop out” type of students although it is these student that liked his anti-dope
slogan. I’m a little sensitive to issues about chemicals myself with all that booze and all those
messages from God and from Pat Robertson I was getting when I quit.
H:-So you aren’t getting them , so you started booze again, so you disobeyed your chaplain, so it
was God himself who convinced you, so that was the dream you had but you knew it was a dream
and not God himself, so God himself was pulling His own leg talking to you in his dream, so you
had a humorous dream with God. For the rest I’ll have to ask you.
G:-You do remind me of Suzy tracing the participation of Bugs Bunny in the Abduction of
American excrement ; and you also remind me of Sherlock Holmes himself of course.
H:-How very sweet of you, thank you.
G:-Now let’s come back to us: We were talking about why Mumford was a great unknown and
why and whether he was any leader of weirdoes , chemical or non chemical, unless you want to
add something more about chemicals.
H:-I’ m happy to see your mind is as systematic in the order of posing the correct questions, as
Bill’s or Suzy’s or mine or anybody’s who wants to use his mind to go near answers and not to
use his mind to go away from answers. You ask why Mumford has remained a great unknown.
When you google him up you’ll see there are even Mumford societies , and there are universities
who have bought his home library and have on line even his notes on the margins of the books he
read, and he taught in Stanfords and Berkeleys and MIT’s although he himself was a dropout
after all, but before 1920 which is way before Timothy Leary aired out the slogan, you see he
dropped out of college in order to study more through self teaching , not less, and started to live
off his books when he was twenty and he was born in 1895 . And there are books of his with as
many as 75,000 articles about them , when they remained untranslated, and when translated , in
French and German, the articles about them run up to 384,000, which you should also take as
indicative of why some things are self evident old hat in Europe but, unheard of, novelties in
US, and there are books of his that have been chosen by the American Library Association as
“Lasting Books” and there are book reviewers who write that if anybody has written anything
that has proved survivable about the question of whether the earth can still be saved then he has
read Mumford or someone who has read Mumford etc etc. Anyway, he has even been called a
megathinker, this alludes to a favorite term of his, “megamachine”, which however Bill advises
me to ban when talking to people who were educated only by sci-fi and Hollywood because even
Mumford could not imagine how illiterate and stupid people would become and how many would
be the faithful of the Presley body snatcher scenarios or the people who think you’re an E.T. To
such persons the word “megamachine” may give even more misleading connotations than the
unfortunate term “garden cities” which was coined by the inspirer of the green belt towns.
Mumford noticed, this term made them be mistaken for the suburbs which had a future doomed,
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since birth, for the well known reasons that are now obvious not only by thinking but also by
experience. Anyway Bill never uses the word “megamachine” when presenting Mumford just in
case… By the way, people who think you’re an E.T. do have a point in a sense. If you go with
superguns from country to country, trying to “create your own realities” as neocons say planet
leaders must do rather than being “too reality based”, and then fall flat on your face because
“your own reality” that you try to create is a cheap and stupid Hollywood junk with so many
flower girdles for your soldiers that Rummy doesn’t even buy them armor for their jeeps and
soldiers’ parents raise money among themselves to buy their kids some decent armoring as
survival present sent by regular mail as if it was sweater knit by mom not to catch their death by
common cold , and then after you institute the antipode of the regime you had in mind you leave
behind troops with screaming bombs, to make demonstrator’s ears ring when they approach
too close, and the troops live in bases impregnable both by insurgents and by reality, then you
don’t differ much from Orson Wells’ Martians , people have already written comics like that.
OK, this was just collateral answer to your initial question, go on with it.
G:-Why when so well known a thinker is called a great unknown, we feel it’s not a contradiction
in terms? What do you think is the answer? Oh, I see. It’s because he has not entered primary
education books. Not even George Washington would be known if he had not entered there. And
he doesn’t have 384,000 articles written about him either, although he has been taught to every
kid. Actually not even Nobel prize winners in anything have that many articles written about any
of their books. Now , I guess the question of why he had all that appeal takes either reading him
or at least asking Bill about the things you wan to leave to him to expound.
H:-Exactly.
G:-And the reason he was so systematically ignored was that he either said some things that were
very anti American or he lived some decades ago but said some things reminding very much the
present day but sounding very future-like at that time and those would not or could not or even
should not, maybe, be heard before some other plans or hopes had run their trial and error course.
H:-Exactly, exactly , and exactly. George, now I do see that Bill is right when he says you two
are as odd a couple as Jack Lemon and Walter Mathau. In some things you are mirror images and
in some you are as different as antipodes, anyway as physics says mirror images have
differences anyway, what is right for the one is left for the other. Maybe it works for politics too.
G:-I hope you see Bill as Walter Mathau, otherwise we’ll have a fight for the Jack Lemon
look-alike contest. And I’ll win.
H:- Haha! Very funny and very exact. About Walter Mathau you do share not only my and
Suzy’s impressions but also of his students who have seen the film. I’ll tell Suzy what you said
and I’ll ask her if she too, like me, thinks you’re like Jack Lemon.
G:-If I don’t make myself and my pals sound too self absorbed and narcissistic could you
dedicate us a single phrase from Mumford’s books, I mean if you don’t also think I’m asking
just to skip reading him to see for myself what he himself would dedicate us if he lived. And of
course , also a phrase dedicated to the American people. Make it two separate phrases if you
don’t think we and the American people are one and the same thing. And a phrase you think he
would dedicate to people like Neruda and that tall composer with the Jap-sounding name.
H:-Jap sounding name! So “The Last Temptation of Christ” was Scorcese’s version of a
Japanese writer’s version of Christ, and his name was Kazantzaki? Like the “The Magnificent
Seven” were an adaptation of Kurosawa’ s “The Seven Samurai”? OK, it’s a little unusual to
dedicate phrases of thinkers to artists, usually it goes the other way around, but the way you ask
is, like Suzy’s, so pure and so systematic that it is conducive to inspirations on how one could do
that. Besides, Mumford’s prose is as inspired and inspiring as poetry and music and also these
two artists’ art and life are so much based on thinking too, that I’ll sure find something…You did
ask very conducively by putting all three dedications in a one-question pack….Just a minute, it
dawned on me but dawning take some time to download if you also want to keep something of
the wording of your educators who, like Mumford, make you have those dawnings in a flash :
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I’ll dedicate to you and your pals the caption of a photo in one of his books and to the American
people the caption of another with a quote that Mumford himself quotes from a famous ancient
oath....Oh! And to the two artists I’ll dedicate that quote, and I’ll consider it as dedication to
them on Mumford’s behalf because on my own and without Mumford I would never have a
flash for that phrase. I did know that phrase but this adds something to Mumford’s role in his
readers , because without him it would never occur to me to dedicate that phrase to those artists.
Bill, can you fetch for me the two court martial photos plus the ferry and hospital photos and the
Langue Island photo and print them out for George and his pals to see? Let me in the meantime
tell you without pictures: First the dedication to you and your pals, I take the mildest one skipping
the first thought that occurred, let alone Hiroshima and Nagasaki, I mean the I skip the biocide
scenes with agent orange, OK, that would be depleted uranium now, compared with the utmost
barbarity of Assyrian Kings of having the fields of defeated enemies salted to kill crops forever
and starve to death all survivors that had escaped enslavement, OK let’s stick to the mildest, in
one photo Mumford shows teenagers in a disco with all those stroboscopic lights etc …
G:-So he lived quite long. You said he was born in 1895. When did he die?
H:-In 1990.
G:-OK, please do go on with the disco scene you were dedicating to our second or third teens.
H:- He writes as caption to it something like : when people are absolutely unreal they have may
feel they a hope to get in touch with reality by jumping randomly out of their state by flights to
what they know is unreal from their point of view just in case they land on reality . Hence the
unreality of illumination with stroboscopic lights, eardrum stimulation with very loud music and
nerve fibers overstimulation with drugs altering consciousness…That was the dedication to you
and your pals, a mild euphemism of course, the dedication to the American people is a caption of
the photo of a many young men walking around Nixon’s White House in the dark, each holding
a lighted candle. The caption says that these young men , going around the White House all
night under the most severe weather conditions and repeating one name of a dead in Vietnam
each, may not have been the reason the Vietnam war ended but they sure each understood what
young Athenians meant when, in full and non altered consciousness, took the oath of the
adolescent which twice contained the phrase “I shall resist both single handed and with the help
of many”. So that was my dedication of a Mumford phrase to the American people. The
dedication of a phrase that Mumford himself would dedicate to Neruda and to Mikis Theodorakis,
whose name you must be relating to master Miyiaki’s in the karate kid , quite an interesting free
association I must say, although I wouldn’t take pushups for not ever having had it myself, is
best suggested if we first look at some photos , thank you Bill:
Bill comes and shows the two “court martial photos plus the ferry and
hospital photos and the Langue Island photo”and Helen comments on each:

The guy that you see in the court martial is a student of engineering and a poet and a soldier
who deserted the Army in order to serve his country, Greece, when some colonels made a coup
d’etat , supported by you as Clinton admitted and asked to be pardoned about thirty years later. In
hiding , he learned how to use explosives and tried to kill the dictator who narrowly missed the
explosion while he himself narrowly missed escaping the people who looked on site for the
bomber. The torturing he suffered are something which you would be ashamed to hear in front
of a lady , and even if I stepped out of the room Bill or anybody wouldn’t mention them just in
case your pals listening to us include are also scum connected to whackos and torture soldiers
of fortune of your free enterprise system and its torture for profit sector who would consider
them as food for thought for new inspirations in the destinations of your CIA flights, so we will
only allude, through his unbroken poetry, to the electric drill methods that your whackos are
already well known to have devised. Those verses were “Let mount Golgotha start inside the
stable’s cradle, let the three magi bring the nails for Christmas gift, let them bring on the cross
they’re busy getting ready, let them get started when they’re done digging the pit”. He spent,
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unbroken, six years in solitary confinement in a cell specially made for him to be slightly bigger
than a grave and he wore handcuffs for the whole period and in his trials of course he would be as
alone as in the cell since the people supportive of him were already in jail like him or in hiding.
His orations in his trials in the court martial were considered as catapults against the dictators, his
reasons for the attempt on the dictator’s life he described as “pity the nation which for every
tyrant does not also give birth to a tyrannocide” and his presence , from his cell, was felt by all
people who were deciding action as an inspiration and as a symbol of solidarity that helped
them with his support rather than a presence who needed their support. Years later, after the
dictators had gone to jail he said in an interview “I’m a fighter , not a killer. I was glad my
bomb missed Papadopoulos. My point was not that by killing an easily replaceable puppet or by
killing some policemen we can change much. My point was that to disarm a junta the soldiers
must refuse to take orders, and of course since the first ones doing this will suffer cruel
consequences , I had to support this point by proving that these consequences are not impossible
to bear”. The next photos show some young men recuperating from recent torture before being
taken back to the torture island they were sent to because, as soldiers, they refused after the
German occupation ended to take arms against the leftists with whom they were collaborating
just a while ago against the Germans. The two photo seen together are one instance of applying
that phrase from that oath:
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I will resist both single handed and with the help of many
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The conscientious objectors (30 thousand among a population of 7 million) with their guns taken
away of course, are getting on the ferry to a torture island , called “Long Island” in word for word
translation.

Then they make a return trip to the military hospital , on the same ferry .
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H:-Hey! What does Nick’s picture have to do with Long Island?
B:-Oh, Long Island! Either I had an ear slip or you had a tongue slip but I heard Tongue Island
instead of Long island, or maybe you said Langue Island for Tongue Island and I got Langue
island as Long island. Never mind, Long Island with the long tall I can fetch, actually I had
printed it twice when we were preparing that bedtime reading and it must lie loose somewhere
around here, here it is, tell me anytime and I’ll show it to you, the best thing about this slip of
tongue or ear is that it gave me an idea I was looking for but since we were not both thinking the
same as I thought we were, it is an opportunity to make you a surprise if and when the idea gets a
chance to be realized, I only tell you I solved a warning problem I had, I’m only telling you in
order to make you wonder even more about how I did it.
G:-Bill , take the opportunity by all means, I don’t think a husband and wife get many such
opportunities if they think as parallelly as right and left brain like you do.
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All three laugh

B:-You’re a great joker, George, I mean seriously, not in the batman versus joker sense.
H:-How did you get that free association?
G:-I remembered that joke they say about me not having anything right in my left brain and
anything left in my right brain and…
Bill congratulates him by raising his hand to make George do the same
and they strike five in the air and Helen strikes five to his other
hand…

…and also I remembered a photo with yogis I had seen with a subtitle going like “Yogis
discussing with their left brain what they had experienced with the left; or was it vice versa?”.
Helen laughs wildly and just goes and kisses him, Bill drags his feet
heavily to a corner of the room,Helen sees that and says:

H:-See now what will happen to Bill:
Bill starts taking pushups

G:-What are the rules of the house for taking pushups? When shall I have to take some?
H:-He does it out of jealousy.
G:-So in your birthday he takes pushups all day long because you kiss with all guests?
H:-You have great humor George, you can keep going on forever.
G:-Hey! Don’t say it in front of a jealous person, he’ll pushup him self to death, oh it’s my fault
continuing it. So” What do you mean he’s jealous?
H:-It happens between him and his friends all the time. For example with the other Bill. If one of
them says a funny line they frequently say “Oh, I wish I had said that” But sometimes one of
them says : “I should have said that” which means that he had seen himself the thing that gave
rise to the funny line but the idea hadn’t dawned on him. Then the one who missed goes to a
corner takes pushups.
G:-Since you both have head the joke about me and since you don’t take pushups I guess he had
seen the Yogi photo too.
H:-You do remind me of Sherlock Holmes; and of Suzy of course.
G:-Two sacred monsters of pure deduction pushing to their extremest consequences all data we
have with all the brain we have already developed or that we have still left.
H:-I do appreciate your self knowledge, George. Bill , give us the Long Island photo.
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The composer now, almost sixty years after those hospital days in a concert on that island
The composer among the friends along with whom he was resisting as a conscientious objector.
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H:-You see , the demon of coincidences made one of the scene lights appear as a torch in the
composer’s hand making him look like the statue liberty in flesh and blood, as he really is.
Besides the statue of freedom, this photo reminds me Nietzsche’s words in Zarathustra’s mouth
going like “Don’t spit against the wind because you know what will happen”. Usually one applies
this saying as warning for not going against the trend and the majority, a Nietzschean
supermonkey may mean as a warning to the majority for not going against a minority consisting
of even one person, not only Nietzschean supermonkeys but even a Nietzschean hero in a
serious sense of the word may mean it like that. Let’s go to something more real. These
conscientious objectors were not exactly Nietzsche readers, most of the people who decided to
“take the weather” and to “stay the course” as you put it in US, had hardly finished primary
education, like in all nations of the world the people who would take the weather would not
exactly be Nietzsche readers, I guess. Concerning majority versus minority or vice versa , they
were 30 thousand in a nation of seven million with an army, say, of 200 or 300 thousand, yet
looking at their decisions and their body language, we would never consider as wind the majority
who didn’t resist but this minority that did resist the orders. Oh, when I speak of their body
language, look for yourself , does anybody of the people I showed you look like the faces and like
the looks Hollywood hired and painted and assigned to the enemies of Lee Marvin and Chuck
Norris in “Delta Force”? Those people don’t exist except in the trivial and petty and hired
imagination of your Hollyjungs and then of the viewers of their bullshit films. I’m not trying to
put your nation down, nor am I trying to put you, George, down as a nation’s representative; in
the pages for your bed time reading I have not only included the pages that did save,
symbolically for a start, the honor of American psychoanalysts who did write you an open letter,
but also an open letter of a conscientious objector of yours that did save the honor of America’s
youth and America’s army like Robert Byrd saved the honor of American politics by writing
“I weep for my country” which so much reminds “Pity the Nation” Gibran wrote for his country
before seeking and finding political asylum in yours because yours had not yet become like his
and also because the concept of political asylum had not become globally extinct by your CIA
rendition flights and body snatchers, I mean kidnappers, usually “body snatchers” in comics is
reserved for the people who supposedly stole your, George Bush’s, body to replace your brain
with a bunch of shit or to place a microchip inside it, and give your screen image back to the
people who elected you while they rule through the shit-think-tank’s decision-making or through
the decision-making of some UFO passengers that snatched your pals’ bodies too and installed
microchips or shit-jelly in their skulls too. Of course only conspiracy theory fans take all this
literally, we the rest don’t even consider that the ghost in the machine is the shit-think-tank
behind you or that the faceless , as if different species, entity is an extragalactic UFO passenger,
but an entity like the one Mumford has pinpointed and Bill will describe to you. Nothing
metaphysical or supernatural, not even something hard to grasp, it only takes geniuses to
pinpoint such things out of the chaos of data of all history, it doesn’t take a genius to understand
and check it and replay it. What were we saying? Oh, last time I googled about it, which was one
or two years ago, they said your, not widely reported I guess, conscientious objectors were
already five thousand. But you shouldn’t feel bad if they’re not as high a percentage of US
population as the compatriots of the composer, it’s still only a beginning. So do feel free to be
proud of your fellow citizens as the composer feels of his. After all, we can’t begin telling you
how much we all admire your Twin Tower firemen, maybe I’ll even won’t stand, on both your
behalf and mine, waiting until your bedtime to show you some stuff about compatriots of yours
that make you proud. Besides we all do remember and recognize that you did have so much civil
disobedience in Vietnam war, which does say something for your principles since it was not a
civil war where it’s your compatriots only that get killed, I mean you did not only protest the loss
of American life but also the loss of the other side’s life. Of course, at that time US governments
were still toppled by just being proved to have bugged phones, so to speak it was disturbing
enough to pose questions like Bob Dylan’s “how many years this? How many years that?” and
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leaving the answer to metaphor about blowing in the wind or maybe it was even poetically vague
allusions to Celt and Druid wind sorcerers predicting the future through the winds’ directions.
Right now it seems that questioning only, or suing for bugging , is not enough and the answer too
is needed on US ground too, like everywhere , and the answer may just be like it has always been
so far, Nietzschean, in a serious sense like those guys we’ve seen and not like Nietzsche
monkey business like Gordon Liddy of the Watergate or like the selfish-in-the-shitty-sense gene
tricks for the survival of the unfittest that your think-cesspool of a think-tank devises without
taking a good look at the mirror and wondering what would Darwin or Nietzsche say if they saw
them creeping to survival and calling it an improvement or even an optimization of life and
evolution. I do hope like everybody that the only meaning of “the answer is blowing in the wind”
that people will have to appeal to is going to be that the answer is the mutual information and
mutual education blowing in winds of internet’s messages that will help the majority people, in
the West right now, to realize what’s going on and I do hope that this will be enough to kick the
clown leaders and crappy think-tanks away from job in the most traditional parliamentary way.
You see we’re not in the age when people were still doing research to see what’s keeping us
down besides gravity. Nor in the age when what is unknown about the roots of misery and evil
was seriously thought to be as unknown as the answers to scientific questions and to questions
about human nature posed by philosophers, psychologists and playwrights. You don’t have to be
Mumford or even to read Mumford to know that. And the idiots who only answered the
adolescent vibes of Pinter’s speech to cancel them , also took, generously, for granted the right
to the Nobel he had just earned anyway, because taking it for granted and not having to discuss it
they , consciously or unconsciously, also canceled its meaning too: As we saw the speech had the
title “Truth, art and politics” and was about the obfuscation politicians and their lackeyintellectuals attempt by pretending that they’re not lying and that they believe that truth is a
subtle thing not unanimously described as truth, by non naïve persons , and that their lies are not
clear cut lies except to naïve persons and fanatics. He was describing the playwrights’ experience
with such genuinely subtle points to show how clearly different this issue is from its vulgar
analog of the brazen, obscene and criminal lies of politicians nowadays. That was the speech’s
point. OK, at the time of Mount Rushmore heads, maybe the politicians were giants like the
questioners in the other disciplines, right now a Mount Rushmore representation of you and your
pals would have to have a dwarf next to the giants plus some skulls even more gigantic that the
giants’ heads. After all Mumford himself says that soon no one person could contain all the
aspects needed for even the knowledge part of the processes needed, let alone the more practical
steps of activism and the more artistic parts like poetry and music. That’s one reason why
anthologies of many model-like persons, thinkers, activist poets, activist composers, etc are
needed to contain many functions in mutual interaction, but fortunately that’s not more difficult
than the usual DJ-ing on songs and books , which is not even as hard sounding as collages and as
intertextualism and as having a collective entity as the narrating persona since it’s just the
common practice of all adolescents when they write cassettes to each other, connecting around a
central spine the messages that they dedicate, messages contained both in the selections of
songs and in their ordering . OK, the hope is that the blowing wind of internet and of easy
Nero-reproduction of CD’s will really become able to communicate the truths known to most
people outside US and many in US, truths understandable by all, whether outside or inside US,
and still not functioning just because the media won’t communicate them so as to put them on
the table of everyday discussion within families and with neighbors. If that does become possible
then there won’t be any need for the next step for the blowing wind’s answer to be heard which
always was and is and will be so excruciating for everybody. I don’t mean any flags with scythes
and hammers over Washington. That’s no cure, Stalinism was no better than Hitler than you are
and both Stalin and you are no better than Hitler anyway, at the way things now seem to proceed
in US. That’s what I do not mean saying that things will get excruciating if the blowing wind of
mutual education does not become sufficiently strong against the silencing of non bullshit
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information by the media or does not prove as sufficient as Mumford would hope education to
prove itself to be in what several thinkers call “race between universal education and universal
destruction”. What I mean excruciating, but hope to be still avoidable too, is not a government
toppled by violent revolution but the next giant head put on Mount Rushmore being earned by
somebody’s , so to speak, first having made of Mount Rushmore a Mount Golgotha , with a cross
over his future giant head, in the sense of being killed by his shit tank or by the faceless
mechanism behind it for not sufficiently representing the almost autonomous by now and non
personalized anymore interests surviving through war. Let’s go back to the relation of that photo
to the steps that so far have been taken place only in the excruciating way and not in just the
mutual education way. OK, the composer did try the education way, too, a cultural revolution,
after his release from the torture islands but in those times that way too often got you back in
prison, exile or torture, too, anyway he did try that after his release and after going to study in
France and after culminating , at the quite exceptional age of thirty, in conducting one opera with
his music in Covent Garden in London . The cultural revolution he had in mind was to put in folk
music tunes loved by the people the Poetry of Nobel level of the Neruda type, of Poets deeply
concerned with man whether they were activists too, like many of his jailmates were poets, or
not. A thing he and other jailmates argued with their jailers about ,and placing bets about, so to
speak, was going like this: “What are you going to remember of this period? We’ll have stories to
say to our grandchildren about how we helped peace and how we helped the country take a little
step to civilization. What are you going to say to your gran’children?”. The composer had the
line “When your guns will have caught rust , people will still be singing my songs” . So, as
fulfillment to those youthful dreams of his generation’s thousands of imprisoned , some of whom
were communists and some of whom were not, but all of them likened themselves and all their
crew to the early Christians, he organized recently a concert where on the torture sites they made
a three day festival with old photos and concerts with the songs which supported them and were
supported by them for a lifetime. Likewise he was invited to be at similar events on sites of Nazi
concentration camps for which he has written famous music. Anyway, back to the torture island
concerts: The gran’pas who were still living came with their children and gran’children and for
the gran’pas that had died only children and gran’children came, you see the living among them
are about eighty years old since at the time , being soldiers , they were at their twenties. Of
course there passed from that island more than soldiers and twenty year olds, overall more than
eighty thousand “foul persons” passed since they arrested all communists they could get, even
communists freed from Dahau were snatched to go there before they left for any other country,
eastern or western. Symbolically, for the fist time in his life, the composer came with white shirt ,
up to then he only conducted with black shirt because, he would answer, he saw his functions
like a priest’s, not exactly like “Juda’s priests” of course, despite whatever similarities they
might have by both being antiestablishment . By the way, do you know if this group is
antiestablishment? I’ve never DJ-ed them so I don’t know. Or is it an expression like he say
“well, lemme play devil’s advocate”?. Or the expression is like Charles Manson being a
pseudonym , coming form Man’s Son? Anyway, I don’t have an opinion about them, if they’re
such monkey business or just business, it’s just enough for me to know that what I’m telling you
about is not monkey business. In that file you’ll see him in front of his old companions, whether
communist or not, and their children and gran’children , so he helped to educate through music
and action and example at least the three generations he overlapped. He puts it much better: He
says he feels proud for being both an artist and also part of the raw matter the artists’ task is to
communicate to others. Maybe he’ll educate a fourth generation whether he’s still living or
nonliving then. And it will be worth educating the new generation of other western countries too,
starting from US, in more than Zorba dance, by translating his songs in a way singable to his
initial melodies and somewhat paraphrased to fit the new data and not be nostalgic or historical
let alone postcard like. OK, Latin American and the Middle East, of course, don’t need him to
be educated, they’re fellow fighters like his companions were; maybe that’s why they sing his
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other songs too and not just Zorba, which has become ideal gigolo soundtrack for even hard core
porn films of his fellow citizens that are in nothing like him or Zorba. It’s not the tourist’s fault,
of course. After all, the film didn’t show that Zorba didn’t only fuck right and left but also was
also a volunteer for some wars. And the background of his composer for the non knower of what
I’m telling you lay only in the not so well known fact the that he had declined the offer to go to
work in an environment as conducive to artistic creation as Hollywood, Westwood and Beverly
Hills because he was being busy with the cultural revolution and the activism that would earn him
imprisonment and exile with also the junta that would come in a few years too. OK, I can’t stand
not showing you this right now, I’ll open that envelope with bed time stuff and after this I’m
more than through, I only had prepared to speak though the envelope, I didn’t know I would get a
chance to drop some lines here too. Here we are, by the way some of this stuff I had prepared in
slides’ form in case I would get a chance for it, so let me show it to you projected so that your
pals see it too, Bill until I get everything ready please show them the previous pictures…hmm..
because not all of them overlap what I’m going to show you ….OK, here we are and then off I
go: Oh, by the way: we were seeing with Bill a video with an oratorio of his that he was
conducting some years ago. He had composed it fifty five years ago on some poetry which,
translated from Greek by some scholars of brave old Princeton, not some shit mugs of brave New
Princeton, received a Nobel Prize about twenty five years ago. But it had already been having
been loved by everybody, communist or rightist and scholar or illiterate, immediately upon being
put to music, and this love had continued in his country both in times it was allowed and in times
it was banned and continues to be loved until today. Anyway at point at the end his look, for a
reason I don’t want to take time on right now, appeared to me like a lion’s. His hair helped too.
Now I see the same through his hair but his look at those verses I must comment after I find
them. But what was the reason I started this? Oh, yes! I’m no star sign freak but somebody told
me yesterday he is a typical Leo. OK, here we are and then off I go : No, not yet, maybe , George,
you’ll think that I idolize and lionize and sanctify this guy and his companions in communism or
his companions in civil disobedience too much. Personally I wouldn’t apologize even if I called
him a demigod but for your education I will discuss a few things you might want to ask: Maybe
one question reaches the tip of your tongue or, rather, two questions if we include the brave new
analog of the one and reasonable question , going like: “These pacifists seem like smart guys,
smart guys do know that pacifism is as effective as painting Easter eggs by farting , so these guys
are terrorists and, if they don’t admit it, it only goes to show that terrorists are faceless cowards
Q.E.D, as mathematicians say” To this bullshit, that doesn’t even deserve the name pseudological for it even insults the word “pseudo” I won’t answer , I consider its logic as the product of
either whackos or failures who have been to great universities and were touched by geniuses,
like Godel in Princeton, in ways that destroyed and disgraced both themselves and the
universities, failures that are frustrating and disgracing in much more dangerous and unhappy
ways than they are themselves frustrated and disgraced . The reasonable version of this question
does deserve an answer: It goes like: “These unbreakable men , even when they were not inspired
by Stalin, were butter on his bread, and would have no result in anything, not even in being
considered foul and dangerous, if they did not have enough similarities with Stalin followers
whether they wanted it or not, and Stalin’s similars were assholes anyway, if only for being in the
same bag with us , Americans, who are considered such Stalin-like monsters by your friend
Mumford” . The answer contains both a factual part relating to accomplished past, and an
imagined part relating to proposed future: It’s a common slogan between both many non
communists and even among many communists out of those who passed through all those
tribulations , to say “Companions, fortunately we were defeated, otherwise we would be like
Albany or like Eastern Europe”. Besides being good black , or even good non-black, humor,
besides sounding oxymoronic, it also is realistic and lucid in the following sense: We had to
disobey the orders to fight barbarism but it was equally good to be defeated and not produce
another barbarism. And at any rate we would disobey Stalin too for the same reasons and we
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would be again in torture islands , probably on the same islands. So not being Stalin’s fools
doesn’t mean we would be antiStalinists’ scum or zombies , we could well be hated by both to
remain human”. Some people do notice that Hamlet’s dilemma “to be or not to be” is not the
utmost form of paralysis of will but a coolheaded and knowledgeable gauging of whether it is
with his life or with his death that he will best serve life’s wider scope under the unique
circumstances in which fate got him entangled. Some even notice that the reason why he is a
tragic person is that he does have to use methods that are criminal and that even if he did not die
as he died he would have to commit suicide and he would do commit it. To understand better the
situation take the phrase often said in US which started from William Blum, the guy who
introduced the term “rogue state” , which you borrowed and used for some other countries but
he had introduced it for US, there’s even an expression going like “mirror, mirror on the wall,
who is the roguest of them all?” He had said in a lecture, in Denver Colorado, if I remember well,
“I know how I would stop terrorism if I were president of the United States. First day I would
apologize to our victims and would withdraw all troops and bases from everywhere. Second day I
would stop the arms race and from the money saved I would pay reparations to the countries we
did harm to and would help the workers of those industries out. Third day I would get killed”. It’s
not meant as only humor or as black humor or as reduction ad absurdum, that it as “step three is
an absurd conclusion therefore I won’t apply step one either” , it can also be read as realistic
proposal , not necessarily true until proved or untrue until disproved, but to be examined until
being chosen or not chosen as an option, exactly like Hamlet examined both sides not ruling out
getting killed as absurd option. So that’s the meaning of “Companions , fortunately we lost” ,
the difference from Hamlet’s case being the massive scale into which this engaged all the
individual stories involved. Oh, by the way a common expression these people used to say , and
people of all peoples in real fights I guess have said and resaid, and which their activist poets
immortalized, was “we read world history in first names”, I must also take out of the envelope
and show you here and now and not leave for your bedtime also something about how even the
expression “every Tom, Dick and Harry” was immortalized by poetry in a way that doesn’t have
the diminutive connotation this expression usually has, what were we saying? OK, there is a
hope that a president like this would so much be loved that he would be protected by the people
themselves , especially if he stated his program of how to end war already in his election
campaign and not as a surprise after he entered the White House, especially if many candidates
proposed the same each in a somewhat different way for people to choose, what would the
Oswalds and Rubies or their possible senders or mechanisms creating them, or whoever, do ?
Kill all such candidates? People would not only realize what’s going on with such multiple killing
but would take to the streets equally decided and equally massively as in all countries where
people feel “the assholes are killing us” since the candidates killed, being representatives of some
people, would make people feel as being killed themselves in a sense, anyway let me cut this out
both because on the one hand prevention of physical preservation has no foolproof guarantee in
such cases and because wish for physical self preservation plays no role some times, for
example I’ve heard through a westerner who was eye witness that in the famous demonstration
in Iran which ended the Shah’s rule and brought to power his theocratic mirror image as far as
state terrorism is concerned, things were almost, but not exactly, as presented in western
newspapers which said the Shah rule ended when the soldiers refused to shoot at the
demonstrators: the soldiers did refuse but only after shooting so much that they had killed eleven
thousand people in half an hour. The demonstrators were many tens of thousands and they had
come to demonstrate wearing death gowns to be ready for burial. To your possible “Aaah, Shiite
fanatics!” in case you know the difference between Sunites and Shiites and what of the two , if
either, Saddam or Sistani or Sadr is, OK I won’t be much more sarcastic than reminding you that
you managed to even elect them to power and I will restrict myself to saying that it doesn’t take a
fanatic nor a barbarian to lynch and burn alive and drag in the street a soldier of fortune; the
utmost democrats , ancient Athenians, had a law that said that in case of attempts of toppling of
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governments, no matter if they were successful or unsuccessful and irrespective of the ongoing
debate of whether which of the two sides represented democracy and which represented its
opposite, whoever rose or remained in power would have the people who had not taken sides
killed even before having his opponents killed. Darwin would sure see a way of nature to make a
political gene prevail here, even if that, at least by itself, doesn’t fully explain what exactly is
optimized or improved. In the case of a law which would say that, no matter who prevails, the
soldiers of fortune, or even torturers of fortune like the ones you employ, should be killed first
thing in the morning or even earlier, it is obvious that the only thing not improved is whatever
you wanted to improve or optimize when you believed that rules of free enterprise and non
intervention of the state in processes that optimize economy and thus society by aiming at
maximization of profits, should be extended to allowing companies employing soldiers of
fortune. The only state intervention , to optimize their genes I guess, was your telling them “OK,
you guys, you aren’t; subject to the Geneva convention like regular soldiers, but if you get caught
etc then don’t count on us to ask for UN to intervene for your release or for your having the a
Geneva treatment, don’t want us to send flowers to your widows and to scholarship your kids as
heroes’ kids, even if we do consider you heroes we won’t even count you in our reported losses,
actually we would appreciate as a useful contribution to our morale back home your unreported
deaths in conjunction with your reported reportable damages to the enemy and the unreportable
quite unGeneva treatment you give them to terrorize them along with the local sadist whackos
we took out of their jails and into special terror squads of the police force we train, and every
now and then our regular marines will be raiding those special prisons to gain popularity by
saving the tortured locals from the brutality of the local torture tradition. And if this doesn’t gain
us popularity there it will sure earn us some in US. The Hollywood archetype of cavalry saving
whites from sadist Indians under the Wilhelm Tel cassette is still hard for the viewer to eradicate
from his soul raised by it”. OK, where were we? I don’t think my jumping from subject to subject
confuses you or that it is even jumping. And even if it is, I feel it doesn’t confuse you. And even
if it does confuses you as much as a chaotic labyrinth , as some expression goes or doesn’t go ,
you’ll sure find your way through it quite easily when Bill talks to you about Mumford since
Mumford’s ways are as simple as genius’s ways are and also they were a quite effective way in
which man found his way through a chaotic labyrinth of data of which the labyrinth we’re
talking about now is the miniature of a miniature since it is based only on a trip among ready
material existing in easily found articles and is not based on material we have to think up or to
locate ourselves, nor on articles which we don’t know how to locate or even if they exist. So:
what were we talking about besides wondering what we were talking about? Oh, I was talking
about cutting it out on proposals to you or to other prospective presidents to become martyrs, I
also must cut this out because you might rightfully say to me another line from Shakespeare that
some soldiers would sure have applied to you when you said that famous and infamous and
notorious “bring’em on” line, if they knew it; it goes like “whom I detest most is the one who
prompts me to the uphill road of the thorny wreath while they reserve themselves for a life in
voluptuousness and debauchery”, OK, I don’t mean quite literally the last part for either of us, I
know you sleep early even when you apply your “I’ve got a life to lead” line and I myself, am
not more voluptuous than any average non desperate housewife with a daughter, even if I don’t
sleep early, ask Bill but only after I step out, don’t feel obliged to, do it only if you feel like
men’s chat . Anyway, so far I explained the factual part, related to the accomplished past, of the
question that maybe was on the tip of your tongue to ask me with respect to those pacifists, I
don’t go further into that because you might end up thinking I said “oh, but if they were not
pacifists but fucking bloody commies they should rightly roast in hell; and on earth too” and if
you think I ever said that we’ll have an argument on a different tone. Now let’s go to the
imagined part of your possible question, I mean the part related to the proposed future: Some
people say that the really bad and sad thing about the age of chivalry is not that is not with us
anymore but that it has never ever existed. OK, suppose things were not as idyllic as knights
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being the good guys , the Wyatt Earps say of their day. Oh, I don’t choose Clark Kent because so
many American have called him a superman in body but a super moron in mind since he never
had an opinion of his own about whether the bad guys were really bad or the police was
slandering them, OK, I won’t make that an issue because as far an outsider is concerned your
models of defiance against the powerful, at least the ones that mainly reach the wide public, are
not any models of civil disobedience as the one I’m talking about, but are really on the borderline
between political awareness and mafia ethic, like Hoffas or like the Godfather and that makes
even more pressing the need to think hard to have a compass of your own to judge while we now
need a more introductory example. The well known idyllic image of chivalry is that knights were
the brave and good willing helpers of dames and of wronged poor folks in distress and they only
became obsolete by being beaten to death by the discovery of the gunpowder which rendered
every cowardly and vile villain the equal of a knight since he could kill one from a distance with
a bullet , whereas before he would not even venture entering his reach. You know, like in the
film with Tom Cruise and the last samurai. Of course this vileness is not beyond the stretch of
the imagination of you Americans as bombers who, after landing in Iraq on your
missionaccomplished-helmet day, in US, even asked the British to take over the street fights
because of their experience through IRA, which experience was , of course, the reason they
didn’t take over. The non idyllic version of the knights’ age is that they were themselves no
Wyatt Earps but villains whose armor was, to dames and poor folks, the equivalent of what
gunpowder was to their armor. And anyway, what difference it’s going to make, at least for one’s
values, to know the historical and not mythological part of this story? If you want to help dames
in distress with your armor, or even your gun powder, you are welcome to it and you are not
going to feel cheated because the historical knights didn’t, if they didn’t. Besides, historical truth
is so fractally divided between the two sides, because victories are so much dependent on vileness
too and not only on valor, that when history is rewritten after the “woe to the defeated” trials etc
the victorious are so much ashamed of themselves that they present some of their enemies’ valor
as theirs and some of their vileness as their enemies’ , both because they wouldn’t be able to
take their children’s look, if they knew, like they can’t take their own self image, and because
they genuinely want their kids to have good values and in a sense this plagiarism of values is a
good thing , for civilization!, not for the killed and the plagiarized of course!, OK, it’s good for
the civilization since the plagiarists, by their so-to-speak existential suicide, I mean their decision
not to make their own but their opponents’ values propagated further along the line , they do
restitute, somewhat, life’s worth. The experiment where people try out how it feels asking to be
glorified and paid bonuses for being shit, cowardly scum etc is, relatively, recent, at least
among non barbarians, but if you want to say I wrong you by not calling Hitler and Stalin the
same, cowardly scum who want no losses, I’ll do it, but then don’t tell me I put you in the same
bag with them because it will have been your proposal to put them in the same bag as you. In
some extreme cases of civilizers of man this is not a hidden and blind and long-run mechanism
but happens quite visibly and in quite followable runs of time: can you imagine how ridiculous it
would sound on Orpheus’, or Pythagoras’, or Christ’s, or Confucius’ students’, or Bruno’s lips if
they said to their barbarian slayers whom they wanted to civilize: “You, especially you, for being
my slayers , are forbidden to use my music, my geometry, my moral teaching, my example etc
etc. I have copyrighted it and you’ll have to pay royalties to my descendants or disciples if you
use it”. Usually it’s the barbarians themselves who even say this to the slain, as you can read in
the memoirs of your compatriot ambassador Henry Morgenthau who after the genocide of the
Armenians by the Turkish he was visited in his office in US’ embassy in Turkey by a Turkish
official who claimed the life insurances of the slain who were insured in US’s insurance
companies, read by yourself the sequel if you want to see if they got the money, anyway, at least
the black humor about the good effects of plagiarizing at least the spiritual men above explains
very clearly the meaning of the ancient myth for the explanation of the persistence of the good
in a world so permeated by evil, which says that the good survives in the form of digested chop
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steaks in the stomachs of the evil and then in the form of metabolized cells in their and in their
children’s bodies and so on. So if the brave new soldiers start as a novelty to try to gain their
wives’ and girlfriends’ and children’s love and esteem and admiration, and Clinton’s tax
deductions for what they really are, and not through what the world has admired so far, we’ll be
in pretty bad shape pretty soon. This black humor has some amusing aspects too. The non
communist compatriots of the composer we’re talking about took some of his song for their
election campaign and it did inspire the new generation, but a rocker whose rock had overlapped
all the transformations wrote a song going like “D’you think a cannibal ever could /represent as
well as any/all friends and all acquaintances/digested in his belly?” referring to the way the new
image of the right wing party incorporated the songs written by the poets whom this part had sent
to torture islands. OK, but the Turkish really made these verses an all too literal meaning. Let’s
just take as upshot Churchill’s line “History is going to be good to me because I intend to write
it” just adding that history is even better to fathers of victory when we have genocides and not
just victories since no antilog at all remains. Actually many people believe that the historical
equivalent of the Mythological Eden-like Paradise, where fertile and virgin lands are wholly
available to brand new man, is genocide to take somebody’s richly cultivated ground, but it’s not
unanimously agreed upon whether the sense of curse or of original sin usually connected with
paradise is due to some guilt even in the kids and even with all witnesses killed by their fathers,
or is connected with some other crime of civilization. And after all, genocide usually meant no
survivors were left besides the enslaved; and the enslaved were witnesses; we had not reached
neutron bombs killing people but not destroying factories’ equipment, because all machinery was
made of people themselves, as Mumford puts it machines and factories did not have to wait for
the Industrial revolution to be constructed, they just missed being noticed by archaeologists
because their gears were made of people and people when buried decompose and you can’t figure
out the function they served during the day’s work by looking at their bones in a cemetery. But
OK, this was an aside to our thinking of the possible non existence of the age of chivalry which
just came up in the context of whether historical distortions do happen, and of what the motives
are and what the final functioning of their distortion is. If you think the following thing I’m
going to tell you is hard, just think of the previous and it will appear easy although the previous
was not hard either, in other words I’ll tell you something even easier. Let’s start again from:
what difference it’s going to make to you, in case you want to help dames in distress with your
armor, or even your gun powder, if you learn that historically knights that did that never existed.
Will you be taken in for anything as a sucker? Nobody asked you but you’re welcome, if you
think it’s doable. Similarly, if you suspect those conscientious objectors’ were Stalin’s, or even
their own selves’ suckers, just don’t give a shit about them. Or if you even think they didn’t at all
exist, don’t buy it. But if I ask you “can you tell me why wouldn’t that attitude solve US’
problems?” don’t just answer me “Because those guys were suckers” or “because they didn’t
exist”. You must pinpoint where exactly and why exactly the proposal goes wrong . Or ,
alternatively say “OK, I disagree with what you consider as the way for US to regain its lost
honor. I believe it’s through American soldiers’ staying the course in Iraq; you believe it’s
through American soldiers staying the other course: the course of being tortured by fellow
soldiers or soldiers of fortune or Iraqi allies in Guantanamos and Gulags and Abu Ghraibs or
wherever. Have we ever disagreed on our right to disagree? I believe in free speech and I would
even fight for your freedom to disagree that much with me. Would Saddam ever be so generous
to you?”, OK, that would get us in the so familiar issue of whether defining democracy through
ruling out only some things that Saddam wouldn’t do, makes democracy not rule out some things
democracy would never do. So: all I have proved to you that if your problem is the image and
honor of US, and also the triumph of democracy in US, then the answer that these guys were
Stalin’s suckers or did not even exist doesn’t answer why their example is bad. These guys were
actual by the way, but even if they were fictional they would be some contribution, although the
things one stops with his hand and body and not just by his ideas and example are not at all
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unimportant! If people believe in knights even as fictional exemplifications of values and emulate
them the world functions better. And if the world is as shitty as it is , it would be even shittier if
they didn’t emulate them. I do admit you could tell me two objections right off here: First:
“Helen, how do you prove the world would be shittier without first waiting to see if financial
incentive and emulation of cowardly scum will make it shittier? Didn’t you , yourself, say a
while ago that it’s the first time it’s being tried out? You’re contradicting you own self .The way
of thinking I’ve just used is double checked by the following analog: Free economy , both in
theory and from practice has taught us that order is created from chaos out of the competition
between partial interests fighting one another as individualistically as they can. Isn’t the
following fact part of the proof from actual practice?: if the interests’ individualism was
controlled then the economy would be even more chaotic” Your second objection might be:
“Helen, Hanson says that the fact that ancient tragedists like Euripides spoke for women rights
through their fictional heroines apparently had no effect, but in the long run it did have because
in places where no Euripideses existed they still do clitoridectomy. Societies without Euripidises
are actual and not hypothetical nor first time tried , like is war without knights’ values, so at first
sight this argument does prove that fiction does make a difference with respect to value teaching,
so at first it seems as proving the point of you, of Helen, but since this argument was presented by
Hanson, who said that me, George Bush, remind Alexander the Great, and therefore Hanson is an
idiot, it is a wrong argument, so it is an argument against you Helen” OK, if you, George, said all
that in front of even the most illiterate person first you would win the debate because you would
surprise everybody who had seen your mental reflexes deteriorated through just lack of use due to
only responding to the bullshit input from your pals, but quickly your listener’s mental reflexes ,
by responding to this new input by you, would also come to life from their deteriorated state and
would catch up with yours and then they would feel , as clearly as you too now feel , that both
objections are bullshit even if they are common and even if one can’t immediately pinpoint where
the error is. At least I wouldn’t easily pinpoint it without the help of Mumford. Let’s see: The
similarity in your hypothetical double check at most proves that both conclusions are wrong or
both right, so maybe that analog’s economy is just as shitty as a world without knights in its
history or at least in its mythology. The expression “ the proof from actual practice is the fact that
economy if controlled would be even shittier” is either just hypothetical fact or may be actual fact
but only proving that the control of the non free economy was made by corrupted interests, and
actually free economy , in history, first got better than controlled because previously it was
controlled by corrupt priests and noblemen. Now economy controlled by non corrupt state has
not been tried so it is a hypothetical situation , so the first objection is off. As an upshot, and as a
sample of Mumford’s humor too, let me tell you that he said that he was expecting some people
to still consider as a salvation and as optimization proposal the ultimate and utmostly absurd
suggestion that the problems of Los Angeles, which had been built for the sake of its highways
which in turn had been built for the sake of car industries can be solved if people are driven out
of it to save their lives and automatic cars are devised to run into the highways by themselves so
that the car industries remain in flourishing business and people don’t lose their jobs. The
argument making use of Hanson’s idiocy for the reason you mentioned will be very simply
defenestrated even without an appeal to Hanson’s non being an idiot or to your non being like
Alexander the Great. I won’t take the time to go into it , but just think how it all changes if you
don’t make the tacit assumption that Alexander the Great was Great and assume, for instance that
he was a barbarian, like he really was. Instead of citing Mumford’s reasons for that it would be
more interesting for you if I , instead, cited his reasons for saying that Pericles of the Golden Age
of Athens was as dwarf-like as American presidents are today. He said that the Delphic oracle
“know thyself” the Greeks implemented firstly in comedy through which each saw how others
saw him , that is as ridiculous too, and then in tragedy in which they saw, in demigods and
heroes, potential selves of theirs which they might need in cases of crises that might push them
out of the ordinary and the familiar. Pericles made his speeches very successful by presenting the
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potential Athenians and their potential city as if they were actual entities, in short he flattered
them immensely to obtain their consent in becoming what a modern imperialist power is , a
gangster state selling protection to its willy-nilly allies. On some pretext they exterminated
completely a small and weak ally, the habitants of the island of Melos, to give a warning to the
rest of allies , then they put their hands on their common fund and they used it to make
extravagant immortal monuments in Athens, thus also solving the unemployment problems there.
Oh, speaking of heroes and demigods as potential selves of man to appeal to , if need be, in times
of crises, all the above was a parentheses on what attitude to take to the reality or ideality of those
civil disobeyers and also goes to that I would not object to anyone’s suggestion that names which
now we associate with demigods were, when they had lived, people who from a close distance
would be like that composer, before I finally do show you those two photos , of which the one we
have seen, the only thing missing is the comment that if he seems a cloudy person to you it will
be the wrong idea , maybe that particular day on that site among that kind of memories from both
himself and his friends he is cloudy despite the character of the day as history’s triumphant
comeback , or maybe he is just asking his musicians very meticulously if everything is ready
before he turns his face to the audience, anyway his usual air and tune and leitmotiv in interviews
is like in the following story: Once, in the junta years, when he was world known and not, like in
his first imprisonments, just a refusenik soldier who a couple of years ago was a whiz teen
composer with a great future and with a pigheaded self destructive tendency to follow the kind of
peers and elders he chose as his likes and idols into their literal trials and their tribulations, OK
when he was established etc but also a junta prisoner they wanted to transfer him from jail to
exile and a very experienced head torturer, who also knew that it would be politically costly to
treat a world famous composer like they treated other political prisoners, had the following idea
on how to make his exile conditions sound like idyllic vacation to his other compatriots, jailed
and non jailed, and to foreign observers too; and at the same time make it sarcastic or even
unpleasant to him himself: He thought that his album “Archipelago” had many songs speaking
about sea, so they would better send him to whichever village in the mountains of Greece was the
farthest from sea. And also he arranged to give the maestro a piano but also remind him that the
prohibition of listening to his songs music also applies to him too, so he could only play
Hatjidakis’s “Never on Sunday” or whatever, but not his own songs, whose list the guards would
have. The village they found just happened to be a village where the composer had spent some
of his childhood and revisiting there flooded him with creative ideas and new melodies which,
as he composed them, he said to the guards were by Hatjidakis, who was not listed , and the new
melodies were the different paragraphs of a Great Poet’s Poem “March of the Spirit” which
you’ll find in your bedtime reading etc. On a very cold winter night in which his door and
windows were under constant light form strong projectors and with many guards on each shift
because there were rumors he would be helped to escape, he said to the guards watching from the
street “My relatives in Crete sent me ouzo” actually he mentioned a Cretan type of it, “come on
in or you’ll freeze standing out there”. They went in, he went on composing and singing aloud
“push with chest and with knee, to get the sun out of mud..”, next morning after everyone got up
the guards shouted to him from the street to come with them to the village café to give them a
chance to reciprocate for the previous night’ treat, he told them not to feel obliged and that
maybe inviting him could get them in trouble, but they insisted. So he went with them and
pretty soon they got into high spirits and the song the guards were singing was the March of the
Spirit that they had absorbed and assimilated hot from the press or rather right at its birth hour the
previous night. At the end they told him “It would not only be rude on our part not to reciprocate
your treat, it would also be an insult to right-wingers like us to leave you left-wingers with the
impression that only you love our country and are patriots”. OK, the story where an artist’s
prohibited ideas find a leak through his unknowing, or even knowing or even willing guards has
many instances, other real, other imagined, other serious , other hilarious, let me not go into any
more, the thing that is relevant here is just to tell you that I’m no naïve romantic who would for
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example fantasize that Rumsfeld with headset and through bugs instead of regular TV or radio ,
would hear our DJ-ings and sing “push with chest and with knee, to get the sun out of mud..” or
whistle its melody, and of course anybody knows that this story would never take place in
Guantanamo because your psychologists of the Lucky/Lackey type did not waste time and did
not idly wait for genetics to produce biologically the mutant that would be as perfect a guard
like some termites are perfect warrior ants, , and so they did produce through purely
psychological methods the new guards that would be foolproof against such familiarities, or just
chose the appropriate ready made specimens from whackos among your regular prison guards or
inmates. By the way, have you listened to your fellow politician and my fellow DJ, Jerry Brown
on his “We, the people” radio hour in Oakland? He was once interviewing a resigned army
officer and psychologists who said that statistic from both world wars’ trenches showed that may
many more soldiers just shoot randomly, not to kill but to create war noise atmosphere , unless in
danger of really getting killed by enemy nearby or being seen by an officer of their army
supervising their shooting. Americans thought about it and, instead of seeing it as an interesting
clue about human nature, thought of what change of training the soldiers would need for the
statistics to be reversed, and they achieved it. Nobel level biologists like Konrad Lorenz who has
also written “The eight deadly sins of civilization” to help reversing , if still possible, our course
to destruction, have noticed the very chivalrous manner of animals to defeated opponents in
animal duels and also have noticed that for instance lions have the wisdom not to eat a given
species , for instance antelopes, if they become scarce so that they take a chance to reproduce,
and only man is capable of killing the last whale for the sake of whalebone. I guess the army
trainers would take this remark of his not as irony but as compliment referring to why man is no
animal but has freedom of judgment and should be proud of it as he emerged from animal nature.
Mumford also mentions the well known experiment where people would be told by actors playing
doctors dressed in the authority of white gowns that some other actors dressed as prisoners
shouting under , fake of course, electric shock torture, should be given increasing doses of
voltage, and the statistics showed that man can become a real sadist if he is helped out of his
inhibitions by some kind of authority figure. So, OK, the most valiant prisoners and objectors
who in the past were helped by some of their guards to at least smuggle their poems out of their
torture camps to help other people, on the verge of deciding to resist, to make up their mind and
to feel that in case they were caught, human will may be unimaginable and able to overcome
unimaginable hardship, OK, these romantics now, don’t worry, don’t have a chance to be seen as
anything special by the guards who received the brave new training. In Guantanamo they would
just be shitbags dressed in orange uniform with no right to piss or defecate except inside their
uniform, held by the armpits by guards wearing gloves to promenade them in the yard and having
their eyes, ears and mouths plugged because sensory deprivation helps their soul disintegrate.
The brave new training includes soldiers and torturers not being given a chance to come to touch
with human features of their targets inspiring either sympathy or admiration , let alone a chance
of realizing what a walking zero is the guard who walks a prisoner under instructions on how to
reduce him to walking shitbag, and what a walking zero is the soldier who either through seminar
or on his own, shoots civilians on their legs before killing them so that his shouts of pain attract
to his aid other targets to shoot too. By the way, I never figured if the main singer who sang for
decades all those songs in this composer’s records and whom people named “sir” for his voice
because the country’s queen would never grant him such title, was a guard or a prisoner in that
island. I’ve seen photos of him, a sergeant, with objectors but I don’t know if he was guarding
them or was one of them. Anyway, the torturers were something different from guards, and
frequently they were drugged to lose all inhibition as probably your own torturers also are.
Anyway, his training was not in music nor in torture, he was a plumber. Just a minute, I have
that photo in the envelope…he’s the guy in the middle of the second photo; oh and the top photo
too shows clearly that “Tom , Dick and Harry” of the lyric in the caption is not said in irony but
in the sense of “reading history written with first name”, and the third photo is what was only
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immortalized by pencil or gravures, you wouldn’t expect cameras in labor camps and during
torture scenes, only in the hospitals we saw Toms Dicks and Harries taking a break by going back
and forth between hospital and torture island on the same ferry. Look at that while I’m looking
for another page about all this with all the lyrics of the same song.

Reading world’s history written in first names

Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry,
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry.
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Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry,
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them
will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them,
one, strong and youngest won’t be found,
for the most bitter turn he’s bound,
the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved.
This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses,
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces.
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded,
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too,
now that they’ve taken him from here,
the lonely one, the young the brave, the one the most beloved,
for him only I,
I, I, I, I am waiting.
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Of course the first singular who waits for him whose relatives won’t be waiting when camps
open, because they have long received a death notice, is poetry herself. And music. And although
the Poetry is feminine nobody considered it odd that this, and also and also all Epitaph songs sung
on behalf of the mother of a dead demonstrator were sung by the plumber sergeant in the middle
of the previous three photos. Of course, you may be wondering why Rachel Corrie, the American
Human Shield whom both Americans and non Americans admire and are proud of and make
demonstrations to have streets and square named after her, does not feature in that . Well, she
actually does, she is the first thought occurring to anyone hearing this song again in our days and
the last verses only need slight paraphrasing to apply to her. Let me find that in your envelope,
it’s in italics; and her picture too is along with what was on the placards used in those
demonstrations:
You’ll see them again
You haven’t seen her before
….But him you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses,
…But her, you had never seen before, her love had never lighted you,
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces.
her Heart’s Joy and Warmth as Cosmic Stars had never guided you.
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded,
Her you had never seen before for every star would hold her,
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too,
brother Sun to have her as his bride, sister Moon to shine with her beside,
now that they’ve taken him from here,
all stars to keep her from here,
the lonely one, the young , the brave, the one the most beloved,
that youngest star, that star unique, that star the most beloved,
for him only I,
Heaven and only God Himself
I, I, I, I am waiting.
will say when we deserve to love her.

You haven’t seen her before
…But her, you had never seen before, her love had never lighted you,
her Heart’s Joy and Warmth as Cosmic Stars had never guided you.
Her you had never seen before for every star would hold her,
brother Sun to have her as his bride, sister Moon to shine with her beside,
all stars to keep her from here,
that youngest star, that star unique, that star the most beloved,
Heaven and only God Himself
will say when we deserve to love her.
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Held her ground, for all humanity
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OK, so let me return to the composer, for instance in order to see the kind of whiz teenager the
composer was by seeing some other European and American whiz teenagers of his previous
and of his own generation. By the way , the biology nobelist Konrad Lorenz had been offered a
position in the university to teach ornithology but the university retracted the offer when they
learned that the author of the articles they had seen of him was ten years old. Maybe it’s Bill that
should continue on this but he has recited all this to his friends and to his students since he were a
student and then a teacher so much that I have learned it by heart and he only says it only every
six years so that each generation of students that’s heard it has graduated from high school and he
doesn’t repeat himself: Heisenberg, who got a Nobel prize at 33 for work he had done at twenty ,
and who at 19 also played classical piano at classical concert level, was writing for his adolescent
days: “Germany was so decadent about the defeat in the First World War that some of us the
young, then, said: it can’t be worse than how decadent ancient Athens must have been after
defeat by the Spartans in the Peloponnesian war. Yet, it was in these days that people like
Socrates and Plato said “The reversal of this decadence must come from the perspective of things
that are genuinely significant , not from entering the dim or even muddy politics that justifies its
quality by just calling it a necessity justified by the equally low quality of its opponents”. So
some of us created quantum mechanics like in those days Plato wrote the Socratic and Platonic
dialogues...” Let me also tell you how he was seen by the next generation’s scientists: Once he
was presented to the American public by Feynman who has been described as having been, ,
internationally not only among Americans, , so much the idol of physicists of the second half of
the 20th century as Einstein was of the first . The presentation was as follows: “When I was a kid
and my fellow students had as their heroes people like Flash Gordon I had another hero. I was
more lucky . They never came to see their hero in flesh and blood but I did. I do see him in flesh
and blood right in front of my eyes. Ladies and gentlemen let me present to you my childhood
hero, professor Heisenberg”. By the way , Feynman too had done his PhD in Princeton like your
pals. OK, so: Whiz-teenagers of Germany, like Heisenberg , used to read Plato and to re-play
Bach, and of course to read Einstein, who as a whiz teenager used to re-play Mozart on violin at
professional level and to read Maxwell, and were on the road to creating quantum mechanics
from Bohr’s atomic rules, along with equally high cultured Austrians and French like
Schroedinger and de Broglie, who not only was a typical old European aristocrat but even a
prince and a student of history who got a Nobel in physics, and science was to them something
beyond differences in class or income, and felt that such top rate exertions , either as creators or
as re-players, could also help all people trained in such things, as people are trained to enjoy
playing, or listening to, music, OK such attitudes, they believed, could help all people undo the
decadence of post defeat Germany. Whiz-teenagers of US , like Feynman, used to read Einsteins
and Heisenbergs and to play bongos and looked like Elvis Presley the gas station boy instead of
aristocrats and were on the road to creating quantum electrodynamics from Dirac’s seas of
holes, I mean what gave Ringo Star, in the yellow submarine, if you had seen it, the idea of
stealing a whole to put in his pocket and then taking it out and putting it on a jail’s wall for the
four Beatles to escape; and he took, Feynman I mean , not Ringo Star, the Nobel prize along with
equally whiz-like Americans like Schwinger and already maverick Japanese like Tomonaga, and
felt this way of looking at universe’s wonders out there filled one with so much cosmic awe that
one could endure personal fate’s most unfair and crushing blows like, for Feynman , was the
death of his wife when they were still students. What sort of a teenager was Theodorakis who
earlier was one of those kids who think that background noise on the radio is the sound of the
twinkling stars? It started very similar to fellow European teenagers’ outlook and like : “Like it
was usual for the adolescents of my generation I read philosophers and poets who led us to the
conclusion that there is a harmony in the universe , which on the level of galaxies is what
mathematicians and astronomers are talking about, and on the level of earth and humans this
harmony comes and lands through either the work of scientists and composers or through the
endeavors of social reformers and activists. Like many adolescents frequently do, I was looking
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for some thinker or savant for whose ideas, and for their actualization , I could live and also die
if need came, and somehow as such an idol I chose Beethoven because I had read he did not just
go around stages and royal courts and bow to the people who would finance or applaud his
creations but also shared the social concerns of his days. Also in those days we the poetryreading-adolescents of our country felt we had an older brother as a constant presence and
orientation, the poet Yiannis Ritsos. We read his poems especially the poems on behalf of the
mother of a dead demonstrator, and learned of his decisions and of his life and it was a very
strange feeling when we later were going to the same prisons he had been to and it was an even
stranger feeling when we finally met him in person in jails and in exiles. Anyway those teenage
ideas and dreams have remained with me. For example of death I never have exactly a fear,
actually I have an interest in it, because the certainty has never left me that it is a passage to a
state full of rules and forms of highest harmony like music’s, possibly mathematicians too say
something similar but with rules like theirs, but I do have a fear for deaths of others, especially of
my wife Myrtle’s, I’m a very big egoist in that, I want to die first, for nothing in the world would
I want to be the one who is pained by the other’s death…” Also there were some people who
really loved his songs but when they learned he became a deputy of the communist party broke
their copies of his records publicly with hammers. He said “I do know that I did a harm to Greek
music this way because people will equate me with things many deputies do, and I do know some
of my music belonged to all people , not to one party only. Not only the oratorio Axion Esti
which was written by a bourgeois but even the Epitaph songs was written by a communist
belonged, to all people. To that extent I agree with my critics. But to the extent that they disliked
the fact that the scholar element, which up to the time of my endeavors was monopolized by the
ruling class, was taken by me to be fed to the masses, I tell them that yes, this was indeed and
completely my intention and this was exactly my concept of cultural revolution, and I did want to
become a kind of Prometheus of education, and take the highest poetry from the university
classrooms and the lecture halls and concert halls of the ruling class and its institutions and
spread it to the people. The Z symbol of our group “the Lambrakis” was on the one hand the Z of
the film that said that Lambrakis still lives, on the other it was Zeus’ bolt, but sent from
Prometheus back to Zeus to whom in Aeschylus’s third tragedy on Prometheus he predicts that
his rule will end some day. The dream of our group was to bring the music to the people not the
people to the music, we went to football stadiums in the periphery, to cinemas, to taverns, to
empty lots. Once, we were up north in a somewhat bigger village with a cinema near the Turkish
border and people from nearby villages were gathering since morning to get tickets for the
evening. I saw somebody standing in the ticket line also holding a mule by the reins. I went and
asked him “What’s on tonight?” At that time there were no magazines or TV so people didn’t
know our faces, so he wouldn’t recognize me. He said “Theodorakis is coming for Axion Esti”
There was even a head of the police who came backstage after a concert to have my records
autographed for him and told me “I always carry some of Beethoven’s and some of your records
in my briefcase” “But this morning you let my concert’s ad windows be smashed by bullies”
“You do understand that Miki. Even in the police academy they know and teach that the artist is
like a nail. And the stronger you hit him the deeper he gets in the consciousness of the people”
And, of course, I don’t think he was just being cynical when saying that” Of course, George, you
understand this better as you put yourself in the position of the head of the police saying “Helen,
we too are a proud people who do befriend honor, we too already have or will develop American
soldiers who will be given the Guantanamo treatment and yet will defy us the gang for the sake of
our country’ grandeur, we already have Human Shields who have defied us”, OK, you shouldn’t
think however that a man who contributes to political and to more general human education is
ever considered an authority in political and human matters, and this is exactly as it should be and
not an issue of ingratitude, since part of human and political education is one’s knowing that both
his rights and his awareness are mostly in his nature and in his upbringing by the people who
loved him from a closer distance and not produced by outside educators who only remind and
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clarify and build on the already existing bases. So the natural way a walking demigod like that is
dealt by people is that they love him, admire him, and adore him as much as one of the dearest
members of their families but are also as ready to call him a brainless jerk or asshole as they
would call a member of their own family if they strongly disagreed with him on something
important. They would love this member very much even if he was wrong but what does love
have to do with considering someone is right when he isn’t? Similarly, they would love his songs
and admire and appreciate his valor very much but what does music and strength and endurance
to pain have to do with always being right in one’s political judgment? Bill’s favorite extreme
analog that shows that very clearly is “Can one use a mathematician’s diagnosed paranoia to
discredit a proof of his if he doesn’t find where the proof’s error lies? No. Can one use the
infallibility and importance of one’s mathematical proofs to believe that he is right in not eating,
like Godel when he became crazy, because he considers his food poisonous? No. So either smear
or awe don’t work against or in favor of opinions on issues a truly educated person can have an
opinion on. And in human matters of human concern all can be educated and have an opinion on.
So voters are not influenced by Gods or demigods or educators or heroes if not convinced by
some regular analysis that a common mortal should give to convince. Much less they are not
convinced by people who become heroes on film only. Why take as an argument Clint
Eastwood’s when he was running for mayor in Carmel? “Bad guys, I want you out of town. I
know the job” before seeing if he can get bad guys and not just guys who are just trained by
actor’s studios to play bad guys just as he too was trained there to play the guy who gets bad
guys? Even if in some sense a loved composer is right , or is going to be right, the man who
considers him brainless at a given time should not change opinion because the guy can do divine
music or can send him, through records, songs with fantastic vibes for his parties or his love life
or family life. For example: once there was an increase of Greek Turkish friction over the Aegean
because of a possibility that there were lots of oil in exploitable depth. Theodorakis said that the
best solution was to really share the oil with the Turkish people instead of fighting over who’ll
monopolize it and at the same time letting it to for American companies to exploit, and to explain
he always meant the Turkish people and not he Turkish Generals behind their politicians he
increased his concerts in Turkey and the invitations of Turkish singers of similar music for
concerts in Greece. Even if now, after twenty years, this turns more and more right , at the
moment he said it he was constantly called a brainless jerk by most , without this diminishing the
respect and love for all the other things. OK, we already have seen so much of the whole life of
this composer that it’s unfair to not mention the follow ups of the other whiz kids I brought up
and in this , I mean of Heisenberg and Feynman: About Heisenberg we can continue in the first
person the follow up by piecing together in a condensed form the lines said by a character playing
him in a rather antiwar theatrical play called “Copenhagen” that by some coincidence was being
played in London, at the time NATO was bombing Yugoslavia, and written by a British
playwright, who , in the ’70s had also written “Noises off ” which you may have seen, I mean that
absolutely hilarious comedy about the relations between actors on stage versus their relations
backstage. So the rationale emerging if you connect all the lines by him in the play goes as
follows:“…when German-Jewish physicists and non Nazi Austrian physicists fled Germany for
very reasonable reasons I and, from the previous generation of physicists, Max Planck who also
was non Nazi like me, remained and thought about what was our responsibility to do for our
compatriots, because for us Germany was not only Hitler, and German culture was not only the
fact that German war criminals might listen to Bach or Mozart after killing, for us Germany was
also our childhood friends, and all simple people uncorrupted by Hitler, and it also was all Bachs
and Mozarts that were not addressing criminals when they had composed their divine music, so
we did remain. I sabotaged and delayed Hitler’s atom bomb because I knew that if any nation’s
army took hold of such a weapon then that nation would bend all other nations to its will by e.g.
producing on a sample nation such mass destruction that would terrorize the other nations, Hitler
was no exception, e.g. Churchill by now is well known to have played with the idea of
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sterilization programs as racist as Hitler’s, I did my duty to other nations by sabotaging Hitler, I
tried to do my duty to my nation by going to Copenhagen , followed by Nazis of course, and
pretending to ask, or fish, my savant teacher there, Bohr, for advice on the atomic bomb but
actually giving clandestinely a message to this savant teacher who was Einstein’s equal and a
fellow-maverick of his and who also was a father symbol for me; the message consisted in my
sabotage and my plea that this weapon must not be given to any army by any physicist ever. How
can one give a message clandestinely in front of Nazi escort? If a physicist who received a Nobel
for work he did just after his teens asks for advice on an undergraduate question, this should be
enough of a sign that he clandestinely says “I keep my position there and do not resign or do not
join the free world because if I do this , then the next head of the German atom bomb project will
probably not be as much of a saboteur of it as me”. But my savant teacher and father symbol
instead was so disappointed , heartbroken, nationally insulted and panicked on behalf of the
whole world , seeing his spiritual son, and his favorite whiz-boy having metamorphosed to as
much of a Nazi pachyderm that he, really bravely, escaped with his wife and son from Nazi
occupied Denmark to go to Los Alamos and help the group under Oppenheimer in the
construction of the American atom bomb” Let me interrupt his line to add that members of the
group also were Von Neumann and Feynman, the latter was still a student but his physics and his
outspokenness were very appreciated by the old Danish professor who found open disagreement
much more constructive in scientific collaboration than immediate acceptance of his physics
ideas on account of his fame or age rather than through their correctness. Feynman had no
problem in both detecting and pointing out errors in an old savant. Von Neumann, a Hungarian,
was a great genius who as a whiz-kid won bets by outrunning computing machines of his days,
and when a grown up he helped, among many other things, in the design of big computers which,
at the beginning of their career in the history of science, still could not beat his speed. After the
war and Los Alamos, he and the great Hungarian physicist Wigner, were equally hot as cold
warriors with their compatriot Teller who was the model of Cubrick’s Dr Strangelove played by
Peter Sellers, a line which does not belong to the Cubrick/Sellers Strangelove, nor to his model,
Teller, but to von Neumann was “If you ask me if we should nuke Russia back to Stone Age at
some point in the future, I’ll ask you why not next week, if you ask me if we should nuke Russia
next week I’ll ask you why not today , if you ask me how about eight o’clock tonight I’ll ask you
why not now”. A line that belongs to Teller himself , said in a Playboy interview after the last
minute prevention of nuclear accident in Three Mile Island, was “Pacifists are really
irresponsible. Since nuclear war cannot be avoided our duty is not to postpone it but to help the
choice of its best time for us. Five years from now it’ll be too late, our casualties will be
comparable to the Russians’. We have to do it as soon as possible”. The convergence of the views
of three Hungarian geniuses on such a matter is of course not unrelated to the invasion of their
country by Russia. Let me return to Heisenberg’s line: “OK, so the American atom bomb was not
sabotaged like the German one was by me, and not only was it constructed but also used against
human targets and not on a desert little island as a display of force and proof that the bomb did
exist as physicists had proposed to Roosevelt in order to start the project using Einstein as their
most authoritative and thus most convincing representative in a famous letter he wrote to
Roosevelt from Princeton.. And not only was it used against human targets but these targets were
civilians. As also civilians were the more than one hundred thousand people Churchill had
bombed in Germany after Germany’s surrender. Yet it was me who later was considered a
criminal , for collaborating with Hitler, and not with my overseas colleagues. And OK, I would
not so much miss their handshake in physics conferences, nor would I so much miss the
appreciation of my compatriots of my caliber as a physicist for not having the German bomb in
time, but if a German asks me “well, you said Germany was not only Hitler for you as it wasn’t
for so many of us. Germany was also us and also it was the German civilization” then I
sometimes do get a hind dilemma which I then knew I shouldn’t have. The worst thing is that
there are other physicists that still do not, or do not yet, have a dilemma and this is very bad for
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the future of mankind…” In the play all this is said in the following context, Heisenberg meets
Bohr and Bohr’s wife in heaven after death and Bohr’s wife goes “When I realized you came to
Nazi occupied Denmark to fish your ex teacher’s advice with Nazi escort I got so mad and even
spooky that I stopped believing in human nature. You had father-son relation with your teacher ,
you wrote history together doing top rate work in physics, you enjoyed music together, you were
playing with our baby son on your knees , you knew how grieved your teacher was because we
had lost that son to an accident in which he drowned in front of his father’s eyes , yet you did
come to fish advice for Hitler’s bomb..” , Heisenberg starts his rationale like “My hope was that
instead you would have said to my teacher “A person who played with the son he knows we lost ,
a person that did top rate work with you and had a father-son relation with you can’t possibly
have come to fish advice from you to help the Nazis who occupy our country. If these were true I
would stop believing in human nature. Something else must be going on” and then my teacher
would have said “The question he asked me is an undergraduate question. He would have solved
that with closed eyes when he was in high school , at twenty he was doing Nobel prize level
work. Either his mind gets blocked when he works for Hitler or something else is the case as you
too say. So he must be giving a message which he phrases like a physics question to confuse the
Nazi escort, he says that he plays cretin as head of the atom bomb project, so he is sabotaging it,
so we must escape to Los Alamos but not to help them to hand over the bomb to the US Generals
before he hands his bomb to Hitler’s generals but in order to tell them there is no race with Hitler,
and that this weapon should never be constructed”. Yet neither of you got the message..” After
that, and the rest of the rationale we saw, the world is not saved from further nuclear worries of
course but at least Bohr’s wife believes again in human nature, but only when they’re in heaven,
on earth these explanations were never given. Oh, Feynman although a whiz-kid who, too, had
become a Los Alamos kid coming there from Princeton and adding a Dennis the Menace flair of
pranksterism against everybody working for the bomb, against army people, against
Strangeloves, and against moralizers like Oppenheimers who scolded von Neumanns for being
politically irresponsible; and Feynman did not later have any problem shaking hand with such a
“Nazi” in quotation marks physicist although he was Jewish, as we saw in his so cordial
welcome to the idol of his early teens and this too was as proof as could be that the highest
culminations of the coca cola generation were not only equal to their overseas fellow whiz-kids
and fellow-mavericks of the previous generation in their brains, but also were equal to the best
overseas whiz and non whiz kids in their uprightness. And also the outspoken-ness of his
scientific brilliance and integrity became known to people from other walks of life when , on
nationwide and live TV he exposed NASA by presenting the results of the inquiry he had been
assigned as to the reasons for the tragic accident that had happened to the “Challenger” space
shuttle that also had featured in the last scenes of the Koyaanisqatsi film concurrently with the
fatal predictions of the Hopi Indians for some of what Lorenz too called “deadly sins of our
civilization”… Anyway, we were talking about Feynman. Freeman Dyson , a British whiz boy of
physics, also in Princeton, who admired and loved his peer Feynman very much said he saw him
as a “clown blessed with God’s grace” in the sense of the clown in Bergmann’s “Seventh Seal”,
the family man who refuses to play chest with Death and was saved from death and hell , by the
way , if you have heard that in his old age Bergmann himself and not only some cinephile
snubbed and regretted having written or seen many of his films, they did not mean “The Seventh
Seal” nor “Wild Strawberries” which are such pieces of pure poetry, anyway Dyson also added
that what made Feynman have a different kind of child-likeness and innocence from his peer
Americans was the fact that he did share a sense of tragedy with his overseas peers, and that those
peers had that sense because of the war from a close distance and he had it because of his wife
Arlene’s death in her twenties. Such divine clown’s innocence , of course, should not be
associated with the non divine innocence of non divine clowns like Clinton, nor associated with
the high IQ non innocence of Pinocchios like Blair, let alone with the non innocence of either
stupidity’s or ignorance’s whiz-kid and maverick G. W. Bush, OK, make it ignorance’s whiz-kid
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and maverick, not stupidity’s now that I’ve seen you from a close distance, and if you wonder if I
really am sure you ignore what your pals don’t, I tell you that my opinion is that they have told
you just enough to make you feel an accomplice if need be and then have hidden from you
enough to have the so called “ignorance is bliss” body language to be more convincing to the
public opinion when you lie . Well , even if I did not believe you are so ignorant I would not
change my attitude to you, I would just look at you as if you were transparent because I would not
be addressing you and seeing you but the American people behind you whom you represent and
to whom I’m talking by talking to you; what I would do if the American people too was
collectively an accomplice represented by the gang I do not know because I have not thought
much about it, actually until the headbags arrests and then the Abu Ghraib scandals I had not
thought of it at all and only after I saw you and the gang still in place my contempt for the gang
started extending to the people; if you had seen a people tolerating a gang of different interests
from yours you would have embargoed his children to death whereas I only had contempt which
was non lethal so you and your consenters shouldn’t have a complaint, just go back to your usual
complacency about raging and raving contempt being as innocuous to your balls as a fart of
somebody you are fucking, as the expression goes. Well, why did I suddenly get the feeling that
the reason Bill was playing and replaying that music was not only because its tone both reflected
and tempered my tone, nor that I was playing , whom-had-I-reminded-you-of-you-said?-Evita?Oh-Passionaria, or any woman leader analog of the man leader about whom the lyrics are written,
I think he also sent the message that the last verse of that was that Lautaro, that was the name of
the leader, only became worthy of his people when he learned to control his temper, but no, I’m
sure he didn’t send me this message, otherwise he would still play that music now. He calls my
tone “the tone of shit tempest raging against shit storm or against shitbrainstorming when I go
like this but since neither I nor he plan to be leaders, all we want is to communicate to the non
leaders what rage they have the right to express in front of themselves and of each other and in
front of their house’s neighbors and of their friends and of their colleagues at work. OK, from the
person they would vote for they have the right and the obligation to demand to know how to
temper his rage and to have meaningful proposals and not just psychoanalytic trips to vent his or
their feelings , but nobody should tell them to control their feeling even at home or even in front
of their own self so as to have better judgment or positive and constructive criticism for the
benefit of ….of who? Of their victims? Of their own economy? Of their self respect? Of their self
image? Of their psychological condition? Who except the gang and their likes benefits from their
tempering their rage and their contempt?
G:-Does Bill temper his? OK, you told me that neither of you plan to be leaders, except in the
sense, I realize, of representing by half helping to reflect and half helping to form the opinion or
awareness of people of what they see in the news.
H:-You do have your way to spell out things, George. I don’t mean finding the words for a
speech, I mean pinpointing the things there are to spell out. OK, concerning your question:
Sometimes he goes beyond his contempt for you and your pals as a gang and extends it to the
American people for not having found a way to react to you or to have sent you to international
courts to be tried for crimes against humanity , I remember a paraphrase of a song which he
finished with “it’s great to be incontemptible if you can afford it”. It’s in the envelope along with
a milder similar songs.
G:-What was the original?
H:-A couple of statements which I can show you right now, then I’ll tell you what relations they
have with songs. The one is a poem written by a Turkish poet, Nazim Hikmet with a course in
life and poetry very parallel to the course in life of Yiannis Ritsos who translated it, and next to it
there is a statement by Feynman which is as if Hikmet and Feynman were answering each other
in a strange synchronicity, line by line. Oh, a friend reworded them to be sung in the same tune. A
biographer of von Neumann once criticized his irresponsibility on the basis of completely disorienting a young man and he cited Feynman’s statement about his youth to show what he meant.
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WHO IS INSIDE LOOKING OUT AND WHO IS OUTSIDE LOOKING IN?
WHAT DEFINES IN AND OUT FOR PLATONIC CAVES?
OR
ANOTHER “ODD COUPLE” IN HISTORY
THE IDEAL PROLETARIAN
THE IDEAL BOURGEOIS
AND A (RELATIVELY) RECENT
AND THE (ONLY SO FAR)
CONTRIBUTION HE HAS MADE
CONTRIBUTION HE HAS MADE
TO HISTORY
TO HISTORY
“Hear what I have to tell you now.
“Once when I was in Los Alamos,
In the Indies, in the city of Calcutta
Oppenheimer was criticizing von Neumann
they put a man to chains.
for being irresponsible.
They stood in the way of a man
Von Neumann answered “I choose
as he was walking.
to be irresponsible”
This is then why I won’t condescend
I thought to myself “Von Neumann
to raise my head
can afford to be irresponsible
towards the starlit spaces
and I can’t?
You might say “Stars are far
..(Pause)..We are worms
and our earth is so tiny”.
in a jar that hangs in space
Well, whatever the stars may be
amidst wonders.
I stick my tongue out at them.
And instead of feeling grateful
What for me is the most amazing thing,
that we can see these wonders
the most imposing,
because the jar is made of glass,
the most mysterious and uncanny, we busy ourselves with
the grandest thing,
“Which worm stepped on me
is a man who is obstructed when walking,
or I stepped on?”
is a man who is now being chained”.
It’s great to be irresponsible
if you can afford it”.
Nazim Hikmet

Richard Feynman
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Is the poets’ body language as spaced out as an ET’s? Answer in four generations:
1. Inspired by Blake and Whitman
Inspiring a robustness (different from Rummy’s)

Lightshadowed

The sun can’t rise on his own
Push with chest and knee
2. Surrealists are sometimes writing in trenches; not in bohemian surroundings etc

Axion esti (It’s worth it, praised be etc.)
3.“Their every word a window open to the sun”

4. “I want to win since I cannot be defeated…
Hit. Hit. Your shame builds our grandness”
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From camps to exile.
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HIKMET VERSUS FEYNMAN OR FEYNMAN VERSUS HIKMET? THAT IS THE QUESTION
What now, I have to say and let you know,
Young, still in the team for the atom bomb
somewhere in Indies within the city of
I heard a preaching by Oppenheimer to
Calcutta
von Neumann
they put in chains a man, a man like
To be irresponsible is conscious choice
you and me
for me
they put in chains a man like us
I heard von Neumann say and thought
as he was walking
I could outfrank him
That’s why I don’t and I will never
Here’s how I thought my brilliance
condescend
could afford
to raise my eyes to see what shines
what others thought was only afforded
in starlit spaces
by von Neumann
You’ll counter: Our earth is just
I thought: We’re all worms in a jar
a teeny weeny moon
in empty space
and there are stars that shine so bright
a clear glass jar that is just hung among
your mind spins dizzy
real wonders
Well, whatever all those stars may be
Well, ungrateful that we can see through
I stick my tongue out to
we only care for which worms crush us
their brightness
or vice versa
For me, the most amazing thing,
For me, the most exciting thing
the most imposing ,the most grand,
the most imposing ,the most grand
and most uncanny
and awe inspiring
is man obstructed in his walk
is wonder reaching at the
a man when put in chains
limits of our knowledge
any man in flesh and blood who now is
any real question that is now
being arrested
being examined
is man obstructed in his walk
That’s what I mean each time I say
a man when put in chains
irresponsible
a man in flesh and blood who now
and being like that, is just great if
is being arrested.
you can afford it.
OK, we just end all this tension by just noticing that after all Feynman was speaking in a US protecting
human rights and Hikmet was speaking in Turkey about Turkey, India, Greece and other places where they
were being violated. But to play outspoken now in US by imitating Feynman, but against people concerned
about politics would be both ridiculous and contradicting the term “outspoken” except in trivial ways. Also
let’s see how non arrogant-prick-like is his “if you can afford it” in the wider context of his biographies:
Finally, for the body language and for the context of his looking towards stars out of the jar like a cosmic
traveler, see the ending of “Infinity” where Mathews Broderick playing Feynman as a young man lies on a
bench face up to the starry sky, well after midnight, in a desert square of a New Mexico village, just after
having seen on the window of the square’s shop the dress they were planning to buy with Arlene while next
to the bench he has the suitcase with which he is returning to Los Alamos from her funeral.
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Oh, I was not completely precise when I was speaking about the body language of four
successive generations of poets, each generation handing, so to speak, a vision of the sun to the
next , starting from the oldest who was too old to fight except through poetry in the world
war, -OK, he did participate in secret resistance organizations however- then to the generation
fighting whether as soldiers or as guerillas, then passing through torture camps, to hand over that
sun to the simple people not as words but as solidarity in deeds, and ending in antijunta struggles.
I was not completely precise on the one hand because each generation felt the previous as older
brother to emulate, not as father , so it was shorter distance than a whole generation, also I was
imprecise because the Epitaph poems on behalf of the mother of a dead demonstrator and the road
to exile had been taken on in already before that Poet, had written the March of the Spirit. So he
was having that activist poet both as poetic precedent and as part of the raw matter among the
other simple people he was echoing. We must also say that this Poet, just like other poets, or he
himself too, were using and are using as their sources national and demotic and folk poetry of
their countries, he also used not only Blake and Whitman, whom he so much admired, nor only
precedents like the one we’ve just mentioned, nor only currents like the European existential
philosophy of Kierkegaard and Heidegger but also Einstein and Heisenberg in an effort to bridge
them with the biological sciences and not merely like examples of revolutionaries as the surrealist
manifestos used them in conjunction with Freud. Also he was making studies on his own in the
findings of anthropology about the transition from neolithic age to more recent history. In 1938
he wrote a prologue to his works , “to put them in the correct place of the consciousness of the
reader” as he explained, and it was a prologue that sounded very much like some pages by
Mumford in 1938 in the way both referred to the coming war. It is very uncanny to see what
similar and what different things the ex whiz kids of different cultures and countries were doing
concurrently, it s also very uncanny to see what the wise men of different cultures were doing
concurrently, OK, I’m in no position to also say what Tagore was doing in India or Muslim wise
men were doing, I do know what Gibran was doing at the same time and finally I find even more
uncanny to realize what sages with an overall picture of the world and of history like Mumford
were aware of at several chronologies at which we know what savants and whiz kids and writers
were doing and compare notes not only for where they were similar or differed but also about
how their views could not meet , cross and illuminate each other, both because of technical blocks
and because of trials and errors that were prerequisite to such meeting that at the beginning could
only look as “crossroads in the labyrinth” as the expression of the closest European analog to
Mumford called a book of his about the state of the art of the genuine encounters and of the
genuine gaps of the several branches of man’s knowledge around the ’60s . Anyway, let’s do go
to the composer looking at his musicians before he turns to the audience and then to his photo as
he turns to the audience in the concert on history’s comeback day on that torture island with all
hindsight of his and of all his companions and their children and gran’children after 60 years of
both struggles and other events of life.
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G:-Do you have any comment to add to your wife’s lecture , Bill?
B:- You bet I do: can you imagine her telling me that I don’t give her ears a break?
G:-No , I can’t ; if I do imagine she might have a point there then I’ll have to imagine how much
more ringing my ears will be given by your lecturing. Oh, Helen, I hope you do have at the tip of
your tongue one or two thousand of impromptu lines to drop as parting comments as you’re
saying goodnight and as off you go etc etc . Don’t wean our ears so abruptly, it’s too cruel. Even
crueler than what I expect to hear from Bill.
H:- Well, I really ran out of lines, unless you want to ask something. Otherwise I’ll just drop
your pals a couple of words and leave , Don especially, because to necrophiles of the Perle type I
never address myself, I only answer them, I mean I wear my gloves to catch in the air and put
back into their mouths the cadaverine dripping with their words because I don’t even want it to
touch my floor and pollute my mop, whereas to Wolfowitz and Cheney I would address myself as
little as one would address a necrophile with a lesser mind whose aspiration is to become one day
as good a necrophile as his idol Perle. Oh, Bill please google for key words like Norman
Solomon, Thomas Friedman liberal sadist and print it out and I’ll take Andre Gunder Frank’s
article “Coup d’etat in Washington” out of the envelope I had for George’s homework at
bedtime, should I call it sleepwork? Bedwork would sound like pink pages, I want to give some
bedwork or sleepwork, or whatever to the head necrophile, I mean that I take Perle’s still not
walking out on me not as a triumph of my oration’s magnetism but as his waiting for some
definite printed version that might reach the ears of the majority, so all he just wants to see is how
he would have to distort the meaning of Gunder Frank’s words to make him sound as adolescent
as Norman Solomon in case “Coup d’etat in Washington” enters a tabloid read by some desperate
housewife who doesn’t read Washington Post or New York Times which he doesn’t give a shit
about because they’re only read by his ex professors in Princeton who are a negligible minority.
OK, George, I really ran out of lines, but before I drop Don a line let me ask you if you had
something to ask me. I do owe some answer in case you do have any questions.
G:-In this photo, the composer sings too or he’s making a speech before the concert began?
H:-Well, in difficult opera pieces , like in Canto General, he only sings as he conducts, but the
mike belongs to the professional singers. In simpler melodies he sometimes does get a mike
himself.
G:- What does he sing right here ?
H:-A song titled “When they get killed life goes on uphill” and saying : “With so many colors
and so many leaves sun calls you to life/with so many nods and so many shouts freedom shines
earth to sky/It shines behind those iron bars/and life calls brothers buried/ Dead called to life by
bells’ toll calling to the living/ This earth belongs to them and to us as long as we’re breathing”.
Lyrics were by the poet activist whom as we said he considered the older brother that his own
generation emulated. Like the Epitaphs of this poet this too was sung by that plumber. The poet
himself passed from that same island, too.
G:-A Nobel laureate too?
H:-No, the Nobel candidates with a past on this island finally received a Lenin prize.
G:-When you said the answer is blowing in the wind so don’t spit against it...
H:-What you’ve just said the wind is better than the way I said it.
G:-Thank you, when you said that I think it was a line of yours on behalf of the composer.
Would you also know to dedicate to us a line of the composer on behalf of you? OK, I did feel
this way when you mentioned a line of his that reminded me our rockers telling us that when our
guns become rusty their songs will be still sung. Maybe you did it consciously maybe not. But
can you tell me one more such line choosing it consciously here and now? So as to apply
exclusively to new data, that’s what I’m asking.
H:-Well, he was conducting in a concert with the communist youth party when the Twin Tower
news broke out. He made the first one minute silence of the world for it. He also said later that
he was shocked at how cruel the deaths felt when he saw people who were given so brief notice
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to prepare for death jump in the void. Then he said that we would see monumental size of
violence, like of out of proportions prehistoric monsters, a superpower versus super terrorism,
giving duels sinking whole towns at each step.
G:-How about later? For the Iraq war.
H:-Well, maybe he said something I didn’t hit on. But I can tell you what he said about the junta
colonels almost forty years ago and you see for yourself how it fits your case even if they didn’t
have degrees from Yale and Princeton. He said : “To be an opponent of Hitler was an honor, but
with those illiterates, although we did have to do something against them, it was an insult not
only to have them as self-appointed governors but even as opponents”.
G:-So you too , like a while ago, joined the new trend of putting in the same bag Hitler and us?
The only thing you’re not sure is if he himself would join?
H:- Now, if I wanted to be sarcastic I would tell you “first of all don’t worry because it sets you
apart form Hitler at the beginning at least. Second, don’t worry of not having a chance to be
proud of Americans who have joined the trend of putting Hitler and the gang in the same bag.
There are Americans who have. Also there are Americans who did it before seeing the gang
but you have a childishly stupid mechanism to cancel their opinions and never having to even
examine what they say , even in order to just cancel them in a decent way. You only care to
cancel them in front of polls , so if the polls tell you there are enough idiots to believe you, then
you insist on stupid answers, like not listening to Chomskies because they’ve been anti-American
all along and not listening to new critics either, because they changed so they’re inconsistent.
All this attitude of yours is crap, and Mumford joined the trend of putting you in the same bag as
Hitler already in the early ’70s when there was no trend, and he was putting you in the same bag
as Stalin in 1960 , and he predicted in 1938 something very morbid, like the preliminary
napalming you did of 100 thousand civilians in Tokyo but not half as morbid as the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima, so be proud of US because it was an American who first realized what you
would be doing”. OK, that’s what I would tell you if I wanted to merely be sarcastic, but that’s
not the only thing I want. But I do tell you again to be proud that Rachel Corrie, the Human
Shield, was American, and if you want to hear it as sarcasm because the people who can make
you proud happen to be dissenters , then OK, you deserve the sarcasm, if you do want to remove
the bull grease from your ears and do some real hearing and talking then let the persons whom
you can be proud of teach you something. OK, you can also be proud of your Twin Towers’
firemen, whose burning example you should make the new torch in the statue of freedom, this is
no sarcasm since they’re no dissidents, but I hear that what you should not be proud of is your
attitude to their widows. By the way ,even before Cindy Sheehan, the sister of Mr Lazar whom
you named a hero because he stayed in the Towers to die with that paraplegic friend of his
whom he could not take down the stairs, wanted to see you and tell you she did not authorize you
to do in her brother’s name anything he wouldn’t do but you never let her see you. By the way
can you tell me, in case you’re more briefed than I am, what happened with the Hollywood trend
they had said was coming , of projecting the firemen as the new hero archetype and not the
stock market yuppies? You see I’m not wasting much time to be briefed about your moves
because most of them are mind pollution anyway, so I may be throwing the baby with the bath,
that’s why I’m asking, I prefer to see or even just remember some old Hollywood films that
sound like Mr Lazar who does make us say “Wow! People like that still exist when others are
playing survivor game, as if they are preparing to enter the list the predestined to be saved in a
Noah-ark type of spacecraft”. By the way, who sets up a list s for the worth saving? Perle? And
who sells the tickets to the bullshit service offered ? Someone having the sale of Golden Gate
bridge in his CV? Anyway, the brave old Hollywood film I had in mind was the one with Frank
Sinatra as convict and Spencer Tracy as priest rescuing some leper kids on an island where a
volcano was erupting but staying to die with a wounded friend of theirs who wouldn’t be able to
make it. OK, now forget all about sarcasm etc, because I’m sure, maybe you are already sure
yourself, that in the long run you will be proud that Mumford was American , actually a kind of
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criticism on behalf of Europeans I had in mind to convince you we’re no European chauvinists
and no people who want to put American down or to try inspire a poor self image in them was
exactly that: American did evolve a Mumford to criticize them, and that’s a privilege and also
something to be proud of . Of course the things he criticized them of are things to be ashamed
and scared of and should change immediately. Europeans had no Mumford to criticize them and
that’s a defect. The only reason it’s not a fatal defect is that Mumford’s criticism of Americans
can act as criticism to Europeans too. It’s universal and has something for the betterment of
everybody although it’s firstly addressed to whichever nation is planet leading . Europeans can
pride themselves that if they had a Mumford they would be more free and more ready to hear of
him and profit from him, and Americans should not at all pride themselves that they did have a
Mumford but they were not free enough and ready enough to hear of him and profit from him.
Also I feel, although personally am not internet freak enough to know, nor is Bill enough to ask
him, that Europeans could still be proud their newspapers s have not all been bought out and also
that they do read them , Americans can be proud that their net site for news and analyses that do
not follow their bought out newspapers is much more developed. Let’s leave for now what
concerns the lack of Mumfords in Europe and let’s go to what makes him relevant now but not
say what will become clear by itself and will hardly need comment as you will be talking with
Bill; I mean let’s not also describe the way Mumford gets his head together and can make these
predictions you’ll see not through a glass sphere or tarot cards or through being either a
Nostradamus freak or a Pat Robertsonian-apocalypse freak.
G:-Helen, you said that Mumford and that admirer of Walt Whitman wrote two similar things just
before the 2nd world war. Can you tell me what their common point was?
H:-Wait: …Here we are: Take Mumford’s epilogues referring epigrammatically to the fashion of
the cold war days, of planning underground cities that would protect people from atomic bombs,
and of planning space trips that now some people consider as the solution of the earth pollution
problem even if they do not consider as their first priority problem now the energy crisis of some
billion of years later when the sun will have burned out its nuclear fuel; and his way of referring
to what happened with the creation of cities in history and with their stretching out to monstrous
and deadening sizes; and to the enslaving and deadening implications of the idea that living
beings are very advanced robots, advanced machines, an idea then rising and now quite common
and also beginning to face opposition:
Helen reads from some pages she has ready and loose somewhere around:

“The underground city threatens in consequence to become the ultimate burial crypt of our
incinerated civilization. Modern man’s only alternative is to emerge once more into the light and
to have the courage not to escape to the moon , but to return to his own human center and to
master the bellicose compulsions and irrationalities he shares with his rulers and mentors. He
must not only unlearn the art of war , but acquire and master , as never before, the arts of life
The city first took form as the home of a god; a place where eternal values were represented and
divine possibilities revealed. Though the symbols have changed the realities behind remain. We
know now, as never before, that the undisclosed potentialities of life reach far beyond the proud
algebraics of contemporary science; and their promises for the further transformations of man
are as enchanting as they are inexhaustible. Without the religious perspectives fostered by the
city , it is doubtful if more than a small part of man’s capacities for living and learning could
have developed. Man grows in the image of his gods, and up to the measure they have set. The
mixture of divinity, power and personality that brought the ancient city into existence must be
weighed out anew in terms of the ideology and the culture of our own time , and poured into
fresh civic , regional, and planetary molds. In order to defeat the insensate forces that now
threaten civilization from within , we must transcend the original frustrations and negations that
have dogged the city throughout its history. Otherwise the sterile gods of power , unrestrained by
organic limits or human goals, will remake man in their own faceless image and bring human
history to an end. The final mission of the city is to further man’s conscious participation in the
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cosmic and the historic process. Through its own complex and enduring structure , the city vastly
augments man’s ability to interpret these processes and take an active formative part in them, so
that every phase of the drama it stages shall have , to the highest degree possible, the
illumination of consciousness , the stamp of purpose , the color of love. That magnification of all
the dimensions of life , through emotional communion, rational communication, technological
mastery, and above all, dramatic representation, has been the supreme office of the city in
history. And it remains the chief reason for the city’s continued existence…
On the terms imposed by technocratic society, there is no hope for mankind except by “going
with” its plans for accelerated technological progress, even though man’s vital organs will all be
cannibalized in order to prolong the megamachine’s meaningless existence. But for those of us
who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the
technocratic prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we
choose to walk out...Those who are now awake must now ask themselves how long can the
physical structure of an advanced technology hold together when all its human foundations are
crumbling away. All this has happened so suddenly that many people are hardly aware that it has
happened at all; yet during the last generation the very bottom has dropped out of our very life;
the human institutions and moral convictions that have taken thousands of years to achieve even
a minimal efficacy have disappeared before our eyes: so completely that the next generation will
hardly believe they ever existed at all...Yet all this has happened, with parallel reversals and
humiliations already visible everywhere else , not least in the United States. If these outer
bastions of the Pentagon of Power have been taken, how long will it be before the center itself
surrenders or blows up?...So until the disintegration of our own society has gone even further,
there is reason to look for a more vigorous life-promoting solution. Whether such a response is
possible depends on an unknown factor: how viable are the formative ideas that are now in the
air, and how ready are our contemporaries to undertake the efforts and sacrifices that are
essential for human renewal? There are no purely technological answers”
Also, in the early ’50s he was writing that the most serious threat to living matter on earth was the
“post historic man” who would not just attempt the so called “intervention in historical evolution
through his having come to understand the laws of history” but would also attempt the analogous
intervention in biological evolution after understanding the functioning of the genome and finding
ways of shaping it in order to optimize evolution’s course; and he would also do it defining
“optimal” through free market criteria, and here we are with genetically modified food and also
planning how to place orders on features of our offspring and also stealing age old
pharmaceutical recipes and suing the people who transferred them to us from their tradition for
plagiarism and selecting out features for survival according to financial ability to pay insurance
companies trying to maximize profit and making even wilder dreams of creating genes for
warriors that would go sleepless for weeks like migrating birds or for ideal employers that would
go volunteering for free on as many things as possible and all that commix-like bullshit.
The poet’s way to referring to the some of these things was:
“Those poets who feel born on the pulse of the universe have the additional responsibility to
make Poetry take on her own horrible responsibility of breaking the causal deterministic
sequence of events after first coming to know her own mystical origin in the infinity, the inner
freedom and the biological God deep inside us, and from there draw strength to lift again the
universal symbols of cosmic continuity of man with his similars and with the Universe, the
symbols that are able to disperse his historical pseudoproblems and deliver man from all
arbitrary myths of our age, scientific myths, mechanical myths, political myths, economic myths,
artificial artistic myths, etc etc (that, through also exerting immense violence, have displaced
man from the center of his responsibly creative self where is found the source of his freedom and
have led to the dismemberment of the erotic core of man’s experience of the world and have
disintegrated society into heaps of unburied corpses flooding the earth with their stench) and
place man again at the center of Life and of duration from where the world, placed at the center
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of our consciousness and not at the periphery will bring down walls and open up horizons , not
altogether imaginary, that have been waiting, since the beginning of time, to line up in
perspective in front of us…A responsibility felt by all those who feel that the time has come for
human history to either stand erect in front of the Spirit or roll back to the Abyss of the
amorphous , the Arrhythmical and the Preontological…At this very hour I am writing , each one
of us and all of us together without any exceptions are obliged under the pressure-and facing the
pressure-of the worldwide events, to have an Ideation and a sense of life similar to that which
throughout the centuries we have conquered at the highest peaks of struggles and sacrifices
which very soon will probably have to be repeated… I hope that not far in the future I will meet
with youth in a decisive way in front of the same spiritual and historical destination” ”
When Henry Miller saw such perspectives of Poetry and called this plan “a gigantic sunrise” he
predicted that against Hitler’s mechanical eagles dropping bombs this Eagle Poet would send
human eagles all over Europe. The prologue which was going as above for twenty pages had not
yet found the way to “lift again the universal symbols of cosmic continuity of man with his
similars and with the Universe”…and “place man again at the center of Life and of
duration…where is found the source of his freedom ...and bring down walls and open up
horizons…” but when the Poet found it then the way he put it was through a poem of one page,
the March of the Spirit. And he did meet that youth and those eagles in the sense of international
talents who wrote poetry and music in trenches and torture islands while fighting together with
the Toms, Dicks and Harries who also felt like the Poet “each one of us and all of us together
without any exceptions will have to face the pressure of the world events” like the ancient oath “I
will resist both single handed and with the help of many” that had so much impressed Mumford
that he proposed it at any opportunity. Of course Iraqis, as is often repeated, have been pushed by
the West’s bombers to those extremes ways of representing these ideals that are falsely
represented by the bombers too. Whether the West itself can extricate itself from its gangs of
jokers without so extreme sacrifices , just by choosing to walk out of its technocratic prison, as
Mumford puts it, or the exodus from this prison is like the exodus of that kind of Platonic cave
from which the exodus is effected the Christ’s way, remains to be seen. To the question of which
of the two it will be Mumford’s answer is just “There are no purely technological answers” In any
case to Mumford and the Poet a post motto seeming applicable is the following line of Gibran’s
Prophet:
We wanderers, ever seeking the lonelier way begin no day where we have ended another day,
and no sunrise finds us where sunset left us. Even while the earth sleeps we travel.
Also for the way Mumford has written at length too and not only as condensedly as Poets and as
Prophets, it makes applicable the next line of the Prophet too. If aught I have said is truth, that
truth shall reveal itself in a clearer voice, and in words more kin to your thoughts.
As Helen finishes reading the above Bush takes the pages and leaves
them. Then he says:

G:-Would all this be part of a Walt Whitman night, you said, if Laura organized it?
H:-I don’t know and I don’t care.
G:-Is that an opinion or a quote?
H:-I’m quoting an American in a strip cartoon who was asked the question “What is the reason
for the American ignorance and apathy?”
G:-A European cartoon?
H:-No, an American one; to illustrate Gödel’s idea of self reference.
G:-But I was not apathetic; and my ignorance you share.
H:-But the cartoon also works if one puts autisticness and complacency in place of apathy. And
my ignorance just means that a Walt Whitman fan would do realize that in the March some
reference to the New Adam is an allusion to Walt Whitman; as also is the use of the first singular;
and I call it ignorance because these things one can get by osmosis about Whitman without even
reading a single poem of his.
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G:-Then why didn’t you check if Walt Whitman contains all that?
H:-Because one can also check without even reading a single poem of his.
G:-How?
H:-By not seeing any Walt Whitman fans becoming new Adams and eagles like the ones I told
you about. All the influence I saw was to consider legitimate and reasonable and
Walt-allusive to write poems in the first person about absolutely trivial things and to write
autobiographies , books or leaflets , for no reason at all. As if was a sin not to be worthy of an
autobiography.
G:-Why you think is that? Why nobody becomes a new Adam?
H:-Because new Adam is a name for Christ , who did not use it as an allusion to Whitman
G:-And so you think we are terrified of both committing the sin of arrogance if we imitate Christ
and of suffering , on top of that, his Passion during the imitation.
H:-Yes, while his imitators you saw only had to face the Passion part. You don’t sound as
thinking this is the easy part, do you? I’m not being ironic. But didn’t Christ call people to lift
their crosses and follow Him?
G:-I don’t want to go into that, at least not yet. I’m not being ironic, nor evasive. I’m just not
ready. How about discussing something lighter for a change? I didn’t want to interrupt you for
some elaboration, but by debunking a myth and a legend you made fall an idol and a hope for
many people that I do feel I represent:
H:-Did I do that? George! Either I must worry a lot and postpone the frightful truth I must hear or
you’re up to some fantastic line in the best tradition of mischievous pranksters. OK, I’ve been
prepared. Shoot the line.
G:-We the idiot , consciously or unconsciously, considered Einstein our patron Saint because he
is rumored to have been an idiot when he was a kid and to have failed college entrance exams as a
teenager and we hoped that someday we too would be frogs turned into princes or ugly ducklings
turned into swans or at least we felt flattered that the Nobel Committee in Stockholm and the
Institute of Advanced Studies in Princeton honored us too by honoring our top representative with
a Nobel and with a job. Now that you said he too was a whiz teenager you pulverized all that, all
went up in smoke and dust. Was he at least an idiot as a kid or before being a whiz teenager he
also was a whiz kid?
H:-George! Oh, George, George, you will send me too taking pushups! What was thaaaaat!
You’re not the whiz kid of stupidity, you’re its wizard, its maverick and its genius. People should
be watching for what drops out of your mouth like for chips falling from the master’s workbench
as the expression goes. Let me let it sink, let me savor it and enjoy its flavor and its aroma and
then I’ll tell you what I know about what you asked....And you know what? The only reason Bill
is not taking pushups now is that when he was young he had said a humor line that was the
equivalent of yours. You see, as a student in Caltech he was destined to see one by one all his
idols and see what not to expect from his future in the context of lines like “nobody is obliged to
do better than his best” .He went there because of his admiration for Feynman, the same year he
was there a freshman his compatriot idol came to Caltech as a postdoc after having finished in
Princeton at 19 a thesis on black holes that was prized as the best thesis of the year. Exactly two
years later a different kind of ex whiz kid, the composer exiled from Greece and going around the
world to raise antijunta sentiment and support gave an explosive concert in Los Angeles, some
weeks after Pinochet’s coup d’etat against Allende’s government. By the way, a concert with
Canto General was programmed to be given in Chile those days in the presence of Neruda and
Allende, Neruda with his wife had met the composer in Paris and had watched the rehearsals
there , but around the concert time the coup d’etat took place, Allende was killed and one week
later Neruda who was under home confinement died, anyway you said you wanted a change with
something lighter, OK, to some of Einstein’s whiz stories I would come anyway because they
relate to the essential part of what I would tell you anyway, but let me think about some gossip
possibly, how about some of those biographies that come out only after all involved are dead, and
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which some people called “Einstein through the keyhole”, eh? How about that? . Oh, let me also
finish what I was saying about Bill’s inspirations and intimidations by his whiz boys and wizards
and mavericks and heroes and superegos and demigods. Actually, I started falling in love with
him when I heard his line about how he was not developing a Sallieri syndrome seeing from a
close distance his compatriot Mozart-like idol who had interrupted high school and skipped
undergraduate studies to start graduate school in Princeton and finish a thesis at 19. Maybe his
line affected me because I too needed something like that in my youth’s ambitions and
insecurities among my idols and intimidators ranging from Maria Curie to Melina of “Never on
Sunday”, from Marx’s wife Jenny to Henry Miller’s wife Moira and his mistress and colleague
Anais Nin, from Simone de Beauvoir to Lou Salome, and from Xaviera Hollander to Mother
Theresa. But, OK, let me not focus on me and Bill, let’s go to your questions:
G:-Now I have one more question. Was Mother Theresa sexier than Xaviera Hollander? The
order is somewhat rearranged in your last pair of names. Unless that Lou Salome was more
intellectual than Simone de Beauvoir instead of being more sexy.
H:-George, please don’t let me start falling in love with you too. The analog of the sex center and
taste that Wanda had for Italian and Russian sounds is for me the sound of such wise cracks….
Oh, OK, I start answering…:
G:-One more question: Maybe some other pairs are a little rearranged. I read that Maria Curie
was a very erotic woman…
H:-Oh, I’m so glad you also read tabloids for such reasons too, George. I was worrying you only
read them to see if things like Pinter’s statements about you are read by the voting majority. In
tabloids I’ve found many things that make me appreciate persons like you. I never figured why
they’re supposed to expose the people whose telephones they tap etc. or why these people are
sometimes even blackmailed through the contents of the tappings. Prince Charles taped while
saying to Camilla that he’d love to be tampon wad in her panties is so normal and human and
clever and good mood that he would never be an etiquette object for tourists to photograph like
guards , let alone how much more human he would in comparison with the literally obscene
thinking and talk of Blair which is not playful, sexual and secret but is about killing , is public
and it’ base; and insulting to the moral sense and to the IQ of those whose consent it’s trying to
secure.
G:-Helen! You reading tabloids too?! I can’t believe it. The only thing that would be more
unbelievable to me is to hear that people like your Poet with capital P and like your composer
also feature in tabloids, do they? I’m not prying or insulting them , some of the best families
feature there , I don’t mean royal families, I mean for, instance, Einstein’s, actually it’s through
tabloids that I’ve heard about those gossips about him, I guess you didn’t mean the issue of
whether he was a philanderer and was not that absent minded of a womanizer and professor when
he was cheating on his second wife but you meant the mystery of whether Einstein, besides
having two sons from his marriage with Milena he also had a girl before marriage with her whom
they gave for adoption. I do want to compare notes, I don’t mean compare notes to doublecheck
facts, of course, who would look for facts in tabloids? I mean to compare opinions on the
assumed facts if, of course, we take for granted that such an assumption is at all worth thinking
more about it.
H:-In tabloids I’ve read things that were valuable, things that were illuminating and things that
were both. Also things that were both hilarious and indicative. Concerning that Poet with capital
P, I read a letter of his American tycoon wife to her first lover, the one who had initiated her
erotically and was a woman , and she was writing to her “It’s you whom I still love and I will
always love, him I only love and worship as a god, but I have to leave you because I must tell
him I love him, otherwise he will never marry me, and if we are not married he will never accept
my property as a gift for the realization of the vision we share, he will consider he exploits me…”
She had met him in England in the house of Isadora Duncan whose brother had married his sister
and had immediately considered him a continental equivalent of Walt Whitman who was the
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inspiration of her tycoon father who wanted to found a universal brotherhood of Spirit beyond
race, color, religion and any inequality.
G:-Did my tycoon compatriot and that Poet have kids when they were married the way your
tabloid said?
H:-A son, whom they raised as baby, and then his American gran’ma took him with her to US to
raise him far from the reveries of his daydreaming parents ,as she put it, but I don’t know the
follow up on that story. What I know is that after the realization of their Delphic dream in which
she helped him even with the last detail of weaving herself on hand the chorus’ togas, she left for
US and with his second wife they did live like penniless hermits in a one room little house near
his brotherly friend Kazantzakis with whom, among other things they did share the slogan “No
matter how little, it’s enough; no mater how much, it’s not enough”. They didn’t share a Nobel
however, Kazantzakis had been proposed for one…
G:-For Zorba the Greek?
H:-No, for the longest poem a white race member has written, a sequel to Odyssey in 33,333
verses, in which Ulysses after staying for a while with Penelope and his son after his return to his
island embarks again with his old companions for new wanderings in which he meets Buddha,
Christ, Faust and other archetypal personalities that Homer didn’t have in mind. Zorba was part
of some stories he was talking about to his wife some time she was ill and had to pass long days
and nights in bed and she told him he would have to write them done and publish them and he
said “OK, I’ll hang on my shop’s door a sign like the one Turkish shop keepers hang when they
go to a nearby joint to drink with friends “Closed because owner is out on fun”. Zorba was a
gardener they once had and he had said some of his life’s stories to him. When he learned he was
being proposed for a Nobel he said he would not accept it if it was not attributed jointly to him
and his great Poet friend. These two friends , OK, were commented by some writers like “there
go again Nietzsche and Wagner”, the Wagner analog being the Poet; by simple people in their
neighborhood they were called “educated persons to ask their advice for some matters” or even
analogs of wise men or priests to confess difficult things to, but by many rightists they were
called “red scum”, “commies” and “atheists” or even “anarchists”, and by many leftists they were
called “reactionaries”, “religious fanatics”, “mysticists”, “Gothic”, “elitists”, and even “fascists”.
An intellectual who was a representative of their government went to Stockholm to say that if
any of these two persons received the Nobel prize it would be a triumph for the left in Greece,
and when Albert Camus learned that it was he who received the Nobel that year he immediately
sent a telegram to Kazantzakis saying “It was you who should be honored”.
G:-This is tabloid stuff.?
H:-No, only the lesbian part was. Let’s go back to tabloids. There was a story about a famous
philosopher who also was a politician and whose theories about motion, and changes in general,
being illusions were also defended by an even more famous student of his , Zeno, you must have
heard of him, he made those paradoxes about Achilles running yet not being able to catch a
tortoise just to support his teacher’s ideas. OK, I knew that Zeno, despite not even believing for
sure that motion or time or space are real , he was no spaced out character but someone who so
firmly believed in his political convictions that some time that e was caught involved in a
toppling movement and asked about who the conspirers he pointed to the tyrant and his cabinet,
and after torturing started he bit out his tongue just n case some friends’ names slipped out of his
mouth and after that, being useless, he was ground in a millstone, so OK I knew that but I only
learned from a tabloid, that his teacher, when young, had gone to a cliff to jump over and before
doing that he decided to take nap and in his dream a goddess of truth showed up and told him it
was not yet time to take the road to non being and dictated to him the verses in which some
philosophical theories of him were formulated.
G:-Now what was food for tabloid thought in a story about a politician being a philosopher and
also a poet, or at least being someone who writes verses in his sleep, and visited by a muse in a
dream during a nap he takes before jumping over a cliff as he has decided?
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H:-This I still haven’t figured, it still beats me why anyone would publish it there for their target
group of buyers, maybe this is what you get for having a reserve of unemployed intellectuals
trying to get a job anywhere or this is what you get for a generation like the Hollyjungs, thinking
that such Poets have as their highest aspiration to appear next to persons like the heroes of
Dynasty, Santa Barbara etc. Or maybe it was a lifestyle magazine. The lesbian story was in a
magazine like those hanging loose in cafeterias for people to leaf through if coming earlier than
their date. The well known story where a major ancient philosopher went to a cliff to jump into
but before doing that he took a nap and the muse of truth showed up in his dream and told him
that it was not yet the time to follow the road to nonbeing and then she dictated him in verse his
major philosophical positions, all that was in a magazine to leaf through in the waiting room of a
dentist.
G:-No story about your composer in cafeterias and in dentists’ halls?
H:-I saw one already starting on the headlines of a newspaper hanging from a kiosk: It went like:
Mikis Theodorakis: ““Democracy demands sacrifices. Why don’t you give some blowjobs to also
give your ass a break?””.
G:-Is this a quote or a lie? There can be nothing else in between the two alternatives here.
H:-There can: It was a “quote within quote” differing from quote in an inaudible way if you read
it loud. But if one bought the paper one would see he was quoted while he was quoting somebody
else . One would also notice that the editor was quite fascinated by that line and that he would
really admire the composer if he really was man enough to say that. That editor by the way was
pro-junta and 15 years later he went to jail because rich shipowners and industrialists after seeing
dismantled a terrorist organization which was killing both their colleagues and ex-torturers and
CIA agents , realized the editor had been putting them on when he was giving them inside
information, supposedly, that they were on killing lists of the organization’s blackmailers who,
supposedly again, reached to them through him to tell them they would not kill them if they
were given some money.
G:-By the way, what’s your opinion of terrorist organization killing torturers instead of letting
them have a fair trial?
H:-Are you asking as US president or as George like in “George who?”?
G:-As both.
H:-To the US president the answer is that he has no right ask the for the right of torturers to have
a fair trial since the nation he represents has proposed that torturers have no trial at all, unfair or
even fair. To “George who?” I answer that I, who was not tortured or anything even remotely
similar to that, only changed my opinion on the right of torturers’ to a fair trial after I read
interviews of tortured that went like this: “I wanted to kill the torturers both on my behalf and
even more on the behalf of Panagoulis for whom we all know what he had been through after his
attempt on Papadopoulos. But after I saw Panagoulis say he wants them to have a fair trial I can
not but accept his opinion. What have I been through compared to him to disagree with what he
says and on top say I do t on his behalf too?”
G:-Was that very imaginative torturer tried? Or was he shot by that terrorist organization?
H:-He was tried and his trial was a recital of imbalance: First he shouted to the president of the
court that the court should make Panagoulis refer to him with a mister in front of his last name
and not pronounce it just straight. Panagoulis said “You’re no mister, you’re a sexual torturer”
Then he charged Panagoulis with being very cruel to his torturers swearing at them and despising
them all the time. Then he said that only one in a hundred thousand persons can stand what he
could stand and at the end he was trying to force his hand into Panagoulis’ to congratulate him on
his oration and on his way with words. At some point he managed to do that and Panagoulis said
“Again I feel I touch shit with my hands” and the arch-torturer said “You have said that to me so
many times my Alekos, that I’ve become used to it”. OK, we’ve already been through how your
psychology specialists have seen to that for such scenes never to take place between Guantanamo
or Abu Ghraib prisoners and torturers. Panagoulis was finally expelled from the prison because
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the international pressure on the junta in the issue of political prisoners was so high that they had
to release all of them. When they came to him he said “You don’t do me a favor, I do you a favor
if I leave, so just to remind you this I tell you I don’t leave except if you obey my terms, and my
terms are : “You will bring me French cologne and a passy to present arms to me in honorary
salute as I leave” Of course most soldiers were more than willing to do that since they admired
him very much , but the reason the head of the prison had to succumb to these terms was that
every afternoon before the soldiers of the camp who had a leave went out they would stay a while
to listen to this prisoner’s voice from his tomb cell adding a new episode to the adventures of a
classic folk jester. In folk shadow theater this comic character always meets another with whom
they have an argument over an issue of some public relevance related to the news, and at the end
he beats him up for the unreality or baseness of his opinions. In the episodes coming from the
tomb cell the one character was always the activist poet prisoner and the character beaten up was
the head of the prison. But he was not only beaten up but also fucked by the prisoner. So he head
of the prison was so fed up that he sent for some French cologne to get rid of the guy who was
making such an ass of him everyday in front of the soldiers who were under his orders and could
not be stopped by anything since everything had since long been applied. OK, such scenes would
never happen with the kind of training your soldiers get, besides it would be ridiculously
lamentable for your troops if , for example, after some soldier saw an Iraqi sniper on the terrace
of a building and after he had phoned a plane of yours to bomb the whole building down, then a
passy of yours gave honorary salute to the sniper if still alive. It would be absurd and grotesque
even if so many things you have done are bizarre. OK, both your bizarre and your non bizarre
behavior never concerns the recognition of an enemy’s bravery, that even Nazis acknowledged
sometimes, and this is not very much in your honor because, as very well known, only people
who deep down know they’re cowards try to belittle their opponents very much, to let themselves
no chance for seeing how inferior they themselves are in comparison; normally people don’t
belittle opponents for fear they should be accused of deigning to deal with unworthy matches and
gaining too easy victories. Unless an American feels too easily that an opponent cheats and has
unfair advantages and makes Americans fight unequal battles and the only way to feel equal in
battle is if the opponent has a rifle that is 60 years old and the American has night vision and a
plane with napalms. Let me give you a break on that , you were asking for a lighter kind of story,
let’s resume the stuff we’ve just started any other time you feel ready. What were you asking?
G:-Never mind what I was asking , and don’t give me a break, yet. Tell me , how do these stories
reach the youth? Through school history books? Through films?
H:-Through books bought in bookstores. Or through little theater plays kids play at school on
certain occasions, if some teachers of them, like Bill for instance, take some stories out of the
books and make them into skits for teenagers to learn about them by enacting them or by seeing
fellow students of them enacting them.
G:-And how do you or Bill prove that of all this is not brainwash? I’m not trying to get you, I’m
trying earnestly and honestly to pinpoint the difference between this and the Rocky and Rambo
films of ours. OK, about Rocky you told me. Can you tell me an example of plain and obvious
brainwash to see brainwash stick out and then compare our films and your little plays to see for
myself which of the two cases looks more than brainwash?
H:-You formulated the question in such a fantastic way that it deserves a fantastic answer. The
most fantastic answer I’ve heard someone give to your question is the one by stage director’s
Bunuel, in his film the “The Milky Way” . Let me not go straight to the scene of brainwash I want
to give you as an example, let’s start form earlier in the film where also an issue we first spoke
about a while ago arose. We asked about the body language of Poets; Bunuel, in the issue of
whether wise men have spaced out or even spooky looks, picks on the very person of Christ: In
his film we witness the itinerary of two tramps on a pilgrimage, along with their free associations
on what they encounter and along with the film director’s additional free associations; at some
point they reach a classy hotel by the side of a highway in which, when there is no rush about
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customers, the maitre whose hobby is the study of church dogmatics enjoys gathering around
him the staff of waiters, cooks, maids etc to explain to them things like transubstantiation of bread
and wine into Christ’s Body and Blood etc. He is at the point of asking his audience if there are
any questions when the two tramps knock on the backdoor to ask whether they have any old
pieces of bread to spare, the maitre goes to open himself and with the well known and
characteristic silent and quick motion reserved for beggars he slams the door at their faces and
goes back to continue the discourse from where he had stopped. A question does arise: A waiter
asks “Did Christ walk like us or like they show he did?” “How do they show He did?” “Like
this”, and the waiter walks spooked, looking straight ahead without his head going up or down
with each step and with his eyes nailed to some invisible point fixed in the horizon, suddenly the
scene changes and a bearded young man dressed as in Christ’s times, is running like hell, out in
the fields on a sunny day, he is more and more out of breath but nobody is after him, he finally
reaches some friends of him waiting and tells them “Sorry, have I stood you up? I think we can
still make it on time for the wedding, let’s hurry”. It is indeed Christ and they are going the Cana
wedding. On their way to Cana, he apologizes that he was held up by some idea that came up in
his talk with their Father in Heaven but he only elaborates on it later making a toast to the newly
married on the wedding table. The waiter’s question having been answered by the Christ’s
running scene, the plot goes back to the present. The sequel is about brainwash: The tramps reach
a primary education school by the side of the highway, it’s commencement day and the little kids
are going to recite poems for their proud parents who are having a picnic on the school’s lawn
and very hospitably and warmheartedly they have invited the two tramps (who only asked for
bread again) to join them on the grass and share their delicacies and wine, which obviously the
tramps have done with great zest. The school’s directress, or maybe she is the kids’ religion
teacher, tells the parents to rest assured their kids are receiving solid foundations in the subject of
dogmatics and to show it, some little girls as in a choir are going to recite poems on that too. One
by one the girls step forth from the choir and each says her lines and the choir in unison
completes with other related lines. E.g. the girl says “Whoever says that the bread and wine we
receive during Holy Communion is not Christ’s Body and Blood..” “..should be anathematized”
complete the choir girls. The scene flies to the humble store and oven of a bread vendor some
centuries ago as he is visited by some high priests of the Catholic Church dressed in the well
known long red gowns. Their head asks the vendor if he is the man who said to some people that
such and such things claimed by the Church are not to be found in the Scriptures or Gospel etc, he
is no “homo universalis” but in his way he is like the savants burned on the stake like Giordano
Bruno even through just being the only man in the village who knows how to read and thus
check if the things they have heard are in the Holy Books. He says that yes he is. The Cardinal
gives him another chance “Do you insist on your view?” “Well, I do know that it would be good
for you and even better for me if things were not like that, but I have to insist. What you say is
nowhere mentioned in those books” “Well, then you know the consequences..” They all leave but
he knows and the viewers know what will soon follow. On their way out, one young man dressed
in red too, asks the Cardinal who also is his uncle “But, frankly, the chap had a point..” His uncle
interrupts him too with the same question pronounced in the same cool tone while he gives his
nephew the same poison-cold look: “Do you insist on your view?” “Well, I -er I’ m just talking er I mean for talk’s sake” “Then OK” The scene changes back to the girls’ poems. So we have
seen what is the kind and character of persons who are anathematized and also how solid are the
convictions of people who are not anathematized, now we return to the poems to see how are
formed the solid convictions of people who consent to all these anathematizations: By mere
parroting in a tender age in which they don’t understand a thing and in the nice family vibes of
approval and praise by really good meaning and kindhearted parents who had received the same
parroting in their own tender ages. The scene goes back to Christ and the way in which we all
know he said his own “Well, it would be good for you and even better for me if things were not
this way, but they are, and I do have to insist” , that is, the way he made his own resisting the
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temptation, to leave everything as it was and go on living with it in order to continue living at all,
the resisting that would be replayed for centuries to come by his true followers both against
Christ’s enemies and against Christ’s false followers , like by the bread vendor against the
Cardinal/Inquisitor. Christ and his friends are having a walk in a beautiful forest on a very nice
day, the vibes are fantastic, Peter, especially, full of pride and love, feels it is really his day
because a while ago he had a flash and had said to Christ something for which Christ, himself full
of joy too, told him “…you are the stone on which I will found my Church”. The overflowing
company-feeling speaks through Peter to Christ “I wish this moment could last forever. Let’s
remain like this for the rest of our lives”. Christ of course does know in his own heart too how
much he himself wishes the same, so he knows what a killjoy he would be to say that it will not
and should not remain like that for the rest of their lives but he has not yet discussed with his
friends the rest of the story , what will happen to them if they are not to keep their company at the
size of 1+12 weirdoes, that is what we know it took for that Church to be founded, maybe it’ll
be better not to discuss that, too, today of all days but he can’t sit and not react at all to Peter’s
wish which has been so tempting to him too, so he says “Go behind me you Satan, you don’t
make God’s but men’s thoughts” The scene comes back to the parents and tramps listening to the
parroting of the kids and then flies to another scene, a bunch of anarchists in black, both men and
women, are walking fast with black banners and with guns in hands, they also have the Pope
dressed in white among them and he has to walk as fast as them, they set him against a wall and
execute him, mainly with pistols. Then we get a sample of Bunuel’s surrealist humor: One parent
asks “Is there a shooting camp around here? I’ve just heard some shots”. One of the tramps
answers “No, there isn’t. I’ve just imagined they were shooting the Pope” ,so it was his free
association. “Shooting the Pope! Ho-ho-ho! That was a good one. Young man, many years are
going to go by before we see something like that”. So you now have some good background to
judge what is brainwash and what not. If your question includes, as it should, concern as to
whether kids have enough stimuli from how real life stories differ from theatrical ones, this we do
take care of by visiting gran’pas who had lived these things for real, and along with the kids we
take interviews from them and we keep records for the kids who won’t know the gran’pas
because with the years they become fewer. Well, in the presence of these James Bonds from a
close distance or, better said, of bigger-than-life characters as they occur in real life and not aided
by stage tricks or novelists’ tricks, kids are much more serious whereas in theatrical rehearsals
they tend to, as they should maybe, maintain a perspective always ready to start laughing even at
the most tragic things. With the gran’pas nothing is ever very tragic and nothing is ever funny
either. If your question was also about how they see a person who communicates such stuff to
them, OK, kids always tend to see their teachers in the role of a nutty professor. And as Bill’s nut
they take his love for Theodorakis. Maybe what’s most uncanny or even weird or bizarre about
this enthusiasm of his in front of their eyes is that Bill is nor a literature teacher but a physics
teacher. Once, when we were in that island of the Aegean, he was too busy to get a haircut for
months and a student of his, in a class hour of thermodynamics suddenly said “I just realized
why sir doesn’t get a haircut. He wants to look like Mikis” and upon saying that he rose, took the
board marker form Bill’s hands, and waving it like a conductor towards the rest of the class
started singing the laws of ideal gases in the melody of a song from that oratorio that has the title
“It’s worth it”. His fellow students were as surprised as Bill and started applauding and laughing,
as Bill also did of course, and then the kid found another patent to go off stage as inventive as the
one to go on stage, from P, V, T sounds that were associated with laws of gases he switched to
W, C and holding his zipper he ran out of class to the toilet .
G:-Hahaha! Bill, do have any comment about how your wife’s presentation of your nuttiness and
of your teaching methods?
B:-If Thomas Friedman started his phrases with “If I were Bill..” rather than with “If I were
George…” he would sure say at some point “If I were Bill I would entrust to my wife Helen my
election campaign”.
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G:-Helen, I like the way you speak about films, I would like to ask you about the film “Il
Postino” since that you and Bill sure have seen since you admire and love Neruda so much, but
since the talk is so much centered on tortures too, even the context on Christ went to that
direction, I also want to ask you about the film “Quills” on de Sade which I was also reminded
of at the point or points you mentioned that some guards were smuggling poems of that
activist-poet out of jail. I don’t know if they also smuggled some pens and papers into jail or if
he had to write with blood like de Sade.
H:-Both of the films you mentioned are very well commented by Oscar Wylde’s line : “All
influences are bad and worst of all the good influences”. “Take “Il Postino”. The film is
wonderful even if one doesn’t know who the poet Neruda is, or why he is in Italy and is not
allowed to be in his country., or exactly why so many people, communists and especially
communist women write to him, or what his poetry is all about. About all this it says that once a
miner told Neruda to write something about miners and he never forgot it. OK, it’s even better
felt by the spectator who does know something about his poems, but anyway the plot is about the
love story between the postino and his girlfriend and Neruda’s wife and Neruda are just
background presences, so not knowing about his poetry does not mean that any rules were
violated, the story is self contained. And of course the scenery is wonderful and since it’s so
similar to the nature here that students kids love it when Bill play it to them. And it’s a love story
which , like all love stories, they like a lot, especially the girls at this age, like in “Cinema
Paradiso” from which they leave full of tears etc. One of the rules that nobody has the
right to demand from “Il Postino” to stick to is the rule that it should make a viewer say “What
else has that Neruda written? Let me go find his poems” OK, nobody can demand this from
anybody. The film also gives a feeling one already knows Neruda. It makes one feel it is
redundant to learn about him before even learning a single thing about his poetry. In this sense it
erases him form the map. Without giving any right to him or to any lover of his poetry to protest
since nobody hindered anybody from going to a library to discover him and read him. Now let’s
also take another well made film which of course is not the film to play to kids. “Quills”, about de
Sade, who is played by Geoffrey Rush, the same actor who played the pianist in “Shine” and
whom I like very much for the additional reason that he played that pianist with the same body
language of my best American friend when I was a student in US. Now de Sade himself is a
person whom I personally detest, despise and loathe, literally and absolutely, for a number of
reasons that have nothing to do with the point I’m going to make, so let me not mention them,
and let’s stick to the very sympathetic personality of the film’s de Sade who like Panagoulis in
juntas’s prison lived both of the well known Chinese proverbs:1) May God not give you the
things that you can stand 2)If to silence truth you put it in jail then the jail’s walls will become
loudspeakers shouting it; as we saw in the case of Panagoulis some of his guards seeing what he
chose to go through and did go through unbroken, felt like so total zeroes that they risked sharing
his fate, smuggling his verses out of the prison. In de Sade’s case a priest, who at first fought
him, at the end not only suffered his fate but also propagated his pornographic work and a
psychiatrist who considered his work as a sick symptom to treat him for, and with very brutal
methods, and was responsible for his death, first of all propagated his work selling it for money
and also lived it by using postures etc from it for the sexual pleasure of himself and of a spinster
lady who detested de Sade when he lived. OK, de Sade used those writing pen feathers, quills, in
order to write, he steeped not in ink which was denied him, but in his blood , he did write like
Panagoulis did sometimes. OK, the analogy that you see with Panagoulis is of course not made
by you in order to belittle Panagoulis or because this film can make you so stupid as to
confuse his ideals with de Sade’s. But let’s ask ourselves why functions like those of the two
Chinese proverbs were presented through de Sade and not through some of the Panagoulises in
the history of the world. The answer is rather clear. In the one case, if one asked “but are we here
to see a film on functions and mechanisms of how forbidden ideas propagate or to at last hear
these ideas too?” the answer could afford to be “Are you serious wanting to really hear the ideas
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of de Sade? Go to a library and you’ll freak out, and you will thank us for not presenting them
and you will admire us for making such a lovely film without mentioning anything of his but
only some of our own, or our age’s, ideas. We don’t silence him, we did him enough of a favor
mentioning him, what more would he want from us? To be realistic in depicting him himself?”.
So in the one case the answer could afford to brazenly be “Oh, well, we just meant to make a film
saying absolutely nothing about nothing”. In the other case the answer to “But, at last, what were
the ideas of this person who was willing to go through so much for their sake?” would be “His
idea was to show that it is possible to stand the consequences of conscientious objection to a
junta, which is the only way for soldiers to disarm it”. An overall similarity of the ways the two
films function is, so to speak, that “Il Postino” functions to divert the consciousness of the public
from the work of the well known between the characters portrayed in that, while “Quills”
functions to divert the consciousness of the public from the fact that this kind of saint’s sufferings
and fate and silencing has been reserved for, and is still exerted on, innumerable people, either
still anonymous or well known after martyrdom , fighting for ideals very well known and not at
all extreme and idiosyncratic like de Sade’s, but quite everyday and relevant to the changes all
would want and everybody would wonder why it’s so difficult to implement.The difference of the
functions of the two films is that “Quills”, unlike “Il Postino” which is entertainment of the
viewer’s soul, is something done not having in mind anything at all for the benefit of the viewer
but only things for the benefit of the persons who would write it, sell it, get prizes for it etc.
G:-Oh, Helen, that was some compensation for being such a disappointment to people like me
who, after all, are only interested in seeing what kind of tabloids do you read and not what little
aside a discussion on them may lead to! . By the way: What kind of tabloids are they?,. No
scandals? Even financial scandals? Maybe it’s because your composer is a deputy of the
communist party so by not being in the ruling parties he doesn’t have a chance of doing
something scandalous or of at least being accused of something of the sort.
H: Oh, now that you mention it, once he collaborated with the right party and he became a
semi-minister in a ministry of something for some period and when he was asked about why he
did that he said “Well for years and years and years no minister of anything had come to a concert
of mine, so to make a minister do that I had to become a minister , go myself to a concert of mine
and then leave”.
G:-So he is a born comedian too, now I understood better what you meant saying that his usual
vibes are not cloudy.
H:-Concerning the fact that the way a demigod walks around is through a car with a chauffeur,
some, even non tabloid, papers have written ironic questions to the effect of how come a deputy
of the communist party goes around in a car with a chauffeur, but most people knew from the
accident news at the time that the musical introduction to a very famous and beloved song of his
about people being driven out from their houses in an industrial area and becoming fugitives
under John Steinbeck, if not Jack London, conditions occurred to him as he was driving and as he
reached for a pen and a piece of paper to keep some note of the notes of the melody he was hit by,
he was hit by a car too, and he came out shouting to the other driver “My fault, pal, my sin, are
you OK? I’m OK, please receive my thousands of apologies, here’s my insurance card, we’ll fix
all damages” etc. OK, some things behind curtains that would make disagreeing people think he
is a brainless asshole too and not just a brainless jerk, were not revealed by tabloids but by him so
let’s see why they didn’t sound like brazen scandal: Somebody once asked him to participate in a
song contest to help his songs reach the public. He said “Do you have any acquaintances in the
panel to give my songs the first prize? If not forget it” So he didn’t take part in the contest. To an
observer who sees in front of him a song writer and deputy of the parliament, this is as at best
somebody who is afraid other people use acquaintances to get a coveted prize and decides to use
the same means, and at worst this is somebody who with his deputy connections lets nobody have
a chance. To somebody who knows on the one hand that without such connections he got for his
symphonic pieces a first prize from Sostakovic’s hands in a contest for 300 international whiz
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composers and on the other hand also knows that he came back from places like Covent Garden
to make the poem Axion Esti into an oratorio in folk music format and before having it out in
records or concerts he put the Epitaph also in bouzouki music to help cultivate the openness of
the people to such lyrics, and if that somebody also knows that before this and before operas in
Covent garden and before his scholarshipped musical training in France he had come out on
crutches from a torture island to which he had been sent as a conscientious objector, and on
which he had written his post symphonic works to get bellowing and groaning out of his system
through them because “only post symphonic music contains the sounds necessary to do that”, his
insistence on a first prize doesn’t of course sound like a spoiled whiz-kid’s insistence nor as
somebody’s insisting to get a compensation for what prizes he deprived himself of by not staying
abroad to make an international career, since after all he traversed sufficient and indicative stages
and culminat5ions of that career quite early. It plainly and clearly sounds as saying “Listen, at
best the other candidate will have a song like a Greek analog of Dorris Day’s “que sera, sera”
which is a fine song but if the wide public sees my song second to that, the automatic thought will
be that if I have anything more to offer it’s going to be towards the direction of Dorris Day. Only
if I receive a first prize, something may ring a bell saying that there is a whole work here, “ a
tanker in a lake” so to speak, whose simplest vibes sound like what gets a first prize in this
contest, so it’s worth seeing more of this work, and it is not in the direction of Dorris Day’s song
which came second”. Oh, maybe one would think that Sostakovic was biased for political reasons
to give him the first prize . OK, in case it was Sostakovic himself who was deciding and not some
panel of composers , it’s good to at least keep in mind that Sostakovic was a dissident against so
the exact nature of the bias due to solidarity would be “OK, let me favor a guy who for the sake
of communism passed through hardship imposed by the right wingers like the hardship imposed
on me by communists because I was a dissident” It’s pretty complicated to bias oneself through
such a detour for identifications and one would rather stick to artistic criteria before he goes nuts.
Or even take somebody who only knows that for instance a carefree song of Theodorakis which
is so close to the sea that you think he wrote it on a beach café’s table while his kids were
swimming and his own bare feet playing on the sand under the café table, but he wrote it in a
very small apartment in Paris over a closed parking full of car exhaustion smells where ,
naturally, homesickness for beaches is even stronger and suppose that this somebody later also
learns that the rest of his songs were born on some other kind of beaches whose mention will be
forbidden on the radio, on the newspapers, etc until most of the responsible have died,
-hopefully history books will say what it all was about, and many of the songs which are music
about some extremely attractive and unexpected metaphors will make a very different sense
when coupled with their factual background- then will this somebody not think that in some cases
it might be a treason to one’s work and at the same time a misleading act against the public, to go
for second prizes, so what remains as blame? That one should also try to cultivate the public’s
taste and criteria beyond Dorris Day if he wants this objection to be valid? But he did! He created
a cultural revolution, he put to music that oratorio on a poem that when translated in English
received a Nobel prize almost thirty years after he had given it to the wide the public sung by a
plumber ad a chorus, he even took pains to do some preliminary training to the public by also
putting the Epitaphs to music and letting it sink for two or three years before circulating the
oratorio, letting the mother’s lament in the Epitaphs again on the lips and the throat of the
plumber without anybody noticing any oxymoron; so that objection of not educating the public
doesn’t hold, let’s understand this point even more clearly in a case where words like “asshole”
would not arise. Seeing the financial problems of two other great educators of the “masses” also,
Kazantzakis and the Poet, Angelos Sikelianos was his name, in old age some academicians told
them after the war to apply to become members of the Academy, and then rejected them both,
just like they had earlier sent a scholar to warn the Nobel committee that a prize to them would
be a triumph for the left in Greece. It’s misleading for the public to think that the gap between
such people and their fellow academicians is in the wrong direction, they should know that their
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work, if completed by its not widely known parts, is not like the work of their “superiors” who
did make it to the academy, but quite unlike any of “their superiors’ work”, and that it’s the
academy that didn’t make it to their work. Overall, statements like “Do you have acquaintances
to give me a first prize?” I consider as statements that at first sound as outrageous and ridiculous
and off the wall and at second thought they are absolutely knowledgeable and reasonable, and are
antipodes of some interviews which sound reasonable and at second thought are outrageous and
ridiculous. As an example let me, too, quote-within-quote Bertolucci: “Because of an interview of
his in which he commented that because contemporary youth has been deprived of live
transmission of history directly through their parents because they , the parents, are
subconsciously ashamed for not having continued French May ’68 , they should at least be
educated in history through films like his last one , which however in order not to bias them
politically and also deprive them from the opportunity to freely decide if they want to get
involved with politics at all, should only deal with the sexual vibes of the surrounding
atmosphere, these being seen through the six eyes (four male eyes and two female) of a typical
threesome of our time. Film critics who would consider as “growing soft in the head” whoever
would choose such a way to implement such an aim, would, or should if they have not already
done it, simulate Bertolucci with a chap in the beginning of a film of the “the great tall blond”
Pierre Richard, who, when a young woman jumps into the Seine river to commit suicide and
when a crowd begins to collect, gets undressed but when asked “But won’t you dive to save
her?” he answers “No, I’m just an exhibitionist and wherever a crowd collects I get undressed”.
Anyway, bullshit from both him and me, I didn’t even bother to see it after that interview”
G:-Helen were you impersonating and quoting whom I think you were in his quoting Bertolucci?
H:-My dear Holmes! but how on earth…Aah! Of course, he does sound so similar to Bill and still
so different from Bill, George, had your mother told you how very smart you were? I mean it.
Yes, that was tycoon Bill. But he echoes me too. And, I’ m not even the kind of girl who used to
get pissed at Oshima’s “The Realm of the Senses”, my idol was Amanda of your Tom Robbins’
“Another Roadside Attraction”.
G:-Was she Amanda or Amada?
H:-I don’t know, I always pictured her with an “n”.
G:-Concerning the smearing of persons that people have real reasons to love very much it seems
that the only way to smear them is not to let absolutely any vibe of their own reach the public,
just take a photo of theirs and write a completely idiotic story about them, but how are you first
going to make them interesting enough to be famous with an idiotic story? Maybe the only idiotic
story that makes you famous is to be called a terrorist having weapons of mass destruction. Better
turn from tabloids to stories about that torture island, if there are still any left, before we go to
Einstein’s whiz stories. Long Island you called that island? Did you tell me how it was in Greek?
H:-Makronisos.
G:-Like they say “Ephesos”?
H:-Just about.
G:-Please tell me how these two friends died. Kazantzakis and Sikelianos I mean.
H:-Kazantzakis died of blood rotting after his arm reaching gangrene levels because he was too
stoic to complain about some pains after a vaccination during a trip to China, and Sikelianos after
surviving German occupation starvation and a stroke , after which he wrote a somewhat
metaphysical tragedy called “Asclepius”, the God of medicine, he died, I think, through…but it’s
so incredible I cannot even be sure I even heard it or read it at all, maybe I only dreamt it, for
some perverted reason I’m sure, if it was a dream, I think that by mistake he was given rat poison
to drink instead of his medication, by the maidgirl who helped him and his second wife in old
age, the poor girl must have freaked out after that, it was just a similarity of the bottles that
caused it all. Anyway, it’s not always through the non absurdity of one’s death that one
contributes something to life, it’s usually through what was before your death, then death can be
as absurd as could be. To finish with the Theodorakis stories, I only mean with the ones I know
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about, there are hundreds more, Theodorakis’ narration is, always around the corner for such
colossally wide strides between first hand history on the one hand and top creator’s insights on
the other, and between political and human consciousness on the one hand and on the other hand
expressions emerging from the deepest and most central core of any human’s unconscious and
also of the collective unconscious, all are so wide that you don’t believe that you heard of them
in the same sixty seconds or even in the same sentence, for instance he goes like “They brought
us to Makronisos tied to the deck benches , the sea was rough and a ship with five hundred like
us had sunk the other day, we protested , the captain was going like “If the ship sinks, then pray
to Stalin to save you from drowning, pigs”as we were approaching Makronisos the guards, in
order to look frightening, had poured petrol oil in barrels and had lit fires and were hitting the
barrels with their clubs, it was cold , we were hungry and full of fear, we were looking at the stars
and at each other, the commander comes, we stand in lines under the starlight and he says “If
anyone among you has balls let him take a step forward”, we all take the step and the guards
dash on us with the clubs and pretty soon we’re all down on the ground bleeding and groaning
with broken ribs or limbs, it’s still dark enough and I can see the stars, I’m in pain and I’m still
cold and hungry and fearful, and still I don’t know what broke or not, or if I am bleeding
somewhere or not, and not only can I feel my heart beating but it beats so loud that I can hear it,
and suddenly as I hear it and as I see the stars I feel that the center of the galaxy is in my heart
and that as my heart beating is like a volcano erupting and pouring out lava, baaaang! This is the
moment I conceive what I mean by post symphonic music, lava is still burning if you immerse
your hands in it, but if you let it get cold it solidifies and you can’t mold it… so my first
compositions are symphonies, only symphonies have room for bellowing and groaning and
roaring, only after I got all this out I became able to use non symphonic means and write
melodies, songs, oratorios, operas…later we were frequently made to run around holding or
dragging our suitcases with our belongings, while the guards were chasing us with clubs, so I
was running with a trunk full of symphonic scores, some pentagrammed pages still blank others
already full of notes, suddenly the trunk as it was hitting on the stones on the ground opened and
the scores were scattered around by the wind , in a while they became valuable, since we didn’t
have toilet paper and we had to wipe with sand or pebbles or grass or herbs… Something for
which I felt fantastic and not at all insulted was that some years ago, almost fifty years after those
frightful days, I received a big envelope with a score full of notes and dried shit on it and a letter
saying “Sorry Miki, I hadn’t noticed the notes and I used it, but I although I became a gran’pa
before I took the courage to send it to you just in case a fantastic song was lost with what I did, I
never could bring myself to throw it away...Neither can I leave this world without sending this
back to you……” and Theodorakis goes like all this as if he were just speaking about the most
ordinary everyday matter and in the most matter-of -factly tone and body language. But as I told
you neither he nor even Panagoulis became some kind of ethereal national superegos, if not for
any other reason at least because they became deputies and because nobody considers ethereal,
even a superego, if it becomes a deputy and thus becomes suspect of , or at least candidate for,
all petty or even corrupted interests that deputies are usually charged with. But he became a kind
of national capital and also , as we said, OK, I’m becoming repetitive, I’ll cut it out, a kind of any
family’s member like the hero a family can have but would not spare him critique, even unjust
and rude, as familiarity and democracy rather than distance , untouchability and idolatry bring
about. Theodorakis is anybody’s Mikis and has been called a living demigod as often as a
brainless asshole; besides political bias that’s part of a tradition that used to see gods not only
have a human form but also entering everyday friction with mortals, anyway, as years pass and all
of us worry about how long he’ll still be with us ….. Anyway, among other things you see that
his CV, like it’s customary with any self respecting composer’s or conductor’s CV, had some
astral projections too. But Theodorakis’ astral projections happened with both his feet on this
very ground we’re now on, I mean all those things with the volcanic eruptions at the center of
the galaxy or of the universe etc. were lived through in earthly contexts. Oh, I must have been
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talking for hours, I see Don is blown out, he’s fallen asleep , or fallen apart, never mind, once I
had been to an opera of his in a rock seat theater with a rightist friend of mine with humor and he
said “After all the rocks we made him carry in labor camps he takes revenge by sitting us for
hours on these rocks that give you backache and waist ache” Let me make an upshot by quoting
a friend of ours and then put a period. “Theodorakis first immersed his hand in hot lava to write
the music for poems that were themselves volcanic eruptions and then he also wrote everyday
songs so sweet and erotic and full of life and fun that were like sprinkling his audience with
dewdrops. Whether people were also interested in that lava or not, his widely gesturing wide
hands , when he was conducting, sent people dewdrops not lava. That explains why he says “I
conduct in black because I feel like a priest”, he is a priest of the biological God of Sikelianos
who shouts through the lips of Christ and through the lips of the early Christians “All the way to
You I was calling, companions”, I mean the early Christians of all ages, the Christians who, no
matter how many centuries pass and Christianity and its transformations are well established and
not prosecuted or become prosecutors and inquisitors themselves, they reappear and are
prosecuted as still early Christians because they follow anew that Christ who would overthrow
these established transformations too, for the same pacifist fighter’s reason and in the same
pacifist fighter’s way as he did the first time, by getting crucified in islands like this one; they
reappear again and are called “anonymous saints” or the people in the book of “history written
in first names” or “Toms, Dicks and Harries”; they reappear, by inherited example or DNA or by
re-expression of a universal gene common to all human DNA, in all ages and all places, so the
reason for the title “You’ll see them again” is this too, not just the fact that their relatives will be
waiting for them at the jail’s door or at the port the ferry taking them back from torture islands
to ordinary life”. OK, I am becoming repetitive, after all, relatives and friends can wait if some
overall change , like fall of a junta, has come, otherwise the jailed are let out one by one,
frequently to find families in dissolution or immigration, to face complete isolation, turned
backs or hurriedly emptied next seats, or whole cafés, or forbidden entrance to them since police
is watching and discouraging also potential employers very pressingly even in the most menial
jobs, the rocker we were talking about had written a song which directly opens with singing
sadly “When I step out of this jail’s door I’ll see nobody for me waiting/ cafés will close when I
step in/ all my friends jailed or immigrating”. OK, Don, maybe we’ll have Princeton stories too,
I’m going back to Einstein: OK, his retardation was combined with precocity in the way
represented by the following which, of course is a joke , not a story: He was more than two and a
half years old and he had not spoken a word so his parents were worried and suddenly as they
were all eating he said the soup was cold and, in surprise and joy, his parents said : “Oh, you can
talk so well already! Why haven’t you spoken so far?” and he answered “I had nothing to
comment. Everything was OK, first time I noticed something odd, like say the soup today, I did
speak out”. OK, before I get into more serious stuff with Einstein, either in the terms of tabloid or
in the terms of his self obituary as he called the scientific autobiography he was asked to write
let me put a bottom line on Theodorakis and at the same time correct something I said earlier
about the influence of Whitman on that Poet, Sikelianos. But to understand some samples of the
March of the Spirit better let’s first see them recontextualized it to our days. Let me get from
your bed time stuff its first and last stanza, first recontextualized and then, in italics, as in the
original and let’s also look at some more pages. By the way, for some of them you’ll see both
mine and Bill’s versions:
March of the Spirit in the ’00s, Saviors of Life in the Times of Human Shields
When our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives, (our lives
ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time) shielding the altars of your new Liberty and
Freedom, my Humanity, our souls caught fire as if we were true helpers, even saviors, of God as was every
Bruno whose hands joined back to embrace the holiest altar made of fire, like ours that we were defending
or as if our heartbeat followed the drum and whisper of Life Herself singing like a flag «don’t ask if we
win or lose. Go on!»
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…..................................
Thus, when our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives (our
lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time) shielding the altars of your new Liberty
and Freedom, my Humanity, shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken,
spoken clear and loud not just whispering, spoken through us who were joining hands around Her to
protect Her, as we were being saved even by Death Himself who had carved bullets with the names of each
of us as Saviors of God. All the way to You we were calling, all the way to You we were calling ,
companions!
March of the Spirit
When my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside(the brand of my whole life
bound and enclosed in span and pass of time), into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom, my
Country, my soul caught fire as if, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, made of red copper or as if
I had the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where, for long years, for the Eternity he hammered his iron
heavy thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos…

…..................................
Thus, when my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside (the brand of my
whole life bound and enclosed in space and time),into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom,
my Country ,shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper, of sounding
copper or as if I had the holy cell of Heraclitus around me, where for long years, for the Eternity he
hammered his iron heavy thoughts and hung them like arms in the Temple of Ephesos, all the way to You I
was calling, companions!
Helen reads aloud the above and also the paragraphs below, Bill
projects some photos:

The expression «don’t ask if we win or lose. Go on!» is from Kazantzakis’ book “Saviors of
God”, about those who the Jewish philosopher , and author of that famous book “I and Thou”,
Martin Buber, called “helpers of God”. Saviors of Life is a paraphrase of that book title to enter
the spiritual climate of the Poet who was speaking of the biological God. The dots between first
and last stanza correspond to some gigantic actions those saviors contemplated doing and then
did. Of course the recontextualized version is again dedicated to Rachel Corrie as statue of
Freedom:
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Ms. Rachel Corrie (USA), aged 23.

Held her ground, for all humanity
155

The Great Tall: Statue of Freedom
…shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper,
…shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken
of sounding copper or as if I had
spoken clear and loud not just whispering
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me,
spoken through us in torture islands,
where, for long years,
where for long years
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts
for all humanity we worked out iron heavy hopes
and hung them like arms
and hung them like arms
in the Temple of Ephesos,
in islands like Makronisos,*
all the way to You I was calling, all the way to You I was calling,
all the way to You we were calling, all the way to You we were calling,
companions!
companions!

*We don’t think it’s that improper or out of proportions, nor frivolous, to add here, for
such “men for all seasons”, the limerick-like paraphrase “..where for long years the
poets and composers among them hammered their iron heavy verses and scores for
mankind and hung them like arms in the temple of Makronisos etc etc”.
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As you were looking out of the open window
I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad
as they were barring all the view of the horizon
the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats.
Your shadow like our childhood’s guarding angel
flooded our house with the cool breeze of gentle wings,
right by your ear I saw the first of sunset’s fires
like our garden’s flowers sparkled just like an earring.
Αnd our window was our door to God’s whole creation
our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance.
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As you were looking out of the open window
I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad
as they were barring all the view of the horizon
the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats.
After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay
your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way.
And our window was our door to God’s whole creation
our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance.
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As you were looking out of the open window
I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad
as they were barring all the view of the horizon
the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats.
After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay
your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way.
And our window was our door to God’s whole creation
our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance.
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And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves
and its steer broke in bits afloat or down
and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander
for no destination and direction ever bound.
Yet I don’t seem to manage to get drowned
nor can I get back to the sea surface
I grope to reach for something to hold on to
all I grab is seaweed that can’t be a staircase.
The seaweed breaks and ocean waves just drag me
sometimes to places where no humans have been found
and I can’t tell even such simple little things like
which way is up or left or right or which way is down.
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YOU WERE STANDING AT THE WINDOW

…a window open to the sunshine
As you were looking out of the open window I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad
as they were barring all the view of the horizon the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats.
Your shadow like our childhood’s guarding angel flooded our house with the cool breeze of gentle wings,
right by your ear I saw the first of sunset’s fires like our garden’s flowers sparkled just like an earring.
As you were standing looking at the sunset lighting and flaring all its flames for you and me
you just looked great and grand and dressed up like a captain and our poor little room felt like a fancy ship.
After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of
bay
your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle and sailed me through the silence of our Milky
Way.
Αnd our window was our door to God’s whole creation our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised where stars were flowers and their shine came from
your glance.
And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves and its steer broke in bits afloat or down
and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander for no destination and direction ever bound.
Yet I don’t seem to manage to get drowned nor can I get back to the sea surface
I grope to reach for something to hold on to all I grab is seaweed that can’t be a staircase.
The seaweed breaks and ocean waves just drag me sometimes to places where no humans have been found
and I can’t tell even such simple little things like which way is up or left or right or which way is down.
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“Sometimes I feel like a motherless child”
Ritchie Haven (in “Freedom”)

“No tears for the dead, tears for the living
America, orphaned, orphanizes others”
Neruda’s Requiem

Instead of having Her statue turned outward to send light to others, Americans should, for a very
long time, turn Her to the interior just in case She can send light to themselves or, if they insist
looking at Her from behind they should wonder what She sees out there, either looking through a
window to the countries abroad or through a window to the even wider cosmos, just in case

She can communicate it to them. And if they grasp what she tells them they should sing
to Her “As you were looking out of the open window…”, “Your shadow like our childhood’s
guarding angel flooded our house…” etc. Now, above all , they should be singing to Her the last
three verses going like:
And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves
and its steer broke in bits afloat or down
and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander
for no destination and direction ever bound.
Yet I don’t seem to manage to get drowned
nor can I get back to the sea surface
I grope to reach for something to hold on to
all I grab is seaweed that can’t be a staircase.
The seaweed breaks and ocean waves just drag me
sometimes to places where no humans have been found
and I can’t tell even such simple little things like
which way is up or left or right or which way is down.
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The highest and deepest cosmic vibes felt by the Woman depicted by the Statue of Liberty as she
looks out of that window to the Cosmos are also perceived in ordinary everyday life by the body
of humans. Humans that are statues of liberty in flesh and blood and not “nature morte”
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“They are the seeds of the tenacious plant. Even while the earth sleeps they travel”:
The unbearable lightness of the understatements in Poetry’s metaphors:
“He who has a why can live with any how”
Nietzsche
Stone after stone, tree after tree, they passed the world,
with thorns as a pillow they passed sleep,
they brought the river of life in their dry hands.

They ran out of bullets and gunpowder
and now they’re filling their cannons
only with their hearts

A reading between the lines as due as Poetry’s understatements:
The bearable weight of the Poetry’s words’ way of being:
Stone after stone, tree after tree, they passed the world, with thorns as a pillow they passed sleep,

in their dry hands they brought…

… the river of life.
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An other Big Bang and another window:

Now they’re filling their cannons only with their hearts
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THE LETTER
I’m fine, I’m well, I’m well, I’m fine, thank you, thank you,
I wish the same to all of you.
To all who ask just give my kisses and my love,
my love and greetings the most warm.
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago,
please don’t spend all that much for me.
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors

when I was near you and you near me.
Tomorrow only half of us are staying here
I will be leaving with the rest,
maybe for islands, maybe land away or near
let it be what God thinks is best.
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago,
please don’t spend all that much for me.
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors
when I was near you and you near me.

…I will be leaving with the rest,

maybe for islands, maybe land away or near,
let it be what God thinks is best.

Their every word …
…a window open to the sunshine
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A more factual story of the Woman depicted by the statue of Liberty:
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Before becoming a statue gifted by French to Americans for the kind of inspiration the American
Revolution gave to the French Revolution she was a woman in paintings like the one below:

Both Americans and Europeans fought for such a woman. “Washington’s land” inspired other
peoples too in National Liberation Movements. And she was a Woman always (if I can judge
from Her pictures on walls of schools, we were seeing right after kindergarten)
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MOUNT BUSHMORE
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)
(Episode 2b)

Bush leafs all those pages carefully and says:

G:-Now let me see if I got everything or at least most of it: The sweet gran’pa with the Jewish hat
must be Martin Buber , you didn’t mention any other Jewish person, the gut next to him must be
the Gibran you mentioned who I know was Lebanese and you put the Jewish and the Lebanese
sages together for obvious reason , besides Laura had once gifted me a book of his with a photo
of his but the reason you preferred this photo of his, I guess, was to show that philosophers and
poets may have a look like the guy next table in a café, a regular café I mean , not a café for
spaced out hips or for intellectuals. Oh, Laura had gifted me “I and thou” too, like so many wives
gift it to their husbands and vice versa , I guess, but the copy had no photo for Buber so it’s only
now that I saw Buber’s face. The guy who is photographed writing was the Poet you had shown
me and the one remaining can only be Mumford , who has quite a regular next-table-in-aregular-café kind of body language and look himself, I see. And you placed him and the Poet
together since so many things they said were parallel and in parallel dates. And you placed the
two poets that are compatriots as close as possible without being in touch, the guy who is
writing and the guy who is walking on the beach just having gone from torture island to exile.
Those who are even closer are this jailed and exiled poet with his Turkish colleague who
followed the same path in life; and even closer, even in the same photo, is this poet and the
composer who considered him an older brother and met him on the same islands. Now let’s see
the position of the photos relative to the poem and its first lyric: So the tetrad of poets are for the
poet on exile a window to whatever it is that they see and the jail or exile prevents their colleague
from seeing. But then the poet on exile is for the tetrad of poets a window to whatever it is that
he sees and his colleagues, non being in jail or exile, are prevented from seeing. So the tetrads is
for the poet a statue of liberty looking to the skies through a window to some either deep or starry
realities and vice versa he is that to them too. Also he seems to be a master in tracing out very
starry and deep realities in very simple and common and everyday moments , like the presence
and aura and shadow and glance of one’s beloved , and conversely he is master in being
reminded of these very earthly realities from the most spaced out and cosmic vibes. Of course the
poem that started as lament of a mother for her son who got killed in a demonstration has
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included some aspects that could well be for a husband or boyfriend in the place of the son, or
even for a husband or boyfriend who still hasn’t died, I mean it would take a very Freudian and
Oedipal mother to say to her a verse that, to me, sounds as one of the best allusions to love
making, I mean what else can be the meaning of the verse “you gentle steer sailed me through the
silence of the Milky Way”? OK, it can also be a nice night in the balcony staring silently at the
stars with one’s mother. OK, for the rest I see your point again that what America does have in
her to make her proud is exactly the thing we , the official view, try to play down as accidental
and unimportant, I mean our Rachel Corrie type of new American as Statue of Liberty, but I’m
not yet ready to make a correct judgment of this issue. However I must sure stop and wonder in
both senses of the word in that “other big bang” even if I feel I’m taking one of those Rorsach, or
whatever they’re called, tests where you’re figured out as you try to see what some hazy figures
could be and say loud what you think you see: OK, let’ see what it could be: It’s a window like
the ones we’ve been talking about , but to where? It’s a big bang starting something or finishing
something? Is it a church dome looked from the inside , with its angels and God or a gun barrel
while shooting at you? As the subtitle “now they fill their cannons only with their hearts” it might
be that for some defeated who are being shot with bullets or with material for other types of
extermination. But they have some solidarity. Unless the two little shadows at the base are not
two friends again at the wall of a firing squad but two friends watching a miracle being born, for
example a child being born or conceived by them if they are a couple? Or some other miracle?
Are they Romeo and Juliet by any chance? Are they... Who are they finally?
H:-They’re Beatrice and Dante, she shows him the utmost and ultimate vision of Paradise. Then
he went back to the surface of the earth “under the sky that was full of the love that moves the
stars” as Dante put it at the end of his “Divine Comedy”. Bill also has a more practical use of this
picture : Beatrice , possibly also telling Dante to look towards that Sun or Central Fire or God on
the Dome , not towards her, is a picture good for illustrating the saying, going around in graffiti
or in Suzuki, “When the finger was pointing to the Moon the fool was looking at the finger”.
G:-And one more question: Why you chose Bruno of all savants burned on the stake to make a
patron saint of the Human Shields? OK, the original poem had Heraclitus who was not even
burned but was chosen, I guess, because his philosophy had much to do with some Central Fire, if
I’m not confusing him with Pythagoras, I only had a freshman philosophy course as a
requirement in Yale. But what was more special about Bruno? Wouldn’t the Human Shields burn
from bombs or napalms or white phosphorous like any other person burned on the stake? Why
Bruno?
H:-Bruno is also the best symbol of the gagging of free speech in our days. He had come back
from the free speech’s asylum in England to defend his theories in Italy, asked the Pope to have a
public discussion on his theories and if the Pope convinced him they were wrong he would
abandon them. A nail was put on his tongue while he was being burned because he might muster
his strength and teach something to the audience that had come to see him burn. A different gag
might burn before his tongue and then to silence him they could only kill him but that would
terminate his torture prematurely. OK, the media don’t gag in an equally painful way, only in a
way equally effective. They just silence; both the voices people can hear from people and the
voice each one can hear from himself, self blinding happens so conspicuously that it’s grotesque,
like when they covered Picasso’s Guernica in the room Powell spoke about Saddam’s non
existent weapons of mass destruction on what he himself considered as bullshit evidence with
tenet at his side etc etc let’s not go into pretty well known stuff for both of us and for everybody
both inside and outside this room. But if something can’t be silenced by the media our days
have other ways to gag it. It starts with civilized drugging but even drugs can be administered in
painful ways. OK, for more ask Cheney who is the herald and advocate of….Shit, it’s grotesque
to even speak about these things, we did let much worse go unmentioned on purpose and for
very healthy reasons. Besides, the muzzled shit mugs facing us and not having anything
meaningful to contribute to our discussion all this time just contribute the paranoid and grotesque
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vibe and message that anybody mentioning such things , like I do right now, sounds paranoid
and grotesque if he or she believes they can become relevant and sounds naive and a fool if he or
she, conversely, doesn’t feel threatened at all by the possibility that if he or she cannot be
slandered as paranoid then there might be real trouble . All I can answer is that the non paranoid
answer to undeclared threat is to have even more contempt for the free speech adherents who are
incapable of speaking , OK, I challenge them here and now to use their free speech and talk to
disrupt my stream of consciousness. Right now:.. OK, you didn’t hear anything either. So the
sound of silence from their direction is not in my ears only. So just ignore them. We were talking
about what you saw in those pages you leafed.
G:-So far so good between me and your pictures? Of course I must have missed many things and
I’ll have to return to it.
H:-Wow and re-wow! You are fantastic in what you do take notice already at first reading, or
even first leafing.
G:-OK, one of the things I didn’t quite get was something you were saying about the influence of
Whitman on that Poet with capital P. Was I supposed to perceive it myself from what I leafed
through? Was I supposed to get it only if I had read Whitman?Or could I get it even without this?
G:-No, I only wanted to say that the quite possible influence is just that he writes in the first
person, but that first person doesn’t have to be his own first person, in this poem in fact it isn’t, in
other poems it may be, here it is the first person of a martyr, a Tower Fireman, a Human Shield, a
Rachel Corrie, a Giordano Bruno etc., a fighter against barbarian invaders, a pacifist turned civil
disobeyer. More exactly the first and the last stanzas are recounted by the soul of a martyr after it
has left his or her body and travels to heavens. The soul’s words introduce the drama, I then only
inserted dots since its unfolding is the same in all ages and we all know it from each age’s news
about its so rare Rachels or Firemen; even without any recontextualization the drama makes
sense, it starts with some gigantic thoughts and decisions like the ones of firemen or of Human
Shields for example, then it goes on to the confrontation of the barbarism, then to helping out
the newborn peace’s first steps , or the soul at least fantasizes them on her way out of life or to
heaven if the martyr won’t leave to see the peace. The last stanza is like the first more or less, it
starts with a “thus” as if to say it is a recapitulation and ends with an extra verse, “all the way to
you I was calling , companions” since in the philosophy of life of this Poet, all revolutionaries
and martyrs and helpers of God and saviors of Life’s sacredness are companions of Christ who
still calls to the future generations through the martyrs’ mouths just like God, through Christ’s
mouth, calls for the salvation of life from the depths of the beginnings of Time that evolved Life
and respected its sacredness. I don’t know if this is the philosophy of Whitman too, since I have
not read him , if it isn’t then the influence only concerns the use of the 1st person and, as we said,
some allusions to a new Adam the Poet likes. It’s breathtaking to realize that there are paintings
with Che Guevara as Christ, crucified with companions in the jungle, drawn by people who have
not even heard of this philosophy , or to see Che Guevara as the old kings who were sacrificed
ritually to make the crops more fertile by growing from their buried body, drawn by people who
have not read Panagoulis’s poem to the “first dead” after the killing of his brother by the junta
and containing the verse “a flower of fire comes out of their graves”.
Rumsfeld mumbles something in his sleep

G:-Dick , what did Don mumble. Sounded German? He must be dreaming of his country.
C:-…
H:-He said “Stockhausen”. He’s a composer and conductor from…
G:-Wow! How very cultural on Don’s part! I thought Don would be dreaming his idol Al
Capone or some mafia godfather giving him advice when he falls asleep in lectures and in
changes between light on lights out. It happens to me too but I see bearded Gods giving me
advice. What’s so special about this Stockhausen? Is he a Theodorakis-like compatriot of Don?
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H:-He is the one who caused an outrage by saying that the planes crushing themselves into the
twin Towers were an utmost work of art and quite a landmark in the history of exhibitions of art
in the tradition of live happenings.
G:-Quite a stupid asshole in the history of self respecting musicians who deserve a visit by astral
projections I guess. I’m sure he got his astral projections as a drinker or a sniffer not like
Beethoven as a whiz kid floating naked face up in a river one night under the Milky Way, as in
the film “Immortal Beloved”, let alone getting them like his colleague Theodorakis otherwise he
would make a minute’s silence in a concert like Theodorakis did on the spot or he would make
some silence to abstain from the bullshit he said. Why didn’t he consider his colleague’s life as
the live work of art and as the happening he is so eager to find in order to marvel at instead of
considering the Towers? And concerning the history of exhibitions why didn’t he contribute to
that by presenting to the public his colleague the way a DJ like you, Helen, just presented him?
Happenings like yours are also non lethal. At most they mesmerize some people and blow them
out, like they just blew Don out, and maybe the ones that drop asleep even benefit from that, I
would wake him just in case he forgets later what he dreamt about Stockhausen, but I’m much
more interested in hearing about Einstein here and now, because I’m sure you will speak about
him in the way you also spoke about Theodorakis, you won’t just stay in the clichés about him
like you didn’t just say stories about syrtaki and Zorba and Antony Quinn when you were
speaking about Theodorakis ,oh he came to, and he’s looking at us with the white of his eye. Hey
Don, your eye is too blank for me to say who of us you staring at with the white of it, to which
you just gave a whole new dimension of meaning. You’re doing great! Two birds with one stone!
You also gave a new dimension to the expression “sleep over something”. What was that
mesmerized you or lulled you? Or was it an experience in astral projection that you were having?
Who was it who brought Stockhausen along for a visit to you? Was it de Niro’s Al Capone? Was
it Marlon Brando’s Godfather?
R:-You’ve been taking humor courses or IQ injections while I slept George? The expression I
gave a new meaning to was “sleep through something”.
G:-You’ve taken both courses, too, during sleep, I’m happy to see, Don.
R:-But I did see de Niro and Marlon Brando, were you talking loud about them and thus
influenced me or was I speaking loud as I was sleeping? Or was either of us sending telepathic
message to the other?
G:-You did talk loud. About Stockhausen.
R:-Oh, only that part?
G:-Only his name actually.
R:-I can’t even begin telling you what I dreamt.
G:-Something tells me that you can begin singing it though.
R:-Part of it yes I can, here and now, the rest will be coming piece by piece for hours. I saw
myself as Nietzsche, I even had a moustache. I was singing a sermon.
G:-And what sermon were you singing as Nietzsche from pulpit to the faithful? That there is
only one Zarathustra and his prophet is Al Capone? Or the other way around?
R:-My Nietzsche-me was singing to my usual me some verses going like let’s see…there we go:
You stupid sadsack , where do you think that you’re going?
You are no warrior your only strong cell is weapons
but you’re as optimal as heaps of flaccid shit.
You do have a mirror, take a good look there, there’s nothing robust.
You make an ass of yourself! Don’t even think you’re like me.
My Nietzsche-me was big and had a moustache and spoke like thunder and my usual me was like
a small kid and wore boxing gloves and spoke like Elmer Phudd. The melody of the song was
like the one Bill played and replayed like Helen’s accompaniment and leitmotiv. Oh, in the
beginning it was not Nietzsche I was seeing in my dream, it was Helen I was seeing half awake
and half asleep but at some point she had a moustache and looked like Nietzsche and like herself
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too, also at some point she reappeared with her breast naked, and her one arm raised, oh-oh-oh, it
was Marianne , the woman symbolizing French democracy, and Helen had become that woman, I
mean I was seeing a well known painting of hers I knew since I was a kid but with Helen’s face.
Let’s go back to Nietzsche, when Helen had that moustache, it started flying from her to me and
back again, it was flying like pages fly from folder to folder on Word’s screens when we copy
something but it was not pages it was a moustache and it was going back and forth between me
and her, at some point I saw Al Capone shouting for Kevin Kostner in the “Untouchables” “I
want his house burnt, I want his children killed, I want his wife raped, I want him dead-deaddead” and then I saw him trying to kick somebody like when de Niro’s Al Capone was trying to
kick his lawyer when he lost in court, he had spats over his shoes like in the movie, then I saw the
leader of the Blue Meanies in the “Yellow Submarine” shouting in shrill and hysterical voice
“Quick, get me my asshole medication, I’m not asshole enough today, give me my treatment, I
want to be a complete asshole of a curmudgeon”. Then I saw Marlon Brando as godfather saying
he never paid homage to the powerful nor became their pawn and he was coldly looking down on
Dick, Rich, Paul and Elmer Phudd and, then I saw Sean Connery as the Irish cop in Chicago in
the “Untouchables” saying “we’ll all die of something anyway” while spurring his horse to start
running to the mobsters’ car in the desert with Kevin Kostner and their other friend whom a false
cop later killed in an elevator and with his blood wrote “Touchables” on the elevator walls . But
let me return to Nietzsche’s song, I can’t remember it all in rhyme but I the melody was the one I
told you, the soundtrack of Helen’s speech so to speak and I retain its meaning , let me
remember it little by little…Oh, I also saw I was telling Richardson to take a good look at me in
order to make Europe as robust as America and he was asking me if I meant like North America
or like South America and then an officer with a Latin-lover-like moustache was showing Che
Guevara’s corpse to some people and asking them if they wanted to look like him and somebody
was asking him what was the other option, if it was just me and Richardson and whether an
autopsy on us had been performed on us two yet because Che even dead looked more live than
me and Richardson alive. And then somebody, a loudspeaker possibly on a mouth I didn’t see,
was asking something about the robustness of Christ through the first line of Bob Dylan’s
“Blowin’ in the wind”; and somebody was also telling me and Richardson a line like “Don’t ask
if you win or lose. Go on” which I don’t remember where I had already heard and I presumed he
asked me if I could say “mission accomplished” or not and I was answering “You ask me if
what we have is victory. To answer that I’d have to first see statistics which would show if the
rate at which we kill terrorists exceeds the rate at which they show up”…Now what was
next?...Lemme think…It was something about statistics again…But what?
Helen, has been , since quite a while, literally rolling with laughter
on the floor, laughter comes in spasms, and she only stops rolling to
bang the floor wither heels or feet soles , in alternation, as her
legs sometimes stretched and sometimes bent in knees , go up and down
incontrollably.

G:-Bill , is your wife having an orgasm or something over Don’s dream? It’s only through your
calmness that I feel secure and don’t call for an ambulance, I take it that you have seen her in
such a state before.
Bill just gestures reassuringly

G:-Helen what came over you? Is that some kind of primal scream fit? Primal laughter possibly?
Primalling on the floor for so long! You might even open a primal laugh therapy workshop up in
Beverly Hills if you go on like this.
H:-Hahahahaha! It’s nothing! It just had never occurred to my wildest imaginative powers that a
war criminal like Don might have such a graceful cute little unconscious. Hahahahahahaaaaaaaa!
G:-Bill, does your wife laugh so much very frequently?
B:-I think it escaped her control because the facts also escaped all expectations, hopes and
predictions by us. OK, we did have some reasonable laughs over the wishful fantasy that we
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could find some way to engage in conversation USA’s abstract collective unconscious or
conscious, but who would ever imagine that this collective unconscious or conscious could ever
be personified and affected so directly? And , what’s more, with respect to the explanation of her
laugh screams, who would even imagine that the person who personified all that would be Don of
all people?; or, be it, of all hawks and assholes. Don, you’re not through, right? You had started
saying something about Nietzsche’s talk or sermon to you, and then you remembered something
about Richardson and Che Guevara and Bob Dylan and there was also something about statistics
that you wanted to remember, maybe with respect to body counts possibly, think, in the meantime
let me show you something that as you were talking I’ve been putting together from my material
about you and the persons of your dream . Is it at all like what this part of your dream was?:
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Rumsfeld:-Take a good look and try to be like me to make Europe as robust as America
Richardson: -North America or South?

-You don’t want to look like him, eh?.
– Well, he looks more live than the guys above. Was there an autopsy on them yet?
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How many roads must a man walk down, before you call him a robust man?

Don’t ask if you win or lose. Go on.
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You ask me if what we have is victory.
To answer that I’d have to first see
statistics which would show if the rate
we kill terrorists exceeds the rate
at which they show up

…all the way to You I was calling , companions”

A flower of fire comes out of their graves
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R:-Oh, I just had a flash, or rather two flashes, OK, make it three. Helen’s laughter just reminded
what Nietzsche was saying , Che pushing up the daisies or rather the corn, reminded me when ,
and thus where, I had heard that “Don’t ask , go on” slogan, it was a graffiti around the time
Allende was bombed by Pinochet’s planes and this bombing reminded me another bombing that
brought up that statistics thing. Let me start with the shortest part of the dream: As I was
answering Che, I mean the journalist in my dream, about the missing statistics about the terrorists
killed and showing up, I remembered that pig-eye press representative that the NATO forces had
in the bombings of Yugoslavia in the Clinton period, that Jamie Shee or Sheah or Shieh or
whatever …OK, let me not say it, anyway I mean the one who changed neckties to fit what the
image makers told him fitted the circumstances each time , at the same time Madlene Albright
was similarly changing those butterfly-like pins. He had said that if one looked into the ratio of
people killed over bombs used, then this war displayed the lowest such ratio in human history
and then I had a flash within the dream of asking him if when he said that he had already known
the joke about the definition of a statistician, that is, that a statistician is the person who believes
that if he runs a high fever on his forehead and he also suffers extremely cold feet at the same
time , then on the average he is healthy.
H:-Hahahaha! Don, your phenomenal progress by leaps and bounds will soon start sending Bill
for pushups like George’s has. This joke about the statistician’s definition I think was the last free
association Bill managed to have before your dreaming caught up with his waking processes.
In a while you’ll be sending him for pushups or for sleeping over things the way you sleep over
them.
R:-Now in Yugoslavia the free world had bombed the Yugoslavian TV station for saying news
different from CNN. Like our tank had bombed Palestine Hotel in Iraq in which, among possibly
one or two collateral guys it got the non- imbedded Spanish journalist who had a narrow escape
in the Al Jazeera News station bombing some time ago. Now Allende before being bombed
himself , was speaking from a still unbombarded news station, while two other stations had
already been silenced by bombing. A little after the Allende event then another very
SouthAmerican-like thing took place. Students in a Greek Technological Institute locked
themselves up in their school and made a radio station transmitting the news their local junta at
the time wouldn’t allow to be on the air. A junta tank and the military police finally did end the
occupation by the students and closed the news station down. There was havoc of the usual type
that journalists call the usual “Guernica” name and next day’s newspapers all over the world
transmitted photos of the usual debris after havoc and there was a graffiti on a wall that was on
all papers but it went untranslated so I had to ask somebody to whom it was not Greek as it was to
me to tell me what it said and it said exactly that line: “Don’t ask if you win or lose. Go on”. Now
let me finally go to what thanks to Helen’s rich laughter I remembered from what my Nietzsche
self was telling my little Elmer Phudd self or Arie Fleischer self in my dream: Remember
Gordon Liddy from the Watergate telephone tappings who went to jail for some Nixon jobs?
When he got out of jail he wrote a book with a very Nietzschean sounding title “Will” in which
he said he was initiated to Nietzsche by his baby nurse who was a Nazi from Germany and that he
did take good notice of the event where Nietzsche as a kid had burnt his hand with a box of
matches as he was trying to prove to his fellow students that their Latin book was not lying when
it said that a Roman army officer, in order to show to some enemies , maybe Carthagenians, that
Romans had very strong will , he stretched his hand over a torch and didn’t pull it back before it
was burnt. When he grew up he decided to apply it when he suspected a secretary in the office
was spying on him and he took her out to dinner in an Italian restaurant, and to show her how
much he could endure without revealing he burned his hand over that wax table light Italian
restaurants have for the mood, but he was terribly disappointed when she, not having read
Nietzsche’s biography, obviously, or stories in Latin, just thought he was telling her he was a firefreak, just in case she had any objection to that before the sex night she was tacitly assuming
would follow the invitation to Italian dinner. Then Nietzsche said something about his true idols
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being people like Spartacus for their endurance of pain and mentioned a Greek who had
bombed a dictator and endured all the way some pretty tough trimming while later in an
interview to Orianna Falacci who wrote a book about him he had said that before having a reason
to keep his mouth shut, like he had when interrogated on his collaborators , he was one of the
guys who fainted at the dentist’s. Then he said that such cases of having a real reason to display
endurance and not some course in pain endurance from which you try to graduate with straight
A’s is part of what he meant by his line “he who has a why can live with any how” and he
mentioned that that tall composer considered that inspiration in music is like volcanic eruption
and composition is like molding lava but lava can only be molded when hot so you have to do
burn your hands to create in music, even if finally your love for life and people sends to them not
groans and moans and roars and bellows but simple melodies that are not like lava but like
dewdrops, and all that, yes, is real reason to endure pain, and Nietzchean heroes are not
Nietzsches themselves who only write about them or at most find words to point out what exactly
these people do but are more like the raw matter of history, anonymous Spartacuses with other
first names who if need be do say “I’m Spartacus” to both cover their leader and to identify with
their cause and with him who so much identifies with it and with them that he never risked less
than them , and some geniuses are not only artists speaking about that raw matter but also are raw
matter themselves, like that composer. Also he said that once his composer was sent a page
yellow with time , full of notes written on pentagram and with some dry shit on it , it was a page
that had fallen from the composer when as he was getting some heat along with the shitter some
years ago on a Guantanamo for Spartacuses, I mean a Gulag , no Nietzsche did call it a
Guantanamo, anyway the composer’s fellow-Spartacuses had confiscated the pages for toilet
paper purposes but this particular shitter and self-asswiper felt too bad to throw it away and too
bad to give it back but as he was getting to the age he returned it because he thought it might be a
valuable song, OK, it was a post symphonic piece with roars and groans, inspired during an astral
projection on a night of heavy trimming. Also he said that after knowing the company of such
persons he didn’t think the composer would be impressed by characters with interesting
biographies hanging around Hollywood either to sell them or just to be called “quite a character”
by somebody…Also, he said that while at the beginning he was a little curious to see what Yalom
meant with the title “Why Nietzsche cried” or was it “when” instead of “why”, who cares?, and
he figured it must have been something about a page where Zarathustra met with Spring dancing,
or something to do with biographies relating Spring to Lou Salomé, finally he dropped all plan to
see what Yalom meant because after he learned that the book was a post 9/11 success he
considered it beneath him, especially after Freud’s compliment to him going like “There never
was and probably there will never be anybody with as much self knowledge as Nietzsche”, OK,
he considered beneath him to read somebody who, although he called himself a psychiatrist, did
not consider beneath him to write to his compatriots and colleagues trivialities about enriching
life and deepening priorities by not avoiding thinking about death too. Even if his compatriots
were so trivial as to need that , the real top priority after 9/11 , especially for someone to make
point about priorities versus death, in his book, is the following: 9/11 is about death and also is
about priorities in life, but before he even starts talking about that, a psychiatrist in America, no
matter how good willing and volunteering he is to treat people for 9/11 shock, has to find a way
to handle the following: Almost always, when a painful self truth is approached in analysis there
comes a point where the effort by the patient to avoid facing it will also make him doubt the
quality of his analyst. A member of a society in fear and in mourning and in pain for being so
brutally and unfairly attacked, and also in pain for being accused so much by so many has the
following additional problem here. The analyst might appear as biased and as suspect of wanting
to hurt the patient because of some anti-Americanism he, the analyst, has, for some trivial
reason, for example for being less native by having more recent ancestors immigrant to US. How
can this bar of mistrust be lifted if it arises, before resuming the delving in childhood memories?
And can it be resumed while mistrust is on? Does Yalom have some advice to give to his patients
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and colleagues on that before starting any trivial workshops on ways of life and on values and on
priorities in the presence of death? This is much more serious and collective than the interference
with the analysis, noticed by Jung, of the class-rooted self-complacency of American
millionaires who came to be analyzed by him in Europe. That one he just handled by having
them sit on the floor instead of in an armchair or on a couch until they lost silly self feelings over
trivialities and unrealities. Finally he clinched it with “But how do your Yaloms handle the
present problem that interferes with any self mirroring? And I’m still only asking them about
how they handle the side effects of the Patriot Act on their unconscious and conscious relating to
their individual analysis of childhood etc. I still haven’t even begun asking them about what they
do with the collective psychoanalysis needed to face the conflicts related to their collective
national identity. Their collective representative, their President, would have to come in real or
imagined dialogue with a collective representative of analysis but he shunned , on the basis of the
advice of you gang, to even read the open letter sent to him by that old couple, husband and wife,
of Jungian analysts, which was hardly more collective than being representative of the Jungian
school of which the honor was saved through that letter unlike the honor of any other school…
G:-Don, can you find me again that letter when we get back?
H:-Don’t worry, George, it’s in the envelope for your bedtime reading. Go on Don, unless George
wants something else too.
G:-Just to thank you for the homework envelope, Helen. Go on Don.
R:-Oh, there’s also something else Nietzsche said with regard to music , possibly as commentary
on that flowing lava and the roars and groans or as spelling out what composers do. He said “In
a book I once had addressed those who consider music as their maternal bosom and
communicate with things almost exclusively though musical relations, to ask them if they could
imagine a human being whose sensitivity could stand the third act of Tristan and Isolde without
the help of words and images, like an immense purely symphonic composition , without getting
drowned asphyxiating under the spasmodic intensity of all the fibers of the soul. Could man ,
who so-to-speak here put his ear on the breast and heartbeat of the World’s Will and felt the
frenzied and abysmal lust of Life spilling out and flooding all the arteries of the world with the
roar and thunder of a torrent or with the whisper of a brook swirling in its innumerable meanders,
could this man not feel his soul suddenly becoming shattered and pulverized?
...Helen listens to what has started in speechless adoration and jaw
dropping surprise and with an almost transfixed look toward infinity
but without stopping her stare on Rumsfeld, and feeling she wants to
clap for every single sentence, but she stops her hands just before
hitting each other so as not to interrupt his fantastic speech...

OK, once I had addressed that question to the people whose contact with music is direct and
immediate. Now I don’t ask because I got the answer through the mouth and the words and the
images and the music of a composer that expressed that part of man’s collective soul and gene
pool expressed on that Spartacuses’ island of poetry. And I bet that this love of life that pushed
and drove them through there, was such that the erotic songs they wrote were even more
Dionysian than Biget’s “Carmen” which would make me go out of my way all the way from
Germany to Italy or wherever every time I heard it would be performed. Anyway, as I was also
writing about this issue in that book, my first one,…OK, let me rephrase it in your days’ jargon to
make it more understandable to you: myth, poetry, tragedy, are not the real thing to which music
is just the sound-track and supportive material, music is the real thing to which the text is merely
verbal and optical soundtrack, word-track and image-track should we call them? Oh!, videoclip
is fine!, myth, tragedy, videoclip, are noble pretexts allowing music to bend its steps to the
rhythms of dithyrambic dancing and to let itself surrender with impunity to an orgiastic feeling of
freedom, without which music would not have the boldness to abandon itself so prodigally. Myth
and tragedy-OK, and videoclip- protect the viewer from music but it’s the music that leads him to
utmost joy but in a way that floods him right from the start through a complete certainty of its
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premonition, that does convince him that he hears the most hidden voice of things which speaks
with clarity from the depths of the abyss, although the road to it is a road of self destruction and
disappointment. So we can imagine the tragic artist himself, creating his forms and figures as an
overflowing creator of individuation hardly imitating nature and then we see the unheard of
power of the Dionysian instinct shattering all these creations to go even further and blare the
primal and utmost artistic joy in the bosom of the archegonous Monad. Some of it you can
witness even in free jazz in improvisations recorded from instruments played by stoned
composers for stoned listeners as they reach crescendos like Pharoah Sanders’ “Elevation” where
the saxophone screams, before they return to the “business as usual” mellow relief, pass from
quite some paroxysms of primal screams that last long enough to tell us that the lightness of
acosmic non-being they allude to is quite bearable.
G:- Don, you did say why Nietzsche would cry but I still don’t see why it was Helen’s rich
laughter as you called it that reminded you what your Nietzsche-you told your usual you in your
dream.
R:-I was coming to that. Just a minute . Lemme straighten out the order of things in time. The
above speech by Nietzsche was before, just before, the song I started with, where my
Nietzsche-me was singing to my ElmerPhudd-ArieFleischer-me that song in the Helen leitmotiv
tune, lemme remind it to you:
You stupid sadsack , where do you think that you’re going?
You are no warrior your only strong cell is weapons
but you’re as optimal as heaps of flaccid shit.
You do have a mirror, take a good look there, there’s nothing robust.
You make an ass of yourself! Don’t dare to think you’re like me!
Ah! I almost forgot: George , at some point Nietzsche’s reference to music reminded me of the
conductor Stockhausen whom I consider a very Nietzscheanly outspoken person and also an
asshole for being outspoken against us U.S. and I mentioned it to him, I mean to me, Nietzsche ,
anyway, human-all-too-human contradictions as Nietzsche would put it , after all what’s a good
Christian boy like you doing with a Nietzschean like me and vice versa, and then Helen’s voice
explained to you who Stockhausen was and you too became Nietzsche, I mean you too had
shared his moustache like I had, and you were putting Stockhausen in his proper place, then
Nietzsche –Nietzsche , I mean his face itself , not mine or yours or Helen’s with his moustache,
said, well maybe his presence in person in my dream symbolizes my tendency towards overselfcriticism too, since he said that his overall reason to cry is that he only acquired a following
like Gordon Liddy, Arie Fleischer and me, I mean Donald Rumsfeld, OK, he got Heidegger too
he said but…
G:-Do you mean Heisenberg?
H:-No, it is Heidegger in that context. OK, either in Princeton or in neocon seminars Don may
have well heard that name. Was professor Rorty in Princeton when you were there Don?
R:-I don’t remember.
H:- Anyway, he could have been only if his first teaching post was there and if he got it very
young.. It doesn’t matter anyway. Go on, excuse me for interrupting.
R:-OK, he finished by saying that since he hadn’t immersed his hands in any real lava, but only in
matchstick fire, and not in order to mold it with his talents and genius but just in order to imitate
a spiteful Roman jerk as philistine as any random hillbilly burning his hand with a torch like an
idiot and like a show-off , and since nobody mixed any pages of his “Thus Spake Zarathustra”
with shit to send it to him as souvenir from youth on a torture island made for Spartacuses only,
since none of all that happened to him and since the only medal he ever received in such
directions was to enter the libro d’oro of the ones who joined the choir of the saints of the
paradise called “authenticity” by the criteria of Heidegger, a paradise which he considers, for its
neutral deadness, as desiccated and sanitized as the Christian one against which he himself
fought so passionately, for all these reasons the most authentic line of his with which he wants us
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to remember him by and which he would like to imagine written on his tombstone, is “I’ll be
mourning for myself in Paradise”. Thus spake Nietzsche.
Helen is looking at him as a God and a champion, she herself looking
like a groupie and a cheerleader, and says:

H:-Gaaaaaad! Daaaaan! What was thaaaaat?! Even if your Nietzsche had spoken or spaken, or
whatever, only this last line , that would still constitute top-top rate poetry, and I don’t mean by
the standards of titles like Yalom’s toy books, I mean by the standards of the Nobel laureate poet
of “Axion Esti” who in his “Monogram” , in all senses of the word, which is the dialog of two
parallel monologs, a man’s in afterlife and a woman’s, on earth, a dialog to which Theodorakis
both wrote a background music and himself did the reading of the man’s lines while the poet’s
girlfriend did the reading of hers, after his death, OK, in this Monogram the opening line is “I’ll
be mourning for you in Paradise ” said by man to woman. As archetypal as could be, right? As
Adam and Eve and as any man’s longing for earth and for woman even more than for the
quintessence of the goal of goals called Paradise. But with that “I’ll be mourning for myself in
Paradise” you spotted and spelled out the archetypical core of Nietzsche-like constitutions
equally well. And I don’t mean only the fact that Wagner attributed so much of his friend’s
philosophy to masturbation and virginity. Oh, Don, I’m really sorry, it’s such a pity that God
made you an idiot and a war criminal. OK, it happens in the best families, as well known it was
such a pity that God hadn’t made a genius like Gibran a tall guy but a short one, and it’s such a
pity that God didn’t make a tall guy like Bill a genius but just a average person, I’m not belittling
him, on the contrary I have just cited his line which made me fall in love with him, I guess God
did it in order to assign to him the mission of showing to mankind how much fun it can be to be
just average in everything, but maybe God did have a mission for you too, to show how far one
can progress even if he is an idiot and a war criminal, I still haven’t figured what exactly your
mission could be, but I’ll try and I’ll keep you posted. Oh, also you have a very good taste and a
very good instinct in pinpointing the heart of a book, the core where it goes to the bottom of
things, only very good philosophers who are proverbial for this virtue choose that paragraph of
Nietzsche about music versus words, as the quintessence of his “The birth of tragedy” and thus
say that the whole point is in the subtitle “…from the spirit of music”. You, I mean your
unconscious , are a great philosophy and poetry reader. And a great music listener , I’m sure too.
I don’t know if Hitler’s criminals who listened to Bach were as talented as you, but you sure are.
By the way, your remarks about Yalom would even make me say that you too, not only George,
should compare notes with Bill. You have much to inspire in each other. You can be a great DJ
too if I judge by what you said about Pharoah Sanders’ “Elevation”. Bill came to relating him to
Nietzsche’s ideas only recently whereas you did it in one stride and with your eyes closed,
literally. Is it certain that you can only make such conversations when asleep and thus acting as if
you were a spiritualistic medium of Nietzsche? Oh, come on! You’re putting us on. You can do it
awake too. After all it’s not Nietzsche since it’s better than Nietzsche, so it must be you, even
though Nietzsche is better than you, of course. Oh, just a minute, why is Bill looking at Don with
so much gratitude?... Let me guess…Oh, that look started already at the beginning of that
Nietzschean passage about music. So:…Aah! Here it is: Bill had heard like everybody, the well
known story that Neruda wanted with his Poetry to restore, to re-compose, to so-to-speak
re-member the body of South America that was dis-membered by the conquistadores in the same
sense that the Poet of the March of the Spirit wanted to do the same for the contemporary
Civilization which he considered similarly crucified and dismembered since the passage from the
matriarchal societies to the patriarchal and, in Mumford’s account, in the passage from the
Neolithic-agricultural phase of societies to their phase as societies in cities walled and protected
by superhumanly magnified survivals of roles like the Paleolithic hunters’. Those similar poetic
projects of both Poets had their precedent in the myth of the restitution of the body of Dionysus
dismembered by some giants. Neruda was using very suggestive images of virgin lands and
jungles, of flora and fauna instead of human flesh language but this sounded even better and even
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fleshier than the naively literally carnal psychoanalytic language with breasts and wombs. Then
he, Bill I mean, started going , silently when by himself and loud when I was present just in case
I could help him out with a free association or something, as follows, for instance: “It sounds both
esthetic and plausible, even reasonable, and very fit as a comment upon DJ-ing the song Amor
America, whether I can or cannot remember where the hell I had heard an expression I want to
use, OK, it sounds like a very appropriate phrase to say something like: “The composer, for us,
for him, for man, traversed more on music by itself rather than on verse too, verse was merely
suggestive or , better, just orienting, no-no it was music that acted as compass too, OK, he
traversed the intestinal or non intestinal labyrinth that could lead man to the Cosmic Soul at the
center of it which feels like the unriddling of the riddle, the untying , not the cutting, of the
Cosmic knot, the restitution of the existential spine which had been shattered to pieces bigger
than dust but still impossible to be re-membered in the jigsaw puzzle that seemed like bound to be
played and not deciphered for the whole eternity, and when he traveled to that center the music
sounded to him and to us to whom he replayed it, like freedom, and, as it is well known from
Tommy of the “Who”, “freedom tastes of reality”, and it sounded like Janice in Bobby Mc Gee
“freedom was just another name for nothing left to lose” and also sounded like “freedom is just
another name for taking your heart out with your own nails and giving it to a beast with sharp
teeth to eat it” and it sounded like “we find the vein that reaches into the heart of Spring, we find
it under the little scar left on our pulse by the handcuffs” and like “I never blamed a companion
for signing a paper to end being tortured but I am prouder for my not signing than I am for my
poetry, after all as great a tragedist as Aeschylus wanted his tombstone to write that he fought in
the Marathon battle , not that he wrote immortal tragedies” and like the explanations of the same
poet to his daughter still in cradle going like “if they ask you what is your father’s job, just know
that at night he goes out to the galaxy to gather stardust to bring people next morning and if ,
when he returns, he doesn’t shake very well at the doorstep, some stardust might glimmer during
the day on his lapel or on his temple” and it sounded like Bach’s Brandenburgian clarinet sounds
as chirping for his kids to go to school instead of alarm clocks and their mirror-sound as lullaby
before dad goes to collect stardust and meet the poet doing the same job and their colleague the
magician of those Pygmies who think that the universe was not born from the big bang but from
the nearby forest which also gives birth to the fruit and to the animals they eat and that the myth
of dis-membered and re-membered Dionysus refers to the worms and mushrooms that help matter
that died decompose and recompose to be recycled for rebirth and growth ”. OK, it sure is self
defeating to say that music by itself, better than verses, leads us there and then try to support
this with a phrase of so many words, that are not even verse, instead of letting the music really
say it by itself, but somehow , if I don’t remember, in order to give reference, where I read or
heard the expression “traversing the labyrinth leading to the Cosmic soul” I will , whether that
proves me a neurotic or not, be incapable of dropping completely out of the DJ-ing this long
phrase, or of finding a better phrase. But where have I read it or heard it? Was it James Joyce
mentioning Moses Maimonides? Was it Jung mentioning James Joyce the time he understood
Ulysses by sleeping through it out of sleepiness produced by not understanding it while
awake?….By the way Don, you should make Jung your patron saint after this… Was it a Hopi
Indian fantasized by the director of Koyaanisqatsi as fantasizing the images of the film? Was it a
Koyaanisqatsi-like net of streets like luminous fibers in the night, looking as an intestinal
labyrinth while hearing Pharoah Sanders composing, stoned, on stage or studio, for listeners
hearing him, stoned, below the stage or from a record? Was it an acid trip to my memories from
my mother’s womb? Was it a Japanese obstetrician about that record of his with lullabies from
the womb, whose sounds of mother’s heartbeat and circulations and intestines as taped from the
womb from where fetuses hear them and make babies stop crying when they hear them again, for
a few days after birth? Was it the same doctor speaking about some definite pieces of classical
music, on the flipside of the LP, having the same effect on crying newborns? Was it Virgil Fox,
the player of organ, playing and talking in Caltech’s Beckman auditorium about the opening
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musical phrase of Toccata and Fugue in C minor as the startle Virgin Mary feels when she learns
she will be the mother of God’s son? Was it the same performer speaking about a Bach piece
where no matter what other music goes on we still hear the repetition of a note written by Bach
on the pentagram to be played at the rhythm of a heartbeat and being the heart of Virgin Mary as
heard by Christ in her womb? Was it the labyrinth of corridors in overground and underground
huge libraries in Berkeley? Was it Castoriadis’ “Crossroads in the labyrinth?” where corridors
were various branches of knowledge and not literal? Was it Caltech’s nine floor library calling
you to contemplate everything possible while looking over the area out of its huge windows? Was
it the nine volume pornographic epic taking place on a big JulesVerne-like ocean liner having in
the center of its belly a library with the finest poetry and philosophy of history among other
things and also having there the engines where the workers throwing coal into the fire made the
pornographer realize his similarity and solidarity to them and the nature of his mission which
was to throw fuel to the fire that is called “desire” of the organic engine of the ship that is called
“civilization”? Was it in this pornographer’s other book about a trip, on air balloon, where
besides the view from above, the meanderings were followed, in fantasy, of a river in a tropical
forest, sometimes running still like lake and sometimes like torrent or in waterfall and all the
time being a great metaphor for the hormones running in the blood of its Jules Verne characters?
Am I being like the cretin hound RanTanPlan who can’t remember where he had seen the ranger
Lucky Luke before, and so keeps going like “Was it Jesse James? Was it Billy the kid? Was it
Bill Hickok ? Was it…” Why that expression of Neruda “rios arteriales” makes me feel that not
only this passage in a book did exist and so it’s not only something I saw in some dream that I
forgot but also is the common allusion of both this pornographer and of Neruda and of the Poet of
the March of Spirit unless it is their common allusion to the real bodily sensation or site in man to
which that initial passage too was an allusion since we don’t live in an age or place where one
prophet had a central experience and the others made it a central passage and referred to it both
as source of truth and as non-reproducible? Hey! Don! Hugs and kisses! Kisses and hugs! Yes it
was Nietzsche in “The Birth of Tragedy from the Spirit of Music”, how come I forgot? And OK,
I do recall the word “abysses” in it and the “lust for life” but not the “abysmal lust for life” for
which I now consider it a passage alluded to by the verse “abysmal thirst for life” in the March of
the Spirit, and anyway if it’s not Nietzsche-Nietzsche then I must give the reference to Don-Don
himself if he is so too modest that he assigns his dream’s workings to Nietzsche himself too.
And now I can afford to be less neurotic and so find a better and shorter phrase , so thankyouthankyou-thankyou-thanks-a-thousand. If I’ve just read his mind correctly, then Bill will really
tell us a better phrase right here and now. Bill, tell us what phrase you’re going to use in your
presentation of “Amor America” tomorrow? OK, I pretend I’m the CD, singing, and also I’m the
choir doing both the repetitions and those pom-pom-pom sounds, you do the commenting , oh,
sorry George, sorry Don, I didn’t tell you Bill does talk on the first hearing and airing of songs ,
so I will take a little longer on this break, just a little, really, we won’t be a minute:
Helen sings:

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales
The choir here just make some pom-pom-pom sounds and so does Helen,
Bill takes the chance to say:

B:-Before the wig and the gown of the European crucifiers were the equally sadistic fascists
called Incas or Aztecs but this doesn’t change a thing because in this particular Poem the Poet,
trying to remember on what site of their DNA the crucified lived before their crucifiers came, did
overshoot with so correct an intuition that he remembered the crucified civilization’s body and
face and DNA’s site before any sadistic fascist had ever appeared anywhere, nothing changes
because that was a time where what existed were the rivers, rivers like arteries,
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fueron los rios, rios arteriales
(this Bills says in singing)
Helen sings the same again but in the voice of choir repeating like on
the record

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales
So-OK-you’re-going-to-have-two-phrases-the-first-pom-pom-pom-wasn’t-enough-for-the-wholebig-phrase.
B:-OK , the born musician went there just on his music already without words but how can his
music take there a whole stadium of non born musicians who are not small kids who imitate with
their fingers the conductors moving their baguettes? OK, if without a baguette he moves his
hands as if he’s taking something out of his heart to send it out and the audience knows he has
immersed his hands in the same burning lava as the people has, then they know he’s sending
each and everyone another piece of his volcanic heart, “take another little piece of my heart you
babe”, as Janice puts it, then they know he is at the site of our common DNA-scape called
freedom, existing when no conquistadores had shattered anybody with any big bang and when
rivers like arteries still flowed.
rios arteriales
H:-This was better than the initial phrase , so I was right in guessing that you were looking
gratefully to Don’s direction because hearing him you remembered your source and thus stopped
being neurotic about it not being a reference recognizable enough not to make you look like an
unconscious or even conscious plagiarist.
B:-Don’t worry Don, I’ll do remember to give proper reference to you too tomorrow, I’ll get
quite neurotic if I don’t, the only reason I didn’t do it right now was that we all knew my debt to
you and it would be redundant to say anything , after all this was no rehearsal, tomorrow it can
be something completely different, DJ-ing is what happens when you were programming
something else, say cheese, this was Lennon’s definition for life in general, but DJ-ing too is life,
thus….
H:-Sorry Don, sorry George, , I wasn’t long I hope, what were we saying? I did prove I was right
in my guess, that’s all I wanted, I’m very stubborn, but OK, you did know that already, oh well ,
I’m equally stubborn to find where I was wrong when I’m proved wrong, so it doesn’t count as
big ego type of thing, OK, I’m all through with the detour. Just a minute, there’s more to it than
stubbornness, Bill your new version was much better, through being brief too, but you were one
phrase to short, something like that with the clarinets of Bach should be included, you do have a
chance to say it because there are clarinets it the beginning of Amor America, was there a reason
why you dropped it? OK, I’ll remind you later too. Sorry George , sorry Don, I held you over for
a little longer, in case you thought the above didn’t interest you and was only family stuff
between Bill and me OK, so we were saying that unless you have something to ask I was just
starting the Einstein stories you asked for , both whiz boy’s stories and tabloid stories. Right?
G:-Don’t worry about it Helen, Bill would you answer your wife now please? I do want to hear
the answer. Then we go back to whatever we were saying. Do I represent the majority in this?
R:-Count me in for one.
C,W,P:-……..
G:-Is that a dedication to me of Simon and Garfunkel’s “The Sound of Silence”? Whatever. Of
course I do represent the majority anyway, I was elected , wasn’t I?
B:-These clarinets as the dawn’s chirping sound, in the context of lyrics about the virginal
freshness of a jungle would go much better with that painting of the jungle which I had shown
you in…in…in was it the chapter on Tagore of the Nobel Library? OK, tomorrow it’s going to
be radio and photos won’t exist but , anyway…
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H:-I got it: I continue your point, cut me if I’m wrong: Visconti got angry once with an assistant
for not putting handkerchiefs in a drawer which was not to open in a scene, because in Visconti’s
view the vibes were ruined even by the wrong things not visible on the screen. So: Part of your
surprise trip to your uncle was to borrow that volume to scan it, not just to surprise him like he
had surprised you by coming all the way from Fresno to pick you up from the L.A. airport when
you first went to US because your father worried that an 18-year old foreigner would have trouble
finding a taxi and called him up. Then he surprised you by telling you that he had lung cancer and
then you were either blacked out or too shy to ask him for the volume even though he surprised
you again by telling you that even lung cancer proceeds slowly in 80 year old men and he might
die of anything additional before dying of cancer anyway, and since he is preparing himself for
the additional things of his age saying he has lived enough to see three gran’children he
automatically prepares for cancer too. So you plan another trip, between the first one and the
funeral one which we hope and wish will wait for long. Of course all three of us will be going on
both. OK, your not cutting me answered on the omission of a comment on clarinet chirping too.
So, George, do you have another question or we go back to that question of yours about Einstein?
G:-OK, but I had another question in the meantime; for Don. Don, I repeat my question: You did
say why Nietzsche would cry but I still don’t see why it was Helen’s rich laughter as you called it
that reminded you what your Nietzsche-you told your usual you in your dream.
R:-OK, maybe I’ll sound repetitive in case I’ve already made the following remark but the
Nietzsche-me also symbolizes the fact that in my life I’m rather overselfcritical, anyway, my
Nietzsche-me told my ElmerPhudd-ArieFleischer-me…I think it was just before he sang that
song to me, I mean before I sang that song to him, I mean to Arie Fleischer not to Nietzsche, I
was the Nietzsche he was the Elmer, don’t you forget, not the other way around, I’m not growing
bald…
G:-Not on the outside of your skull too but OK, Arie’s bald on both sides, that does make a
difference, I do agree.
R:-To make a long story short…
G:-Who’s in a hurry? We’re not.
R:-You’re not gonna like it George! You’re a Christian boy, Nietzsche’s not.
G:-Cut the crap Don, let’s face it: a while ago I thought you did notice that many Christians were
much more Nietzschean than you and many Nietzscheans were much more Christian than me. Go
on, what did your Nietzsche-you told us the gangsta’ Nietzsche-fan-club? Did he have an orgasm
of laughter when he looked in the mirror and saw us instead of his usual self and that’s why it
was Helen’s laughter that reminded you of him, or am I still some hairs’ distance from bull’s eye?
R:-OK, he did admit that he contributed to my confusion when he did put on airs of
arrogantprick-ness and toughshit-ness and cruelty by using Christ’s “let the sick take care of the
sick and let the dead bury the dead” in contexts like “go do something creative with your talents
and don’t look back on any invalid and crippled and untalented because that’ll cut your feet off”,
but he reminded me that his vitriolic attacks he only used against institutions and mentalities or
persons who incarnated them and he was so non-blaming to most people that little old ladies and
grannies in his neighborhood thought he was a saint, and the above especially cruel line he had
only used as advice to a young musical genius who was nursing him in his ailments and he
underlined that he meant it towards whiz boys like Feynman-like kids whereas we the gang were
no Feynmans of any talent in anything at all, because merely repeating such lines about self
protection of talent does not itself constitute talent or even promise of talent in anything at all,
whereas Feynman himself who was a Feymnan-like kid by definition OK, did look Nietzschean
when he did try to compete Strangelove von Neumann when he was provoked by his cynicism
but he finally only competed him in outspoken-ness and overfrankness while in actual deed and
in exactly the same period of time, he was happy that his gravely sick Arlene was letting him
nurse her, and this didn’t cut off his talent’s feet, nor did it even clip its wings since his talent
managed to even let him keep notes for his famous thesis on small papers written on buses as he
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was going to work for the bomb too. And by taking care of the sick his talent almost became
better in diagnosis than the doctors and what his remorse was finally, was of course, not that he
hadn’t done less than he did in order to receive the Nietzsche asshole award or the von Neumann
asshole award nor that he hadn’t done as much as a simple guy would have done because he had;
his remorse was that he didn’t do the one thing a simple guy couldn’t do and a genius could, he
was closer to the real diagnosis earlier than the doctors and he had the self confidence to believe
himself and not authority in his own field, physics, but he was not self confident enough to insist
on his diagnosis against the authority of the specialists in another field, that of the doctors who
made a bullshit diagnosis. And, judging by the fact that he published this and the space shuttle
accident story in the same volume, by the way, it was a volume going non profit for his own
pocket, it was just profit for cancer research, it was in part, a both futile and non futile make up
on the diagnosis story, when he did take on the shuttle investigation and he didn’t consider it a
waste of talent when he said to his wife “I’ll commit suicide for six months” because of the time
it would steal from his real interests on which, by the way his time was short for he had cancer,
and this time he didn’t trust any expert specialist and worked absolutely without any scientist’s
help and only received hints from pilots whom he did find knowledgeable. So, sorry for adding
to your confusion Don…”, Nietzsche added, “as a subtitle to “Thus spake Zarathustra” I should
have put not “A book for all and for nobody” as I had done, but “A book for all real talent and
for no real idiot” or rather “A book redundant for all real talent and recommended to no real
idiot””.
G:-I don’t see Helen laughing, so I still don’t understand why her laughter reminded you of
Nietzsche.
R:-I was coming to it. He said “You did accomplish with you stupidity what I did not accomplish
with my genius and with your cowardice what my idol, Spartacus, did not accomplish with his
heroism. And you also accomplished with your complete lack of self knowledge the deepening
of my own self knowledge for which Freud himself had said that he doubted if anybody had ever
existed before me or would ever exist after me with as much self knowledge. Of course don’t wait
for congratulations or gratitude because if it so happens that life wakes or deepens somebody
through a crime of stupidity and cowardice then to whom should he be grateful? To crime? To
stupidity and cowardice ? Or to life itself? Let me explain myself, or rather let’s start it from the
beginning, even if we have to repeat some of that Gordon Liddy bullcrap: Years ago , when he
and other among the imprisoned for the Watergate scandal were coming out of jail , I considered
as an issue worth a mere chuckle only, the fact that he, the inspirer of the would be famous but
not realized and only publicized, for fame or infamy, in his autobiography, OK , the inspirer of
the would be famous Mc Govern pissers’ project in which the speech of Mc Govern in a hotel
would be interrupted by some poordevils hired by Liddy among the unemployed who would
unzip it and piss right in front of Mc Govern and , as the proposal put it “the stench would take
months to leave the carpet”, OK, I considered as an issue worth a mere chuckle only, the fact that
this incredible cretin implied in his book “Will” that he impersonated something of mine and that
his will could ever have anything to do with my will. I even leafed his book to see what a cretin
like that could ever believe he had to recount to others out of his life, and I was not surprised to
see that the kind of incredible surprises he had in store for his reader were boy scout stories like
eating a dead rat to impress his sister and make her vomit and also tying himself on a tree on a
night with thunderbolts when he was a kid, and taking out to an Italian restaurant that secretary,
when he grew up, and make her stare baffled by the fact that the reasons he quietly burned his
hand in front of her in the restaurant were not to give her the message he was a masochist for the
sex any reasonable secretary would expect to follow an Italian dinner but to give her the message
he would not reveal any secret to her if she was out to fish him or to the others if she was his ally,
what difference did which secret to whose side? All that mattered to him was to look like me as a
kid when I was similarly showing off for no more serious reason than to look like a Roman who
was showing off for a slightly more serious reason. OK, I did die too early or early enough, and
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got crazy even earlier, and did not have the opportunity to see if my books finally became a
serious Theocidal patent through the ambition of my “genealogy of the Gods” that I wrote to
create for Gods a mirror in a way that would make them, as I thought it would, die of laughter
when they would see themselves in it. I don’t know if I would achieve it eventually because,
before any conclusion on that could become possible, you managed a much more thorough job
with your defects than I managed with my virtues. However, what I do know for sure is that if
someone wanted to kill me by making me laugh to death it would suffice to show me the
buffoons of the gang, not of course in order to see myself in the mirror…don’t laugh yet, the best
is to come…but to just tell me , while showing them to me, that some of them think they’re like
me , for example because they quote for Iraq my Zarathustra’s line “don’t ask what is a good
cause for war; all causes are good provided they lead to a good war”. Then yes I would die of
laughter. I thought I would only chuckle if I thought of something like that but when I did think
that, I laughed so much that I thought heaven’s dome would be torn apart and some technician
who might not be holding fast enough on its scaffold might roll to the ground wriggling like fish
from laughter, the dome’s theater-like curtain had already started trembling by the laughter of the
dome itself. So, OK, George, you did hit bull’s eye with what you guessed about why Nietzsche
laughed, if that’s what’s relevant to you.
G:-Helen, do you think what I think? You’re both a good laugher and a good whether-guesseror- mind-reader. Make a try. In one word.
H:-Yes, George, it’s the truth: if either of us ever seriously entertained the thought of becoming a
professional comedian, we’d better hand in the towel before we even put it on. Don is unbeatable
even by comedians by birth, he must be a comedian before birth so to speak, to call him just an
inspired producer of devastating killer jokes or a spontaneity springing forth like a natural
phenomenon is not only a cliché but also an understatement, the only cliché that would do justice
to him is the question “Are meteorites landing on earth to be classified among devastating natural
phenomena?” If Appuleius and Rabelais and Chesterton and Smullyan, and who else have you,
knew Don they would feel their days in history were counted just like the dinosaurs would know
they would soon be an extinct species if they knew that that meteorite was coming. Yes, George,
we two had a narrow escape from being given a tab with an expiration date by signing out of the
race early enough. Tell me in one word if that’s what you were thinking and wanted me to tell
you in one word.
G:-Exactly
R:-The tact and support of both of you is gratefully acknowledged. But I don’t need to be
interrupted for such reasons. I go on. Nietzsche continued: People who are not insulted like me by
insinuations of similarity between me and your gang may freely and wholeheartedly laugh with
other, simpler, aspects of your scabby crew of buffoons only fit for provincial slapstick opera,
and I mean this in the worst sense of both provincial and slapstick because there are decent and
even divine versions of both. Here are some other aspects of your show that people simpler than
me can laugh about both behind your back, and at your face, how long can a non idiot respect a
Patriot Act that relates patriotism with non laughing at a ludicrous bunch playing “ship of fools”
in the White House and in Princeton? OK, here are some such aspects of your really motley crew
the everyday man on the street can wonder about to himself or loud to his wife or neighbor: How
much can bullshit about some “wide spectrum and gamut of orientation” answer the question
about what could be a common project or a point of contact between a Christian fundamentalist
like Bush, an Al-Caponean “Nietzscheist’” like Rumsfeld, an Elmer-Phuddean AlCaponeist like
Arie Fleischer and a pseudo-nonilliterate like Perle and a pseudo-nonilliterate’s advisees Cheney
and Wolfowitz? Which God can ever bless a boat which has all three of them? Oh, OK, three and
a half, to also count Arie Fleischer; Cheney and Wolfowitz just get their blessing through their
idol and mentor in pseudothinking, Perle so they don’t count separately. Not even the brave of
Branca Leone and the Knights of Monty Pythons and Don Quixote, Sancho and their lousy
horse and donkey had been so lamentable a parody and comedia de l’arte as this bunch of
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pompous idiots and nuts and brain cakes inflated to self-complacency and also engaged in mutual
blowjobs of complacency too! And they are of so different orientations that the only common
cause left to them in the name of which they could kill is necrophilia. Don’t expect me of course
to scratch my head or whatever to see who are the influenced and who has the priority in the
necrophiliac patents that you feed your stupid brains, allowing your imagination to consider
them academic achievements thus rendering Princeton an archetype of questionable Institute
and questionable institution since it only produces intellectuals and alumni that don’t distantiate
themselves from you by asking it for your academic disqualification or for acceptance of their
own resignation. So what’s their common God? If I lived in this age and wanted to write the
genealogy of Gods would I have to turn my attention to American fraternities and Ivy League
and Phi-Beta-Kappa? In my days to write a genealogy of Gods one had to occupy oneself with
Greeks in a quite more interesting sense and to study findings of anthropology much more
interesting than rituals in college dormitories. OK, of course it’s not a graceless and silly task to
understand even the most graceless and silly tasks of others if these others happen not only to
have survived but to even have scraped through to places where they can play a role in history by
manipulating shared human defects that refer to our graceless and silly sides. So if I lived in this
age I would maybe occupy myself with those things too, but only if I first failed to just change the
orientation of the age away from ridiculous levels of confrontation and, of course for these
lowering of standards that would engage me in such waste of talent and time I would be even
more sarcastic and contemptuous towards my enemies, let alone towards those who dared to
consider their trivial and petty crap and mind as rendering them allies to me and called
themselves “Nietzscheists”, especially towards those who say that an artist’s or scientist’s job is
to just do well what he knows and have Nietzschean indifference about the people to whom the
politicians and the military show Nietzschean cruelty in order to secure the scientists and artists a
decent quality and standard of living and an environment conducive to creation, after they secure
themselves whatever is conducive to them. Oh, my God, it just occurred to me that the answer to
what common ground exists between the lousy idiots of the motley crew , may be Nietzscheism.
Now I’m definitely going to die of laughter. If that’s what their idiotic imagination believes then
they’re so ridiculous a killer joke that they each can consider me an already dead man. Aaaaah!
I’m gasping! Let me get some clean air by remembering the Monty Pythons’ killer joke which
involved a fellow German of mine in its plot: A German humorist writes a killer joke and as he is
writing it he laughs to death, his mother or landlady comes in the room, she thinks he has
committed suicide and left a note, she reads what he was writing and laughs to death too, some
neighbors die laughing too and some policemen , finally the page with the killer joke is covered
in order not to kill more people but is stolen by British spies and after killing some translators and
sending to the hospital for months some translators who translated more than one sentence, it is
translated piece by piece and its overall efficiency is tested on some German prisoners. Then non
German speaking soldiers are taught to recite it and they shout it from 1st World War trenches and
Germans get out of their trenches wriggling on the ground with laughter and dying as if they
were spitting their lungs out through poisonous gas warfare. Well, that’s the kind of death I
thought the gang would give me, but their reign was so unbelievable that Monty Pythons too
became obsolete unable to compete real events and sayings with their imagination: Towards the
end of “The Life of Bryan” all the people who were saying “I’m Bryan”, like the comrades of
Kirk Douglas were saying “I’m Spartacus”, are crucified , the suicide squad comes in front o
their crosses and just commits suicide, and also make Jewish viewers protest it’s an allusion to
Samada and makes Monty Pythons say this is not discrimination because they ironize all
nationalities anyway and nobody protests like that, and the crucifiers start singing and whistling a
happy tune going like “Always look at the bright side of life/you came with nothing you leave
with nothing so you lost nothing/Life is a piece of shit when you look at it/so you lost nothing/So
always look at the bright side of life”. OK, there had been parodies of Barbara Bush before, like
in Leslie Nielsen detective movies, but only during the gang-reign she herself parodied herself
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in the news by effectively singing the verse “Always look at the bright side of life/you came with
nothing you leave with nothing so you lost nothing” to some New Orleaners who would almost
be too lucky to have been flooded because they were already homeless to begin with and would
nearly get a house if some noticing clerk did not realize that the state would be thus cheated.
Well, not all Jewish people pick on inessential details on black humor without going to the real
issues: Norman Solomon wrote that it was an obscene scene to watch the strongest nation of the
world being absolutely unprepared to face issues related to life and to mutual human aid and
concern, and to pass the hat for help from other nations to help the victims of the floods, and to
only pride itself that it was prepared to summon death squads to shoot people breaking in
supermarkets. Let’s go back to the unreal issue of what could be a common point for the
orientations of the motley crew. Why do that? Because through the media unreality is helped to
produce real effects , one of those real effects being that people like Thomas Friedman are
thought as entities whereas they are nonentities: I had argued their only common point , if that
point was not Nietzscheism, could be necrophilia. OK, logic does not imply that therefore I am
a necrophiliac but the Thomas Friedman level of logic does imply it. I won’t even be mourning
myself in the paradise of more serious persons. Pearls to the pigs and holy things to the dogs.
Maybe I’m turning to a Christian to escape from reaching newer lows, from desiccated
Heideggerian Paradise I’m falling to the Paradise of people who disgrace me by assigning me
things they would consider as compliment if they had them but I don’t .Imagine, God forbid,
Friedman too saying he’s a Nietzscheist! But where have I gone wrong to be admired by such
laughing stocks? I don’t mind being admired by clowns and other circus characters, but they
should really be something in something, metaphysical clowns like Marcel Marceau, knife
throwers like Yul Bruner , salto mortale experts like Burt Lancaster, Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis,
to me it would be an honor and an intimidation to be esteemed by them. But if somebody tells me
he emulates me for despising mediocrity to protect my talent and he has no talent in anything and
has no other common point with me except despising mediocrity then do I have to feel honored or
insulted by having such a fan to whom I can only say “fuck off charlatan, you’re not even a real
juggler. You’re false and trivial even as a professional liar. Tale spinners would throw you out as
a cheat and as a disgrace to even their standards of genuine effort to say a real untruth”. I must
have made grave errors; if I hadn’t, then such trivialities about charlatans following me around
would not baffle my mind. Maybe it was also my sister’s fault who collected from the waste
basket the written pages I discarded and kept them and later sold them , as collector’s items
initially, I presume, because if she wanted humanity not to lose my thought she would have to
think that throwing them away was also my thought, but now she contributed much confusion and
the only credit she got was, if the allusion was to her, why not?, the well known joke about a
dean who told the biologists who needed expensive experiments that they should follow the good
example of the theoretical physicists who, as Einstein says, have as their only instruments pen ,
paper, and waste basket , or even better the good example of philosophers who don’t even use a
waste basket . And, speaking of waste baskets, and collectors’ items, what kind of really
Nietzschean attack can one make on people who value self respect so little that they don’t mind
having as their method of making numb their opponents’ mind the method of letting bogus and
shit drop from their mouth all the time so as to make people if not numb with really reading it
then at least life wasters for collecting all that shit just in case…Oh. The only real answer to it
would be slapstick-like, tumbling the shit bucket over their head to at least show that the
collection was not made having in mind reading, or giving others crap to read, but exactly that:
the emptying of the shit bucket back on its source. And OK, one emptying would be enough, one
would not need to collect all pieces of crap left around because this would expose him as a person
who has no more serious interests to attend to than tumbling shitbuckets over the heads of
shitheads, and anyway this would be a little like the well known absurdity of the race of the
good old cold war times where having more weapons than your opponent meant that you could
destroy the whole earth sixty times and he could destroy it only fifty, whereas one time was more
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than enough for either. Maybe it’s not even the case that they try to ruin your time by letting crap
around, maybe it’s just that they blunder all the time through sheer stupidity and incompetence ,
for example in the way they planned war and peace in Iraq and they baptized that with the slogan
“a unique superpower doesn’t need to make plans that are reality based since it creates its own
realities” , this could be true sometimes , it was reality for Beethoven, it was reality for Mozart, it
was reality for Sophocles or maybe even for Newton, but it’s unreality for Rumsfeld. They could
even baptize me , Nietzsche, a castrated Christian and even do that in the name of Nietzscheism,
applying on me the well known accusation that I rant and rave against the strong, Friedmans and
Rumsfelds in the case in hand, because I try to create guilt feelings in the warriors instead of
fighting , just like in the other theory that this is what the Jews did to the Romans in terms of
Christian religion and that’s why the Romans were castrated OK by them to enter the Kingdom
in heaven, but before that they did destroy Jerusalem and dispersed the Jews to make sure the
Jews’ motives for castrating Romans were pure and non self serving, that is they were really
interested in helping them to go to heavens and not just to save themselves from their legions.
Neocons are such idiots for insisting to make the whole fraud take names that appear fancy to
them, like my name or Marx’s, all of us being read upside down or in more kinky postures too,
except de Sade whom they read kinkily enough if they hold his pages in their ordinary position
because he was kinky to begin with. They could at least have the common sense of waiting to
see results of elections in Iraq and if these results were opposite to “their own realities they
wanted to create” then sell their fraud like ordinary crackpots and politicians who would sell it as
“you see how we even help to institute regimes opposite to out interests?” , downplaying all the
terrorizing and coercion they employed to push people to directions not even clearly decided by
the pushers themselves. How can one understand a neocon’s mind? Is there a such a need at all?
Instead of answering these I’ll just mention one neocon’s mind and then anyone can answer both
questions as he chooses and likes: Just bring to your mind Thomas Friedman playing Robert de
Niro gangsta’ version of Nietzschean cruelty. OK, what really Nietzschean thing can me,
Nietzsche himself, I mean myself, say against all this argumentation when the word “strong” is
defined by the combination where the mute thugs and torturers of fortune will refer me to the
clever and fluent Friedmans and the flaccid Friedman will refer me to those body builder thugs
and both will refer me to the kind of muscles that cluster bombs have; and their leaders , to prove
they represent healthy voters who do take a risk, will refer to the coffins of privates really killed
without the leaders themselves having been to a battle in their youth or to the army at all, and at
the same time they will not attend any of those funerals and will be hiding the coffins in order not
to lose voters. What really Nietschean things is left for Nietzsche himself to say against these
Nietzscheans who, outNietzscheing him, would soon prove him to be a Christian who betrayed
his principles and find in this argument an ally like Christian Bush? Anyway, compared to the
Liddy- Friedman-Princeton following , the use of my name by some geniuses that were assholes
when they wanted to protect their talent is lost paradise to me. Also the use of my name by
geniuses that were Strangeloves of the cold war, OK, that one was disturbing to me because it
smelled like necrophiliacs liked my thinking whereas my thinking, in my opinion and intention,
only rejected Christianity for the sake of love of life; OK, they may have been either
necrophiliacs or Hungarians or both, I mean that the Hungarians von Neumann, Wigner and
Teller maybe had turned Strangeloves only after USSR’s invasion of Hungary, anyway; but
now, to be cited by Strangeloves is also lost paradise because they too have been replaced by
Friedmans. OK, I thought I had been filled up to the ears with disgrace by seeing people
associating me with an illiterate corporal like Hitler. But among Hitler’s soldiers and officers
there were some who made honorary salute to opponents who gave them hell before they were
defeated, maybe they didn’t do it because of Hitler’s orders but against them, but at least such
officers still existed. Now that the highest authorities are pseudo-nonilliterates from Princeton and
Yale and are not illiterate corporals, no officer exists who can, or is allowed, to utter a single
phrase of praise to the bravery of the opponents, a typical feature of ….let me not say
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what…OK, let me compose myself and get back to something more really Nietzschean, just a
little more, not much, but at least not just Nietzschean in the way of the low standard of these
persons. Let me go to the first issue I had started , that through their stupidity and cowardice they
accomplished what I did not accomplish with my genius and Spartacus did not accomplish with
his heroism. We the philosophers were racking and rending our brains and our hearts and our
souls, and didn’t mind Inquisitors who were rending our bodies too, in our effort to probe into
the nature of evil, into the reality or non-reality of its existence, and to find ways to liberate
mankind from the fetters and shackles and tormenting but unreal fantasies produced by both
charlatans and man’s deeper nature, to the degree we could convince ourselves that the only thing
lacking was to liberate the others and that we were through with our own misgivings about the
problem. And suddenly a bunch of nobodies, nonentities, nowhere men and good-in-nothing
jackasses pop up like Jack in the boxes and Jack Nicholson Jokers from literally nowhere and
with Princeton accreditations to their good-for-nothing aptitudes and dexterities; and they render
the problem we were solving so obsolete overnight that who will ever believe from now on that
we ever had done anything substantial or that we had at least played a role for the minimum
prerequisite liberation needed even for this unhappy development to have existed? Everybody
will be entitled to tell us : “You were striving for so many years and years to show something that
simple? Had people ever existed who wondered about the nature and substance and essence of
evil and what deeper thing , if anything at all, existed behind its manifestations? And you
wanted to tell us to be of good cheer for the good tidings about darkness not being anything but
merely being the absence of light, in short to tell us of its non being etc etc etc? Why? Weren’t
there Rumsfelds in your days in order for you to tell your contemporaries, like we do now, to just
take a look at a photo of his and let their lips say as predictably as effect follows cause “So this
was it?! This was what was behind metaphysical awe and behind existential, Kierkegaardian, etc
etc fear and trembling? What all that shock and awe concealed behind it was this clown of a
buffoon and this buffoon of a clown and you tell me to take seriously you who were trying to
liberate us from it ? This caricature of man who signed for setting up seminars in order for the
subvultures he recruited to learn how to produce hardcore scenes of the Abu Ghraib type? Who
would ever believe that human nature has abysses if the double checking involved comparisons
of “Apocalypse now” with an Abu Ghraib based on scenes which were proved to be a result of
seminars on de Sade and on Pasolini’s “Salo”?. It’s like La Rochefoucault’s cynicism inverted to
a good tiding: He was asking how many people would ever fall in love if they hadn’t heard that
falling in love existed. The good tiding would be “how many people would be real sadists if they
didn’t know that de Sade existed?” Talking about inversion: Before anyone had stopped rubbing
his eyes and thoroughly shaking his head from the unbelievable inverted use, by the American
Army, of French films and documentaries accusing their government for the French feats in
Algiers, I say inverted because they were used not as examples of what to avoid but of what to
do, or at least of what it’s OK to do because others too did it, before forgetting somewhat that
merely introductory Scottish shower, we had Abu Ghraib seminars. It was absurd enough that,
through their isolation, the so called “spacemen of the suburbian way of life”, had about
themselves fantasies about what their fantasies were about , with the help of what Poltergeist
Hollywood films told them they were fantasizing; now all that method of unreality seminar
through films became not only vulgar but also dangerous to the bodily and mental health of
uninvolved and unsuspecting third parties, it’s always third parties that pay for the unreal
people’s maturation and for their coming to their senses after collision with reality; and you call
all that a proof of the seriousness of philosophers who feared that evil might have a real basis
in human soul? That’s as flimsy an evidence as saying that Bush is evil because he fired his
speech-writer for inadvertently leaking that the so very successful bullshit expression “axis of
evil” was not his. How evil can an idiot be who fires his speech writer for such a reason? And
how non-flimsy can be the evidence for the existence of evil in the hearts of darkness of the
terrorists who are accused by this idiot and by his speech writer in mutual double checking of
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their speeches fit for primary education composition paragraphs? Bin Laden may or may not be
even more evil than Arkuman or whatever is Christopher Lee’s name in Tolkien films combined
with Coppola’s Kurtz or whatever was Marlon Brando’s name in “Apocalypse now”, but for
what he is or is not, the proof does not consist in that bullshit kindergarten game which is itself
innocent of all evil except for the appeal to idiocy to allow the loss of nonAmerican life with
impunity. A study for the existence and nature of evil would involve going behind Christopher
Lee and Marlon Brando and behind the original writer, Conrad, whose plot was not in Vietnam
but in Belgian Congo, and going to interview king Leopold of Belgium to see what he had in
mind to effect when he assigned to cannibal tribes the role of what Americans now try to assign
to the Iraqi police they train and what the cannibals’ tradition was trying to effect when it was
establishing so cruel habits towards its captives and how more cruel , or how less cruel, were
these habits than the habits of white men in Africa when they we were not depicted by British
schoolbooks and British family films. All this project for inquiring in the nature of evil is
rendered obsolete by people telling us from now on: “Don’t rack your brain and don’t dizzy ours
either. Behind the curtain and the stage of all that drama and riddle, the very disappointingly
anticlimactic answer is those stupid little dwarf clowns; and it’s not us simple people who are
oversimplifying it , it’s you philosophers who overcomplicate it. And if your genuine interest lay
not in showing off ability for deep thoughts but in liberating us from fears and obfuscations, find
another hobby because you are redundant in that, we’re both liberated and illuminated by the
gang itself , or rather by the stupidity and inhibitionless relentlessness through which it acted and,
through news and not even libraries, it educated us in its nature. OK, its stupidity and
uninhibitedness, you the philosopers of course could not afford, you would not create real blood
and real death, and so you could not be as elucidating pedagogically, in this they did have an
advantage as elucidators, now that the thing is over find another hobby beyond your concerns
about good and evil or relax and enjoy your free time if you were born only for this-and for no
other-hobby”. Is this a relieving freedom or an asphyxiating stonewalling for a philosopher? And
is this a liberation or a sweeping under the rug for the ones liberated without his help? Were you
gang successful where we philosophers weren’t or we just can’t prove you weren’t? These
questions will be genuinely inconsequential for a long time to come; possibly forever; either
because they were forever buried or because they were forever solved. The simple man now can
also tell us , and he will be completely right: “Of course you won’t be serious if you tell us we
must understand more about Jungian archetypes or about Beckettian characters to understand
these clowns. If you have something meaningful to contribute to the discussion of how to get
these muppet vultures off our neck and out from between our feet , OK, stay, otherwise split and
take a walk because we have more meaningful things to think and talk about. OK, they’re a paper
tiger , but a “paper tiger with nuclear teeth” as the saying goes, and they’re unreal enough to not
be able to tell life from death clearly enough so they can start a nuclear war not caring if they live
like shit taking together with them us who don’t want that because we can tell life from shit and
from non life” . This of course is hardly demonizing of America, a real philosopher might even
accuse me for too hastily and oversimplifiedly de-demonizing both America, and all the world,
by making evil just take the miniscule dimensions of little dwarfs. So do not I consider anything
as seriously evil? OK, I do, but I save it for a little later , for after I get out of the context of
clowns. These people trivialized and made ridiculous even their own equivalent version of
captain Ahab’s paranoia with which Melville simulated some ominous features and portents of
America. One could still believe in, or protest against, or warn through, the prophecies of
Melville when US was looking for Bin Laden in Afghanistan and one could still remind how
the whale and Ahab and his ship and its crew, except one survivor, all sank. But if after that they
attacked Iraq for trivial and obvious pretexts and then , after at the beginning covering truth like
ostriches under the veil over the Guernica painting as Powell was talking, later getting out of the
sleeve a rationalization both obvious and ridiculous from Fucuyama’s mouth and still later letting
Friedman baptize the basest and the crappiest of all real reasons by the tone of proud self
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assertion saying “OK, we did attack Iraq because it was easier, so what?”, then , after all that
what remained? Nothing that could even look like Ahab’s paranoia and monomania. They’re just
plain fucking clowns and I wouldn’t tell them if it was matter of making them become more
criminal to the poor Iraqis or whoever just to prove they’re at least dangerous clowns. But now
they’re past, they’re dead and buried already but they’ve just not heard it on the news yet,
because the media too are as retarded as they are, I mean their example and their values will not
be ever imitated by anyone, they will be extinct much much earlier than they themselves will
meet their peaceful and unpresuming physical death of the human and ordinary variety, of the
type “who gives a shit”-besides their kin like for all of us-of course . The upshot about them
before I go to more serious matters like trends of civilization and evolution, but disjoint from
their dwarfs’ ridiculous names and faces that are really fit to be sculpted to remain forever
seeable on mount Rushmore in their dwarf sizes as examples of what not to do and of what life
utilized for making humanity conscious of a trial and error that maybe had to take place at some
point once and for all in order not to tempt anyone ever again to do it because it brought no
brilliance or luster or glam to anyone involved, OK, that upshot is “Look at the mirror you stupid
sadsack of a warrior and complete flunky of all science and humanities courses and cheat of all
your fellow idiots over whom you have only risen through making them dream that idiots too can
rise to power or at least be collectively honored by seeing one of them as leader of the planet,
and then tell yourself why you want your likes to prevail in either the Darwinian competition of
biological features or the Nietzschean competition of value systems. Hadn’t Hegel said that
gunpowder made a vile villain stronger than a noble knight? And Tom Cruise too in “The last
samurai”? So Darwin would say then that by evolving better weapons what is optimized in
evolution is not the living user of weapons but the inanimate weapons themselves, while the gene
that is selected from the users for their progeny is the gene for baseness , cowardice, stupidity
and vileness. So answer your mirror: What becomes optimal by the survival, let alone by the
prevailing too, of you and your values rather than by your leaving no trace you ever existed,
after the eventual peaceful and unpresuming passing away of you and your fellow cretins and
villains in the gang?. May your kin stay by you and love you until that time because almost
nobody else will. Maybe not even your fellow gang-fellahs” . There’s one thing left. OK, let me
not get to the general issue of why I am a Christian , because the answer is so simple that
anybody would guess it, namely the answer is that if both Spartacus and Christ lived today they
would both be pacifists and in the same group of conscientious objectors. So let me only say how
a polemicist of 19th century like me would end up, in 21st century, inverting the arguments and
the title of the pages of a great 20th century pacifist, Russell, titled “Why I’m not a Christian”. In
the process I will among other things describe something more real than merely being really
Nietzschean , something with a more interesting build-up starting from Darwinism that the above
merely smartass combination of Nietzsche and Darwin needed merely to shut up and stonewall
some dwarfs that were stupid assholes, OK, I did such, more real, things in my thinking when I
was in life too, but only people of the really Princetonian type, not pseudoPrincetonians, noticed
them as being the real Nietzsche and, anyway, if I was so confusing then I cannot blame only the
confused, of course. OK, let me take over the task of undoing my contribution to this confusion ,
helped by some thinking about what did survive of Darwinism up to the late 20th century which
I’ll use either as science or as metaphor, since I never trusted as more than metaphor even physics
itself. Even people who didn’t read me at all did spread confusion to themselves and others by
just using my expression “beyond good and evil” , but even if they had read me their confusion
would not go away because looking back to it from the way I clarified the matter now, I was too
confused then. This age both calls for a clarification because the difference between what people
like me think by that expression and what people like the gang think is huge, and also this age
has sufficient concepts and images, to clarify the issue by really pinpointing the essential
distinction between good and evil; it has concepts like cells , viruses, free market work ethics of
competition , weapons with which to fight with no losses, and evolution: read my lips : They
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say that life forms progress and evolve through competition , the mother of all optimization. It is
not possible that the competition which has optimized life all the way from the megamolecules of
the bio-soup to the organisms with the nervous system of man is like the competition that
optimizes weapon systems for the very simple reason that such a competition would have not
even led to one celled organisms but only up to viruses, since only viruses contain just weapons.
Actually it would not even have led up to that stage since viruses are parasites needing live cells
to parasitize on and without cells not even viruses would have existed. So don’t be convinced by
ludicrous analyses saying the competition of mega-viruses , like war industries and stock-market,
is at this very moment promoting and advancing the complexity, enrichment and proliferation of
life’s forms and that the misgivings felt by your own humanity are obstructions holding life’s
plan to backwardness. OK, in the last sentence I got carried away back into the tone of
Zarathustra, I mean I used imperative in second person. So finally there is a difference between
good and evil: whatever reminds a cell , even a bacterium which can kill us, is good, for the
continuation of the phenomenon of life; and even a bacterium of the decomposer-type, since it
creates again the inorganic material for life to recycle it; and it doesn’t kill living matter, it
decomposes matter that has already died. Evil is whatever reminds a virus , in being unable to
feed itself because it only has killing mechanisms and has to parasitize for food and energy, only
being able to multiply , by the use of killing for that too since the material for its duplicates, as
well, it finds through confiscation of cells’ materials. Neocon deconstructors are viruses, not
even decomposers in these terms. Also in that virus sense permanent war economy like Genghis
Khan’s or Hitler’s is definitely evil. Going like “we don’t have to learn how to cultivate land or
raise cattle if we learn, instead, martial arts only, since then we can attack other people, subjugate
them and force them to do the cultivation and cattle raising, keep for themselves only the
minimum possible needed for them to survive and work for us and give the big-big remainder to
us the bandits. We don’t have to develop other industries besides the weapons industry because if
we develop that one then we can use the more perfected weapons we have, more perfected
compared to the weapons of others, and force them to work in their non weapons industries keep
only the minimum possible needed for them to survive and work for us and give us, robbers, the
rest”. Another similar patent is that this military invasion and occupation can be made through
troops of local traitors of their people funded by the foreign robbers, like in banana republics run
by juntas. Then not only are the people only allowed the use of the minimum part of their
country’s wealth that can keep them alive in order to slave, but also the countries are allowed to
develop only very few particular industries , like cells which don’t have all organelles needed by
life and so are reduced to a lifeless state too, like the viruses , but without weapons, they buy
those, too, from abroad. And the well rounded and not lifeless development that does look like
cell is reserved for the people for the robber country that hire the junta leaders. Another such
patent is selling protection to allies like mafia or like the Athenian alliance in Pericles’ time. OK,
going like that is virus logic. Biologists are not even unanimous on whether we should classify
viruses as living matter. Maybe the potential for this logic will never be past and with every
advance of living features new advances of parasitically murderous logics will become available
and maybe the fight of life against both microscopic and big viruses like, for example the
economic systems we mentioned, will never be over once for all . In his pages titled “Why I’m
not a Christian” , besides other reasons Russell had written that he can’t stand pseudo-logic’s
reasoning of the sort “All bad deeds are punished on earth and all good deeds are rewarded but
since there are bad deed that are not punished on earth and good deed s that are not rewarded ,
therefore there is an afterlife where unpunished bad deeds are punished and unrewarded good
deeds are rewarded”. OK, maybe the persons who are making ridiculous legalistic
rationalizations in favor of torture flights and Guantanamo learned logic from Christians like the
above , but if Russell lived today he would first write pages like “Why the logic of torture
legalistic rationalizations is pseudo-logic and pseudolegal” and only later would think whether
some even much more perverted Christian logic was still playing. Another reason that he cited
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for not being a Christian was that he just could not swallow the fact that Christ who was such a
loving person would also use such sick characterizations for, be it the Pharisees, like “sons of
vipers”. OK, I don’t think however that if Christ had called the gang members “Animate slaves
of lifeless viruses which promote life as little as a WMD industry”, Russell would disagree and
feel the need to say he was not a Christian; just like I felt the need to add that going beyond
good and evil did not mean the basely self serving relativization of values by worthless,
criminal, and stupid scum, and just like Pinter felt the need to add that art’s going into areas
where truth is a subtle and non black versus white concept did not mean that art authorized
worthless, criminal, and stupid scum to use basely self serving conscious and ridiculous lies to
cheat the idiot the misled, and the deliberately left uneducated, OK, just like both Pinter and me
so Russell too would not let his generous politeness be expressed only to the Pharisees and his
nagging be expressed only to his fellow pacifist Christ; he would be more careful not to be
misinterpreted as protecting the necrophiles and weapon merchants against the impolite and
vitriolic characterization of them as “sons of vipers”, he would add “did a pacifist like Christ say
that? Oh dear-dear-dear! Oh my , oh my , oh my! He should have just called you “viruses not
unanimously considered as living””. And similarly the artists who had even sounded not just
autistic but even solipsistic, like Sartre and Beckett , immediately removed the least amount of
support from either untalented and confused or paid and lucid fellow artists of them when those
tried to draw from their work conclusions favoring the moral colorblindness of politicians or the
encouragement of autistically apolitical tendencies by them and by the media” Thus spake
Nietzsche, George, whether you enjoyed it or not .
G:-Thank you, Don, and I thank your Nietzsche too, . I mean it, I don’t just say it in the style in
which I said “the American people wants me to be polite, so I won’t answer at all to Maradonna
who called me “human trash”. I admit that that answer of mine was a put-on because to really
mean it I should also have either heeded American people like the “not in our name”
organization, who wanted me to be polite to Afghanistan or Iraq, or heeded American people
like Pat Robertson and the we’ll-kick-your-ass-the-American-way organization who would want
me to kill Chavez, bomb Latin America too, etc etc. OK, Don , you do know what put-on means,
let me not elaborate, you are accused as war criminal, Pat Robertson asks you to kill Chavez, you
say that it’s illegal, the overall impression on the average idiot is that even God gave you a
license to kill, but you said “thank you Lord but I am now in US, not in Germany, and so I have
to be polite, and legal and chivalrous and gentlemanly, to respect the house rules and traditions
here” so automatically you’re excused of war crimes , not in any court of course but in the
malleable and illiterate part of the public mind, so you see I can accuse both myself and you of
being put-ons as handily as your Nietzsche if need be, so don’t feel he so much outsmarted either
of us, OK, let me not overdo it in the direction of agreeing with him so too much or I’ll sound
like Blair who is considered so much smarter than us by just agreeing too much and ahead of time
so as to give the impression he is leading the way in being an asshole and not just following like a
poodle etc etc. OK, Bill, I’ve only asked for Helen’s opinion so far, but what’s your opinion on
what Don has just finished saying? You don’t seem in a hurry for us two to resume our
discussion, do I feel you feel somewhat relieved for some reason or is it just my impression?
B:-You’re very perceptive George, nothing escapes your notice. My opinion is that Nietzsche, I
mean Don, is traversing continents as the expression goes and removes whole blocks of material
which we would otherwise have to discuss with the help of Mumford. The reason I’m not in a
hurry is that our discussion is getting shorter by the amount Don’s monolog is getting longer.
Maybe in a while we won’t even have to discuss at all. I don’t mean the stuff on Nietzsche giving
you shit, I mean these theories about viruses with which Don’s unconscious and its concerns not
only took the effort and time to process the inputs that Don has been receiving both from the
news and from his own more first hand access to it, about the directions he sends to the soldiers
and the directions he receives from the market, from industry etc. but also had the genius ,
through his Nietzsche, to even anticipate Mumford a little and also had the wisdom to separate it
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form the shit-giving part since they make self contained sense even apart from that. It was good
that he also kept it separate from the following application he made of it in bringing Perle and
Russell next to each other for sharper contrast. For the ear ringing, shit-storm etc you received , I
agree of course with Nietzsche, but I’m happy we can relieve our schedule by not duplicating it,
yet if you tell me that I am irresponsible or kidlike hiding behind Nietzsche etc then, of course, I
will repeat it to you myself orally, since you were so reasonable as to know that I didn’t have the
obligation to buy a ticket to come to your house and tell you all this orally or to write you an
open letter, like all the ones from people that you never answered or read, or add one more poem
to you about you besides one that was in the volume which antiwar poets gave you both in your
house and in your office with receipt upon delivery. OK, I tell you all these boring scholastic
details just in case the relief your perceptiveness noted in me was also thought by you to contain
an element of avoiding directness, outspokenness etc. So I can duplicate it to you orally if you
want since you were so reasonable as to buy yourself a ticket and come here to take the chance to
hear it from me too and not just from Don’s Nietzsche. Also, of course, I can write it down too
for you and, of course, I’ll sign it, for you to quote me as I will quote myself in any kind of
pages I would see our discussion fit in , I like the slogan “scripta mannem”, or whatever is the
correct form of it, , the only Latin I speak is the usual “regina roses amat, pax vobiscum, coitus
interruptus, vagina dentata, scripta mannem” type which in the film “Top Secret” was made to
sound as Latin funereal Mass . By the way Rich, if your silence now doesn’t mean that you only
want to answer Nietzsche himself or his mouthpiece, Don, but only means that you want to think
a little more because you were taken by storm I absolutely agree with you, and I’ll be very
interested in receiving your answer in writing anytime, whether your personal answer or your
answer on behalf of Princeton or the answer of Princeton on behalf of you or on behalf of itself;
all this, of course, only in the case you feel bad not answering people who, like me, sign they do
agree with Don’s or whoever’s is the Nietzsche who says all that. OK, now let’s cut the trivial
bullshit on who is more direct than who, or we’ll sound like nerds aspiring to sound like
schoolyard toughshit bullies. Let’s go to something real: Don, you didn’t only anticipate
Mumford, you also post-anticipated , so to speak, another great unknown of history , translated
for the west by Eriugena in England if I remember well from Russell’s history of philosophy,
somebody who synthesized Neoplatonic with Christian philosophy but preferred to help his work
propagate more widely by writing that it belonged to Areopagites, a famous philosopher and a
Saint, the first Athenian converted to Christianity by Saint Paul, rather than get himself famous.
Commentators say that the work’s anonymity never made the book feel impersonal nor self
effacing to the reader even after the author’s plagiarizing himself on behalf of somebody else
was realized by researchers, because how much more personal and non-selfeffacing can anyone
become than somebody presenting his trip with God? In your nap you did unconsciously and
automatically what he did with conscious choice and effort , since many ideas here are yours and
not Nietzsche’s . Had I done it, it would be borrowing from Mumford or from that ancient
unknown guy to lend Nietzsche an unasked loan but the way you did it is just something I’ve
never seen in my life. But let’s leave aside these things of secondary importance and get to the
point: OK, there were more than three points in that synthesis that left history but one was that
evil, even with its demons, is that part of the progress toward the Good that is still obscured and
we do not yet see in which way it is progress. Of course this doesn’t mean the bullshit you were
saying on TV with that joker grin on your face speaking about the looting of Baghdad’s museum
like “You do get this kind of thing in democracy, these people are celebrating their freedom” , it
doesn’t mean that the poordevils and the scum you let and paid to do the looting were demons
nor that the state to which you progressed Iraq was good, but it does mean that batmanian jokers
like you can have the kind of dreams you just had that can eventually suggest to you a way,
costly or non costly, out of the corner you have painted yourself to , whether your country finds a
way to get out collectively out of the costly corner it has painted itself to, there. To make it more
clear let’s get an example that does not involve us present here because blind spots in mirrors
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could obscure its meaning even in cases that are remotely similar. Take a serial killer, in the
second of the documentaries “The killing of America”, who had killed about 25 persons before he
was caught as the neighbors were noticing the uneven growth of grass in his backyard’s lawn
where he was burying his victims and who , before going to the electric chair, said “Society is
at last doing to me what I was trying for years to do to myself and couldn’t”. OK, obscured
progress towards the good doesn’t exactly mean that the good was his suicide and he didn’t see it
clearly so he was killing others, although at the end he, finally or in retrospect, did ascribe a
meaning like that to suicide, but it sure means the following: In an interview he said that as a kid
he saw the film about the Vikings on TV and he contrasted their noble values with the petty
values of his aunt and uncle who were raising him up because he was an orphan , and saw that he
was blond like the Vikings and not like his uncle and aunt, and when he grew up a little he started
by first killing them. If we oversee some organic nut going loose too but also being left overseen
by his kin, if we oversee it because some medication would do help there, and if we oversee his
oversensitivity toward himself and his overINsensitivity toward his guardians, we see that even
a serial killer plans his path through some values. He may have blind spots, distorted proportions
of emphasis in certain factors but he doesn’t plan his actions so as to try to produce evil. And
even if there were people among the Nazis or among you gang who would do choose to produce
evil we still have not reached the point where anyone would try to attract the critical mass of
followers to implement it by telling them they’re out to be evil. He lies to make it appear they’ll
do something good. OK, there are neocons that try to write articles in this evil vein too, either
because they’re nuts or idiots or are trying to see what tolerances people have or what he can poll
out of responses of people about the issue of whether mind numbness, by mind pollution through
constant shit flow and through deprivation of real news by the media, can affect people enough
to opt for evil as evil and not just as calling itself good. But the real progress to such a
decomposed state needs real intervention through genetics either through long run biological
selection of baseness by appropriate tests in job interviews or through operating on genes. Long
run doesn’t mean very long, since base behavior can be taught or imposed to one’s employees
and one’s children even before man’s genes are altered. Well, to a genetically different mankind
one cannot know if the human virtues and the tendency to opt for good, even when one cannot
identify it, will continue. It evolved so far but the factors pushing evolution were not job
interviews, nor insurance companies having your DNA charts, nor free market’s values and its
work ethics, nor weapons able to make one side fight without losses. So Don’s Nietzsche made
some thinking on all that input and he described the state of affairs in ways that both that great
unknown ancient , and Nietzsche and Mumford would sure be impressed with. And much more
impressed are we common mortals, not so much more clever than Don as those three geniuses
but not as idiotic and criminal either.
G:-Helen, you seem hardly able to postpone what you want to say to Don.
H:-Don! What an unimaginably knowledgeable unconscious and what an unimaginably infantile
conscious are united in you in so happy a divorce from each other! You sound just like..
G:-… just like the millionaire in that Charlie Chaplin movie who was brotherly towards the bum
when he was drunk and was an asshole towards him when the alcohol’s effects died away.
H:-Oh, George, you’re unbelievable, you do read a sealed letter, as the expression goes. I only
meant to say that Don sounds like those novices of psychedelic drug psychotherapy who have a
self knowledge by being able to read their unconscious through chemicals but only for as long as
the chemicals are not diluted or pissed out. But OK, later on they either use these reading as
reasonable people use all other readings too, they combine them with other, regular, readings to
form a less uneven image or they become addicted to such self knowledge as other people are
addicted to alcohol, drugs, porno movies, jogging, PC screens, internet etc, but I only mean the
endorphin and psychological addiction part of all those, not the chemical dependence to alcohol
or heavy drugs. OK, I also meant to say that he sounds like a student who at the beginning looks
like a split personality between his pre-student self and his influences from books the only
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trouble being that Don’s not a freshman and that his Princeton days seem to have degraded the
expression of his talent instead of having upgraded it. Getting to know Don I wonder who is Dr
Jekyll and who is Mr Hyde between Princeton and him.
R:-Helen! What a fantastic compliment and what a fantastic slap on my mug are united in so
happy a marriage in the way you’re putting me on. I wish I had said that to myself, myself. Can
you tell me why I don’t feel depressed though? I feel in a fantastic mood. I feel like bursting out
in laughter. Is my optimism a hallucination without chemicals too? I wonder if the Guantanamo
prisoners whom we stuff with chemicals have such a good mood, be it through chemicals.
H:-Maybe your optimism isn’t all that unexpected. You have at last taken seriously your mentor’s
and guru’s advice , I mean Nietzsche’s, and looked at yourself in the mirror and seeing how
ridiculous you are you started laughing. Maybe it’s not laughter due to optimism but optimism
due to laughter. At least it may have started this way. But it sounds deeper. Maybe you feel really
relieved because you thought you were in an ethical impasse just because you’re a war criminal.
Well, you’re not in an impasse. There is a solution to your problem. I’m not being cynic, I don’t
mean harakiri; who gives a shit if you or any war criminal cut your throat or intestines or both
and in which order! However imagine how many people would do give a shit, in fact would be
happy to know that you want to help dismantle the war machine no matter if that costs you being
given a harakiri by some ex colleagues of yours; that would be both a meaningful harakiri and a
good example to others that a solution still exists even for Dr. Strangeloves. Could be worse. I
don’t mean it could be raining, I told you, I’m not being cynic. It could be that you had already
made such a mess that not even this could help you out and then whether dead or alive you
would make a great ghost in the best tradition of Wandering Jews and Flying Dutchmen and
whatever else Kierkegaard or whoever else would think up as images of eternal damnation or
whatever else. Anyway I just mean that the road is not lost for you since you can still help
matters by doing something for which some funders of George’s election campaign would prefer
you to have done a harakiri before doing it and would even help you to it even after beginning to
do it …Oh, don’t give me that white of the eye look again, I cut it out, I don’t want to influence
you by hypnotism but in wakefulness. OK, if you want me to look like Nietzsche by dreaming of
me as having a moustache , I don’t have a problem, but I would prefer to be able to influence
your conscious and your judgment than to mesmerize you and brainwash you. But who knows,
maybe that’s your way for you to make an odd couple with me, maybe I should do consider
tangoing with the Nietzsche in you rather with Don. Of course to me it’s more pleasant, I did
mean it when I said you have such a cute little unconscious; graceful too it is. Maybe even
charming, who knows? I was not being ironic. Well, I cut it out. Anyway, I don’t think I cheat
you or brainwash you by speaking to the Nietzsche in you since, as I told you, you say some
things much better than him, and concerning your humor aaaah, in this you’re not only better but
devastatingly better, but in all other areas too, there are things you say some things much better
and they, too, are unpredictable to me and to any reader of Nietzsche. As upshot and as refrain:
So it’s Don I’m tangoing with and not a medium communicating with Nietzsche, so everything’s
fine. George, what were we saying? Oh, unless you have something to ask I was just starting the
Einstein stories you asked for , both whiz boy’s and tabloid.
G:-As a matter of fact I would want you at some point to give me a review sheet plus factssheet , be it oral, about that compatriot of mine, Mumford, who had even more articles written
about him than all our Nobels taken together and yet was a great unknown. Do I remember right,
their number was 384, 000? Or I’m exaggerating and it was only 383,000?
H:-You remember correctly, it was 384; for one book. The total was 994.So you first want that?
G:- No, something else too: Helen , after so much dreaming on Don’s part another question just
occurred to me: You had said Bill sees dreams about us. What dreams does he see?, if I’m not too
personal or if the answer is not just “ask him, don’t you see he’s right here?”. By the way, Bill,
I’ll ask you later why you let it to your wife to do so much of the talking in your place, I don’t
mean she’s henpecking you or bypassing you, I don’t mean you’re repressing her or tiring her
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either, I don’t mean you leave to her the boring part, it isn’t boring at all, I don’t mean it’s
unnatural. I only mean I haven’t yet pinpointed why the way you divide the labor seems so
natural to me and I’ll ask you if you have thought about it and you know the answer, but right
now we are aren’t through with her part of the labor yet, you don’t mind if I ask you or if
postpone it, do you?
B:-Anytime is fine to discuss it.
H:-Don’feel funny about any of this George, I’m the talker-and-talker of the family anyway, Bill
talks for long only in between songs in DJ-ings, well whatever length that allows, so let me do
that long talk too, it’s not that graceless a task as you’ll see, he has dreams as vivid as Don’s,
something tells me that so do you, I mean I saw you asking Don on some technical details of
dreaming quite expertly. And the dreams he sees about you are personal on a rather collective
basis in a sense, they’re personal on behalf of many, so you’re not prying nor spying , don’t
worry; besides, prying and spying when done by a world leader on a collective issues is not
prying and spying, it’s healthy curiosity both about people and about reality; besides, why
would anybody spy on things he can hear on loudspeakers that try to make themselves heard by
him? It’s preposterous. Maybe his dreams started as non collective oversensitivity but sensitivity
towards me and the way I was feeling I was fed shit by you like so many other people also felt.
He dreamt we were in a lecture room on some high floor in an American university and you
were an ass, I mean a donkey, and after you spoke a dean said “We heard the ass, let’s now also
hear the asshole” and then Condoleeza Rice who was standing next to you turned her back to the
audience, raised her skirt, lowered her panties, displayed two things that do not exist in non
dream state of course, namely two asslips , remotely looking like cuntlips, and out of them little
balls of shit started to roll, like those that goats and she-goats produce. I stood up, in Bill’s dream,
and took some photos, the audience was surprised yet not by her but by me and suddenly all
started running after me to get the film, as if I was going to expose some satanic ritual, probably
because of all that goat-shitballs. To protect me Bill was trying to push them back to give time to
me to run to the groundfloor , I was running down the stairs , skipping some steps by jumping,
Bill had wider stride, he waited for me to go about one floor down , then he jumped one floor at a
time and waited for my hunters who were running only as fast as I was, to block their way down
again. We escaped but then, in another dream, we were in the basement of a an American
Church, the basement was a labyrinth of corridors each reminding corridors of universities we
had been to. Guards with automatic guns were chasing us to take us to Jim Jones who ,
concurrently, was giving cyanide to those eight hundred persons he gave it to before he took it
himself to die and meet the souls of the dead in a different planet or astral plane etc etc. The
guards chasing us were among the guards he had hired to execute the people who refused to
drink cyanide. Then he dreamt we were in India on the back of a she-elephant’s in front of a ditch
in front of a fence, and another she-elephant who had an erotic rivalry with our she-elephant
came from behind and hit with her head the butt of the one of ours and she, putting her front legs
in the ditch made her back have a slope down and we rolled to the ground on a different side each
and the she elephant lost her balance and started falling on me and Bill jumped up to come to my
rescue but a log from the fence was hit by the she-elephant and fell on him and blocked his
thigh, well this maybe was not exactly about you and your pals, the only similarity that made me
think it referred to you too was that elephants are pachyderms like you gang. The dream was
complete replay and identification with a couple of friends of ours touring in India, the other
dreams too had some details with some analogies with events from way back our student days
but it was no accident that he saw them in specific and meaningful dates of today’s realities, so
it’s hardly a matter of projecting on you or Condie our own unsolved conflicts etc etc etc. It might
equally be the other way around. Besides, the dreams do respond to today’s inputs. For instance
when he first read Mumford then the pachyderms lost height and became pygmies, he dreamt we
were walking in a jungle and suddenly a pygmy showed up and shot an arrow to my breast and
ran away into the forest, and Bill was torn between running after him and staying with me to
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suck and spit the blood from my wound just in case the arrow was poisoned, kid stuff from
memories from Tarzan movies, but indicative as his next dream will show , he had just heard of
your great pacifist hero George Mizo, the American Indian Vietnam hero who got sick from
agent orange and when he was in the hospital he missed a battle where all his men got killed and
later went, after the war ended, and found the Vietnamese officer who was in charge of the squad
that killed his men and together they decided to make in Vietnam a village of love and friendship
where people like them, with or without ailments from agent orange, would help offer a normal
life to the children who had been born deformed due to agent orange. In his dream after the film
on Mizo and on that village he dreamt he was a soldier next to Mizo, both were dressed in
fatigues, and they saw two little kitties , one black one white, asphyxiated in two plastic
transparent bags and spitting their lungs out in the form of a red jelly, suddenly he realized they
were not plastic bags but two dense and extended spiderwebs and that a big spider on the
floor was running away. So the pachyderm size which after comparison with Mumford looked
like pygmy size, went down to spider size after comparison with Mizo. He again had the dilemma
between running after the spider and staying to help Mizo and Mizo noticed it and said “Leave
the spider for later. Let’s save the kitties now”. All these dreams have rather obvious meaning;
like so many people Bill thinks that on the one hand you gang try to produce alienated
pachyderms, not a very original idea or situation of course , Ionesco conceived of his Rhinoceros
by thinking about Nazist youth, on the other hand he thinks that a distorted kind of Christianity
poisons your minds with the help, or at least with the indifferent permission, of your educators,
but , mainly after receiving the help from Mumford, all the sick and poisonous vibes of these
dreams went away as if he had cleared his mind about what one can do and stopped talking about
it in any other terms except analyzing how obvious even to kids about Suzy’s age your bullshit
was in everything you did and said. He says that after Mumford there are no corridors in
labyrinths, before reading him he liked very much the title “Crossroads in the labyrinth” of a
book by a fellow-homouniversalis of Mumford that he admired a lot. He says that things are as
simple as , and much much simpler than, the time when Theodorakis was putting top-top rate
poetry on folk music tunes with bouzouki, only now one has to put top-top rate poetry plus its
putting to music by Theodorakis on soap opera format which is what wide audiences see now, the
problem that singing on a bouzouki doesn’t cost a thing whereas soap operas need producers not
being a problem, but the doesn’t tell me why how it’s solved. Maybe he is setting up a practical
joke on me, I feel it has something to do with you because he started saying that when you
announced you’re coming. You have any idea what he means?
G:-What makes you think I should know?
H:-Sometimes you think similarly. He always warns very clearly on pranks just like you
announced you were coming. He doesn’t like to take anybody by storm.
G:-So he isn’t setting up some prank on me. I didn’t receive any warning. Nor did my pals.
Although he did mention the word “warning” at some point, he meant it as only now having
found the way to warn somebody, se we’re not supposed to have been warned about something
that will happen tonight or tomorrow. In a sense I feel we’re in an soap opera ourselves you,
me, Don, Bill, ever since we stepped here but I think it’s only due to the changed sensation of
time, I don’t mean jet lag, I mean hours pass and I have a feeling months have passed and
similarly, or rather exactly in an inverse sense, since in soap operas, like many people have
noticed, you watch for years and you have married and have had kids and they have grown to
school age and Ritz is considering getting engaged to his girlfriend. So just in case Bill had
anything funny in mind like a prank of putting us in a soap opera even without cameras or hidden
cameras we’re still safe, we’re inverted into the mirror image of a soap opera, at least with
respect to time’s passage. We’re so to speak safe in the back face of the mirror, and there you
rather experience the side effects of overinflux of information, instead of those underinformation.
Did I catch that right?
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H:-You’re a fast learner, George. I feel you want to pass to this side of the mirror. I feel that even
Don wants the same despite the fact that he is the one who’s having the side effects you said. It
seems I had had a very wrong impression of you, but anyway I told you I’m not keen on always
being right, provided I can point very clearly on where I was wrong , so maybe my impression on
what you want is wrong now too. Anyway, that spider and pygmy hunting that he didn’t do he
related to some old programs for the Vietnam war in which famous physicists with Nobels
collaborated in projects proposing in cold blood that it’s best to devise very harmful but non
lethal weapons because when you bury a dead you’re done, while a growing number of
incapacitated people occupy more and more of the attentions of the rest and all the economic and
other processes of the enemy country are blocked. These were proposed even by scientists who
were communists in their ideas and were also in the payroll of this project for the money, since
somebody else would get the job anyway; so why should it not be a progressive guy and not
some fascist pig? Unbeatable rationale, like Teller’s arguing in favor of urging for nuclear war as
soon as possible and of not irresponsibly postponing it for the time we would have more
casualties than now. And they were carrying signs against the pacifists writing “Insults to me
from the likes of you constitute praise”. At that time they were still trying to occupy the working
time of the enemy’s population with care for the crippled. Now they try to occupy the public
opinion with bullshit and to fill the brainscape and thinking processes with crap like Thomas
Friedman articles paralyzing thinking, since the creation of cripples is easy, the weapons for it are
ready and already tried out and are continued to be tried out. So the brain paralyzing shit is
handed out to secure the majority’s consent. For this new king of poisonous pygmies and quickly
leaving spiders what’s more urgent? To take care of the brain cripples in a way analogous to the
way Mizo took care of the deformed or to run after the venomous and eliminate their bullshit
before it cripples the IQ of even more? OK, new Mizos are needed after the results of all that
depleted Uranium used in Iraq and Yugoslavia, but this shouldn’t mean we should also make
such villages for the people who would all be village idiots because of brain damage due to the
media, it means that first the American soldiers and their kids who are similarly affected by
depleted Uranium follow Mizo’s steps and that some others in the division of labor should take
on other tasks like explaining, for instance, how the civilizational part of war poison comes about.
Already Marla Ruizicka started like a new Mizo but was killed by Iraqis .
G:-Helen, do you yourself see dreams involving us like Bill does?
H:-I was coming to that. No, I don’t see dreams about you but I see dreams about Bill and some
times they possibly relate to you. For instance recently I dreamt that he was swinging with a
trapeze suspended below the basket of an air balloon very high, without any safety net up there
of course. Suddenly the balloon started losing height because an elephant had been added hanging
by a trapeze below the balloon basket as well. Then Bill started rocking gently and timed his
swings so as to create some resonance with the elephant as a pendulum and in a while not only
was the whole system swinging but also making full circles with both him and the elephant
going over the balloon , them he let the trapeze go to make somersaults in the air and I got all
uptight because he had no trapeze to go back to but I hadn’t noticed that by this time the balloon
had reached the ground and the only thing he should be careful with the timing about was that he
should land on the elephant’s belly and the elephant should land on his back and not vice versa,
him landing on his back and the elephant on his belly. At the happy ending, still in my dream, it
was not only that I felt anxiety had gone away, but also I jumped up, as if I had been watching
from a circus seat and I started applauding.
G:-Why does he think of himself as an acrobat? Maybe I’ll find out when I start talking for good
with him
H:-He doesn’t. He thinks he has a safety net wherever he goes, so he doesn’t see anything as
acrobatics. After all, if all the dangers you face are in your waking or dreaming stream of
consciousness , you pick from wherever you ended up, even from being squashed under a
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pachyderm, especially if it occurs in a dream that is not even yours. You see it was my dream, not
his. So I think of him as an acrobat, not he.
G:- What did Bill tell you when you told him about your dream?
H:-That the only acrobats he knew from a close distance were his fellow students from high
school who , when he was in Caltech, joined the people who went into the Athens Polytechnic
school to demonstrate with the rest their opposition to the junta the night the tank and the military
police went in to finish the occupation of the building and to close the radio station emitting
uncensored news from there; and that the next acrobats he met were some surviving gran’pas who
were partisans in the 2nd world war. Up to that time with the Polytechnic he didn’t care at all
about politics, with or without a junta. And anyway, whether before or after that, the only swings
he ever made in anything overground, he said, were the changes he made back and forth between
the physics-math floor and the humanities floor in Caltech’s library towering over Pasadena with
huge widows.
G:-Bill, what’s your version of all that?
B:-With respect to the dangers we and you face we can afford to be as indestructible as the
cartoons in the Roger Rabbit film. We’re not exactly the Wyatt Earps and Doc Holidays of our
times, are we?
G:-We sure aren’t. And also what’s your opinion of somebody who studies and learns so many
things in American libraries while living for years on American scholarships and then uses these
things against America? North America I mean.
B:-If the things in libraries are against you then are scholarships a payment for assigning the
library goers the task of turning the truths in favor of you? Besides, scholarships would be such
bribe-ships and accomplice-ships only if you had their recipients sign papers with information
on what you meticulously tried not to make known for so many years. Besides, my gratitude to
US is expressed in deed and in payback by the lessons I give for free to you as a representative
of the American people, in case you do represent them and the lessons I give free to them directly
in case you don’t represent them. Besides it’s not even anti-Americanism. It’s mere antibullshit
of all kinds; only if America were identical to bullshit would antibullshitism be antiAmericanism. When leftist friends of mine were nagging me about living so many years on
scholarships drained by Americans from the sweat and blood of third world workers I made
myself available to them to offer them free courses in what I had learned so as to help them not to
have to pay coaching schools and thus to have fewer hours to work and thus to have more free
time to devote to the third world concerns they were having. If they didn’t avail themselves of my
availability as you do avail yourself right now, it was not my fault.
G:-Helen, what’s your opinion on that? ..Oh, just a minute, I have one more thing to ask Bill.
Bill, what’s your excuse of never paying back in the same coin you received financial aid, I mean
you were trained to do physics and you give back DJ-ings. Besides never being convincing to
your ex colleagues, you even don’t teach your high school pupils as much science as you would
teach if you devoted all yourself to it. Even those ex fellow students of yours who helped in that
radio station in the Polytechnic had first to enter the Polytechnic through the door of taking the
regular entrance exam. You think you prepare enough of them by teaching more through
theatrical skits rather than through homeworks?
B:-OK, with some students we do prepare for the entrance exams. But why should everybody
study all that math etc needed to enter the Polytechnic in order to just learn of the political self
teaching and mutual teaching that went with it for those students, when the people from whom
they were inspired were not their teachers in technology, and when the people whose solidarity
they called for on the radio and who responded to their call and entered the Polytechnic that night
were not technocrats either, and when we all know that studying so hard for that demanding
entrance exam, especially if you’re not made exactly for such things takes you lots of time and it
might make you such a slave to studying that you’ll never be free to get the rest of the human
education you need, let alone be free to apply it anywhere. This even works at all levels and ages
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and so it answers your other objection too, the one about my technocrat ex colleagues. Some
academics get caught in that vicious circle and think that they should only listen to such things
from a colleague of equal or higher academic achievements than their own whereas what keeps
them politically dumb and deaf and illiterate is exactly the overeffort they invest to have some
academic achievement and thus their likes of equal or higher academic achievement would also a
have equal or even lower level of clarity about the overall situation and their position in it,
especially if their level and their likes’ level is not that of some Witten who can combine both
academic achievement and political awareness: I heard that he caught up with peers and far
surpassed them in physics, although as an undergraduate he studied political science or
something and before joining the physics crew he applied his abilities to other concerns of his,
like helping in the campaign of Mc Govern; I don’t think the American Nietzscheist Gordon
Liddy ever met with any equal honor in his life, if he ever noticed this one, that is being a
counterpart to Witten, late starter in science yet winner of the Fields medal for early mathematical
geniuses since it’s a prize with an age limit, and one of fewer than five world leaders of string
theories, supporting his own boss Nixon against Witten’s boss Mc Govern by submitting the Mc
Govern pissers’ project or operation or proposal or whatever, OK, for more look Liddy up either
in some tabloid of those years and maybe in some Reader’s Digest, or in some issue of National
Lampoon. Or google Mc Govern pissers’ as key words straight, maybe somebody has entered
them somewhere just for the hell of it. I think it was in a Newsweek book review that I had read
these stories in a dentist’s waiting room in Berkeley about twenty five years ago, so I did give all
due time to Liddy, let me not check him out in google myself. I also remember he was giving
lectures about his book, with a ticket too, like Carter’s brother lectured about his childhood
memories from his brother. I didn’t attend them of course but I do remember Liddy’s ads glued
high on Berkeley posts because people would tear them down.
G:-Helen, whatever you want to add here, please start from the previous issue of…
H:-Of ingratitude to US for the education we received there?. OK. What I’m going to say is too
inflated of an analogy but, regarding the gratitude Americans expect from foreigners, American
presidents should draw some lessons from recent American presidents’ history. In the White
House you’ve been through this argument before: Rosalyn Carter went very average-housewifelike about the ingratitude of Solzhenitsyn when he gave a commencement-or-other-occasion
speech in Harvard and criticized not only his own country but the United States as well, to the
enjoyment and delight, I guess, of Brezhnev who, by letting such a distinguished dissident out of
the country, was himself being given a break at the same time he was giving Americans a taste of
what headaches Solzhenitsyn was giving him. Later on, Rosalyn would notice that her husband
got a peace Nobel with an award phrased as to render him as unpleasant to your government as
Solzhenitsyn was to her husband’s government. A character of a Kundera book has said that the
difference between Stalin and Oedipus is that Oedipus would even gouge his eyes out to see the
truth while Stalin would gouge out the eyes of others in order for him, and for anybody else, not
to see the truth. Would you expect somebody who did not avoid Gulag because he considered as
his mission not to let this blinding and loss of truth prevail , let Rosalyn and US go on blinding
themselves just to avoid being called an ungrateful guest by her? Or to be grateful just because
he was merely called an ungrateful guest and was not sent to a concentration camp? Or to
consider it a great improvement over Stalin that America did not also do to Americans
themselves what they did to others in Vietnam whereas Stalin would not hesitate to do it?
G:-OK, Helen, the next thing on the agenda was the Einstein stories. Shoot. I mean before I
shoot myself or you or Bill or Gordon Liddy or…OK, stick to just some real shorties on Einstein,
just for my recovery, don’t start on any long stories, we have other priorities now.
H:-OK, so very prudent of you to skip throwing the baby with the bath, I mean to skip shooting
Nietzsche or Witten, or Mc Govern; and the proverbial piano player of course. OK, Einstein
played the violin but let’s make sure we spare him too like we would spare the piano player; and
Feynman played the bongos as we said, but control yourself after a while as much as for the
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violinist and for the piano player. OK, even non tabloid-like biographies of Einstein, not among
the ones written while any of the involved still lived of course, mentioned the possibility that as a
student he may have had a daughter with his future first wife Milena with whom his parents
thought it was still too early to marry, and whom he did marry despite their disagreement and
with whom they divorced, much later when they had two sons one in early and one in late teens,
OK, in their student days they may have had a daughter and not being able to support her as baby
he thought of foster parents and Milena finally consented but was always depressed about that
decision. As evidence adduced towards this conclusion these biographers consider the fact that
when in his old age in Princeton Einstein received packs of letters both from colleagues and from
weirdoes and both from crazy and non crazy inventors and also from more general public, and
whereas most of those letters , of course he didn’t have time to answer or even read and only his
secretary went through them and told him some upshot etc. yet there was one letter which he did
read and answer and that letter came from a young student who wanted his advice on whether or
not to marry a fellow student whom his parents did not want him to marry because he was too
young. He answered him: “The question you should be asking yourself is whether you feel that
without the emotional and financial support of your parents you will collapse or you will have the
strength needed to become a family with your girlfriend. And if your answer to yourself is that
you do not have that strength then you will do a favor not only to yourself but to your girlfriend
too if you two do not marry”. The biographers draw, from the fact that he sat down to do answer
that letter at all , that not only something similar was the case with him but also that despite
having proceeded to marriage he did not have that strength himself and not only that but that also
he was inconsistent because he gave advice which he himself had not applied in his life. OK,
maybe this is tabloid after all , since the least these biographers could do would be to say that one
could equally draw the conclusion that, with the years, he had thought enough about his mistakes
like so many people do think about their mistakes as they mature with life, and he did want to say
to the young man who trusted him exactly what he, too, should have done if he was more lucid or
more strong or better advised etc in his youth. Anyway , whether these stories are true or not they
are not part of whiz stories nor a sage’s stories but stories of a common mortal with less maturity
and common sense in some matters than other peers but still in a not absolutely uncommon and
not especially damnable state of confusion, in the sense that among people who have made
serious mistakes, his way of being seriously confused and spasmodic is not different from the
way other people are seriously confused and spasmodic; and just like his different specifics, his
being a genius in other respects doesn’t make him a bigger sinner, it also doesn’t make his a
smaller one either , that’s all; OK, I fully share your opinion on what our priorities are in this
effort of ours to keep awake at this late hour , and they’re not to increase our encyclopedic
horizons. So: in 1938, Mumford wrote as part of a book, some pages called “Brief Outline of
Hell” which many critics considered “unduly pessimistic, perversely exaggerated and morbidly
unrealistic” because they were sure then that no dangers worse than chronic unemployment
threatened the Western World; and also they were certain that war and the total destruction of
cities were both highly improbable . In the same year the Poet of the Spiritual March was
writing, correspondingly, in that Prologue which was aiming at “placing his Poetry at the
correct point of the consciousness of his reader and not , for instance, consider the erotic vibes of
it as written in a paganistic vein”, that “the threat this time is that life can roll back to the preontological abyss”. After the destructions in Warsaw, Rotterdam, London, Tokyo, Hamburg,
Hiroshima, Dresden and the Holocaust of Jews by the Germans Mumford considered that his
pages had lost their relevance in the way predictions that were fulfilled but could not stop
anything lose relevance . We know that Mumford wished the following could become
applicable as a writing on his tombstone “Herein lies a fool who would be happy if he learned
that none of the predictions he so reluctantly made came true”. We know that as the greatest
threat to life on the planet he considered , as he was writing in the ’50’s, the “post historic man”
who would try to intervene in the biological evolution, too, and would do it with optimization
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criteria inspired from the laws of free market, and we know that as the only margin for optimism
he considered the emergence, from “the race between destruction and education” in which
humanity finds itself, a new kind of universalized man , not the globally homogenized construct
of electronic media that are sustained , through advertisement , by the competition of different
brands of similar products that are equally useless. We know that we already see companies
promoting genetically modified food trying to beat , following the laws of free market , not
only each other but also nature itself; and achieving as a result the undoing , in a few years, of
equilibria that nature had stabilized through the experimentations of millions of years , we also
see “rulers and mentors” thwarting , through undisguised and extravagant destructiveness ,
wishful thoughts of analysts unable to see not half a century but not even half a year ahead and
we see that thinkers and analysts who read Mc Lean’s theories about the roles of
archaeoencephalus and paleoencephalus in man, see post-historic man as the beginning of a
biological reversal, as the beginning of a return of the consciousness of man to the era “before
the mythical age of the fight between Apollo and the Python which had ended with the biological
prevalence, in man, of the features of consciousness due to the neocortex and not to the
archaeoencephalus of reptiles” and we read books of them like “The perfect State. The night of
the reptiles” finish like “The only hope I have that we are not entering an everlasting and very
dark night is that my analysis is wrong despite my not being able myself to find where I am
making a mistake”. OK, Mumford is a an optimist and says that if he did not see the error in such
analyses and did not see the possibility that man is still able to stop this rolling back, he
wouldn’t write at all because his books would be another exercise in irrationality and futility.
Anyway, let’s finish this review-and-additional-facts-sheet-like parenthesis on Mumford adding
that he considered Hitler and not the allies as the triumphant winner of the 2nd world war since in
matters regarding which of the several fighting and competing rival options for paths that history
and civilization could take, what counts as survival of a leader is not who outlives his
counterparts physically but whose ideas and methods survive and prevail. And here was a case as
clear as daylight , in his opinion, since Americans and British did adapt Hitler’s methods of
killing civilians , and at numbers like tens of thousands or hundreds per bombing, and of wiping
cities out of the map like ancient psychotic god kings of Assyria; also he survived because his
dream to attain population control and consent, mainly by constant fear of being attacked, and to
obtain nuclear weapons, was carried out and the only step missing was to attack preemptively
and cripple a sample state as a warning to all others and then bend all states to his will and
exploitation. Actually his dreams to obtain nuclear weapons and to control his own population
was carried out through his own scientists and specialists by the following mechanisms, as
Mumford observes: Americans were satisfied that Heisenberg’s group was dismantled and no
atom bomb for Germany would follow, but many German physicists did not wait for a theatrical
playwright 45 years later to tell them that they felt concerned that the bomb existing in the hands
of barbarians willing to throw it on civilians was a dangerous equilibrium for the world and
rushed to USSR to offer their know-how to Stalin, and in a real way, not half-sabotaging as they
were doing with Hitler, otherwise nothing explains how the Russians caught up so quickly and
effectively in the nuclear arms race, they couldn’t have so many spies in USA! But Americans
got hold of some other specialists who would either do consulting or face war criminals’ trials:
the specialists on massive mind control; which may add one parameter towards seeing how comes
USA’s way to totalitarianism was more in the way outlined by Huxley in the “brave new world”
and not like the too Stalin-like big brother of Orwell in “1984”. Yet Mumford had an inkling that
Huxley in this book, although Mumford considered it Huxley’s worst, had outlined a way of
totalitarianism that would beat the Stalin way, but let’s not think too much on how he had that
inkling, we common mortals do look at the answer book provided by hindsight of the factual
world to do postdictions since we are not keen on making predictions, since even if we could
make then nobody would give a shit about them since they didn’t give any about the predictions
of a sacred monster with 384,000 articles on one single book of his. Let’s just say, as upshots on
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all that, Norman Mailer’s line “Both the Russians and us tried to brainwash our people. The
problem is that we have succeeded while they failed” and Mumford’s remark that Speer in his
trial in Nuremberg had admirable insight when he said that in all history no leader or god king
had available, or would make better use than Hitler made of, the radio: through this Hitler entered
every German household and every mind and heart and soul and personal unconscious, and
became collective soul and collective conscious and unconscious as no leader and god king ever
in history, since no previous leader had access to such unmediated contact with their listeners
and had to base themselves on apostles and emissaries who did not have their charisma and also,
frequently, had taken their message second or third hand themselves and not directly from their
charismatic criminal and psychotic leader. Of course Mumford also studies very carefully the
data on the beginnings of war some thousands years BC and carefully distinguishes the
aggression in these wars from the aggression on the methodic wars of other species like termites
who also fight and get captives as slaves. To get the picture for the emergence of war in
perspective with other relevant anthropological emergences he even searches for additional things
that may be relevant through going in history to tens of thousands of years back , not of course
through written or unwritten historical records or through mere idle fantasizing to fill gaps, but
though thinking on the emergence of language and its role in human consciousness. It’s only in
this complete picture he places his view of how the megamachines of human bodies and
institutions and notions about the ultimate started building ziggurats and Babel towers and
pyramids and started making equally arduous efforts to produce deluge-like destructions on rival
cities after defeating them in war. To finish that review facts sheet you need, let me both add or
repeat that from the perspective he views history, besides seeing the overlaps between Hitler and
USSR or Hitler and USA , he also sees as overlap of 1492 and 1917, and also between the
capitalist system and the soviet system, the facts that USA had its origins in men leaving or
fleeing Europe to try to make materialize noble and totalitarian eutopias-utopias of the Thomas
More type, and USSR had its origins in men trying to make materialize noble and totalitarian
eutopias-utopias of the Plato type where philosophers would rule, like Lenin who was such a deep
student of Marx and Hegel. He sees both historical changes as carrying a very heavy luggage
from the past, due to both’s lack or annulment of historical and psychological self knowledge.
That luggage is a terrible violence and aggression, against Indians and dissidents correspondingly,
which, no matter how much they would wish it and no matter how much they thought
everything could just change if they just tried resetting the clock by annulling their past
experience to zero, , never let either of them make a new start and create a new world and a new
identity and be reborn like an innocent first created Adam and Eve type of couple in a rich but
virginal paradise or towards a future of open horizons. None of the things that Mumford pinpoints
as wrong about either happens to be their utopianism. He only rejects their utopias as being
totalitarian and blind utopias. On the contrary he likes very much Oscar Wylde’s line “A map of
the world not including utopia too, is not worth a second glance from us”; as a matter of fact he
considers that all great changes brought about in the world, like for instance the change brought
about by Christianity, were only possible because great visionaries looked into the land of
utopia, too, through the utmostly deep and substantial possibility and faculty of our consciousness
called “imagination”. So for him the expression “parallel universe ” would not only be a synonym
of idly fantasizing or of escaping or evading unpleasant realities of our world or of being too
anemically polite to our worldmates by not calling a spade a spade but “a parallel spade”; if not
used in faint and light ways it could well become also what it becomes in some poets’ hands, a
parallel world into which they are looking when they want to find parallels of which to set good
examples to emulate or bad examples to avoid in order to inspire improvements in our own real
world in our own real times. OK, we did some bird’s eye view on Mumford, review plus
summary of some rather relevant things I had skipped, Justin case this was the priority you
wanted or needed.
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G:-Helen, let me catch my breath, after this bird’s flight at Koyaanisqatsi speed, by at least
asking Bill the thing I was postponing , instead of postponing it again and have another such
flight sending me for Dramamines. Bill, anything left for us, men, to discuss after this?
B:-Is there any other option left to me as answer except , supposedly, Schwarzenegger’s last word
in a movie where he has killed everybody by himself and the head of the marines asks him “Did
you leave anything for us?” and he answers “Corpses”?.
G:-No! There’s nothing macho-like in my question, on the contrary I want to ask you if you
consider there’s something not manly enough in leaving to Helen the answers that you leave.
OK, I do happen to have heard, like you too I have heard I’m sure , that Einstein said that if you
understand something very well then you should be able to discuss it with your sister , your
mother and your wife, so maybe you want to imply that Mumford understood and clarified all
things so well that we should all consult our wives on them, but I do want to check by hearing it
from you that you didn’t leave all this facts sheet on Mumford to Helen because you think that a
man’s job is to hunt out there in the forest and not make facts sheets of other men.
B:-Aaaah! George! I’m very glad you did ask that on time. Of course it would be all wrong to
take any of that in the vein of machoism and of hunting , especially in the case of the hunter that
I am not. If anybody is doing any hunting in all this it’s Mumford who spears with really sharp
guesses and fishes really original conclusions; I’ve never done to those ideas anything more than
cooking and seasoning , a completely feminine-principle job like all DJ-ing is in this sense; also
I’m sure Mumford wouldn’t like except tongue in cheek to be called a hunter since, after all, he
returns so full of stardust after every hunting outing, I mean at the end of his books, where he
hardly differs from poets and composers . So it’s not out of snubbing all cooking that I leave all
this to Helen, who does cook, these things too, better than me of course. And of course I would
not snub, as not hunter enough, myself, or any man, who would discuss things like Helen does.
On the contrary , I do not know any macho thinker who while he does what he calls “hunting” he
does anything different from Helen or me when we merely call it “cooking”, let alone knowing
any macho doing while “hunting” in any forest anything a millionth as serious as Mumford’s
hunting in the galaxy. Above all: When we talk, as we haven’t even started talking, you’ll see that
the masculine or , be it, hunting role of both of us does exist and is so similar that…OK, I only
mean that, if nothing else, we can , if and when need be, play with all due warning and, even
better of course, with common planning , in a soap opera, in the sense not only of the changed
rate of time passage you mentioned before but also in the sense of both of us being very
representatives of very average types of persons and thus being capable of understanding and
representing majorities much more than exceptional people are capable of representing them or
understanding them. I mean all those ridiculous assholes and idiots that are millionaires on the
screen and people identify with them and live stupid plots with them are not less average and
mediocre than you and me , they’re no exceptional people like Einsteins and Feynmans and
Mumfords and Poets with capital P and heroic activist poets or heroic activist composers, so we
can sit and think what’s the best and most we can do of this asset of ours and out of nature’s
proverbial democracy consisting in the fact that any random idiot can be born or happen to
become a millionnaire but not all can be born or happen to become exceptional; so we can be
very helpful with that, only idiots think that only geniuses can teach them and all they learn from
them is only what they could learn from anybody, they would think they have benefited from
Princeton by learning elementary French there but they would never be able to learn from a
genius what makes it different from other minds unless the genius shows up in their dream like
Nietzsche showed up in Don’s, and then the idiot does become a fool of that type for which
Blake had said the line: “if a fool knew how to persist in his folly he would become wise”, let’s
hope the consistency and final uprightness will persist in Don. The non idiots can first learn best
from people who are like them and who can learn from geniuses, so they teach them how to learn
from geniuses until they know how to really profit on their own from them. So we two have a
common ability and some common task, how to profit from your great Mumford but, for the time
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being, let’s stay at the fact that we haven’t even started talking , let alone having exhausted our
own overlap subject or having seen it exhausted by Helen or even by Mumford. Oh! And there’s
more of Mumford’s facts sheet that fits the overlap of you and me rather than the overlap
between you and Helen. Mumford is an inexhaustible tank of overlaps between every couple or
bigger group of people. Also, George, to give ourselves a break before we go on, let us refer to
the American self-complacency, that except when it becomes tragic and tragicomic, is cute: Self
complacency of the British of the time of “Rule Britannia and there will be no slaves” was helped
by informing the simple folks that they were the only nation in the world where not only Lords
but even simple folks had sugar in their tea or that even had tea at all, or something, and it was
only natural and human that the simple folks would gulp down quite a number a tea cups per day
to do feel again that nice Lordy feeling. In US now , with all those cuts , the only sugar-like or
tea-like help to self-complacency that you allow simple folk help themselves to or with, seems
to be your informing them that they are the only people who speak their mother tongue as a first
language rather than as a second or third language, as if this were not true for any people on earth.
G:-Why do I feel this line is Helen’s?
B:-Because it is, and because you’re clever, and because you were open to her vibes when she
was talking to you and also now that she’s listening to us.
G:-Have you always been sarcastic to American self-complacency, even when we were entitled
to some, or it’s a collateral brain damage that you suffered after our or Clinton’s bombings?
B:-Whatever good or bad it means for my bias, I was sarcastic to American self complacency
ever since my first day in an American student dorm. As freshmen in Caltech we went around
the dorms during our first week, the so called rotation week, there was an athletes’ dorm, a
nerd’s dorm, a hippies’ dorm etc , of course one would guess that I and the nerds’ dorm were
made for each other, and when the head nerd welcomed me and asked me what I think of them
nerds I told him they weren’t real nerds but self complacent nerds, doing all the time ping pong,
pinball, volley ball , snooker , and the things that alleged and supposed nerds deserved being
entitled to, to take some rest from their excessive nerding, but in real case they studied as
much, or as little, as anybody else when one removed those breaks. He told me “I don’t want to
talk to you” and flipped a U-ey , as you call it, and left.
G:-I’d figure as much. Did you and the nerds’ dorm finally choose each other or they all realized
on time what a kill-joy you would be?
B:-No, we didn’t , they all realized it and nobody wanted such a kill-joy so they drew lottery for
who would have to take me and the athletes had to take me, but being seen as a kill-joy by all
was no psychological trauma, the trauma I did feel was that the nerds were not as nerdy as I was
looking forward they would be but only just a little above half as much. My minimum study was
18 hours a day. OK, lighter break being over let’s get back to more of the less self-centered
stuff: The issue that we’ll see touched the attention of both Kierkegaard and Blake; and in the
following century it also touched the Poet of the March of the Spirit, who loved and studied both
of them; and also it touched Mumford. It’s a very central issue and we’ll talk more about it but
for the time being let’s only say that it concerns your question, as a possible creationist, whether
the world is more like physics and mathematics or like biology. Of course already Plato and
Aristotle had a disagreement about that but after the tremendous successes that were coming
quickly one upon the other after Copernicus, placing the Sun and not the earth at the center of
the world, helped for mathematical laws for the planets to be found by Kepler and after Galileo
found also some such laws for earthly bodies and Newton synthesized all of them, Aristotle’s
emphasis on biology was pushed to the wall, especially after the fact that the Church had even
sent people to the stake for non being as Aristotelian as the Church, and this in exactly those
fields of physics where Aristotle was wrong and not on his biology where he was much righter
than Plato. Anyway, after all this, very few people insisted that the successes of the space-timematter picture would not eventually include the understanding of biology or that some equally
primary things about living matter had to be included from the start in the picture and not just be
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expected to come out of calculations as if they were planetary orbits. And among these objectors
more were poets than biologists, and their lyrics were not romantic rebel talk about
mechanization of life but philosophical insights of subjectivity confident enough of itself not to
rule itself out of the picture; confident enough of itself , so to speak , when it didn’t see a full
image of it in the mirror of the physical world picture, to rule out the mirror and not itself. For
example, Blake wrote about this image some verses going approximately like “the Visions of
Eternity , by reason of narrowed perceptions have become weak visions of space and time fixed
into furrows of death, till deep dissimulation is the only defense left to an honest man” an image
that, surprisingly, hardly changed by anything physicists did, so far at least, after the replacement
of the physics of deterministic paths of atoms of Newton’s times, that Blake had heard of, by the
quantum physics of the 20th century that obeyed Heisenberg’s principle of indeterminacy; the
Poet of the March of the Spirit, described the physicalist image like an arbitrary myth creating
historical pseudoproblems and giving rise to more arbitrary myths everywhere, even to art,
politics and economics and, above all, as already starting to have as an implication the
dismemberment , the deadening, the decomposition and the unburied corpse stench of the
erotic core of man’s psychological life and considered it an inversion of the true state of things,
in which life is not a frame but a center , anyway overall it seems he considered it , so to speak, as
a more civilized way of dismemberment than the one of the conquistadores to the Indians but
even worse for the collective soul, as more paralyzing man and not making him revolt; and
Mumford considered that Descartes’ coordinate nets - oh, which by the way I have only seen
Mumford remark they had been inspired noticing the methods of painters and designers to make
copies or magnifications by breaking images in little squares like we learned to do as kids- OK,
he did notice that those Cartesian nets didn’t capture all aspects of space possibly needed to
speak about beings as complex as the living without being reduced to the absurdities of
reductionism, like maybe clocks didn’t capture all aspects of time concerning such beings; also
he realized that to jump to the conclusion, from the tremendous success of physics in so many
parts of the world picture, that physics was a theory of everything was based on false induction
because the success was based on exactly that: on also asking what the answerable questions
through its methods were and thus locating parts of the picture where the methods worked,
without still having found any way, besides a still incomplete statistical physics, to approach
complex wholes, like organisms, made of such simple and mathematically analyzable parts;
besides pinpointing these holes and gaps and leaps to pseudorational, and in real case irrational or
even absurd, conclusions he also pinpointed the way they lead to other pseudorational myths of
our days, economic and political: assuming that what it means to be scientific is the absurdity of
considering as relevant factors of a phenomenon or process only the ones you know how to
solve, and to make for the rest of the factors a program for reducing them to the ones that are
solvable by a given age, the economists claimed they had the support of statistical physics etc in
the approach of saying that macroeconomic order arises from the apparent chaos of individual
interest competing each other and from applying, even by Procrustean methods, models whose
only advantage was solvability; and crosschecking all this with tautological or self fulfilling or
vicious circular logics like considering the economic chaos these things lead to as emergence of
order compared to what , supposedly even bigger, chaos would, just would, result if one
abandoned the only scientific methods , that is the ones just said; a case more ridiculous than the
physicalistic argument for theodicy: the world we live in is the best possible because to create
one more desirable by us with respect to a change in some particular aspect, one would have the
cost of a change in some parameter , in some of the equations running the universe, and having
a different value in that parameter would make these equations less beautiful than the one
existing; these economists, free market economists in our modern idiom, claimed also the
support of history whereas all that historians could sign as true for this apparent crosschecking
was that the initial improvement coming in the centuries of freeing , after the French revolution
etc, the pursuit of private interests from the control of the state , just implied the existence of
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corruption in the royal court and the church; and soon, anyway, the corrupted free trades
collaborated with corrupted new statesmen, for mutual protection and for this , in real case, non
freedom of trade, politicians claimed support of scientific economic theory for their options,
which they presented as necessities, if only necessary in the name of science and progress, and
after politicians blessed their theories the crosschecking of the economic theories was complete
without the theories even having to exist in order to have their correctness crosschecked. And in
our days that science is done in the so called Enron way and not in the Feynman way, and the
leader of the research group is not he most experienced or the most scientifically imaginative
member but the most businessman-like to attract grants , physicists and biologists too may obtain
an opportunity to crosscheck their theories too, by claiming support from the economists,
financial first of all but knowledge-theoretical too, and the vicious circle of the mutual
crosschecking of the unique rational scientific model will complete itself, isn’t it ridiculous to call
oneself rational , let alone scientific, after that, while at most one should call himself “partistic”
or something in the sense of just being autistic about his part of the whole picture or of the whole
job? It’s almost as absurd and preposterous as those interviews of soldiers in Iraq who are saying,
and all in the same body language and language tone as if they took a seminar or heard a
preaching about it , things like “I have my own reservations about what we’re doing but I did
sign a contract and during operations I don’t think about the reservations but how to do the job”
but let me not start now on this kind of work ethics and definition of responsibility or manliness
or self-consistency, through respecting one’s such signature, these interviews are well known and
also we have to go elsewhere because we have to catch the thread from earlier in US history, and
OK, let’s not call it US history, it’s not your DNA, anybody else in your place would go
similarly, so what we’re trying to see is whether you or that anybody else could change by
looking in the mirror, and let me not sound as making melodramatic appeals for you to look in
Mumford’s mirror, there are always scientists that wouldn’t care less for appeals, I only mean
that such mirrors show you chains of step after step, cause and effect after cause and effect , the
consequences of some choices and optings and a sufficient or insufficient number of persons are
sufficiently alarmed, or at least sensitized or even just non-opting , for them to decide to act in
one of the available ways . Soldiers not seeing the causal chains are obviously not just
preposterous , they are also dangerous in an immediate way. Scientists not seeing it , besides
being preposterous are also dangerous in eventual ways, ending with killing human life as we
know it and replacing it with a kind which, through the now prevailing criteria of selection and
genetic intervention, will be a species , which as Mumford puts it, will consists of humans dying
without realizing for a moment that they had never been alive. If the mirror of chains of causes
and effects can’t move us enough towards some action then only less drastic things can be done,
like preparing ourselves or our kids to just keep company to the dying earth with decency and
with mutually helpful human ways. OK, we were saying how, exactly, Mumford debunked
political scientific , economic and political myths by pinpointing how, exactly, they issue from
some pseudotrue and also pseudorational premises. Let’s skip how he debunked the myth that
artistic avant garde was revolutionary in anything at all, let’s just say the end of his argument was
to call it “the cult of anti-life” and let’s go to something more serious : an image he had about the
historical road to the final world image we now have and is psyschologically dismembering to
modern man: after the Babylonians and the Greek started and developed both astronomy and
mathematics, and Plato developed a metaphysic and an ontology for mental entities and
mathematical truths and even a theology about what exists, the only thing missing to consider
this as more than just theory or poetic metaphor was to find some success with data from the
outside world, and Ptolemaic cosmology did well enough for Platonists to consider themselves
vindicated but with Copernicus placing the Sun at the center and getting much fewer artificiallooking things like epicycles to fit the data and then with Keplerian cosmology getting altogether
through with these epicycles and with, finally, Newton able to calculate all that with some sheets
of paper and a pen without decades of observation, something was produced looking much more
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magic than Egyptian priests and sorcerers and alchemists could ever aspire to produce, and much
stronger than the invention of writing which at its beginning had also looked as a magical nonoral communication of information; something that made everybody , consciously or
unconsciously, just become a Platonist or an inverted Platonist , depending on if he considered
things obeying mathematical equations as mind-stuff and dream stuff, like the mathematical
entities and Shakespearian entities, or if he considered all the world, including the mathematical
entities and the Shakespearian tragedies and dream stuff in our minds, like brainstuff that was
machine stuff just working precisely like clock stuff. Forgetting the gaps and holes and question
beggings and vicious circles about biology that we talked about and which were still pending and
needed additional conceptual analysis for physics to proceed to becoming a, so to speak, organic
physics, the psychological profile allowed to be called scientific by this imperfect, whether
Platonic or inverted Platonic, physics was that either man and even the whole universe was a
disembodied spirit, soul, mind etc, or man and the whole universe was a mechanical clock, and
then man , and all other living beings too, were inanimate automata hollow of spirit, soul, mind
or anything else that reminded obsolete and unscientific substitutes of God’s living breath blown
into Adam’s earthen body. To form an opinion on whether this image, even in the unconscious,
affects the erotic core of human psychological life, just imagine a man or a woman capable,
hypothetically, of convincing themselves they’re either spirits unable to enter their bodies or
bodies unable to find their souls and then imagine them having an erection or an orgasm. To
form an opinion of whether an age’s bedrooms are affected by things happening so far outside it
imagine how many , men at least, complain that the course of their shares in stock market doesn’t
let them have in peace a decent erection. OK, impotence and frigidity are just two very tangible ,
and sufficiently relevant-looking examples, usually, if one believes the statistics that say fewer
men quit smoking for fear of cancer than for fear of impotence, OK, they’re only two real
enough examples of what a Poet would mean by dismemberment and a thinker like Mumford
would mean by saying that an eventual , but relatively quick, consequence of Copernicus’
placing the Sun at the center of the word was the return of the worship of the Sungods in the
rituals of whom the priests of the Incas and the Aztecs would, publicly and with their bare hands,
gouge out hearts of enemies taken prisoners or of spectators who refused to look at the sight. Of
course the modern analog of all this is not so barbaric, it’s just to be considered uninformative,
marginal, unscientific, irrational, absurd, weirdo, lunatic if you do not consider as self evident the
mainstream dogma or if you consider that schisms and schizophrenic dualities are its qualities
and not yours , a more severe punishment is to not only consider you all those names but really
render you all that, for example a lunatic, if you are more vulnerable or sensitive than average or
if you don’t believe enough in yourself or if you don’t take seriously enough Einstein’s advice
“Take your own ideas seriously because it is them that will shape you” and if you don’t think
enough about your beliefs before you believe them. Ah! Let’s not forget to underline something
that’s rather obvious from the context , that this Sungod is the exact opposite of the Sun God to
whom all poems arousing freedom, justice etc in us, like March of the Spirit and Axion Esti,
sounded like prayers to. What the mangling Sungod is to the , whether too deterministic or too
random-like, non organic physics of the present, the other Sun God is to the organic physics-tobe, if it ever is to be. Maybe it can never be, or it can but earth may be destroyed before it
emerges or earth may keep in its place but the brave new criteria of optimizing genes will lead to
a moronic species that can’t discover it or even can’t care less about it, anyway with human
history as we know it, the Presocratic view of Universal Mind and of its even more ancient
version known as the Apollo god of Sun and Music, remember the well known story that the
first physical laws noticed, by Pythagoras, concerned the fact that some mathematical properties
of the lengths of plucked strings corresponded to a feeling of harmonious melody, OK the
Presocratic view of Universal Mind could continue either in this organic direction or, as trial at
least, in the direction reaching the one we do have now as mainstream, that’s one reason those
ideas, put down as obsolete, give us a feeling of freedom: in their virginal form they are flexible
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enough to remind a coherent alternative might exist and it may have such and such
consequences. OK, there were thinkers who followed the other direction, on which a more
emphatic PreSocratic beginning was Heraclitus instead of Pythagoras or Anaxagoras. His
continuation however was not so much Aristotle as it was the people whom the mainstream called
mysticists, like Eckart, and who inspired some parts of the ideas of Leibniz and , though him of
Kant, and through them reached 20th century’s Poincaré and Godel. Oh, and of course the way
the Poet of the March of the Spirit was reached by them, both through that path and also through
Heraclitus straight, to whom the first and last stanza of that march allude or, rather, explicitly
refer. Anyway. Another American who wrote about some of these subjects, and in a fantastically
original way too, but not as integrating all aspects and implications of it that are relevant, not in
his wildest dreams was he even remotely close to Mumford, but he was American OK, forgive
my tone, it’s not due to his being American, but to writing one more book which was not half as
fantastic as his first, he would be the nicest advertisement to US if he had stuck to his first, and
Robert Redford was readying to make it a film, I don’t know why finally it didn’t come out
unless it did and I just missed it, OK, so another American saying very meaningful and original
things about this issue, was Pirsig in “Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance” who
managed to make East and West converge through making meet Lao Tzu’s great philosophical
Poem with the philosophy of a great French mathematician, the Poincaré I just mentioned, who
had used his self knowledge as a mathematician to defy formalistic frames for the origin of
mathematical truth, like the poets used their self perception’s data to defy its physicalistic
frames. Later Godel found a way to prove from within those frames that they were
pseudoentities only able to be announced as projects but never able to be carried out. The book
titles that you hear like “The Emperor’s New Mind” by Penrose are imaginative, but not merely
fictional or even merely science-fictional or philosophy-fictional , painstaking and not just idly
hand waving, conjectures attempting, among other things, to extend Godel’s successful way of
thinking from “mathematical frames talking about themselves mathematical frames” to “physical
frames that try to include biology into them and become physicobiological frames that talk about
physicobiological entities like brains making such frames or about brains making Godel’s
thoughts” and prove them to also be impossible to carry out. If they can be carried out then , so to
speak, living beings are like evolved computers, if they can’t then the emperor’s new mind is not
there, the emperor called “living super computer” is brainless, and lifeless, and life is something
very primary that needs an approach different from the inanimate universe for being better
understood, besides being touched, felt , lived, loved etc. If they can’t be carried out but we
assume that they can, due to the trend, and if this leads us to imitate machines in order to be more
scientifically correct then we are fools; and we play even fooler if we also intervene genetically
on our structure towards these directions, since we may then really make ourselves, or our
species, physical monstrosities on their way to death by de-animation. If we can’t avoid thinking
like artificial intelligence unless we find an argument against the physicalistic program, like
Godel’s argument against the formalistic program, and if at the same time we cannot find this
argument , then we are like the unhappy victims of the Sphinx who dismembered them if they
couldn’t answer her question which had the answer “man”. A similar situation arises with these
things and freedom. If man is a self constructing automaton freedom may feel like an unscientific
illusion. If man awaits science to create the proof that what is unscientific is man’s picture of
himself as such an automaton then he may die still feeling unfree, even in the case this is an
illusion. Poets and composers try to make some feeling of freedom more intensely felt just in
case they can convince us before arguments can exist, if they ever will exist. OK, what we said
was both information on the content of the ideas of your great compatriot and on how they sound
in the context of bibliography of other countries or times. Now let’s see how another great
preSocratic source of insight, the Bible story, continues in recent times in your country: There
are diaries of fugitives and refugees leaving their countries and burning houses under New
Orleans conditions or worse, by the way the last I followed up the New Orleans story was about
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a month ago and I don’t know if there’s a second wave of refugees through their eviction from
hotels after a November deadline or if they went back to their homes or if to help the town build
itself again some people would have to lose jobs, by the way: don’t destructions , on the contrary,
create jobs during reconstruction? And on TV, I do remember people there really believing your
expenses in Iraq were to help Iraqis and not to bomb them and complaining why your priorities
were not with first helping Americans in need, and I do remember reading letters going like “We
have nowhere to go back to…and when the whites left they left their second or third car be
destroyed in the water instead of giving us the car keys to escape, and the same things happened
with those hundreds of school buses, and when we tried to break into supermarkets to eat food
that would be destroyed by the flood anyway they shot at us as if we were criminals, whereas the
criminals were those who left us there to die”, anyway I’ve read diaries and seen blues on people
leaving their countries and having nowhere to go back to going like “ I ain’t got no…/ain’t got
no home to come back to/ and no bed to sleep on/ ain’t got no street ain’t got no neighborhood/to
walk around on a sunny day-off’s cool/ I ain’t got no saint to pray to/and no icon in empty
sky/ain’t got no stars no moonlight and no sun/over my songs to sing when all is done”. Well let
me not play that to you now, it would be too artificial a context, let me just tell you that the
Aaaa’s betweeen some of the verses become at the end of the song an Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.
I’ ve also seen analyses of such diaries and comparisons of how these refugees feel in their long
course through literal desert with Eliot’s state of mind in existential desert in “Wasteland” and
comparisons of how both Eliot and these refugees feel with how both Jews following Moses in
the desert must have felt and how refugees from cities and civilizations just burned down, like
for example Troy or Jerusalem, must have felt upon dispersion, there are diaries of their
nostalgia of how things used to feel in those places that have become Atlantis sunk to them and
comparisons of them both with paintings of the looks on the faces of ancient slaves gathering at
nights to look in the mere direction of the line connecting them to the country from which they
were taken and from which their kin and even their children were also taken but to be sold in
other places, not along with them, and have even seen fiction about how earthmen who have
migrated to Mars , after the earth became ecological wasteland, talk to their children about
distant mother earth and distant grandmother earth, and also I’ve read paragraphs of people
wondering how come in antiquity, to save the ontological landscape called “Jerusalem” Poetry
wrote the Jeremiads and to save the ontological landscape called “Hellas” Greeks fought in
Marathon, and recently to save the ontological landscape called “Europe” Eliot wrote
“Wasteland” , Heidegger wrote ontologems, Hitler fought the Bolsheviks and Europeans fought
Hitler, but for the salvation of the ontological landscape called “Earth” which is endangered by
becoming not a poetic but a literal wasteland and is the mother and the habitat of all the above
mothers and habitats nobody wrote half a poem or thought half an ontologem or fought half a
battle, also I’ve seen people answering to that “obviously you still haven’t met Mumford” and
also I have read people answering that there is a third way to make people robots besides parades
with goose step at the side of Nazi tanks and parades with Russian boot step at the side of
Russian rockets , and that third way is the rose parades with dancing step and fixed silly-jolly
grins at the side of platforms with statues of Disneyland heroes. Whatever of the above, by itself
or combined, or new and not contained in the above, is the answer to this question, part of it is
contained in the train of thought starting with the following idea which obviously and unbiasedly
suggests itself before anything else as we read about the people likening the feelings of the
refugees with the feelings of Jews in desert: American pioneers must have also been identifying
a lot with the Jews in the desert. Maybe that’s one of the reasons they did not identify so much
with Christ on the cross like people in Europe or in South America whose national identity passed
through the existence of Braveheart Wallaces and through national liberation movements and
whose intellectual identity and clarity had to have savants choosing death on the stake, and after
all if somebody would want to identify with Christ like people identified in South America, it
would be the North American Indians but anyway the caravan travelers were not so keen as the
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Conquistadores to make Christians of them, so they didn’t identify with the Arch Martyr of their
non proselytizers like the South American Indians identified with the Arch Martyr of their
proselytizers. Those national independence fights in Europe were much bloodier that the one for
the emancipation of North America from England and also the Wallace-like ancestors were the
history that the immigrants reset to zero to make a new start, they were leaving in order not to
have repression, like for example the one the British exerted on the Scottish, and not to exert it
on each other, especially in a resourceful land that would be enough for all; well, Indians don’t
count as others if you are convinced that they are not people but only anthropoids, and why
should an immigrant not be entitled to some benefit of the doubt on that, as someone not being
so enlightened about anthropology, when even as great a philosopher as Hegel, who did not even
have such a self interest as needing to ask Indians for some land, believed they were
anthropoids? The question of why Indians are still put down even now that anthropology is more
up to date on them, is another issue.. let’s postpone it for a very short while. So it was very
human and very expected and easily understandable that fear and night through wilderness and
hostile Indians, whether justifiedly hostile or not, made the travelers identify with Jews in desert.
It might even be expected and understandable, and not exactly very human but recognizable as
“OK, human nature” to say that even during wrongdoing , such as genocide, the non zero risk
involved, or even the shared remorses, do make people some kind of brothers and sharers of some
kind of group identity and that some great and really inspired tasks like those of the big heads on
Mount Rushmore , really launders this group identity into a decent national identity, although it’s
still an open question why Indians still have to be put down and not even be given a chance , let
alone reparations or even belated rent for something like a belated “excuse us, we’re a more
advanced civilization and we’ll use your land more profitably than you for both us and you,
you’ll see, give us a chance by investing in us”, the most usual answer to that open question
being that Indians have to be insistently put down, and with a vengeance, because to continue
wrongdoing is one of the methods to believe that the wrongdoing was rightdoing even in the first
place; the other answer to that open question being “if we could afford money for helping others
too and not just Iraqis we would help guys like the New Orleaners” at which something tells me
that askers and beggars usually start running before they’re given some napalm help or white
phosphorus aid with playback, or by just whistling , of the melody not of the WagnerianWalpurgian pieces that Robert Duval wanted to hear in “Apocalypse now” napalmings but ,
again, of Monty Pythons’ song of the group of Crucifieds Bryans going like “Life is a piece of
shit when you look at it. So if you lose it you lose nothing. So always look at he bright side of
life”, the other verse “you came with nothing, you leave with nothing so you lost nothing” being
reserved not for Indians who did have something but, again, just for those New Orleaners who
were homeless anyway so the state narrowly escaped being exploited by them by noticing this
before it was too late and not gifting them a home they didn’t have. OK, all this is not exactly
human but “OK, human nature” or “human farcicomedy or human farcitragedy”…No! George,
of course I’m like you, of course as farcical part I mean not the homelessness of the New
Orleaners! The farcical part is that all this is called “OK, human nature” as if it was a necessity or
a weather condition; while it is opting by the opted economic system, like all homelessness is,
either after or before the flood. See Michael Moore’s movie with non homelessness with
Canada’s opted system. Yes, the film with Charlton Moses Heston running at the end. Was he
Ben Hur too? Or that was Victor Mature? No, Victor Mature was Samson. And also played in
“After the Fox” with Peter Sellers. Whatever. And also farcicomic and farcitragic is that the
optimality selected for survival by this system is the one pinpointed and ridiculed by Don’s
Nietzschean self awareness. OK, so most things were human , or just “OK, OK, human”
concerning the identification of caravan travelers with Jews in desert. The following story
however was not at all human, and not at all expected and not at all easily understandable,
except through things like the Abraham-Isaac story which blesses being a total criminal and even
instills guilt in front of God for not being total criminal enough, to obey an order to kill one’s son.
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The story that we’ll see is something that makes Jews in desert themselves not human etc; not
only their imitators. What also makes their imitators not human, not understandable etc is that
instead of hiding it in shame and self disgust like all ordinary and relatively healthy hypocrites of
all the nations of the world, and instead of plagiarizing as their own some hero story of their
enemy to set a good example to their children, they made that story part of the history textbook
taught to kids. Half of the explanation is the Abraham story effect, the other half is that this
doesn’t make a chosen people inhuman because the rest of humanity are not equally human , or if
they too are human then God doesn’t get pissed at his chosen not always being human. The only
explanation remaining for such unconditional self acceptance of a people is that it wants to
commit biological and cultural suicide by systematic self degeneration through selection and
breeding of crappy genes and crappy values. Here’s the story, in case you don’t know it or
want to check something, just google some keywords and it shows up very easily: Some Puritans
waited for the men of some Indian tribe to go their fields and then shut the women and children in
their tents and burned them alive and wrote that God was rejoicing seeing this like the Bible says
He was rejoicing when the Jews did something similar to the women and children of , I think it
was , the Amalekites. That’s why I now think that the Bible can do harm to people, at least it
did harm to you Americans , let alone how much harm it did to your victims to whom , through
you, it didn’t only do harm in their hearts and minds like it did to the Americans. I was not sure I
had read it the first time I did, and I did not mention it until I reread it in another source. And I
won’t be sure I did read that it was being taught in school until the book was withdrawn after the
Vietnam war, until I reread it. You, of course, know better than me if you were taught all that,
unless you don’t remember , if you ever happen on TV with Noam Chomsky or Tariq Ali do ask
them, Chomsky doesn’t need introduction I’m sure, to introduce Tariq Ali to you through just
the overlap you already have with him, his book “The Clash of Fundamentalisms. Crusades and
Jihad” is the one that had on its front cover you dressed as Taliban. To introduce him without
reference to you let me say one of the services he offered is that in this book he somewhat
unlocked for the west the bibliography of the east that had never been translated because we
considered it unnecessary to delve in, taking too much for granted for the west the role of being a
teacher of civilization to the rest. Or we left the translation only to the interests either of
espionage or of people relishing exotic recipes, stories and tales. Would you know anything about
Theodorakis if from Theodorakis you only had seen Zorba the Greek? Imagine a whole chain of
countries full of such politically aware poets . Then imagine that life is not only poetry. Then
imagine learning about those countries through the intelligence brought to you by only what is
caught by bugs and by translators and submitted only to the conscious and waking life of Don.
Then you’ll go running to buy Tariq Ali’s book before you even buy Mumford’s. OK, that was a
figure of speech, I don’t mean Tariq Ali is a counterpart of Mumford, I only mean Mumford
himself would run to buy it because he did feel sorely the lack of information on those parts of
the world.
G:-Can you tell me in one sentence something that would interest me in Tariq Ali?
B:-The name “Pequot” of captain Ahab’s ship in “Moby Dick” was the name of the Indian tribe I
just told you about. You really think Tariq Alis should not write these stories just in case they
lead to statistical increase of loss of American life? OK, let’s have a break and we continue to
more hopeful things. The break is not a light break but its opposite, we’re too close to the present
and to the country of one of us to afford light breaks but, believe it or not, the end will be lighter,
and obviously everybody prefers a light end to a light break. I’m not putting you on, take my
word for it; besides, Mumford is an optimist. Here’s the break: For the mentality of self
indulgence and unconditional self acceptance and even self satisfaction and half deranged self
pride at the face of such crap Pinter had written a poem many years ago, and for the mental state
of both your Pat Robertsons and their flock Mark Twain had written a famous speech called
“American war prayer” , both are in that envelope for your bedtime reading that Helen and I put
together, but let me take out that page right now, although most possibly you know all that better
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than me, aah, here it is. By the way, I hear that Pat Robertson is not some obscure weirdo nobody
pays attention to, if your father had not beaten him in some nomination he would run for
president at some point, should I learn more about him? …OK, let me not push you between
either being rude to me or to him, I do know you’re a polite person I do mean it and I did notice it
from a close distance on more that one occasion. Believe it or not I too am polite…or used to
be..you don’t have to believe it. By the way I do agree with Chavez that weirdoes like Pat
Robertson should go to court; not on any heavy charges , just for not wearing their straitjacket
while on service. OK, forget it, there we go :
“American football”
Hallelullah! It works. We blew the shit out of them.
We blew the shit right back up their own ass.
And out their fucking ears. It works.
We blew the shit out of them.
They suffocated in their own shit!
Hallelullah!. Praise the Lord for all good things.
We blew them into fucking shit. They are eating it.
Praise the Lord for all good things.
We blew their balls into shards of dust,
Into shards of fucking dust.
We did it. Νow I want you to come over here
and kiss me on the mouth.
By Harold Pinter
(Let’s google a little about it: “What Pinter is clearly doing in American Football is satirizing, through
language that is deliberately violent, obscene, sexual and celebratory, the military triumphalism that
followed the Gulf War and, at the same time, counteracting the stage-managed euphemisms through which
it was projected on television. General Schwarzkopf talked of 'surgical bombing' and 'collateral damage'.
Perry Smith, a retired general and CNN analyst, claimed that the Gulf War would 'set a new standard' in
avoiding civilian casualties. When an Iraqi air-raid shelter was hit, American officials quickly went on
television and claimed that it was 'a command-and-control facility'. Death was smothered in the language of
technology and bureaucracy. But as the New Yorker reported on 25 March 1991, Operation Desert Storm
not only involved massive civilian casualties but 'battle carnage on a scale and at a pace equal to some of
this century's most horrifying military engagements'. Pinter's poem, by its exaggerated tone of jingoistic,
anally obsessed bravado, reminds us of the weasel-words used to describe the war on television and of the
fact that the clean, pure conflict which the majority of the American people backed at the time was one that
existed only in their imagination. Behind the poem lies a controlled rage: that it was rejected, even by those
who sympathized with its sentiments, offers melancholy proof that hypocrisy is not confined to
governments and politicians”. From Life and Work of Harold Pinter by Michael Billington, Faber and
Faber 1996”.)
………… An aged stranger entered and moved with slow and noiseless step up the main aisle, his eyes
fixed upon the minister, his long body clothed in a robe that reached to his feet, his head bare, his white
hair descending in a frothy cataract to his shoulders, his seamy face unnaturally pale, pale even to
ghastliness. With all eyes following him and wondering, he made his silent way; without pausing, he
ascended to the preacher's side and stood there waiting. With shut lids the preacher, unconscious of his
presence, continued with his moving prayer, and at last finished it with the words, uttered in fervent appeal,
"Bless our arms, grant us the victory, O Lord our God, Father and Protector of our land and flag!"
The stranger touched his arm, motioned him to step aside -- which the startled minister did -- and took his
place. During some moments he surveyed the spellbound audience with solemn eyes, in which burned an
uncanny light; then in a deep voice he said:
"I come from the Throne -- bearing a message from Almighty God………….
"You have heard your servant's prayer -- the uttered part of it. I am commissioned of God to put into words
the other part of it -- that part which the pastor -- and also you in your hearts -- fervently prayed silently.
And ignorantly and unthinkingly? God grant that it was so! You heard these words: 'Grant us the victory, O
Lord our God!' That is sufficient. the *whole* of the uttered prayer is compact into those pregnant words.
Elaborations were not necessary. When you have prayed for victory you have prayed for many
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unmentioned results which follow victory--*must* follow it, cannot help but follow it. Upon the listening
spirit of God fell also the unspoken part of the prayer. He commandeth me to put it into words. Listen!
"O Lord our Father, our young patriots, idols of our hearts, go forth to battle -- be Thou near them! With
them -- in spirit -- we also go forth from the sweet peace of our beloved firesides to smite the foe. O Lord
our God, help us to tear their soldiers to bloody shreds with our shells; help us to cover their smiling fields
with the pale forms of their patriot dead; help us to drown the thunder of the guns with the shrieks of their
wounded, writhing in pain; help us to lay waste their humble homes with a hurricane of fire; help us to
wring the hearts of their unoffending widows with unavailing grief; help us to turn them out roofless with
little children to wander unfriended the wastes of their desolated land in rags and hunger and thirst, sports
of the sun flames of summer and the icy winds of winter, broken in spirit, worn with travail, imploring
Thee for the refuge of the grave and denied it -- for our sakes who adore Thee, Lord, blast their hopes,
blight their lives, protract their bitter pilgrimage, make heavy their steps, water their way with their tears,
stain the white snow with the blood of their wounded feet! We ask it, in the spirit of love, of Him Who is
the Source of Love, and Who is the ever-faithful refuge and friend of all that are sore beset and seek His aid
with humble and contrite hearts. Amen.
(*After a pause.*) "Ye have prayed it; if ye still desire it, speak! The messenger of the Most High waits!"
It was believed afterward that the man was a lunatic, because there was no sense in what he said.
Twain apparently dictated it around 1904-05; it was rejected by his publisher, and was found after his death
among his unpublished manuscripts. It was first published in 1923 in Albert Bigelow Paine's anthology,
Europe and Elsewhere.
The story is in response to a particular war, namely the Philippine-American War of 1899-1902, which
Twain opposed. See Jim Zwick's page "Mark Twain on the Philippines" for more of Twain's writings on
the subject.
Transcribed by Steven Orso (snorso@facstaff.wisc.edu)

So now we come to the part which you know so much better than me that I will feel not just
redundant but like an ass too if I don’t just pass right through it in just two or three, rather two
sentences: Recent American history: Or rather the most ancient history of very recent nation. By
the way, how come a recent nation’s people are not curious to know of all other nations since
their roots were there and they all were kind of refugees or at least immigrants? And even if what
counts is the road to the future, it doesn’t take a wise man like Mumford to tell you that it’s as
much lack of self knowledge no to know history as it is not to know psychology, or to say that
the way to know the future is to try to see what things are possible in general , history helps since
it shows us what was possible so we don’t have to imagine it. All nations repeat ad nauseam to
their citizens that nations that do not know their past are bound to relive it and nations that don’t
know other nations‘ past are going to live it and I guess here psychologists repeat the same to
their patients with regard to their childhood traumas etc etc. OK, in a book on the American
identity I was reading a speech or sermon or address given by some, reverend I think he was,
called Winthrop or Winthrow, the first one most probably, don’t feel insulted for my not reading
American history carefully, you didn’t read Mumford at all which I did , so we’re even , even if
he too is American, so my hesitating between Winthrop and Winthrow is not due to nationalism,
OK, we’re even although strictly speaking , to be even, Winthrop would have to be a Mumford
that he isn’t, and also, to be even, you would have to also read non Americans that you didn’t
and anyway neither I nor anybody else should wait for you to read anything at all before he too
reads something because we would remain illiterates, I’ m not nagging you nor complaining,
after all it’s you who missed something by reading the wrong Americans and skipping the right
one, anyway you know who was the reverend I mean, ah! He became Boston’s first mayor too,
now you’ll know for sure the one I mean, and also the sermon was given on the ship that was
taking him and some new immigrants to America, this both says to you who he was and is very
relevant, because it shows a mentality ingrained and instilled into your national identity even
before its labor pains and birth in your independence struggle and declaration and ingrained and
instilled into your constitution but already in your national identity’s pre-birth and even pre-fetus
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days when you were still the just fertilized ova of that just conceived national identity just
starting, on ship, on their way to implantation, to borrow the jargon of both weirdoes and non
weirdoes who see wombs with eyes wide shut or even with eyes wide open with or without the
use of chemicals and/or Jack Lilly tanks or fast breathing that are good for both mind expansion
and mind shrinking or even mind shriveling , and also see analogous pictures for infant Moses
traveling on water in a pitched basket and reaching implantation not in the uterus but in the heart
of an Egyptian princess. Well, if a personal or a collective national CV is not complete when it
gets enough context to speak of even the implantation of the fertilized ovum of the pre-fetus days’
trip of its identity on the surface of existence , then I don’t know what a complete CV could be
like. OK, back to the point: In that sermon besides saying that God expects many things from
them and giving many rights too, so it was like in the Bible again and I’m sure he did say about
obligations too, I don’t remember if it was about obligations to do something for God or for
fellow humans too, but it was not obligation to themselves or to do something for themselves
only, anyway in a context like that he also mentioned something about a conspicuous house on a
hill, maybe also transparent as to have its inside conspicuous too, but I don’t bet on that, anyway
the conspicuous house on a hill was an already important detail in itself: a conspicuous house on
a hill is a thing somebody would notice for a number of reasons ranging from occurring in
Lennon’s “Working class hero” as “…if you want to be like the folks on the hill”-the previous
line “there’s room at the top they’re telling you still but first you must learn how to smile as you
kill” really plays no role in what I’m driving right now and would just sidetrack us to give it a
second thought- so this conspicuous house on the hill catches one’s attention for a number of
reasons, ranging from sounding like “..folks on the hill” as an image in the brainscape and
collective consciousness and collective soul of America, North America I mean, OK, ranging
from such a simple thing to so deep a thing as an archetype not just of USA but of human nature
when facing something divine, divine nature or divine part of human nature but let’s not debate
this now I got sidetracked , I repeat, it ranges from a simple American archetype to a deep
archetype of human nature: a human looking towards the top of the most famous hill of human
history and saying , to himself at least: “what is that man doing up there? Why did he choose that
particular way to attract attention? OK, it is top attention one receives up there but he sure means
something more by his act, his message is clearly not to say “if you want to get attention lift your
own cross and follow me” this is too circular to be a message at all, he must be telling us
something else. He doesn’t look the Mc Luhan type of idiot believing that “the medium is the
message”. If you don’ know who Mc Luhan is , George, don’t google him up, unless you think
it’s useful to learn what is there not worth learning, the line “the medium is the message” is
enough of a sample, and anyway you’ll see him extensively parodied in Mumford from whom I
learned his name, before that I thought this line was devised by someone like whoever writes
those Murphy laws to be the Murphy law for bad signal on TV to help you say to your wife
“aaah, don’t send me fix the antenna now, come on , relax and enjoy snow and noise, the medium
is the message”. In other words , George, sorry, but let me continue in some different context the
answer to the question “what is that man doing up there?” and not in the context which, whether
deliberately or inadvertently or through mere confusion in the speaker ends up by really
contributing to make people confuse and identify earthly with heavenly paradise in manners with
consequences ranging from not unaware triviality to conscious assholism, as if we did not have
enough absurdists with those Calvinists arguing like “I do know that I am predestined for
paradise or hell , not knowing beforehand for which of the two I’m bound , and I know that I
can’t do anything to change it , but I heard that if I do obey rules of thumb like good old “early
to bed , early to rise , makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise” and “the early bird catches the
worm” and “something not worth doing well is not worth doing at all” then my behavior is like
that of the ones that are predestined for paradise and, even if it doesn’t increase my chances to get
in, yet it does increase my chances of being one of the people who have this behavior not through
imitation but through being really chosen for paradise” just like people who hang horseshoes on
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their door and say “I’m not superstitious, I just heard it helps even non superstitious people” or
people that think that voodoo can affect not only the future but also the past. And OK, in
“Rosemary’s baby” we had a total asshole getting involved with people doing Satanistic voodoo
because he wanted to obtain a house on the hill , but to be a non Satanist Christian who
considers, inversely, getting a house on the hill as voodoo, I mean as voodoo to get him a ticket
to Paradise, that is still too much, it is too stupid if it is not assholistic and too assholistic if it not
stupid, for example one is too stupid to feel guilty for being a failure for not getting a house on a
hill, let alone if he feels it as a crime sufficient to send him to hell after death, and one is too
much of an asshole if he sees homelessness as a crime leading people to next life’s hell too, this
version of Christianity doesn’t even compensate for differences, it repeats them amplified, it’s
like telling someone to have sexual fantasies in which he imagines himself as even less
attractive than he really is. Why should he do that? What would be his gain? And on top , imagine
being told this by your rival, they don’t even have the grace of telling the homeless they’re going
to have a home in afterlife, but they tell them they’re going to be in even worse shape because
being failures here showed something about them was very unfit for paradise in the first place.
So all the assholes care about is to have an even less guilty conscience by passing the guilt burden
part too, to the victims. I wonder how pariahs in India didn’t try hard for houses on the hill when
told their reincarnations were going downslope on the Darwininian ladder from amoeba to
monkey to English gentleman, for being sinful failures. I’ll ask Helen later about what Weber
had said about it” It’s so preposterous that please don’t get me wrong if I wait for just the
immediately next opportunity of related but less absurd context to complete the subject of mount
Golgotha that I left half finished. By the way, as a fill in to let some time pass until absurd vibes
pass , let me confess something to you, I don’t do it to insult you, if I did I would say so like it
was obvious I did exactly that a moment ago speaking of the muteness of your pals in contrast to
Don’s so articulate way with words in fully and unclottedly fluent loquaciousness. What I have
to confess explains the imperfections of my memory with some of the stuff I’ll mention: to cut
on the amount of time of occupation with bullshit that in one way or another your gang ,
conceivably even on purpose, has made all non autistic people spend, the autistic were spared
because they already occupy their time with some bullshit anyway, OK, because of that reason ,
with Helen we have decided to brief ourselves on you the gang by reading side by side and
whenever each sees something interesting each reads it loud but without stopping the other from
reading, so at the end of side by side reading we don’t need to exchange pages, so the time is cut
in two, and if while we do that we can get Suzy to read us something loud as a game and as
reading practice until she gets bored stiff we do it to cut time to one third, so that’s why you see
me not so sure of what is or is not in that sermon or speech. By the way, the thing Suzy doesn’t
get bored with is, as expected, reading us loud classics illustrated just in case we forgot something
from the time we were reading them , when we were a little above her age, stuff like James
Fennimore Cooper etc, and of course Moby Dick and Bill Hickok and Buffalo Bill and….look to
whom I’m saying this bibliography, sorry, my fault . OK, the next thing Helen read to me after
Winthrop was a pastor whose fearful and trembling limbs would make the limbs of the writer of
“Fear and trembling” himself look as non fearful and steady as if de Niro anchylosed down to
perfect immobility in “Awakenings” was played by Braveheart Mel Gibson or even by
Braveheart Wallace himself. OK, that pastor was saying things that were painful and morbid
enough , but maybe it’s still too artificial to make them a start on papers on those chemicals
that supposedly bring memories from accepting or rejecting wombs or wombs nearly having a
miscarriage or nearly effecting an abortion, creating in us good trips with oceanic feelings or bad
trips filled with ultimate fright and chaos. The pastor was saying to his flock “You know how
God sees you? And not for any sin of yours, but just for simply existing. He sees you as spiders
in his fingers holding you over a fire and saying to you. I loathe you. I loathe you just for being
what you are. And I will sure throw you in the fire. Unless…” maybe there was even no unless. I
don’t remember. If Sherlock Holmes said to Watson that our skull is not made of rubber to make
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memory room for all irrelevant things like the fact that the earth goes around the sun which
Holmes heard or registered for the first time in his life only when he was well into adulthood ,
from Watson’s telling him , imagine how little room we should afford for such unrealities if we
don’t believe the way to help their victims is to study inch for inch their pastor’s private little
hell. I’m through. Well, hadn’t I said I would only say three little phrases? Well, I meant three
little phrases from their fiery pulpit bullshit, not from my fiery pulpit bullshit. I hadn’t promised
to be brief on that part too, had I?. Oh! . The Feynman upshot line about that second sermon case
would be “I don’t want the kids to read muck”, which he of course meant, as expected, in the
context of not suggesting to students bibliography from papers that just add to the so called
“multiarticle production” and are only written to increase one’s list publications and job options ,
and all this he accompanied with some emulation, like yours, of the body language of John
Wayne talking to young deputies about brave old days, but instead of stories with Indians he
would just say “You young men were not born the day when we calculated a number and that
number meant something”. Anyway, do you want to ask Helen too for her version of the story of
the Jewish adventure we were talking about and of its parallelism with the American adventure to
see if it differs from mine in essential ways?
G:-All this was so exhaustively illuminating that we’d rather change subject by finishing this
story with an upshot about the next , which, if you agree, I want to be some questions I have
about Mumford. Let’s go on to my questions about my 384,000-articles-about-him compatriot
who remained a great unknown because Larry King never interviewed him: Helen, can you give
an upshot about him so that we get back to his climate as I felt it from your account? To Bill’s
upshots I’ll go after he gives me his version and his facts sheet about him.
H:-One upshot may well be that 384,000 cuckoos don’t make even one harbinger of Spring. It
sounds counterintuitive because more than one cuckoo per thousand Americans but it’s true,
unless all the Spring one has in mind is to enter the Guinness records of number of articles
written about his person and about his brilliance which wasn’t the case here.
G:-It’s a pity, for a moment I thought that Spring could be brought about by even as few as about
30,000 cuckoos, isn’t that your population in this green belt town?
H:-Correct.
G:-I thought you would call yourselves “Jonathans” or “seagulls” but maybe “cuckoos” suits you
better. You remind me of Aristophanes’ overcloudcuckooland type of eutopia-utopia in his
“Birds” that we were reading in an undergraduate classics course, but I don’t say it in any
derogatory or pejorative sense. I wish we had its analog in US.
H:-George! Great minds think alike! On the one hand I thought the same about us here and even
made a DJ-ing of a song from Canto General on that point. On the other hand I only thought of
that after I had an input about some different Birds in US. I don’t know if our analog exists but I
do know those other type of US birds do exist. And my DJ-ing about birds was actually more
about them and less about us. But somehow only half of the song melody seemed to fit them, the
first part; where the second part of the melody may fit remains to be seen.
G:-Can we be listening to it while you explain to me what US human birds you have in mind?
H:-Of course, and let’s also be seeing some video about them. Half of the video goes with that
half song , the rest goes with some music from Kusturitsa’s “Underground”, you know the film
about the eastern Europe’s mirror analog of the effects of underinformation of the public that you
know first hand from US; I mean you know the mirror analog of the phenomenon itself , not of a
film. You still haven’t evolved the mirror analog of the film by Kusturitsa. Let me start however
from the scene in Underground where that music is heard because the US context in which you’ll
then see it is very different.
G:-Speaking of birds, and since Bill saw me in his dream like a donkey and since in a recent
dream of mine which I ’d rather recount to you on some other opportunity and not now, I
received a suggestion from so high you won’t believe, not to hesitate to act like a drunk donkey
and make an ass of myself, and since in a dentist’s waiting room, what a coincidence!, I had seen
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a magazine with an article on the “golden ass of Appuleius” but then my turn came, while I had
barely read that it was the first novel ever written, by a Greek or by a Roman, I’m not sure which
of the two, and so I never learned if I missed something by not having read it, and since you did
mention the name of Appuleius and made me conclude that I did miss something relevant could
we , before going to birds, speak for a while about donkeys;, whether golden or not?
H:-That’s fine with me but you’d rather hear about it from Bill who not only considers one of its
paragraphs as one of his favorite humor stories but also consider a donkey joke as his favorite
joke. But please ask him also the context he thinks of it in because otherwise you may be thinking
it concerns some adulterous CV of either his or mine which whether it disturbs or concerns either
me or him or neither of us , it sure is not half as relevant to our discussion as that context.
G:-OK: Bill?
B:-It follows the itinerary of a young man who , for whys and hows to be skipped or at least
postponed for now, was metamorphosed into a donkey for quite a period of time and had many
adventures among people from all walks life. The episode to which Helen refers is at a point
where he is stolen by bandits to be used as beast of burden to carry loot to their den in the
mountains and he hears some of them recount, deeply moved and in tears, the most hilarious and
most absurd story ever conceived of idolization of someone, for absolutely arbitrary values :
They say that they wanted to break into the house of a rich merchant of animals and, inspired by
the story of the Trojan horse, they killed a she-bear, skinned it, one of them got inside her skin
and, thus disguised, he was sold by his friends as a bear to the merchant who locked her in a cage
but of course did not think of taking the key with him at night, so the disguised bandit unlocked
the cage and then also unlocked the yard’s door to his waiting collaborators who did get in but the
merchant and his servants woke up and just thought the bear had escaped and was being
dangerous and started killing her with spears. Now comes the heroic part: The disguised bandit,
in order not to expose his friends made the superhuman, and successful, effort to sound like a
bear to the end, even in his cries of pain and agony and even in his death rattle…Well, that was it.
G:-And how exactly does your favorite joke go back to birds passing on the return trip from
donkeys like it went from birds to donkeys to bears? Through donkeys so epic and lyric as this
bear or through flying donkeys?
B:-More or less you figured it out: A donkey’s wife married for years to her husband falls in
love with a younger donkey and convinces him to make an adulteress of her in the yard outside
their very household’s barn a morning when her husband goes to work as a beast of a burden.
That particular day he only has to unload very few bags and comes back home early. As he
witnesses the traumatic scene something flips in his mind and he throws himself over a nearby
cliff, exclaiming: “Oh my God, after all those years of our marriage look what she did to me!” .
As his wife witnesses this equally traumatic scene something flips in her mind, too, and she too
throws herself after him over the cliff exclaiming : “Oh my God, after all those years of our
marriage look what I did to him!”. As the younger donkey witnesses this scene, at least as
traumatic as the previous two, something flips in his mind , too, and he too throws himself after
them over the cliff exclaiming: “Oh my God, after all those years of their marriage look what I
did to them!”. Suddenly a voice is heard from the bottom of that cliff saying : “Hey you up there!
Stop throwing donkeys down here!”
G:-Hahahahaha! Very good! Very very good! And what is the context that Helen wants me to
know about so that I don’t get the wrong idea about either of you or whatever?
B:-This joke also gives some of the vibes of a painting called “The fall of Icarus” where the
center of the painting is occupied by a farmer ploughing his land without noticing that behind his
back, in the sea far in the background, Icarus has just fallen in the sea, almost only his ankles and
heels appear and will disappear in a fraction of a second, without a trace in the consciousness of
the farmer and without any vibe, either, that this is something bad or improper on behalf of the
farmer or on behalf of life that just continues with ploughing and other such activities in the
center. And also neither the painting nor the joke contradict the somewhat more recent meanings
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of the myth of Icarus in which his fall was not natural consequence of his imprudence or frivolity
or arrogance or ignorance or hubris-like adolescent overenthusiasm etc etc. which only naturally
was punished by his fall; in some of those versions he even falls in a fight for the rights and
peace of the farmer and in some versions he does not fall to the earth but to the sun, only to merge
with its flames and become one with it as is the fate of natures that pass to a different ontological
dimension after something very noble that they did.
G:-I didn’t know such versions existed. Who has written such versions?
H:-For example your compatriot Tom Robbins. The two lovers of his Amanda, or Amada, I
didn’t ask for the correct spelling after I had read the Greek translation in which both spellings
would look the same, got on a yellow zeppelin and went to the sun until they melted into it. OK,
that was also an allusion to psychedelic experience , at least through the allusion to “Yellow
Submarine” which was known to symbolize exactly that, but it was not meant to contain as the
only noble act of these Icaruses their death while filled with psychedelics. To this idea even the
death itself of Timothy Leary himself , told him to cut it out and not realize his plan to die cabled
to a screen in a way as to be watched dying by any interested internet subscribers.
G:-Why does all this discussion reminds me of the expression “The unbearable lightness of
being”?
B:-Because that title is given to a plot which makes a point about the quite bearable airiness of
non being; besides, that philosopher referred to by Helen about whom she had read in dentist’s
waiting hall like you, and who had dreamt the muse of truth telling him not to take yet the road
to non being in the nap he took on the edge of the cliff he planned to throw himself over, OK,
that philosopher is mentioned by Kundera as making half of the point in the book of his you
mentioned.
G:-Who makes the other half?
B:-Beethoven; and in the same paragraphs. Kundera discusses the possibility that some famous
musical phrase of Beethoven putting to music a line “You must, you must” was not conceived by
Beethoven in a context about , for example, sacrifices for one’s country but as follows: A friend
of his was owing him some money and he himself was owing his landlady some rents and he set
out for his friend’s house thinking “ He will ask me “So, must I give you that money back now?”
and I’ll tell him: “You must, you must”” and, baaang!, inspiration hit him at that point. OK, so
you were asking Helen about a few more things about your great compatriot Mumford and you
also finally both decided to first see and hear something about birds and you would start with
something from Kusturitsa’s Underground:
G:-OK: Helen?.
Helen plays on a DVD player a scene from the beginning of Underground
where a romantic slow night drive home on a taxi back from some
amusement place is escorted by gypsies carrying wind instruments
running after the taxi while playing:

G:-What a nice and romantic idea for a film about the time when cars did not have radios! One
could pay an orchestra to run after the car. What are they playing? Doesn’t sound like Blue
Danube waltz.
H:-It’s called “Kalashnikov”, but this doesn’t cancel your so poetic remark.
Helen changes DVD and they see a documentary of demonstrations in
Seattle and elsewhere in US with Robocop-like dressed police, using
mainly pepper spray,
colliding with either sitting protesters or
running demonstrators, the background music the journalists have used
is this “Kalashnikov” tune. Parts in the training of these activists
in the mountains involve both lecturing and gymnastiscs. Lecturing
parts are like having as soundtrack the slow parts of the canto general
sondsg we’ll hear. Gymnastics parts, involving climbing poles and rocks
and trees and flying like Tarzan through ropes have as soundtrack the
fast parts of the same song (titled ”The birds arrive”)Also Helen shows
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some educational-TV-like documentaries with birds reminding some of the
verses and with bird’s high view of landscapes of a fast moving and
tilting bird’s viewpoint like in the film “Birdie” with Dennis Quaid.

H:-Let’s see this from the beginning though: The background now is going to be “The Birds
Arrive” “Vienen los Pajaros” from Neruda’s Canto General:
VIENEN LOS PAJAROS (play CD song number 5)THE BIRDS ARRIVE
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
Como gotas de sangre y plumas
los cardenales desangraban
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
El tucan era una adorable
caja de frutas barnizadas,
el colibri guardo
las chispas originales
del relampago
y sus minusculas hogueras
ardian
en el aire inmovil.

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers
the cardinals bled
the dawn of Anahuac
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
The toucan was a lovely
box of shining fruit,
the humming bird preserved
the original sparks
of dawn
and its miniscular bonfires
burned
in the still air

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.

Los ilustres loros llenaban
la profunditad del follaje
como lingotes de oro verde
recien salidos de la pasta
de los pantanos sumergidos
y de sus ojos circulares
miraba una argolla amarilla
vieja como los minerales.

Illustrious parrots filled
the depths of the foliage
like ingots of green gold
newly minted from the paste
of sunken swamps
and from their circular eyes
yellow hoops looked out
old as minerals.

Todos las aguilas del cielo
nutrian su estirpe sangrienta
en al azul inhabitado,
y sobres las plumas carnivoras
volaba encima del mundo el condor,
rey asesino fraile solitario del cielo,
talisman negro del la nieve
huracan de la cetreria.
huracan de la cetreria.

All the eagles of the sky
nourished their bloody kin
in the uninhabited blue
and on carnivorous feathers
flying over the world, the condor
murderous king, solitary monk of the sky,
black talisman of the sky
hurricane of falconry,
hurricane of falconry.

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.

La ingenieria del hornero
Hacia den barro fragante

The ovenbird’s engineering
made of the fragrant clay
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pequenos teatros sonoros
donde aparecia cantando.
El atajacaminos iba
dando su grito humedecido
a la orilla do los cenotes.
La torcaza araucana hacia
asperos nidos matorrales
La torcaza araucana hacia
asperos nidos matorrales
donde dejaba el real regalo
de sus huevos empavonados.
Matorrales
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
Como gotas de sangre y plumas
los cardenales desangraban
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
El tucan era una adorable
caja de frutas barnizadas,
el colibri guardo
las chispas originales
del relampago
y sus minusculas hogueras ardian
en el aire inmovil.

sonorous little theaters
where it burst forth singing.
The night jar kept
whistling its wet cry
on the bank of the cenotes.
the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests
the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests
where it left its regal gifts
of dashing eggs.
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers
the cardinals bled
the dawn of Anahuac
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
The toucan was a lovely
box of shining fruit,
the humming bird preserved
the original sparks
of dawn
and its miniscular bonfires burned
in the still air

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.

La loica del Sur, fragante,
dulce carpintera de otono,
mostraba su pecho estrellado
de constelacion escarlata
y el austral chingolo elevaba
su flauta recien
recogida de la eternidad
del agua.

The southern lark, fragrant
sweet autumn carpenter,
displayed its breast spangled,
with a scarlet constellation,
and the austral sparrow raised
its flute recently fetched
from the eternity of water.
of water.

(In the fist stanza they see the training of activists, in the last
similar stanza the demonstration that also went with “Kalashnikov”)

H:-Let’s only listen up to here, some context for the new melodies that just started and for the
rest remains to be seen as I said. At least I don’t see any, besides some zoology documentary
photos and film like for the first part. Neither does Bill, as far as I know. So it’s only you George
that could illuminate us. Or Don. Or.. Bill, have you seen anything further since we last talked
about it?
B:-No, I still haven’t any idea either.
G:-That was great, thank you, Helen, now let’s go to the questions I wanted to ask you about my
illustrious compatriot , or rather on how to approach and how to suggest to others his work in
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serious ways: both of you spoke to me with such fervor about Mumford and both seemed to
suggest I should share an understanding of his work with my fellow citizens. Maybe it’s
premature and useless to ask you the following question before reading him, maybe I would
consider the answer self evident and the question redundant if I had read already read him but
please pinpoint to me even beforehand what in your suggestion to me or in my possible future
suggestion to the specialists in the education department or , in turn, in their suggestion to the
people, is different from the usual groupie and fan-club-member logic going like the following
usual little dialog :“what’s so good about this star?” “listen to a record and you’ll know”. Even if
only listening itself convinces, it’s still meaningful to ask the question, even in the form “OK, I
did see that he’s good. Can I pinpoint why?” Otherwise it might sound like commercials like
“shampoo with this antidandruff and you’ll see” or like some psychedelics freaks who , before
you take a trip like theirs, don’t tell you what’s so great about it because you won’t know what
their words mean and after you take it they don’t tell you because you already know and words
can’t describe it anyway . All this does make some sense but it also makes much more nonsense,
this tautological and evasive or lazy avoidance of words professed by any random weirdo can’t
always be due to some deep and revolutionary analogy with Galileo saying to his adversaries
“OK, put your eye in the telescope and you’ll see yourselves what I’m telling you about the
skies” and the fearful obscurantists not doing it because if they did see what he was talking about
then they would suffer a culture shock and an existential gap with their contemporaries that no
leap of faith could bridge, and would have a dilemma between silencing their experience or not.
You both did speak about Mumford as if he is a whole experience , didn’t you?
H:-We didn’t but he is and you did have that experience already but we don’t tell you and we
didn’t tell you that the proof that you did have it is that you yourself mentioned the word
experience and won’t ever tell you such bullshit; nor did we, or do we or will we ever tell you
that it’s a pre-word or post-word experience etc. The all too obvious answer is that Mumford’s
experience is based on reading the words he writes and on thinking about them, so how can it
have something non-word-like about it? Of course it is possible that his words touch somebody
in ways that these words are too few to describe but that happens all the time, for instance with
poetry and of course with the songs where the melody goes beyond the lyrics, it even goes with
science, don’t some scientists upon seeing some equations recite Faust’s lines “Was it a God who
wrote these lines which soothe the inner tumult raging”? So since what you called “the Mumford
experience” is based on words , the question “tell me some words instead of referring me to read
his words” can just mean that somebody will ask you “don’t tell me to read 600 pages of him.
Substitute him with one short sentence of yours”. The answer to that is the well known, and
respected all over the world , short and cute little phrase “fuck off idiot” and if words are needed,
too, for the experience that this fuck-off hopefully causes they are “if I could tell in one short
phrase what you ask me then why would a guy much smarter than me, let alone how much
smarter than you, need to write 600 pages instead of telling you himself that phrase that you
want ?” or, if the guy is earnestly asking about Mumford as you were doing all along, you can
tell him a dense one page facts sheet kind of outline as I orally did or some examples of
paragraphs or excerpts of him, all applied to several issues occupying our concerns and
attentions in today’s news, like both me and Bill have been doing in our dialog with you all along.
Have I answered your and the potential idiot’s question.
G:-You sure did , thank you.
H:-And of course if you think that I did take too much for granted when I said that Mumford,
with his words, does cause a kind of experience in somebody, feel free to say that this is no
overstatement because you did feel like that, or that it is an overstatement because you didn’t
feel that way. I mean feel free to say it to yourself not to me because I’ll never ask you in order
not to sound like idiots who try to induce something by intimidating or try to proselytize idiots
who are intimidated enough to say “oh, I see what you mean” etc etc. I don’t mean any mystical
experience of illumination after all, I mean only a feeling of clarification and elucidation of many
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things that felt like a convoluted labyrinth or tangle in our minds and in our hearts, in short just a
kind of lifting of haze and mist through some disentanglement of questions we all feel as if they
are sustained in suspended animation in us.
G:-What are some titles of books of his you suggest I start from ?
H:-“The City in History”, of about 1960, “The Myth of the Machine” of about 1970, “The
Transformations of Man” of the early ’50s.
G:-Helen, I forgot to ask you a question I had of the earlier pictures you showed me. I
remembered it because the same expression Bill used a while ago, or maybe even earlier again.
In your pages there was a parenthesis like “It’s worth it, praised be etc” right after it.
H:-Right after “Axion Esti”, which is an expression of a hymn of the Church to the Passion of
Christ and was borrowed from there to become the title of a big poem whose point was that life
is worth it and thus sacrificing life to fight life’s enemies is also worth it, and whose format was
like Milton’s “Paradise Lost” and “Paradise Regained”, in the sense that…Oh, Bill , I think it’s
more proper to interpolate here, rather than in Winthrop’s speech on the ship, the answer to the
question…
B:-I got it: the answer to “what is that man doing on a cross on the conspicuous top of that hill?”,
an answer that is rather well known, at least to people who hear it from priests whose religious
education did not just come from seminars given by Winthrop-like specialists. The answer ,
besides being that he says on behalf of God “sorry for all that bad joke which, even if I ended it
with a goat and not with Isaac getting slain, it was frightful enough in itself even if it was an
improvement on other gods’ demands who did not even sent a substitute goat at the end” and
besides being like Socrates’ equally conspicuous answer from the inconspicuous, clean and neat
little cell where he drank the conium…
G:-Wait! Let me see if I got Socrates’ answer right, I mean by combining my humanities courses
as a student with your seminars here. He would be saying from his cell : “Having thought and
thought about the issue I think there’s nothing to be afraid of in dying , on the contrary one may
well see things more , so to speak, three dimensional than the screen on which our senses and
brains project them to form the image and perspective of the individual consciousness of each of
us. If a prisoner of the limitations of his senses , released by death, could return to his ex fellow
prisoners, he would be as eager to release them from their limitations as that ex prisoners in the
cave I was talking to you about. But since the release from this particular cave is death he
wouldn’t blame anyone for wanting to continue to be a prisoner , especially if his life was good.
After all, sooner or later all would be released from that particular cave, so why hurry unless
one’s curiosity was greater than life’s attraction to, him. I myself would not hurry to leave, it was
just some others who hurried to see me off, and neither did I want to satisfy their egocentrism
which thought I might try to express some interest in prolonging my stay near them to enjoy
their company, nor did I want to appear to my friends who knew or even shared my life like a
man who thought he had not lived a life full enough, both by himself and by their company, in
order not to be greedy for more even in old age, nor to appear like a fool who would hope to
fulfill in a couple of more years, and in exile in the company of strangers, whatever he did not
fulfill in a whole lifetime in his own city and in the company of lifelong friends. Whether my
analysis of death as one more release from one more kind of limitations is wrong or right is
something that all will know by experience sooner or later; I myself will know sooner, you will
know later. And now will you excuse me , our friend the jailer hasn’t got all day, I also must
drink that cup sooner or later, …. Oh, come on, who made that terrible sound with his nose! I
didn’t see because I had covered my face with my mantle, but OK, this didn’t mean I was dead
already; and also that sound possibly meant that my analysis was not that convincing, at least to
others; or it meant that it would be an equally terrible sound if I was just leaving for another town.
OK, just take it as that. And if you think it’s bad, think that it could have been worse. We could
have been living in a land or an age so barbarian and disrespectful of human dignity and human
body that instead of a clean cell and a friendly jailer..oh, you were the one who made that sound,
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otherwise I would be familiar with how your nose sounds.. instead of a clean cell and a friendly
jailer they could have seen me off with a much more bitter cup which, my present analysis at
least, could not give me enough arguments not to say “take this cup away from me”. But this is a
hypothetical situation and also if I make you add hypothetical images to the real ones that have
worked you up as much…Oh, I cut it out, I won’t be answering any more questions even while
I’m alive. And, by the way, do consider my calmness in front of dying as teaching if you want to
be taught, but don’t think that only I or only philosophers have it or can teach you that; old
peasants with children and grandchildren also have it and consider dying as natural as the
processes in their plants and animals even when it is their own dying”. This last phrase was not
from his cell but I only remembered it now. Anyway. Is that what you wanted to say before
proceeding?
B:-Thaat?! Thank you for honoring me by thinking I could have said that even if I did want to say
that. Let me hug you for this compliment to me and let me hug you on behalf of Helen as a
compliment to you for your impersonation of Socrates, she’s still too shy to hug you but I do feel
it in her. And also receive my handshake on my own behalf on account of your rendering.
H:-Bill, while you’re on the job, why don’t you also kiss George or do whatever else on my
behalf you think I’m too shy to do myself? George, the only reason I didn’t run to kiss you along
with my congratulations is that I am still under your magic’s spell; all too enchanted literally;
your term papers must have been bewitching to your professors of classics in Yale to read . What
ever made you try a career in politics rather than in classics?
G:-Overdoses.
H:-What do you mean?
G:-I was writing my terms papers drinking lightly, since I had read that ancient Greeks drank
during those dinners in which they also philosophized. And all was going great. But seeing I
could not get my head together to write papers in political science I thought of increasing the
alcohol dose instead of thinking I should cut down the dose of political science I was taking and
not pursue any more of that. Then I became an alcoholic. But the worse came when to come to
my usual self I was convinced to quit drinking and start praying and then got addicted to
overdoses of praying and then the deprivation syndrome started causing illusions which felt
Godsent, well everybody knows the sequel…and how another kind of usual self of mine sounds
and acts like. Well, you get the picture, it’s quite recently I myself got it too, your seminars
helped a lot too. Where were we? Bill, wasn’t that more or less what you wanted to say about
Socrates before proceeding to what an unpresuming man-God like Christ was doing on a
conspicuous hill like mount Golgotha?
B:-Exactly.
G:-We’re all ears.
B:- On the one hand Christ wanted to say that death was not to be feared , like Socrates or like
those old peasants would say; and, like Socrates, he would consider only right to not just say it
while living but through dying too, not of course dying for just that reason! Besides it wouldn’t
prove his whatever death theory to the onlooker: how would the onlooker know that Christ or
any death theoretician didn’t realize his theory was wrong but only after he was too far into
dying for him to be able to speak and correct himself in front of others? He also wanted to say
that if, by any chance, death was something frightful inside a prison like a deep dark well of
isolation from everyone else , then, OK, he offered in that as much company as a friend could
offer to a prisoner who would only know that a friend of his, voluntarily, took on the same
painful fate in a similar cell but with so thick walls between them that their screams were not
audible to each other; and to take on that fate in not just the masochist’s way, he did something
he did believe in but also knew would provoke some persecutors enough to be after him too. But
is there something a pacifist can do to provoke anybody enough to want to kill him? Of course:
To speak about why not fear death, since death threat is the way one can blackmail and coerce
people to obeying his orders to serve his rather their own life’s goals. Then he provokes enough
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both the people who want to have his man-hours in their grip and his fellow slaves that still fear
death and don’t like his suggestion not to be blackmailed and coerced but at the cost of possibly
dying. The immediately next coercion plan, if plan one fails, is well known: “Climb the tree,
unhang the previous corpse, let it fall, wear the noose around your neck and jump” “What if I
don’t?” “Well, we don’t give a shit if you want to die hanged or impaled on a lance, we only say
it for your own sake; but if you want to spare both us and you some gory details and to spare
yourself some pain too just do what we told you. It’s much better for you”, OK, this was idiom of
“Arie Elmer Fleischer nerd playing Joe Pesci type of robustness”: “we don’t care if the bullet
that will pass through Saddam’s head will be American or Iraqi. If it is Iraqi it will spare both
countries the expense of a war” a phrase that should be a synonym with “get out of there you
clown and just spare the American taxpayer the money he pays to nerds like you to fill the
position of White House spokesman by showing off the shit they stuffed in their mind instead
of studying some real thing when they were in college and wasted their parent’s money as
tuition or the taxpayer’s money as scholarship” And OK, there other alternative plans if plan two
fails too, they are used on people with a family, but they were practiced by Romans, on first
Christians, only later or, skipping some intermediate both barbarian and Christian scum, were
practiced by Nazis, or by the whackos of fortune and prospective bounty killers of Bin Laden or
the local whackos employed by Kabul, Abu Ghraib, Guantanamo etc type of interrogation
services, but they did nor involve Christ who was a bachelor. OK, he did have a family, his
Mother at least, but at that moment his persecutors would do count that as both too great a moral
and too great a political cost. But this does not mean that Christ’s cross would not become an
archetype of solidarity to man fighting for freedom at every stage, or even to his Mother fighting
at this side, if need be. OK, all this does not explain however why the beginning of the well
known line going like “God loved the world so much that He sent His only son to get crucified
for us…”. Why doesn’t the line speak like it would speak for other freedom fighters “They loved
life and man so much that they sacrificed their life to make man’s life better”, with whatever
criterion they set for “better” , usually they meant “freer” in the context otherwise they didn’t
have to sacrifice because nobody objected to them. The answer is not only the story of Abraham
and Isaac, at last left behind through Christ’s story where God did sacrifice His son but not
Abraham’s, but also a philosophical point that, as we’ll see, had matured enough by that time and
also some well known stuff that doesn’t need much clarification. And, OK, about that idea
whether it’s presumptuous and not humble on man’s part to follow Christ’s path if need be , even
if Christ Himself did speak of his followers lifting their cross, or whether it is not humble but
outright base to consider that one is absolved of all sin through Christ getting crucified for man’s
sake and asking from man only to believe that he was God’s son and man’s savior, well, so is that
all he asks from us? Isn’t it too absurd and ridiculous to check on whether we are worthy
enough of salvation by just asking ourselves if a truth test would reveal that we do believe he
was God’s son at the moment we say it whether we think it makes sense or not? By the way,
there has been a case where a schizophrenic was asked if he was Napoleon while connected to a
lie detector , he said no, and the lie detector indicated that he was lying, so to test your own faith
in Christ truth tests are not foolproof, OK, all these absurd things have a very simple answer: Of
course Christ’s message was not that we should all be getting crucified for the sake of the rest so
that they get, by our example, the message to get themselves crucified for the sake of the rest of
the rest , so that they get the message… etc etc etc. Of course the message is not that! That
message too is an absurdity! To say that even one martyr in this chain was crucified for love of
life and for life’s sake , some people have to live and enjoy that life that both they and the martyrs
love; and it’s not even necessary that these survivors are people grateful to Christ or his
followers. In actual practice a rule of thumb goes like, for example, a phrase in Allende’s last
speech: “The people has to defend itself but not to sacrifice too. The people must not let be
mown nor pierced by bullets , but not let be humiliated either.” OK, Helen go back to what you
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were going to say to George in what sense the format of “Axion Esti” is like Milton’s “Paradise
Lost” and “Paradise Regained”.
H:-OK, they are similar in the sense that “Axion Esti” depicts each human life starting with, at
least the possibility of being , like a paradise; at some point something kills the days of innocence
like the first September raindrop kills summer and its vacation or holiday for schoolchildren, we
all know by now some such somethings that kill innocence , they’re not raindrops , they’re
bombdrops, and kill both our innocence as victims and our innocence as victimizers; and it’s the
same in West, US or Europe, or in East; and then Paradise on earth, between human and human,
is not given and granted anymore but can still be regained, through struggle which frequently can
be both excruciating and fatal , yet the adults’ Paradise is not less Paradise with the briefing on
these additional facts of life, but without these struggles the simplest and most everyday joys of
life , like for instance the color of wine in a glass or the touch of breeze on our face lose the
quality and taste of a “it’s worth it” or “praised be” when we experience them and they become
as lifeless as videoclips and postcards inviting mankind to life as a mere tourists and consumers;
this poem was partly written, mentally at least, in trenches and snowy mountains walked on foot
during the 2nd world war, and received a Nobel prize in the early ’80s, but had been
communicated to even the illiterate among the compatriots of the poet through the music of
Theodorakis in the early ’50s, it’s the oratorio I told you about already.
G:-Can you recite me a verse or two so as to give me an idea of its sound? I don’t think the
whatever passing verses you or Bill showed me were indicative of the intermediate ones you’re
alluding to.
H:-But of course you don’t expect me to quote something like that in front of that big sitting, not
even buzzing , shit-fly Perle and his two advisees and fans, Cheney and Wolfowitz. OK, I have
recited verses of other poems in front of him, but in particular a poem about the sacredness of
life’s worth recited in front of somebody who sees everything like shit and cadaverine to suck
from, would feel to me as if I had performed something sacrilegious, I mean as if I had equated
life with shit or with cadaverine to make it attract his interest. OK, purely in order to insult even
more both him and them, I can quote some verses about some non necrophiliac shit-flies
occurring in the poem just in case they can inspire some self improvement on their degenerate
species-mates that both he and the two Perle-lings are. OK, I recite from the Princeton version of
the translation to disgrace Princeton even more for still not having disinherited them in explicit
loathing for the disgrace they have been to it. So here’s the stanza with the paradisiacal shit-flies
I can allow myself to recite for you in front of them:
Praised be the heat wave hatching
the beautiful boulders under the bridge
the shit of children with its green flies
a sea boiling and no end to it.
You got the sound? By the way, don’t worry like the necrophile earlier pretended he did, that I
embarrass Bill by making him appear as hiding behind me in the sense of letting all spite become
expressed by me because ladies are protected from strong reactions through the others’ courtesy
and chivalry and civility. I asked Bill about my spite before you came and he told me “You
haven’t seen spite. So don’t feel you embarrass me. Do anything you feel like you’ve always
done, without asking me” as if he had something much more spiteful in mind, although I can’t
even imagine what a spiteful version of his body language is and although I still haven’t seen
anything like a warning to anybody, because I know he never wants to get anybody by storm
since he’s the kind of player that in chess tells his opponent to retract his wrong moves because
he doesn’t want to win through blunder-applications of strategy but through perfecting strategies
themselves.
B:-Helen, dilute this a little. If somebody does only blunders and has no strategy at all then, since
I have to start from somewhere, I’ll start from a blunder of his whether I like it or not.
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G:-Helen, I realize that , being a thoroughly rational person, you do not of course see Perle as the
root of all shit since even if telepathy existed he could not have polluted so many Tommy
Friedman-like minds, so you only consider him a collective symbol of an affinity for shit and a
twist for necrophilia. But can you name for me just one instance of shit or crap etc that you don’t
associate with Perle? I just want to see, if you don’t mind, if he has become a monomania for
you or you still are flexible in meting shit credit. I mean I want to see what makes you demonize
him so much when you so widely see personal vibes shining ad smiling through everything else
in the world.
H:-Oh, George, very thoughtful of you to ask that, but cut the crap and don’t call me to stop
demonizing them before you become capable of calling them in an effective way to stop bringing
about deaths. I only regret my demonizing them is not anything a millionth as effective to stop
them as their lethal plans are. I just demonize them and that’s all. Why should they give a shit
about my demonizing them? They don’t just demonize others, they kill. What help are my
aphorisms to their victims? So cut the crap. OK, let’s go back to less poisonous shit of which,
too, you are full anyway, I mean as a representative of a people and thus as a representative of
your intellectuals too, who are full of that. Since you want to see if I demonize others besides
Perle, as an example of the shit of other pseudothinkers just consider the following: American
biographers of Kissinger cite statements by him like “European governments have the endemic
disease of having to heed their public opinion”, a witticism aimed at insulting , at one stone but
for different reasons, both the European governments and the American people . But it is also a
Kissinger compliment to the European people for which Kissinger’s biographers add in
Rumsfeld’s tone: “Kissinger had an old European’s inhibitions which didn’t let his services keep
up with the robustness of a young nation like US”. Here robustness is not defined in Darwin’s
way nor Nietzsche’s, of course, but in Elmer Phudd’s so as to make mind and body specimens
like Donald Rumsfeld, George Bush, Christopher Hitchens , Arie Fleischer etc etc look robust
and not flaccid, let me not become repetitious , I ran out of lines, anyway the Nietzsche of Don’s
dreams clearly attested to my point. These biographers aim at both teasing Kissinger and being
sarcastic to Latin Americans who are seen as so much out of date as to still go after Kissinger for
crimes against humanity whereas neocons say he was not criminal enough. Of course I only say
that European peoples could afford to receive such , admittedly anemic, endorsements from
assholes like Kissinger only up to some years ago, since their nilly-willy lining up with their
governments, which were willy-nilly lined up with US, quickly removes their right to even
receive such anemic and ironic endorsements since they are doubly stupid if , while having a
tradition of political awareness they are as sheepish as Americans who don’t.
G:-I see you’re being poisoned and scorched by Europe’s and South America’s inability to do
anything about such sarcasm not to exist but, just academically, not that I ask it sarcastically I
really don’t, what would you do if I only said to Bill to help you to overcome it?
H:-First: What do you mean by “only”?. Did I ask you for even that one piece of crap? Second:
What do you mean by “would” I do. What would I do? I wouldn’t just “would” you, I already
have . As you’ll see, I have already answered you by having included in the envelope the analysis
and call to civil disobedience by Akerlof who was one of the other two economists who shared
the Nobel prize with Stiglitz whose girlfriend told you when you shook hands with them that her
boyfriend was concerned about your economic policies and you told her to help him to overcome
it. If you think that you can get away again with this hay for horses’ asses, it means the jet lag is
killing you or that the George I’ve been talking to all this time is soon deteriorating back to
normal, his “normal” after a lucid break, and that it took a superhuman effort of him to just
appear averagely human and now some kryptonite entered the room from somewhere, maybe his
pals had some kryptonite dust or powder and blew it in the room, or it means that he had been
all along a mirage feeding only on my vibes and whether he represents only himself in that or
also the American people remains to be seen. By the way, was it to myself or to you that I had
said to remind me to tell you what I would do if you walked out on me in today’s chat? I’ll tell
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you how necessary you are to DJs, but let me first turn to the other piece of crap you just sent
off: Bill what would you do to help me overcome the poisoning by shit by the kind of Americans
that are spilling-full by it?
B:-I wouldn’t just “would” you, I will, the only thing missing was the patent for warning which
as I’ve told you I keep as a surprise. I know you are the kind of person who would appreciate a
surprise even by being surprised when hearing its plan, but do not deprive your husband of the
pleasure of seeing you more fully surprised like all wives are and not just being surprised by the
plan for it. So give nature time to take her way, and wear any shitproof jacket or shitproof helmet
you can find in the meantime. And now complete what you were saying to George because we
have to complete what we were saying before Suzy and you showed up. You remember where we
were at that point George, right?
G:-You mean us two playing Fester Bestertester and Karbuncle or Walter Mathau and Jack
Lemon? I sure do, and I also remember we had postponed for a while the creationist versus
Darwinian biology issue you had opened our chat with and we resumed but maybe we still
haven’t finished, and I also still want to ask…
B:-Fit as a fiddle, I see, George. And as I see you’re the enduring type of lover of dialog, the one
who would not only go out of his way for a good argument, but would also forget to eat, I see
your friends are already on the third sandwich from the guards and you haven’t even touched
your first, but if you feel sleepy or mesmerized just tell us you want a break for sleep or that you
want a rerun of everything that you heard half asleep so that you double check you agree with that
when fully awake too. We can continue anytime, OK, finish your chat in peace, we do have all
the time of the world for us.
G:-Oh! Three sandwiches. Just have the two of them if you’d like and I will get to the one left as
soon as I can’t stand hunger. What were we saying?
H:-So you want me to explain to you why your walking out on this chat wouldn’t make a
difference or you want to find it yourself by asking me for hints like in a TV quiz?
G:-Wouldn’t such a quiz between us two be a little like Socrates’ midwife’s method of getting
to the answer?
H:-Bingo, your first question gives you already ten points instead of one because my point would
be best made through the dialogues Plato described Socrates as having with his friends, your
question actually even earns you the right to wonder who among us is the Socrates and who is
the Crito. So we both had taken classics at school , that makes our job much easier.
G:- Well, all I remember from them , in case that makes it easier enough for you, is that at the
beginning Crito was doing the talking and Socrates was speaking about the weather, or some
other easy talk, but after a point all that Crito had to say was things like “indeed” “of course it
is”, “how could it ever not be?” etc.
H:-That’s enough of a background for our purposes.
G:-So what you want to tell me is that the reason I am unnecessary in the kind of chat you
wanted with me after I wanted to see Bill, is the same as the reason for which Plato would have
written down the Socrates-Crito chat anyway, even if Crito had not heard the alarm clock, I mean
the alarm cock or whatever, that morning because the chat would make sense even if Crito did
not exist or was a fiction or a ghost or a mirage. Besides, somebody who would listen to what
we’ve been saying would not lose his interest in what I would be saying on the next page if I were
not my usual self as he knows me, so even an imaginary George W. Bush in my place would be
equally interesting, OK this “equally ” does flatter me a little…You do appreciate my selfknowledge, eh? OK, it flatters me a lot OK, I cut this out , I’m not looking for compliments nor
am I a masochist. Say cheese.
H:-You’re still fit as a fiddle! So you were pulling my leg playing cretin or ..,oh I see! And I do
again appreciate your discreetness and share your motives for it although I can’t bring myself to
also want to bring myself to share your implementation of those shared motives if am obvious
enough and inconspicuous enough at the same time.
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G:-So your point for my redundancy as a talker or soundboard is that even if I myself am a cretin
or an asshole or even if I am absent or if I walk out on you in this chat , you’re still talking to the
American people through me; and the American people in this fiction-like dialog is not
necessarily a cretin or an asshole even if I prove to be a cretin or an asshole. And also you are
doing a dialog with the human nature too, not just with the American people, and the human
nature is not a cretin or an asshole even if the American people proves to be a cretin or an
asshole.
H:-Well, let’s not elaborate to the next step of this logic, not even to this step, let’s leave the
dialogue with human nature to children of a higher God, like Mumfords, Bubers and Gibrans.
Off I go. Have a nice free chat, you two. Have a free hearing the rest of you mute believers in free
speech. You, Don, have some more dreams as free as the ones you saw, you don’t have to
answer, I know you heard me in your dream if not in your waking life. An ideal bugster, not
missing a sentence of the bugged, even if you fall asleep while wearing a headset..
G:-I see some gene of Suzy in your goodnight.
H:-No, I won’t make a reappearance as she did.
G:-No, I don’t mean that. Can you tell me how Suzy says good night when there are no guests?
Does she say goodnight to anyone else besides mom and dad?
H:-Yes, she does. Wow!, George, you are unbelievable! Wow and re-wow! She says goodnights
to everything she had been playing with. For instance when she was younger she used to say
goodnights from a distance to the swings and seesaws and to her dolls and to her clown on the
wall , now she says goodnight to her Mickey to whom she is very attached, I feel it’s a pressing
message to us to make her a baby brother or baby sister. Any other question before I leave for
good, any stone unturned besides the question “how does Mumford do it?” that I only slightly
touched and left for Bill to answer to you?
G:-There’s one parenthesis you left open: You would also say why there were no European
Mumfords or something like that?
H:-Oh! There’s no priority to such a question. It can wait. It’s only to Europeans that it is not
merely an idle question, but they’re too idle to also get an answer. Off I go. Oh, and let me take
this out to also unload you a little, you can give it to your arch-necrophile friend along with this
which, OK, Bill did download and did print out for me. So: for you to leaf , for Perle to read .
Here: You’re all set. That’s all folks.
The articles she leaves for Perle are Andre Gunder Frank’s “Coup d’etat
in Washington” and David Edward’s “Brilliant Fools”.

G:-Hey, Helen, will I freak out if I read the rest of your envelope? What you showed me so far
was the best or the worst?
H:-Well , the graffiti “truth shall make you freak” was not written by Jesus freaks so it doesn’t
exactly mean that Christ said that truth shall make anyone a freak of his.
G:- Where did you see that graffiti?
H:-Bill saw it Caltech.
G:-If he saw that in Caltech I wonder what he saw in Berkeley.
B:-My favorite was “Something not worth doing at all is not worth doing well”.
H:-He thinks that’s a killing joke. “It kills Calvinist work habits and releases you back to society
free and sane”, he says. And I tell him the line “It only makes you as happy-go-lucky as a newly
poor turned to Zen Buddhism”. That’s a paraphrase of a Russell’s line about the philosophy of
ancient cynics as admirers of the simplicity of doggish life that Russell thought was playing an
analogous role in his days.
G:-That graffiti can also kill the race for better weapons if you apply it to war.
H:-Wow! What was thaat! I’ve never thought of it. I leave for real because if we keep joking ,
your killing jokes will kill him with pushups, he hasn’t made that thought for thirty years either.
G:-Since you’ll have left I’ll just shout to him the line “Senor, the lady is gone” and this will
make him stop the pushups.
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H:-Or will make him do another round of them. I’d better leave. No wait, give me the envelope,
I’ll go and also put in , for Laura, a letter I wrote to an antiBush colleague of hers that I should
have put in along with the open letter which that old Jungian couple had written you.
G:-You mean Rosalyn Carter or Hillary Clinton? There aren’t many other antiBush colleagues of
Laura.
H:-Your humor’s going strong, George. I meant a librarian who was antiBush, isn’t Laura a
librarian? Once, I was called as an interpreter for an American lady who was visiting, or rather
living for quite a while as it turned out, in that island in the Aegean…
G:-Poor she! She happened on your shift rather than any other interpreter? Did her antiBushism
save her eardrums or she’s now drumless all the same ?
H:-Oh, thank you Bill, I didn’t know I had left the letter here, I’ll put it right after the Jungians’
open letter, so she gave me a short biography of hers written by somebody saying among other
things that her mentor came from a an Aegean island, too, and that being anti Bush she wanted to
do something that would change the bad image of the Americans because they were not all voters
of him ; the biography also said she had an epiphany of setting up a library in the island so as to
make people read not only bestsellers and that she had this epiphany when she found in the
island’s bookstore only bestsellers. And that library would have Jung for the grownups and
dinosaurs for the young and would also help the kids learn English better and would help other
pensioners like her who would teach volunteerism by passing the empty nights of winter as
librarians, helping islanders realize that libraries too have nice vibes, not just cafés, and after
they realized this they would realize that Americans can do nice things for you too , and
straighten out the bad image Bush gave…
G:-Well , let me continue , stop me if I guess wrong and complete me if I don’t guess everything:
First of all the context shows she hadn’t learned Greek despite saying she had a Greek mentor in
US when young and despite having lived there for quite some time, otherwise she would have
noticed Mumford on the shelves of the bookstore, since his editor and translator as you had said
lived there, so she would not only see best sellers as she saw by looking at the sector for tourists,
since on the one hand Mumford is not a best seller and on the other Mumford would not sell to
passing people who want to read something while sun-tanning before deciding between souvlaki
and salad with feta cheese. So far so good?
H:-My good Holmes!
G:-So, among other things you told her or wrote her: “Dear so and so…I wonder what kind of a
Greek mentor you had if he or she didn’t inspire you the idea of learning Greek while spending
so much time here, I also wonder what kind of a librarian you are if you do not realize that the
priority in a kid’s intellectual and emotional education should be to learn and to feel things that
are not communicable in the elementary vocabulary the kid can have in a second language and so
learning a second language better or faster has no priority compared to reading things in the kid’s
mother tongue whether from books originally in that tongue or from books written in other
tongues but then translated . I also wonder from where you Americans derive so much self
complacency, I mean what’s so good about others becoming almost like you but never fully like
you rather than becoming fully like them ? Besides, I wonder what’s so good about becoming
even fully like an American now that you’re not examples to emulate but to avoid. In this
particular case why should our kids learn about dinosaurs rather than your kids learn something
more serious than dinosaurs, unless you just don’t have other things to teach them, for example to
teach them examples of fight for freedom, also showing that freedom is not conquered once for
all and for all Americans by Washington before some centuries, or by Christ once for all and for
all Christians before some millenia . What will dinosaurs prepare them for? For earlier
familiarization with issues on Darwinism so that they’re not bullshitted by creationists? I doubt
you do it for this purpose despite your being antiBush, otherwise you would have proposed
Mumford before you proposed Jung. By the way you only noticed the best sellers on the island’s
bookstore shelves and not Mumford since he was in Greek, so I wonder why an experienced
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librarian like you judged a Greek bookstore by what it sells to passing summer tourists and not
by what it sells to people staying for winter nights, too. And proposing so much Jung, you sure
haven’t read the open letter an old couple of Jungian analysts wrote to Bush otherwise I would
wonder why you did not start advertising Jung’s present raison d’etre through that letter which
saved the honor of the Jungian among the analysts since other schools of psychoanalysis didn’t
do it. So I send you that open letter to include it in the Jungian bibliography you propose to other
libraries you may be opening, but I don’t call you a John Appleseed in this task of yours as I
would some years ago because to share your vision I , and you and your pensioner friends, would
have to be able to answer the following kind of question I can well anticipate from any
reasonable locals: “If you who are already fully American and who also have read those books
and who also vote in US can’t convince the gang not to be a gang then we, who won’t become
as fully American as you and who will not have read all of these books, but at most half of them,
and who don’t vote in US won’t be able to convince the gang either. So why read them instead of
just discussing in the cafés? Don’t your researchers read a book starting from its last page to see
what questions have remained unanswered, and sometimes don’t read the book at all considering
that if it could help them answer the question it would already have helped its author? So why
don’t you try to civilize your compatriots by going back there and opening libraries there if you
think that libraries do help? Why come to us to do it? Just because you disagree with Bush and
you don’t want us to have a negative opinion of you as we have of Bush? Why do you want
anyone to change his opinion of you even before you find a way to change Bush? If you believe
that we should not let you do it without our help why don’t you bring books about these things
and you bring Jung instead? And why teach us volunteerism? We call it just solidarity and we do
it all the time, helping neighbors who can’t help themselves by being too old etc. And we have
another question: Citizens of all nations consider that to be called citizens they have some
obligations towards their countries. You, spending your pension days abroad, sure don’t fulfill
those obligations to you country. It’s for your compatriots and not for us to judge you on that;
but it’s for us to ask you the following: if you take one twentieth of your obligations as citizens
to your country and you fulfill it as volunteers and not obligatorily to another country, then that
country may , OK, have some real gratitude to you for the content of your services if they’re
useful, or some polite gratitude for your intentions and your availability if they’re not useful. But
why should that country call you “volunteers”? To be called “volunteers” it is not sufficient to
work unpaid: you must first fulfill your obligatory duties to some country, either the one you left
or the one you went to , and then offer something extra unpaid to either. By doing unpaid less
than the obligatory you don’t oblige either country enough to call you “volunteers””. Upshot:
What of all the above should make a kid hurry to learn his English as a second language as soon
as possible instead of as soon as necessary to read the scientific bibliography of our days? What
should make your fellow librarian pensioners feel, for the ways they spend the, or rather their,
empty winter nights, more civilized than the locals who spend them discussing things in cafés?
And after the cuts Bush made to the majorities what else has he left in you to feel collectively as
self complacent as the English once upon a time when their governments gave them the right to
feel privileged for being the only proletarians in the world drinking tea? That you are the only
people in the world who speak their mother tongue as first language rather than second? Doesn’t
everybody?...” Oh! “PS: OK, thank you for the free association to tell people who do drop by the
library to organize some library nights to present upshots of books they read and consider as
books with points worthy of communicating to others and worthy of telling those others to leave
the café and come to hear some summary and discuss it on the spot, until the next upshot worth
communicating.
H:-Are you a mind reader, or we’ve been through this already and I forgot? So give it to Laura
please.
G:-OK, but before I give it to Laura, I’ll reread it myself.
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H:-Re..? Oh! You’re a real son of a gun. But I didn’t even begin to…Oh! Oh!...O-o-o-o-o-oh!
OK, I’ve been told by friends before that after I recount a book or film to somebody he feels he
rereads or re-sees it when he reads it or sees it. OK, that was humor enough, but now you made
this joke refer to something I didn’t even recount, so rereading referred to your own ability to
read sealed envelopes like others are mind readers by pure deduction, so what need have you of
bugs and intelligence when you have such natural intelligence in the first place? And how it
serves humor to be so minimalistic about it, through just a “re”! What’s a born comedian like
you doing in a place like the White House? You should be performing with Archie Bunker. You
would make a great odd couple.
G:-I don’t think Archie would accept playing Helen Rights.
H:-Bye George, it’s been cruel weaning from your humor….
G:-So that , too, was mutual.
H:-…and from your mind reading.
G:-So that , too, was mutual.
H:-You were just great! And you are. Hugs and kisses. Stay as you are. Bye. You two don’t play
around too much, mankind is waiting for you. Where had I read that line? Was it Jung? Was it
James Joyce? Was it Samuel Beckett? Was it Appuleious’ golden donkey himself speaking? No,
it was Don Martin with Fester Bestertester in odd couple with Karbuncle in the Mad Magazine.
I’m not as well read as Bill, you see, so most times I still remember where I get my lines from.
B:-OK, George, we had a performance in circus to make, if Helen is through I mean.
H:-OK, I fuck off. Let me put it in better language: I leave you to your higher vices…
G:-…which we should pay for at higher prices.
B:-Don Martin?
H:-No, T.S. Eliot; in “Murder in the Cathedral”. It seems George and I were taking very parallel
humanities courses in Yale and UCLA. Oh, give me back that letter. You can just recite it by
heart to Laura and without even ever opening it. Tell her that the only new thing she would learn
by reading it after she had heard you would be that her mother-in-law had a very clever son, in
case she didn’t know, but I’m sure that’s no news to Laura who doesn’t only see you in matters in
which you consult your pals. So the only news to her is actually that you managed to mock the
mocking bird, as the expression goes, by reading a sealed letter through thinking , as another
expression goes. … Wait George, erase all I told you, it’s bullshit because it’s understatement , I
only said all I’ve just told you because I was trying to gain time for finding how to pinpoint what
exactly is great in what you said and I still haven’t. I only started to realize I’m not through with
what I have to tell you when Bill said “if Helen is through…”, thanks Bill for reminding me I was
not through, thanks and thanks again. OK, let me pinpoint it, it’s on the tip of my tongue, and I
don’t only mean how I admire that you not only read that letter of mine without opening it but
also that you did it without necessarily espousing all that you guessed I said to your compatriot,
you would have told me if you espoused them, you just read it by having seen how I was going
on and on for so long, but I also mean that… what do I mean? I mean something very obvious,
no, I don’t mean you said something obvious and that this lessens my admiration, nor
something that lessens the venom I feel for Perle…aah, here it is: the reason why all this struck
me so much , and I’m sure it also struck Bill, is that it says that it also says for the Perle type of
person that even if he did not deliberately try to make minds generally numb , there would be an
obvious mechanism that invests in making them numb and I realized it seeing how effective you
mind was in guessing so much…Well…here I go again: The way you read a sealed letter was by
saying to your compatriot the obvious things one could tell her on his own without having to read
my letter. You just had not to feel insulted as an American to think of Americans like that, and
thus to remove a blind spot. Maybe my contribution to your not feeling insulted was that by
being so aggressive and so friendly for so long I made you feel as seeing a film with wrong
subtitles, very aggressive words which without optical accompaniment and body language would
sound as just spiteful and hateful , so you heard the most aggressive possible things without
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aggression. Anyway the upshot is….oh, OK, it’s obvious what the upshot is. It’s that to be able
not to see obvious things you make media mute, minds numb, loudspeakers audible only through
bugs as to make them sound like whispers and then, at the moment you quit that attitude you
sound like mind readers to whoever is either numb himself or has gotten used to images of your
numbness. I feel so happy that nothing of all that remains and all that has been lifted from
between us.
G:-By the way, Helen, besides being a great comedian yourself , you would also make a great
teacher, I’m sure I’m not the first one to notice, I just want to dedicate a line to you with respect
to that, it’s Chinese , I had it on the tip of my tongue ever since you told me that other Chinese
proverb, but believe me it was not only my typical American narcissism and self complacency
over nothing less trivial and less common than speaking my native language as a first and not a
second language that prevented me from making a dedication to you while I was asking you for
dedications for everything around me, it was also your torrent of consciousness that didn’t let me
drop a word in, besides, even if I had wanted to disrupt it just a bit, it threw so many big chunks
of food for thought and so quickly alternating , that my words didn’t have a chance to drop into
even my own parallel little stream of consciousness that compared to yours looked a little like
still water. Besides , your stream of consciousness consists of emotional images around rational
arguments and so it is not just images and words that it creates in your listener but need for hard
thinking, so dedications couldn’t get a chance to catch up…
H:-Don’t worry about your stream seeming still, George, my fast talking has done that to guys
from the best families, as your expression goes Besides, as another of your expressions goes, still
waters run deep, unless they’re just films played in slow motion. And also , so much of my
fastness is just film played in fast motion after so many repetitions for friends that aren’t just
interested in how to freeze the majority’s mind into numb stillness like those disgraces of
Princeton are . So what’s your Chinese dedication?
G:-My Chinese dedication to your teaching abilities is that a teacher is teaching best when he,
or she in this case, learns something new in the presence of his students. Your way of learning
what you just learned and the way of teaching me what it was that I taught you and you learned
from me exemplifies once more this dedication. Many other things were new for you, too, right?
H:-Thank you, George, this is one of the best things I’ve ever been told, and the dedication itself
is one of the almost totally new things I learned tonight, I mean I learned its meaning, I almost
only knew its words. By the way, isn’t it interesting that, so to speak, we both ended up using
“it’s Chinese for me” for what we do understand well.
G:-And we understood it through the music of a composer who would presumably say “it’s
Chinese to me” for what Americans say “it’s Greek to me” for he would use that expression for
things that are very clear to him.
H:-And he was using a South American’s lyrics; and then those anarchists don’t like
globalization!
G:-Shame on you! We exchanged views by convincing each other too much? I was ready to jump
into the boat of proposing universalization instead of globalization and calling globalization
“globebulbization” as many of you call it. …ready to whisper along with your loudspeakers that
smoothing out national differences by making the world into a Disneyland with Mac Donald’s
food is like making the globe into a smooth sphere like light bulbs.
H:-And ready to say that your Intelligence is good enough, now it has to be made intelligent, too.
For example by opening the windows to hear the loudspeakers which you block to better hear the
bugs repeating the loudspeakers’ words to your head phones. OK, I realize that the reason you
prefer bugs to loudspeakers may just be a romantic and nostalgic coldwarsickness : To think a
loudspeaker is whispering can only come from nostalgia for good old days , the days of
innocence, of good old cold war days you were spying on somebody and that spying meant
something, it did mean something to catch the real villain rather than the guy with the same name,
now it’s better for you to catch the wrong guy so that everybody feels he must not talk anywhere
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about some issues, since your only enemy is the case that people compare notes and see they all
agree on some obvious things that all know and only if you make everybody an organic cretin
either immediately through surgery or in a couple of generations through eradicating non cretin
genes by effecting biological selection through selectively employing cretins spotting them
through job interviews, I don’t say you do it as a conspiracy, I’m even saying that now I’m guilty
of suggesting a bad idea to your pals , I say it happens enough already through blindly doing it
and through fake new Princetonians not preventing it, now I’ll also have the worry it can happen
by talking about it as I talk. Let me cut the crap now: The upshot is that now some facts ,
mechanisms and reasons do not wait to be discovered but just to be made known to a critical
number of people to become functional in democracy. And also that Mumford is not someone
who waits to exist in the future, as most of us think before meeting him, but someone who has
already existed. I mean we all are most pleasantly surprised when a man whom we fantasize as
belonging to a future that we hope will exist has already existed and left works we buy in
bookstores instead of leafing them in dreams.
G:-Helen, come on! What does it take someone to convince you to stay around? Your hurry to
leave makes me wonder whether Bill is going to tell me shocking jokes for men only when you
leave. Let me remind you what’s on the agenda, something or other there sure both interests and
is not redundant to you, and sure your comments and your presence are by no means redundant to
us. So: We had postponed for a while the creationist versus Darwinian biology issue we had
started before Suzy and you joined us, we resumed it but we only half-finished it later…Just a
minute. Helen, I see you’re not the least impressed. Not a wink. But can you guess what else I
have up my sleeve?
H:-I can. That’s why I didn’t leave. First and not least. The thing you skipped mentioning.
G:-That’s exactly it: we were going to play Fester Bestertester and Karbuncle. Wasn’t it your
unconfessed wish and your implicit suggestion and advice?
H:-OK, George, you win. You do have your way with women. You know exactly what’s on a
woman’s mind: watching her husband and the President of the United States enacting Fester
Bestertester and Karbuncle . Would I miss it for anything in the world? And I do know you’re
going to save it for last so that I don’t leave in any other issues either. I could even stand staying
around to hear Bill replaying Smullyan for the thousandth time in our common life.
G:-Why do I have the feeling I have seen how Smullyan looks like. I mean awake, not in a dream
like Don saw Nietzsche. Does he look like Gandalf ?
H:-Yes he does.
G:-Does he say jokes about fish-heads that…What was it? ..that made you clever maybe?
H:-Oh, yes, but let’s not start on jokes again. You must have had a friend who was a fan of him
and was telling you stories from his book 25 years ago when it came out, and then you forgot and
it comes little by little as you hear more about him.
G:-Have you ever seen Allende with a helmet or was it in a Don-like dream of mine that I saw
him?
H:-Yes of course. Remind Bill to show you one. What you mean a Don-like dream of yours?
G:-Nothing, it’s not important.
H:-Feel free to ask anytime. If you tend to forget unimportant things, then make a note of them
or just forget them.
G:-I will, unless I have to make a note to remind myself to make a note or to forget that too. And
anyway I feel much more important things are happening right now and will be happening
tomorrow or even in my sleep in between. Can you tell me a DJ’ quote that would epitomize this
night as precisely and poetically and concisely as Shakespeare’s “We are made of the stuff our
dreams are made of ” epitomizes Don’s overlap with this night? Paraphrase if need be. Can you?
H:-Yes, I can. “Night full of thoughts and facts and dreams, night full of spells of magic”
G:-That’s very beautiful. What was the original?
H:-“Night that was full of miracles, night full of spells of magic”.
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G:-Fantastic ! Who wrote it?
H:-One of the two national poets whom that Poet considered as his teachers besides Blake and
Whitman.
G:-Was the teacher inspired by Blake and Whitman too?
H:-No, he lived much earlier, he was inspired directly from George Washington and from Goethe
and above all from collective and anonymous folk and demotic poetry of his country. And from
the Tom, Dick and Harries of her revolution of course.
G:-How come you paraphrased it right off? Have you paraphrased it before?
H:-No, but I’ve seen it paraphrased; in an erotic context: In one it was left in its original form but
the context was different, it was a night on that ocean liner of orgies in that pornographic saga of
nine volumes. In the other it was paraphrased as “Night that was full of Nicholson, night full of
spells of magic” by a Balkanian friend of mine who fell in love with a compatriot of yours who
reminded her of Jack Nicholson in the “Witches of Eastwick”.
G:-And then? She took a visa and lived happily ever after?
H:-No, they fell madly in love with each other, she took a visa , they bounced back on patriot act,
they left US and have been living happily everafter till death doth part , knock wood.
G:-Is it me who has lived a life shorter than my peers or you who have lived a life longer than
your peers? Or maybe your nights around here that are as full as this one are the rule and not the
exception? Or my life feels shorter because I sleep early and leave Laura see “desperate
housewives”?
H:-It’s the mute and dumb company you chose who have a different definition of free speech and
of free association in both senses of this last expression. Associating with them would keep you a
moron even if you got no sleep at all. I don’t start again because one of the reasons I leave is to
let you also hear about Mumford disentangled from all free association with crap, although it
was necessary to do hear about him in conjunction with that too since one of the things his books
can help with, is to get the age clear of shit, his books are not just to read in libraries and write
papers about…Anyway the other reason I leave is that I feel Bill wants me to leave for some
reason he doesn’t want to discus with me if it doesn’t go without saying but will probably will
discuss with you before he starts on Mumford even if it goes without saying. Maybe I’m wrong,
though; just a while ago I took his emphatic “if ” in “if Helen is through” as a prompting to be
through but then , fortunately, I realized he was reminding me that I was not through because I
owed you something. OK, Karbuncle, relax and try to learn something, you’re a fast learner
anyway. We’ve said our goodbyes already. See you tomorrow.
G:-Nice talking to you. Oh! let me not exaggerate; nice listening to you.
H:-Nice talking to you, too. Oh! let me not congratulate myself only. Nice listening to you, too
We’ve been through these before or I just had a déjà vu experience?
Helen leaves

G:-Bill , it does go without saying that you did want Helen to leave, and it does go without saying
that you did say what you wanted, if possible to say without saying , if I’m not saying too much
without saying it.
B:-It goes without saying I did and also it does go without saying you did say exactly both as
much and as little as were necessary to say without saying. Now I’m happy we can at last go to
Mumford’s facts sheet and to the biology issue without interrupting with that mutual shitgiving
that is necessary but still sidetracking nevertheless if continued forever; so let’s go to him
without even interrupting with any alternative, even equivalent, theory. We’ve seen enough
background to approach him with open but not empty mind as that expression goes, and to be as
concise as we want, without conciseness and bird’s eye view style adding to non understanding
but to understanding. Any pending question before we start?
G:-No, Karbuncle, I’m ready. Oh, there is one. Which of us two is Karbuncle and who is Fester
Bestertester?”
B:-Fester is the one who’s needed to say “Come on Karbuncle, the world is waiting for us”
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G:-Got it. Sorry for interrupting. Come on Karbuncle, the world is waiting for us.
B:-OK…
G:-Bill, do me a favor please, will you? Maybe it’s due to the fact that both of you gave me so
much of an introduction and of a preparation for Mumford or due to the fact that there was so
much change in the vibes, from him and between us, after some point and almost suddenly, or
maybe it’s those verses about this night as being bewitching and full of spells of magic that
Helen said before leaving, some of those things or maybe all of them make me feel as something
will happen soon, maybe even tonight or maybe it has even started, I kind of get in an
atmosphere, and I do feel that some music goes with it and I’m sure, since Canto Heneral
played a role in our reaching where we are, that it has some piece that goes with our present state
of mind. After all the poet and the composer, passing from the states of mind of those songs
parallel to each other and to us , were, each of them, found at some point in a state like each of us
now, so there must be a song for our state of mind now…Well, you’re the DJ.
B:-Am I? A complete idiot I am! You are the DJ right now George, you showed me how to do
my job, and you showed it right. Of course there is and of course the way you figured out that
there must be should enter the syllabus for DJ schools if they existed.
G:-The most decisive thing that told me all this, Bill, was your change of body language, no,
wrong, the change of your tone and voice as you said that shit was and is necessary but it’s still
sidetracking nevertheless and that necessity doesn’t mean it can’t or it shouldn’t be left behind
during the presentation of some aspects of Mumford that sure need only this approach or anyway
this approach too. It’s a different Bill yet the same. It’s Bill as he would be if NATO bombings
had not existed or if he had not known about them and was in an “ignorance is bliss state” as
possibly he was before some or all of that shit became widely known. And in this state Bill is
representative of millions of Bills who are wild over what happens to some other millions of
people who don’t exactly sit like us reading Mumford, and looking for some music that will be a
good leitmotiv for the voice of Mumford’s thought that we’ll be hearing from his book, I mean
you reading him from your mind’s hard disc where you loaded his books, me reading him from
your lips with my eardrums. May I make some guess about how you forgot to play the leitmotiv
for Mumford when you immediately remembered to play the leitmotiv of Helen’s tone when she
was giving me some well deserved shit?
B:-Do.
G:-I think I did understand what went without saying etc but you omission added something
which makes that even clearer and even more sayable without saying about why you didn’t want
Helen to be around in the non saying part of our talk. But the something added by your omission
is quite sayable: Both of us do feel that the song that you’ll play is best listened to with the two
persons sitting not across but next to each other. I don’t say across is necessarily opposition, our
dialog after some point was not opposition, yet it was OK to be sitting across; but this
particular piece is best listened if we take our chairs and put them parallel, no I don’t suggest it
yet, like you listen to it with Helen a, or like you read some parts of Mumford, or like I and Laura
see grass sitting just outside our doorstep in our ranch, or like you and Helen still sitting and
watching Suzy playing, our kids have grown up now, or like Beatrice and Dante were looking at
God’s Light in that photo Helen showed me, or like all couples sit and watch from their windows
the river of life passing through their lane as the children are playing and shouting there. So you
thought or felt that if you played that music then the vibes that Mumford already would give
would make it unbearable for us to still be sitting across, and since nothing like hostility and
mistrust prevents us from sitting next to each other, there must be something else preventing it:
so you were sitting like that on two parallel chairs and listening to the same music or reading
Mumford with somebody else, with some other friend of yours with whom you did feel you
were a kind of strange couple, and something happened and you don’t want to feel you give his
position to someone else, especially me maybe, so this friend of yours is dead, did he die on his
bed or out on the street, as the expressions go?
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B:-On a chair.
G:-On a chair? What was he doing?
B:-Sitting , what else?
G:-Why did he die sitting?
B:-What do you mean?
G:-All people I know died lying or standing.
B:-What about sitting ducks?
G:-Who used him as sitting duck?
B:-Nobody; he was a volunteer sitting duck.
G:-And you’re not being sarcastic; nor talking about some flipped out day tripper, I guess.
B:-You guessed much harder things right, how could you not be right on this one here? Ah! But
you guessed wrong you would be the Crito, I the Socrates, now I’m being the Crito. OK, forget
it, let’s sit as you say, I’m going to bring you the lyrics too, but don’t mind the original, you can
imagine any lyrics or plot, lyrics are never supposed to bring all people to the state of mind their
poet was in while writing them. Same lyrics may bring different states of mind, same states of
mind may be brought by different lyrics to the same music, we’re in the same state of mind ,
maybe with Neruda too and with Theodorakis, so imagine other lyrics or plots in their place to
describe the place the music takes you to…No forget the lyrics at all, I’ll only bring the Spanish
version to follow its sound if you want, allow yourself to be like Disney in “Fantasia, imagine any
scenes you want going with the music. And you have already suggested a plot anyway, two
friends sitting side by side waiting for something from Mumford’s direction to appear as
luminous as what Beatrice and Dante saw from the center of Paradise. And you were right, I
should have imagined it, Paradise was a garden, it even means garden in those Eastern languages,
the poem’s title is “Vegetation”, I wish I had that painting with a jungle.
G:-Bill, sorry some confusion of mine made you…. OK, I was asking redundant questions on a
subject you gave me reluctant answers. After all you had explained what you meant by a
volunteer sitting duck; I mean when you were talking about first Christians, so by a volunteer
sitting duck you mean somebody who, like Rachel Corrie I guess, does not become example or
counterexample but just a stimulus for others to think what exactly is going on, or what just
about is going on, and thus fewer of them are killed next time, until eventually nobody is killed
over a new idea…OK, I’ll fix the chairs, you bring the CD and the Spanish lyrics. Was it you , or
Helen or Don who told me Neruda and Theodorakis had met? Imagine them in rehearsal ,
parallelly sitting, or maybe the tall one conducting, both looking at the choir like at that choir of
angels and God as a dome with Beatrice and Dante? Did I hear that expression here?...
B:-Cool it George, we don’t even remember what we say, how can you remember what you hear
and from whom? This particular expression was said by you yourself , so if you feel you heard it
mention this along with Gibran’s line “Was I speaking? Wasn’t I, too, a listener?” which , itself,
you also knew and, not first heard here, since it was in his book that Laura had gifted you.
Remember only the borrowers’ motto we too use so as to be able to forget all the rest and thus
relax and then just imagine some lyrics, not necessarily rhyming, to some plot, look out of your
mind’s window to see the images roll like on Greyhound buses and leave the music do the driving
for you.
They fix everything. (Play CD song number 3)

VEGETACIONES
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento
desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
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devolvia las flores y las vidas.
En la fertilidad En la fertilidad
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
En la fertilidad En la fertilidad
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento
desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
El jacaranda elevaba espuma
hecha de resplandores transmarinos,
la araucaria de lanzas erizadas
era la magnitud contra la nieve ,
El jacaranda elevaba espuma
hecha de resplandores transmarinos,
la araucaria de lanzas erizadas
era la magnitud contra la nieve ,
el primordial arbol caoba
desde su copa destilabe sangre,
y al Sur de los alerces,
el arbol trueno, el arbol rojo,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol rojo, el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol rojo, el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol rojo, el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
eran territoriales existencias.
eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
eran territoriales existencias.
Un nuevo aroma propagado llenaba,
por los intersticios de la tierra,
las respiraciones convertidas en humo
y fragancia:
el tabaco silvestre alzaba
su rosal de aire imaginario.
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A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento
desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
En la fertilidad En la fertilidad
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
En la fertilidad En la fertilidad
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento
desde otros dominios,
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento
desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
G:-You won’t believe what images I was imagining , I mean what images were passing by,
through Greyhound’s window,. All from Rio de Janeiro. Maybe you will believe it though,
especially if you saw similar. But first tell me what plot or lyrics your friend and you associated
with this song.
B:-Christ explaining that the opening paragraphs of Saint John’s Gospel about how word was
made flesh can be understood better with the help of the ideas of Heraclitus about central fire the
sparkles of which Eckart saw as the souls animating the flesh of the bodies of humans; maybe
Leibniz’s monads finally obfuscated all this instead of clarifying it, but their fulgurations were
indeed an effort of his to make converge the physics track and the biology track that had already
started diverging so much issuing from that common Presocratic train of thought . Sorry , I don’t
mean Christ talked and talked and in this language , he didn’t talk at all in his images, he was
that huge statue in Sao Paolo, and by imagining this statue all those thought were passing from
my friend’s mind, and he was fixing them a little to be singable in the music we were listening to.
G:-Something is amazing, but tell me first what were the lyrics or plots you were thinking of.
B:-Since my friend told me first and they were so strong they made me forget mine whatever
they were. Probably something analogous but with Buber and Gibran or some Presocratic other
than Heraclitus. Or even Smullyan. But my friend’s influence on this point was so beautiful and
desirable and preferable compared to my own images that I didn’t resist it at all and so I only
remember his. Tell me about Rio de Janeiro. So the music here doesn’t bring Christ to
everybody’s mind? Seeing both him and Helen and me think about Christ made me almost
believe it was general. And I don’t mean that the choir reminding Catholic Mass is the
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explanation. The image of Christ came to all right from the start, much before the choir. So, what
was it in Rio? Carnival?
G:-Bill, the only thing that is curious in all this is not how much both you and your friend have no
idea about geography but how Helen didn’t realize your error to correct you, it seems you were
taking so much for granted that it was in Sao Paolo that you didn’t mention it whereas she took
so much for granted that you knew it was in Rio de Janeiro that she didn’t mention it either. The
statue of Christ you’re talking about is not in Sao Paolo, it’s in Rio and so it’s exactly the same
image we all imagined, but my Christ was not talking,even in the silent way he was talking to
your friend. Maybe he just worried that I would give a press conference about and it was not the
kind of publicity he wanted to have. Now that I think of it however , I was imagining Christ’s
arms not extended horizontally to form a cross but going down and in front as if to help
somebody kneeling rise from ground and come to his arms.
B:-Aren’t Christ’s arms like this in the real statue? That’s how I pictured them too. Not extended
horizontally and to the sides but somewhat lowered and pointing to the front. Maybe it’s the
sweetness of the melody. It is firm but not austere. You are very noticing George. So?
G:-So, start it from the beginning and tell me your version of a Mumford’s facts sheet, not
wondering about whether I’m sleeping if I don’t answer, I’ll be all ears, I’ll also be hearing
Mumford as Latin Mass as the expression goes, but not in the sense usually meaning that one just
cares about the sound of something and not about it s meaning. If I do sleep, don’t stop talking,
pretend I’m Don to whom you must wait until he falls asleep to be sure he’s listening or pretend
you’re talking to your friend, I’m not superstitious. Or pretend you’re reading loud to Helen, but
from your own copy of Mumford in your mind, while she’s reading another book to cut time in
half by following both you and what she reads. Or pretend you haven’t seen I’m sleeping because
we’re not sitting across but side by side and looking forward , not to the side.
B:-George, you’re a poet to the bone. Do whatever you like, you go Greyhound and leave the
Mumford reading to us, now that Helen isn’t here I might even pretend I’m talking to the dumb
but not deaf.
G:-Don’t bet on their ears Karbuncle. But Fester Bestertester is sure waiting for you. You think
what I think about which character Don reminds us from Mad?
B:-Mr Kaputnik.
G:-Gimme five; and start the CD on, too; not just the hard disc.
B:-George, it was great from all of us having related the song to Christ but I feel terrible having
told you not to listen to the lyrics as they stand , I only noticed a while ago how fantastic they are
for their own sake, just take a look at them again , without the music on, since the music will
again take us to Rio, just a minute I’ll give you the version of the poem as it was written, I mean
without writing down the repetitions of refrains as in the sung version. Take a look and then I’ll
start on Mumford. The reason I missed it so far was that I only looked at the part that was put to
melody. In this song , unlike most of the rest the rest, only a part of the poem was put to music.
Look and we’ll talk about it after that:
VEGETACIONES

VEGETATION

A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.

To the lands without names or numbers
the wind blew down from other domains
the rain brought celestial threads
and the god of the impregnated altars
restored flowers and lives

En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.

In fertility time grew

El jacaranda elevaba espuma

The jacaranda raised its froth
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hecha de resplandores transmarinos,
la araucaria de lanzas erizadas
era la magnitud contra la nieve ,
el primordial arbol caoba
desde su copa destilabe sangre,
y al Sur de los alerces,
el arbol trueno, el arbol rojo,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
eran territoriales existencias.
Un nuevo aroma propagado,
llenaba, por los intersticios
de la tierra, las respiraciones
convertidas en humo y fragancia:
el tabaco silvestre alzaba su rosal
de aire imaginario.
Como una lanza terminada en fuego
aparecia el maiz, y su estatura
se desgrano y nacio de nuevo,
disemino su harina ,
tuvo muertos bajo sus raices,
y, luego, en su cuna, miro
crecer los dioces vegetales.
Arruga y extension diseminaba
la semilla del viento
sobre las plumas de la cordillera,
espesa luz de germen y pezones,
aurora ciega amamantada
por los unguentos terrentales
de la implacable latitud lluviosa,
de las cerrades noches manantiales,
de las cisternas matutinas.
Y aun en las llanuras,
como luminas de planeta,
bajo un fresco pueblo de estrellas,
rey de la hierba , el ombu detenia
el aire libre, el vuelo rumoroso
y montaba la pampa sujetandola
con su ramal de rienda y raices.
America arboleda ,
zarza salvaje entre los mares,
de polo a polo balanceabas,
tesoro verde, tu espesura.
Germinaba la noche
en ciudades de cascaras sagradas,
en sonoras maderas ,
extensas hojas que cubrian
la pieda germinal, los nacimientos.
Utero verde, americana

of transmarine splendor
the araucaria bristling with spears
was magnitude against the snow,
the primordial mahogany tree
distilled blood from its crown
and to the South of the cypress,
the thunder tree, the red tree,
the thorn tree, the mother tree
the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree
were earthly volume, sound,
were territorial existences
A newly propagated aroma
suffused through the interstices
of the earth, the breaths
transformed into mist and fragrances:
wild tobacco raised its rosebud
of imaginary air
Like a fire-tipped spear
corn emerged , and its stature
was stripped, and it gave forth again
disseminated its flour,
had corpses beneath its roots
and then, in its cradle, it watched
the vegetable gods grow
Wrinkle and extension , sown,
by the seed of the wind
over the plumes of the cordillera
dense light of germ and nipples,
blind dawn nursed
by the earthly ointments
of the implacable rainy latitude
of the enshrouded torrential nights
of the matinal cisterns
And still on the prairies,
like laminas of the planets
beneath a fresh republic of stars,
the ombu , king of the grass, stopped
the free air, the whispering flight,
and mounted the pampa , holding it in,
with a bridle of reins and roots
Arboreal America
with brambles between the seas
from pole to pole you balanced
green treasure, your dense growth
The night germinated
in cities of sacred pods
in sonorous woods,
outstretched leaves covering
the germinal stone , the births.
Green uterus, american
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sabana seminal, bodega espesa,
una rama nacio como una isla,
una hoja fue forma de la espada,
una flor fue de la relampago y medusa,
un racimo redondeo su resumen,
una raiz descendio a las tenieblas.

seminal savanna, dense storehouse,
a branch was born like an island
a flower was shaped like a sword,
a flower was lightning and medusa,
a cluster rounded off its resumé,
a root descended into the darkness.

G:-Maybe it’s due to some sleepiness setting in, no don’t even think of postponing anything so as
not to mesmerize me, OK maybe due to some sleepiness I feel as ready to take all too literally
that green uterus, that Japanese obstetrician you or Helen or Don or Nietzsche or Don with
Nietzsche’s moustache or Helen with Nietzsche’s moustache, may have played a role too when
going from arterial rivers to the arteries of a mother expecting a baby, now this jungle seems to
me as womb, I mean I picture myself in this room as a cosmic passerby , a passerby from matter
itself , an astronaut not just landing on earth but on matter itself, maybe it’s your friend’s images
about word passing from flesh matter, what about those images of yours with Buber or the
PreSocratics, didn’t they have something to say about this feeling?
B:-They did: “matter is the womb of spirit” was the PreSocratic line I had in mind.
G:-Gaad! Fantastic!...FANTASTIC! yes, it does speak about this….It also reminds me a course in
Freud’s “introduction to psychoanalysis”, a paragraph was writing matter, mother and …what
was the Spanish for wood, I mean wood as in “wooden” not the forest, , wait! don’t tell me , I’ll
just find it here and now, wood did exist in the song, here it is: “in sonorous woods” ,”en sonoras
maderas”, matter, mother, maderas
B:- Gaad! Fantastic!...FANTASTIC! Bull’s eye again! George! You’re a born…well, whatever,
you’re born so many things; just great! OK, I won’t take pushups, but I do wish I had noticed that
G:-..Wait, I’m not finished.
B:-Wait! I’ll continue: woods is plural , so it is forests. But now it’s forests anyway that sound
like wombs to us in the context. Conclusion? First: In Spanish madera is both wood as in
“wooden” and as forest , just like wood in English. Second: We realize one more reason why this
was so in the first place, besides the obvious reason that wood comes from trees that are in a
forest, besides the third reason that those Pygmies may have been calling the forest a womb for
nourishing them with fruit and with animals for hunting. Now some link is missing, why you first
said wood as in wooden and not as in forest whereas the whole context was about forests? May I
make a wild guess?
G:-Do; OK, I’m sure you’re thinking what I’m thinking:
B:-Just a while ago you must have been thinking of taking out your shoes and stepping on the
wooden floor which you felt through your shoe soles being heating up, the central heating pipe
just passed passing under your chair and Helen must have raised the thermostat anticipating a
long night for us…and then it felt as a fleshy floor to your imagined fleshy barefootness and
nature took her course with your free associations in words and images along her side…
G:-Bingo! …and everything became both woody and womby…OK, I know what you’re going to
tell me, to feel free to take out my shoes , but I won’t do it because I’ll relax too much to hear
Mumford awake. I will really be mesmerized then, so don’t tempt me further into it.
B:-OK, if it’s a matter of mesmerism I won’t tempt you.
“Vegetation” is heard from a distance and in a low volume, obviously
played by Helen. Looking towards Perle Bill says:

B:-A friend of mine sent me the other day a poem which, the more I look at you and your
following, the more I think you deserve it as a dedication. Let me recite it for you and for all
nowhere men of this world , sitting in their nowhere land , making their nowhere plans for
nobody as the oldie but goodie goes:
He stands up and recites:
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In case we have enough of future generations/historians scratching their wise heads will think
which nations/had people free as air to save some of life’s graces/that now a bunch of farting
trash and scum disgraces.
Tell me where I find some birds/men and women in US/who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason/those who live like lifegame’s pixels/and kill just like tearing
pictures.
It doesn’t make you a bad person or an asshole/it doesn’t make you a violator of the Bible/
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them/what kind of laws exist that can and
should just reach them.
t’doesn’t make you a cruel bird/if for their due punishment/they get screens and voltage
power/and live there their every hour/it’s a difference they won’t notice/in their hearts and in their
bodies.
It isn’t curious those who fuck our earth and dump her/just live as if she had no grace for them
to love her/so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers/dump assholes, jerkoffs,
shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers.
Earth belongs to those who need it/if you don’t, just split and beat it/leave the earth alone, we
use it/just go virtual if you choose it/give no shit and just don’t bother/get some screens and
choose each other.
Perle stands up and says:

P:-Gentlemen, we’ve seen the white of his eye, haven’t we? Let’s give ourselves the sleep he
deserves.
Wolfowitz and Cheney rise. Rumsfeld too.
W:-We’ve all seen the movie after this point.
C:- If only we could convince Michael Moore to play it we could have solved our problem.
People would never go to his next film for fear of sleeping on the wheel on their return home.
R:-Hey, Rich, don’t leave without saying the other half of what was on the tip of your tongue…
They leave

R:-…oh, I forgot, you’re not on speaking terms with him, I’m going to tell him on your behalf.
Bill, you’re good, very good; but not good enough…
G:-…said to Steve Mc Queen, as the Cincinnati kid, said who?, Don?
R:-I don’t remember.
G:-See you tomorrow Don, now I know exactly how your non memory and non IQ operates.
R:-I’ll see ya.. Nice talking to ya, Bill. Don’t think too hard. George, are you coming? Or
staying? OK, you two take care of each other. And of Mumford. I’m sure that with your talent for
limericks, if you apply it to Mumford too, you could write a “Mumford for beginners” commix
and if you start using it in kindergarten then in twenty years we’ll have a global change.
Rumsfeld leaves

G:-May I make a guess why you did that?
B:-Of course you may.
G:-You heard Helen’s playing “Vegetation” in low volume not to wake up Suzy, you realized that
she heard we played it too and that she figured that whatever was the thing she shouldn’t hear was
over and she was sending a message that she was awake and you wanted to get rid of them and go
to call her to hear about Mumford because it would interest her even if she had heard it all; and
also something new might come up in you or through her or with me too. And the reason you
wanted to get rid of them was that you figured that hearing about Mumford doesn’t offer them
anything nor anybody else through them: besides , maybe to speak about him in a wild tone in
front of them maybe you consider OK, but to speak about him in front of them, but in the calm
tone I had noticed, embarrasses you as much it embarrassed Helen to speak about Axion Esti in
front of them.
B:-This is all correct but there’s one more thing that you wouldn’t guess without knowing the
architecture of the house: Helen fist went to a room where she could not have heard us playing
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“Vegetation”, then to the room she is right now, therefore the path she followed and reached the
decision to play it is parallel to the one you used and suggested to play some music. Therefore she
was following even more parallelly than you thought. Last and not least , oh , she just went from
“Vegetations” to “Amor America”,
The change in the remote music is heard
…the song with those arterial rivers , so something tells me she too read the rest of “Vegetation”
and not only will she tell us what she would add on behalf of herself if she were here and we
three were discussing, but will also tell us what we two would add on behalf of ourselves if we
were not making that discussion which offered nothing to us, nor to the mute, nor to Don but
only to the potential hypothetical listener who would have seen what the white of their eye was ,
believe me I saw it by chance and that it was not the least of my concerns, that either they were
not listening or they had not understood, not even Don, the point Don’s Nietzsche was making
about what music contains beyond its lyrics and beyond the videoclips to which it may be
soundtrack . So they took the little poem I recited for its effect as prose through a Michael Moore
type of film , not through a rock melody. Well, not that I intended it but it too was a warning I
gave them , so I have one warning fewer to make, …let’s not waste more time, I’m going to tell
Helen we’re alone and waiting for her, we won’t be a minute.
G:-Take your time, just turn on “Vegetations”. Or rather do you have anywhere handy the music
that poem is sung to?
B:-I have lent it to a friend but I have the original in Greek to which two compatriots of yours
made singable the paraphrase you heard as a poem.
G:-Is it by Theodorakis too?
B:-No, it’s by Xarhakos.
G:-The guy who wrote the soundtrack of “Rebetiko” and lived for years in US and married the
daughter of Leonard Bernstein?
B:-Ah, you know him. The song is part of the film “Rebetiko”.
G:-That’ll be a real treat. I had liked it very much, both the film and the music. I also like Yiddish
music a lot, and I think they’re close sometimes. In what context was it played in the film?
B:-The band playing a song dedicated to a great politician who threw a king and the royal family
out of government and country. Sung in tunes like the leitmotiv of the national proletarian jester
of shadow theater who always has some bad luck but also beats up the unreal characters that try
to imitate the privileged but being themselves penniless suckers of them.
G:-Like in the activist poet/bomber who beat up and fucked his prison’s director in his evening
shows?
B:-Lend your ears to a DJ, George, and you’ll make a happy man of him with your attentiveness.
G:-Do you also have those limericks written so that I can try to sing them along.
B:-Of course, here they are, written with refrains etc repeated, exactly they way the lyrics are
sung.
When George remains by himself and hears the music he first gets a
flash of Joker in the Gotham city Museum and then Anthony Quinn in
Zorba, then again Joker and says “Bleah” then hears the first stanza
to learn the melody and then starts the CD again lowering volume when
lyrics are on and not instrumental parts so as to sing the paraphrase
himself. Also he dances the whole thing holding the lyrics page in
front of him when he sings and does all that absolutely professionally.
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VIRTUAL PAIN AND VIRTUAL GAIN FOR MEN OF THE EMPER0R’S NEW BRAIN
In case we have enough of future generations
historians scratching their wise heads will think which nations
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces,
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces.
Tell me where I find some birds
men and women in US
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures,
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures.
It doesn’t make you a bad person or an asshole
it doesn’t make you a violator of the Bible
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them,
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them.
t’doesn’t make you a cruel bird
if for their due punishment
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies,
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies.
It isn’t curious those who fuck our earth and dump her
just live as if she had no grace for them to love her
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers,
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers.
Earth belongs to those who need it
if you don’t, just split and beat it
leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other,
leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other.
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MOUNT BUSHMORE
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)
(Episode 2c: Bill enters with Helen , who is in pajamas and slippers,
on his side)

H:-I had slipped into something more comfortable as your expression goes and since the mute
were out I didn’t bother to change back to my civilian clothes, I mean to my casual trousers, I
mean…whatever… listen to what I don’t say not to what I mean. George, Bill told me you had
some wonderful ideas about the “Vegetation” song , he also told me quickly on the staircase
about your dream and about Rio and Sao Paolo and about the maderas and woods you told him
and about his …Aaah! That was just great, but you were both two big baby freshmen, Neruda
shouts loud and clear and you thought you heard him whispering and insinuating, you remained
on your first free associations for a reason which can only be that you were sidetracked by
something as silly as doing men’s talk about pink sites on the Internet or as impolite as saying
some gross remark to drive Perle and Perlings out, but I will not ask which of the two it was and
what it was that grossed them out, I’ll just miss Don’s altered states and dreams, now let’s hear
about Mumford and then we also talk about that point about Neruda that you were discussing and
about forests and woods and maderas and you’ll see what I mean after you see what Neruda
himself has in mind quite consciously. Now let’s relax and sit next to each other as you
suggested and hear Mumford’s fact sheet in Bill’s version. Neither of you will take me wrong if I
just sit between you two, I’m not trying to keep you apart from each other , I just don’t want to
make Bill to be looking either of us with the back of his head when instead of looking ahead he
will be turning his face to one of us. So, George, let’s both sit to his right. I know it is his side he
always ends up putting anyone he talks to, walking, standing, sitting, eating, sleeping.
B:-Mumford went head over heels over the “greenbelt city” proposal by Howard right at the start
of the 20th century, building on an idea of Kropotkin just before the end of the19th century.
Both Howard and Kropotkin had realized that inventions, either already existing or predicted by
them as being around the corner, allowing things like transmission of energy and information
through just cables instead of through railroads and roads for coal and mail, also allowed, as an
implication, the possibility of decentralizing the advantages, cultural for example, of big cities
into the periphery, of diluting almost to extinction problems like pollution and of solving
completely problems like congestion. To help the realization of the idea not only with his
enthusiasm but also with his with knowledge, his further research, his thinking and his having so
many readers that did know one should do give thought to his ideas, Mumford took it to himself
to present Howard’s idea and the stage of its realizations up to his presentation of it, and also of
its importance for the future; and he made the presentation in the context of the history of cities
since as far back in the past when the only concept of city was that animals populated the
territories around springs more densely than other. In his study of this issue his and his mentor
Patrick Geddes’ preference for the biological paradigm as an approach to man, rather than the
physical paradigm, became even more knowledgeable as it encouraged , and was encouraged
by, the comparison of both the green belt cities and the ancient Greek cities with cells which
don’t find optimal to grow beyond a certain size and so, after a point, split in two cells
containing enough structure and functions to be able to function by themselves in their
interaction with their environment. Suburbs as antidote to congested and malfunctioning
monstrous size cities, and to “con-urb-ations” which not even having the advantages of cities
which their sizes, and not only their sizes, had made inaccessible and had already shown the
impasses predicted by many for them: for example as long as any real advantage persisted the
city extended toward and incorporated the suburbs and then they had to move further out until the
same would repeat, and then the distances from downtown became so big that people who could
afford suburbs had to spend very long time to commute to town while their assistants at home
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who could not afford to live in the suburbs did the opposite commuting. Being active citizens
either in the suburbs or in the city became quite impracticable , and to have a say or to make a
difference, by at least protesting for decisions one did not participate in taking, by
demonstrating downtown became impossible with all the congestion it would take to reach there .
Neither was the cultural life in the center easy to share under these circumstances and the
virtues of the way of life of ancient Athenians seemed to have lain in the way they had managed
to make Athens keep being like a village in some very essential functions and not in the way to
make it differ from a village. The rule of thumb for city size and population was that the city
should be visible as a whole from a small hill and that the whole body of citizens should be able
to hear someone expounding e.g. a proposal to them from a small mount if they gathered around
it. Also , creating new cities, in ancient Greece did not follow some theory or some lack of theory
that would propose that blind self interest and anarchic competition would create order and
optimality, instead they were consulting the oracle of Delphi before any colonial expansion , so
the oracle could play and did play the role of harmonious coordination of projects. Similarly ,
non blind development had been organized by the guilds in medieval ages and Mumford adduced
evidence debunking the myth of dirtiness, unhealthiness, and low cultural level, in medieval
times, especially compared to coke towns of the Oliver Twist times and to conurbations of our
times, that besides being as unhealthy to live in as the places other ages used for the punishment
and extermination of convicts through hard labor and terrible life conditions, also lacked any of
the institutional and cultural functions of the city. Also, following historically the course of
laissez-faire, he showed at what point exactly it was that it became monopoly capitalism with
the blessing, and on the expense, of the state, in other words the opposite of what its name
suggests. Finally, besides showing , by historical hindsight, where modern city planning that
was presented as dictated by prudence and/or necessity , was in real case both stupid and
unethical option, he analyzed recent, in his days, cases like, for example, very inspired American
proposals both adapting and greatly extending Howard’ proposals to fit some American specifics,
that were dumped for the sake of car industries and of associated road construction business, OK,
besides using empirical evidence from both old and recent historical fact, he used thinking to both
analyze the pseudo-analogies of laissez faire to the existing physics and to debunk the notion
that the present stage of physics is final enough to include a full description of biological
phenomena and evolution, a notion based just on the so many successes of our inorganic physics
in examples all drawn, in the last analysis, from the realm of data about the lifeless. The reason
he had become so enthusiastic with the idea of green belt cities was not only that they were in so
good accord with his philosophical conclusions and predilections but, above all , he saw these
cities as a small set of little droplet-like islands which, if their number grew, then with the way of
life they allowed, much cleaner and much more energy saving, since transportation needed a
minimal number of cars and was much less costly and afforded much more free time, and thus
time for personal life, education and cultural activity, OK, with the way of life they allowed they
might halt and reverse the course of events and the course of our civilization to its lifeless
terminal which with the 2nd world war had started to outline itself with nightmarish explicitness.
One of the reasons he made his analysis start from what one can know , or one can make educated
and knowledgeable conjectures about, human history in the spans of some tens of thousands of
years, was to see where and how wars started and where and how citadels and shrines which had
started both like big scale counterparts of the nucleus of cells that provides centralized
directions, and like threads to what was felt as another order of existence, like also were the
cemeteries present in the entrance of even the most ancient primitive villages, OK how citadels
and shrines had become the ancestors of nuclei like the Pentagon , the White House and the
Kremlin, or like the Cybernetic Deity not residing anywhere in particular except in the programs
and the chips of the net of increasingly perfected computers and automations needed to act
immediately in case of nuclear attack and becoming more and more as dangerous as the Hal , the
computer in Cubrick and Arthut Clark’s “Space Odyssey” which was programmed to act even
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against factors endangering the mission that had not yet fallen to the attention of the astronauts,
for example a small meteorite heading towards them, and became criminal through this program
since his ability to predict implications of movements in far future, like in chess, had made it see
some actions of the astronauts like dangerous for the mission and had started killing them;
obviously, whether what will exterminate all life with all its future and present actualizations and
all its infinite potentialities is the stupidity and criminality or moral neutrality or moral
infantilism of the organic intelligence of some interests or it is the stupid and criminal or
morally neutral or morally infantile program issued from such interests to an artificial
intelligence, whether it is a gang or it is an artificial intelligence that just copies a gang’s
restricted representation of life’s actualized potentialities so far, is of little importance; the way
the extermination can happen is not so important as what will be lost. Neither is it so important to
know if the destruction of the world as we know it will be through nuclear holocaust or through
programs/genes inserted in our genome which, so to speak, are of age as immature as the age of
genetics and not as old as the age of life, and are eventually closer to a self constructing
automaton than to the life of even the moronic geneticists who started the devolution. In the case
of economics and laissez-faire it is immediate to see how not only destructive but also stupid are
the logics through which one calls “optimum” or even “unique-scientific” what just happens to be
just solvable and thus predictable through choosing some parameters in it. In the case of replacing
life by analyzable copies of it, it is not so immediately obvious why it’s stupid except when its
implication reach Strangelove-like absurdity like Teller’s suggestion to expedite nuclear war
and not postpone it like the pacifists irresponsibly wanted. The reason it is not obvious is that its
arguments are in non-layman’s jargon and also that education comes more and more through
packets like multiple choice questions etc, and other things that are analyzable by computer, and
this, besides barring options other than the ones put in to choose from, little by little makes man
acquire computer habits snubbing the other way around as unscientific and, thus, similarity of
human intelligence with artificial seems like being crosschecked whereas it is mere self fulfilled
prophesy. There are, already, even scientists who think they just emancipate themselves from
mere superstition and mental habit of millennia when they find wonderful the possibility , or
rather “wonderful” the “possibility”, that their whole consciousness and self identity can be
transcribed onto chips and enter a supercomputer to interact with other programs too with which
their natural form interacts only indirectly, and to even gain immortality or at least life for as
many years as these chips can continue to be copied and recopied , even during transgalactic
travel etc etc as if somebody had proved to them that identity etc is so exhaustively transcribable
on those chips. Their indomitability in face of death reminds Mumford’s phrase “too much
imitating the machine makes the post historic man lose even the instinct of self preservation
because he doesn’t see what in himself to preserve and why preserve it because the machine he
emulates is indeed lifeless after all and his other elements he considers as non existent by way of
being “unscientific””. Mumford didn’t join any effort seeking through any Gödel analogs to
prove that biology was not reducible to physics, nor any attempt towards approaches that would
construct an organic physics rather than just say what it would not be like; he used his immense
and prodigious ability to see and relate implications, even from the most remote and to the most
remote field, of any ideas, proved or non proved, existing in a society and an age. He gauged
that such physics would possibly not take fewer than two hundred years to come by, and he tried
to outline what its mere existence would imply for our age’s concerns in a manner which will
probably be equally useful and insuperable to the people who will have such a physics when they
have it, if they ever have it and if , before that, life is not terminated or changed to moronization
through progressive de-animation via dictating free market’s idiotic optimization criteria to the
genome. In other words, one reason he attempted such outlines was that, with his way of thinking
and predicting what nor he nor anybody would want to predict, he judged that it was not even
certain that man or the earth would exist, at least in the form we know him, in two hundred years,
so if man wanted to do something about this he should not wait for the new Copernicus and
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Galileo and Kepler and Newton of the new physics. By the way , he did believe that some real
Copernicuses of this new physics would expedite very very much the acceptance of all other
points he was making about the course civilization had followed because such scientists would of
course be much more convincing to the mainstream science and its simple followers, than were
Mumford’s proofs that their objections were mere merely pseudo-scientific. And of course he did
not believe there would be any witch hunting , even any witch-hunting more civilized than
burning, for such Copernicuses; maybe even Copernicus’ own precaution to only circulate his
work posthumously was not needed, Bruno was not burned only for alternative views of the
world but for other sort of implications of that too, and if one wanted to really be after
Copernicus’ ideas , one would also be after the people who circulated his work after his death.
And anyway , the present paradigm, at least, does not prosecute, even by mere silencing,
conclusions of steps deduced logically, it may itself contain leaps of faith, it might silence leaps
of faiths that lead to options different than it sponsors, it may forbid collection of facts and
empirical data, it may forbid propagation of news about them, it may keep its own self silent in
front of logical deductions but it does not try to attack logic itself. In his bibliography …
(Helen suddenly rises with some motions like “how come we forgot” and
like “OK, go on don’t mind what I’m doing” to Bill and “OK, I
remembered it. Sorry“ to George, and starts the music of “Vegetation”)

…Mumford did comment on another line of thinking as being similar to his, with regard to
biology at least, and that was one line of thinking of the neurophysiologist Roger Sperry of
Caltech, who was a mainstream biologist, with a Nobel prize in biology, who did have some ideas
that might sound alarmingly non mainstream to some of his colleagues, and even more so, and to
many more of them, to the physicists, but let’s postpone this a little to go to what Mumford
thought could contribute to the analysis of the situation through thinking about the remote past
rather than thinking about what would come. Let’s only mention that one thing he based on the
future was that the net of computers would also lead to something like the e-mails and like what
we now, for example, call “google” through which people would be educated and educate each
other without waiting for state education or advertisement dependent TV , and thus this net would
establish a universal village residing in the ethereal world of chips and cables and wireless
messages like the other entities we saw besides information, for example energy, citadels etc.
This village would perform, even in improved form, cultural functions of the big city that the big
cities’ dysfunctions, for example congestion, did not let operate properly. So: the cultural
function of a city’s museums and theaters plus the fact that a city of people of many cultures is
itself a museum, plus the facilitation of all this through the, then still future as we said, internet
and google, would help create a mirror of self awareness to how the city developed, what roles it
played and could still play in the course of man in history and evolution. This book of his, “The
City in History” , itself was such a multicultural museum and also a theater , with all the cultures
and all the thinkers and characters it presented, like a mirror to man to see how he had operated,
and in this way too, like other books of his, this book helped create the changes he expected and
wished for. And 384,000 tickets to this museum sold, or rather 384,000 analyses about it written,
and many-many more readings effected by people, witness not a small intervention if one
believes that polls say anything meaningful at all. Let’s also add that another set of little droplets
which , condensing, might be parts of the change of phase he expected and wanted to help bring
about, was the associations and magazines of many people with similar interests, who only in big
cities, or in “etherealized” villages on the net, come in sufficient numbers to be functional. So it
was not through wishful thinking that Mumford was an optimist but through seeing if amidst the
monstrosities he spelled about something, for example city sizes, there really were side effects
which acted as factors towards changes one could wish for, for example the education that would
make possible a collective implementation of the homo universalis example, the only answer to
the post historic globalized man that could play a role in the race between education and
destruction of earth and life that he too , like other thinkers, thought was taking place. Oh!
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Speaking about theaters, let’s also say that one of the things for which he appreciated the
Medieval Ages so much was that there was one play most or even all towns and villages played,
as sure as the fact that all of them had a church. Easter included dramatic representation of the
Divine Drama and the actors were the villagers themselves, in a different role each year, and the
way the roads were not still straight, because no cars existed as to need straight lines to step on
the gas, every person in the procession saw ahead of him or her the roles waiting to be played in a
lifetime and every time that those days came he would see again life in a total perspective and
also feel the total perspective change year by year; experiences that sure influenced everybody
both consciously and unconsciously. OK, so let’s go to one of the conclusions he reached through
going back to Paleolithic and Neolithic ages: as one root of destructiveness in our civilization he
diagnosed a contradiction that became rooted in the city right at the time of its creation: during
the transition to the Neolithic age and the agricultural revolution with woman in the protagonist’s
role, the paleolithic hunter and adventurer who had become used to risking had no reason to lay
down his arms, sometimes he used them, to protect his fellow villagers or their cattle from the
attacks by savage beasts , sometimes he used them in ways that would make his fellow villagers
need protection from him and not find it. Concerning when war begins , the examination of
various conjectures tends to conclude that the first conflicts were not between different villages
but within each of them: the protector lived in the elevated , inaccessible , guarded citadel. And
some of the feats of the muscular strength and courage of such a protector concerned the
confrontation of dangers from the physical environment, through carrying out tasks requiring
Herculean strength and sometimes he provided the coercion needed for the collaboration of many
for very demanding tasks. Extended physical destruction , as by floods, needed collaboration of
villages, later many collaborating villages built a wall around their group , both to protect
villagers from outside attack and to imprison them inside the wall for manpower, the city was an
energy trap. There were things magnetizing within the walls, many of them had the nature of
religious festivities and rituals , and there was hell lurking outside the walls, but the situation was
a schizophrenic duality and contradiction right from the start when the wall with the double
function was created . By the time the citadels became Pentagons, and the Shrines became
Churches or universities, the walls had etherealized to borders made of wires or mine fields or
being completely mental. But why there was hell lurking outside the wall? Wasn’t war a
conflict between the citadel and it protégées, in which the “nobles” of the citadel prevailed over
the peasants around it? At the beginning yes. But as the hero-protector started to claim, and/or to
be ascribed , superhuman powers he sometimes became the noble object of sacrifice, the burial
of which would guarantee a good harvest , and some coincidences may have made this look like
causality and not like the kind of voodoo it looks to us, and then the royal office became less
popular as Mumford quotes, and the scarcity of candidates was overcome when the idea of using
some substitutes was devised, substitutes that were not goats but men who would live for a while
like kings but then would be sacrificed in their place, and gradually no member of the same
walled in area would like or would be assigned this role, and then wars were made not only to
enslave men to use as manpower but also to secure new sacrificial victims. Thus, out of the walls
hell did lurk. Then, through some developments, such ritual human sacrifices ended but not
everywhere; in South America they had continued; but war itself continued and the battlefield
itself was an altar of human sacrifice, massive too. Not intended of course; the intentions were to
get slaves and also to try to do to the leadership of the enemy group what both sides’ led groups
might as well do to their own leadership but didn’t; of course in this effort of theirs they were
encouraged and even supported in battle by some of their own leadership, who in this way
transformed opposition to collaboration; at the same time this kept in shape the leadership , who
without such sport would become too flaccid to defend the citadel against the enemies it had
within the walls. For Mumford ancient Athens on the one hand created a new type of affluent
society, the one affording affluence of time for talk, thinking socializing, loving and sharing all
kind of pleasure, by not insisting on having too much wealth, luxury and comfort before any of
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that; an ancient realization, for Mumford, of Emerson’s great secret of saving at the low levels to
spend on the high ones. That played a role in giving forth a kind of homo universalis who
synthesized the highest conquests of rationality with the deepest touch with the roots of it in the
irrational , like happened in tragedists like Sophocles and self taught philosophers like Socrates
who received his calling from as irrational source of wisdom as an oracle; and at the same time
these were the same people distinguished in battle, in dancing , and even in drinking. For these
things Mumford has said about Greeks the great line “the Greek city, and Athens particularly,
became a symbol for what was truly human and ran in two centuries through stages of evolution
through which other cities had not run in millennia and created a human ideal in which being
human was more divine than being a god of the past”, and also said, as we have seen, that one of
the reasons was that the Greeks found the size up to which a city can continue to be a village, by
using that rule of thumb which made possible for all to participate in all decisions. Yet, for
Mumford, the Greeks missed or destroyed several great chances: Pericles used words woven by
the deeds of free men to hide practices of colonial exploitation. The excrement of old civilization
, war, exploitation enslavement, mass extermination came back to Athens as if for an ancient
sewer and overwhelmed a movement toward a wider brotherhood that had started taking place.
And ancient Sparta destroyed , with outright intervention and terrorism, a plan for brotherhood
across different cities that other, lesser, cities developed proving that people’s political practice
was more mature and clear than the one of its most inspired leaders, both political and
intellectual. If the intellectual leaders had captured fully the implications of this universality
maybe they would have extricated the urban civilization from its chronic entanglement with
absurd and perverted goals. But neither Plato nor Aristotle, who did think a lot about politics ,
ever pinpointed the least relevant reason for even how their cities worked so well in what they
worked so well. Another great chance they missed, for Mumford, was not only that that they
didn’t bridge at all the dualism between the geometrical-physical sciences in the manner of Plato
with the biological sciences in the manner of Aristotle but also that although they cultivated
mathematics so much that they could well discover physics as much as even beyond Galileo, they
suddenly turned to the knowledge of man in the manner of Socrates and even snubbed the way
that could lead them from Babylonian astronomy or from the, later than Athens, Ptolemaic
astronomy, to physics in the manner of Newton, like Kepler was led from Copernicus and Tyho
Brahe to his three laws that were such a springboard for Newton. In our days, that both the
physical-mathematical sciences, in the Plato manner , that is theoretical physics as mechanics,
electromagnetism, relativity and quantum physics, have progressed so much and the biological
sciences , with the help to biochemistry given by the advances in physics , have also progressed
so much, the dialog that would bridge the two kind of sciences not only has ended or been
exhausted or is not relevant to be made, but probably is for the first time possible to start with
some serious possibilities to be seriously fruitful . If now is the first time for serious deepening of
this issue, then why does Mumford blame the Greeks for not being able to start it already at that
time? On the one hand he blames them because when, in the time of the Presocratics as we had
seen, the two approaches had still not parted from each other, be it with the help of naïveté, that
fresh and virgin look might have led more easily those very powerful, and still not divided into
specialties, thinkers to some , be it naïve, first bridging and to implications valuable both for then
and for now and for history in between, in ways that could have made our present very different,
anyway analyzing hypothetical situations is hardly meaningful, so maybe what we’re saying may
already be past what makes sense to do; on the other hand he blames them because a critique of
the Greeks may well inspire us now into something, because we probably are in a similar
situation: Our present is not only at a point of barbarity making it look like the paranoia of the
citadels of 3,000 B.C. and not only like the point where the intellectual leaders of Greece missed
the chance to bridge two kinds of science into something like organic physics; our present is also
at a point looking like the moment where the intellectual leaders of Greece might have not lost
the chance to help the plans and the decisions and actions of simpler people whose down to
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earth maturity, it turns out, was more lucid about the reasons their cities worked so well, and
was proceeding both through directions consulted about in the oracle of Delphi, and without any
such directions whatsoever, to establishing institutions of brotherhood between different cities
aimed towards more human goals. If those intellectual leaders had fully realized the nature and
the potential of those movements towards universality they might have become able to help the
culture of cities extricate itself from its own original sin, human sacrifice, that kept it arrested in
infantile stages of development which were entangled in psychotic fantasies of destruction and
which were every now and then actualized. This possibility does exist ready to emerge, as also
exists, having already emerged as much as never before, the possibility for one type of heirs of
that moment, the scientists of the Lucky/lackey type to continue helping the heirs of the most
ancient criminal social psychosis to kill with more effective genocides and biocides. Their,
similarly degenerate, heirs from the humanities department, who also were never unified, either
then or now, with the physical-mathematical sciences, may either play the emerging role of
thinkers who will bring their fellow heirs back to their senses or will themselves continue in their
own role of Lucky/lackey which is the role of entertainer of the scientists of the Lucky/lackey
type or of their common masters and owners , like also is the role of most artists. Besides
Beckett’s Lucky/lackey other, equally used by poetry and equally archetypical, figures of
catatonic animates in the same position , equally castrated, less lucky and less lackey, and
infinitely less destructive, are gypsies’ monkeys led by leash and gypsies’ bears led by rings on
the nose, frequently along with their children bears, performing on sidewalk circuses in bazaars.
OK, let’s also see history as what has an unhappy break full of blood during the period we have
described, that is let’s imagine how it was before and how it will be after the removal of the
blind spots we’ve been talking about and their consequences, if such a future finally manages to
exist. For the period before this unhappy break, before the emergence of war and of the
megamachine made of human bodies working for Herculean tasks, coerced by super-inhuman
pressures and in the service of supernatural and psychotic social aims, Mumford has talked about
in the beginning of “The Myth of the Machine” where he thought about the primitive man and
the long emergence of language, out of repetitive ritual dances among other things, and about
the emergence of consciousness and its relation to the emergence of language among other things,
and about the emergence of the first simple machine, the bow and arrow, concurrent with the use
of strings made of intestine not just for bows but also for musical instruments. Sometimes
Mumford’s language when he speaks about these emergence period is as poetic as Neruda’s when
he speaks for the times before the wig and the gown, the times of the use of flint and of our
pastoral brothers and our copper age fathers as he calls them. For the future period, Mumford
practically speaks at the end of his books which have titles like “the prospects of man” or
“retrospect and prospect”, or “the advancement of life” but also at other points in them, usually
ends of chapters, where he lets the reader see how it would sound if he just took for granted his
own premises and not the ones of his contemporaries to whom he tries to make himself
understood and convincing all the time by moving somewhat parallel to their tacit assumptions
and their leaps of faith into absurd mainstream dogmas, having before this talked enough about
why it is not men like him who have made tacit assumptions, like for example the assumption
that inorganic physics explains biology, through which men like them cannot freely use words
like “freedom”, and through which they have painted themselves to a corner thinking they have
to choose between rationality or sanity or non superstition on the one side and absurdity, lunacy
and voodoo-ish religion on the other, not seeing how rationality can still feel spellbound and
bewitched by world’s infinitely unfolding magic , in the best possible sense of the words “spell’,
“witch”and “magic”, and not ever feel that the world can ever be “un-bewitching” and
unreligious if it is scientific, or ever be unscientific if it is religious and spellbinding. Even the
most inorganic physics does not de-bewitch the world: didn’t Einstein say “The most
incomprehensible thing is why the world is comprehensible”? But let’s see those Mumford’s
points between Poet and Prophet. A page does it, no projector needed, what a relief we’re alone.
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“…In the face of the threat that history may roll back to the abyss of the Arrhythmic, the Amorphous and
the preontological, nobody can avoid assuming responsibility. Those poets who feel born on the pulse of
the Universe have the additional responsibility to make Poetry take on her own horrible responsibility of
breaking the causal deterministic sequence of events after first coming to know her own mystical origin in
the infinity, the inner freedom and the biological God deep inside us, and from there draw strength to lift
again the universal symbols of cosmic continuity of man with his similars and with the Universe, the
symbols that are able to disperse his historical pseudoproblems and deliver man from all arbitrary myths of
our age, scientific myths, mechanical myths, political myths, economic myths, artificial artistic myths, etc
etc -that, through also exerting immense violence, have displaced man from the center of his responsibly
creative self where is found the source of his freedom and have led to the dismemberment of the erotic
core of man’s experience of the world and have disintegrated society into heaps of unburied corpses- and
place him again at the center of Life and of duration from where the world, placed at the center of our
consciousness and not at the periphery will bring down walls and open up horizons , not altogether
imaginary, that have been waiting, since the beginning of time, to line up in perspective in front of us ”

“…For those of us who have thrown off the myth of the machine, the next move is ours: for the gates of the
technocratic prison will open automatically, despite their rusty ancient hinges, as soon as we choose to
walk out… Modern man’s only alternative is to emerge once more into the light and to have the courage not
to escape to the moon , but to return to his own human center and to master the bellicose compulsions and
irrationalities he shares with his rulers and mentors. He must not only unlearn the art of war , but acquire
and master , as never before, the arts of life…We know now, as never before, that undisclosed potentialities
of life reach far beyond the proud algebraics of contemporary science; and their promises for the further
transformations of man are as enchanting as they are inexhaustible…Man grows in the image of his gods,
and up to the measure they have set. The mixture of divinity, power and personality that brought the
ancient city into existence must be weighed out anew in terms of the ideology and the culture of our own
time , and poured into fresh civic , regional, and planetary molds. In order to defeat the insensate forces that
now threaten civilization from within , we must transcend the original frustrations and negations that have
dogged the city throughout its history. Otherwise the sterile gods of power , unrestrained by organic limits
or human goals, will remake man in their own faceless image and bring human history to an end”

“…We wanderers ever seeking the lonelier way begin no day where we have ended another day;
and no sunrise finds us where sunset left us. Even while the earth sleeps we travel. We are the seeds of the
tenacious plant…If aught I have said is the truth, that truth shall reveal itself in a clearer voice, and in
words more kin to your thoughts”
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G:-Actually , as I was hearing Mumford’s points , maybe through sleepiness but also through
interest and need to stay awake, and through hearing “Vegetation” again and also through
remembering my dream of the statue of Christ in Rio, and through the photos Helen showed me
earlier, I now had the impression that I was thinking while passing near the statue. But don’t think
I took it to be Christ’s talking to me with closed lips and don’t take it as being mesmerized
either, as you’ll see immediately , there is nothing dream-like or sleepy in what , few but rather
pertinent , things I felt implied about Christ by Mumford’s account of the concurrent birth of
cities and superhuman hero-gods. Here’s what Mumford would say if he was made , so to speak,
a statue like Christ’s in Rio, but placed somewhere near the statue of Liberty in New York while
both would be turned to the interior of US before being turned to look across the Atlantic
repeating the same and other things towards other nations too, and while both, instead of holding
torches of knowledge with emblems like “truth shall make you free” would hold, in their turnedto-the-interior period the same torch with emblems like “truth, non mediated by media that are
merely selfcrosschecking, shall make you freak ” and before doing even that they would not
hold a torch but would point with their finger the statue of a flaming fireman and the picture of
Rachel Corrie, OK here’s what that statue of Mumford would say to me silently as if
telepathically like Christ’s statue would say to your sitting duck friend who even thought it was
in Sao Paolo like you too did: Statues like the Statue of Liberty and of me, Mumford, are
archetypical descendants of goddesses of fertility and of the wise elders of the Neolithic village
who at that time had to be older than I am now because they were wise only through having
lived longer and through having seen more things since no writing existed to communicate
experience in other ways in those days and talking could at most transmit one generation’s
experience. But the Statue of Christ, Arch-Patron Saint of fellow citizens like Firemen and
Human Shields and Volunteer Sitting Ducks to which our fingers are also pointing to, here in
US too, but is too etherealized to show visible and it’s much better to point to our fellow citizens
who were very deeply inspired by Him, OK the Statue of Christ is also the Statue of an
adventurous hero who became superhuman god king and establisher of a city, but was not the
paleolithic hunter and risker who became protector of a village , whether pimp-like and
goodfellah-like or Godfather-like who also became repressor of revolt and paranoid attacker to
other cities and their king-gods , but was a Prometheus-Gandhi-like pacifist adventurer whose
job may be even riskier than the one of warriors since he has always, so far, risked being killed
by whichever side wins a war caused by the mutual mirror-image causes the two fighting sides
have or by both the stronger and weaker side of a war that is not started at all, due to imbalance of
power, but kills its pacifists who rock the boat like Christ was considered as doing by the
Pharisees in the well known rock opera. This hero and king-god did not yet exist at the time
cities were being established since even if he were born, the city he would establish would be
immediately devoured by the other cities for its manpower energy if not for anything else; this
actually would happen even later, until now, for example by colonialism instead of transferring
slaves to the home country of the winners of wars that were even fought in Christ’s name and in
the name of converting the losers to his religion ; for his city to be impregnable by such attack,
when later he did exist, he established a city of not only etherealized walls and etherealized
roads and even etherealized cables etc but also of etherealized citizens, much more etherealized
than even internet and its users. This, unfortunately, had the side effect that his city’s citizens
finally took themselves , or at least their most valuable part, to be as abstract as a mental entity
and not as a soul with its flesh and blood and took the paradise they were trying to save as
something even more virtual and ethereal than cinema paradiso and so empty and acosmic, that
it was more airy than even the overcloud territory where the ancient comedy’s birds had escaped
to; they had, at least, taken their bodies with them. OK, maybe a teaching and a following that
manage to disembody their souls would probably manage to even make the forest of Nottingham
of RobinHoood-like birds feel abstract, let alone people who had the desert as part of their
paradise land, but a trace of the initial meaning of paradise as garden does remain live, for
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example in the photos of even Muslim Paradise that Palestinian suicide bombers leave as
souvenirs before their attacks where they are photographed with poster background of
Mediterranean landscape, which of course is also a memory trace from something much closer
and much more recent , namely parts of land they had that were not as barren as the ones that
were left to them and as the ones that we gave out to the Indians some decades ago. Anyway…
B:-George, Mumford himself, let alone me, would hardly put all that better, either in his
paragraphs that I skipped because I was disappointed at their conciseness or, possibly, in the one
he would write to compensate for overbrevity.
H:-I would even say Neruda would hardly put that better , let alone me.
G:-Thank you both, let’s go on. By reading a little more carefully the verses a while ago, I can
imagine how the composer made music that would be good as Christ’s theme, for example at
some turn the music becomes firm and sweet at the same time as the lyrics speak of a new aroma
suffused or propagated, so it reminds the spreading of Christ’s teaching but I don’t want to insist
very much on that since I rather felt that at last I can see abstract paradise as metaphor for a
garden and not vice versa, so let’s stick to “a rose is a rose is a rose” although a friend of mine,
no it was not Bill Clinton but a classicist, told me that that rose in particular was not literal but a
metaphor for…well I’m sure that Helen too would say these things should remain implicit. Also
at some other turn of the music where it becomes somewhat delirious and subterranean when he
speaks it brings to minds the trees in the jungle that Columbus used as group gallows for
genocide.
B:-Oh! Maybe we learned about it from the same book as you, have you read Chomsky’s “Year
501, the conquest continues”?
G:-Yes, I wanted to discuss it with him on TV. But let’s not go into that. Back to our point: The
opening images in “Vegetation” with the lords of the impregnated altars restoring lives and
flowers, maybe would remind Christ to the composer seeing the translation , but , you too if I
remember well, had thought of Christ already before the tree music and already before seeing
translations of the first verses. So, if what we’re doing is cross checking then it’s just that as a
rule that melody brings to everybody’s mind Christ. But maybe explaining this is not as
important as the verses themselves so maybe we‘d rather hear what Helen has to tell us about all
this, since I see pages in her hands and we heard “Vegetation” on the upper floor when you
decided to go there and to ask Helen to come down with you and sure she wouldn’t write pages
on issues like this but on verses , so she must have brought us some more lyrics. Before you go
into that Helen, let me ask both of you two questions: First, tell me if I correctly understood that
it’s Mumford’s books themselves and not your account of them that go at Koyanisqaatsian speeds
or, better , go at those speeds at which some films show the opening of a flower’s petals happen
in front of your eyes in some seconds. The only difference is that he not only shows the cities
being born in front of your eyes but also shows the sequence of logical chains linking the images,
so that you really understand what you see happening. Besides, the Koyaanisqatsi film didn’t
have any images or any speeds that could be accompanied by music also going with a Christ-like
theme like “vegetation”. But I haven’t thought if this reflects differences of North and South
America before or after their conquests. Maybe it’s a difference between the nations of origins of
their conquistadores or between Protestants and Catholics etc. I must think or read or ask more.
H:-We both agree on every single thing you say, I know because we have discussed it between us
at some point. And I’m sure Bill , too, like me, prefers the flower image you mentioned to the
term Koyanisqaatsian speed. Overall let’s stay at that.
B:- What’s your other question?
G:-Do you think that one of the reasons why Mumford got only 384,000 articles written on him
and remained a great unknown, in the sense that he’s not only a person to be writing articles
about, was not only how antiestablishment etc he was but also how his way of being a generalist
and not a specialist did not prevent him from being more knowledgeable than many specialists
too in many fields and so some constitutions of people who were specialists must have felt
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provoked within their field or antagonistic or intimidated to the degree of wanting to give him
the death called “silence” like some other supposed specialist had felt the same insecurity with
Socrates and did give him a more literal kind of death..
B:-Neither of us ever thought if it this way , but now that you mention it… OK, I’ll think about it,
and I’m sure that Helen will do that too.
G:-OK: Helen?
H:-George, I did something really stupid a while ago, except for its first few musical phrases, I
deprived you of the second half of that birds’ song just because I felt there was something in the
lyrics or rather in the music’s turn that I didn’t quite understand; on the one hand maybe you
would understand, on the other hand we would all enjoy it anyway even without understanding
what so conspicuously and tangibly and even palpitatingly, as we’ll see, seems to elude both me
and Bill to whom it didn’t occur either that it was stupid to deprive you of that piece of music;
OK, I’ve made up for that by doing some homework, or rather Wordwork, in the Windows
sense, I cut and pasted for all of us , the lyrics of some songs of Canto General I had put in a file
some time ago and also, for compensation or whatever, I did come up with some videoclip-like
thing for us to imagine about it even if what eluded continues to elude, but those images we’ll
discuss after hearing some of the songs. Anyway, before we just hear it silently let’s do the
following: Step 1: We only see the translation to fully realize that Neruda through just the use of
images as simple as Disney’s images for kids in “Fantasia” did write a “gospel of freedom” as
Theodorakis had called it, or rather an Old plus New Testament for freedom; and an oratorio or
an opera for everything we’ve been hearing all this time from Mumford. If Mumford wanted to
write what he said as song he wouldn’t have done it differently. And if Neruda and Theodorakis
wanted to write a set of notes in prose to better keep track of what their libretto said, they
wouldn’t write it differently from Mumford. Step 2: We hear the music having in front of our
eyes both the Spanish version and the translation right next to each other so as to know both
which verse is being sung and its meaning and thus know what music was put to each of the
Disney images we had read. Step 3: We hear the song silently just looking at the Spanish original
to follow the music with our tongue too and make it part of our muscles and body, after we more
or less have seen what the Spanish words mean. Step 4: Let’s all hear the songs again, without
reading anything just given to the thoughts and images created in each of us, and without
discussing them until all songs finish. Oh! The verses of a poem that is wholly devoted to that
tree of freedom which you have heard about and which “Vegetations” also referred to in one
stanza, I have just separately put in the envelope to show you the whole thing; by the way, its
title is “the liberators” and half of it is put to horseback riding music, not so much like in the
“magnificent seven” or in the Marlboro country but like in that “El Passo” film or some other
spaghetti western; which shows not only that the composer drew inspiration from everything in
the decade he composed it but also that he thought of liberators hanged and dangling from a
tree as not at all having lost their poise but as being so self composed and in good shape as if
they were riding that tree like fighters ride a horse; after all, a verse due to the composer himself,
in a song encouraging people through torture in junta jails, goes like “we ride the weather and the
time/weather with rain and time with pain/counting the hours with blood’s drain/and with the feel
of our wounds’ nail”; By the way, the second half of the tree song is not like horseback riding
music but like another two requiems whose lyrics I did put in the envelope, the first is by
Theodorakis on Neruda. You can hear “the liberators”, it’s song number 6,from the CD I have of
course put in your envelope; together let’s hear only the cosmogony/genesis part of this Bible and
gospel. Here are my remaining notes, let me read them to you briefly: Start with three requiems:
Tears shed for the living /Enslaved America Enslaving the world/Shedding a sea of tears. Our last ray of
hope now dominated by dwarves/Motherless earth/NERUDA REQUIEM AETERNAM
VOY A VIVIR (I AM GOING TO LIVE)
I am not going to die. I’m departing now , on this day full of volcanoes, for the multitude, for life.
Here I’ve settled for these matters now that the gangsters strut with “western culture” in arms,
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with hands that murder in Spain, and the gallows that swing in Athens, and the dishonor that governs
Chile, and brings my story to a close. I’m staying here with words and people and roads
that await me again , and pound on my door with their starry hands.
And the last of the requiem-like lyrics about the tree of freedom with the liberators hanging from it are:
Defend the destiny of its corollas, share the hostile nights/guard the cycle of the dawn, breathe in the starry
heights sustaining the tree ,the tree that grows in the middle of the earth.
My comment is on what would be added or changed by education in the sciences of our days : they would
only say that paradise and freedom do exist and were not lost from South America or from anywhere else,
because their location is in a part of the human DNA, still existing , the part that Neruda calls “tree
growing in the middle of the earth” and that all people of all peoples also call “our heart”; and the
possibility to take it from the depths of our heart and of our DNA’s coal-mines and from the entrails and
guts of our earth’s body, and place it on the surface of the earth and of the sea , back under the sky “filled
with the love that moves the stars” , the possibility to do that still exists as proved by the still existing
universality of the appeal and of the touch of the music to which Theodorakis put this “Gospel of
Freedom”, as he called this Canto of Neruda. Let’s now go to the cosmogony and genesis:

It was the twilight of the iguana.
From its glistening battlement a tongue like a javelin darted into the verdure,
the monastic anteater trod the jungle with melodious feet,
the guanaco fine as oxygen in the wide brown heights was wearing boots of gold,
while the llama opened candid eyes in the delicacy of the world covered with dew.
The monkeys wove an unendingly long erotic thread on the shore-like borders of dawn,
leveling walls of pollen and startling the violet flight of the butterflies from Muzo .
It was the night of the alligator,
the night pure and pullulating with snouts emerging from the ooze,
and from the somnolent swamps an opaque thud of armor returned in the earthly origins.
The jaguar touches the leaves with its phosphorescent absence,
the puma bolts through the foliage like fire of devouring hunger
while in him burn the jungle’s alcoholic eyes .
Badgers scratch the river’s feet, sniff out the nest
whose throbbing delight they’ll attack with red teeth.
And in the depths of the almighty water
like the circle of the earth
lies the giant anaconda
covered with ritual mud
devouring and religious.

To the lands without names or numbers the wind blew down from other domains ,the rain brought celestial
threads, and the gods of the impregnated altars restored flowers and lives.
In fertility time grew.
The jacaranda raised its froth of transmarine splendor,
the araucaria bristling with spears was magnitude against the snow,
the primordial mahogany tree, distilled blood from its crown and to the South of the cypress,
the thunder tree, the red tree, the thorn tree, the mother tree, the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree, were earthly
volume, sound, were territorial existences.
A newly propagated aroma suffused through the interstices of the earth, the breaths transformed into mist
and fragrance: wild tobacco raised its rosebush of imaginary air.
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Like a fire-tipped spear corn emerged , and its stature was stripped, and it gave forth again, disseminated
its flour, had corpses beneath its roots and then, in its cradle, it watched the vegetable gods grow
wrinkle and extension , sown, by the seed of the wind over the plumes of the cordillera, dense light of germ
and nipples, blind dawn nursed by the earthly ointments of the implacable rainy latitude of the enshrouded
torrential nights, of the matinal cisterns.
And still on the prairies, like laminas of the planets, beneath a fresh republic of stars,
the ombu , king of the grass, stopped the free air, the whispering flight,
and mounted the pampa ,holding it in with a bridle of reins and roots.
Arboreal America, with bramble between the seas,
from pole to pole you balanced green treasure, your dense growth.
The night germinated in cities of sacred pods in sonorous woods,
outstretched leaves covering the germinal stone, the births. Green uterus, american
seminal savanna, dense storehouse, a branch was born like an island
a flower was shaped like a sword, a flower was lightning and medusa
a cluster rounded off its resumé a root descended into the darkness.

Before the wig and the dress coat there were rivers, arterial rivers:
there were cordilleras, jagged waves where the condor and the snow seemed immutable:
there was dampness and dense growth as yet unnamed, the planetary pampas.
Man was dust, earthen vase, an eyelid of tremulous loam, the shape of clay
he was Carib jug, Chibcha stone, imperial cup or Araucanian silica
Tender and bloody was he, but on the grip of his weapon of moist flint,
the initials of the earth were written.
No one could remember them afterwards:
the wind forgot them, the language of water was buried,
the keys were lost or flooded with silence or blood
Life was not lost , pastoral brothers.
But like a wild rose a red drop fell into the dense growth and a lamp of earth was extinguished.
I am here to tell the story.
From the peace of the buffalo to the pummeled sands of the land’s end,
in the accumulated spray of the antarctic light,
and through precipitous tunnels of shady Venezuelan peacefulness,
I searched you, my father,
young warriors of darkness and copper,
you, nuptial plant, indomitable hair, mother alligator, metallic dove.
I, Incan of the loam, touched the stone and said: Who awaits me?
And I closed my hand around a fistful of empty flint.
But I walked among Zapotec flowers
and the light was soft like a deer, and the shade was a green eyelid.
My land without name, without America,
equinoctial stamen, purple lance
your aroma climbed my roots up to the glass raised to my lips,
up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth.

All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers the cardinals bled the dawn of Anahuac.
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The toucan was a lovely box of shining fruit, the humming bird preserved the original sparks of dawn and
its miniscular bonfires burned in the still air.
All was flight in our land.
Illustrious parrots filled the depths of the foliage like ingots of green gold newly minted from the paste of
sunken swamps, and from their circular eyes yellow hoops looked out old as minerals.
All the eagles of the sky nourished their bloody kin in the uninhabited blue
and on carnivorous feathers flying over the world, the condor, murderous king , solitary monk of the sky,
black talisman of the sky, hurricane of falconry.
All was flight in our land.
The ovenbird’s engineering made of the fragrant clay sonorous little theater ,where it burst forth singing.
The night jar kept whistling its wet cry on the bank of the cenotes.
The Chilean pigeon made scrubby woodland nests where it left its regal gifts of dashing eggs.
All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers the cardinals bled the dawn of Anahuac
The toucan was a lovely box of shining fruit ,the humming bird preserved the original sparks of dawn and
its miniscular bonfires burned in the still air
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
The southern lark, fragrant sweet autumn carpenter,
displayed its breast spangled with a scarlet constellation,
and the austral sparrow raised its flute recently fetched from the eternity of water.
Wet as a water lily, the flamingo opened the doors of its rosy cathedral,
and flew like the dawn far from the sultry forests where the jewels dangle from the quetzal,
which suddenly awakens, stirs , slips off, glows, and makes its virgin embers fly.
A marine mountain flies toward the islands,
a moon of birds winging South over the fermented islands of Peru.
It’s a living river of shade, it’s a comet of countless tiny hearts that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor pulsing toward the archipelago.
And at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean rain,
the wings of the albatros rise up like two systems of salt
All was flight in our land
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy the order of the wilds.
the dawn of Anahuac.
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ALGUNAS BESTIAS
(play CD song number 2) SOME BEASTS
ERA el crepusculo de la iguana.
It was the twilight of the iguana.
ERA el crepusculo de la iguana
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
From its glistening battlement
Su lengua como un dardo
a tongue like a javelin
se hundia en la verdura
darted into the verdure,
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
the monastic anteater trod
con inclodioso pie la selva,
the jungle with melodious feet,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
the guanaco fine as oxygen
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
in the wide brown heights
calzando botas de oro,
was wearing boots of gold,
mientras la llama abria candidos
while the llama opened candid
ojos en la delicadeza
eyes in the delicacy
del mundo lleno de rocio.
of the world covered with dew.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
calzando botas de oro,
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
The monkeys wove
interminablement erotico
an unendingly long erotic thread
en las riberas de la aurora,
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
derribando muros de polen
leveling walls of pollen
y espantando el vuelo violeta
and startling the violet flight
de las mariposas de Muzo.
of the butterflies from Muzo .
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
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la noche pura y pululante
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
interminablement erotico
en las riberas de la aurora,
derribando muros de polen
y espantando el vuelo violeta
de las mariposas de Muzo.
Era la noche de los caimanes,
la noche pura y pululante
de hocicos saliendo del legamo,
y de las cienagas sonolientas
y de las cienagas sonolientas
un ruido opaco de armaduras
volvia al origen terrestre.

the night pure and pullulating
The monkeys wove
an unendingly long erotic thread
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
leveling walls of pollen
and startling the violet flight
of the butterflies from Muzo .
It was the night of the alligator,
the night pure and pullulating
with snouts emerging from he ooze,
and from the somnolent swamps
and from the somnolent swamps
an opaque thud of armor
returned in the earthly origins

Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
El jaguar tocaba las hojas
arcoirisada cresteria
con su ausencia fosforescente,
arcoirisada cresteria
el puma corre en al ramaje
arcoirisada cresteria
como el fuego el fuego
el fuego devorador
mientras arden en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el hormiguero monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba calzando
del rio, husmean el nido cuya
delicia palpitante
atacaran con dientes rojos.
Y en el fondo del agua magna,
como un circulo de la tierra,
esta la gigante anaconda
cubierta
de
barros rituales,
cubierta de barros rituales,
devoradora.
y religiosa.

The jaguar touches the leaves
with its phosphorescent absence,
the puma bolts through the foliage
like fire, fire
like fire of devouring hunger
while in him burn
the jungle’s alcoholic eyes .

Badgers scratch the river’s feet,

sniff out the nest whose
throbbing delight
they’ll attack with red teeth.
And in the depths of the almighty water
like the circle of the earth
lies the giant anaconda
covered
with
ritual mud
covered with ritual mud
devouring
and religious.
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VEGETACIONES (play CD song number 3) VEGETATION
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.

To the lands without names or numbers
the wind blew down from other domains
the rain brought celestial threads
and the god of the impregnated altars
restored flowers and lives

En la fertilidad en la fertilidad.
en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo
In fertility time grew
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
.
En la fertilidad en la fertilidad en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento
desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas,
traia la Iluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
El jacaranda elevaba espuma
hecha de resplandores transmarinos,
la araucaria de lanzas erizadas
era la magnitud contra la nieve ,
El jacaranda eleveba espuma
hecha de resplandores tranasmarinos,
la araucaria de lanzas erizadas
era la magnitude contra la nieve ,
el primordial arbol caoba
desde su copa destilabe sangre,
y al Sur de los alerces,
el arbol trueno, el arbol rojo,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol trueno,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol trueno,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol rojo
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
eran territoriales existencias.

The jacaranda raised its froth
of transmarine splendor
the araucaria bristling with spears
was magnitude against the snow,

the primordial mahogany tree
distilled blood from its crown
and to the South of the cypress,
the thunder tree, the red tree,
the thorn tree, the mother tree
the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree

were earthly volume, sound,
were territorial existences
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eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
eran territoriales existencias.
Un nuevo aroma propagado, llenaba,
por los intersticios de la tierra,
las respiraciones convertidas en humo
y fragancia:
el tabaco silvestre alzaba
su rosal de aire imaginario.
Como una lanza terminada en fuego
aparecia el maiz, y su estatura
se desgrano y nacio de nuevo,
disemino su harina ,
tuvo muertos bajo sus raices,
y, luego, en su cuna, miro
crecer los dioces vegetales.
Arruga y extension diseminaba
la semilla del viento
sobre las plumas de la cordillera,
espesa luz de germen y pezones,
aurora ciega amamantada
por los unguentos terrentales
de la implacable latitud lluviosa,
de las cerrades noches manantiales,
de las cisternas matutinas.
Y aun en las llanuras,
como luminas de planeta,
bajo un fresco pueblo de estrellas,
rey de la hierba , el ombu detenia
el aire libre, el vuelo rumoroso
y montaba la pampa sujetandola
con su ramal de rienda y raices.
America arboleda ,
zarza salvaje entre los mares,
de polo a polo balanceabas,
tesoro verde, tu espesura.
Germinaba la noche
en ciudades de cascaras sagradas,
en sonoras maderas ,
extensas hojas que cubrian
la pieda germinal, los nacimientos.
Utero verde, americana
sabana seminal, bodega espesa,
una rama nacio como una isla,
una hoja fue forma de la espada,
una flor fue de la relampago y medusa,
un racimo redondeo su resumen,
una raiz descendio a las tenieblas.

A newly propagated aroma suffused
through the interstices of the earth,
the breaths transformed into mist
and fragrances:
wild tobacco raised
its rosebush of imaginary air
Like afire-tipped spear
corn emerged , and its stature
was stripped, and it gave forth again
disseminated its flour,
had corpses beneath its roots
and then, in its cradle, it watched
the vegetable gods grow
Wrinkle and extension , sown,
by the seed of the wind
over the plumes of the cordillera
dense light of germ and nipples,
blind dawn nursed
by the earthly ointments
of the implacable rainy latitude
of the enshrouded torrential nights
of the matinal cisterns
And still on the prairies,
like laminas of the planets
beneath a fresh republic of stars,
the ombu , king of the grass, stopped
the free air, the whispering flight,
and mounted the pampa , holding it in,
with a bridle of reins and roots
Arboreal America
with brambles between the seas
from pole to pole you balanced
green treasure, your dense growth
The night germinated
in cities of sacred pods
in sonorous woods,
outstretched leaves covering
the germinal stone , the births.
Green uterus, american
seminal savanna, dense storehouse,
a branch was born like an island
a flower was shaped like a sword,
a flower was lightning and medusa
a cluster rounded off its resumé
a root descended into the darkness.
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AMOR AMERICA (play CD song number 4) AMERICA , MY LOVE
Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios , rios arteriales:
fueron las cordilleras , en cuya onda raida
el condor o la nieve parecian
inmoviles
fue la humedad y la espesura,
Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios , rios arteriales:

Before the wig and the dress coat
there were rivers, arterial rivers:
there were cordilleras, jagged waves where
the condor and the snow seemed
immutable:
there was dampness and dense growth

el trueno sin nombre todavia,
las pampas planetarias. ,

as yet unnamed,
the planetary pampas.

El hombre
tierra fue,
vasija, parpado del barro tremolo,
forma de la arcilla,

Man
was dust, earthen
vase, an eyelid, of tremulous loam
the shape of clay

fue cantaro caribe,
piedra chibcha,
copa imperial o silice araucana. .
Tierno y sangriento fue,
pero en la empunadura
de su arma de cristal humedecido,
las iniciales de la tierra estaban escritas.

he was Carib jug
Chibcha stone,
imperial cup or Araucaniann silica
Tender and bloody was he,
but on the grip
of his weapon of moist flint,
the initials of the earth were written .

Nadie pudo recordar despues:
el viento las olvido,
las iniciales de la tierra, las iniciales
el idioma del agua fue enterrado,
las claves se perdieron
o se inundaron de silencio
o sangre.
el idioma enterrado

No one could remember them afterwards:
the wind forgot them ,
the language of water was buried,
the keys were lost
or flooded with silence
or blood

No se perdio la vida,
hermanos pastorales.
Pero como una rosa salvaje
cayo una gota roja en la espesura,
y se apago una lampara de tierra.

Life was not lost ,
pastoral brothers.
But like a wild rose
a red drop fell into the dense growth
and a lamp of earth was extinguished.

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios , rios arteriales:
Yo estoy aqui para contar la historia.
Desde la paz del buffalo
hasta las azotadas arenas de la tierra final
en las espumas acumuladas de la luz antartica,
acumuladas de la luz antartica ,
y por

I am here to tell the story.
From the peace of the buffalo
to the pummeled sands of the land’s end,
in the accumulated spray of the antarctic light,
and through
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las madrigueras despenadas
y por las madrigueras despenadas
de la sombria paz venezolana

precipitous tunnels
and through precipitous tunnels
of shady Venezuelan peacefulness

te busque , padre mio,
las iniciales de la tierra.
No se perdio la vida,
joven guerrero de tiniebla y cobre,
o tu, planta nupcial, ,
cabellera indomable madre caiman,.
metalica paloma

I searched you, my father,

Yo, incasico del legamo, toque la piedra y dije
Quien me espera.?

Life was not lost
young warriors of darkness and copper,
you, nuptial plant,
indomitable hair, mother alligator,
metallic dove.
I, Incan of the loam, touched the stone and said:
Who awaits me?

Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano
sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano
sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
Pero anduve entre flores zapotecas
y dulce era la luz,
como un venando
y era la sombra como un parpado verde.

And I closed my hand
around a fistful of empty flint.

But I walked among Zapotec flowers
and the light was soft like a deer,
like a deer,
and the shade was a green eyelid.

Tierra mia, nombre sin America,
estambre equinnoccial,
lanza de purpura,
tu aroma me trepo por las raices
hasta la copa
que bebia,
hasta la mas
delgada
palabra
aun no nacida de mi boca

My land, name without America
equinoctial stamen
purple lance
your aroma climbed my roots
up to the glass
raised to my lips,
up to the most
slender
word
as yet unborn in my mouth.
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VIENEN LOS PAJAROS (play CD song number5)THE BIRDS ARRIVE
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
Como gotas de sangre y plumas
los cardenales desangraban
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
El tucan era una adorable
caja de frutas barnizadas,
el colibri guardo
las chispas originales
del relampago
y sus minusculas hogueras
ardian
en el aire inmovil.

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers
the cardinals bled
the dawn of Anahuac
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
The toucan was a lovely
box of shining fruit,
the humming bird preserved
the original sparks
of dawn
and its miniscular bonfires
burned
in the still air

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.

Los ilustres loros llenaban
la profunditad del follaje
como lingotes de oro verde
recien salidos de la pasta
de los pantanos sumergidos
y de sus ojos circulares
miraba una argolla amarilla
vieja como los minerales.

Illustrious parrots filled
the depths of the foliage
like ingots of green gold
newly minted from the paste
of sunken swamps
and from their circular eyes
yellow hoops looked out
old as minerals.

Todos las aguilas del cielo
nutrian su estirpe sangrienta
en al azul inhabitado,
y sobres las plumas carnivoras
volaba encima del mundo el condor,
rey asesino fraile solitario del cielo,
talisman negro del la nieve
huracan de la cetreria.
huracan de la cetreria.

All the eagles of the sky
nourished their bloody kin
in the uninhabited blue
and on carnivorous feathers
flying over the world, the condor
murderous king, solitary monk of the sky,
black talisman of the sky
hurricane of falconry,
hurricane of falconry.

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.

La ingenieria del hornero
Hacia den barro fragante
pequenos teatros sonoros
donde aparecia cantando.
El atajacaminos iba
dando su grito humedecido
a la orilla do los cenotes.

The ovenbird’s engineering
made of the fragrant clay
sonorous little theaters
where it burst forth singing.
The night jar kept
whistling its wet cry
on the bank of the cenotes.
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La torcaza araucana hacia
asperos nidos matorrales
La torcaza araucana hacia
asperos nidos matorrales
donde dejaba el real regalo
de sus huevos empavonados.
Matorrales
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
Como gotas de sangre y plumas
los cardenales desangraban
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
El tucan era una adorable
caja de frutas barnizadas,
el colibri guardo
las chispas originales
del relampago
y sus minusculas hogueras ardian
en el aire inmovil.

the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests
the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests
where it left its regal gifts
of dashing eggs.
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers
the cardinals bled
the dawn of Anahuac
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
The toucan was a lovely
box of shining fruit,
the humming bird preserved
the original sparks
of dawn
and its miniscular bonfires burned
in the still air

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.

La loica del Sur, fragante,
dulce carpintera de otono,
mostraba su pecho estrellado
de constelacion escarlata
y el austral chingolo elevaba
su flauta recien
recogida de la eternidad
del agua.

The southern lark, fragrant
sweet autumn carpenter,
displayed its breast spangled,
with a scarlet constellation,
and the austral sparrow raised
its flute recently fetched
from the eternity of water.
of water.

Mas , humedo como un nenufar,
el flamenco abria sus puertas
de sonrosada catedral
y volabo como la aurora,
lejos del bosque bochornoso
donde cuelga la pedreria del quetzal,
que de pronto despierta,
se mueve, resbala y fulgura,
y hace volar su brasa virgen.,

Wet as a water lily
the flamingo opened the doors
of its rosy cathedral,
and flew like the dawn
far from the sultry forests
where the jewels dangle from the quetzal,
which suddenly awakens
stirs , slips off, glows,
and makes its virgin embers fly.

Vuela una montana marina
hacia las islas,
una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur,
sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru.
Es un rio vivo de sombra,
es un cometa de pequenos
corazones innumerables

A marine mountain flies
toward the islands
a moon of birds winging South
over the fermented islands of Peru
It’s a living river of shade,
it’s a comet of tiny
hearts countless in number
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que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.

that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.

Y en el final del iracundo mar,
en la lluvia del oceano,
surgen las alas del albatros,
como dos sistemas de sal.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
estableciendo en el silencio
como gotas de sangre y plumas
entre las rachas torrenciales,
los cardenales desangraban
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,

And at the end of the enraged sea,
in the ocean rain
the wings of the albatros rise up
like two systems of salt.
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy
the order of the wilds
the dawn of Anahuac,
with their spacious hierarchy
the order of the wilds
the dawn of Anahuac.

(Then they go to step 3: “they hear the song silently just looking at
the Spanish original to follow the music with their tongue too and
make it part of their muscles and body, after they more or less have
seen what the Spanish words mean” as Helen had proposed)

H:-Now before going to step 4, listening to the songs without looking at any pages but given to
our thoughts and images each, let me drop in a couple of overall remarks, or maybe a couple of
couples of them or whatever: At the beginning there is a very short quiet introduction which
very suddenly rises vertically to something flying high while the lyrics concern very quiet and
everyday jungle scenes , quite KonradLorenz-like or even quite Disney-like. There’s not even a
sudden appearance of something big like the sun in the sudden musical opening of Space
Odyssey. The only sudden movement in the scene is the darting of the little iguana’s tongue out
of its mouth. I don’t know if it’s in the intentions of the poet or the composer, or even if it is
relevant at all, to use the night of the iguana to relate the pre-creation night and abyss to the
sudden-ness of something like the “let there be”’s of the Bible, after all it’s not night but twilight
and we don’t come out of the night but get into it in the course of the poem. Maybe a philosopher
would say it’s more relevant to speak of the genesis of the world referring to the dawn of
emerging consciousness which does relate to the emergence of language, but rather than ask if
by similar or different methods, or not at all, the ancient cosmogonist meant all this by making
the “let there be”’s happen through just God moving his tongue or if Neruda had such
wonderings, it might be more reasonable to assume that he used this initial scene as a poet’s , thus
a language lover’s, self referential image of a little being finding itself in a wonderful jungle
where wonders are going to unfold and suddenly finding how to talk about it, and picturing this
with a darting of a tongue towards the verdure to which the words turn , like the tongue. Besides,
in the last verse of Amor America he shows how tongue-like is his “let there be” since he writes
“word as yet unborn in my mouth” Of course all this interpretation has no uniqueness, it just
seems more down to earth than assumptions that Neruda philosophized a lot before writing it. Of
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course a philosopher might be completely legitimate if he finds that the imagery or, even more,
the music which doesn’t distract him with images which have concrete and not only abstract
meaning , launch him on a trip of philosophical free associations which are a gospel to his own
freedom, and it wouldn’t offend Neruda, quite on the contrary, to know that some people took off
along directions quite unlike his own through his wording and did not spend any time wondering
what it really or what at all the poem meant for Neruda himself , and did not consider its meaning
to Neruda as the key to its meaning, more than they would consider a photographer’s emotions as
the meaning of a photo he took from a jungle, even a jungle in his own heart or mind. For
example the friend of Bill who also imagined the “Christ of Sao Paolo” as related to the
“Vegetation” thought of this opening , until the tender and erotic background to the lovemaking
of the monkeys protracted to the beginnings of dawn, OK, that friend thought of this opening that
takes off ground so suddenly, like music for the long flight instead of fall of that philosopher
who nearly jumped over that cliff, but OK, it was a flight not on those kite-like planes on which
people take off from cliffs , but a flight over acosmic voids seen as leaps of faith by whoever
didn’t see his own non leaps and his own remaining in logic were equally leapy or more, and
were equally, or more, mere faith. So nothing is unique here and if you ask me what prompted
Theodorakis in making this opening the way he made it , I think that more than by the tongue as
language metaphor he was inspired by the expression “a tongue darted out like javelin”, javelins
do give the impression of going and going and going over new territory or even like regaining
height by some wind, like the new stanzas added in the same flying melody also give the same
impression. Now, considering the images and sounds, both the ones imagined through the images
and the one really heard through the music, I just wish I had those paintings accompanying
Tagore’s poetry and also I wish I saw here and now how that painter commented Neruda through
images; yet words like “the llama opened candid eyes in the delicacy of the world covered with
dew” are not , of course, the words for which was devised the expression “an image is worth a
thousand words”. And anyway, butterflies whether on pullulating nights or on pullulating
sunshines deeply touch not only the poet in us but even more touch various national poets , since
it is such days and with such butterflies that make even heroes, that contemplate life and death
struggles on some heroic exodus, say for life’s temptation things like “soul shivering with
sweetness at the sight of a butterfly playing with her shadow on a flower or leaf , tenderly misses
for a while her aim and self ” , anyway here it seems that a monkey, somewhere in his all night
long strong motions, flattened a flower and made a scared butterfly, possibly sleeping there, fly
off. Now: South America having been converted to Christ relatively recently is , for many
aspects of primal and of primordial Christianity, a much better ground, than Europe and its
offsping in America, in which to see how Christian archetypes enter human soul or how they
spring from it; one reason is that data on their proselytization as Christians are more abundant
and accurate than the ones of the proselytization of the ancestors of Europeans. So their
cosmogony gives insights on the nature of Christianity that might not as easily occur to people
brought up in dogma fossilized since long and not still nascent, living , forming, being created,
supple and palpitating. Of course one may wonder whether cosmogony projected to South
Americans by contemporary poets and composers, especially communist ones like Nerudas and
Theodorakises, with or without the help of anthropologists and of Mumfords, is really reporting
on the way the collective South American feels or is just reporting on its own wishful thinkingfantasy-prophecy or even trying to influence the collective soul towards making it self fulfilled
prophecy when circumstances, if ever, or if now, are circumstances of “fullness of time” as the
expression goes. But in such matters , like in human relations too, it’s no sin of unscientific-ness
like it would be in reporting data of planetary orbits, if one influences the phenomenon observed.
No sane person would accuse a teenager of falseness of his love or of creating a false love in a
girl he tries to conquer , if on their date he did not only try to ask if , uninfluenced by him, she
too would love him but also he tried hard to make her love him! Anyway, what does love for
somebody uninfluenced by him mean? It’s a contradiction in terms, or even a totally meaningless
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notion. So much for things in which influence is not just legitimate and desirable but also,
hopefully, possible. And anyway, even if the coincidence of the choice of anaconda in the place
of the serpent of evil with the name of a company like United Fruit and Coca Cola and Ford
Motors in another song, sounds like a bad or trivial joke or like Marxist propaganda because it is
not a company producing guns as would be a self respecting serpent of evil coiled around the
earth, even in the case that relating such companies is an exaggeration, which by the way it isn’t,
still it would be ridiculous to suspect Neruda of thinking it possible to influence the collective
soul, instead of reflecting it, in all aspects: Nobody in his right mind would ever have the
ambition to convince this soul , if this soul didn’t already know it, that Paradise is the jungle
garden this soul already knew and where , as the poet puts it, “the cypress, the thunder tree, the
red tree, the thorn tree, the mother tree, the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree” and where, also, “a
newly propagated aroma suffused through the interstices of the earth” which “the breaths
transformed into mist and fragrances with wild tobacco raising its rosebud of imaginary air”
were not abstract symbols and metaphors for some entities even more abstract but were
“territorial existences, existences with sound and with earthly volume”. And nobody in his right
mind would ever believe that drawing Che like Christ and Christ buried under corn to help it
grow was imagery inserted in just a few decades by Nerudas and Mumfords and some painters
influencing academicians to make them influence the folk culture etc etc, and not that,
conversely, the poets and painters reflected, or resonated with, the popular feeling and its
imagery; and the anthropologists reported it to the Mumfords who would just crosscheck it with
their own notes coming partly from an imagination like the one of actors’ who put themselves in
the shoes of people from other countries and/or other ages and let their thoughts and emotions
unfold on behalf of them. So let’s just relax and do hear this cosmogony’s version of the serpent
of evil in this Paradise as something insightful and relevant for both the South Americans and for
the ancient peoples if they had as much possibility for self reflection and self awareness as
Mumfords have possibility on behalf of them now that hindsight exists: “And in the depths of the
almighty water, like the circle of the earth , lies the giant anaconda covered with ritual mud,
devouring and religious”. Obviously, it would be too much of a demand on the new first
Christians, the South Americans, not to consider as very “religiosa” the anaconda of evil coiled
around their , collective or individual, body to constrict it , break its bones, and then devour it
for its energy calories, since in this new Christianization the gentile Romans who fed the new
Christians to the lions were the old Christians themselves. Instead of sitting and wondering if this
was a bad coincidence or if it’s always in the name of something religious that such things
happen or if all religions do that at some point, let’s wonder at something much closer at hand in
which we can have access and insight by looking at data in our own lifetime and let’s wonder not
in an idly academic way but in a way which, even academically, can reach an upshot relevant
for something real : take the case of an anaconda religiosa like Jim Jones who thus broke the
bones, before devouring them, of eight hundred persons whom he forced through personnel with
machine guns to commit suicide with him, along with their children, all drinking cyanide. My
personal opinion of him is that if Dante knew him he would have replaced Brutus with him , at
the side of Judas , being masticated at the center of hell by the Lord of evil himself as their
personal torturer , in brief I loathe and hate him as nothing else I’ve heard of in the world. Yet ,
I’m sure that if I sit down and follow one by one all the images and all the both ludicrous and
serious archetypes he imbibed from books and films, to come to the conclusion he was saving all
those people by transferring his to a another plane or planet, I will do find in my own self a Jim
Jones component. I may even find it right here and now without making any study. And if I do
imbibe even a small fraction of the drugs he drenched and soaked his nervous system with and in,
then I’m sure I’ll even feel an anaconda around me or even inside me, as a bodily sensation too.
Now let me make the point I’m driving at: when Mumfords say that society is also driven by
paranoid and psychotic fantasies of its leaders and mentors he doesn’t mean that these leaders
and mentors are crazier than me and you if we are placed in their place, sorry George for both
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forgetting your office, and for also remembering it, you are placed there. Also, he doesn’t mean
that these leaders and mentors are necessarily less human than you are right now sitting next to
me. Also he doesn’t mean people vote for psychotics to realize their psychotic fantasies in
collective and impersonal and guiltless anonymity. And he doesn’t mean that the way to reach
something relevant about all this is to spend a lifetime to find in ourselves , through dreams,
meditation and drugs, the individual center of psychosis we may have and then spend another
lifetime to go past it , this would be like doing hard practice to read Hebrew upside down and
then trying to catch up with those that had it natural and only tried to go past it and read like
everybody else; he doesn’t mean that the psychoses of the collective social soul are best faced
by making them individual in us. On the contrary he means that individual psychoses , except in
organic cases , are best faced if seeing their elements in context with the collective ones: to stop
the war industry or the united fruit companies coiling around South American Indians through
dictatorships cannot happen through our getting freed of anacondas after first getting in sensory
deprivation tanks to pray invocations to them to make manifest their presence as memories from
our mother’s womb or as experiences of cracking of some more cosmic egg etc etc etc but
through Mumfords mirroring in proper proportion and context, as for trees in a forest, the
processes that got societies in this game and pointing to factors and margins , if they exist, that
could undo the goals and ways through which actual and non symbolic processes constrict and
devour national and individual lives, OK we have reached truths that are well known and
commonsense enough to be able to say the issue is clarified; oh! and the reason that wider
contexts are relevant is that in a society where, through religion usually, some psychotic fantasies
are social norm , a person that would not have this norm would appear and even could become
psychotic, or might even have reached his opposition to the norm by already being a psychotic
and thus having been right for the wrong reason as the expression goes. Of course to enter the
discussion of whether truth and psychosis are relative etc can be circumvented here only upon
the assumption that the so wide canvas we have seen woven by Mumford is so convincing and
simple and understandable that it doesn’t give that impression of relativity; after all it’s only
theoretically that one can say “all this might be seen through alternative lighting and so all that is
relative”, to really mean that one would have to really do produce that alternative equally wide
canvas , and who would do that? A Princetonian like Perle? He has answered both through his
mute presence and through his fluent , on this issue too, absence. OK, I don’t know how Bill
drove him out , I’m speaking on the assumption his absence is through his not being interested in
more Mumford since he considered it as too hard for the understanding of a number of voters
sufficient to worry him. Only an idiot like Thomas Friedman could entertain the notion he can
convince anyone about this in the way he convinces himself. Let me not touch idiots again, we
have an interesting discussion going and from the non-idiot among the faithful of those womb
religions, I will borrow in the sequel some jargon which would make them only proud of their
religion, and not ashamed too as they should be if their religion was only superstition or if it was
just one more religious anaconda, and OK, I won’t say anything more about the religious serpent
of evil in this jungle cosmogony, except that its appears in the first poem’s last stanza and that
this last stanza starts like “And in …”, namely “And in the depths of the almighty water” , in
Spanish it sounds even better “Y en el fondo del agua magna”, and also that in another poem ,
which I chose to put last but I don’t know if it’s last in the original, it wasn’t last on the CD, but
the first in the CD possibly was fist in the poem, since it does have the sound of an opening, OK,
in another poem the last stanza starts similarly like “And at…” , namely “And at the end of the
enraged sea”, “Y en el final del iracundo mar” but then this end of the water, unlike the depth of
the great water , agua magna, with the anaconda, does not refer to rage and turmoil related to
destruction but to a rage like just ocean’s surface looking rough by being hit by droplets of ocean
rain , like the rain which in “Vegetation” was described as connecting heaven and earth by
“bringing celestial threads”, in the verses “traia la lluvia hilos celestes, y e dios de los altares
impregnados devolvia las flores y las vidas”, “the rain brought celestial threads, and the gods of
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the impregnated altars restored flowers and lives”, the only difference now being that heaven
connects to earth’s ocean surface not to earth’s land surface; apart from that difference everything
is equally serenely womby and umbilical; and also it would be this, whether in tropical climates
that are proverbially womby by their type of rain and humidity or in Mediterranean climates; oh:
I have a picture of such Mediterranean serene sea in the context of some islands “purpled by
sunset”, as the poet puts it, and firing his poetic imagination. Anyway: As I said I will not insist
that this happy end was really final in the book, nor will I argue if it can be final in history, if the
temptation to parasitize on life like virus can ever become past forever or if the only happy end
was and will be at all times , that one more way the new virus method devised was defeated;
who knows if there will always be ways to defeat it? Mumford is both hopeful for a final victory
of man as we know man now , otherwise he wouldn’t say the Greeks missed the chance to
reshape history, on the other hand he’s very pessimistic for the case that through genetic
intervention man will not remain the way we know him. Let’s not repeat all this in that jargon of
regression to reptile logic of archaeoencephalus and paleoencepphalus, and fight with neocortex,
like the fight between Python and Apollo that was once fashionable through Koestler’s reporting
on McLean, or maybe even through such reporting by Tom Robbins, too, I’m not sure if he too
had replayed that. By the way, that poem with the sweet ending is the one I still feel something
eludes me about. OK, let’s go to the stanzas before last in both poems because they are very
relevant. How is made the transition from Disney-like nirvana in the jungle to the anaconda lines
sung in emphatic and word-by-word and “read-my- lips” tone, or even like God laser-imprinting
words on CharltonHestonMoses’ hard discs and slates on mount Sina? Suddenly, and after some
fast backhorse riding music, but in a tone of voice whose anxiety and concern rises to almost
delirious agony, we see the scene where a badger in the banks of a river sniffs out and attacks
nests of throbbing delight and palpitating family happiness of which the human equivalent would
be the most crazyingly traumatic scenes of terrorism to witness from a close distance or on
documentary, or to even imagine, of terrorism of any side on any side , and whether freelance or
institutional in origin, involving attacks on civilians by war industry’s bombs and napalms or by
the suicide bombers’ nail bombs or by those two, by now archetypical , planes as bombs. At least,
by the verses, immediately before, on the puma’s hunger being like devouring fire on the other
animals after feeling like a fire of hunger in the stomach of the puma itself, we were given as
warning and as preparation , the usual explanation that different species in the jungle don’t see
mutual killing as aggression but as cooking food in a civilized restaurant, it is a truism that
aggression starts at the point where two different animals of the same species compete for who
will hunt a victim for food , like two tailors in the same village compete for who will get a client,
as Lorenz puts it. Well, for human anacondas the reason of attack on human family nests is not
that greed is exactly like the puma’s stomach hunger fire nor that they attack them as a tailor
attacks his local competitor, but on anacondas we said enough to stick to our decision not to say
more. This warning and preparation for the badgers attacking nests with hearts palpitating with
family happiness was not felt to be needed for the scene where the anteater with melodious
treading attacked nests of ants , ants usually not being associated with family but with army or
factory vibes. Now let’s see the stanza preceding that post-rain-oceanicfeeling-like last stanza we
had seen which might even be accompanied with film scenes of post-orgasmic languor. In the
verses immediately before that, what is palpitating and throbbing are the innumerable tiny hearts
of a traveling-moon-and-also-river-and-also-comet’s-tail consisting of little birds flying high
over islands of fermenting greenness in an archipelago passing as an eclipse in front of the Sun
of the World which also palpitates to them and to the archipelago ”, images so beautifully and so
meaningfully complemented and completed with images in the jargon of amniotic rivers-andoceans-and-archipelagos, and of heartbeat to heartbeat dialogs between mother hearts and hearts
of their children still inside them, in heartbeat Morse code or in jungle drum codes, OK, that
jargon so beautifully completes all these things that one tends to forgive the faithful of this
jargon’s cult the fact that most of them, after they get the satori that their packet bought from
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Grof or Janov or Lilly, forget to wonder whether the frenzied palpitation following the throbbing
and palpitating family vibes is for most places now, and has been for most moments of history,
so far, not the upset heartbeat of a fetus entering the birth canal to stand after a while in front of
the rising or setting sun like RogerDultrey/Tommy in the last scene of the famous rock opera but
is the heartbeat of real, formed, everyday families on the outer side of the womb hearing the
badgers sniffing and approaching in the form of thugs or bombs of the type we saw, and end not
in an oceanic feeling being resumed but either into graves or in hospitals with hearts shredded for
the family members lost forever and buried and with passing but burning pain for the body
members lost forever and dumped . How much wisdom, and non consumerism approach to
satoris too, would it take for such satori seekers to say to themselves that just like sunshines and
their good trips are to be remembered during cloudy and bad days in life as a guide and hope ,
similarly their cloudy days and bad trips are to be remembered in their sunshines and good days
in life to remind them that some other people live in them, and they live them as factual bad days
and not as induced trips. And, frankly, I don’t think of their ex fellow tripper, Bill, as too sarcastic
and belligerent but as even too polite and kid-like when to their conferences and to the efforts of
some of them either to remain non mainstream and ’70s-like and still revolutionary or to become
already mainstream and established and Americandream-like-with-research-grants-and-all , and
to their talk about priorities of which discoveries by which schools among them or about who
had most influenced the flower revolution which the gang’s methods in a few days made as
obsolete as it had not become in decades, OK, I don’t feel that Bill is too sarcastic when to those
Appleseeds of a new consciousness he just dedicates the paraphrase that 14 year old kids in
American boy scout camps sing for John Appleseed’s song:
The Lord is good to me
The Lord is bad to me
I really love the Lord
I really hate the Lord
for His giving me the things I need
for denying me the things I need
the sun, the rain and the appleseed,
my dope, my hash, and my LSD,
the Lord is good to me .
the Lord is bad to me.
I myself have much less patience with them and the verses that I dedicate to them are from a
poem in Canto General which was not put to music and which was Neruda’s opinion of those
whom Mumford included to what he called “the cult of anti-life”:
POETS CELESTIAL: What has come to, you Giddeans, Rilkeans, intellect-mongers,
obscurantists, false existential witch doctors, surrealist butterflies ablaze on the carrion, you upto-the-minute continental cadavers, green scrubs in the cheeses of Capital-what did you do in the
kingdoms of agony, in sight of a nameless humanity and their vexed acquiescence, heads
drowned in the offal, the harrowed quintessence of life trampled under?...
Fight and escape: nothing more..Probing for a heaven of hair..fingernail…to root in platter of
rinsings and garbage flung to you…by the lordlings…………………………………………….
To rinse ourselves of the vibes just remembered and duly commented, let’s all hear the four
songs again, all in our own thoughts, without even the Spanish version in front of us; as we were
planning to do anyway. Oh: before doing that it would help our rinsing to look up, from that
envelope, that Mediterranean serenity; both the serenity sunset or dawn that purpled the poet’s
imagination and the serenity of the neolithic life where both the Poets and Mumford traced both
the paradise lost and the paradise inherited and still living:
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OK, let’s do hear those four songs now:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
And now that we’re back to grown up age and without either womb-like or Disney-like images,
except in the back of our mind, let’s also hear Neruda and Theodorakis, as they complete the
cosmogony we saw with some North American cosmogony, and as they wave goodbye to an
Indian and promise to his memory to try hard to improve the life of his children; to an Indian
who collapsed and whom his kin and friends, during the mist of morning , because they could
not get the day off, buried in a poor people’s common grave that they could afford. Most
probably he didn’t reach the age of the gran’pa in the photo just above and probably didn’t live
so serenely as that gran’pa either, since for the gran’pa the only unhappy break in a relatively
peaceful and usual life was the 2nd World War whereas, for his Indian counterpart, peace and
freedom, and the word “usual”, in the same century as the gran’pas, meant the freedom of fruit
companies to steal his life in peace and in “business as usual” tone:
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UNITED FRUIT CO. (play CD song number 1)
Cuando sono la trompeta,
When the trumpet blared
esturvo todo preparado en la tierra,
everything on earth was prepared
y Jehova repartio el mundo
and Jehova distributed the world
a Coca-Cola Inc., Anaconda,
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors, y otras entidades,
Ford Motors and the other entities
y otras entidades:
and the other entities:
La compania Frutera Inc.
United Fruit Inc.,
se reservo la mas jugoso
reserved for itself the juiciest,
la costa central de mi tierra,
the central seaboard of my country
la dulce cintura de America.
America’s sweet waist.
Bautizo de nuevo sus tierras
It rebaptized its lands
como “Republicas Bananas”,
the “Banana Republics”,
y sobre los muertos dormidos
and upon the slumbering corpses,
sobre los heroes inquietos
upon the restless heroes
que conquistaran la grandeza,
who conquered renown,
la libertad y las banderas,
freedom and flags
establecio la opera bufa,
it established the buffoons’ opera
la opera bufa:
the buffoons’ opera
enajeno los albedrios
it alienated self-destiny,
regalo coronas de Cesar,
gave as gifts Caesar’s crowns,
desenvaino la envidias,
unsheathed envy,
atrajo la dictadura de las moscas,
attracted the dictatorship of flies
moscas Trujillos, moscas Tachos,
fly Truhillo, fly Tahos
moscas Garias , moscas Martinez,
fly Garias, fly Martinez
moscas Ubico
fly Ubico
moscas humedas de sangre humilde y mermelada, flies soaked in humble blood and jam,
moscas borrachas que zumban
drunk flies that drone
sobre las tumbas populares,
over the common graves,
moscas de circo, sabias moscas
circus flies, clever flies
entendidas en tirania.
versed in tyranny.
moscas de circo, sabias moscas
circus flies, clever flies
entendidas en tirania.
versed in tyranny.
entendidas en tirania.
versed in tyranny.
Entre las moscas sanguinarias
Among the blood thirsty flies
la Frutera desembarca,
the Fruit Co. disembarks,
arassando el café y las frutas,
ravaging coffee and fruits
en sus barcos que defor its ships that make disslizaron como bandejas
appear like ghosts on serving trays
el tesoro
the treasures
de nuestras tierras de nuestras tierras
of our lands of our lands
sumergidas.
that are submerged
Mientras tanto, por los abismos
Meanwhile in the sugary
azucarados de los puertos,
abysses of the seaports
caian indios sepultados
collapsed Indians , buried
en el vapor de la manana:
in the mist of the morning:
un cuerpo rueda,
a body rolls down
una cosa sin nombre,
a thing without name,
un numero caido,
a fallen number,
un racimo de fruta muerta
a bunch of lifeless fruit
derramada en el pudrilero.
dumped in the rubbish heap.
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And now gentlemen , unless you have some very definite question or completion, I will leave,
again not meaning anything at all like the proverbial Eliot line “I leave you to you higher vices
which you should pay for at higher prices” which doesn’t even remotely reflects my opinion of
the kind of gossip you’re going to have or about the either sexual or chemical, whether
psychedelic or alcoholic, explicitness which you might feel embarrassed to express in my
presence. Oh, and I will also repeat the not so definite question I have , asking both you and
myself why I feel something is missing in the understanding the bird song. If we take this song
as the continuation of the “America , my love” song which finishes with Neruda saying that the
tenderest thing or slenderest name or something that he wants to say for America has not yet been
born in his mouth , then the images with the birds as a comet’s tail full of innumerable tiny hearts
passing like a moon in front of the sun of the world and eclipsing it for a while, OK these images
may well be that he found this word or his way to it.. And maybe this passing eclipse of the
world’s sun by such a moon is also a reference to some things like “Arboreal America… a cluster
rounded off its resumé a root descended into the darkness”; and like “The night germinated in
cities of sacred pods in sonorous woods, outstretched leaves covering the germinal stone , the
births” at the end of the vegetation song which does sound a little like Mumford’s account of the
birth of cities with images running at Koyaanisqatsi speed to do give a bird’s eye vie of the
whole, but being unlike Koyaanisqatsi because he does establish logical connections between the
images running so he doesn’t evaporate like mere aroma after closing his books like
Koyaanisqatsi does some days after you have seen it , leaving you only the memory that it was
very deep as long as it was running in front of your eyes but you can’t remember what that depth
was without seeing it again and knowing you are again there and that you will again forget it
later, like with some deep dreams. We were speaking about what was missing in the
understanding of that bird song. OK, upshot: maybe, just like what is not missing may be related
to the end of the “America, my love” song, similarly what’s missing may be related to the verses
at the end of the “Vegetation” song going like, well let me find it verbatim:
Arboreal America, with bramble between the seas,
from pole to pole you balanced green treasure, your dense growth.
The night germinated in cities of sacred pods in sonorous woods,
outstretched leaves covering the germinal stone, the births. Green uterus, american
seminal savanna, dense storehouse, a branch was born like an island
a flower was shaped like a sword, a flower was lightning and medusa
a cluster rounded off its resumé a root descended into the darkness.
OK, what I do not understand has nothing to do with also not understanding the last stanza of the
bird song either. Not at all. All I mentioned about it was imagery about the oceanic feeling of its
music. The last stanza is the left column of the following, see here:
And at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean rain,
the wings of the albatros rise up like two systems of salt
All was flight in our land
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy the order of the wilds.
the dawn of Anahuac.
I do not even understand if the large opening of the albatros wings and the spacious hierarchy is a
symbol of freedom or of wild pecking order, nor if the interpolation by the composer of the
bleeding cardinals of the first stanza’s melody and verses but in choir form is a reminder that
some oceanic freedom was conquered with sacrifices or nothing was conquered and the enraged
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sea was really a finale full of rage. But even in the meaning of the music which I choose to follow
in case the lyrics are like wrong subtitles to it, there is something that eludes me. OK, I give up.
On top of it all I don’t know what Anahuac is. Is it a sun to have a dawn? Is it a new species of
bird to have a beginning? I googled and I saw Anahuac universities and colleges and
organizations for the protection of wild life and even a photograph of a red duck on a river’s
surface, but still I haven’t found what it means in Aztecese or Incaese, besides being a name for
Mexico too. I give up. OK, let me do leave finally. I want to print from several places Bill has
written one or the other of the things he was saying about Mumford, most of them I know in what
files to find. I feel in a way responsible for your gang missing all that, because I think one of the
reasons Bill made something to send them away was to bring me back here and if I had not left
this would not have happened.
(Helen leaves)
G:-Bill, the only things on the agenda are now some commentary I guess you would do on my compatriot
Smullyan, whom you both mentioned so may times and some things you would say about Sperry. Can I
ask you a favor? Will you give some shit to, or at least some gossip on, some European too? I think I
deserve it after all that shit giving I received so attentively and without missing a word on behalf of both
myself and of my compatriots that I represent ……
B:-Gladly! I was even worrying it would hurt your self centeredness on behalf of you and of your
compatriots you represent if I centered for any amount of time to the shit giving and receiving we should be
doing around here. I can even start with that instead of ending with that:
G:-Please do. Oh, before you start on that , let me do one thing: I frankly do not remember anymore if it
was you or myself that did take to its end the discussion we started but interrupted on “creationism versus
evolutionism” or whether it was just finished inside me without even discussing it. Can I tell you an upshot
to just compare notes with what you said or had in mind to say?
B:-I’m all ears:
G:-Creationism as a theory that God created at some point a ready made couple of an Adam and an Eve
with all the limbs we know ourselves to have etc is as bullshit as even the blindest follower of the
prevalent mechanical science claims. Mechanical science claiming that live beings are just advanced
robots is as bullshit as a creationist would say but the argument against that position needs more elaboration
than a creationist considers necessary, all that has been proved is that these mechanical scientists never
proved their position but just hoped or tacitly assumed or argued through mere handwaving that it was self
evident. Evolutionary creationists saying that OK God did not create Adam and Eve ready made but only
some old original macromolecules from where they and all life evolved as Darwinianly as in evolutionism
can at most claim that they are not just trying to be in good terms to both sides because this is obviously
one of the cases where to be in good terms with both makes you also be in bad terns with both. The
benefit of the doubt one could at most give creationists is that they rightly mistrust mechanical science for
de-bewitching a genuinely bewitching world, but living in genuine awe and wonder about creation
without being a blind superstitious moron is possible even before the creation of some future organic
physics as Einstein and Feynman have pointed out about even the mechanical physics we still have. And
you are not just a superstitious nut but a criminal as dangerous as a religious anaconda if in your fight over
truth with evolutionists you ally yourself with an arms industry based on scientists who, if they claim
they’re not adherents of mechanical science they’re either liars or split personalities. Concerning the issue
of whether freedom of will is an illusion that robots have about themselves and of whether one first needs
additional data for the conclusion of the debate between the mechanical and the biological position or one
can base himself data created by Poetry and music arousing freedom in us before the end of the debate,
the cake goes to a third party speaking with, or listening to, deeds only: a gran’pa who fought in the war
would say “responsible people make themselves data fighting; not waiting for others to become data,
before deciding”.Was it from you I heard these things somewhere along the line?
B:-It can’t be that you heard it from me because neither me nor any book I’ve quoted has ever put
everything in a nutshell in such a wonderful way; so it must be from you that you heard it.
....Let’s leave both the rest of this discussion and the rest of the bed time reading for a separate set of pages
as appendix to this episode for just optional reading (optional to the reader of the episode, not to George,
for him it was mandatory homework).The appendix can even be read after the final episode, episode 3. Of
course it can also be read here and now. Anyway, in a short version maybe the best thing to do is to leaf it
and see titles of some papers (whether later or now) and then move straight to the closing of this (2nd)
episode with next day’s DJ-ing. OK, those titles and some more stuff are in the file “theater program”.
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MOUNT BUSHMORE
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)
(Episode 2d: The whole team is again in the room from where Bill is doing his
new DJ-ing . Helen is with him. As the team enters the grand sounding The whole
team is again in the room from where Bill is doing his new DJ-ing. Helen is
with him. As the team enters the grand sounding opening musical phrase of AMOR
AMERICA is heard, George and Don are having some whispered argument, Don seems
very self absorbed, George waves hello to Helen and Bill who waved at them and
Don notices and does the same and becomes again self absorbed and attentive
only to George’s whispering to his ear. George looks at Helen and Bill and
puts his finger on his lips in the way meaning “Don’t feel obliged to come and
say hello, and don’t worry ,we won’t make noises…” etc. Then he resumes
whispering to Don’s ear and also put his ear to Don’s lips when Don speaks. The
pom-pom-pom of the choir is being heard. Bill is using pause and play buttons
to have time to say what comes to him.)

B:-OK, what does this pom-pom-pom remind you? I was wringing my head dry, I just
remembered now, it was Ravel’s Bolero which in the Allegro Non Tropo cartoon movie was
used a soundtrack for biological evolution from amoeba to the big final bang of the earth and also
was used for sex education films when the gowned sex academicians explained the advantages of
each new posture and needed some classic music as soundtrack to their showing some real
lovemaking; I heard Bo Derek in some movie could not come if she didn’t listen to that music, I
still can’t tell you the effects of this pom-pom-pom song we’re hearing now,
Helen slaps him lightly on the lips

if you already have some idea please drop us a line, I’m changing subject , Helen has started, I
mean started killing me, she doesn’t allow explicit things on the mike , or even on the outer side
of my lips.
Pom-pom-pom is heard again, Helen and Bill are having a whispered
argument, George and Don continue their whispered argument too.

B:-Good old “Noises off” atmosphere. OK, I’ll just stick to pom-pom-pom as soundtrack to
history from homo flintstone to el hombre americano, let’s start from the time before the wig and
the gown and before their ancient colleagues who were sungod worshippers and heart gougers
like in that Indiana Jones film.
Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales:
You can’t imagine who had some fantastic free associations from the expression “rios
arteriales” that may even need a break longer than the pom-pom-poms to describe. OK, I know
what you’re thinking, I do know you all knew it was Nietzsche and that it’s only me who didn’t
remember, but this time I’ll surprise the hell out of you, it was Donald Rumsfeld, yes the Donald
Rumsfeld, Rummy the Joker, Rummy the boxer, the good fellah Rummy from Princeton. Push
your lower jaw up back in place, whom did you expect? Good soldier Sveik from the country
next door?
fueron las cordilleras ,
en cuya onda raida el condor
o la nieve parecian inmoviles
fue la humedad y la espesura,
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Just a minute we have a call from you, feel free to interrupt us anytime in the first hearing which
I myself always do interrupt anyway with my explanations...Hello! Oh, it’s Jimmy.
J:-Is that what was going on last night and your yard was full of marines? Is it still like that?
B:-I don’t know, I had already sat at the mike when they came in and didn’t look out of the
window, you want me to sit up and look?
J:-No, I’m coming over. Rumsfeld’s there and nobody tells me a thing?
B:-I thought you were busy, hadn’t you told me that your cousin from US would be visiting?
J:-I didn’t mean your not telling me. Anyway, forget it.
Choir:

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales:
George and Don keep on arguing in whispers, Bill is looking at them
absent mindedly:

el trueno sin nombre todavia,
las pampas planetarias.
B:-OK, sorry, something must have distracted me, let me start reading some translation from the
CD pamphlet. What I skipped meant:
“there was dampness and dense growth, as yet unnamed, the planetary pampas”.
Now I’ll be translating immediately so as not to forget and not skip:
El hombre tierra fue, vasija, parpado del barro tremolo,
forma de la arcilla,
Man was dust, earthen vase, an eyelid of tremulous loam, the shape of clay
fue cantaro caribe, piedra chibcha, copa imperial o silice araucana.
he was Carib jug, Chibcha stone, imperial cup or Araucaniann silica
Tierno y sangriento fue,
Tender and bloody was he,
pero en la empunadura
but on the grip
B:-Oh, I have an idea: Let me create some suspense for you: Instead of telling you right off what
was going on , I mean in the flintstone age, not last night, I know you’re all more interested more
in the flintstone man tender and bloody but on the grip of…grip of what? So I start the song from
the beginning to let your suspense hit red. Tender and bloody was he pom-pom-pom.
The grand sounding opening musical phrase of AMOR AMERICA is heard
again as Jimmy enters. He’s Rumsfeld’s spy on Bill, and is carrying a
tray with refreshments for the team. While that opening phrase lasts he
sits at the doorstep looking , at pom-pom-pom he steps to the team and
says:

J:-It’s from the guards, hey guard!, come tell them it’s from you.
The head guard sticks his head in and says:

“All checked out”
Don shuts one eye to the rest of the team so as not to be seen by
anybody else, to remind them it’s his man. He also does the same to
Jimmy so as not to be seen by Bill and Helen.Jimmy leaves. The song
continues:

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
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fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales:
fueron las cordilleras ,
en cuya onda raida el condor
o la nieve parecian inmoviles
fue la humedad y la espesura,

Oh, I had not translated that one either: “there were cordilleras, jagged waves where
the condor and the snow seemed immutable”
George and Don go back to their arguing in whispers, the scene goes to
a family in the town hearing the DJ-ing on their radio: Now instead of
pom-pom-pom we hear the things whispered between George and Don loud
replayed on all town’s radios. Jimmy must have put some kind of bug on
the drinking glasses in front of them and must have gone to a nearby
house with equipment for both hearing them and for intervening in
Bill’s broadcasting.

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios ,
rios arteriales:

el trueno sin nombre todavia,
The scene goes back to George and Don and than again to the family
listening to the radio to make sure it’s their argument they’re
listening to. Now we see may families (and also single men and
women)listening to the music on their radio and we know they’re all
listening to their argument too:

G:-So what’s your final objection?
R:-I don’t know if you would call it an objection. I don’t object to stepping out and saying I want
us to be tried like Milosevic , Saddam and their staff, and to also propose as the most useful
penalty, both to us and to humanity, our devoting our life to consulting on how to dismantle the
war machine we have helped to create, whatever risk this puts us in with respect to our ex friends
and co workers. I don’t object to that at all, I don’t consider it out of my line , I even consider it
as more robust than the usual tough shit bullshit I go around with, actually it’s the only robust
and manly thing I’ll ever have done in my life. I’m just wondering if we’ll really do it together or
if I’ll only do it by myself; not that I would hesitate or call myself a sucker if I do go on by
myself.
las pampas planetarias.
G:-Oh, I see what you mean. You think that I would make use of the fact you were not telling me
the whole truth in order to believe in the bullshit I was saying and sound more convincing to our
fellow idiots. Of course not! Making use of one’s being an idiot when he wants to be in high
office is insulting to the office he serves, so to really not feel I’m dragging the office in the slime
and the mud I won’t say or imply that I think having wrong information is an excuse. I’ll only
mention the wrong information, like you will too, to make people understand better how the
whole trick works in order to better dismantle it.
R:-Then we’re together in it; all the way.
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G:-All the way
R:-So gimme five
The scene goes to the room where they raise hand to do that but before
their hands strike the scene freezes there the following music is
heard both as we see them and in the rooms of people hearing it on the
radio:

El hombre
tierra fue,
vasija, parpado del barro tremolo,
forma de la arcilla,
The scene goes back to the room, the motionless scene defreezes, the
hand strike

G:-So take five
R, G together: So help me God
G, R together:-So help us people, too.
fue cantaro caribe,
piedra chibcha,
copa imperial o silice araucana.
G,R let themselves

to the calm music looking, moved, in each other’s
eyes without talking. Listeners on the radio are seen silently looking
in each other’s eyes too.

Tierno y sangriento fue,
We see Bill saying: Tender and bloody was he,
We see Jimmy in his lab wearing a headset
we see Don and George arguing and families listening

pero en la empunadura
But on the grip…
de su arma de crista humedecido,
We see Bill saying: … of his weapon of moist flint,
las iniciales de la tierra estaban escritas.
We see Bill saying: the initials of the earth were written
We see Bill saying:

The whispered argument more relaxed and even tender continues without
sound, just with body language and look and with the short instrumental
part which now the soundtrack has.
Bill is shown translating and gesturing but his translation is not
heard , it goes in tape running as subtitle to the lyrics being sung:

Nadie pudo recordar despues:
No one could remember them afterwards:
el viento las olvido,
the wind forgot them ,
las iniciales de la tierra,
the initials of the earth ,
las iniciales
the initials ,
el idioma del agua
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the language of water
fue enterrado, las claves se perdieron
was buried, the keys were lost
o se inundaron de silencio o sangre.
or flooded with silence or blood
The following is just heard as song without translation:

No se perdio la vida,
hermanos pastorales.
Pero como una rosa salvaje
cayo una gota roja en la espesura,
y se apago una lampara de tierra.
Yo estoy aqui para contar la historia.
Desde la paz del buffalo hasta las azotadas arenas de la tierra final,
en las espumas acumuladas de la luz antartica,
acumuladas de la luz antartica , y por
las madrigueras despenadas
y por las madrigueras despenadas de la sombria paz venezolana,
te busque , padre mio,
las iniciales de la tierra.
No se perdio la vida,
joven guerrero de tiniebla y cobre, o tu, planta nupcial,
cabellera indomable, madre caiman,
metalica paloma.
The scene moves between Bill , Helen and the team , Jimmy, and the
families listening which, little by little become more families, and
then become not only families in house but also bordering yards and
whole neighborhoods, hearing together and discussing it and
gesturing. Then it become scenes with people discussing it on the
streets.
Then all look to the same direction, where the team is and the
following is as if all the people is a choir singing it:

Yo , incasico del legamo, toque la piedra y dije:
Quien me espera?
(The tape with translation subtitles starts running again:

I, Incan of the loam, touched the stone and said:
Who awaits me?
Scenes of small rivers of people coalescing to bigger one sand forming
a walking demonstration passing or starting from neighborhoods with
flowers or green etc to fit some of the following verses. The crowd
moves with steady step reflecting their knowing exactly where they’re
heading for and why, without first having to form a leadership that
will give directions. Their hands, as they are turned in the same
direction is in raised as fist in oath during the next two lines
involving this oath image exactly.
As the pom-pom-pom suddenly , after a gong, becomes a ksin-ksen-ksan we
see a scene of George and Don fencing each other first like
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Skaramouche and opponent but in their regular clothes, then in Zorro
and opponent, then embracing each other and fencing soldiers sent
against them by other aristocrats raging blue and they prepare to fight
them back to back for mutual protection as couples fight in some karate
movies too. Then that final scene becomes small square in the screen
twinkling in some upper screen corner as if twinkling in the back of
the mind of the coming demonstrators with every ksin-ksen-ksan.

Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
And I closed my hand And I closed my hand around a fistful of empty flint .
Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
And I closed my hand And I closed my hand around a fistful of empty flint.
Pero anduve entre flores zapotecas
But I walked among Zapotec flowers
y dulce era la luz,
and the light was soft ,
como un venando
like a deer,
y era la sombra como un parpado verde.
and the shade was a green eyelid.
The scene goes to the room with the team, Helen and Bill.
George and Don are looking in each other’s eyes calm, the scene with
fencing twinkles as two little square in their mind too, one square
over the head of each. Bill is translating verse by verse or word for
word.

Tierra mia
My land
nombre sin America,
name without America
estambre equinnoccial,
equinoctial stamen
lanza de purpura,
purple lance
tu aroma me trepo por las raices
your aroma climbed my roots
hasta la copa
up to the glass
que bebia,
raised to my lips,
hasta la mas
up to the most
delgada
slender
palabra
word
aun no nacida de mi boca
as yet unborn in my mouth.
Bill cups

his hand over his mouth
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The crescendo is heard
The sound of the approaching demonstration is heard . Helen and Bill at
the same time say to each other:

H,B:-Are you thinking what I’m thinking?
B,H:-Of course I do.
H:-Ah, I wish you didn’t have to use rewind to find the point it’s at, if only I hadn’t rewound
the cassette that I had stopped yesterday exactly there.
B:-I did, after you all went to bed; just in case…
H:-Oh, Bill, the way you always anticipate your wife’s little wishes. That’s why I love you.
No translation , even in tape is used. Only images like flashbacks
about images from the lyrics too (but not only from there) accompany
the music whereas some association with persons shows just about, but
not too precisely, who among them is having the images. The reader
follows the lyrics below and the cassette by reading the interpolated
scenes to be flashed, instead of reading a translation.
La loica del Sur, fragante,

dulce carpintera de otono,
George and Don look at each other alarmed and surprised:

R:-Hey! What’s going on?
G:-What’s going on Bill?
B:-Nothing to be alarmed about; on the contrary.
R:-The guards would tell us.
The door opens and some guards come and surround the group pointing
guns outward.

mostraba su pecho estrellado
de constelacion escarlata
A guard at the door says:

-I don’t know what they’re saying, but nobody’s armed.
G:-Don, we’d better check for ourselves. Bill , I saw you had a balcony, how do we get there?
B:-Just go up those stairs. If you want to see farther go up the same stairs to the terrace.
From the balcony they see people gathering and waving at them, more and
more are coming

y el austral chingolo elevaba
su flauta recien
They run back to the stairs and go to the terrace and look again,
farther,; people keep coming, more and more blocks are getting
crowded.

recogida de la eternidad
del agua.
With “Del agua” they see a very very big crowd running as if sweeping an
area while approaching. With the following four verses, that we’ll see
below, they see images potentially violent to them , culminating at
Islamists running against soldiers firing with machine guns but
overwhelmed by the demonstrators wearing death gowns and getting killed
yet some of them disarming the marines. They also see Robert Redford
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and Paul Newman cornered in the barn in the end of “Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid” and the Bolivian army surrounding the barn aiming at
its door while the two of them are loading their pistols and then also
them two busting out of the door with guns raised and stopping
motionless with the film stopping. During these verses we also
passingly see Wolfowitz, still back in the room, explaining something
to Perle and Cheney. And also we see the first placards that
demonstrators are holding up, obviously the shorter ones because those
who wrote them got on the streets before others who are still writing
longer ones or left home later. So the shorter the placards the closer
they are to the balcony.

RIGHT ON
KEEP GOING
GIVE THEM HELL
WE’RE AT YOU SIDE
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
DERELICTS RUN! THIS IS AN EARTHQUAKE
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH THE TOUGH GET GOING
Mas , humedo como un nenufar,
el flamenco abria sus puertas
de sonrosada catedral
y volabo como la aurora,
R:-My man’s coming in brought all this?.
G:-Can you tell if the signs are against us or for us?
R:-It beats me. What can one tell a listener of Bill and Helen to make him believe the bullshit we
usually sell? What can they have for us?
G:-Maybe your man had bugged the glasses and heard what we were saying and played it on the
radio and people know what we’re thinking.
R:-So they do love us and they still do support us in wanting to sue ourselves as war criminals?
Do you get it? I still don’t.
G:-Hadn’t Robert Mitchum in a film sent to jail, and waited for her to come out, a woman with
whom he had seriously fallen in love and who equally seriously loved him?
Instead of answering, Rumsfeld , startled pleasantly, points to some
demonstrators with guitars showing up, running, from some streets as
guitars start to be heard more than passingly in the music with the
beginning of the following verses. A flashback of gypsies running with
brass instruments in Kusturitsa’s “Underground” passes from the screen
like from the back of their minds. George shows him little Suzy with a
placard they can’t read because it’s too vertical as she is running
back into the house. Later we see her again do that, she’s coming and
going to change and re-change her placard, written in boardmarker, as
she sees more and more people coming, but we only see her hand’s motion
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crossing out something , then writing. We see it, now or maybe
little later, at the stage it goes like:

a

WE ALL LOVE GEORGE IN OUR HOUSE,
IN OUR STREET
IN OUR VILLAGE AND IN THE NEXT CITY TOO
(Our house and our street are crossed out)
Rumsfeld finally,laughing proudly, shows George a group of six sexy
and mature ladies holding up and waving six placards that don’t seem to
cut both ways, against and in favor, but to be clearly in favor:

MEN AT LAST! AT IT BOYS! WOW TWICE!
LAURA BE PROUD YOUR HUSBAND’S NOT A CLOWN
DON’S NO FATSO, HE’S REAL MUCHO MACHO, WOW-WOW-WOW!
CLINTON AND BLAIR ARE THINNER THAN THIN AIR
DON’T RUN, DON’T PUSH, TO KISS RUMSFELD AND BUSH
WE ALLTHINK THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF A BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP
Rumsfeld sends kisses with his two hands and arms in the direction of
the ladies, he seems to have fixed his mind on one placard that has
touched him a lot or reminded him something or, rather , someone;
they see he’s looking at them and putting the placards down so as to
have them lean on their hips they raise their arms to him to send him
kisses too and then move their arms in a way like telling him
“Jump!Jump!” to their arms and bosoms. He has a flashback of people on
streets or jail-yards shouting “Jump!Jump!” to some hesitating
prospective suicides and then he has a flashback of the scene in “The
Untouchable” with Sean Connery spurring his horse and saying “We’ll all
die of something anyway” but he sees the height and holds himself back,
in the meantime George sees a crowd dancing and has a flashback of the
protagonist of a “The eighth day” in front of a disco bar, kicking the
ground as a horse going wild and entering the bar and starting
dancing, then they both look over their shoulder seeing Perle,
Wolfowitz and Cheney coming to their help with marines. Rumsfeld has a
flashback with the Paul Newman and Robert Redford, maybe changed a
little with Bush like Newman and himself like Redford, looking on the
approaching gunmen on their hunt and jumping over a high waterfall,
while George has a flashback of the protagonist of “the eighth day” in
the air as he’s jumping from the window to his death and to happiness
near his dead mother. Maybe at some point something conducive to
associating the eye of Theodorakis to the eye of the tiger passes too.
All the above of course happen very quickly, the two falls are actually
happening on the screen concurrently over the heads of George and Don
respectively. They last only for as long last those “following verses”
which we still haven’t seen and now see:

lejos del bosque bochornoso
donde cuelga la pedreria del quetzal,
que de pronto despierta,
se mueve, resbala y fulgura,
y hace volar su brasa virgen.
(if there is not enough time to play all those scenes in an
understandable way during the singing of these lyrics we play them once
more, from “Mas , humedo como un nenufar…” to “…brasa virgen”. It is
self contained and complete musically (it contains its musical
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beginning and end) so it’s easy to do that. And anyway it is going to
be repeated one more. So it will sure be repeated twice but if need be
for tree time then OK)

They jump from the balcony, they land on people’s arms who , having them raised run them all
over the place. The music is again the music of the following lyrics we have just seen:
Mas , humedo como un nenufar,
el flamenco abria sus puertas
de sonrosada catedral
y volabo como la aurora,
lejos del bosque bochornoso
donde cuelga la pedreria del quetzal,
que de pronto despierta,
se mueve, resbala y fulgura,
y hace volar su brasa virgen.
George just waves and looks around seeing around, and makes polite
nods to cut down speed so as to be able to read placards he sees and we
read with him (they become longer as we go farther for the house as we
said)He first reads the following two, written probably by two friends
completing each other:

YOU DON’T BELONG TO YOURSELVES ANYMORE
YOU BELONG TO PEOPLE. AND HISTORY IS WAITING FOR YOU
HISTORY IS GOOD TO THOSE WHO CAN WRITE IT AND YOU ARE WRITING IT
Further down he reads:

DON’T ASK IF YOU’RE ACCUSER OR ACCUSED, YOU’RE TRUTH AND COURAGE
AND WHEN THESE TWO ARE SPEAKING WE HEAR THEM LIKE YOU HEAR US
AND HISTORY HEARS BOTH OF US AND WE BOTH LISTEN TO HER. TOGETHER.
BECOME THE WIND AND NOBODY WILL SPIT OR PISS AGAINST YOU
BECOME THE WIND AND YOUR MUD DAYS WILL FEEL AS GONE WITH IT
BECOME THE WIND AND BOB DYLAN’S ANSWER WILL BE BLOWING IN YOU
BECOME THE WIND AND WE WILL BE YOUR KITE. BECOME OUR KITE AND WE
WILL BE YOUR WIND. STAND AND WE’LL TAKE ALL WEATHERS TOGETHER.
They bring him back to Bill and Helen’s house ,
Up on the terrace Perle, Wolfowitz , Cheney and marines are looking
down, up in the balcony there are big loudspeakers and Helen between
them is preparing a mike , on the ground floor on some step elevated in
front of the yard’s door Bill is singing the song too along with the
CD, from a mike and Suzy, to have visibility, is on his shoulders and
is holding over her head a placard with corrections she was adding with
all new data running in and out of the house so many times. Now it
writes:

WE ALL LOVE GEORGE IN OUR HOUSE,
IN OUR STREET
IN OUR VILLAGE AND IN THE NEXT CITY TOO
WE ALL LOVE GEORGE IN THIS COUNTRY AND ON OUR WHOLE EARTH
(The third line is crossed out now like also the first three)
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George sees her, catches her eye, sends her kisses with his palms and
arms , as she opens her arms to him her signs flies off and is caught
in the air by a small made brunette between 30 and 40 who is entering
the house, he nods to Suzy that he wants to say something to her dad,
she bangs on her dad’s head and shows him George, George nods to him
to throw Suzy to him , all can fly today like birds since there is a
safety net of open arms filling the place, Bill asks Suzy if she wants
to fly to George, she nods and shouts “yoo-hoo!”, and Bill throws her
to George who catches her in the air and puts her over his shoulders.
The music, in the same song still, changes, it starts from solo and
George sees it’s that woman that entered who sings, or rather
accompanies the CD playing, there is a feeling as if everybody knows
her and suddenly George has a feeling he knows her too, besides the
time he saw her as she was entering the house. Tape with translation
subtitles is not played but film scenes related to the translations are
played:
We see both: view of bird flying and bird’s eye views of landscape
(like in the film “Birdie” with Dennis Quaid, but from very high and
with no thriller or lunacy vibes)and scenes from “The flight of the
seagull”. If to see all the images that we need , and in enough
detail, we must hear the next unit of music more times (three times. A
second time will be necessary anyway as we’ll see) it can be done
because it again contains its beginning and end

Vuela una montana marina
hacia las islas,
una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur,
sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru.
Es un rio vivo de sombra,
es un cometa de pequenos
corazones innumerables
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.

A marine mountain flies
toward the islands
a moon of birds winging South
over the fermented islands of Peru
It’s a living river of shade,
it’s a comet of tiny
hearts countless in number
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.

In the image “a moon of birds winging south” we also see Bush and Suzy
riding his shoulders moving like flying like a quick moon because they
are lighted by a spotlight put in the balcony between the loudspeakers
Helen was preparing. It is turned on at exactly the verse “a moon of
birds winging south”. At the phrase “comet of countless tiny hearts”
we see such a formation and also hearts palpitating in the firmament
as they twinkle. From George’s eyes also passes the flash of Indiana
Jones dressed for classroom seeing a young student of his blinking
at him to show him the little hearts she has drawn over her eyeballs.
At the verse “That eclipse the world’s sun” the brunette singer has
stood in front of the spotlight and for a moment only her figure
appears, darkening the spotlight’s disc on the balcony. At the verse
“pulsing toward the archipelago” the spotlights disk with her on one
side of it and Helen at the other appears like a sun pulsating like
heart and bursting out light and we also see Juliette Binoche making
love with her husband in that short scene in the film “The widow of
Saint Pierre” In the meantime we see Rumsfeld being carried on hands:
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he doesn’t just make nods to cut down speed but points to directions
he wants to be taken to and of course what he points to are the sexy
ladies and when they’re next to them he sees that one, the sturdiest,
of them has drawn two little hearts over her eyeballs , she is the one
who was holding the placard
“DON’S NO FATSO, HE’S REAL MUCHO
MACHO, WOW-WOW-WOW!” and the placard suddenly appears again
pulsating like a heart jumps over to landing the center of them, he
rolls down with her as he almost lands on her and then from the center
of the group she rises and rises and rises and then we realize she’s
sitting over Rumsfeld’s shoulders but he is too short for his head to
appear over the ladies. Then the whole musical unit is played again
with a change of scenery:

Vuela una montana marina
hacia las islas,
una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur,
sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru.
Es un rio vivo de sombra,
es un cometa de pequenos
corazones innumerables
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.

A marine mountain flies
toward the islands
a moon of birds winging South
over the fermented islands of Peru
It’s a living river of shade,
it’s a comet of tiny
hearts countless in number
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.

But now on we see first the same birds as if in educational
documentary and then, through a flash in the back of George’s eyes, we
see Beethoven as a kid , in the film “immortal beloved” escaping
through his window and running at night in a forest to go to a river
and float naked face up looking at firmament and hearing a majestic
melody but now the stars pulsate with love as tiny hearts too and the
melody is not the ninth symphony anymore but this part of Canto General
again, and people in a theater are giving standing ovation to Beethoven
bowing to them from his box while his mind keeps being catapulted back
to the river and from there to the stars, and then back to the sea of
human love of the people who applaud him for his sea of love he too
gifted them with his new symphony which he only wrote but never heard
since he’s been long deaf; then we’re back in the crowd, then we hear
all that with Beethoven’s music of that film itself, then back again
with the Canto General music, George is crying...

Y en el final del iracundo mar,
en la lluvia del oceano,
surgen las alas del albatros,
como dos sistemas de sal.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
estableciendo en el silencio
como gotas de sangre y plumas
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entre las rachas torrenciales,
los cardenales desangraban
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac.
(here the brunette sings with the loudspeakers only then right column
lyrics, the solo ones. The following photo, too, from last night’s
photos passes from the screen of George’s mind:)

... OK, George is crying, Suzy is bending to kiss his forehead and
wipe his tears, he wipes them too and kisses her cheeks, the only film
flash he has now is some post-orgasmic body language (probably Juliette
Binoche again? In that film where she was the widow of a composer? Of
course if we imagine the same actress we’d better not imagine her with
a different man in this and the previous scene, and since in the
previous the face of the man was visible we must find here one from
the second where it is not visible. If some of the lines of St Paul’s
epistle belong to that scene they can be mixed with the verse “we find
the vein that reaches into the heart of Spring”)now George and Suzy
are below the balcony and George is again seeing the brunette who
beckons him to come up there , on his way there with Suzy on his
shoulders and neck the brunette meets him , in the yard, and takes
Suzy on her shoulders and neck. He goes to the mike and with his talent
for paraphrasing songs even in his sleep says the following paraphrase
and inversion of Allende’s speech he had heard half awake and half
asleep when they were playing Rumsfeld’s bugging of Bill in that
country club:

“This certainly is the first opportunity I’ve ever had to talk to anyone as I will talk to you. I wish
the NATO air forces that had bombarded the antennas in Yugoslavia, in Iraq and in …wherever
Al Jazeera was and still is, had never done that. I would be speaking to you without bitterness if
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you hated me yet with disappointment if my words do not prove a sufficient means to be the
moral punishment of those who, like me too until today, betrayed their oath , of soldiers of
NATO, of officers of the Army, of self declared coalition of saviors of foreign peoples in the
name of democracy, and let me not forget saviors of our people in the name of protection from
weapons of mass destruction that never existed.
In the face of this there’s only one thing I can to say to all people: I will resign from all duty
undertaken by my office unexamined by public discussion broadcasted nationwide and even
worldwide in open consulting with specialists untied to interests of private companies. If it turns
out that the position where history is now placing me is extreme , I shall pay with my life my
loyalty in the face of life, of all my people, and of my people. And I assure you of this: I am
confident that the seed you here have sown in the consciousness of me and of my colleague Don
here , will not be possible to definitively eradicate from the consciousness of all other present and
future colleagues of us who will take our example even if we lose the power we hold and silence
us. But neither crime nor force could arrest the social evolutionary processes. History is the work
of peoples and belongs to you.
People of this country: I want to thank you for the great, immediate and so inspiring and so
needed support and for the trust you laid on a man who for the first time realized what it was to
be the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, and what it was to give his word to respect human
rights and the human laws and to keep it.
At this ultimate moment, the first at which I could speak to you , I hope others will profit
from the lesson too. Multinational capital, war industry, united with the fraud called free
economy , create the climate which tries to make the armed forces to each country break their
bonds with their own tradition and make the people victim of their local social stratum which,
today, waits in its warmth a global hand, US’s version of global hand first of all , to offer it
unprecedented superprofit and privilege.
Not having yet thought what to say to the people of the countries destroyed by the coalition of
the greedy and the coward and their poor relative kind of followers, I address, first of all, the
parents of dead soldiers of our coalition , whether they and their sons did or did not believe the
lies we said about the peoples we attacked. I address the people who were hustled by the Patriot
Act and the people who in the name of it could not defend anymore the rights they had conquered
in more luminous days of our societies. I address the young who were forcefully discouraged
from singing their joy of life and expressing the fighting spirit of the opposition to war. I address
the worker and the peasant and the intellectual who were harassed through the acts and the silence
of those who had the obligation to safeguard their peace. I address them to tell them that history
will judge us through them themselves, first of all, and so not to let it to abstract and future
history to judge us but to contribute to the judgment, by words and act, by open constructive
criticism and by moral support for those who vacillate in front of what by now is plain truth. By
support I do not mean acquittal, I mean what you did and are still doing right now for me and
Don with your love and acceptance of pardon and your forgiveness and with your promise to
support us in whatever fight we’re going to put up to undo what wrongdoing of ours can still be
undone.
Of course, this microphone is maybe not enough to make heard on the media of all the world
what I’m now saying and you are hearing, and the quiet message of my voice will not reach
anyone but you. Of course this of great consequence. Tomorrow, even if I am silenced you will
always be with me. And, through you, history will have from me a moment of mine which was
honest.
Maybe a leader, like the people, has to defend himself but not to sacrifice too. Maybe a
leader, like the people, leader must not let be mown nor pierced by bullets , but not let be
humiliated either. But , unlike the people, the leader has to defend the values in the name of
which he was elected, more strongly than he has the right to defend himself. And if these values
accuse him instead of defending him, then a leader must defend these values and not himself.
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People of all countries , I believe in man and in his destiny. Other leaders will overcome my
obstacles if I do not manage to realize what truth and humanity demand from me. Go on and
just know that the day for the reopening of the broad avenues from which the free man passes to
build a better society, is closer rather than more remote.
Long live humanity! Long live the peoples! Long live the living! Here are my first words: I am
certain that my U-turn in my life will not be futile. I am certain that it will be, at the least, a
moral lesson in how to see in the mirror one’s greed, cowardice and deadness and start changing”.
The appeal of George’s words and his rapport with the people and the
originality of what they hear compared to what are the usual speeches
make themselves felt through the fact that during his whole address
there is no interruption by even one clapping or shout in favor or
against his word or him. One minute of silence follows , half for
the realization that it finished, since his words still ring in all
ears, and half for the nice sensation to sink in minds and hearts. Then
what bursts is not applause but floods of brief love confessions, but
soon some people more experienced with words go to Bill and take his
mike and shout more coherent phrases to be repeated; and they are
repeated in a tone and volume sounding like a mountain’s roar, if
mountains could roar or if Metro Goldwyn Mayer could amplify its
trademark to such volumes. The main phrases that survive the selection
process by people not wanting to stop repeating them are, starting from
the first ones which naturally repeated George’s finishing lines:

LONG LIVE HUMANITY!LONG LIVE THE PEOPLES!
LIFE BELONGS TO LIVING! DEADNESS TO THE DEAD!
LIFE BELONGS TO LIVING! DEADNESS TO THE DEAD!
AHEAD!AHEAD!TO KILL THE DEATH OF EARTH!
AHEAD!AHEAD! WE’LL GIVE YOU ALL OUR STRENGTH!
AHEAD!AHEAD!TO KILL THE DEATH OF EARTH!
AHEAD!AHEAD! WE’LL GIVE YOU ALL OUR STRENGTH!
THE EARTH IS FOR THE LIVING! THE WAR BELONGS TO DEATH!
THE EARTH IS FOR THE LIVING! THE WAR BELONGS TO DEATH!
TONIGHT WAR AND KILLING ARE DEAD AND BURIED
TONIGHT WAR AND KILLING ARE DEAD AND BURIED
TONIGHT IS THE DEATH OF WAR AND KILLING
TONIGHT IS THE DEATH OF WAR AND KILLING
TONIGHT IS THE DEATH OF WAR AND KILLING
TONIGHT IS THE BIRTH OF A NEW BEGINNING!
TONIGHT IS THE BIRTH OF A NEW BEGINNING!
TONIGHT IS THE BIRTH OF A NEW BEGINNING!
TONIGHT IS THE BIRTH OF A NEW BEGINNING!
…………………………………………………………….
After these and many other similar things were repeated, the last one
above recurring overall more than any other,
one person who got the
mike to propose a shout just said : “Thank you Bill , thank you Helen”
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Suddenly George’s shout from the balcony was heard from his mike in the
same rhythm and tone:

THANK YOU BILL AND HELEN! THANK YOU HELEN AND BILL!
The next person who went to propose a shout shouted:

BILL TAKE THE MIKE ! BILL TAKE THE MIKE !
This was repeated three or four times , Bill took the mike and said:

B:-With so many people around and with so much feeling we would not of course miss the
opportunity to have a party, and as usual we’d better start with karaoke , I actually have a song
exactly like what we were shouting , sent to us by our favorite odd couple, drummer and brother,
who have sent us so many other songs; this they dedicate to assholes who only suffer war
casualty from a screen’s distance and who only enjoy life and earth form a screen distance too
and thus would have no objection if they kindly withdrew into some screen either as images, or as
viruses or as bugs or as dots or whatever and leave the earth to us who need her, love her, use
her, enjoy her and don’t just fuck her and dump her and guess who’s a specialist in performing it:
that’s why we took that screen up there tonight, if I had taken it for all of us that there was room
for, the balcony would collapse. Song title:
VIRTUAL PAIN AND VIRTUAL GAIN FOR MEN OF THE EMPER0R’S NEW BRAIN
So George performs karaoke style the following among general applause
and whistling as if it was a speech but of course people still only
applause for his overall effect not for the lyrics which are not yet
clearly audible , it’s the first time they hear the song, the mood form
meaning of the verses was already communicated by the summary Bill gave
and the rest is the vibes of the music and immediately they pick on it
exactly as George had imagined and practice, in Zorba like steps.
People dance it on the street; and in the balcony George dances it with
Helen and the girlfriend of Don who, with Don, have come up the
balcony. Don sees , doesn’t dance but claps to the beat of the music
and also sings with Helen and George reading the lyrics from the
screen. In the yard Bill dances it among people with the brunette and
Suzy is on the shoulders of Bill now and dances with uses one had as a
conductor and with the other hold tight Bill’s hair in order not to
fall by the dance’s jumpiness. Perle, Wolfowitz and Cheney look from he
terrace expressionless, some soldiers with guns in their arms dance it
like they see other doing, some others dance it otherwise with
flashbacks of batman’s joker Rumsfeld sees them and he pictures Perle
and te rest of them , himself included , dancing it like joker and says
a ”bleah!” expression, has right after a flash of Anthony Quinn and
then focuses back on Daisy and their balcony. The lyrics of course are:
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VIRTUAL PAIN AND VIRTUAL GAIN FOR MEN OF THE EMPEROR’S NEW BRAIN
In case we have enough of future generations
historians scratching their wise heads will think which nations
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces,
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces.
Tell me where I find some birds
men and women in US
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures,
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures.
It doesn’t make you a bad person or an asshole
it doesn’t make you a violator of the Bible
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them,
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them.
t’doesn’t make you a cruel bird
if for their due punishment
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies,
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies.
It isn’t curious those who fuck our earth and dump her
just live as if she had no grace for them to love her
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers,
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers.
Earth belongs to those who need it
if you don’t, just split and beat it
leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other,
leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other.
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When it finishes somebody takes her mike and shouts:

HELEN TAKE THE MIKE ! HELEN TAKE THE MIKE !
After three of four repetitions she takes it but she’s wearing the
black glasses of Bill she had confiscated the night before. She says:

H:-You all know how much trouble I have with very explicit erotic songs. You also all know how
much trouble I don’t have with black humor jokes. The day brought it as to have to be involved
in both, and at the same time. So the black glasses fit both goals, it was not to propose a Blues
Brothers’ song that I put them on. Up to yesterday I didn’t know how nice I would feel seeing
someone like Rumsfeld pushing up the daisies. I guess you didn’t know that either. Today we all
know. We saw Rumsfeld pushing up Daisy, our Daisy, our big-big Daisy whom if Cab Callaway
had known then Daisy the Moocher would never be written because big Cab would have a
problem finding a mammal bigger than a whale to write for Daisy the verse she deserved instead
of just “Daisy had a heart as big as a whale”. It was fatal that Don showed up at the moment
Daisy was changing the age of her favorite target group and it was also fatal that Daisy’s name
was Daisy and that Donald’s name was Donald, I wish them that what’s fatal for them be just
their fatal attraction and not something else that would make Donald a duck too sitting or
standing or flying or running. But part of his attraction is that he is a fatal man, in that sense too,
since his favorite line is Sean Connery’s “we’ll all die of something anything”. Let me cut the
crap, Bill’s glasses are killing me with his myopia anyway, I’ll have to take them off pretty soon,
so let me make something like a toast. Donald introduced his new self to Daisy on the radio. I
propose that some volunteers introduce the old self of Daisy, Marguerita in her mother tongue, to
Don by singing to her anthem which her presence among us has made a top ten song for much
longer than Minnie the Moocher, I mean Daisy has made the Marguerita song it top one in our
hearts forever. So: Daisy is already on the balcony, who’s not afraid of the US secretary of
defense to serenade his girlfriend in his presence?: .
Daisy who has been moved to happiness tears wipes her eyes and smiles
more and more or laughs or makes blushing motions until in the last
stanza she takes the mike and sings. The yard is filled with young men.
They sing to Daisy, while many people accompany them, they all know the
lyrics:

H:-I’m sure you don’t need the lyrics, you all know them by heart since you were kids and your
moms still locked you in your room.
Marguerita -Daisy my star, my love,
in sky in heavens like bird like dove,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above.
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks a boy like me in his room,
but then I use that silk rope you gave me
and we know better than just to weep and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key I’m found by next dawn
we’re pieces of all night’s booms.
Suddenly Suzy shoes up with three clothes drying ropes and gives one to
her mom and one to Daisy to follow her example and tie them on the
balcony’s railing and three by three the young men climb and Daisy
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kisses them while Don pretends to fist his rivals on their heads with
both hands. Seeing this Suzy runs off as if she’s up to something.

Marguerita-Daisy you are terrific,
a big great boat rocked by the Pacific,
give me your winds, my Pacific,
give me your waves and teach me to be a big open sea like you,
give me your winds my Pacific,
give me your waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you.
Suzy comes back and brings a broom to Don and he pretends he uses it as
a weapon on his rivals. Then she runs again somewhere to bring
something. She also brings a Harry Potter wig and gown and gives Don
the gown to wear while she puts on his the wig and he gets on the
balcony railing , also riding the broom as if ready to fly while his
rivals shot “Jump! Jump!” and Daisy pulls him back and gives her past
loves on the yard a finger or a hip-gesture or something. She removes
his gown as if undressing him and kisses him on the mouth passionately
and caresses his broom that he’s still holding.

My mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks a boy like me in his room,
but then I use that silk rope you gave me
and we know better than just to weep and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key I’m found by next dawn
we’re pieces of all night’s booms.
Daisy answers them singing on a mike
again know her lyrics and accompany:

from the balcony and many people

I am your Daisy I’m planted here,
counting the hours till next time is near,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all sweet nothings we give each other’s ear,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all sweet nothings we give each other’s ear.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
She has gotten the broom now and shakes it to an invisible mother at a
distance.

she locks a boy like you in his room,
but then you use that silk rope I gave you
and we know better than just to weep and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key you’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of all night’s booms.
Then Daisy turns on the karaoke ready, but holds it at pause for Don
to start reading when it will be his turn , and to teach him the melody
she sings a paraphrased form of what Don will read. She sings:

With my mouth full of kisses and love
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove
I fly and whistle my greetings to sun
every morning,
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with my mouth full of kisses I bring
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring
my hair, my eyes, my lips and you drink
my wind blowing.
Don reads on the karaoke Daisy turns on, and people accompany knowing
the lyrics:

With your mouth full of kisses and love
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun
every morning,
with your mouth full of kisses you bring
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink
your wind blowing.
Daisy stops the karaoke and sings:

And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
I’m a matchstick that just catches fire,
and I burn you like a twig yeah!,
till next dawn your burned ashes retire.
Daisy starts the karaoke again and Don on and people go:

And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
With my mouth full of kisses and love
I feel just like those birds high above
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five,
yes, I’m flying,
with my mouth full of kisses and scent
that enwraps me the days that we spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
Daisy stops goes:

With your mouth full of kisses and love
you feel just like those birds high above
you’re flying over stair-steps five by five,
yes, you’re flying,
(here she send flying the broom away from the balcony)

with your mouth full of kisses and scent
that enwraps you the days that we spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
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And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
I’m a matchstick that just catches fire,
and I burn you like a twig yeah!,
till next dawn your burned ashes retire.
Don goes by heart:

And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
Don takes the mike and says :

Don:-I want to propose a song to dance blues with, for you and for Daisy and me, and I know that
Daisy and everybody else is sure I’ll propose “strangers in the night”, but just to surprise you and
to also show how susceptible a man in my position can be for cultural exchange and to show how
good I was in my job in bugging communications even when I could just turn on the radio and
hear it straight like all of you , I’ll sing a Theodorakis song I learned from Bill’s DJ-ings when I
was bugging his lines.
Before Don starts singing Daisy says:

Daisy:- Don said he doesn’t feel a stranger.
Don:-This girl sure has her way with words, I mean what attracted me to her was her extended
vocabulary.
Daisy:-I repeat for whoever needs a translation, especially for Americans who do speak English,
that the reason Don won’t sing “strangers in the night” is because he does feel it’s night but he
doesn’t feel a stranger, anymore. What attracted me to him was that he swam the lightyears from
his alien extraterrestrial den to us native men and women of earth in 24 hours, so I threw him a
lifesaver. So tonight is his night; I mean it’s the night of his being given the benefit of the doubt
due to swimming fatigue; he’s entitled to have reached our shore with his tongue hanging out. Is
my vocabulary extended enough for you, Don, or you want me to extend your eardrums even
more?
Don:-Oh yeah? How much more of an eardrum stretcher can you get?
Daisy:-You really want to find out how much you can put up with?
Don:-Yes, I do.
Daisy:-Can you put it up after such swimming or you expect me to put it up for you?
Don:-If I put it up will you put up with it?
Some applause and whistling is heard Also a couple of promptings of
“Right on!” content. In particular a handsome and robust old man in
white hair seems very enthusiastic about the whole thing and others are
teasing him about something and he laughs.

Daisy:-My type of man! He knocked me out before I counted to ten. He earned his blues dance.
She raises his hand as for box winners

Don:-My type of woman! A graduate from the Al Capone Academy of Tough Shit Answers and
a traditional wife too, knowing who’s the boss in the house.
To people
Don:-Thank you for your moral support, from here on I think can find my way by myself.
He sings and Daisy, smiles broadly and embraces him and blues with him:
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Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
As they eave the balcony Daisy asks Don:

Daisy:-But why didn’t you just turn on the radio instead of paying bugsters to hear Bill’s DJ-ing
to learn this song?
Don:-Well , in US we have a poster with a gorilla in an office desk saying: “If I wanted your
opinion I’d beat it out of you”. Tough shit , my ass! Yech! Sorry Daisy for reminding you my
“gorilla in the mist” past, remote and recent, just after dancing with you.
Daisy:-Don’t worry , when I was in US I used to have that poster on my dorm room’s wall along
with the other poster where the employer was saying “Of course I want it today, if I wanted it
tomorrow I would ask you for it you tomorrow”.
Don:-On your dorm room’s wall?
Daisy:-Don’t give me that look! I never was not that kinky. They were over target board for
darts.
Scene changes. George says to Suzy:

G:-Will you teach me a song?
S:-Yes, but it is a song about jumping over stairsteps and needs to be sung in a long staircase on
the street near the marina by the lake . Can you go down the stairs skipping steps?
G:-I can. Can you? But why teach me a song like that? All the others are learning love songs.
S:-I noticed you are very happy, as if flying. When I am very happy and feel as if flying I go to
the stairs and jump over steps and sing this song.
G:-So let’s go.
S:-No, first I’ll teach you the song
They leave, Helen takes off her black glasses. Bill says.

B:-At last , business as usual. How do we continue? Do we karaoke any oldie before I give the
mike and board again to the young generation of DJs for the hits I’m not versed with?
A friend:-We all know how we begin and we all know the lyrics. The anthem of us the
conservatives and whoever of the young joins our choir or ranks too :
Bill and Helen join singing:

Ι have a love she’s all for me,
my star my dawn my rose my sea,
one thousand men would not be able
to rock you as nice as I can rock you in my cradle.
Your eyes inside are full of flames
flaring at nights and sweet in days,
flaring at nights and sweet in days
your eyes inside are full of flames.
When on your lips I feel I’m flying
I can’t care less if I leave dying,
when in your arms you set me cradling
then aye-aye lady in your sea I’m going sailing.
Without a boat and without sails
the world is mine with all details,
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the world is mine with all details
without a boat and without sails.
You wear the sun like just a hairpin,
moon is a button of your apron,
your breast is home for singing crickets
that for all concerts of the world give us free tickets.
And from your kisses birds have learned
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
right from your kisses birds have learned.
The scene goes to Suzy and George going down some street stairsteps
running and jumping and hand in hand, the street is well lit so they
don’t have a problem. They sing together:

Five by five I skip stairs, ten by ten I’m flying over walls and floors
for two fires of magic, your two eyes of fire,
one look from them into mine ten stabs of desire.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door.
Five by five my kisses, ten by ten all over I will give to you
and after I have drunk you and my kisses made you drunk
lullabies I’ll make for you with my happy song.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door.
Five by five stairs skip me, ten by ten they’re flying me over walls and floors
immigration’s here and I have no choice
and don’t cry for me, they say, they’ll find you better boys.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door.
They meet some young people who go to serenade by night in a boat on
the lake and who ask them if they want to join them . They do. On the
street the young me are singing:

Saturday night is coming, say, mamma,
did I hear you say my white shirt had been washed and cleaned,
my friends that you know are already there and phoned me
to say that my Juliet at her balcony was seen.
Flower scent is coming from the balconies,
flower scent is coming from the yards along the streets,
flower scent is coming from love that’s all around,
love, wave by wave, fills up the oceans, sky and ground.
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We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found
and rowing we will soon be really out
and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht,
ship owners will be jealous of our lot.
Saturday night is coming my princess,
tonight I’m a prime minister, a prince and a tycoon,
mine are all riches of the world and also mine are
sky, sea and heaven and the city’s best saloon.
Mine is your balcony and your doorstep,
mine are your flower pots, your flowers and your plants
and if you just look into my eyes,
right away your faithful slave and subject I become.
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found
and rowing we will soon be really out
and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht,
ship owners will be jealous of our lot.
George:-What a nice song! What is its title?
A young man :-Suzy, now we’ll see if you’ll become a DJ like mon and dad. Do you know?
Suzy:-Of course I do, you smarty. It’s “Saturday night fever and cool”.
Another young man: -And who wrote its music?
Suzy:-The tall.
George:-Suzy, did the tall also write the music of the stair song we were singing?
Suzy:-Of course.
George:-And who wrote its lyrics.
Suzy:-The tall.
George:-And who wrote the music of the Marguerita-Maggie song?
Suzy:-The tall.
George:-And the music for “make up your bedsheets now for two”?
Suzy:-The tall.
George:-That many written by the tall?
Suzy:-Yes , and another song that mom and dad like very much and sing together.
George:-Suzy, do you know other composers except the tall? I mean do you know if everything
was written by the tall?
Suzy:-Of course not! The matchstick song Daisy was singing with Don was not written by the
tall.
George:-I got the picture. And did the tall write the lyrics for the Marguerita-Maggie song too?
Suzy:-Yes, he dedicated them to his daughter Marguerita as a kid.
George:-What? The lyrics that the boys were singing to Daisy?
Suzy:- No this was only the melody of the Marguerita-Maggie song. The real lyrics are not those.
The song you heard has another name.
George:-What name?
Suzy:-“Even on Sunday”
George:-And what did the lyrics the tall dedicated to his daughter say?
Suzy:-Marguerita’s mother locked her in her room and from her balcony she threw a silk rope to
her boyfriend like Juliet to Romeo. Like the rope I brought.
George:-Aaaaaah! Now I understand everything!
Suzy:-No, you don’t. Except one song , you only asked about the tall’s songs.
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George:-Do your dad and mom play anything else?
Suzy:-Of course they do. And when they don’t know new songs they ask for the help of high
school student who do . But I know both old and new. If you know new songs that we don’t ask
dad to give you the mike and teach them to us.
A young man:-What d’ya say Pres’dent? Will our kids have a good DJ when they grow up and
Suzy will be on her parents’ mike?
George:-No they won’t, we’ll abduct Suzy to have her as a DJ in US.
Young man:-What’s abduct?
George:-Ahaa! Suzy is the specialist on that , she’ll explain it to you on the boat.
Young man:-OK, Suzy: What’s abduct?
...They leave with the boat.
The scene changes to Daisy with Don:

Daisy:-Now can you ask me your question again?
Don:-Again? Why?
Daisy:-Just ask it.
Don:- Would you think that high of me if I had not said all that I said with George while you
were hearing me on the radio?
Daisy:-Yes, I would, but only if you weren’t a war criminal. Now that you are I can only think
that high of you only if you stick to what you said on the radio.
Don:-Can I borrow three words of yours to answer that?
Daisy:-Do.
Don: WOW-WOW-WOW!
Daisy:- Can I borrow one word of yours to answer that?
Don:-Do
Daisy:- W-A-A-A-W!
Don:-Was it from me you heard that? Maybe you’re confusing me with somebody else?
Daisy:-Who else? Oh yeah, now that you mention it: Once I had an orgy with three men, not just
Paul Newman and Robert Redford…
Don:-I kind of suspected it, I mean I imagined it.
Daisy:- My good Holmes! You did? You suspected, I mean you imagined, Metro-Goldwyn and
Mayer?
Don:-No, when I saw you kissing those three rope climbing Romeos I imagined you were
fucking our nephews too, all three of them at the same time.
Daisy:-Our nephews? Of me Marguerita and you Don?
Don:-Yes, of me Donald and you Daisy.
Daisy:-Hewy- Lewy and Dewy?
Don:-Exactly.
Daisy:-Hold my hand and let’s run. RUN!
Don:-Why? Where to?
Daisy:-To my house, where else to? Run or I will undress you and fuck you right here on the
street. You hit on my favorite unfulfilled fantasy as I was changing age of target group. Three
nephews and their uncle in the same orgy. I never dared to hope that somebody would be able to
put up with me fantasizing it aloud while fucking , let alone sharing with me the fantasizing,
without being hurt either as uncle or as nephew or hurting me as a bunch of pseudomachos
gangbanging a nymphomaniac.. I’ll tell you every single detail of how I imagined it all to
accommodate the fourth man so as not to be the fourth-man-out in the orgy…Ooooh! Aaaah!...
Aaaargh!..Aaaargh! LET’S NOT JUST RUN! LET’S FLY! FLY!
They start running. Suddenly she stops:

Daisy:-By the way, don’t tell me you defense specialists also have some very explosive lyrics for
nymphomaniacs like me. I mean like me , not like the Penthouse limericks for Jill. Those I
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wouldn’t like even if they were about a Daisy. If you only have like them then better check if
you have some from poets you bug with your equipment.
Don:-I don’t know what you’re talking about. Do you?
Daisy:-I mean , tell me your opinion about the following limerick: Nymphomaniac Jill/tried a
dynamite stick for a thrill/They found her vagina/in North Carolina/and bits of her tits in Brazil.
Don:-I can sing only one thing:
Daisy:-Which?
Don:
With my heart filled with hugs from your love
I feel just like those birds high above
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five,
yes, I’m flying,
with my soul filled with vibes like your scent
I’m enwrapped by the night that we’ll spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
Daisy answers singing:
And tonight, yeah!,
of all nights , yeah!,
you have lighted your girl quite some fire,
that will burn her like a matchstick,
till next dawn her burned ashes retire.
They have reached the shore after passing downwards the same steps they
had passed upwards. They dance the following:

I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, both taken and both given,
I lost myself into your eyes; into your fate I am driven.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
Don:-Daisy, what’s your job? I mean your vocation or task or mission or hobby; OK, your game.
Besides being a psychologist and a prankster. OK, forget it I don’t give a damn if this is all a
prank. Is it by any chance ? …Suddenly he stops and looks at her stopping
her lips with his forefinger as she is ready to start answering
and he sings to her the second stanza of “Ruby Tuesday”: “Don’t question
why she needs to be so free/She’ll tell you it’s the only way to be/She just can’t be chained/to a
life where nothing’s gained/and nothing lost/at such a cost” and the first lyric of its
refrain but as “Goodbye Daisy Sunday, who could hang a name on you?” and stops.
She answers him, singing lightly , the third stanza but as : “There’s no
time to lose you heard me say/ catch your plan before it slips away/ act now while it’s time/lose
your plan and you will lose your mind/in life unkind” and also the first lyric of the
refrain but as “Goodbye Donald Sundance, who could hang no name on you?” and
stops.
And then Mick Jagger’s song, with instruments etc unlike their own
plain voices, is heard and they blues dance its first stanza lying on
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the shore on top of each other and rolling gently, and start kissing
and making love at the refrain.

She would never say when she can come,
yesterday don’t matter if it’s gone,
while the sun is bright
or in the darkest night,
she comes and goes,
no one knows.
Good bye Ruby Tuesday
who could hang a name on you?
When you change with every new day
still I’m gonna miss you.
(The refrain is heard twice like in the end of the actual song and we
hear it to its instrumental closing musical phrase)
At the end Daisy is full of tears:

Don:-Was it something I did?
Daisy:-No, you were perfect.
Don:-Should I maybe call you Daisy Mitchum Sunday? I’m ready for that…No, don’t tell me
until I’m even readier; I mean ready to hear that something else is the matter.
……………………………………………….
The scene changes to George and Suzy. They return, on a nearby site of
the shore but not seeing nor being seen by Don and Daisy, Suzy’s
sleeping on George’s back, he’s walking those steps up now having one
of his hands behind his back to support her from below and one hand
holding her hands crossed in front of his chest. Suddenly she wakes up
and rushed down from his back.

S:-Hey, I’m not talking to you. You broke our agreement. I told you to pinch me awake if I went
to sleep. I missed the whole trip and you didn’t wake me up.
G:-But you were very sleepy, and you also slept late last night.
S:-You were bored of my talking so I won’t talk to you again. Aaaa! Now I remember. You also
made me miss the story the smarty was saying about those three young men who were using the
ropes I brought, they had also climbed in some balcony when they were kids. So tell me what
happened then.
G:-Maybe you dreamt all that.
S:-No! Maybe you let me sleep to miss the story. Or not to miss it yourself because I was talking
to you at the same time. So I’ll never talk to you again.
G:-Then how are you going to tell me you want me to bend down and let you sleep on my back as
we’re walking?
Suzy, instead of talking , tells him by pantomime to bend down and
that she will sleep on his back. As he’s walking George tells her:

G:-I’ll teach a song too:
Tonight like kids we had again

that quarrel for whatever,
that quarrel for whatever.
You sat enough your turn to stand,
you talked enough now it’s my turn,
now you leave and I remain,
the same old tune forever.
Quarrel one and two and three
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and quarrel four and five,
I can’t stand you, you can’t stand me
our love just can’t survive.
S:-Hey, that song dad sings to me many time. Did you hear by him on the radio or from Don’s
equipment?
G:-I learned it from the guys on the boat while you were sleeping. They learned it from your dad
or your mom or all of them learned it from some other station on the radio.
S:- Or from a boat like you did. So while I was sleeping and you were listening to smarty you
were still thinking of me and you learned the song to make up with me so you really wanted me
to sleep because I was tired and not because you were bored of my talking.
G:-Now you’re talking.
S:-OK, from now on I’m talking to you again.
She falls asleep on his back, when they reach the house Bill is sitting
on the doorstep in front of the yard and Helen is watering the flowers.
Seeing George with Suzy on his back sleeping they burst in laughter.

B:-What stamina is that George?! I do know first hand she’s no baby weight anymore. I don’t
know whom I want to embrace and kiss first. I missed you. Don’t worry, she didn’t hear it or I
would have to be deciphering pantomime for a month in out talks. It happens all the time, she
wants to follow the grownups everywhere and not miss a word and then she has to be brought
back sleeping.
H:-Quite a leap of faith I heard you took from the terrace. Both you and Don. I almost cried I was
not out there to see it happening. Butch and Sundance would envy you.
Suzy opens just one eye as Helen takes her into her arms from George’s
back and fills her cheeks with smacks and her legs and thighs with
light pinches and tickles she knows Suzy likes and orders all the
grownups to give her in order to keep her awake:

S:-What’s a leap of faith mom?
H:-The flight people said George and Don made like birds from the terrace to their arms.
S:-When dad threw me to George and I flew like a bird did I take a leap of faith too?
H:-Yes, you did.
S:-But not when I just skip stairsteps. It has to be flying like a bird not just jumping like a bird,
right? ……….zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
H:-Thank God! Poor George, carrying her all the way from the port! And up those stairs! Now
how can we start congratulating you on your speech, on your performance, on your spirits, on
what soul is behind all those…It will take forever.
G:-So will it take if I start thanking you, so just congratulate me on how I carried Suzy. Now I
see how Bill keeps fit although he doesn’t seem to be a jogger. I mean I noticed a brand new pair
of jogging shoes that stopped coming out some decades ago. So as Suzy will start getting older
Bill’s muscles will be gradually exercised more and more and he will go past Arnie like that
ancient Greek mathematician to whom they gifted a calf when he was a kid and he was carrying
it on his shoulders and as they grew together he was finally carrying a bull.
H:-Where have you heard that story? I mean in the states. Suzy doesn’t know he was a
mathematician too. Otherwise I would think she was trying to give you incentives to carry her.
G:-Our coach in high school had told us.
B:-Did he also tell you how he died after becoming so strong that he could kill an ox with one
punch and then eat it all at one sitting?
G:-How?
B:-He was cutting wood with his bare punches in the forest, like Miyaki in karate kid 2, or was it
3?, and his hand was stuck as a wedge in a log and night came and wolves found him defenseless.
G:-Fortunately I started this gymnastics just today and not as a kid like him. See you. Strange
however: Now I’m not deteriorating with sleepiness or fatigue. Actually I’ll go back to reading
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your envelope. More precisely, sleepiness went off when I remembered I had that envelope
waiting for more reading…
Next morning George comes to say goodbye to Suzy:

S:-Dad I feel like crying . So does George. And so do you and mom. You know why George
doesn’t cry now and I do? Because he already cried yesterday feeling he would leave today.
When I was on his head. And I saw you too were crying mom, I did see it, I mean I did see you
wearing black glasses. And these were dad’s glasses, so dad must have looked them up although
it’s not summer, so he had cried and then mom borrowed them to cry herself too. So you all cried
yesterday but one by one so as not to cry today, because we would be funny if we all cried at the
same time.
G:_Bill do you agree with Suzy for the reason I was crying? Maybe you know it first hand since
it may have happened to you too. Many people also knew it firsthand I saw yesterday.
B:-I guess it has to do with seeing sea waves in a sea of hands flooding the space with such a
thing as collective love and responsibility for a collective ideal. You remember from your
envelope the photos from the funeral, during the German occupation, of a national poet in
which then Poet of the March of the Spirit was one of the persons carrying the coffin and
throwing the dust on it after lowering it in the grave. And he also read a poem he wrote about
him the night before to the tens of thousand of people who had come After the funeral in which
some moments brought the equilibrium with the German guards to borderline situations, he
was crying very hard , I think for the same thing he had witnessed, but instead of explaining like
we do now he covered it with humor: I forgot to include in the envelope his answer when
somebody asked “But are you mourning that much for out poet?”. He answered “I’m not
mourning him but myself because I won’t have such a funeral. That was a death befitting a poet”
Then George leaves. Before they even land CNN covers in the way that
we’ll see in the following follow up the whole event on which we have
enough inside story to have rather different first hand opinions and
impressions:

IMMEDIATE FOLLOW UP:
The team was still in the airplane when Helen, Bill and Suzy
heard on CNN news the following version of what had happened that
weekend: “President Bush, who according to sources who do not
wish to be identified, is rumored or even claimed to probably be
just citizen Bush before long , terribly, and rather
irrevocably, exposed the prestige of this country when,
encouraged by the successes and fits of good luck he has had
since his re-election and badly advised by the cost of his
failures and fits of bad luck in the same period , tried to
create a success by winning a debate with a European DJ on a
broadcasting station that has been called a bulwark of vibrant
anti-American sentiment and, in the process of that, he
perpetrated the blunder of plagiarism, not giving proper and due
reference for some borrowed quotes he used of President Allende
of Chile. The political world is expected to be rather
unanimously shocked at that. “Free speech is a matter of
principles, we don’t care what he said or what Allende had said,
it’s the plagiarism that I can’t swallow” a fellow republican
said, whereas a member of the opposition said “I’m quite happy he
finally borrowed something from a liberal in one way or another,
but I would prefer another. In his case it’s not at all a matter
of what he said or what Allende had said but …Oh, I feel ashamed
both in front of foreigners and among compatriots, I feel as
having been robbed of this last vestige of our honest
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tradition”. An ex Princeton dean who was asked said: “Not only
did he violate the age honored tradition of the educational honor
system when he committed plagiarism by trying to hide his
borrowing from Allende not mentioning his name, most probably
thinking that only he knew this so common reference, but also he
violated the spirit of the Patriot Act he himself had insisted
so much on, by helping to propagate the way of thinking,
paraphrasing and inverting texts of a writer whom he clearly
photographed and gave reference to with his allusion but whose
name we shall not mention so that he does not become known to
more than the one digit number of persons in US who know that he
exists, since he is a vehement anti American, one of his objects
of sarcasm being the Pulitzered journalist Thomas Friedman
especially in his articles where he represents George W. Bush
who represents the American people”. The only clear thing about
this statement is clearly the fact that it quite clearly has a
very unclear meaning to the average man on the street who, after
hearing it, would just say “what? ”, if he said anything at all.
But not so among academics who said that its meaning is as clear
as daylight and the only thing that was not to them clear was
what on earth our question about it was, if we at all knew what
we were asking. CNN has decided to stick to the facts, and the
only facts we do have from that visit ,since no TV or even tape
recorder went along , was that during a big party on the street ,
probably serving as a distraction for guards trying hard to keep
concentrated on persons possibly targeted, there was stealing of
classified biological material, for purposes as yet unknown;
namely excrement was stolen from the toilets brought from US for
the needs of the president and his consultants and staff. More
concretely the only sure fact is that somebody stole excrement
form Richard Perle’s personal toilet”. Of course the news were
commented only by Suzy who only said, after first having asked
what “inverting” means, that she was happy that now the
excrement had gone from Georges’s shit to that bad grandpa’s
shit, who played deaf and mute without being one, but she could
not imagine why anyone would risk stealing something like
excrement instead of stealing money from a bank, but combining
all this with the new words “inverting”, “inverted” and
“inversion” she had learned from her mom’s answer to her
question, she concluded : “Money is a thing that everybody
wants to have and banks give people interest to give them their
money to save for a while so he who stole excrement made an
inversion by stealing a thing that nobody wants to have. So he
will save it for a while and will give it back to that phonydeaf-and-mute also putting some excrement interest to what he
took, maybe excrement of his own, if he has, or just shit if he
hasn’t excrement too. This is an inversion in interest too. But
how is he going to send it to him? By mail? Won’t it stink? Or
maybe the phony deaf-and-mute will come for another visit?”.
Almost immediately after their landing and concurrently with the
lightning fast developments that within a week had replaced
Yale’s Bush and Princeton’s Rumsfeld by Yale’s Cheney and
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Princeton’s Wolfowitz and had put in the previous position of
Wolfowitz that ex dean of Princeton with Perle keeping to where
he was, letting vice presidency to Condie, OK almost concurrently
with all that which in no time left Bush and Rumsfeld reborn as
George and Don, and with lots of free time , they wrote Bill and
Helen a letter writing among other things the following:“..Please
send us some kind of review of what was discussed there in the
style of which we send you an example, not exactly doing the
same but doing a kind of inverse in order to achieve the same
goal; we explain: we wrote a full account of what we, George and
Don, had discussed with Rich, Paul and Dick while bugging you
in one meeting before we came to you; and to produce out of it
something more readable and functional to a reader we made a
summary of it. So we have a full and completely informative
version readable by very interested and patient persons and a
short and more relevant version readable by everybody. OK, our
long version also contains a couple of points we imagine might
have been discussed behind the backs of both of us. The bottom
line is that the short version , used as the picture of the whole
forest, makes quick and easier some subsequent acquaintance
with the long version containing pictures of all individual
So to speak the short version will be a film size soap opera that
I and Don will try to a make it an actual film, and the long
version will be a soap opera not to be played day by day but to
be read by the film lovers and thought about by persevering
readers after they have seen the film.

End of episode 2 which, in retrospect, could be titled
“The irresistible charm and call of the overcloudcuckooland”
APPENDIX: (to have been given as theater program)
(let’s see some of the papers George had in that envelope Some of what he saw are missing here , some of
what we’ll see were not in the envelope. But let’s leaf them all anyway Ok, some are only in forms to be
googled some ara downloaded They’re in he program good both as reading before or after the film
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MOUNT BUSHMORE
“Tho’ obscur’d, this is the form of the Angelic Land”
William Blake (“America”)
(Episode 3: Rumsfeld’s security leads him in a police car to his home
and before leaving him his head guard tells him “You’re on your own
from now on chief. If you think you need to have some private security
and you can afford it I do know some guys you can trust and you do know
my phone number”. Bush is also in a police car and is taken somewhere
but it’s not in a town, it’s in almost wilderness. His head guard tells
him “You’re on your own from now on chief ...You did say you have your
cell phone with you, didn’t you? I hope its battery is charged as you
said. And don’t call Laura. She’ll call you she said. Anyway she didn’t
give me her new phone number. Good luck. Don’t ask me whose bright idea
it was to bring you all the way here because I really don’t know which
of the three had this flash of inspiration. It did sound weird to me, I
can tell you that”. Bush comes out of the car, the car leaves, he takes
a few steps and we see it’s a cliff, first we see it as we see its
bottom from the top, then we see it from the bottom and we see Bush as
a small figure on top, he’s stepping on Washington’s head on Mount
Rushmore and is looking down as if contemplating suicide. It’s
twilight. Amada suddenly appears from somewhere around there, carrying
a glider (or whatever one calls that kite-like one man wind-plane
people jump over cliffs with):)

G:-Have we met before? Have I seen you somewhere recently? Or years ago? Or in some film or
book or newspaper or something?
A:-You mean before or after the time Suzy was flying from shoulders to shoulders ?...
George has some flashbacks from his and Don’s jump from Bill and
Helen’s terrace to the people’s arms and then remembers Suzy flying
from Bill’s shoulders to his and then remembers her on Amada’s
shoulders and then, very fleetingly, he sees someone like Amada but
much younger in an astronaut’s suit.

…Yes , I am the one you think I’ m too young to be her mother and too old to be herself.
G:-So it aged you that much?
A:-There are things that make us grow up, sometimes they age us too. Even you grew up, let’s
both hope nothing ages you, too. But it’s all part of the job, anyway.
G:-You mean part of the volunteer sitting duck’s job?
A:-That’s a good name for it.
G:-Good name for that what?
A:-For that kind of bird.
G:-What’s a nice bird like you doing in a place like this?
A:-Getting ready to fly. What else would a bird do over a cliff?. The night we met you had faith
enough in some people to jump into their arms from a terrace. Now will you have faith enough to
jump into their arms from a cliff? I mean will you have faith in our wings right here, or you feel
you are too very heavy for flying ?
G:-It depends. Too heavy for a flying man? For a flying donkey? For flying pachyderm?
Actually what I have more faith in is you being so light . And without a donkey tied as ballast, a
draught might make you a kite.
A:-So let’s get ready.
G:-So tonight’s going to be the night a sitting duck opened her wings to become the guarding
angel of a donkey to save him from the pachyderms who aged her along with him? Shall we say
gone with the wind? What d’you say?
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A:-Become the wind and the answer will be blowing in you, what else?.
G:-So let’s call it the night of the flying duck and of the flying donkey.
An iguana shows up and its tongue does that quick in-out. They see it.

A:-No, let’s just call it night of the iguana like in the movie.
G:-Or twilight of the iguana like in Neruda’s poem. By the way how did you guess Perle would
have me brought over here?
A:-Contemptible triviality is not unfathomable, it’s just ballbreaking to men and boring to death
for women.
G:-Why did you bother to fetch me?
A:-For what else? We have a world to save. Come on Karbuncle, we ain’t got all night for gags
and wisecracks.
In the meantime they were fixing the glide plane and themselves to it.
They fly off with the music of the song “Algunas bestias” below. When
it starts playing it’s end of twilight when it finishes it’s dark
night. Both while there’s still daylight and while night has come some
droughts make them gain height as they were going down and this happens
as background to some parts of the music sounding like that, thus
making their flight as if they were dancing with the wind. (Their
twilight flight scene is interrupted by scenes in a camp of training
activists, men and women, climbing poles and cliffs and flying tied
with ropes from cliffs or using ropes between trees like Tarzan, all
this happening it the sound of “Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra” (“All
was flight in our land”) of the first two lines of the opening and
refrain of the 5th song of the CD (the song “Vienen los pajaros”=“the
birds arrive”). It happens both in a place Amada and George will reach
in a while, at night, and we’ll recognize as the twilight training
place, and also in a place George has as flashback from Helen talking
to him on that night and mentioning such training camps to him while
playing him that “Vienen los Pajaros” song. Let’s go back to the
“Algunas bestias” song. By its end they will have finished their
glideflight and will also have ridden a horse (the same horse. Amada in
front, George behind her) and will have passed through forest on
horseback. Fast horseback music (somewhat Bonanza-like) is some music
around the singing of the repeated verses:
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio...…
(Oh: in the monkey lovemaking part we may see some analogous quick
scene with other animals in the forest, not monkeys; quick scene not
meaning a scene of fast sex but a fast, fleeting passing by a calm and
slow sex scene. Also, at the mention of “esta la gigante anaconda
cubierta de barros rituales” we’ll see near a highway, supposedly at a
site near the forest they’re traversing, a gigantic factory of war
industry) OK, let’s hear “Algunas bestias”, now:)
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ALGUNAS BESTIAS
(play CD song number 2) SOME BEASTS
ERA el crepusculo de la iguana.
It was the twilight of the iguana.
ERA el crepusculo de la iguana
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
From its glistening battlement
Su lengua como un dardo
a tongue like a javelin
se hundia en la verdura
darted into the verdure,
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
the monastic anteater trod
con inclodioso pie la selva,
the jungle with melodious feet,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
the guanaco fine as oxygen
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
in the wide brown heights
calzando botas de oro,
was wearing boots of gold,
mientras la llama abria candidos
while the llama opened candid
ojos en la delicadeza
eyes in the delicacy
del mundo lleno de rocio.
of the world covered with dew.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
calzando botas de oro,
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
The monkeys wove
interminablement erotico
an unendingly long erotic thread
en las riberas de la aurora,
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
derribando muros de polen
leveling walls of pollen
y espantando el vuelo violeta
and startling the violet flight
de las mariposas de Muzo.
of the butterflies from Muzo .
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
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la noche pura y pululante
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
interminablement erotico
en las riberas de la aurora,
derribando muros de polen
y espantando el vuelo violeta
de las mariposas de Muzo.
Era la noche de los caimanes,
la noche pura y pululante
de hocicos saliendo del legamo,
y de las cienagas sonolientas
y de las cienagas sonolientas
un ruido opaco de armaduras
volvia al origen terrestre.

the night pure and pullulating
The monkeys wove
an unendingly long erotic thread
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
leveling walls of pollen
and startling the violet flight
of the butterflies from Muzo .
It was the night of the alligator,
the night pure and pullulating
with snouts emerging from he ooze,
and from the somnolent swamps
and from the somnolent swamps
an opaque thud of armor
returned in the earthly origins

Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
El jaguar tocaba las hojas
arcoirisada cresteria
con su ausencia fosforescente,
arcoirisada cresteria
el puma corre en al ramaje
arcoirisada cresteria
como el fuego el fuego
el fuego devorador
mientras arden en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio,…
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el hormiguero monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba calzando
del rio, husmean el nido cuya
delicia palpitante
atacaran con dientes rojos.
Y en el fondo del agua magna,
como un circulo de la tierra,
esta la gigante anaconda
cubierta
de
barros rituales,
cubierta de barros rituales,
devoradora.
y religiosa.

The jaguar touches the leaves
with its phosphorescent absence,
the puma bolts through the foliage
like fire, fire
like fire of devouring hunger
while in him burn
the jungle’s alcoholic eyes .

Badgers scratch the river’s feet,

sniff out the nest whose
throbbing delight
they’ll attack with red teeth.
And in the depths of the almighty water
like the circle of the earth
lies the giant anaconda
covered
with
ritual mud
covered with ritual mud
devouring
and religious.
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When they finally dismount among the activists something in the sound
of “Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra” is heard but to the effect of
“welcome to nuestra tierra”. A group of activists, M.A.1(Man Activist),
W.A.1(Woman Activist), M.A.2, W.A.2, M.A.3
start talking with Bush
immediately. Parts of “vienent los pajaros” (like e.g. the melody of
the verses “la torcaza araucana hacia..”) in low volume, are heard in
the background:

G:-So what are you guys up to? Your gliding and riding abilities are impressive and your
climbing are even more so but let’s compare notes on whether they really help to climb to any
power; you illuminate me and demystify me on that , I do some consulting to you to the best of
my abilities, by what I know about the White House and by what Ι learned from Helen and Bill
and from all your fellow birds in Germany’s green belt overcloudcuckooland. For example what
were you practicing on with those ropes for hanging from rocks?
M.A.1:- We plan to hang a giant double head, you and Allende, on Mount Bushmore, next to the
usual giants heads. It’s going to be hollow of course, we don’t have the time to really sculpt one
for real, we’ll only carry a plaster one. Others are going to make a virtual one on the internet and
others are going to photograph the one we’ll hang before anybody removes it.
G:-The point of that being what? Tell me just to make sure I’m getting it correctly.
W.A.1 (looking, through proximity to M.A.1 and through being equally athletic and acrobatic
during her training , as wife or girlfriend of M.A.1):-To tell people that not everybody bought
the bullshit that your paraphrasing Allende’s last speech to fit US data was something bad, like
for instance plagiarism, and not something inspired which gave us great food for thought.
G:-I did hope to hear that but only in my wildest reveries. You women have a heart big enough to
think like that.
W.A.1:-Even commonsense should be enough to tell somebody that not discussing your speech,
or be it Allende’s speech, on account of such a bullshit excuse is a very cheap and stupid way to
close truth and facts out of oneself , like the other bullshit excuses: We don’t discuss Chomsky
because he was an Anti American even before we invaded Iraq and we don’t discuss late antiwar
joiners because they are inconsistent with the tolerance to war they showed before Iraq. It’s
always either too early or too late to say any truth and the only freedom of speech tolerable is not
to argue but to say “I believe in your freedom of speech only in the sense of considering myself
free to ignore what you say and not answer it, but without giving you coverage enough in the
media to say all that I allow you to say as cops are taking you out of the room. I don’t give you
time for free speech enough to make me obliged to answer to our common viewers what it is
that you said about the facts and about my role. I only give you enough time to make me look as
if believing in freedom for just not arresting you. Facts should never be discussed in public. I
welcome shouters, I don’t allow Chomskies and Blums for a live and nationwide round table
discussion, with Condie and Perle”.
G:-What can you do for this to happen when your representatives do not actively represent the
questions you want to address to your politicians?
M.A.2:-You want to suggest something or just to learn? We plan to propose on the Internet that
any voting American who bothers to do so, absolutely any voting American who bothers to do so,
propose one American, perhaps his own self or any other acquaintance of his, as an asker who is
representative of his questions to the people who contribute to the decisions taken in this nation.
When we say “propose an asker” we mean that candidate askers introduce themselves through
the questions they will pose if elected as askers and if received by the decision makers. After
candidate askers introduce themselves through their questions and after people vote for them on
the web, then the ones elected will show to the senators etc how many people voted for them as
being more eligible than professional politicians to ask. Of course professional politicians are
welcome to propose and introduce themselves too through questions they would ask if they
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became askers. But if they’re not elected as askers they have no ground for saying that this
internet voting is not legitimate and that their election during regular voting was more valid. Then
how can a decision maker say the usual bullshit like “ I believe in free speech , so say whatever
you like” if he doesn’t agree to sit and be asked by these elected askers nationwide and live on
TV? He will know the exact number of people he disappoints and what political cost it will have.
Let alone if he tries to say that askers is a concept not to be allowed at all! Do we echo your
thought too George? Any objection? Advice? Comment?
G:-No, it’s just perfect! And much better than what would just echo my views. You have thought
it out much better than what I had in mind. I wish Don was here to hear that; he’d love it.
Amada:-Actually we’re in touch with Don. We haven’t yet told him that but he told us something
to tell you. He is sending you a gift. The most valuable you could imagine or not dare to even
imagine he said. He only wishes he could make a similar gift to himself but he’s not sure if he can
make it or if you can make it but you’re very lucky you could be made that gift. Do you have any
idea what he meant? I don’t, and if it’s a secret between you and him I don’t ask either. And I
even feel I may have ruined a surprise.
G:-Of course I know what he meant, or at least I hope he meant that; and it’s no secret. He
couldn’t mean anything else but having talked to Laura about what happened in the greenbelt
town and having convinced her against what Pat Robertson had told her.
Amada:-What had he told her?
G:-That my plagiarizing Allende was due to my yielding to alcohol and besides making our
nation ridiculous I also broke my promise to her not to ever drink again and that both for my
sake and for the sake of her principles and to follow what God expects from us she should not
see me again in this life and should only see me in afterlife’s paradise after taking a license from
God or Christ themselves and only after I had in the meantime found a way to join them in
paradise from where I fell in hell again on multiple charges after the momentous import of my
failure after succumbing to thirst for alcohol again.
W.A.2:-Is it possible that somebody who bought this bullshit argument in the first place ever buy
anything reasonable from even the brightest orator in the world, which Rummy isn’t anyway?
Either Rummy has suffered a transfiguration or Laura’s love for you is stronger than even
religious fanaticism and than any compulsive obsession with psychoanalysis. Amada is this what
the drummer went to town for? Oh, you said you didn’t know.
G:-Amada is this the drummer that Bill referred to as “the different drummer”?
Amada:- That’s correct.
G:-So he’s here too!
Amada:-He’s my husband.
G:-Oh! I see. His brother is here too? Tell me when he’s around. I want to meet him.
W.A.2:-You’ll immediately recognize him. He looks like the winner of the Jack Nicholson
look-alike contest.
G:-So he is the person who married that Balkanian girl. So she’s here too?
Amada:-Not this time around! Last time she came here she lost the right to see her daughter for
some years. You think she owes to US, or to any American, even to her own Nicholson, a
sacrifice bigger than any sacrifice any American owes to make but doesn’t make? Anyway, her
own Nicholson forbids her to come here and to pay any price he himself hasn’t yet paid to keep
his own integrity and to keep the peace of non Americans safe from our national disgrace, the
gang.
G:- Thus the reason he hasn’t stayed out of US and near her is that he considers even happiness a
disgrace if he doesn’t find again his integrity which we removed in some way. So he does think
that keeping or regaining one’s personal integrity and honorfriendliness in such matters helps
keeping or regaining the collective integrity and honorfriendliness of his country. Right? So we
did harm his integrity…But we didn’t age him, too, in the process, right? I mean he still looks
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Nicholson enough…I mean in “the best it gets”…I don’t mean to endear myself and shit. Let’s
get back to something real. You mentioned “sacrifice”. How do you mean that?
M.A.3:-Since you wanted to get back to something real let’s take your question to mean in what
non masochist and unreal way we mean “sacrifice” so let’s better give an example of what we
don’t mean: Oh: By the way let me first ask on behalf of you some even real-ler questions you
might consider as too individualistic in front of so convinced altruists like us. Amada, any guess,
for George, when the drummer with Laura are coming?
Amada:-I don’t think they’ll start the glide flight before dawn, the horse ride will be faster with
day light than it was for us, so George can figure judging by how long it took us.
M.A.3:-Unless the drummer was in a rush to surprise us …or Don meant some other surprise or
he is so playful he has the same surprise but inside another surprise
Amada:-My good Holmes on what ground you’re making so definite and numerous vague
conjectures?
M.A.3:-Turn around for me, please? Thank you? Any more ground than the not at all vague sense
of everyday vision for the definite and numerous conclusions just reached?
(The drummer is seen coming, alone, on horse back, from the direction
of the forest)

Drummer:-George, Don sends you this cassette and cassette player.
George is strangely both disappointed and moved. The drummer (whose
looks are like Bunuel’s Christ in Bunuel’s “The Milky Way” or like the
Irish guitar player’s in Monty Pythons’ “The Secret Policemen’s Ball”)
pushes the button even before dismounting. After the instrumental
introduction we hear Laura’s voice singing as in karaoke the following:

The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you,
come down your door and hold my hand to feel how much I need you.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given,
I lost myself into your eyes, into your fate I am driven.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
M.A.3:-George, the answer to your question about sacrifice can wait. It’s heaven that can’t wait.
Don really had a surprise inside a surprise. You can use my tent since my wife is in town tonight.
Don’t worry, I don’t have a nasty untidy bachelor’s habits when she’s out.
G:-You do run too fast on unfounded conjecture this time.
M.A.3.-I do use good old ordinary vision again and no third eye. Do turn around for me, please.
George turns around. Laura has come out of the forest and is walking
towards them. George starts running to her and after a while she too
runs and they fall in each other’s arms midway
................
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Next morning Laura is serving coffee to all, to their company has been
added Bill, an activist with Jack Nicholson looks, George is saying to

M.A.3:
G:-Peter, can we now go back to what you were saying? I had asked you what real thing you
meant by sacrifice and you were going to say what unreal thing you don’t mean:
Peter:-I’ll tell you an extreme example in which the unreality is obvious and conspicuous to a
literally blinding degree, but much of its pattern enters less extreme cases of unreality and
futility: Once upon a time , late ’70s or early ’80s, a man in his early thirties showed up in
Berkeley and after making a living for some time by reading to people Tarot cards while sitting
on the sidewalks of Telegraph Avenue, one day at noon and in public, he suddenly blinded
himself by using a small wooden plaquette on which he had adjusted two pins or nails after
measuring his eye to eye distance; and before the ambulance came he made some speeches of the
type “become aware you Americans” etc. He later said that the idea had dawned on him that if he
said all that just plain they would have no result, but if he accompanied the speech with a bloody
appearance he would reminds a prophet and would be more convincing. He added that he himself
did consider himself a prophet and adduced as evidence the fact that he himself did not want to
become blinded either and that actually when he had first thought of the idea he had said to
himself “oh, no-no-no-no-no-no!” like Christ in the garden of Gethsemane had said “take this
cup away from me”. Not having the least intention to be ironic of the poor guy still in his thirties,
I point out that we still must notice that apart from the fact that his proof leaked from all sides
and apart from the fact that his deed , instead of even being “publicity”, would estrange people
even if he had said something valid or substantial , which he hadn’t, OK, apart from all that, his
logic, and also the logic of many prophets of the “repent ye “ type who want to help in the
salvation of humanity , is like the logic of the doctor in the joke with the French fries: –Do you
smoke? –No, I don’t. –Do you drink? –No, I don’t. –Do you overdo it with women? –No, I don’t.
–Do you like French fries? –Yes, I do –Then quit them at once, they are the source of your
problems. That just goes to say that what a real prophet does , with or without eyes, with or
without an appearance that shakes you and haunts you, with or without invoking the divine etc,
OK, what a real prophet does is that he does spell out some crucial factors affecting the causal
flow of events and some crucial relations of them with human nature. To diagnose that what
affects in a bad way the causal flow of events is the fact that some things are pleasant is like
diagnosing that what is harmful to our health is not some ingredient of French fries themselves
but our secretions having to do with the pleasantness we feel when for example we eat those
fries , something which seldom is true.
G:-So what upshot does all this leave us with?
Peter:-That what is needed to be convincing is some proposal and not the looks of he who makes
it. Obvious enough, isn’t it? If you have an itch for sacrifice you have to propose some change
your opponents would have a reason to kill you for, otherwise they won’t even bother to do it and
then you’ll even have to do it yourself like this guy. Having a proposal means not being like the
Christ of the rock opera who is just out to fulfill a self fulfilling prophesy and sings to his
heavenly father “why should I die? You’ve been clear on where and when but not so clear on
why”; it’s not quitting pleasant things like life or fries that will make a difference, it’s going to be
what you propose that will make a difference; if it can survive you, I mean; in which case it’s
going to make the next guy in your shoes into a target too; it’s going to make a target out of your
Johnson too if you’re the Kennedy . I mean all this is a little like asking if Christ could have been
lucky to at least avoid the painful part of the dying by catching pneumonia on the night in
Gethsemane and dying before being crucified. Could this count as fulfilling the prophesy on his
death and still save the world or there was a ritual involved demanding Mel Gibson scenes? My
opinion is that if all there is to it is not just voodoo nor brainwash and if what causes things to
happen is not just similarity to things written in some book , and if that book is at all about real
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factors for which you would be shot, then what counts is a proposal; and if you catch pneumonia
then the hard part goes to the next guy in line , your vice president so to speak. OK, I’m just
commenting on a possible illusion that it’s the masochistic or self victimizing aspects of a
leader’s personality that can be effective or convincing or merely relevant, if that’s what your
question about sacrifice meant.
G:- So suppose you are a candidate running for president and you have the most human and most
doable proposal of the world and with the help of volunteerism and of the internet you have been
successful in publicizing your program without obliging yourself too much or even not at all to
the usual interests and lobbies and donors and sponsors and suppose that in this way you have
become real dangerous to these interests; and suppose you are elected and you are just killed the
next day of the election or even before it. And that your opponents just work with the ordinary
means of buying the press , propagating the usual lies on patriotism and religion and terrorism.
Will your proposal have a chance to play a role at all and rise above the noise and usual
obfuscation with or without the usual obituaries and stereotypes about heroism or about being
ahead of one’s time? Or your vice president either changes the program , in which case the
proposal has been killed anyway? Or your vice president gets killed too? And so on and so forth.
I mean I was not just asking about romantic or about masochistic self illusions when I
mentioned the word “sacrifice”. I meant how do you imagine that chain ever stopping?
Drummer:-You don’t really have to imagine a chain of kamikaze-like presidents standing up for
some new and revolutionary proposal when you’re speaking about US or any nation that would
be in its world leading position. Such chains of kamikaze presidents would be needed in nations
that are constantly under the pressure of some external factor which threatens it with collapse, and
that external factor is the world leading nation, say US, itself . If a president and a vice president
in a row, whether already elected or at candidate stage, are killed in US itself then everything
would collapse overnight for the sake of their proposal which would be a meaningful and viable
proposal anyway , otherwise nobody would bother to kill them in the first place. By collapse for
the sake of their proposal I mean that with two politicians in a row dying for it, the overall taste
left immediately in the nation would be “They’re killing us, each and everyone” and people
would massively support and try to protect the third guy in favor of it. The only hope left to the
interests organizing the killings would be to also kill the defenders of the proposals that are not a
danger to them so as to disorient the voters with respect to what proposals they should be
defending, but this is a joke. So, reasonable thinking assholes in think tanks and shit tanks and
think gangs and shit gangs of these interests would not really kill anybody since they would know
their game is lost anyway at the minute a meaningful proposal shows up. Real chess player do see
a checkmate several moves ahead and don’t sit to play the game up to the bitter end. Resigning is
humiliating only if one gives up a fight with danger but with possibilities of carrying through
one’s plan. If one’s plan has no chance , then humiliation is not resigning but playing the last
boring moves, especially when there’s no heroism involved: for a samurai to play to the end is a
meaningful thing because heroic dying is part of his plan. For a fraud and cheat, to play to the
end when he knows his fraud has been uncovered, is just pathetic and lamentable mental
derangement or blindness or even more self humiliating spite or lack of imagination and of
know-how for any other game besides fraud. The free market and globalization proposals
unanimously proposed by both government and opposition here and everywhere are fraud and
cheat that are viable only to the moment where enough voting people would be educated enough
to see they’re fraud and cheat of self serving scum supported by idiots, liars and pseudothinkers
or by real thinkers too self absorbed in their thoughts to notice or to care. Once this has been
exposed, and once a meaningful alternative has been proposed, the cheats just go; to even bother
to drop the mask and become outright coercive without pretenses of democracy and voting etc
can happen only in small nations coerced by local dictators with the help of external superpowers,
it can’t happen inside the leading superpower itself, nor inside the globalized society that
doesn’t have a coercive factor external to the globe. It’s so much coercion that would be needed
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for such a thing that one wouldn’t know who coerces whom. Of course things still do have some
risks for prospective presidents because we only thought about reasonable thinking assholes when
they realize their fraud is dead before they hear its rattle. But if you include the fact that stupid
hillbillies can also kill without being prompted by thinking assholes , or if you also include the
fact that even Princetonian gangs have human failings like stupid hillbillies , then you still have
some killer profiles that may harm a candidate. And, worse than all, global dangers are not
obsolete in global society just because the elite is lacking, ultimately, the means to coerce the
global majority: I mean one reaction of such a tiny minority to the beginning of its loss of control
might be the coercion by use of grand scale mass killing by superguns like mini nukes tried on
sample states to intimidate the rest for some more time. Apart from all that things are really more
optimistic than any time in the past. So let’s keep as upshot of all this the certainty that nobody
gets killed most probably in a serious change for a serious proposal. For all practical purposes
drop the “most probably”, just say that nobody gets killed when the cheats do know that they
have been debunked in front of the voting majority; violence exists only as long as they hope
they can still prevent the debunking of their myth. Once it’s too late they just walk off the stage
as dignifiedly and unpretentiously as they can and just try to buy off their sins or at least to hire
some security to avoid being lynched by hotheads and whackos who still want to kick some ass
the American way but, lacking guidance by the assholes, kick the few and well targeted
assholes’ asses rather than the innumerable asses the assholes would like to point out to them.
G:-As a result of this certainty that nobody gets killed you leave leadership to others or you go
after it?
Drummer:-You go after it or sufficiently close to it. I mean if your talents lie with politics you go
after it , if your talents lie with science or art you use some of these talents out of responsibility
to help the task of the ones who go after it because their talents lie with politics.
G:-Whether going after it or just sufficiently close to it , do you do it because you rightly or
wrongly feel certain that you are safe from violence or because you want to be one of the guinea
pigs of your theory , especially in case it’s wrong and it’s not true that nobody gets killed?
Drummer:-Guinea pigs is a misleading word for the testing of this kind of theory. Do you really
want me to go into why this is so?
G:-Ahaa! What about volunteer sitting ducks instead of guinea pigs?
Drummer:-A much better term, since maybe the theory that says that nobody gets killed holds
true only because some people do get killed at the beginning, and only because others, after that,
do think and it’s only then that the proof works. Because it had the oversimplification that all
people are as reasonably thinking as the people who think the proofs whereas only the thinking
assholes are like that, and only if they have not hillbilly-like imperfections.
G:-For what reason can’t people just think after a book copy or film copy of a person gets killed?
I mean like a goat was slain in the place of Isaac or Iphigenia?
Amada:-Because most people who vote only see such things on TV news , not in books or films;
what else could be the reason?
G:-What’s the prerequisite for becoming a volunteer sitting duck?
Amada:-I don’t know if it’s general but all people like that, whom I know of, had something to
make them feel as flying donkeys too. Maybe not all of them but most of them. I mean they either
atone for something asinine they did or they had the most noble motives and no choice but doing
some really bad jobs in their service and to keep close to what they see as life’s values they must
even act as if they preferred death, well isn’t that what Hamlet was contemplating too as we know
from undergraduate term papers? Whether he would serve life more by being or by not being?
And don’t they say that even if he didn’t die in the duel he would commit suicide because to
complete his mission he did have to use unforgivable methods? OK, let’s not get carried away
into clichés and abstractions and generalities, I was just trying to tell you that there are factors
that can explain why a volunteer sitting duck can be a life lover even if not being an extreme
case of life lover full of masochism or altruism like some saints are.
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G:-We still haven’t talked about what you consider a meaningful proposal however; and
everything we say in the absence of that, even if not meaningless, is not completely meaningful
either. Of course I do not imply that I hold acrobats and musicians responsible for not coming up,
themselves, with a proposal too; their talents lie primarily elsewhere and it’s already great that
that they have an overall view of the situation and can judge what proposals they should help out
with heir own talents when the see the proposals existing and they recognize them. To hold them
responsible for not coming up with alternative proposals of their own would be as stupid as to
judge a universal spirit like Mumford for not also putting, on his own, some of his thinking in
verse and music to make it more accessible to the masses, or for not becoming himself an acrobat
to make on his own a happening on a cliff about his proposals. It takes all kinds to build a world
and to achieve a goal and , I repeat, I consider utmostly important not to be an autistic specialist
like an acrobat or drummer fit only for circuses and concerts and unfit to realize or contribute
anything relating to more global concerns like all you guys here do realize and contribute, each of
you being an example of well rounded awareness of everything around you. So my question is
not whether you yourselves have developed proposals alternative to the usual republican and
democrat variety, or whether you yourselves have fitted proposals like , say, Mumford’s , to our
days; my question is whether you have found around you such proposals which you considered
worthy of your efforts to support them, even in embryonic form; proposals by professional
politicians or economists or sociologists etc whether influenced by Mumford or not, whether
similar to his or not. I’m sure you all know Mumford since you all know the drummer and Jack , I
mean Bill, and you all knew Bill and Helen’s radio; only Laura didn’t know about Mumford like I
didn’t either up to some time ago but I explained about him to her before you came for morning
coffee. OK, Bill?, I mean, Jack ? No, I mean, Bill? I think you have something on the tip of your
tongue. By the way you were the common friend of Bill the tycoon and Helen’s Bill who
introduced them to each other? Or Bill the tycoon was the common friend between you and
Helen’s Bill who introduced you two to each other, after some common friend between the
drummer and Helen’s Bill made you a common friend of him and the tycoon Bill? Or you were
a semi-tycoon fellow student of the tycoon Bill in your college days? Anyway, don’t explain to
me, I’ll get even more confused, just tell me by what name you want me to refer to you in order
not to confuse you with Bill the tycoon and Helen’s Bill.
Bill:-Spring’s Bill you’ll pronounce fine if I judge by how you pronounce Helen’s Bill.
G:-I thought the Balkans were macho societies, I didn’t know they were so matriarchal. Are they?
Bill:-If you don’t confuse that with Hollywood clichés about extrovert Mediterranean’s in Italy
etc, then yes they are. OK, so what I had on the tip of my tongue is that there is a professional
of some kind with at least one proposal we do support; for vice president. And there is a non
professional, like you I mean, that we support for president. Oh: I don’t know if you take it as a
compliment or as an insult that we don’t consider you as a professional in anything, the best way
to say which of the two it is will be to hear who that prospective president is , but let me first tell
you about the vice president to see his proposal we liked and then tell you what the prospective
president considered the most inspiring thing about you in her decision to propose herself as
candidate president. Well, I do feel you feel more honored than flabbergasted because you were
only flabbergasted by the existence of such a project and such an endorsement to you, but once
you heard that it existed you more or less guessed whom I meant and in what you inspired her;
Helen told me on the phone you’re quite a Sherlock-like mind reader so it’s not easy to
flabbergast you more. OK, the reason I start from the vice president is that you wouldn’t guess
that one and so you are more curious to hear about him than about her whom you’ve already
guessed. Do you know William Blum?
G:-As a matter of fact I do, I mean I’ve read articles by him, thanks to an envelope for bedtime
reading put together for me by Helen and Bill.
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Bill:-So you now know what proposal of his we mean , because I can imagine which articles by
him Helen or Bill would include in such an envelope. You want me to continue or you will
continue yourself thinking out loud as you go along guessing?
G:-Either way is fine. OK, let me do it so as to include the points of the article which Laura is not
familiar with in the way that, as I know her, will lead her more quickly to the crux of the matter:
Blum had written that he knew how he would stop terrorism if he became president of the United
States. First day he would apologize to the countries we have destroyed. Second day he would
announce the stop of all expenses for arms and with the money saved he would compensate the
countries we destroyed and our workers who would be put out of job until something more
useful than arms industry was put in its place. Third day he would be killed.
Laura:-So the crux is that whether or not he wrote this as a joke or gag or thought explaining why
no president will ever stop the production of arms and of terrorism or why nobody would want to
be the president who would do it , one might also take it to be meant quite literally, as a proposal
he seriously makes; and also as a thought which he can substantiate by numbers on arms
industries if he is not a totally frivolous person just trying to attract some attention and
admiration for a witticism or a mere slogan. Is that the crux or am I missing something?
Bill:-Laura! George really went straight to the crux and you went straight to the crux of the crux.
You’re both terrific the way you communicate, almost as if without words. Blum would love to
hear how quickly he convinced you.
G:-By the way, Laura told me some inside information that implies that we must leave this
magnificent camp right after we finish our coffee while learning , from Amada’s own mouth too
and not just through pure deduction, that she proposed to herself to run for president, and while
asking her if I correctly imagine the reason she said she was inspired by me in that decision of
hers . The reason we have to run is that in a couple of days, a famous lawyer whose identity will
be known upon giving a press conference, will indict me and Don for war crimes and crimes
against humanity as an at least symbolic act for US to regain her face and name and integrity by
making a self critique and dignifiedly curb her arrogance by apologizing both to her victims and
her allies for a period that dragged its values through the slime and the mud etc etc. Also, even
more inside information is that both mine and Don’s …
Bill:-…hard discs were ruined so that you can’t incriminate anybody else into indictment. So
what you and Don plan, or rather had already planned to do because you had anticipated that
move anyway but didn’t feel you had to bother with hard discs etc etc because you didn’t need
them, OK what you two plan is the following: …
G:-…we will run to impeach ourselves before that stupid law-celebrity makes us seem as
needing to do that pushed and pulled and dragged by his indictment and we will make him seem
an idiot trying to convince the even stupider than him that we did it to preempt his move, if for
some reason he still insists to do it not caring to appear to himself and to the non idiots as an
even stupider idiot than he is. Of course we won’t need any hard discs because of course we will
not incriminate anybody else except ourselves and will not indict anything except some values
and some ways of thinking; and the people who will be re-educated in values, by the everyday
dialogs among them that will start, will automatically indict, in their consciousness and in their
ballot-boxes from now on, through comparison to our example, whoever besides us will need to
be indicted for past crimes so far, if he ever reappears as candidate for any public office, or for
new crimes from now on .
Bill:-A fine way to put it in a nutshell. Good luck from all of us, George. Ask Amanda, I mean
Amada, what you want and let’s get going, we two I mean, to town through the quickest path, I
guess your delay was only due to the fact that what was pending between you and Laura
mattered more than the incident with the law specialists you anticipated; and I guess Don had
some similar situation if I judge by the care he put in for the problem between you two. Oh: I
guess both you and Laura have thought that it would be best for Laura to stay here for a while,
and I’ll get some activist friends to be security for you and Don …
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G:-…so that we do manage to be tried and the trial of both US values and practices does take
place. The only reason we’re entitled to security free of charge is that the trial must not get
thwarted either by the factors who lead the lawyer to pseudo-regain US’s integrity in the way he
plans or by some hothead idiot who will think that it is mine and Don’s admitting we are
criminals that dragged US through the slime and the mud. So the only thing, or rather couple of
things left unsaid is, I mean are…
Drummer:-OK, Amanda?:
Amada:-OK, George?:
G:-So the reason you think I inspired you in your decision to run for president is that by being
such an average and mediocre person, like I am and like you are, and by being so convincing
through mere body language as to make the majority of my fellow mediocrities to vote, like
blind and deaf and dumb, a bunch of much more than averagely evil jokers, OK, through all that
having served, in retrospect, as an experiment, you conceived in a way so self evident, through
hindsight, as Columbus’ egg, the plan to use your own body language and mediocrity to make the
majority of your fellow mediocrities turn, either like deaf-dumb-blind initially or not, to sources
that are much more than averagely humane, wise and eye opening, ear opening, and conducive to
free speech , to sources like the geniuses in thinking and in human concern, in poetry or music
and in activism, in enjoying simple average life as much as you and in accepting its tribulations
in a way as yours. OK, I do realize that making you part of geniuses through your genius for
accepting life is exactly the opposite of what you want to teach as president with your body
language, so let me explain your point better instead of ruining it: your averageness is
misleading and confusing without this explanation: I only mean that you, like me, don’t have in
your DNA a gene like those thinkers and artists etc whom you know how to use as polar stars
and guides to find in life the path that is right for you and for the people near you. But you are not
the average definition of the average person like I’m not the average president. Other presidents
may have had non average genes; as president I was used as the living proof that any average
person could become president; and as a fired president I’ll use myself as a living or dead, say
cheese and knock wood, proof that a kind of average person can offer much more than an a non
average president by being inspired by better sources.
Amada:-Fine way to put it in a nutshell but it needs a nutshell of a nutshell so necessary as what
you said. The only reason I’m not an average simple girl, OK make it simple woman, is that
there are not many simple girls or simple women like me. The reason I’m completely average is
that what non average things I have done were not done through any non average genes, so
everybody can do them in principle. What’s even more in favor of my point about not being
special is that whatever special-like I have done, as you well remember, cannot be used , not
even mentioned, without ruining my election and my point.
G:-Which brings me to saying that I only agree with your accepting the name Amanda, which
you used to have, only from your husband who naturally can’t and shouldn’t part with it after
what you two went through, still having that name all the way through that ordeal. It’s good that
you will come back as Amada, without an –n- and I am as sure as you that not one of the few
persons who will do realize that you are the same person as Amanda, and not just somebody who
by gross double coincidence has similar looks and similar name, will reveal your identity. The
ones who know you, like your friends here, consider your becoming a president as a thing good
for the world and won’t want to ruin your election by saying that yes it was you who estranged
every single American the way you had done your special-like act, and the ones who hate your
guts and don’t want to see you president won’t risk getting you de-estranged in the consciousness
of some majority of voters by making known what we did to you that aged you so much in so
little time; I don’t mean, by the way, you’re not as impressive a woman as you always were. So
they’ll use any possible slander or insinuation they can get their hands on except the one that
would be decisively either against you or against them.
Amada:-Thus?
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G:-Thus good luck to you too. Bill?
Bill:-I’m ready. We leave as soon as you and Laura say your goodbyes.
G:-Oh, I forgot one more thing; to your husband:…
He turns to the drummer:

…In public call your wife Amada, not Amanda; and shave your beard, you haven’t aged; and
don’t play a drum but another instrument; what about guitar or even xylophone? OK, I’m off.
……………………………….
Bill and George, after some horse riding, on two horses since Bill is
not as light as Amada to share a horse with George, reach a stable
where he has a car parked and finally drives George all the way to
Don’s house and goes away to arrange it with activist friends to have
the house guarded in shifts as soon as possible, certainly not starting
the guarding later than George and Don’s self indictment. Don is out
to the supermarket at the moment and, his wife not having returned to
him, there’s nobody home and George sits at the doorstep, asking a
passing neighbor if he has seen Don around, and he’s told that he was
at the nearby supermarket and he will be back any minute so he politely
declines the invitation of the neighbor to wait for Don in his house.
Suddenly a van stops in front of Don’s house and two masked men get
out and kidnap George while nobody notices. They return after midnight
and drop him bleeding on Don’s sidewalk and speed away. Don opens to
George knocking and shocked he calls for a doctor to come home since
George doesn’t want a hospital; neither does he want the police and
just calls Bill to tell him to start the guarding immediately if
possible, understating very much, however, what has already happened;
what has happened and what conjectures are possible regarding the
reasons it has happened, we understand from the discussion of Don with
George after the doctor leaves and George is bandaged on nose and
legs.

Don:-Why do you think it’s irrelevant to conjecture about the whole event in ways that might
lead to the arrest of the perpetrators.
G:-Now that you told me that you had authorized jailers to administer drugs to Abu Ghraib
prisoners not through syringes but, effectively, through black-and-dekker shots to legs and
nostrils, the only thing that would be relevant to analyze without disorienting ourselves would be
to see if, because of my having been in such pain, I could not see things clearly enough and if ,
be it understandably, I felt estranged from you, even belatedly, for your having authorized such a
sadistic idea if only for its ending up applied to my own skin. Since our collaboration is in no
danger of being interrupted for this or for any other reason, if only because of the above rationale,
let’s not let it waste any more precious time and energy from our efforts.
D:-OK, at least for my feeling free to close the case, let me think out loud running through why
it’s irrelevant to see what other goals besides the one you mentioned could profit by what was
done to you and thus point to some definite groups for possible checkout; I mean if you or
anybody else bothered to check: there could be ex colleagues of us that would like to see us
divided in the way you said even if at the same time they made it look as if perpetrated by
previous torture victims or people close to them; or there really could be groups of previous
detainees or people close to them, I mean people identified with them in any sort of way that
would like to make you or me suffer the same; but why they didn’t also kill you? Possibly
because then there would be pressure by public opinion to find them even if no authorities gave a
shit about you, whereas now anybody can leak a view that you wanted to make a hero out of
yourself and gain back some esteem and so you hired a doctor to do all that to you while under
anesthesia , or someone might even pay a doctor to say so about you, or kill a doctor and leak
that you killed him after he had surgery on you , to prevent him from leaking what you hired him
to do to you, or maybe your activists friends did it to you without being hired by you to have you
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as a hero with publicity in their ranks, or the opposite team did it to you so as to have forced you
to undertake a mission in their favor through torture and blackmail or through drugs and altered
states or even through installing a microchip in your brain and thus make you suspect in front of
your activist friends or anyway make you useless to them because your ideas may be due to such
alterations and thus any disagreement or even agreement of yours may be due to such things and
not to healthy and debatable difference or coincidence of opinions or …
G:- Each version is only worth a Hollywood film budget and two hours of the attention of a
viewer mesmerized by Hollywood criteria of relevance and significance of plot but is not worth a
another ten seconds of mentioning besides the ten second you already either gave to them or
didn’t give to another score of scenarios that are equally unreal whether they are imaginary or
even completely factual. Let’s go to something real:
D:-Give me another ten seconds to enjoy a gag: Being factual in an bizarre culture, society or
age , doesn’t make it more probable for you to be less unreal, maybe it even makes it less
probable than what being unfactual along a random direction makes it. Where did I get that
from? Was it Nietzsche while I read him awake? Was it Mumford while I was sleeping? Was it
Al Capone?
G:-If I tell you, will you stop thinking about it?
D:-I promise. Please tell me:
G:-It was a verse of the poem “arrows” by the son of a statesman that you used to read to me in
the country club and was going like “a malign tumor in the body of a person of malign soul is at
depth a benign tumor”.
D:-Wow, George! Fit as a fiddle in your condition!
G:-But let’s not overapply it to our culture, society or age whether as black humor or for more
literal goals, since we can afford more serious perspectives to see things from.
D:-I absolutely agree. You’re an inspiration. I’m yours, ears and all, make your point and our
plan. Oh-oh-oh! Just a second, I mean just ten more seconds, or even thirty seconds, make it
sixty, the points dawn on me one by one: Tell me what you think about the three step, oh! make it
four step, upshot to what we said that I’m going to say now: Step 1: If people were educated the
Mumford way etc instead of in the stupid film or stupid TV serial way then the unreal , but
possibly factual, scenarios I mentioned would never become realized or even thought about,
because the ambiguity of the information they give would be so immediately obvious that
nobody would make points or imply messages through them . Step 2: It is possible to educate the
masses in this decent way: If it were not then massmen like you and me would not have been
educated by Bill and Helen in record time and we would not be having this discussion right now,
we would be dragging our feet and pieces of soul and mind in the country club mocked by
pseudobrains like Rich and Paul. Step 3: Acts of violence, like the one on you, have three roots:
1.Aggressive instincts either of our victims revenging what we did or of our collaborators
revenging what we stopped doing 2. Effort to prevent imitators of us from existing 3. Effort to
obfuscate and confuse by giving mixed messages and explanations. If the people who received
the messages did not spend hours following the TV bullshit about it to get confused then one of
the three factors of violence would be terminated.
G:-That’s a great upshot and without the least trace of sloganeering or wisecrackery.
D:-That was sweet George. I mean it in a serious way.
G:-I do know you’re a serious person, Don. But now let me too …
D:-..But now I’ll really let you too speak and let talking about our plan start:
G:-No, not yet, now let me too give a step 4 to the thoughts you just made and was step 1 for a
person in my condition, and also let me give a step 5 and then put in a nutshell all you just said
but in a way that would never occur to me if you had not already put it in the way you did:
Step 4: Somebody in pain may think of reducing exposure of future victims to this by saying
“OK, you don’t have to drug or torture people if your goal was to make them seem ambiguous
and suspect to their fellows. We won’t be including them in our ranks anyway; once they fall in
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your hands we’ll consider them burnt cards anyway; for their own benefit, so as not to make them
useful to you through your torturing them or blackmailing them. So if you want to torture them
just stick to the good old reason called use of evil instincts for punishment of things done and for
preemption by intimidation of prospective imitators”.
D:-So step 5 is that although it was human on your behalf to think like that for the possibility that
one motive for violence is removed , then you realized that they did do it to a burnt card like you
all the same and, anyway, this rationale, if anybody took it seriously, would give a reason for
massive arrests and releases so that nobody collaborated with anybody anymore in a society of
burnt cards not usable anymore. What’s the nutshell left? Oh: let me give it a try: Oh-oh-oh!: It’s
even a step 6 to the same train of thought: What burnt card and shit?! And …Aaaah! And it was
even step 1 for the night at Bill’s even before Helen and Suzy came in when he was speaking
about the convincingness versus madness of Godel, here we go : Whether coming from a person
tortured or blackmailed or drugged or with a chip installed in his brain, if people just think about
what they hear from him and not just believe or reject it only on the basis of who he is and what
good or bad he has done, there’s no reason to be afraid he’s going to spread suspect notions etc.
Like mathematicians wouldn’t buy Godel’s results if his proof was wrong even when he was not
mad and would do buy his results if his proof was right even when he was mad. Oh! That’s
even step 0: No Bill is needed to use any Godel at all as an example. It’s self evident; because
matters like the ones we’re discussing have proofs that do not need checks by panels of specialists
but only by common sense and by everyday uprightness, so, OK, no nightmare of universal
mutual mistrust is necessary. Let’s go to something real. Have I skipped something you wanted
to say?
G:-You said it so perfectly that I would be grateful to you for having improved what I had in
mind if you had heard it from me but I didn’t have a chance to drop in a word. You’re great Don!
D:-Let’s talk about our job in the court.
…Among other things they do they write that letter to Bill and Helen…
More or less we know what George and Don discussed, let’s not repeat
it. A political crisis ensues from their self indictment and it is
decided that elections must be held before the ending of the service of
Cheney and Rice. The new scheme of the Republican party is Cheney for
president , Wolfowitz for vice president, their opponents left for the
final debates being Amada and Blum who has accepted with gleeful
amusement and enthusiasm both their proposal and the reason they chose
him after they read that particular article by him. Before going to
the final weeks and to the debates of their campaigns let’s only see
the starting address Amada made to the people and the way of slander
her opponents used and her, and the drummer’s, answer to it: Let’s
start with that starting address:

“My really-really dear fellow citizens, if in our days any single one of us took a trip out of US, or
took a trip within some parts of US that are never given any coverage by the media, one would
freak out both at the bad news about us and the good news about us. I don’t wish to be redundant
nor a kill-joy , so I won’t mention the bad news, I’ll mention only the good news and in order
not to make anybody think that what I see is not really rosy but is only seen rosy by me because I
wear pink eye-glasses , I’ll also explain why I said one will also freak out at the good news about
us. How can one freak out at some good news? OK: so let me start from the beginning: or even
better let me start from some historical origins of the beginning: we all know but tend to forget,
after the terrible shape we’ve been finally reduced to, that we’re not only a nation that thought of
the unheard of method of killing half a million babies by embargo of medication to force their
parents to overthrow a dictator; we’re also a nation that once became an example of selfliberation; and one of the peoples who did follow our good example with success , the French
people, gifted us, out of gratitude, a statue , the statue of Liberty, which now we must turn to the
inside of our country and receive some inspiration and illumination from it before we turn it
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again to the outside to inspire and enlighten others with its torch; and we’re not only a nation that
installs dictators or starts civil wars around the world to divide and rule just to have cheaper gas
and cheaper bananas at home; we’re also a nation whose own civil war concerned not its own
rights but the rights of a people it had exploited and wanted to compensate, it concerned the
abolition of the slavery of black people; we’re not only nation that in order not to feel guilty of
its past genocidal sins repeats them and perpetuates them to assert its innocence which never was,
by still oppressing the North American Indians; we’re also a nation that overthrew a government
not because it sent our youth to get killed in Vietnam but also because it sent it to kill the
Vietnamese; we’re not only a nation that makes celebrations at the occasion of nuking Hiroshima
and Nagasaki; we’re also a nation where a teenager like Noam Chomsky on that day
disappeared in the woods and didn’t come back until he had made a plan for conscientious
objection and dissidence to last for a lifetime, and we’re a nation where a leading intellectual
figure, Lewis Mumford, wrote next morning that we’ve become the likes of the greatest
barbarians in history, like Genghis Khan and the Assyrian god kings who also took pains, as
laborious as irrigation works, to flood and eliminate completely the life of the peoples they
defeated, and later wrote that the real winner of the war was Hitler since his methods survived
him adapted by the Americans who were fighting him for having them, and later described the
biocide through agent orange in Vietnam as the modern equivalent of Assyrians salting the fields
of the peoples they defeated so as to kill by starvation all who escaped death or enslavement;
we’re not only a nation where autistically specialized savants blindly pay more attention to space
odysseys rather than to urgently and severely pressing earthly problems that are piling up and
threaten to make life as we know it extinct; we’re also a nation where some leading intellectuals
mix their noblest celestial visions with down to earth proposals for feasible solutions, undeterred
in their hope, concern and faith in the eventual but timely help by people awakening; we’re not
only a nation where the noblest and most humane dreams of equality and revolution become,
equally gradually, innocuous and failed roses not standing in front of guns but on internet sites to
place orders next to an account number in the bank; we’re also a nation whose such intellectuals
were writing right in the heart of rosy halcyon days, like Woodstock’s, that a revolution against
an economy not considering superprofits as a futile goal achieved through criminal means, can’t
go far if it is fought with songs sung by groups that are themselves companies making such
superprofits and, effectively, just advertise the American dream even at the moment their lyrics
denounce it. Last and most recent, but not at all least, is that we’re not only a nation that bribed
and blackmailed and threatened and twisted arms of smaller nations to vote for our exemption
from international courts; we’re also a nation whose president and secretary of defense indicted
themselves for the crimes for which their gang government wanted to achieve impunity through
such exemption; in a nutshell we’re not only people that should be ashamed of themselves and
avoid looking people from other countries in the eyes; we’re also people who should still be
proud of themselves since they still remember into which direction lie uprightness and happiness
and in which direction life is seen in front of them, beckoning and calling them to follow her. By
the way: do I really have to explain how one can freak out at the good news? It’s obvious that I
only meant that what is our pride, a pride we already have and not a pride we must discover or
rediscover at wheel level, a pride for what is still live and vibrant in us, OK, I meant that our
real pride is either silenced or defamed as if being our shame, while something so trivial and
petty and flaccid as the dream of becoming a tycoon, which is our infantile immaturity making
our behavior range from a carrot-chaser’s to a spoiled brat’s and from a spoiled brat’s to
criminal psycho’s, is praised and advertised as our nation’s and our people’s ideal and founding
myth. I know some of you feel it as a duty to their self esteem and dignity to pack up and leave
to breathe more freely in Europe if they can find a job there or if they can afford to live jobless
and they see an analogy with the time where some Europeans , Jewish or even non Jewish, left for
US to escape Nazi vibes or worse than just vibes. I don’t know if it was the right thing or a
desertion for Europeans to do that at the time, I do know it was wrong on their part if they
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accused the ones who stayed as being less freedom loving or as being Hitler’s fools; and for the
present I do know first hand that Europeans feel as US fools since they can’t yet get rid not just
of governments that are as gang-y as ours but even of governments that are mere poodles of our
own gang governments. So if you want to avoid adventure or rather postpone it, do go to Europe.
But if you were planning to go there because you did want adventure and you felt no wind was
blowing here then go to South America, not Europe. I wouldn’t advise you to go to Iraq unless
you want to not only be seen as a convinced traitor by your compatriots but also as an
unconvincing supporter of Iraq by untrusting Iraqis; they have every right to see us like that,
don’t you think? Now let’s come to the issues concerning you and me: Why I run for president
and what I need your vote for. What plan I am engaged in and plan to engage your trust and
vote in , too; and to engage the effort, hopefully, of some of you who may want, for a start, to
help me get the votes of most of you; and may then also want to help me realize this plan.
Here’s what that plan is all about: Maybe in earlier times the president represented one class or
group of people with certain interests at the cost of other such classes or groups with other
interests. Gradually a stage was reached, like the present stage, where those interests have
become almost absolutely impersonal and they hardly refer to the pursuit of happiness of any
group of persons whatsoever, they are abstract interests and abstract prosperity of some numbers
referring companies not even personified by their bosses. OK, they do concern people too but
these people are so tiny a minority that the main way through which they undertake the task of
serving the impersonal abstract masters called “ companies” is through defects of human nature
like insatiable greed and criminal callousness. In the last few elections the stage was reached
where both the elected parties and the opposition had come to represent the tiny minority of
those people who thought it was worth their life serving those impersonal mechanisms for the
sake of those mythical and perverted privileges; and also thought it was worth the life of the rest
of their fellow citizens serving them for the sake of a position in the assembly lines instead of at
the unemployment ranks; and also thought their fellow citizens , in turn, would think third world
citizens would consider it was worth their life serving this delicate and critical equilibrium in
countries like ours for the sake of subsisting under the most execrable and excruciating conditions
that a reasonable human would not wish even to his worst enemy. The self awareness of society
already starting to become not only globalized but also integrated and not only mad-Max and
wolf-like on behalf of each part against all other parts, but also supportive of every other part
with human solidarity, neighbor-feeling and continuity, OK, the self awareness of all of us
common people, men and women like you and me, in these elections, has reached the following
stage: we do know we have to reach out and grab back the driving wheel wresting it out of the
grip of those dead and impersonal interests and off the hand and reach of those insatiably selfserving slaves of those dead mechanisms. This time around the president must represent the
fight of us human, personal forces against those criminal human deformities slaving for
inanimate forces propagating their lifelessness by killing live beings like us. Is a simple citizen
like me who is as simple as you worthy of such a mission? Even before teaching us something on
his free will and through his recovered-or first acquired ever- eyesight, George Bush taught us
something with his sometimes innocent and sometimes guilty slavery and blindness. He taught
us that a president , through mere body language, can be a mere soundboard and intermediary
between simple people like him that he represents and more sophisticated people, specialists and
decision makers, whom he hardly understands; and who can be a brain pool, a gang, a culture
pool, a wisdom pool and many other things. So what I propose and what I will try to convince
you about is to let me become the representative of your simplicity and of your honesty and
uprightness and of your love for life and happiness in our common effort to find a pool of brains
and hearts strong enough and brave enough and warm enough to both help us face the other pools
that have formed and to represent our most peaceful and human aspirations. So in my scheme a
vice president will be more educated than a president but less representative of the masses , in the
best sense of the word masses and in the best sense of “less representative of”. I, a mass-woman
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like my fellow mass-women Dorothies and Mary-who?s and like my fellow mass-men like every
Tom, Dick and Harry , representative not of any Princeton or Yale or Caltech or MIT or Harvard
but of a mere city college half finished or rather half started, convincing not through any claim or
appeal or aspiration to genius or to talent except to the talent we all have, unless we’re
brainwashed for long enough, the talent to recognize real humanness and happiness when we see
it, ask you to interact with me in this campaign and give me a chance to show you what all this
hocus pocus of a prologue meant. So for the time being the only upshot of what I said is “keep in
touch”. Next time I’ll give you some names like vice president and ministers of finance and
education that I have propositioned and have accepted and also some names of books or sites one
can use as eye-openers and as education. Until then talk about all this with your family and
relatives and neighbors and colleagues at work and parish priests and friends. See you later”.
It was rather something of a surprise that most newspapers next day did
not even reproduce the whole address but only the paragraph concerning
pink eye-glasses followed by lines like: “Pink eye-glasses no! Pink
pages about the pink oboe yes!”, “An old sin of a new phenomenon and a
past feat of a present attempt for a future catastrophe”, “Read some
pages that had Pink Amada slammed out of college in her freshman
year”, “Would you vote Xaviera Hollander for anything resembling a
president?”. “Stick to newspapers for a while; because politics won’t
be commented on TV news. It’s too pink and kids may be watching”.
Editorials, when not blushing yellow or pink all the way to the
margins, ran like: “Wicked-wicked Amada sure has her way with words.
She always did. That’s also how she was expelled from college when in
a term paper on Chaucer she had a section titled “Homer meets Chaucer”
where she wrote a porno-paraphrase of some part of Odyssey, promising
a sequel which never came, possibly only due to her immediate
expulsion. It is to her credit , though, that she did not become a
plagiarist like G. W. Bush whom she had so lavish praise for, since she
did mention in the bibliography of that paper that her poem was not a
paraphrase but only the translation of a paraphrase by some anonymous
Greek whose lyrics had been translated, in prose, to her by some Greek
acquaintance of hers , possibly as real as a boyfriend or as fictional
and invented as a character to lift off her shoulders the weight of the
responsibility of the invention of the following plot and scenery:

Kirke the sorceress:
The goddess happy on the shore waited for him all beaming,
remembering his sweet nice cock her cunt had started creaming.
Setting his foot upon the beach he kissed her full of passion
and pushed his cock into her depths in sweetness and full action.
They had their life’s and their soul’s fun all night and when the day came
she helped him to put on his ship cattle, food, water and game.
At night again their love was mad, passion was not abated
but swollen clits do need a break even half-satiated.
Filling her hunger for a while she felt so sweetly lazy
that she filled with her sage advice the man who fucked her crazy.
She told him of the dangerous rocks, islands, winds and passes
instead of burning man and cock until she made them ashes.
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But when dawn, the rose fingered one, came found them wet from licking
until, just fainting and half dead they found what they were seeking.
Her body writhing, and her cunt in grip his cock was munching
while honey immortal from her cunt it sucked and kept on sucking.
Suddenly moans and groans just stopped, silence abrupt and utter
and the two bodies just like dead merged into one big flutter.
For a few seconds little death as poets sometimes put it
took them and their great horniness spellbound them and was spooky.
But they soon came to and just went to shower before parting
and soon they found the vessel’s crew, they really were departing,
they gathered from the hills around their minds already turning
to their homes, friends and families to whom they were returning.
Amada was asked so many different questions from so many different
people for this that she issued an open letter of the “to whom it may
concern” type common to both her opponents who wanted to belittle her
and to her allies that honestly asked why she didn’t think she had
exposed both and their common causes:

“What surprises me is how, without previously arranging it among themselves, I do believe
they didn’t arrange it, all these journalists dropped the same stanzas out of my paper. There they
are restored to whom might be interested:
They fixed a horse made out of wood, of length about ten meters,
not made of marble or of stone, giving good vibes not jitters.
Inside its hollow trunk they hid, a hopeful bunch of assholes
and vigilant they checked around through their toy-horse’s arsehole.
And Trojans who, as it turned out, were not that bright or clever
brought down a part of city walls which they’ll regret forever.
When in their soft beds they lay tired, they still are trying to figure,
how when and who had them all fucked by cocks smaller or bigger.
In one hand the Achaeans held alight their torches flaming
their other hand holding their cocks helped by their torch in aiming.
In vain Ulysses told his men “No prisoners, just slaughter”
Achaeans fucked everyone’s ass no matter son or daughter
In case the problem of my friends or foes about it is that they can’t find a melody to sing it in , the
context of these additional verses may help them notice what could have been noticed in the first
place: a melody to sing it in is that of “Carmina Burana”, commonly known as the musical
background of the besiege and taking of a castle by Arthur as a teenager and by his companions
in “Excalibur”. If anyone is not satisfied by just hearing himself sing it let him, or her, not ask me
to sing it but my husband; he’s a much better rock singer; and I don’t mean this in the well known
sense going like “…ask my husband, he’s a kickboxer”. Hugs and kisses; with such a lovely
audience we’d like to take you home with us, as the Beatles would put it”.
Almost immediately somebody from a radio station showed up at their house with all the proper
equipment and asked the drummer to sing it, at which the drummer asked if he could also sing
some sequel which was in the second part of the paper which had not been turned in to the
professor of literature because Amada’s expulsion had taken place right upon her turning in the
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first draft for approval of the project before its completion. The guy nodded yes and the listeners
of his hour that night heard the following ballad on the affair between Ulysses and Nausika:
To Nausika wandered his mind famous for more than dancing
when on his balls he felt the blow of a beach toy-ball bouncing.
His heart was full of his desire, his fantasies were busy,
but that ball’s bounce right on his balls just made them sore and dizzy.
Immediately what followed this was voices, screams and laughter
a team of girls with such bare thighs that called you in their after.
First among equals in the group Nausika of his dreaming,
he could just tell her from her looks and from his own veins’ streaming.
She soon felt that she, too, agreed that they wished more than talking
and sent her friends to go and check if boats on sea were rocking.
She lay down and gave him a glance that set his blood on fire
and he sprang forth as if his sore toe felt a car’s round tyre.
Although his horniness is great his hardon he defies
and with his cockhead he just rubs her two divine thighs.
His two hands cup her horny tits from other cares he’s hollow
their breathing comes in sighs and moans calling for what will follow.
Little by little his cock’s head he’s pushing past her cunt lips
and she out of her horniness starts biting on her tight fists.
But crafty as we all know him he doesn’t full-length get in
and when she thinks “now he’ll push in” he pulls out like regretting.
Inside her cunt’s flesh now his cock rubs all her secret corners
the little vices of each inch he studied in top brothels.
His hands caressing her nice skin’s most touchy horny places
her legs and hips flutter and writhe, a sight of utmost graces.
He starts to lick her whole sweet length to reach in time her crazed cunt
but she cannot afford to wait and grabs his cock in her hand.
She sticks it in her cunt herself and since she cannot pull it
with scissor-legs entwines his waist to keep him in and cool it.
Raving now he gets in for real, no message came like “eat me”
and Nausika cries out and loud “Put it all in and split me”.
Horniness comes to her like flood, her sighs like gasps for breathing
and all the world around them both she feels now far receding.
Now she starts going up and down as old ships in proud sailing
shaking her cunt with unheard speed to meet his hardon’s nailing.
Her rhythmic motion lasted long and then became quicker
now stuck together now unstuck like snakes they writhed and jittered.
“My God, what horniness is this, I feel I’m being extinguished”
“By my own forces of restraint I too am being relinquished”.
At once she got him, after all she wasn’t a beginner
“I’m coming too, come love, sweet love, come in my cunt, go deeper”.
And in an ultimate strong spasm, trembling like fish in fishnet
they came, her soft hand lying at rest on his balls till the minute
their souls would come back to their limbs so fucking be continued.
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She came to and started to caress his balls which felt so hairy
but somewhat absentmindedly and looking like a fairy
and thus she didn’t realize what this time he was up to
or how or when he turned her round, and felt his rising cock to
her fluffy buttocks rub and quick rise to fulfill new missions
or how he got to get it in her arse without permissions.
Like mullet’s eyes her eyes stuck out from that horrific rear blow
but craftily again he knows how to keep that pain real low.
He sucks her earlobe, wets her clit, fingers her cunt with one hand
while with his other hugs her tits, such cool could help a fireman.
“You pervert, bastard, you don’t have the looks of Alain Delon
yet you’ve torn my buttocks apart just like a watermelon.
This piece of ass had been my pride, these buttocks were men’s talking
I walked and felt the earth’s ground shake as they shook with my walking.
This piece of art you’ve just destroyed, you asshole now just leave;
it is no ass, not anymore, it’s a wide open sieve.
It aches and smarts me in its hole, it brings me tears and screaming
yet my knees melt down and my cunt feels all too wet and creaming”.
Multi-inventive Ulysses just feels her starting jitter
and hums a happy tune for fucks as he just sticks it deeper.
“Move your ass, also, round and round, we will not last forever,
my love I want to come in you, move and we’ll come together”.
Maybe it was only to be expected that after this kind of defense of
Amada by the drummer as a well-shaven player of elementary guitar,
what followed was his invitation for a TV interview, live, by a new
rising star of journalism, a Princeton graduate on his way to Pulitzer,
on Thomas Friedman’s steps, and on the sage counsel of his mentor
Perle. The drummer accepted the invitation. When he was shown to the
round table he saw two more guests besides the host and a non electric
guitar leaning against one empty seat obviously reserved for him. One
of the guests he recognized immediately despite some aging since the
time he had seen him acting in Andy Warhole’s films, it was Joe
D’Alessandro; the other he remembered as just being the leader of some
feminist organization but he couldn’t remember her name until their
host introduced everybody to the spectators. Before their talk started
there was some preamble. The host spoke about what in Europe is called
“the Cicciolina phenomenon”, he talked about Ilona Staller who was a
pornostar who made it to the Italian Parliament and about a strip
teaser who became the wife of a very successful Italian businessman
who managed to become the prime minister of Italy. He wondered if
Americans should worry of the possibility of having such habits and
mores entering the American political life and scene and urged the
viewers to call during the discussion and express their feelings. Then
he turned to the drummer and said:

Host :-Mr Amada’s husband, no pun intended I just echo public opinion on you, do you want to
ask anything before we follow the traditional manner of chivalry of saying “ladies first”,
especially if they’re feminist, say cheese, no pun intended either just playing fair game in a
classy way, I hope.
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Drummer :-Be my guests, by all means , ladies have always been first even since the second half
of the Stone age, way before the invention of feminism.
The feminist lady looks at him during his whole phrase with a look of
fiery anger

Feminist Lady :-Thank you! That’s exactly my point: I think what you’ve just said is just
hypocritical lip service to ladies; I’m going to be very explicit, that’s why I brought this guitar
with me: Would you please sing for us the last stanza of the song about Nausika that you sang
the other day?
Drummer :-Gladly:
Multi-inventive Ulysses just feels her starting jitter
and hums a happy tune for fucks as he just sticks it deeper.
“Move your ass, also, round and round, we will not last forever,
my love I want to come in you, move and we’ll come together”.
Feminist Lady :-..Hey wait a minute: Can you repeat it for me please?
Drummer :-Thank you, repetition is honor and nourishment to any artist:
Multi-inventive Ulysses just feels her starting jitter…
Feminist Lady:-Enough! Thank you!
(she says that not with a angry but with a sweet look)

Drummer :-What’s wrong this time?
Feminist Lady:-Better ask “what’s right?”. I’m so sorry! When I heard it on your radio interview
I didn’t catch the first verse and so I thought Ulysses was here rushing Nausika to have an
orgasm because he was too hasty to let himself have his. That’s what I meant that you were only
paying lip service to “ladies first”. Realizing that he had just felt her starting jitter I realized that
on the contrary he asked her to force him to come in order for both to come together instead of
prolonging his pleasure to make it more intense…
She rises to leave and with her look of fiery anger says to the host:

…Thank you. I did make my point.
As she walks out the drummer cries to her:

Drummer :-Hey! What do I do with your guitar?
Feminist Lady:-Keep it. You earned it. I mean you had already earned it before you stepped in
here.
Drummer :-Thank you for your words even more than for your guitar. I’ll remember them as
very special. Thanks a million.
Host :-Can somebody tell me why she left? Something tells me that she had heard that Andy
Warhol had said that everybody will manage to have fifteen minutes on the screen and she did not
want to use up all her fifteen minutes at the same sitting. No pun intended. Well, we can ask
Joe who had Andy as a mentor…
D’Alessandro :-Can somebody tell me why I was invited here?
He rises and walks out too. The drummer waves to the host.

Drummer :- Hi there! How you’re doing? Healthwise I mean. As a TV host you’re doing…well ,
just forget it. I guess the showman always goofs twice; like the proverbial postman.
Host :-I’ll try to forget, but I’ll have to also forget that nobody else will forget it. How about
yourself?
Drummer :-Forget what? I don’t remember.
Host :-I mean how you’re doing?
Drummer :-Oh! So far so good. What’s up? Anything new? Anything unusual? Anything usual?
Anything old? Anything traditional? I mean besides the line “at last alone”.
Host :-I hadn’t prepared questions for such a short discussion.
Drummer :-Then let’s make it long. You want me to interview you until you come up with
questions to interview me?
Host :-Let’s meet midway: can you interview yourself a little until it comes back to me?
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Drummer :-Gladly. Thanks for the hospitality. Where were we?
Host :-In the analogies between Amada and Cicciolina, I mean Ilona Staller..
Drummer :-You don’t mind if I sing my self interview, do you? You wouldn’t expect anything
different when leaving an artist alone with a guitar, would you?
Host :-Of course not. Go ahead.
The drummer starts singing rap style:

The sexless cute lovers who have heard that caressing
is a handshake for being like the assholes impressing
other idiots who watch them and are just as unreal
and can’t tell their own genitals from a map of New Zealand,
they want you to love them for the same stupid reason,
they’re despising themselves and don’t think this is treason,
takes them weeks, months or years to fuck with their own cunt or dick
and when finally this happens they have kids who have kids.
Aaaah! Am I getting tired!
Then all the proverbial average little men,
who admire those same assholes who would never give a damn,
nor a fuck, nor a cent, nor a damned little penny,
just an average little job to keep them grateful they got any,
they’re fathers and mothers of rebels without causes
and exhaust their human trust believing media and bosses,
proverbially keen on when it’s too late or too early
to bring the seventies back and without hurly or burly.
Aaaah! Am I getting tired!
Take the good old overfrankness of the word undertakers,
it’s proverbially fit for the job of «fact makers»
of image, opinion, information, decision,
they’re precise about their name and there’s no more precision.
So why would any jerk not hear their own friendly warning?
Just because there’s no other TV news every morning?
Why not ask our kids’ teachers or their own teachers and so on
who’re supposed to know better what on earth now does go on.
Aaaah! Am I getting bored!
Τhe interviewed intellectuals have their kind of top tens
to compete for what goes by the name of «success»,
a piece of cake, a piece of ass, a piece of land, a piece of glory
without which none would ask them their opinion, I’m sorry,
not their fault that when known they’re just asked about bullshit
but they never walk out on TV idiots who shoot it…
So happy to be proved wrong by your guests, by the way! (this he says in prose)
…Could at least have the grace to point to those who try harder,
a site or name, it’s no shame, to check one time or another.
Aaaah! Am I getting bored!
The halfwits and crapdrug wits, who are just dressed like rock musicians,
make their thin light shit echo the thick one from politicians,
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they make monstrous haunts sound like cute oomphy little verses
checked out both by thinkers and poor hearts with nice faces,
they mistake in their lyrics their hearts’ nervous palpitation
for peace, love and freedom and civilization,
but is it not proverbially the highest of treasons,
to say the right thing but for just the wrong reasons?
Aaaah! Am I getting sick!
And would you please tell me if the earth would turn slower,
if just for a change we paid presidents lower,
both you and I want them to be our ideals
and just like us to have a bad card in their deals.
Indeed they’re our ideal in matters of property
and indeed they’re like us in our mind’s mediocrity,
so just to hear the flipside we can ask them to try
to have income like ours and not mediocre mind.
Aaaah! Am I getting better?
Are you feeling better too, or is it just my impression?
Host :-It’s OK, but rap is too futurist for my taste.
Drummer :-No problem! Since the lyrics were fine with you I can sing them in the melody of an
oldie but very goodie. How about this?:
The sexless cute lovers
who have heard that caressing
is a handshake for being like the assholes impressing…
Host :-I did remember the melody but not the title yet. Would you sing the original lyrics in order
not to bore our audience?
Drummer :-Gladly:
The Eastern world it is exploding,
violence flaring bullets loading,
you’re old enough to kill but not for voting
you don’t believe in war but what’s that gun you’re toting?
Even the Jordan river has bodies floating.
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction.
Don’t you understand what I’m trying to say?
Can’t you feel the fear I’m feeling today?
If the button is pushed there’s no running away
There’ll be no one to save the whole world in a grave.
Take a look around you boy, it’s bound to scare you boy.
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction.
My blood’s so mad feels like coagulating
I’m sitting here just contemplating
You can’t twist the truth, it knows no regulation
and a handful of senators can’t pass legislation.
Marches alone can’t bring integration.
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When human respect is disintegrating
this whole crazy world is just too frustrating.
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction.
Think of all the hate there is in red China,
then take a look around to Selma Alabama.
Aaah! You may leave here for four days in space
but when you return it’s the same old place,
the pounding of the drums, the pride and disgrace.
Hate your next door neighbor but don’t forget to say grace.
But you tell me over and over and over again, my friend,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction,
aaah! You don’t believe we’re on the eve of destruction.
Host :-You jump around too much, you don’t want to be pinpointed.
Drummer :-I don’t want to be pinpointed?
Host :-You go too far in the future or too far in the past. That contradicts your previous verse
about some people keen on when it’s too late or too early to bring the seventies back.
The drummer takes the world-known stance of de Niro as a taxi driver:

Drummer :-Are you talking about me? Me contradicting myself and me not wanting to land on
the present?
Host :-Exactly. Say something about more recent stuff.
Drummer :
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when the snakes awaken to entwine you,
your Philadelphia past you summon to disguise you,
and in the stadiums of the world like a monkey in chain,
US you show me to crowds while you mother more pain.
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when a child talks to his fate like to his mother,
you kick that kid off from your lap and buy another,
and in the cop stations where kids are caught by the ear,
US you ask all about him while you mother no tear.
Τhe beautiful big words untrue and lying,
you fed me through your breast where I was crying,
but when your cries of pain remind us that you’re real,
you take the chance to institute lies in our deal,
and when your tricks become a pyre right in front of your eyes,
US you send for the firemen while you mother more lies.
Host :-Isn’t this exaggeratedly harsh?
Drummer :-How about this then?:
US my mom, for you my songs and all my artworks,
for all your blues that have no lawns where they can lie,
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US my mom, where out of mud can blossom flowers
who knit their verses into top tens before they die.
Your arms have raised great guys unknown
who lived and fought and loved and groaned,
men with crystal hearts you could see through,
their eyes sunbeams, their laugh wild streams
that always gave your young girls dreams,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too,
that’s the country we all were dreaming, too…
Host :-Isn’t this exaggeratedly mellow?
Drummer :-But you interrupted me. I was coming to the insurance companies in the not so far
future:
US my mom, just tell me why I feel forsaken,
some of your children are unemployed in paradise,
our DNA says who will be exterminated,
to leave survivors glamorous farts with fireless eyes.
Drummer :-If you tell me it’s too harsh again, I’ll walk out on you, too. We can’t go on like that!
You’re too much, you’re like a kid in a bathtub: It’s too hot , mom,, now it’s too cold, now the
shampoo makes my eyes smart, now I lost my little duckling under the lather. What’s going to be
next? Mommy, mommy I want to pee?
Host :-Whom does your last line bring to your mind? No pun intended.
Drummer :-No pun by you?!...Anyway..I had Rumsfeld and Bush in mind when I wrote this and
I’m grateful to you for giving me an opportunity to publicly say I don’t feel like that for them
anymore and I’m just happy , very-very happy that they gave people like me a reason not to feel
like that about them. You don’t feel embarrassed , do you? OK, it’s not me who’ll tell you
whether you feel embarrassed or not. Just tell me if you do and either I’ll apologize or I’ll
embarrass you even more or I’ll walk out, depending on the issue. Is that deal OK with you?
Host :-I believe in free speech? Isn’t that obvious?
Drummer :-Not at all. You speak way too little for a free speecher.
Host :-How can I talk with you? You only sing. And in songs of which I either I ignore the
melody or the lyrics or both.
Drummer :-So you did know the melody of Mc Guire’s song but had forgotten its lyrics. How
about the melody of “If you’re happy and you know it clap your hands”? Of course you know it.
Let me dial my wife’s number , she’s watching us, and tell her to e-mail right here and now some
lyrics into this studio’s karaoke device and we sing together what lyrics you see and like and I
sing alone what lyrics we see and you don’t like.
(While they’re dialing the drummer says the song’s title is “Enduring
contempt versus enduring freedom” and that it was inspired by the big
antiwar demonstrations against the attack on Iraq in which many other
antiwar songs too were sung by the demonstrators in that melody. In a
while they start singing together but after having sung the third
stanza the host leaves all singing to the drummer)
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If your president’s an idiot show contempt
If your president’s an asshole show contempt
If you meet his present voters
or non-voters but supporters
and they still cheer and respect him
show contempt.
If you don’t think God buys bullshit show contempt
If you don’t think God blessed smart bombs show contempt
Wheth’r you think you’ll live forever
or you play Godless and clever
crap is crap and gangs are gangs
and show contempt.
If you don’t think Halliburton and its man
vicious Cheney vice’s roy and president
have some power in the absence
of your votes then to this nonsense
show as real citizens
your real contempt.
If you see that zero, Rumsfeld, show contempt
If you hear his senseless blabber show contempt
Although he’s a real danger
and he plays no Stewart Granger
you just give him no importance
just contempt.
If you honor values that they represent
If you want to see non-liars in their stead
then just give your folks some teaching
to your children give some preaching
by just laughing out loud
your just true contempt.
If you think contempt is powerless in this fight
and you think more drastic measures should be tried
keep in mind that in democracy
it’s too hard for the plutocracy
to show contempt for all your votes
if not yet mad.
We all want our leaders to be our ideals
with some cards as ours unlucky in their deals
let them have bad luck in property
not in their mind’s mediocrity
and to be ideal
in how they think and feel.
If you really do admire these farts with glam
If you know that in their place you’d be like them
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If you like that hay for horses
If you’re jealous of your bosses
show yourselves both your own and
our full contempt.
If you think that only fascists may despise
and contempt is not for men loving and wise
if you think it’s for inferiors
powerless against superiors
bring to mind the face of
Rumsfeld, Bush and Rice.
Now you see what even wise men do despise
you see power in inferior hearts and minds
Fascists want to impose their own ways
we just speak our mind and always
you can love us or ignore us
or speak back.
So democracy has room for free contempt
Streams of consciousness are free to bring contempt
You’re imposing on nobody
if your mind and your whole body
feels and speaks out loud your
just true full contempt.
If from idiots you buy no bullshit and crap
then you’re powerful and they’ll know if you don’t clap
and it’s worth to see how funny
attacks like Elmer’s on Bugs Bunny
a powerless ass
will try when contempt spreads to more of us.
Host :-From what I hear from the control room we have good and bad news. I mean you have
good and I have bad news. I mean the same piece of news is good for you and bad for me. The
good news is that all other TV stations are playing our present broadcast except the standard porn
flick stations whose addicts haven’t zapped out of their usual channel , I mean their usual
nervous system routines and subroutines and neuron pathways. The bad news is that he who gets
the credit for this is of course not my programme but your hijacking it from me.
Drummer :-What do you mean ? Do I have the option to tell you not to land it?
Host :-I mean I don’t have the option to land it and nobody has the option to force me to land it
either, with all the other channels watching us.
Drummer :-So where does that leave us?
Host :-It’s not that that leaves us. I’m leaving you. Let me face it: You might as well go on
without me.
Drummer :-You mean you do realize your career was ruined anyway?
Host :-Exactly.
Drummer :-Well, no hard feelings I guess, Amada could use your talents in her campaign but
who would then believe me that all this happening was not set up? Besides, you would be in
even worse trouble if you were thought of fixing it with me to make me appear as such a master
of improvisation. If we were fictional characters then our author fixing us like that would not be
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doing anything wrong, because his job would be to find a context for all these things to be said,
and he would have found it, leaving to his opponents the task of finding theirs to counter and
object his options like we counter and object each other’s options here and now ; but being real
characters in a plot, fixing things in it any further, is a sin in real life. Before you leave do you
want to hear what verse I would dedicate to you?
Host :-OK, tell me, I mean sing to me, and then I will tell you what line I would dedicate to me
on behalf of any Princeton alumnus like me if I were not in my place but in his place as a
viewer:
Drummer :
My feelings are real brotherly and best
for all poor hounds who all the time surround my nest,
who, with snow or even rain,
my keepers all around the clock have been ordained,
who have to use their bugs and mikes to hear
whatever passes through my mouth or even near,
songs, swears, and jokes stupid or clever
within the kitchen or the toilet or wherever.
My brother cops and hounds you do remain
listeners and knowers of my every human pain,
you are and will remain the main witness
that my passion for my cause and that my sweetness
are as constantly with me as I with them.
Words that otherwise would be forgotten,
all in your tapes have been recorded and safeguarded
and when at home in bed at least you’re free to sleep
through whispers from your lips my songs can find some leaks.
My gratitude to you for this is really deep.
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues!
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues!
OK, this is a German poet’s song in cold war days and, OK, not to consider as obsolete wishful
thinking the expectation that present bugsters don’t get a training that prevents the above
scenario from happening is a little naïve and romantic, so I only dedicate to you the last three
lines, let me repeat them to you before explaining something about the other songs too:
My gratitude to you for tonight is really deep.
Dear colleague, my colleague, faithful and most dear colleague!
Dear colleague, my colleague, faithful and most dear colleague!
Host :-Will you please let me conjecture something about you that will just boost my morale if
true? I mean just a show off in guesswork before I also guess, or rather read from within myself,
the explicit opinion on me of any Princeton alumnus except the Princeton gang’s who would have
it but not out loud because of some advantages that they gauged this silence might offer.
Drummer :-By all means do! You would do a service both to yourself and to your fellow alumni,
and to Princeton in the long run or possibly right away, too. I’m sure many people just wonder
about the intellectual or moral level of the silent fellow alumni of the gang.
Host :-First of all, is it true that like this song was just translated by you and recontextualized a
little to the present situations and put to a melody not composed by you, similarly all songs you
have sung or will sing were all of a similar origin? I mean just like your wife’s limerick.
Drummer :-Of course! I never said I’m a less a simple person than Amada! Besides, I was
coming to it , that’s the explanation I was going to give about the other songs too, like I gave for
the German poet’s song, I mean German poet’s poem made into song by a Greek composer,
when you asked me for an interruption. And your next conjecture concerns how I don’t get in
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trouble with record companies which wouldn’t just be satisfied by merely mentioning them,
right?
Host :-Right.
Drummer :-OK, go ahead.
Host :-You told them to write any percentage they want, even one million percent since one
million percent of zero is zero and you’re not interested in getting more than zero money from
singing, right?
Drummer :-Right. Will you go ahead now with your mind reading of the opinion about you of
your fellow alumni from Princeton?
Host :-Are you sure you don’t want to say it yourself?
Drummer :-Are you sure you want to deprive them of the joy of formulating it themselves to
themselves and to unburden them of the responsibility to decide themselves if they want to
publicize it themselves to others?
Host :-There we go, I mean they, I mean they and I, go: “Our fellow alumnus chose to follow a
line of approach sometimes but not always making sense, the line of treating an “Amada who?”
type of person as follows “You are not self introduced by what you say, and if you say something
really significant then the more significant it is the more of a non existent nonentity it makes you
because one can well ask “who you think you are to say something so serious when much more
established persons would not dream of saying it?””. There is a borderline however beyond
which one does answer that question by what the very things he or she says even not having any
past accomplishments. Sometimes these things are well beyond the borderline and they are
clearly recognizable as such by anybody, and sometimes they are on the borderline and then
only very creative and self actualized persons can recognize them, the others risk between
cheering a flamboyant balloon as a luminous comet or jeering a luminous comet as a flamboyant
balloon. It’s no shame if a non creator risks either way and loses when facing a borderline new
case. But it is a shame when he attempts , and naturally fails , to bury the star of person well
beyond the borderline. We will not put down a fellow alumnus in front of persons who would
lack the intellectual and moral means to have an opinion on him without the help of our advice,
so we will not state our opinion on whether he tried to bury a person well beyond the borderline
or on the borderline when he tried to make a parallel between Amada and Ilona Staller . The
phrase with which we bury any inexistent nonentity whether among us or not among us is a more
detailed version of “not even wrong” or “not even an nonentity”, both well beyond milder
things like “right for the wrong reason” or intermediate like “dead but still not knowing it” etc.
OK, so we shall say the phrase but we shall only leave it, at least for the time being, to the hearer
of it to decide whether it does apply to this particular fellow alumnus of ours and, mutatis
mutandis for other contexts, to our other fellow alumni that have recently become controversial
and even notorious and threaten to make the degrees we obtained from our honored institution
equally controversial or even dishonored, and dishonoring to their holders , that is to us. Here is
the phrase: “Amada nonexistent or borderline between a nonentity and a rising star? Says who?
Any politician or thinker who heard Amada’s starting address to the people and left answering it
to people who only picked on her limerick and then calls Amada nonexistent? Then imagine
how much even more inexistent than now, these persons would be in comparison with her if she
was existent or imagine how much even more existent than now, she would be in comparison
with them if they are existent. How wide either of these gaps in existence level is for beings
belonging to the same geological era!”. Upshot without any periphrases: in front of that speech
they’re not only speechless , they’re without breeches. And just like no amount of eloquence can
save a wrong theory, as Gellman who did pass from Princeton’s Institute of Advanced Studies in
his youth had once said, and just like no amount of appeal to Hollywood valor can dress with
meaning a hawk or an eagle stripped of values and make them look different from chicken or
chickenhawk , similarly no amount of speechlessness and bullshit-like appeal to free speech can
save….” OK, forget it I have no heart to continue, anybody knows what I would say anyway.
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Drummer :-Clearly you have your way with words and, equally clearly, what you would say as a
viewer on behalf of your fellow alumni without necessarily sharing their views fully, shows that
you can afford to be much freer and much healthier than what you can afford to be as a
broadcaster by the little I saw you perform on your hour. But of course I do appreciate, like
anybody would do and did, the rate at which the clarity of your self knowledge grows. It’s your
greatest asset , at least among your talents I had an opportunity to do take notice of. I wish it , or
some other talent of yours, gets you out of the mess you got into or even the mess in which you
were anyway.
Host :-I do appreciate the way you shared the clarity of your impressions about me, I wish you
that other people do take notice of what other virtues your clarity has to offer besides talking
about my person or theirs. Have a nice programme from now on, feel free to mention to your
audience the traditional line “at last alone” after I step out.
Drummer :-May I too guess one or two or three things or four, as you step out?
Host :-Please do:
Drummer :-You’re just going up to next door’s canteen which has a TV not to lose a minute of
the sequel and you’ll find there your guests who walked out on you and who didn’t want to lose a
single minute of the sequel either.
Host :-What’s the fourth guess?.
Drummer :-My fifth one is that you already guessed it. So it would be redundant to answer you.
They shake hands

Drummer :-Bye, it’s been quite a fortunate incident knowing you. You’ve been a forum for my
cause.
Host :-Bye, it’s been quite an unfortunate incident knowing you. You’ve been a ruin to my
career.
He leaves. The drummer puts on the gadget connecting him with the
control room.

Drummer :-At last alone, let’s go to something real for a change etc etc . Oh, they tell me we have
people calling, oh my God , it’s the president of the United States, I mean it’s George Bush; not
sorry for the slip Mr Halliburton it was as intended as the pun; and they tell me he insists on
waiting for his turn and not be put on the air ahead of anybody else who called before him, OK,
so sweet of you George but I will be an asshole and go a little ahead in the line , not of course to
speak to you since you insist and since I too would agree on that, but because I am curious on
some things about Joe D’Alessandro who also is on the line: Hi Joe you are in the canteen right
next to us, aren’t you?. And you are having a conversation with a charming feminist lady whose
eyes alternate between sweet and stern looks as your conversation goes along and as with the
corner of your eye you both try to figure if the TV really shows something worth not losing a
single minute of, so what is it?
D’Alessandro :-Our common host made me want to look up the dictionary and check if libel and
slander are synonyms. And I reached the conclusion they aren’t; libel is what some of your songs
are; slander is what our host tried to do to you and landed on his face with his foot in his mouth.
Drummer :-So the canteen had a dictionary?
D’Alessandro :-Yes, a live one. With an eye-look alternating between sweet and stern as she was
answering about libel and about slander. But why are you in the place of our host?
Drummer :-So you were having more interesting directions to look in; but right now our host
must be entering the canteen, so don’t look at the screen if you want to see him…Did you catch
his eye…OK, bye…
(By the way: Running a little ahead, we must say that as, possibly,
expected the Princeton graduate when, at least temporarily, his
rising clarity left him and was replaced by rising bitterness, blamed
the ruin of his career by the Trojan horse, that he himself made the
drummer look like, on Perle’s brilliant bullshit idea that the
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brilliant journalist become a Trojan horse to the opponent’s camp by
using Perle’s inside information from his study of the enemy which he
had made by studying “Bill’s methods of using libel as a Trojan horse”
as he called them, considering Bill as the mentor of the drummer; to
which, as possibly also expected, Perle answered , when he heard such
rumors leak, by leaking some remarks the least venomous and most
stereotype of which was that if his advisee had been a successful
Trojan horse he would charge it to his own account only, but when he
blew it he charged it to Perle’s account only; the most venomous
comment Perle made on his advisee happened , possibly not
coincidentally, to be identical to the most venomous comment his
advisee made on Perle and it was “D’Alessandro’s comment is absolutely
true and is the aptest way to put this whole thing in a nutshell.
Slander and libel are not synonyms”. Let’s go back to the drummer’s
taking over of the broadcast, or rather of his host handing it over to
him :)

…They tell me from the control room that George Bush sent an e-mail with some lyrics which
he’s sure I do know how to sing and he only wanted to tell me to sing them when I get a chance
and to read to the viewers some mottos and footnotes about them written by the DJ from whom
he first heard them and then he will answer the lyrics and everything. Oh, they also told me that
all people waiting on the phone said they hang up to expedite the presentation of the lyrics and
the answer of George Bush to them, and that if they feel like going on with their previous phone
they’ll call again. OK, of course I do know that song, it was written by a friend in the time of the
big antiwar demonstrations before the attack on Iraq, let me read the whole first page before I
sing it. Then I’ll sing the second page which Bush also sent and said he dedicated it to all people
of Iraq except Saddam. Then, oh my God, it’s Amada , what did I do wrong? Hi sweetheart, was
it something I said or something I skipped saying? If it was something I did right wait to praise
me at home I’ll blush too much right here…What? Amada don’t-you-dares me about letting Bush
answer the lyrics he sent, if they’re the ones she imagines they are without first letting her sing
her own answer to those lyrics, a song she had written about him also about the time before the
attack on Iraq. OK, sweetheart now we’ve confused everybody by the overload of titles pushed
on the living juke box’s buttons of both me and you, one thing at a time, one-by-one, our fuses
will burn even though we do know the songs, let alone what will happen to the fuses of the
listener who doesn’t….Hey-hey-hey! Rumsfeld called and said the same? Rummy don’t-youdares me like my wife on something, connect me to him please : what’s up Don? We two ever got
familiar somewhere and I can’t recall it? OK, I do listen….What? Of course I do know the “Sun
of Justice” song. What ? You have seen a rewording that makes singable in that song’s melody a
poem by an anonymous activist poet circulated around the demonstrations in Seattle ’99 ?
That’s incredible. Is that what you were don’t-you-daring me about? Not let George answer those
lyrics against him before I sing him that Seattle’99 song! Oh, Don, you’re such a sweetheart!
Feel free to don’t-you-dare me about such a thing anytime, feel as free as my wife feels free to
don’t-you-dare-me. You don’t happen to know who made that rewording by any chance, do you?
My deepest regards to him for making the connection of the two situations , if you get to meet
him. No, it’s not me, I just said that to tease you into believing such a thing…Oh, how flattering
of you saying I might have done it myself and then forgotten about it…Now we’ve confused our
listeners into even darker mystifications, let’s start disentangling the mess. One by one, I hang
up, hugs and kisses. I start by reading Bush’s first page karaoke then singing it :
(Obviously George and Don had already received from
answer to their letter and so they not only had the
which they already had since the time of Don’s bugs
they had a big set of Theodorakis’ songs translated
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Bill and Helen the
song that we’ll see
on him but also
and

recontextualized by a friend of Bill and Helen who wasn’t anybody else
but the drummer and some friends of his but since it didn’t come up in
their hasty correspondence that focused its elaborations and unfoldings
on other subjects of greater priority, the acquaintance of George with
the drummer from a close distance and the identity of the translators
of those songs did not come up. All that came up about things almost
touching the drummer was that those pages he had titled “Facts of Life”
and that Laura, who was sending here regards to Helen and Bill, was
brought to that “bird camp” by the husband of their common friend
Amada on glider and horseback like Amada had brought George there, and
that something from their overload of memories in the house of Helen
and Bill told George that Amada’s husband they already knew (then their
letter just passed from George’s impression, during the glide flight
that the volunteer sitting duck friend of Bill had associated a
javelin’s flight and a philosopher’s flight over cliff with the music
of “Algunas bestias”
and Helen had associated another part of that
song with a horseback ride faster than in spaghetti westerns. Now we’ve
confused everyone even more, but a poem is itself a de-confusing
experience unlike the probing of its origin)
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Brave New US
Soldiers Without a Cause in the days of Clinton
East of Eden in the days of Bush
Old French NATO General in 1999:
“I don’t understand
how soldiers agree to kill
for a cause in which they don’t believe enough
to risk getting themselves killed.
In my days that used to be what made
the difference between a soldier and a criminal.
“War with no losses” stinks to high heavens.
I wish its smell and not anti-air force reached our pilots”
Anti-war Demonstrators in 2003:
“Next week your children will be murdered
Next week your children will be murderers”

Brave Old Mother US
Civil Wars in brand new format will be fought on foreign soil
With a new kind of Alliance, rivals sharing foreign oil.
Hold your brain US our Μother to understand your thugs and slain
Lynch’s rope with pitch and feathers, nothing worse, will be your pain.
You’ll be lynched but our Brave Old World will be burned as Human Shields
Brave New Soldiers don’t object to bomb their flesh in Killing Fields.
Brave New Bush, your humble servant, will be hangman, priest and law
Joker’s triumph over Batman, sickest film you ever saw.
Parents pray for Her, or better, risk becoming lynched yourselves
Find a way to block both brave kids from just meeting somewhere else.
It is not their Sin, it’s Bush’s, that your Human Shields atone
Αnd a soldier is a killer if he serves a stupid clown.
Don’t be harsh on Bush, don’t lynch him, he deserves a second chance
He deserves a granite statue in the pitch and feathers stance.
(Well, the French general did not say “War with no losses” stinks to high heavens. I wish its smell and not
anti-air force reached our pilots” this I added myself Also I added the shout “Next week your children will
be murdered. Next week your children will be murderers” which the demonstrators were not going to
shout. But senator Byrd did shout that America’s children will return murderers from Iraq. By the way:
The melody of the above was borrowed from that old song about oriental Braveheart Wallaces (not
Saddams!), men and women, the combatant preparing to fight in the “life or death” way, the non
combatant preparing to help each other to live or to die together. By a coincidence, that song , although
about a mythical land, is also about Iraq. But maybe this is no surprise, even many mythical lands of
Hollywood are in Iraq (see e.g. “the Thief of Baghdad” with Tony Curtis. Also Sindbad’s adventures) )
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MILK AND HONEY, HEAVENLY AND EARTHLY
In Oriental times and places, they say, once upon a time
people hardly filled their hunger and to drink they stood in line.
And a young man of some lineage, true descendant of Sindbad,
doesn’t think that what they suffer is a punishment from God.
Bedouins look at him with sorrow but their hopes begin to flare
and he takes an oath before God that to help change times he’ll dare.
In Mossul, Baghdad and Basra all built ’round an old palm tree
people pray and are preparing to fight, to die, and to live free.
When the nerve of the young fellow reached the ears of sheikh and lord
wolf-toothed thugs and lion-skin bullies left to pass him chain and ball.
Overwhelmed by dogs in fury with no leash and pitch-dark look
to the caliph he’s now brought to have him fixed upon the hook.
It was black milk and black honey that he swallowed and he drank
till his last breath on the gallows left him when he rested hanged.
Hand in hand they now are walking and the sky is dark with clouds
but the company of their prophet as a star they feel around.
In a month or in a year they reach Allah their true God
at the side of whom the brainless sees his kin captain Sindbad.
My defeated mocking smart-bird what is changed is not the times,
the world was, is and always will be lifted through such flames and knives.

Now let’s hear Amada sing to Bush her song to him right before the attack on Iraq, that is before
he estranged so many of us completely, or even more completely, from him. OK, sweetheart ,
you’re on the air, I’ll just read the title of your song myself, and I’ll karaoke the lyrics for anyone
who wants to sing them to follow you as soon as he picks the melody, hey what’s that little tail
you attached at the end? A PS? Oh, it’s my limerick march dedicated to the hotheads? OK, I’ll
sing it, now sing your song which is not a mere limerick but an ode to an asshole president
whose later even greater fall from grace made those already asshole days even appear like the
days of innocence in comparison:
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ODE TO BIKERS, COWBOYS AND PRESIDENTS
Right here and now you’re really surfing, you’re really riding space and time,
I stay behind and your exhaust pipe grins at my tumbled peace of mind.
You’re flying over trees and houses, you’re flying over TV wires,
over terraces and antennas, over my orchestra’s guitars.
You’re getting in and out of our tales, you dive in our life’s clearest lakes,
you turn me upside down and look back, laughing, but just to snub my brakes.
Your boots have spurs that keep on stinging the whole world’s people on their ribs,
your blood keeps running like a river under your ever spinning wheels.
Your faults you’re wearing like a necklace, your threats run smooth like verse in rhyme,
you spring up forth just like a fountain and change the color of the sky.
You visit every open window as bright as sun at noon and lunch,
and your right hand keeps on displaying a sword of fire and an olive branch.
Well, will you lead me to the meadows or down deep wells and pitch dark caves?
Are you a star guide for my heavens or want my heart shut, mourn and rage?
With all that speed you have been gaining how can we meet on any road?
Are you a cricket in the attic or are you a weasel in a pond?
Your hair stands up electrifying ready to charge small walkman sets,
your every look turns on the stations of teenage radio amateurs.
With all that speed you are in danger whether you agree or disagree,
death nods to you around the corner and blinks through moon for you to see.
A wind blows through your proud nice hairlocks, a wind that blows strong and blows tough,
your army service is in business, stop short your words you talked enough.
Training and service, MP, pushups, bootcamp, guns, rifles and one-two
and then a highway paved and open will bring the orders to you, too.
March of the non spirit
Violence will cure every other form of violence
and stronger fire is cure for every fire
with smart bombs and tough shit morons
we will prevail where we desire.
Night will it be when our shock and awe will flare up,
our Christian fire will set all people free,
a fire to burn up all fanatics
and change earth’s face just wait and see.
They tell me our host is on the phone:
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Ex host :-So Amada is as good a rock singer as you or even better , so when she said “go ask my
husband to hear how it’s sung” and somebody picked on that one and came and played you on the
radio and I picked on that and I invited you to my TV hour without fixing anything with you,
quite on the contrary, I didn’t know you and Amanda had fixed a sting operation on whom might
pick on anything out of what you emitted, and give you room to improvise as you would go
along. So it was even a sting operation on those who picked on her freshman term paper. If it
hadn’t been really written that many years ago, this I did check, I would even believe she had
slandered herself on purpose to make real journalists turn yellow and find her forum like the
floor I gave you. If she had done it on purpose it would have been a great idea, many people
would cut their arm to implement such a sting. Doing it not on purpose, either makes the idea not
as great or even greater…
Drummer :-Bottom line?
Ex host :-My way of fixing differs from your and Amada’s way of fixing as much as slander is
not a synonym of libel. Even fixing and fixing may be non-synonyms.
Drummer :-You’re a fast learner , I mean you learned both from your two guests and from us in
less than fifteen minutes…oh! So you’ve made up and are drinking beers together now, all three
of you? Isn’t that great?
Ex host :-They also found me a great job. Can you guess what? If you don’t guess it in one shot
I’ll just hang up, you have a programme running.
Drummer :- What is it? Running with them a feminist-friendly pink site? That will be a great
concept if it survives the beer induced spirits and hangover of all three of you. And if you survive
your driving in case you don’t take taxis.
Ex host :-Right on the nose.
Drummer :-Right on the nose what?
Ex host :-Both guesses. About the job and about being drunk.
Drummer :-The latter doesn’t take a mind reader. Maybe not even the former. Now will you
excuse…
Ex host :-Of course. Can you also guess the site’s name?
Drummer :-No I can’t. And I really must go to…
Ex host :-Amada and her guitarist and the Trojan horse. Do we have your license? Ask for
Amada’s too. Not now. After you get home.
Drummer :-I’m no guitarist really, I almost only pounded on the guitar while I was singing, I
can’t even chew that proverbial gum while I’m looking at my string plucking, I’ll tell you
another musical instrument, I mean another site name, but not now, I’m busy. We’ll talk about it
after the elections are over. And drop the Trojan horse part, it sounds as if I and Amada are
making ads for a specific brand of condoms , not for encouraging your new concept. Bye. Phew!
To the audience:

What were we saying?...
Ex host :-One more question, or conjecture: Libeling that much, would you consider the
possibility of going to jail for libel as part of Amada’s campaign?
Drummer :-What? Oh, I would consider it as a honor. Didn’t as great a pacifist as Bertrand
Russell go to jail for libel against the British government? I think he even wrote “Introduction to
mathematical philosophy” during that imprisonment.
Ex host :-Was it for libels he got the literature Nobel?
Drummer :-Russell got a Nobel for literature? I thought he got a peace Nobel. Maybe he got two.
Ex host:-I’ll doublecheck; first thing after hangover.
Drummer :-Why don’t you ask our feminist friend right where you are and now. Maybe she also
knows what literature he wrote…Oh, so you’re right. What? His literary work was his critique of
the ethics of marriage? One never stops learning. Thanks , bye, where were we? OK, Don, ready
at last to sing that song you sent us. And I’ll just switch to the “Sun of Justice” song without
interruption. By the way, Amada considers that one almost a prayer:
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Seattle ’99
Why we are here
Because the world we imagined, the world we’ve always known is leaving
and the sun brings cancer and the planet’s getting hotter
because the sky now has too many planes
because the kids are starving in the shadows
in the shadows of yachts and top meetings
we’re here to tell you that we want something else
because your coded world is unreal we’re here to tell you
we want something else to buy.
What we want is not by your money even recognized
we want to save live nature and to see our world humanized
we don’t want some cheaper trees
we want trees that are alive
we don’t want our food with fancy genes we want our food
to live and grow in our neighborhood.
This is not a mere political protest
we’re not here to patch up your laws or see if they fail some test
we’re here to change ourselves and you
change you and ourselves from inside to outside
thus this is an awakening and an uprising
of spirit and of mind.
We’re here by authority of nature and upon insistence of our mind
thus we can rightly ignore what your recent laws can bind
if you doubt the authority of nature
if you doubt the rules of your mind’s truth
if you doubt them for any amount of time then try not to breathe for just that time
keep for just that time your breath inside and you will know just
the strength of our desire.
So you see the reason we’re here is that some memory in our blood
makes us hear a voice that says when awakening inside
you’re not just a fund or a bank
you’re the crest of a wave that went blind
a blind crest of a wave that forgot its basic source
and now mounts in greed and lies.
Against this blinded wave of greed we’re here to honor
what’s natural and what’s real.
Against your mounting wave of greed we’re here to fight for
what’s human and must be freed.
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Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine
her high mountains are proud and eagle-like
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white shine
when her sky is blue and bright.
Though it touches Europe and America on one side
and though it touches Asia and Africa alike
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams the world’s ether
all by herself.
There’s no other planet to make some thoughts like these for her
and soon there won’t be any such thoughts by her own dwellers left
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
and relentless light.
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
shouting threats and splashed with blood.
Yet all blood has gone flat or shed in blind despair
and all threats and hopes have been chopped to claims of mud’s fair share
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow is only
is only other winds like them.
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.
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The drummer passes the guitar’s belt over his head and rises. It seems
he’ll sing the next song standing up. he also removes the waist mike
and calls for a neck mike:

OK, George I’m almost coming to your song, hear this one first, titled… Oh, we have a new
phone call?
Feminist lady :-Can a drunk representative of feminists and an ex critic of you ask you for some
song you would dedicate to all feminists? I liked so much that term you coined, feminist-friendly.
Drummer :-Only if an ex president and possibly not-yet-ex representative of the American people
watching us allows me to skip his turn and give it to you. The other song I had in mind can wait.
Bush:-Well, ladies first, and even if collective demands have priority here we have a collective
feminist speaking. Collective ladies first than even collective goals .
Somebody throws him a neck mike, he catches it in the air and puts it
on:

Drummer :-OK, dedicated to feminists and to feminist friendly pink sites and songs:
With your mouth full of kisses and love
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun
every morning,
with your mouth full of kisses you bring
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink
your wind blowing.
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
With my mouth full of kisses and love
I feel just like those birds high above
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five,
yes, I’m flying,
with my mouth full of kisses and scent
that enwraps me the days that we spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
Feminist lady :-That was great! Absolutely great! Absolutely woman friendly. Thank you on
behalf of all feminists. I wouldn’t occupy your time any longer although I feel so much like
asking you to sing for us a song you would dedicate to Amada or that you have sung to her in
some private moment of yours, and I feel so much like asking her to sing a song she has sung to
you at a similar moment and…OK, maybe if I weren’t drunk I would be patient enough to
postpone what I’m now saying until after your going over President Bush’s song…I’m sorry,
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don’t mind me , go ahead , I’ll come back to you, I apologize to your listeners and hope they
shared my interests enough to forgive me for delaying what they’re now going to hear…
Drummer :-OK, OK, relax and try to also focus, if possible, on what we’re all now going to hear.
OK, George?....OK, George?:
G:…..-OK, George what? Won’t you first sing the song you almost started?
Drummer :-No, that can wait, and it’ll be even …OK, it’s you we’ve been all waiting to hear:
G:-OK, thank you for this non delay and also all thank you all for the overprotecting delay so
far but all I have to say is pretty simple. There’s nothing I can answer to those lyrics except that
concerning everything they said, about my person at least, they were absolutely true and that
they helped me realize that I must undo by deed and action what can still be undone out of what
they say I did. So if you ask me if I regret anything I have done, oh yes I do I regret everything I
did that made those lyrics true. Now about plagiarism, the only thing I regret is that due to
cramming and overload and overenthusiasm at the realization that there’s more I can do for the
world than crying over spilled milk, and due to emotional overcharge at the love of people in that
demonstration of people supporting me and Don in deciding to try to stop what we had helped
start, OK, at the frenzy of those moments and by the fact that I had heard Allende’s speech
overbombarded by educational stimuli and half dozing by exposure to videoprojectors going on
and off all the time, a situation well known to be conducive to things ranging from being
hypnotized to learning whole pages or at least songs by heart, OK, due to all that I didn’t realize I
was paraphrasing Allende’s speech; although I did have in the back of my mind the feeling I was
paraphrasing and recontextualizing something and although I did have in the back of my mind
that there was something Allende-like about the whole thing , I didn’t connect the two. Now how
come nobody told me in that country? Among poetry readers, if a poet uses an image from
another’s poem it is not considered a plagiarism but a reference since everybody knows where he
got it from and nobody thinks he should ruin the poem’s flow or format to mention it on the spot
or by writing a bibliography. So, those people there who knew of Allende’s speech thought it
was going without saying that I was referring to that, and people who didn’t know of that speech
didn’t know that there was at all something either to mention or to let go without saying. So that’s
why nobody notified me in time. Above all nobody thought there, OK they all did laugh at me
and at us for our make belief in free speech and our hypocritical practices of essentially sending
to court demonstrators not for what their loudspeakers say but why they say it stepping on a lawn
and then calling this free speech, they did laugh at me for just shouting to objectors that I believe
in free speech instead of using my free speech to answer them and they did call me a free hearer
rather than free speaker for that, but nobody thought of warning me there enough because
nobody would ever imagine that we were such laughing stocks here as to tolerate such clowns
among us who silenced the content of my speech and cared only for the fact that it was a
paraphrase and were indifferent to the content of the speech and they considered this crappy
attitude as “belief in free speech” . OK, the only excuse of them in front of me is that I gave the
worst example of such practices because I had really used all this stupidity to silence real free
speech myself, so I only had it coming and boomeranging on me. To all this infantile and
frivolous people I don’t owe anything more serious than an apology for an omission of reference
and an admission that flow and format of a politician’s speech is different from flow and format
of a poem or song. But now let’s get serious, send the clowns to bed , is there a reference to
someone for this expression? Jimmy Hendrix possibly? Somebody remind it to me on time, oh
shit! Let’s finally do go to something real: Are you kidding? You didn’t bother to look up my
speech and look up Allende’s speech because the crux of the matter is not in the content of either
but in the fact that their interrelation was not spelled out? Are you fucking out of your goddam
mind believing such a thing and still not go put your head under a cold shower to wake up? Can it
be that the only two sane persons in this country are me and Don who were two arch-clowns up
to a few days ago? You cut the crap of pretending all this is something you do believe in, I cut the
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crap of going on in this style which still has not become real enough: boiling indignation lasting
that long is one more piece of unreality. Boiling being over let’s now do talk:
With the convincingness I have by not having any self serving interest because I’m not running
for any public office, and by the convincingness I have because I don’t bestow endorsement on
any party because, verging form the controversial to the ignominious, my endorsement would
cause mixed images ranging from blessing in disguise to curse in disguise, and by the
convincingness I have because I rule myself out from any excuse or vindication by future
history because I do believe that war criminals should never be vindicated and thus if you grant
me your pardon I won’t accept it, by those and solely by those sources of convincingness I do tell
you to shut all stupid noise in your skull and listen to both speeches, mine and the original by
Allende as I’ll play them to you here and now, rather than let them bounce off the thickness of it,
I repeat , read my lips even if you only hear me: Don’t be infantile morons, cut the crap and
don’t let these two speeches bounce off your thick skulls, and while you’re listening don’t make
stupid sounds like oooh’s and ouch-es or like babies in bathtubs; OK, no reference for that gag
goddam it! You all know whom I mean. By the way: For the ones who worry that I’m too much
of a masochist, or too self-flagellating hypocrite of a Christian, or parading US too much in
front of courts, or dragging US too much through mud and slime, for those people I say that
after this moment I won’t even bug anyone here or abroad to try me fairly or unfairly try me on
court if he doesn’t want to; all I wanted was a fair airing of that speech of mine, the only
speech I made without a speech writer and of which speech I am proud even if it was a
paraphrase of another speech. Bottom line: To be given a context and to find an opportunity and
to have the ability to paraphrase and recontextualize an Allende should be honor to most
leaders. What the hell, it’s no random jerk or idiot that I found a parallel with , it’s Allende.
Period. I’ll karaoke you the two speeches and then go back to the song you almost began and
please don’t forget to finish with the songs that the feminist lady asked from you and with
whatever anybody else likes; I mean I would like the speeches to be food for thought at one
time or another, but frankly I would prefer another:
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“This certainly is the last opportunity I will have to talk to you. The air forces have bombarded
the antennas of Radio Portales and of Radio-Corporacion. I am speaking to you without bitterness
yet with disappointment: my words will be the moral punishment of those who betrayed their
oath , of soldiers of Chile, of officers of the Army, of self declared Admiral Merino, and let me
not forget Mr Medosa , general and reptile who, even until yesterday, was declaring his allegiance
and loyalty to the government; and declared himself leader of the carabinieri.
In the face of this there’s only one thing I have to say to the working people: I will not resign.
In this extreme position where history is now placing me , I shall pay with my life my loyalty in
the face of my people. And I assure you of this: I am confident that the seed we have sown in the
consciousness of thousands and thousands of Chileans, will not be possible to definitively
eradicate. They hold the power. They will be able to subjugate us. But neither crime nor force
could arrest the social evolutionary processes. History is the work of peoples and belongs to us.
Working people of my country: I want to thank you for your continued loyalty, for the trust
you laid on a man who was but the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, who gave his word to
respect the constitution and the law and kept it.
At this ultimate moment, the last at which I can speak to you , I hope you will profit from the
lesson. Foreign capital, imperialism united with the reaction, created the climate which allowed
the armed forces to break their bonds with their tradition, which was honored by Schneider and
reconfirmed by major Araya, victims of this same social stratum which, today, waits in its
warmth a foreign hand to offer it income and privilege.
I address, first of all, the humble woman of our land, the peasant woman who believed in us,
the worker woman who volunteered extra work, the mother who did know our heart’s pain for
the fate of her children. I address the patriots of all the trades who have, since long, been fighting
revolt stirred by professional organizations, the class associations which, too, want to defend the
advantages granted to them by capitalist society. I address the young, those who sang and offered
their joy and their fighting spirit. I address the man of Chile, the worker, the peasant, the
intellectual, the ones who will be persecuted, because in our country fascism has been present
since long in the terrorist acts of those who blow up the bridges, cut the rails, destroy the oil
pipelines and air ducts, based on the silence of those who had the obligation to defend them. They
will be judged by history.
Of course, Radio-Magallanes will be forced to silence, and the quiet message of my voice will
stop reaching you. This is of no consequence. Tomorrow, even dead I will always be with you.
You will have for history my name which was honest.
The people has to defend itself but not to sacrifice too. The people must not let be mown nor
pierced by bullets , but not let be humiliated either.
Working people of my country, I believe in Chile and in its destiny. Other people will
overcome this black and bitter moment in which treason demands to impose itself. Go on and just
know that the day for the reopening of the broad avenues from which the free man passes to
build a better society, is closer rather than more remote.
Long live Chile! Long live the people! Long live the working! Here are my last words: I am
certain that my sacrifice will not be futile. I am certain that it will be, at the least, a moral lesson
to punish treachery, cowardice and treason.
Sandiago, la Moneda, September 11 1973”
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This certainly is the first opportunity I’ve ever had to talk to anyone as I will talk to you. I wish
the NATO air forces that had bombarded the antennas in Yugoslavia, in Iraq and in …wherever
Al Jazeera was and still is, had never done that. I would be speaking to you without bitterness if
you hated me yet with disappointment if my words do not prove a sufficient means to be the
moral punishment of those who, like me too until today, betrayed their oath , of soldiers of
NATO, of officers of the Army, of self declared coalition of saviors of foreign peoples in the
name of democracy, and let me not forget saviors of our people in the name of protection from
weapons of mass destruction that never existed.
In the face of this there’s only one thing I can to say to all people: I will resign from all duty
undertaken by my office unexamined by public discussion broadcasted nationwide and even
worldwide in open consulting with specialists untied to interests of private companies. If it turns
out that the position where history is now placing me is extreme , I shall pay with my life my
loyalty in the face of life, of all my people, and of my people. And I assure you of this: I am
confident that the seed you here have sown in the consciousness of me and of my colleague Don
here , will not be possible to definitively eradicate from the consciousness of all other present and
future colleagues of us who will take our example even if we lose the power we hold and silence
us. But neither crime nor force could arrest the social evolutionary processes. History is the work
of peoples and belongs to you.
People of this country: I want to thank you for the great, immediate and so inspiring and so
needed support and for the trust you laid on a man who for the first time realized what it was to
be the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, and what it was to give his word to respect human
rights and the human laws and to keep it.
At this ultimate moment, the first at which I could speak to you , I hope others will profit
from the lesson too. Multinational capital, war industry, united with the fraud called free
economy , create the climate which tries to make the armed forces to each country break their
bonds with their own tradition and make the people victim of their local social stratum which,
today, waits in its warmth a global hand, US’s version of global hand first of all , to offer it
unprecedented superprofit and privilege.
Not having yet thought what to say to the people of the countries destroyed by the coalition of
the greedy and the coward and their poor relative kind of followers, I address, first of all, the
parents of dead soldiers of our coalition , whether they and their sons did or did not believe the
lies we said about the peoples we attacked. I address the people who were hustled by the Patriot
Act and the people who in the name of it could not defend anymore the rights they had conquered
in more luminous days of our societies. I address the young who were forcefully discouraged
from singing their joy of life and expressing the fighting spirit of the opposition to war. I address
the worker and the peasant and the intellectual who were harassed through the acts and the silence
of those who had the obligation to safeguard their peace. I address them to tell them that history
will judge us through them themselves, first of all, and so not to let it to abstract and future
history to judge us but to contribute to the judgment, by words and act, by open constructive
criticism and by moral support for those who vacillate in front of what by now is plain truth. By
support I do not mean acquittal, I mean what you did and are still doing right now for me and
Don with your love and acceptance of pardon and your forgiveness and with your promise to
support us in whatever fight we’re going to put up to undo what wrongdoing of ours can still be
undone.
Of course, this microphone is maybe not enough to make heard on the media of all the world
what I’m now saying and you are hearing, and the quiet message of my voice will not reach
anyone but you. Of course this of great consequence. Tomorrow, even if I am silenced you will
always be with me. And, through you, history will have from me a moment of mine which was
honest.
Maybe a leader, like the people, has to defend himself but not to sacrifice too. Maybe a
leader, like the people, leader must not let be mown nor pierced by bullets , but not let be
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humiliated either. But , unlike the people, the leader has to defend the values in the name of
which he was elected, more strongly than he has the right to defend himself. And if these values
accuse him instead of defending him, then a leader must defend these values and not himself.
People of all countries , I believe in man and in his destiny. Other leaders will overcome my
obstacles if I do not manage to realize what truth and humanity demand from me. Go on and
just know that the day for the reopening of the broad avenues from which the free man passes to
build a better society, is closer rather than more remote.
Long live humanity! Long live the peoples! Long live the living! Here are my first words: I am
certain that my U-turn in my life will not be futile. I am certain that it will be, at the least, a
moral lesson in how to see in the mirror one’s greed, cowardice and deadness and start changing
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“…They hold the power. They will be able to subjugate us. But neither crime nor force could
arrest the social evolutionary processes. History is the work of peoples and belongs to us.
Working people of my country: I want to thank you for your continued loyalty, for the trust you
laid on a man who was but the interpreter of the great thirst for justice, who gave his word to
respect the constitution and the law and kept it…And I assure you of this: I am confident that the
seed we have sown in the consciousness of thousands and thousands of Chileans, will not be
possible to definitively eradicate..”.
Sandiago, la Moneda, September 11 1973
.

Mission accomplished
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Mission accomplished
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G::-Just one more minute, I too want to ask you if you know a song, that I want to dedicate to
Allende. I’ll e-mail-karaoke it to you and if you know it sing it, otherwise just read it. I’d feel
very awkward to read it myself at the moment I do know that the people who now sing it in the
place of Allende, with deeds instead of with words, is not the troops I and Don sent there but the
Iraqis fighting those troops. There we go, along with some additions to the pictures:
The drummer does know it and sings it; standing up but leaving back the
guitar and removing his neck mike from his neck and holding it in front
of his mouth:

Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our Country;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over the whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on its own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get it out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get it out of blood.
We lean now on it, we lean on its wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by its fire, its fire’s now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers.
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Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by sun’s fire, its fire’s now closing upon us…
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…go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers.
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Drummer :-Thank you George, that was almost a mystical experience for all of us. Fortunately
the song I had in mind is mundane enough to land us back on earth and at the same time is not
all that far from some things in your speech so it will not cut us away from your vibes so
abruptly. Its title was “Virtual pain and virtual gain for men of the emperor’s new brain” and was
dedicated to the gang and especially to Richard Perle, to put them at ease regarding the worst
they could expect from a pacifists’ international court, I mean a sentence to play war only on TV
screens and not for real:
In case we have enough of future generations
historians scratching their wise heads will think which nations
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces,
had people free as air to save some of life’s graces
that now a bunch of farting trash and scum disgraces.
Tell me where I find some birds
men and women in US
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures,
who could now sit down and reason
how to try for high treason
those who live like lifegame’s pixels
and kill just like tearing pictures.
It doesn’t make you a bad person or an asshole
it doesn’t make you a violator of the Bible
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them,
if you just spend some time to see what just befits them
what kind of laws exist that can and should just reach them.
t’doesn’t make you a cruel bird
if for their due punishment
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies,
they get screens and voltage power
and live there their every hour
it’s a difference they won’t notice
in their hearts and in their bodies.
It isn’t curious those who fuck our earth and dump her
just live as if she had no grace for them to love her
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers,
so don’t just wonder and don’t sit around like suckers
dump assholes, jerkoffs, shitheads, shithearts, motherfuckers.
Earth belongs to those who need it
if you don’t, just split and beat it
leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other,
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leave the earth alone, we use it
just go virtual if you choose it
give no shit and just don’t bother
get some screens and choose each other.
What?! Hey-hey-hey! That’s incredible!: We have Donald Rumsfeld placing an order for a love
song? Which song is that? I bet it’s macho-macho-macho man. It isn’t? WHAT? Yes, I do know
the song. OK, put it on the screen for our viewers too. Don, you never stop surprising the hell out
of everybody. Surprising, my ass! I meant flabbergasting!.
The lyrics have started rolling on the screen, the drummer still
doesn’t sing them but comments as the viewers are taking a look at
them:

Don you flabbergasted us all again, or at least me. You got me by storm. Wow-wow and
re-wow-wow! I didn’t know you had such passion; your wife Maggie is lucky; or your girlfriend
Maggie if you’re still a free boy. I mean this doesn’t sound like a dedication to Margaret
Thatcher.
The lyrics rolling in the screen , not yet sung by the drummer
read by the viewers are:

but

Margarita-Maggie my star, my love,
in sky in heavens like bird like dove,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks you every night in your room,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
(To backstage:) Please don’t roll the lyrics further yet. OK, Don, you sure are not out of job; I
bet you’ll be hired for consulting by the feminist-friendly pink site, oh I begin to see, it’s not
only a love message to Maggie here and now or Maggie there and now or Maggie eternal or
Maggie in the sky with diamonds, it’s a message to the new generation raised in neo-puritanism
and not raised singing rock like “knock three times on the ceiling if you want me” or like “sweet
nothings”, or it’s a ….Aaah! Don you are a genius, a real son of a gun, you did guess that I and
Amada are shy persons deep down and that I had painted myself to a corner by not singing those
mutual dedications before George and Allende raised the significance and relevance level of the
programme to a height of no return and you did guess that I would be a clown to pretend I still
wanted them sung just because a nice feminist lady still wanted me to even if her mind and heart
after that launching by the two presidente had shifted her attention elsewhere , and you wanted to
help me out of that corner by your asking me to go back to lovesongs , that was very responsible
of you Don, taking the blame risk; and sorry if my narcissism only detected my own reasons in
your move and if I did not think enough, at least in public, about the possibility that you had
promised to a wife or girlfriend called Maggie or Margaret or Marguerita or Daisy or Margaro
that not only would you do do what would not disappoint her and would make her proud of you,
I mean you would do indict yourself, but also you would do find a way to convince her that as
you would be doing that you would be thinking of her. Whatever it was, thank you for the context
Don and congratulations on your taste for lovesongs. Oh-oh-oh! thank all of you who are calling
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just to tell the people in the control room that you only want them to tell me to go on and sing the
lyrics along with them waiting to hear the melody to sing them at home. OK, start rolling the
lyrics from the beginning please , hold then fixed until I finish the instrumental introduction.
No: Just a minute: Amada, please forward the karaoke for “I have a love , she’s all for me” as a
dedication from me to you, and karaoke whatever you dedicate to me , for our friends to sing
along with us, I’ll go straight to my dedication after I finish singing Don’s and you then either go
straight to yours or with a break for speech, you’ll tell us when we get there; now: here we go:
Musical introduction:

Daisy-Marguerita my star, my love,
in sky in heavens like bird like dove,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks you every night in your room,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
Daisy-Marguerita you are terrific,
a little boat rocked by the Pacific,
give me your winds, my Pacific,
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you,
give me your winds my Pacific,
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks you every night in your room,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
I am your Daisy I’m planted here,
counting the hours till next time is near,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear.
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks me every night in my room,
but then I drop you a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
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The guitar accompaniment changes from the instrumental finish to a new
instrumental introduction...:

Ι have a love she’s all for me,
my star my dawn my rose my sea,
one thousand men would not be able
to rock you as nice as I can rock you in my cradle.
Your eyes inside are full of flames
flaring at nights and sweet in days,
flaring at nights and sweet in days
your eyes inside are full of flames.
When on your lips I feel I’m flying
I can’t care less if I leave dying,
when in your arms you set me cradling
then aye-aye lady in your sea I’m going sailing.
Without a boat and without sails
the world is mine with all details,
the world is mine with all details
without a boat and without sails.
You wear the sun like just a hairpin,
moon is a button of your apron,
your breast is home for singing crickets
that for all concerts of the world give us free tickets.
And from your kisses birds have learned
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
right from your kisses birds have learned.
OK, let’s see what dedication to me my other half proposes and whether she will go straight to
sing it or she’ll take a break to give any kind of small preamble, oh, it’s not something she has
ready made to mail , she’s typing the karaoke right now, so she’s paraphrasing right now, so she
is taking a break but not exactly in order to speak, so she’s leaving to me, who knows what the
original was before the present slight alterations, to explain what she dedicates; I repeat : not
what she dedicates to me finally but to another person, aaah, I got the picture: the Allende vibes
that George sent us changed what our feminist friend’s proposal had inspired in her, so my
sweetheart’s dedication shifted from me to another person and ….OK I do see a line still left for
exclusively me to identify with, her idol was not known to whistle or not to whistle streetsongs
so that this line must be about me who does whistle streetsongs, but, who knows?, maybe my
sweetheart just learned that her idol too also whistled streetsongs. OK, this song was also
paraphrased by the Beatles into a song titled “free as a sitting duck”, I-beg-your-pardon, “Free as
the air” no maybe I’m still confusing it with “free as a bird:” that’s how the sitting duck came up,
I mean besides coming from the function of Amada’s idol, anyway there is a Beatles’s song
which had the same melody , anyway the melody you’ll hear sung was borrowed or rather
bought by the Beatles from the stage director of an opera whose composer if I remember had
borrowed that particular musical phrase from a Latin American folk song melody, the context
and lyrics of that song changing all the time with each new borrowing, we should all try to live
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within our means even if we have to borrow to do so, as a wise saying goes. There goes the
saying, there we go too: I mean there she goes, wise move to play on the phone the instrumental
part too Amada , I wouldn’t be able to render that cavalry approaching sound on the guitar, play
the arias too:
Amada sings the paraphrased lyrics , the professional soprano
arias:

does the

Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s still hope left in the world, it’s not gone without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain’s not the measure, we won’t leave your treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine.
Instrumentals

Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s still hope left in the world, it’s not gone without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain’s not the measure, we won’t leave your treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine.
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, aaaaaaaaaaaa, aaa..ah!
Thanks Amanda, please play again that protracted smooooch-kiss and its abrupt cut and parting
from life as you’ll be writing on top of the photo the phrase you had told me it reminded you of
of we all know who, no pun intended, really, not anymore. Now which American does the song
remind to us all?
Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, aaaaaaaaaaaa, aaa..ah!
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I got a life to live

Mission accomplished
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Held her ground for all humanity

Held their ground for all humanity
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What pushes up, or forward, daisies, lilacs, corn, ….or, in general, life.

A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo

To the lands without names or numbers
the wind blew down from other domains
the rain brought celestial threads
and the god of the impregnated altars
restored flowers and lives
In fertility time grew

God my Master Builder, You too among the Easter lilacs
felt the scent of the Resurrection!

…y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas…
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…this is the form of the Angelic Land

The River of Life
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Just in case you hadn’t seen it before, the painting “The River of Life”, after the other river in
the painting about Che, was by Blake; I learned about it from Amada who had photographed it in
her late teens from the wall of a pizza parlor in Nebraska and always carried it with her to remind
her of the neighborhood she grew up in. The phrase is from a lyric in a poem titled “America”, by
Blake too, don’t ask me more about him, because I never read more than one lyric by him at a
time because he spooks me out…Oh-oh-oh: Amada, the incoming river of love right now is
incredible; what’s going on is that people are calling to express the warmest feeling of support
and to ask how they can help your and Billie Blum’s party and where they can send money and
what kind of fund raising we need. They even suggest that I make a concert or even make
records, despite the obvious fact that I’m an amateur playing just for his family and friends on
social occasions. Well, million thanks, really, but ask Blum if to implement his role as
prospective vice president he needs more than traveling expenses to go around the country, we’ll
be as much just listeners of his program as you’ll be, because in Amada’ concept she is just you.
We plan to even be paying for our tickets to go listen to him; when he’s near of course; we
won’t go everywhere. I don’t say “ask Amanda” because we happen to have talked about it and I
do know her views on this and it is part of the point she’s making. For my part, apart from the
fact that I don’t run for anything beyond first lord, or whatever the male analog of “first lady” is,
oh! how about “first husband”? OK, part of the point I’m making is that like one doesn’t need
more than quite average musical talent to play interesting things on a guitar and like one doesn’t
need to be more special than my wife to represent people as their president , similarly one doesn’t
need to make concerts and raise funds to propagate things that do have some substance. Good old
propagation from mouth to mouth should be enough and if it isn’t then what we say just doesn’t
work and we shouldn’t be elected to any president-ship or first husband-ship; OK, in case, this
does sound a little like too frivolous and like happy-go-lucky and irresponsible neglect of parts of
technology that do have substantial aspects and can help the cause one believes in, OK, in case
this is right let’s meet midway: let’s not meet for concerts, on this I’m adamant: concerts are for
festive occasions and let’s save out appetite and energy for them for the night before Amada and
Billie start their duties if they do get the job. But being amateurs we will only sing some songs ,
some more professional groups will hopefully offer to show up for free, if not then we’ll pay a
ticket like you will. Where then is midway? You want to do pay something and not let my
irresponsibility to our cause and my obsolescence in my equipment ruin the chances of the parts
of Amada’s dream that you do share? OK, then do pay and also do use your know-how for that
part of the job that is just extending the mouth to mouth way of discourse and of discussion and
propagation of human ideas: send one dollar or one empty disc and some stamps to your local
TV station that played what you saw and ask them to Nero-burn a copy for you and keep the
change for their labor, or ask a kid from the next door supermarket who wants to make an extra
buck to do it massively for you, but don’t pay more than one dollar to anybody or he will get in
trouble because all things I borrow and sing I can borrow freely because I play them for free. Or
use your home equipment to reproduce them at this minimal cost of how much an empty disc is
worth, for your friends who have the equipment to play them. By the way, what happened today
was not planned and I assure you that there are merits to planned analogs of it that would be
much better, I’ll ask a DJ friend of mine , oh, he’s the same guy who helped George and Don
with some gaps in their education in a way so effective as the one you witnessed, to make a CD
of that tutorial, so to speak , let’s call it the Helen-Bill to George-Don tutorial and their
discussions …Oh: It’s George on the phone and says he has already asked for that and has
already received that CD, it’s mainly text, and some audio part, music, but it’s not a DVD.
Exactly, that’s exactly what’s needed, one more dollar for it, we’ll arrange how one can obtain it
in Amada’ “keep in touch” thing, and please use your equipment to print out parts that you like
for friends of yours that can’t afford or can’t use screens etc. OK, so all this is good old mutual
education by the proverbial talk in the market place etc etc extended, not necessarily upgraded in
all aspects, by new technology. That’s all the midway meeting that we’ll need between your
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willingness and our old-fashion-ness . If you don’t believe it works don’t help us and if we fail,
then we’ll do take your word that we were wrong.
As possibly expected the immediate results of the above spontaneous
happening were on the one hand things like e.g. some Princeton alumni
pointing more audibly and visibly than before to googlable spots where
they already had taken to task both the gang and its Friedmans or
things like e.g. an upgrading of the level of the public discussion of
the issue of whether Amada was or was not a non-entity (e.g. possibly
through the professional expertise of their authors, but possibly
through other paths, there were metaphors about her “reminding
catalysts in chemistry which only (or merely) expedite processes but
don’t affect their yield” or her “reminding auxiliary lines in
geometry which only (or merely) are drawn to show more clearly the
relations of some more relevant lines in the figure and then they are
erased because their role in the solution has been accomplished (or
terminated. Here this meant the promotion , in some way, of the vice
president to president and the hiring of a new president after Amada
was used to bring Blum to power) (“only” versus “merely” etc just
reflected if the user of the metaphor wanted to praise Amada or to
belittle her). Some intermediate level upgrading, or possibly still
high level, but coming from people with a background in comedy rather
than chemistry or geometry, and of equally equivocal upshot was about
the suggestion that Amada and the drummer were pranksters who might
even be betting with friends on how long they could keep the attention
of the public or if they could create the context to say publicly a
given phrase on which they agreed beforehand or on whether they would
have the nerve to say publicly and without hesitating or breaking into
laughter some things very uncommon in public discourse or very common
in quite different contexts, e.g. pinkworld sites. Some editorials also
suggested that they were attention seekers or even plain exhibitionists
of the flasher type and some ventured the conjecture that they were
flirting with disaster in the form of a weirdo killing them with e.g.
the same motives as the motives of the killer of John Lennon the only
difference being that in that case a nonentity killed an entity to
attract more than its fair and allotted share of attention which for
non-actualizers of the American dream and for other nonentities had
been estimated to 15 minutes by Andy Warhol, whereas here a nonentity
would kill a couple of fellow nonentities granting to himself some
attention in life and for them some posthumous attention, unless he was
more inspired by the attention that the Columbine killers got than in
the attention Lennon’s killer got and thus wanted his own fame to be
posthumous too and thus he also committed suicide afterwards
(“inspired” meaning either “influenced”, and possibly even “used by
some people”, or spontaneous. And without suicide it might mean, or
might have been staged to look like meaning, that the killer was asked
by is victims themselves to make them implement a suicidal myth, let’s
not rush to believe anything , belittling or aggrandizing, sane or
lunatic, life loving or death loving,
but in more cases than not, the
upshot is that Amada and her husband have some morbid love for death ,
for reasons still obscured but most probably dark or even dirty (what
else could mean the admission by her husband that he is spooked by some
phrases of Blake when the phrase from Blake his wife cited half was
“tho’ obscur’d this is the form of the Angelic Land”)and these remarks
are to be contemplated whether one believes or not that governing
should be entrusted to politicians that are life-loving or not and
whether one believes or not that the definition of life-loving
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politician is the old Rummy who blamed old Europe for its non
robustness or the new Rummy who blames new US for its pseudorobustness. These however were the non standard kind of people’s
response, not the main part of it, and the only reason that it could
be noticed even without being effective unlike the main part of it
which could not be noticed despite being effective, was that it was the
response of people with a last name and with an outlet somewhere in the
media, i.e. with something like a column; the effective and silent
part of the response was the people with only a first name , like
Amada, or even without a first name but only a profession, like e.g.
drummer or baker (which after some time , maybe longer than one
lifetime, becomes a last name in some baker’s grandson who is still a
baker) or without even a profession/name (like the drummer as a
reluctant guitarist). And what was that main part’s response? Without
feeling the need, that many columnists felt, not to be taken for
suckers by some pranksters and without feeling the need to show a
better level than they had and without seriously recognizing in their
society the right to consider itself at a better level than the
majority of its members, these people just went ahead and took Amada
and her husband face value and tried to help them in their cause which
they considered as very well defined and very comprehensible and very
legitimate and very worth trying and which, in upshot, they took to be
the following: “in order to help society disentangle itself from the
companies which by now do decision making almost in the absence of
human intervention, people should elect a president who is not himself
a decision maker or specialist but a representative of common sense,
both logical and moral, whom some panel of experts agrees to brief , to
take into account and to report to when he or she summons them to open
discussions visible live and nationwide and in front of some kind of
jury selected among the people in some way”.
This was a formulation
which, when Amada heard from somebody, she went running to him and
hugged him and kissed him and told him that from that point on she
would be describing her program in his way rather than hers because he
had said it much better than she had. And she immediately asked him to
help her to organize the implementation of a proposal she and her
friend had been incubating for quite some time, the idea of electing
public “askers” (an idea which we shall not repeat because we had seen
it already during the discussions in the activists’ camp near Mount
Rushmore) an idea which he immediately said was better than the
lottery-like chosen jury he had in mind. Pretty soon Chomsky was asked
not only to be a minister of education in Amada’s future cabinet but
also to be a “public asker” proposed with such a bulk of people
cheering this new concept/institution that Cheney who would be his
askee did not even try to say that he was not obliged by the
Constitution to be to take such an aptitude test or even to propose
that his own askers give such a test to Amada. Somehow his initial
strategy of calling her a nonentity because she came from nowhere and
was going to nowhere since she was not planning to be a decision maker
in her concept of leadership, boomeranged into making everybody take
for granted that his own specialists in economics would have to examine
not Amada, who never said she was an expert in anything , like he
supposedly was and like he explicitly claimed he was, but to face
Stiglitz and Akerloff who would also be heads of the Ministry of
Finance in Amada’s cabinet and elected public askers and examiners of
Wolfowitz and of his own proposed ministers of finance, concurrently
with the debate between Blum and Wolfowitz as prospective vice
presidents. Cheney and Amada would cross swords in person the last
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week before the elections and a quite off-the wall examination which
by that time would also have taken place would be the following : That
Princeton-ex-dean friend of Perle who had taken the position of
Wolfowitz when Wolfowitz had moved to the position of Cheney when
Cheney had moved to the position of Bush, had been elected by the
public as an asker when he proposed to ask Amada’s husband the
following question:

“You seem to have so much talent both as an artist and as a showman that if you wanted you
could easily be a millionaire. Yet you have chosen to “embrace poverty” as the expression goes,
so you open yourself to the following question : If you run into some severe health problem and
you have not bought the best insurance you might have bought if you did use all your talents then
would you not suddenly regret it? In case you would not regret it, one would suspect that you
might be a suicidal person , quite a strange marriage option for a woman who wants to be a
president of our nation, but let’s forget that, at least tentatively, and ask how irresponsible, or
even criminal, this would sound if you had children which I presume you don’t or we would
have seen them, or let’s just ask how irresponsible, or even criminal, it already is because you do
have a dependent, your wife, who might get seriously ill and still not have the best insurance
your full abilities could afford. Either you are a resigned person, thus not exactly a model to set,
or you and your wife plan to solve that problem by entering the White House which still is not a
model method to solve one’s health insurance problem since not all people can become presidents
of the country at the same time, although admittedly it’s not certain that presidents, Bush for one,
as a rule solve this problem along ways emulatable by the majority of people but maybe they are
in accordance with the aforementioned principle of trying to solve such things to the best of one’s
abilities. I will do take pains to see how you could counterargue, if only to finally dismiss your
way of thinking as inadequate, but before really proving such a statement of mine as grounded let
me grant you the right not to answer one , admittedly justified possible worry and question of at
least one kind of psychological constitution among our listeners or, possibly, even mere hearers,
namely the suspicion that you do have something in common with some terrorist pilots since, just
like you don’t provide for the future well being of your family, namely wife, some terrorist pilots
don’t take landing lessons but only take-off lessons and lesson of maneuvering while flying,
although admittedly something analogous, at least remotely analogous, has been ascribed by at
least Ton Lehrer to Werner von Braun in the verse ““once the rockets are up who cares where
they fall down? That’s not my department” says Werner von Braun” and although admittedly
and in all fairness you might say that you might scrape through some difficulty in life in one way
or another in some way as counterintuitive as the way you scraped through up to this point, since
it is at least counterintuitive, if not outright implausible, that people like you exist at all , the
possibility still being open that you do not really exist and you are only an artifact of
prankstership like other people are artifacts of the media or of record companies etc. Granting the,
non tacit anymore, assumption that none of the above extreme possibilities is the case let’s just
say: that of course you might counterargue as follows: “If I run into some health difficulty of my
wife or of myself I’ll borrow money from my friends and then I’ll work my butt off to pay them
back but I don’t see any reason to work my butt off and either miss the fun of having free and
creative time , or evade the obligation to care for the common good transcending narrow family
concerns, just to pay insurance companies to cover me or my wife even if nothing ever happens
to us , so health insurance by the state, quite generally, might well be a system of loaning and of
finding overtime work for people whose dependents run into health problems ”.Is that what you
have in mind to do in case of a health emergency ?. Suppose one asks you for the case all
potential lenders need the money and can’t lend you, OK, OK, you might counterargue that in
case of epidemics too insurance companies would go bankrupt, suppose one tells you you’re
irresponsibly trying to circumvent some conservation law of economics by working hard only
when emergency be, OK, OK, you might counterargue that, on the contrary, what constitutes a
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perpetual motion machine is the system of providing for unreal needs of bigshot doctors and
insurers by paying them even when they’re covering no factual emergency of yours, OK, let’s
come to an upshot, formulated in the manner of the question I publicly and solemnly I propose
to ask you: Would you say that your answer to the question I asked you above is “yes”?”
(There were commentators who predicted and even placed bets that this
question was so decisively and devastatingly leveling that it might
not only send the drummer away running but also send him plotting how
to have the ex-dean wounded or even killed before the meeting so as
not to have to face that question, and for some interval of time on the
crucial day, as we’ll see presently, many of these guessers thought
they had hit bull’s eye)

The state of mind in which this whole thing was conducted is best described through speaking of
one particular evening which not only set the course of the events on fixed rails but also
epitomized the reason and the way of it: It was an evening in which Wolfowitz and his economy
experts would meet Blum with Stiglitz and Akerloff and then Cheney would meet Chomsky, the
final decision for such brainstorming having been taken with the rationale to let the public see
the whole picture before some next one-group-per-day re-encounters got into the details. Either
to complete a trilogy or as lighter finish off there would follow the meeting between the
Princeton ex dean and the drummer which was tongue-in-cheeked by many as being like the
fourth, albeit only third, OK, fourth and comic, short episode that used to close off tragic trilogies
in antiquity in a way that would make the viewers not leave the theater in a heavy mood , like e.g.
the trilogy “Prometheus fire bearer , bonded, and untied” was accompanied by the short comedy
“Prometheus inadveretent arsonist”. Suddenly there were rumors that Cheney would not show
up because something which he did not want to discuss with anybody had set him on a terrible
psychological condition and on tranquillizers that along with his unrest would interfere with his
clarity in the meeting with Chomsky but these rumors for postponement were both refuted and
confirmed by rumors that there would only be a postponement of the hour and not the day and
that the lighter of the three meetings would occur in the interval between the heavy ones so that
viewers could be given a break between te two monstrously taxing demands on their attention
span and on the belaboring of their eardrums. Suddenly the rumors shifted to saying that this was
the condition of Wolfowitz not of Cheney and there were even rumors that he had tried hard to
sleep to have his full powers and due to some insomnia problems not unusual with him he took
some sleeping pills , which however he took rather too late and so they caused him somnolence at
the time he should be up and around and had then taken amphetamines to shape up because cold
showers didn’t do anything, and the amphetamines did have an effect but they caused him an
overagitation , mental and bodily, and he was jogging hard to tire himself back to some relative
composure of his usual HarrisonFord-like type and he was asking if either of the other two
meetings could be held in the time of the one he played in. So the drummer was called again and
asked if he could make it even earlier in case the ex dean too could and he said OK and when the
dean was late the journalists both to pass the time and to catch some juicy gag or whatever tried
to induce some self-interviewing mood on the drummer and the following self-dialog took place
in him in their presence: “Aaah! Can a dialog be conducted the way the ex dean does it? In a
dialog we’re supposed to be speaking in turns, now it’s your turn to talk now it’s my turn, but if
you not only take my turn but also say what I would say and even say it in the wording and idiom
and tone I would say it, then I feel kind of strange and of course completely redundant; and I’m
even the kind of guy for whom his friends may be saying at this moment “look who is talking”,
friends used to call me “Lord Greyhawk” for the ease with which I picked their idiom, like
Tarzan was picking up both Oxford accent and birds’ or monkeys’ voices, or they used to call me
“Zellig” for the way I could pick their body language as chameleon-like as Woody Allen’s hero,
and now I found my master in the face of an ex dean of Princeton. Either he was quite a
splendid teacher who could transfuse his qualities through just his pores , or I’m too easy to
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influence or this particular quality or whim is a contagious trait, but I feel inclined to conduct
our conversation by speaking on his behalf too. So let me repeat his so-to-speak question and
answer what he left for me to answer and go on to his next question if I can afford to imagine
it:… ”
Here the drummer repeated the ex-dean’s huge “question” almost word for
word and ended, like the ex-dean and asker “...Would you say that your
answer to the question I asked you above is “yes”?” “Yes” “You mean
that “yes” is the answer to the question I’ve just asked you now about
whether you would answer “yes” or also to the question to which this
question referred to or both?” “Both”. “Do you fully realize the import
and consequences of your answer for your party and cause or for my
party and cause?” “I guess but I’m always ready for surprises and
overturns and counterintuitive insights when speaking with people of
your caliber, so please do unfold your thought, and may God help the
best dueler IF this is a matter of duel and not of proposals for
health insurance that the party of each would gratefully and in full
acknowledgment borrow from the opponent party if these proposals were
really better but the opponent lost in the race”.. Suddenly this monolog
was interrupted because it was officially announced that the meeting
of Amada’s husband with the ex-dean was cancelled which was not greeted
with some exaggerated reaction, but when suddenly the meeting with
Wolfowitz of all the other people involved in it and being there and
waiting, was officially cancelled too, the ionosphere was filed with
transmissions involving the neologism “nowherentities” and also
involving the opening phrase of the well known song by Beatles going
like “He’s a real nowhere man..” and also the Simon & Garfunkel
expression “The sound of silence”. Suddenly Wolfowitz showed up in
shorts and jogging shoes, panting and sweat soaked and sweat dripping
and said to the journalists on the sidewalk: “I’m dying,ahaa-ahaaahaa.. I’m dying ahaa-ahaa-ahaa” “You’re dying?! Why didn’t you say
so? People are conjecturing the worse about you!” “You mean you’re
dying and you went jogging instead of staying in bed? Or..” “I’m dying
of ..ahaa-ahaa-ahaa, I’m dying of ..ahaa-ahaa-ahaa” “..or you mean
that you’re jogging yourself to death?” “OK, you’re dying of jogging
but at the wrong time” “I’m dying of curiosity ahaa-ahaa-ahaa”
“Curiosity killed the wolf too?” “Were you prying into something and
got shot? What was that? And where’s the blood?” “I’m dying of
curiosity to see what will happen to our country if Amada becomes
president, I mean in which way the country will collapse, that’s why I
didn’t come, I wanted to be considered as having got scared and to
lose and see what kind of impasses for the country she will create, and
then be called back to the power along with Dick, and so in the long
run win the elections; so I just ran off because I like to win the hard
way” “Off you run! Now!” “You caught your breath back , run to the
winning line, what are you waiting for?” “So you the nowherentities
always prefer the hard way , leaving easy victories to nonentities like
Amada. Is that so?” “Now you are talking. You got it” he said and then
resumed running. It turned out Cheney was upset because in a hunting
expedition that the ex-dean took him to in order to help him relax he
was so jumpy that he shot the ex-dean too, in the face again, and then
he was inconsolable and when he finally did say what the matter was
his environment realized that it was no help saying on the phone that
he would only postpone the meeting until after the meeting of the exdean with Amada’s husband. When he heard the rumors and leaks about
Wolfowitz’ curiosity he realized there was a way out and called in a
press conference and said that he fully shared his colleague’s sage
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stance and calm decision which showed real statesmanship and he would
follow him in his self-selected withdrawal until they were called back
to offer their services , hopefully not so late that they would have to
appeal to the brinkmanship too and not only to their cool, their
sageness and their other Nestor-like qualities. Then running out of
clichés and idioms from his freshman year at Yale to dress the onset
stages of his mental collapse he started on recent and also on quite
new directions like “we’ll have to keep the new generation in good
shape, though, to seize the day when the eclipse of common sense is
over. We’ll replace the obsolete “Monopoly” , the table-game for kids
and pensioners , with another table-game called “Halliburton” and we
two are really going to get some screens and choose each other, I’ll
show you a related song I wrote about this recently. We’ll keep in
shape playing war an also playing “raising a new generation” and if
“Halliburton” doesn’t sell because our visions are still way ahead of
this age than we’ll also make a computer program where, in a parallel
universe, “Halliburton” will have won the new generation away from
“Monopoly” and we’ll keep practicing so that when our time comes we
surprise everybody by how we will not have rusted but will have kept
our good shape”. To make a quite short story even shorter there were
hardly any elections for Amada to win and for Cheney to lose since both
Cheney and Wolfowitz were hospitalized and there was no precedent in
American, or other, history, nor much precise prediction in the
Constitution or legislation of what procedures to follow, or at least
what formalities to keep, to determine successors for the two
hospitalized politicians to either fight or, at least, formally hand
in the towel or to determine a successor opponent party, and anyway all
politicians and all parties implied that they were either dying of
curiosity to see how Amada would fail or dying of curiosity to see how
Amada would succeed; thus essentially power was just handed over to
Amada; the only formality kept was that a day was fixed for a judge
representing the absent president and vice president to give Amada
presidential car keys and White House keys. On well before that day,
actually right after hospitalization, Perle did visit Cheney and
Wolfowitz in the hospital right before going to see his friend the
Princeton ex-dean in the more usual but also more intensive therapy
unit and also did read the editorials of the morning papers in the
waiting room for visitors of patients as the doctors made their
morning checks with the patients. The editorials concerned themselves
mainly with the hope that the nation would not also die of the
curiosity now having climbed to power in anything but an orderly way,
and also concerned themselves with expected ruminations over the
developments going like “What is curious is not how our government
and , most probably a whole age and possibly a system, collapsed
overnight but how something that could collapse so easily had not
collapsed years ago. Maybe in our days
to consider this expected, on
empirical grounds at least, one doesn’t have to be a professor of
history knowing that such remarks were said also about imperia with
even more longevity , e.g. Byzantium and Rome, since one can remember
that very recently people were asking the same thing about USSR. And
maybe the answer to what kept so long from collapse something which
behind some lethal masks only hid a bunch of clowns is not all that
different from what answers the same question in the case of disrupted
familybusiness-size terrorist organizations”. Anyway, let’s see here
only the dialog between Perle and the ex Princeton dean, or more
precisely the self dialog of the ex-dean in front of Perle on behalf of
both of them, or rather the self dialog of the ex-dean on behalf of he
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and Cheney which would even be exact if Cheney had not become
destabilized to psychotic breakdown and hospitalized, something that
the ex-dean did not give Perle a chance to tell him in case Perle did
want to tell him which he didn’t:

Princeton ex-dean: -Let’s imagine what Cheney would say to the police or rather to the judge
about the accident: “Your honor, of course I didn’t do it on purpose, and if you think that it is too
suspect a coincidence that I produced in the same period too identical accidents, I also tell you
that each of the accidents proves that both of them were accidents as much as it proves that they
were not accidents,. would I do the same crime twice without being afraid I would attract
attention and arouse suspicions? And can I disprove that I didn’t do it on purpose in order to just
tell you what I just did? The only thing that I can , possibly, just possibly, not conclusively,
appeal to is that the couple of such violations is itself the second couple of violations in my life
since, as newspapers had already mentioned at the time of my fist shootout , when I was a young
student I had been caught by police driving drunk and not only that but soon after I again drove
drunk but his second tine I saw a police car and went to the policemen and turned myself in
before they caught me. What does this prove , your honor?” “That the politician too hits twice in
all senses of the word “twice”. How do you feel about the incident?” “It’s the second worst
day of my life” “You mean in the temporal sense, I hope. If you mean that you were sadder about
your first victim than about your second then your partiality in feeling may arouse some partiality
in my legal judgment and not acquit you so completely as the first time around”…” OK, at that
point Perle, having more urgent business to attend to, stepped out unnoticed, not a hard task to
accomplish when the observer was a monologist talking to his internal mirror; Perle’s parallel
internal monolog as he stepped out , or already as he was listening to his friend’s, and as possibly
he was contacting his friend’s whim of always answering on his listener’s behalf, was “Oh, Rich,
sorry for just answering on Dick’s behalf to myself instead of on yours too, and sorry for not
answering also about the input concerning Dick’s and Paul’s mental state but you didn’t tell me
anything about it, but here’s what I would tell you on your behalf if you had briefed me, so hear
your monolog from my lips along with my sincere and frank opinion that you do not run the risk
of going crazy like them, not even of contacting my whim of talking on other people’s behalf ,
which is not crazy but is just either ball breaking or amusing depending on who your listener is, I
mean that what you will now hear is your own monolog quite independently from your visit to
me: “I, I mean I Richard Perle, am also dying of curiosity to see the outcome of all this but also
dying of curiosity to see if Bill and Helen, or even Mumford himself of whom Bill and Helen are
mere male and female cheerleaders, have a psychological constitution similar to Dick’s and
Paul’s in the following sense: Mumford believes, along with Oscar Wylde, that a map of the
world not containing utopia is not worth a second glance, and since utopias are parallel worlds
dwelling in our imagination from where they serve as examples to emulate or to avoid and since,
thus, using them in our thinking and planning to help us being clearheaded and in good shape to
bring one to power is a little like Dick’s and Paul’s playing virtual war and “Halliburton” on
screens to remain in good shape until being called back to power, therefore Mumford , or at least
his cheerleaders like Bill and Helen, might be just a hair’s distance from the nuthouse too. To see
if Dick, Paul and Bill are similar psychologically something must destabilize Bill as much as
those confrontations destabilized Dick and Paul. So let me do go there and destabilize Bill”
OK, so let’s see what was the more urgent business Perle had to
attend to:
(A plane is shown flying as in the beginning of episode 2 and suddenly
we’re inside Bill’s house. Perle is holding a gun at Bill,telling him:)

P:-What a fake you are! You and your wife speak at no cost of Brunos and martyrs , political or
other, and then let the people who listened to your crap, in this very room, lift your own cross.
You know where Paul and Dick are?
B:-For the sake of humanity above all , but for their own sake too as a collateral benefit that I
personally don’t give a shit about, I hope they’re being treated, even belatedly, with that
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medication that the gang was trying to make mandatory for the majority of US citizens, but for
the sake of some pharmaceutical companies and for the sake of sedation and easier manipulation
of those citizens . You see, I do believe in the good role of this medication, I only object to your
criteria for diagnosing who needs it. So the fact that you have diagnosed me as crazy and not your
advisees doesn’t make the cross that belongs to them a cross that belongs to me.
P:-It was you who was quoting activist poets in junta jails who were quoting Shakespeare on
unholy people pointing the thorny road to others and keeping for themselves the road of
pleasure.
B:-You hold the gun, not me, so what’s your problem for not seeing me as a martyr? That it was
you who paid the TWA ticket and not me? Is the travel cost so major a part of the martyrdom?
Or am I not selfless enough for you because I didn’t also think of how to spare you the jail
sentence for shooting? You see what a clown you are even though your genes are not disturbed
like the genes of your advisees who took you seriously? You see which mentor’s victims they are
for listening to him and whose cross they’re carrying besides the one of their genes? And you see
what poor cripples by birth are the only people who can take seriously shitheads like you?
A big clay chamber pot is emptied on Perle by Jimmy from the balcony
of the midfloor. He throws the empty crock to Bill who catches it on
the air and puts it on Perle’s head. Jimmy comes down and is leaving:

B:-See you later alligator.
J:-In a while crocodile… (he turns to Perle and continues:)
…-In a bit crock of shit. If you want clean jeans and a T-shirt I have one on the midfloor up
there. There’s also a shower there. I’ll get you a towel.
B:-Thanks Jimmy for saving my life.
Jimmy:-No sweat, call me anytime, saving you from the kind of shit you usually get into is
always fun. But keep in mind, I can’t save you from a real hitman. This one was just a shitman,
not a hitman. Shit to shit. Crock to crock.
B:-Now I’ll roll the carpet and put it in the outside balcony, before the room gets the stink. I do
know you enjoyed it, but do charge me, since carpets are your job and you have to maintain the
equipment and since getting involved in such implausible situations every now and then is my
job.
J:-Aah, don’t start that shit again. I’ll come to get the carpet for cleaning in the backyard after the
lamb is done. Now it would stink us away. OK, I go to prepare the marinara, you start turning
the skewer. The coals are ready…Oh, where does your wife keep your towels? OK, I
remembered.
Jimmy to Perle (who still has the chamber pot over his head) as he’s
looking in some drawers of a wardrobe:

-If you want to stay for lamb and wine and balalaikas, do join the party. If you want to leave in
your own suit stay until after the party and use the hose I’ll use for the carpet. If you want to
leave in my jeans and T-shirt don’t leave any money, your money is dirtier than your shit. And
when you want to shoot, shoot. Don’t talk.
Perle removes the chamber pot from his head:

P:-I wonder where I’ve heard that. Wasn’t that Eli Wallace speaking from a bathtub?
J:-It sure was. And you got the suggestion too.
P:-Yes! It was in “The good the bad and the ugly”. I wonder who of the three I am.
J:-Finally you are all three of them. Now go get beautiful. Bill, you too got any suggestion for
him?
B:-Rich, when you want to talk, talk. Don’t shit. And devote your life to at least that kind of
victims of you. I mean Dick and Paul.
(Jimmy throws him the towel he has just picked from the wardrobe he
was fumbling in)
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BEHIND CURTAIN
“Do not despair. One of the thieves was saved.
Do not presume. One of the thieves was lost”
St Augustine
Follow up: Three of the gang were saved (OK, the third one was just relatively saved)Two of
the gang had a more complete vacation from their senses but only temporarily and then went
back to mere “soul loss a usual” but being (just a little) saner than (their) usual. But this was later,
not when the party, mentioned and following, took place.
The first notes of the “Hymn to Joy” of Schiller/Beethoven are heard:

(photo shown still among instrumental introduction to Hymn):

J:-And if after the shower the shithead finally does come here, remind me to tell him that it
was we who had stolen his shit the first time he had come. And that it was not in order to put it on
display or to send it to Mick Jagger or to clone his DNA that I was saving his shit in the clay
crock , but just to put it back to where it belonged: To his head which explodes so
phenomenally with crappy ideas that he shines forth shit like a shit supernova. And also remind
me to tell him that he’s not cut out for westerns but for slapsticks.
H:-Oh, so looking back to it was not a Bushtrap but a Perletrap. And the letter containing the
greaser story* was the warning .
S:-Mom, does slapsticks come from shitslap plus shit sticks plus not wanting to speak of shit
anymore?
H:-Wow! Look how proud your father is when he sees this gene of his DNA present in yours too.
…………………………….
* Let’s include here and now a part of “Notes to Episode 3” which explains this thus making episode 3
really self contained and the reading of the notes to it really optional:
…Once, some officials and authorities had come on one of those torture islands to see how

rehabilitation was going, and the sentenced were given better food and even wine for that festivity
but one of them was absent from the roll call and nobody had an idea where he might be, escape
was impossible, so they just forgot about him and focused on the event. Suddenly he showed up
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stark naked but all self smeared with shit all over his body and holding two huge buckets filled to
the brim with shit which he must have been storing from the toilets for days. He approached the
officials and their ladies and started plastering all of them and all the heads and guards of the
torture camp with splashing handfuls of shit of every color, age and smell. Being shitty and
loathsome by his self smearing , he made the guards hesitate to grab him when ordered to. And
when they were threatened and forced to, his also being naked made his slimeness so slippery
that the shit bath he was subjecting his targets was not truncated very abruptly and the effects of
his self-therapeutic psychodrama in this encounter group were not canceled by the consequences
that followed for him (of which none was tried on him for the first time anyway, and none had
been spared even in the absence of his doing something so healing for himself and for the
onlookers) Maybe a valid analysis of how the idea had dawned on him would be that this
inspired guy had thought: “You fucking necktied shitbags, you’re so full of shit that you’re
essentially untouchables. To do anything to you, any honest man will have to do so dishonest
things and become so much like you that he feels it as being quite literal to say the idiom
“wherever I touch him he stinks”. But I’ve just found the way to make myself as untouchable as
you by becoming as full of shit as you but remaining different from you. My shit will wash off if
I just take a dive afterwards, but yours will remain unless, to rinse, you do something as drastic
as something that’ll send you here as prisoners yourselves, which of course you won’t do” After
that “greasing” he gave every asshole around he was nicknamed “greaser”…
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Oh You Joy Gift from the Heavens to the blissful mortal man
You give Life and Love in Freedom and a faithful loving friend

Photo of Bill, Jimmy, Bill’s wife and daughter, Bush with Laura and Rumsfeld with Daisy, and
other people living there eating, drinking and singing. Perle is also there (in Jimmy’s jeans and Tshirt with a big sign (to be zoomed on) on its chest writing: “I’m so happy I could shit”.
Subtitle (sung by the Schiller-Beethoven soundtrack too):

Subtitle of the latter photo when put together will be:
With Your Magic You unite us and You break the chains of Fate
All the World you make our Brothers when Your wings all wide You spread

Photo of Cheney, Wolfowitz playing on PCs with spiteful looks.
Subtitle (also sung by the Schiller-Beethoven soundtrack too):
Subtitle of the this last photo when put together will be:
Glory to whoever only one soul hosts within his heart
let the rest with pain be parted and from us just live afar
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Holy Joy Gift from the Heavens Daughter from the Fields of Gods
to your Altar I’m now kneeling Sacred Fire now moves my heart
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When not obscur’d anymore , this is the form of the Angelic Land:
(for US too like it is for any other country)

…this world the small the Great:

Happy End of a part of episode 3 which, in retrospect, could be titled
“The quite bearable challenge and call from back to the future”

CURTAIN LIFTED AGAIN:
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BACK TO THE DAY AFTER
Y en el final del iracundo mar, en la lluvia del oceano,
surgen las alas del albatros, como dos sistemas de sal.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
estableciendo en el silencio
como gotas de sangre y plumas
entre las rachas torrenciales
los cardenales desangraban
con su espaciosa jerarquia el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Neruda-Theodorakis
The day after Amada was handed over the president’s keys etc there is a
rock concert , as promised; she will go upstage to sing at some point
with her husband and his brother, but right now she is sitting in the
front row of the tiers of the stadium along with the audience while a
South American group is playing the bird song of Neruda’s Canto
Heneral. Suddenly a guy dressed in jeans and jacket that look like an
American flag and wearing a cowboy hat, sitting right behind Amada’s
husband who is sitting on the right of Amada and on the left of his
brother, Bill (the guy who looks a lot like Jack Nicholson) takes out
two muffled guns and shoots the two men right on a temple, he does the
same motion to Amada but just shoots her in the neck because she has
turned to see what was the sound she heard. The man , as if programmed
and unaware she’s not dead puts the one gun in his mouth and shoots.
The immediate circle of concert listeners and voters of Amada gathers:

Amanda:-Please take us to the stage.
One listener and voter:-You’re bleeding profusely, we’ve got to call an ambulance, there may still
be time. Hold on, don’t give up yet.
Amanda:-No, I really prefer to go on stage and die there between my husband and Bill.
Another listener and voter:-Is it because you want to keep company to them?
Amanda:-No it’s that they wanted to keep company to me just in case I got shot, because I was
the one who was risking today, and you’ll have a cheat for president if I am the one who kept
alive finally. More or less my mission is accomplished, I just wanted to bring Blum to power as a
usual president, with a vice president as usual etc etc, eventually, and I was just representing the
American people risking to protect him in his job of disentangling the people from war industry.
So prove to me that you’ll know how to protect Blum from the next assassin by protecting me
from the ambulances and from the police cars coming to get me to a hospital or to find out about
the assassin, it’s not really important to know what he really was and all that; now just take us to
the stage.
Another listener and voter:-That’s easy, we’ll just give the police the corpse of the shooter just
telling them he committed suicide, like he really did, and then we’ll disappear before they start
asking more questions, there aren’t many of us yet who know that you guys have been shot too,
we’ll lift all three of you on our arms and carry you to the stage, it’ll take a while for everybody
to know that something happened.
The guy handling the spotlights has realized something is happening
but not exactly what, he spotlights Amanda being lifted on arms and
rushed to the stage and he briefly spotlights the drummer and his
brother as they are also being carried to the stage in this way, Bush
and Rumsfeld from some tiers higher in the stadium, full of flashbacks
from themselves being carried like that some weeks ago but also as if
suspecting something unusual is going on, stand up and watch the
spotlight very attentively; the song, by coincidence like in their
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case, is in the part of the bird song where a moon of birds and a
living river of shadow and a comet tail made of innumerable pulsing
bird hearts is going to eclipse for a moment the world’s sun pulsing
over the ocean, the finale about the calming of the ocean surface hit
for a while by tropical rain and about the bleeding cardinals just
before red dawn, is being sung as Amada, bleeding red, is put on a
chair between two chairs with her husband and his brother dead, her
arms are over their shoulders, the audience realizes what’s going on
and everybody rises shocked and alarmed, people nationwide in front of
their TVs, and also Bill, Helen and Suzy have also risen, shocked and
alarmed, Suzy holding Mickey tight to her chest, a moustached and
somewhat fat man and a little girl a somewhat older than Suzy and also
holding a Mickey tight to her chest, are also standing up shocked in
front of a TV, a Balkanian looking woman by herself is collapsed on a
sofa watching a TV while, chaotically and frantically, scenes with the
Nicholson-like Bill, many of them quite wildly erotic or even hardcore,
pass as flashbacks from her mind’s eye, suddenly the whole stadium,
Bush and Rumsfeld included, raise an arm in salutation and goodbye,
like Bill, and even the gang as buffoon opera, some weeks ago had
raised for the collapsed Indian in the United fruit song. Suddenly
everybody is singing for her too, and somewhere during the song Amanda
dies, the song she would dedicate to her husband, and to his brother
too as she had dedicated to Rachel Corrie.
(Bill wears his black glasses, Helen leans on his shoulder weeping,
Suzy leans on her mom’s hip weeping, the other little girl leans on her
father’s hip weeping, the Balkanian looking woman is standing up with
her face submerged into her hands and in sobs). The lyrics they had all
learned from that pre-election TV night are:

Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s still hope left in the world, it’s not gone without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain’s not the measure, we won’t leave your treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine.
The Neruda verses and the photos below were put together by Helen as
dedication to two great women and sitting ducks whom she called
“bleeding cardinals” for knowing that the real way to Mount Rushmore
sometimes is like to Mount Golgotha and for deciding their Icarus fall
in a way as unpresuming as taking a dive in any isle Icaria’s falls:
And at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean rain,
the wings of the albatros rise up like two systems of salt
All was flight in our land
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy the order of the wilds.
The dawn of Anahuac.
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I got a life to lead*

Mission accomplished
*The reason this play is a comedy is of course not in the play but in real life. It’s the originals that are
cartoons parodying their copies in it, not the other way around (and if we imagine this was the end of a
film and not of a book, and it also showed the actors putting back on their usual clothes and leaving the
scene as casually as always, e.g. talking and joking while walking, this point would be made even better,
and almost without words. As apology to South Americans too (for the use of Allende) see next page.
John Alevizos, Easter 2006
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